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PRIilFAdE

‘Thk Eastern Question has by (leu;rees assumed such large

propoi'tions that po one can be surprise<i at tl»c s[)a,ce it

occupies in all public discussions whether of the tongue (»V of

the pen.’ So Lord Stratford <le llcdclifle wrote to TJip 7'ime.s

on September 1), bS7(). llis words testified to a notorious

fact. The fact has not become less notorious during the

forty years since the words were written nor have the

proportions assumed by the Eastern (Question become less

ample. In view of these facts it is the more surprising that

English Historical Literature shorKd still lack any systematic

and continuous account of the origin and <leveh)])ment of the

Eastern (Question.

Monographs exist in ()lenty on special aspects of the

pi’oblem, and many general Histories of Euroi)e contain

useful chapters ot» the subject, but 1 do not know of any

book in English which attemi)ts the task which in the

present woi’k 1 havC set befoi'e myself.

The main lines oT this book weie laid down many years

ago ; the subject has formed part of my academic teach

ing
;

for this puri)ose my material has been under constant

I’evision, and some of it has beezi utilized for articles

recently (.'ontributed to the Edlnbunjh Review, the Fort-

nightlif Review, and the Nineteenth Centnv// a)id After. T(‘

the [M’oprietoz’s and editors of these Review.^ I am indelzted

for |>ermission to reproduce portions of my articles, but none

of them are reprinted in ewtenso. Elsewhere, in the ccjurse of

my protracted journey, I have come across tnices of my
own footsteps, indicating the I’oute of previons historical

excursions. In such cases i have no*^ Ik on careful to avoid

them, and here and there I have incoi’porated whole [zara
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;^raphs from earlier works, for I was long ago impressed by

the warning that a man may say a thing once as he would

have it sakl, fait he cannot say it twice.

T<' each clitipter ! have suflixed a list of anthoiaties which

will I trust be found useful by students, by teachers, and by

the ‘general reader’ who may desire further information

on sfiecial topics which in a work like the jiresent must

needs be somewhat summarily dismissed. To stimulate such

cur: )sity and to encourage more detailed researcli are among
the main objects Avhich I have had in view. But my primary

purpose has been to provide for those who are in any degree

charged with the lesjionsibility for the solution of a most

<-omple.v political t)robleni an adeipiate basis of historical

knowledge. A knowledge of the jiast is not in itself sullicient

to .solve the problems of the present ; but no solution is likely

to be elfective or enduring- which is not based upon such

kn(»wledge. Ix'ast of all in the case of a problem which,

like that of the Near Past, includes nunicT-ous factors which

are intelligible only in the light of past events, many of

them remote, and most of them obscure.

Pspecially obscure are the facts of the political geogra[ihy

of the Balkan.s. My numerous majis arc intended to elucidate

them, and if tliey are found to 1‘uHil tlicir purpose at ail

ade((uately it is mainly owing to the kiod help of my friend

an<l colleague .Mr. ('. (Iraut Bobertson, M.A., t’.V.O,. of

All Souls ( 'ollegc', and to the e.xtraordinary patience and care

bestowed upon their ju-eparation by the y\.ssistaut Secretary

to the Delegates of the Press. But every student of historical

geography will acknowledge the ilitliculty of the task. Among
I'-e maps will be found one on Balkan hhJmogiaphy which no

one should consult without taking heed to Sii- ( 'harles Eliot’s

warning: ‘every Pthnogra[)hic ma]) of the Balkan Peninsula

gives a ditlerent view of the arrangement of the populations.’

In truth juecision is unattaiu ible, and the maj) must be

accepted only as a lough iiull.-ation of the distribution

of ract's.
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Til *1110 accomplishment i^f my task I have inclined many

obligfitions to frielids which it is a» duty and a. pleasure

to acknowledge. Sir Ar^hur Evans kindly allowed me to

consult him on one or two geograjihical points
;

}>i‘. Holland

Rose of Cambridge and Professor Alison Idiillips of Dublin

were good enough to rejily* in some detail to questions

addressed to them, while to J)r. U. W. Macan, Master <»f

University College, and to Mr. ( Jrant Hobertson 1 owe a debt

which 1 find it diflicult to acknowhalge in tei ins whicli shall

be at once adeipiate to my own sense of gratitude and not

reinignant to them. Tioth these distinguished scholars have

subjected my [iroof sheets to the most careful revision,

and from both 1 have received in\*aluablc suggestions. My
obligations to writers who have covered parts of the same

ground are, it is needless to add, exceedingly nunierons, but

I trust that they have been ackiKVvledgcd in the foot-notes

and bibliographies. l'V»r any unacknowledged or unwittihg

appropriation I ci'ave pai’don. To the modern school of

French historians my debt is jiarticnlarly heavy, ami I desire

to pay my respectful homage to the skill with which they

combine massive erudition with a tirilliance of ex])osition

which none may hope to rival. Neither in French, howevei’,

nor in any other language have 1 come across any book which

is identical in scope ‘and purpose with my own, and though

no one can be more conscious than myself both of the

imulequacy ol' my e<[uipment and the imperfection of my

execution, yet I have no misgivings as to the importance oi-

the timeliness of the task 1 have essayed. 'I’he author may

have dared too much : but the book itself was overdiig.

OXFOUI),

Eosl/ r /i’rc ( .l/nvV 7), 1!)|7.

d. A. H. MAItPKyj'T.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

The Problem of the Near East

‘ That sliifting, intractable, and interwoven tanp^le of conflicting interests,

rival pcoi)lcs, and antagonistic faiths that is veiled under the easy name of

the Eastern Question.’—John Morley.

From time immemorinl Europe Jias been confronted with The

an ‘ Eastern Question In its essence the problem is un-

changing. It has arisen from the clash in the lands of South-

Eastern Europe between the habits, ideas, and preoonceptions

of the West and those of the •East. But although one in

essence, the problem has assumed dilferent aspeqts at different

periods. In the dawn of authentic history it is represented

by the contest between the Greeks and the Persians, the

heroic struggle enshrined in the memory of Marathon,

Thermopylae, and Salamis. To the Roman the ‘Eastern

Question ’ centred in his duel with the great Hellenistic

monarchies. In the early Middle Ages the i)roblem was repre-

sented by the struggre between the forces of Islam and those

of Christianity. That struggle reached its climax, for the

time being, in the great battle of Tours (732). The chivalry

of Western Europe renewed the contest, some centuries later,

in the Crusades. The motives which inspired that movement
were curiously mixed, but essentially they afforded a further

manifestation of the secular rivalry between Cross and

Crescent
;
a contest between Crusaders and Infidels for pos-

session of the lands halIonA‘d to every Christian by their

association with the life of Christ on earth.

With none of these earlier manifestations of an immemorial

antithesis is this book conceriied. Its main purpose is to

sketch the historical evolution of a problem which has

baffled the ingenuity of European diplomatists, in a general

sense, for more than five ^uindred years, more specifically

B1984
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f

and insistently for about a century. In tlie vocabulary of

English diiilloinacy Eastern Question was iiot included
,

until the .period of the Oreek War of Independence (1821- 9),

tho:;gh the i>hrase is said to bo traceable at least as far back as

the battle of Lepanto (1571). A definition of the ‘Question’,

at once authoritative and satisfactory, is hard to come b}".

Lord Morley, obviously appreciating the difiicidty, once

spoke of it, with characteristic felicity, as ‘ that shifting,

intractable, and interwoven tangle of conflicting intei’csts,

rival peoples, and antagonistic faiths that is veiled under the

easy name of the Eastern Question’. A brilliant French writer,

M. Edouard Driault, has defined it as Le prohieme de la

ruine de la puissanee politique de I'Islam. lint this defini-

tion seems unnecessarily broad. Dr. Miller, with more
precision, luas explained it thus: ‘The Near Eastern (Question

may be defined as the problem of filling up the vacuum
created by the gradual di? .ippearance of the ’I'ui’kish Empire
from Europe.' But though this definition is unexcejdionable

as far as it goes, our purpose seems to demand something at

once more explicit and more explanatory . Putting aside the

many difficult problems connected with the })osition of

Ottoman power in .\sia and Africa, the ‘ Fastern (Question’

may be taken, for the pur[K)se of the ])resent survey, to

include :

First and primarily : I'he part played by the < >ttoman

Turks in the history of Eiu’ope since they first crossed the

llelle.spont in the middle of the fourteenth century
;

Secondly : The position of the loosely designated Balkan

States, which, like Creece, Serbia, Bulgaria, and Roumania,

have graflually I’c-emerged as the waters of the Ottoman
flood have subsided ; t)r, like Montenegro, Avere never

/d’eally submerged
; or, like Bosnia, the Herzegovina, Tran-

sylvania, and the Bukovina, have been annexed by the

Habsburgs
;

Thirdly : The problem of the Black Sea
;
egress therefrom,

ingre.ss thereto
;
the command of the Bosphorus and the

Dardanelles, and, above all, .the cai)ital problem as to the

possession of Constantinople
;

Fourthly : The position of Rus^da in Europe
;
her natural
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impulse towards the Mediterranean
;
her repeated attempts

,
to secure permanent access to that sea by the narrow straits

;

licr relation to lier co-religionists under the sway of the

Snltiin, more particularly to those of her own Hlavonic

nationality

;

Fifthly : The position of £he Ilabsbnrg Empire, and in

particular its anxiety for access to the Aegean, and its

relations, on the one hand, with the Southern Slavs in the

annexed '[)rovinces of Dalmatia, Bosnia, and the Ilerzegovvia,

as well as in the adjacent kijigdoms of Serbia and Mont'^-

negro
; and, on the other hand, with the Ronmans of Tran-

sylvania and the Bnkovina
;
and

Finally : The attitude of the European Powers in general,

and of I'^ngland in ])articular, towanls all oi‘ any of the ques-

tions enumerated above.

The primary and most essenCial»factor in the problem is, The

then, the presence, embedded in the livijig flefih of Europe.

of an alien substance. That substance is the Ottoman Turk.

Akin to the k]uroi)ean family neither in creed, in race, in

language, in social customs, nor in ])olitical aptitudes and

traditions, the Ottomans have for more than five hundred

years presented to the other Ihiropean I'owers a problem, now
tragic, nmv comic, ^now bordering almost on burlesque,

but always batliing a[id {laradoxical. Tlie following pages,

after sketching tlie settlement of this nomad peoiilc in

Anatolia, Mill describe their momentous passage from the

southern to the nortjicrn shore of the Hellespont
;

thcii*

encampment on fairopean soil
; their gradual compiest of

the Balkan peninsula ; their overthrow of the great Serbian

Empire
;
their reduction of the kingdom of Bulgaria

;
and

finally, by a successful a.ssault uiion Constantinoide, their

annihilation of the last feeWe remnant of the Roman Empire
of the l']ast.

Froni Constantinople Me shall .see the ( Ittomans advancing Conquests

to the conquest of the M'holc ^of the Eastern Irasin of the

Mediterranean : the Aegean islands, Syria, k^gyi)t, and the

northern coast of Africa. The zenitir oi their power M'as

attained with remarkabl'e rapidity. Before the end of the

b2
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' sixtee^ith century it was already ivassed. The seeds of decay

were indeed sown, evtin if they were not yet discernible,

during the reign of ..Suleinian thdf Magnificent (1520-6(j),

a period geiierally accounted the noontide of Ottoman great-

ness and prosperity. Within five years of Suleiman’s deatli

the great naval disaster at Lepanto (1571) had revealed to

an astonished world the obvit)us weakening of Ottoman

morale and the waning of their power at sea.

Political decay was temporarily arrested during the follow-

ing century. But for any success achievx'd by the Turks the

Sultans were no longer personally responsible. Not one of

the Sultans of the seventeenth century, nor for that matter

of the eighteenth, left any impress ni)on the page of Ottoman

history. The revival of Tinkisli prestige in the seventeenth

century was due to a remarkable Albanian family, the

Kiuprilis ;• but that revival rested upon no sid)stantial founda-

tions, and its evanescent character was clearly manifested

before the century had drawn to a close. The failure of

the Moslems to take advantage of the distractions of their

Christian enemies during the Thirty Years’ War (I()lK-48)

was in itself symptomatic of a loss of energy and initiative.

Still more significant Avere the reverses sustained by Turkish

arms. At the great battle of St. Oothard (l()(j4) Montecuculi

lu’ovcd that the Ottomans wci'c no longer invincible on land,

as Don John had demonstrated at Lepanto that tliey were

no longer invincible by sea.

Twenty years later the Vizier, Kara Mustapha, did indeed

carry the victorious arms of Turkey to the gates of Vienna.

But the Polish King, John Sobicski, snatched from him the

supreme prize
;
saved the Austrian capital

;
and relieved

Enropoi from the nightmare by Avhich it had long been

,voppressed.

From that moment ( 108J) the Turks ceased to be a menace
to Christendom. The Ilabsburgs inflicted a series of crush-

ing defeats uiion them in the north
;

the \'^enetians con-

quered the Morea
;
Avhile France was so deeply involved in

Western lilurope that she cou|.d do little to help the Power
Avith whom she hail so long been allied in the Ec'ist. The

Ti'eaty yfCarloAvitz, concluded in between the Ilabsburgs
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and the Turks, supplemented by that of Azov, dictated by.
,

Russia in 1702, afforded conclusive evidence that Jhe tide had

turned. For two and a half centuries the Ottomans had been

the scourge of Christendom and had seriously tlu’eaitened the

security of the European polity. The menace was now

<lissipated for ever. John Sobieski’s brilliant exploit was in

this sense decisive. The advance of the Moslem was finally

arrested, and the first phase of the Eastern (Question had

closed. •

Only, however, to give place to another less alarming'biit

more perplexing. Ever since the early years of the eighteenth

century Europe has been haunted by the apprehension of problem,

tlie conse<pienccs likely to ensue ujM)n the demise of the

sick man, and the sid)soqucnt disposition of his heritage.

For nearly two hundred years it was assumed that the in-

heritance would devolve upon one or more of the Great

Powers. That the submergejJ nationalities of the Balkan

l)eninsula would ever agafti be in a position to exercise any

decisive influence n])on the destinies of the lands they still

peopled was an idea too remote from actualities to engage

even the passing attention of diplomacy. From the days of

Albcroni ingenious diidomatists in long succession have

amused themselves by devising schemes for the partition

of the Ottoman Empire, biit none of these schemes paid any

heed to the claims bf the indigenous iidiabitants. It would,

indeed, have been temarkable if they had
;
for from the

fifteenth century to the nineteenth nothing was heard and little

was known of Bnlgar, Slav, Rouman, or Greek. The problem

of the Near East ct)ilccrned not the peoides of the Balkans,

but the Powers of Europe, and among the Powers primarily

Russia.

In its second phase (1702 1820) the Eastern Question might Jlclations

indeed be defined as the Relations of Russia and Turkey.

'riie IIal)sbnrgs were frequently on the stage, but rarely in Turkey,

the leading role, and the part they played became more

and niore definitely stibsicWary as the eighteenth century

advanced. From the days oT Peter the Great do those of

Alexander 1 Europe, not iifdSed without spasmodic protests

from France, acquiesced iy the Jissumption that Russia might
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France
and the

Near
Fast.

Fn^iisli

roli('y.

. fairly claim a preponderant interest in the settlement ef the

Eastefn Qt^estion. This acquiescence seems to a later genera-

tion the more remarkable in vicY' of the fact that Russia'

hei'sclf had, so lately made her entrance iq)on the stage of

European politics. Perhaps, however, this fact in itself

explains the acquiescence. Rnss/a was already pushing towards

the Rlack Sea before Western Europe recognized her

existence. By 1774 her grip upon the inland sea was firmly

established, and she was already looking to the possibilities of

egi'oss into the Mediterranean. The 'Treaty of Kainaidji,

c5nclnded in that year, not only ])rovided ample excuse for

subsequent interference in the Balkans, but gave Russia the

right of establishiiig a permanent embassy at Constantinople,

'fhe Treaties of Jassy (Ti'92) and Buchai’cst (1<S12) carried

her two stages furthei’ towards her ultimate goal. But by

this time new factors in the problem were begiiming t(>

ot)ei‘ate.

.France had never been unmindful of her interests in the

Eastern Mediterranean. By the ca])itulations of 1.585 Francis I

had obtained from Huleiman the Magnificent considerable

trading privileges in Egypt. D’Argenson, in I78<S, published

an elaborate ])lan for the eonstnurtion of a canal through the

Isthmus of Suez and for restoring, by the cnteiqu'ise of French

traders and the efforts of French administrators, political

order and commercial prosperity in Eg^yi)t. In the negotia-

tions between Catherine II and the Ertiperor Joseph for the

pai tition of the Ottoman dominions the interests of France

were recognized l)y the assignment of Egypt and Syria to the

French monarch.

But it was Napoleon who first concentrated the attention of

the French peojjlc to the high significance of the problem of the

Near East. The ac(|uisition of the Ionian Isles
;
the expedi-

tion to l''gypt and Syria
;
the grandiose schenu's for an attack

on British India
;
the agreement with the 'fsar Alexander for

a i)artition of the Ottoman Empire all combined to stir the

imagination alike of traders ami diplomatists in P'rance.

,
And not 'in France only. If Napoleon was a great educator

of the French, stiH^mr^re wastiF an educator of the English.

PMr some two hundred yeai-s Eygksh merchants had been
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keenly alive to the conimercial value of the Levant. The,

politicians, howevei«v were curiously but characteristically tardy

in awakening to the fact that the development of events in

the Ottoman Empire possessed any political significance for

England. The statesmen of the eighteenth century observed

with equal unconcern the d(if:repitudc of the Turks and the

advance of the Russians. I’he younger I’itt was the first

and only one among them to di8[)lay any interest in Avhat,

to his successors in Downing Street, became known as the

Easfeni Question. With a prescience peculiar to himseW he

perceived that England was supremely concerned in the

ultimate solution of that problem, llis earliest diplomatic

achievement, the Triple Alliance of 1 TcS.S, was designed largely,

though not exclusive!}', to circum*a-ibe Russian ambitions in

the Near East. Rut his apprehensions were not shared b\

his contemporaries. Few English statesmen have commanded
the confidence and the ear of the House of Conuflons as Pitt

commanded them. Yet oven l^itl failed to arouse attenljon

to this subject, and when in l /UO he pi oposed a naval denum-
stration against Russia lie sullered one of the few checks in

his triumphant parliamentary career. The enemies of Eng-
land Avere less slow to {lerceive where her vital interests lay.

‘ Really to coiuiuer England,’ said Napoleon, ‘ we must make
ourselves masters of Egyjd.’

Hence the imporfeince attached by (jleneral Bonaparte, at

the very outset of hiff political career, to the acquisition of the

Ionian Isles. Corfu, Zante, and Cephalonia were, he declared

in i7!)7, more important for France than the whole of Italy.

They were the stepidng-stones to Egypt
;

Egyjit was a stage

on the high road to India. Hanlly a generation had elajjsed

since Clive, strenuously seconded by the elder Pitt, had
turned the French out of India. To Egypt, therci’ore, the

thoughts of Frenchmen naturally turned, not only as att'oru-

ing a guarantee for the maintenance of French commercial

interests in the Near East, but as a means of tlu'eatening the

position so recently acquireik by England in the Further East.

These ideas constantly I'ecur >n the reports of French ambas-

sadors at the Porte, and Ttflibyrand, on taking office, found,

as he tells us. his official portfolio buljring with schemes for
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the conquest of Egypt.^ Napoleon, therefore, in this as in

other things, was merelj' the heir and exdcutor of the tradi-

tions of the Aitcieu regime. He Vrought, however, to the

cxecution'of , these schemes a vigoiir wliicli, of late years, the

old monai-chy had conspicuously lacked. But even Napoleon

w'as only partially successful in arousing the attention of the

English people to the importance of the Eastern Mediter-

I'anean. The decrepitude of the Turk, the advance f>f Russia,

the ambitions of France were all regarded as the accentuation

of aqjroblem that was local rather than European.

Not until the events which followed upon the insurrection

of the Greeks in 1821 did the English Foreign Office, still less

did the English public, begin to take a sustained interest in

the development of events 'n South-Eastern Europe.

The Greek Revolution was indeed sufficiently startling to

arouse the attention even of the careless. For more than

four hundred years the Greeks, like the Bulgarians and the

Serbians, had been all but completely submerged under the

Ottoman flood. To the outside world they had given no sign

Avhatever that they retained the consciousness of national

identity, still less that they cherished the idea of ever again

achieving national unity. Thei’c had indeed been a rising in

Serbia in 1804-, and by the Treaty of Bucharest the Serbians

had obtained from the Porte a small measure of internal

autonomy, but all the strong [)laces were j^arrisoned by Turks,

and the step towards independence Avas bf insignificant pro-

portions. Besides, Euro])e Avas preocctipicd Avith more

important matters
;
Balkan aftairs Avere of merely local

interest.

The Greek rising Avas in a Avholly different category. When
Prince Alexander nyi)silanti unfurled the flag of Greek

iiplependcnce in iNloldavia, still more Avhen the insurrection

spread to the Morea and the islands of the Aegean archi-

pelago, even the dullards began to I’ealizc that a iicav fbree

Avas manifesting itself in European politics, and that an old

problem Avas entering uyAon a neHv i)ha8e. The Greek rising

ipeant an apj)eal to the senttrnent of nationality : I*an-

hellenism— the achievcqoent of’ Hellenic unity and the

1 C. <lc Froycinct, La Qiientian k<jiipte, j). 2.
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refilization of Hellenic identity—was the motto inscribed

upon their banTJcr’ Plainly, a new factor had entered into

the complex problem of the Near East But the nationality

factor \vas not the only one disclosed to Europe by the (b-eek

insurrection. Hitherto, the Eastern Question had meant the

growth or the decline of Ottonian power
;
a struggle between

the Turks on the one hand and Austrians and Venetians on

the other. More lately it had centred in the rivalry between

the Sullen and tl?e Tsar. Henceforward it was recognized,

Ijrimarily through the action of Russia and the newly aroused

sympathies of England, as an international question. The

more cautious and more disinterested of Eurojiean statesmen

have persistently sought to ‘isolate’ the politics of the Near

East. They have almost consistT^ntly failed. The Gi’cck

insurrection struck a new note. It refused to be isolated.

The Tsar Alexander, though deaf to Hypsilanti’s a])peal, had

his OAvn quarrel with Sultan M^hipud. There was, therefore,

an obvious probability thlit two (piarrcls, distinct in tlwir

origin, would be confused, and that the Tsai* would take

advantage of the Greek insurrection to settle his own

account with the Sultan.

To avoid this confusion of issues was the primary object of

English diplomacy. Castlereagh and Canning w ere fully alive

to the significance of the Hellenic movement, alike in its IJevuln-

primary asj)ect and in its secondaiy reaction upon the

general dij)lomatic Situation. And behind the statesmen

there was for the first time in England a strong public

o[)inion in favour of deterinined action in the Near East.

The sentiment to AvlJich Byron and other Philhellenist en-

thusiasts apjiealed w ith such effect was a curious compound of

classicism, liberalism, and nationalism. A people wdio claimed

atfmity with the citizens of the States of ancient Hellas

a jieoplc who w^cre struggling for political freedom
;
who relied

iipon'the inspiring though elusive sentiment of nationality,

made an irresistible appeal to the educated classes in Eng-

land. ‘Canning was in complete accord Avith the feelings of

his countrymen. But he percefved, as few of them could, that

the situation, unless dexteroTisly handled might lead to new'

and dangerous developments. Consequently, he spared no
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fftbrts to induce tlic Sultan to come to terms with the insur-

gent Gi’eeki^lest a worse thing sliould befall him at the htinds

of Russia. «

The Porte Avas, as usual, deaf to good advice, and Canning

then endeavoured, not without success, to secure an under-

standing with Russia, and to co-operate cordially with her

and with France in a settlement of the affairs of South-Eastei’u

fairope. That co-operation, in itself a phenomenon of high

diplomatic significance, was in a fair way of achieving its

objAit when Canning's premature death (1(S27) deprived the

new and promising machinery of its mainspring. Owing to

untimely scruples of the Duke of Wellington England lost all

the fruits of the astute and far-seeing diplomacy of Canning
;

the effectiveness of the Concert of Europe was destroyed,

and Russia was left free to deal as she would with the

Porte and to dictate the terms of a Treaty, which, by the Duke's

own admission, ‘sounded the death-knell of the Ottoman

Empire in Europe ’. But, although the Treaty of Adrianoi)le

represented a brilliant success for Russian [wlicy at Con-

stantinople, Great Britain was able to e.vercise a decisive

intluence on the settlement of the Hellenic (picstion. By
the Treaty of London (1<S32) (ireece was established as an

independent kingdom, under the protection of Great Britain,

Russia, and France.

Mchcmct The tale of the Sultan’s embarrassments was not completed

by the Treaties of Adrianoi>le and Londoft. The inde[)endence

of Greece had not only made a serious inroad upon the

integrity of the Ottoman Empire in J^airope, but had pre-

cipitated a disastrous conflict with RusJjia. Worse still, the

effort to avert the disruption of his Empire had induced the

Sultan to seek the assistance ofan over-mighty vassal. 1 f there

fs anything in itolitics more dangerous than to confer a favour

Tt is to accept one. Mehemet Ali, the brilliant Albanian

adventurer, who had made himself Pasha of Egypt, \\y)uld,

but for the intervention of the I’owers, have restored Greece

to the Sultan. The island of Cfcte seemed to the vasssal an

inadequate reward for the service rendered to his Suzerain.

Nor was the reveljjtiov of Oltbman weakness and incom-

petence lost upon him. He began to •asj)ire to an independent
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rule -in Egypt ;
to the paslialik of Syria

;
perhaps to the lord-

ship of Constantiftople itself. The tittempt to Ktalize these

ambitions kept Europe in a state of ^almost continuous ai^-

prehension and unrest for ten years (1831-41), and oj'ened

another chapter in the history of the Eastern (Question.

To save himself from Meliremct AH the Sultan appealed to

the Powers. Russia alone responded to the appeal, and as

a reward for her services imposed u})ou the I’orte the

liumiliajting IVeaty of IJnkiar-Skelessi (1833). By the terms

of that Treaty Russia became virtually mistress of* the

Bosphorus and the Dardanelles. The Tsar bound himself

to render unlimited assistance to the Porte by land and sea,

and in return the Sultan undertook to close the Straits to

the ships of war of all nations, H'hile permitting free egress

to the Russian fleet. To all intents and purposes the Sultan

had become the vassal of the Tsar.
^

Thus far England, as a ^^diyle, had betrayed little or Kiisirtinl

no jealousy of the Russian advance towai'ds the jMedker-

ranean. Claiming, though not unfriendly to Russia, laid

indeed repudiated, and with success, her claim to an ex-

clusive or even a preponderant influence over Turkey. But

by the Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi that claim was virtually

admitted. Russia had established a military protectorshiit

over the European dominions of the Sultan.

The Treaty of rnkiar-Skelessi inaugurates yet another

phase in the evolution of the Kastern (Question. From that

time down to the Treaty of Berlin (1878) the primary factor

in the problem is found in the increasing mistrust and

autagonism betwee*n Creat Britain and Russia. Lord

Palmerston, inheriting the diplomatic traditions of Pitt and

Canning, deei)ly resented (he establishmeut of a Russian

pr(jtectoi-ate over Turkey, and determined that, at the fird

opi)ortunity, the Treaty in which it was embodied should

be torn ui). Torn up it Avas bj' the Treaties of London

(1840 and 1841), under Avhich the collective protectorate of

the Western I’oAvcrs was sitbstituted for the exclusive pro-

tectorate of Russia. Aftc/ 1841 the Russian claim was

never successfully reasserted. ,

That Creat Britain had a vital interest in the development
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bf events in Sonth-Eastern Europe was frankly acknowledged

by Russia,' Sind the Tsai* Nicholas I made two distinct elforts

to come to terms with Oreat Britain. The first was made in

the ^course of the Tsar’s visit to the Court of St. James’s in

1844
;
the second occurred on the eve of the Crimean War,

when the I’sai' made specific though informal proposals to

Sir Hamilton Seymour, then British Ambassador at St. Peters-

burg. Neither attempt bore fruit. The overtures were

liased upon the assumption that the dissolution, of the

Ottoman Kmpire was imminent, and that it was the duty,

as' well as the obvious interest, of the Powers most closely

concerned to come to an understanding as to the disiiosition

of the estate. British statesmen refused to admit the

accuracy of the Tsar’s diagnosis, and questioned the pro-

priety of the treatment [irescribed. I’he ‘ sick man ’ had

still, in their opinion, a fair chance of recovery, and to

arrange, before his demise,,foi‘ a partition of his inheritance,

seoiiied to them beyond the bounUs of diplomatic decency.

Lord Palmerston, in particular, was at once profoundly mis-

trustful of the designs of Russia, and singularly hopeful as

to the possibilities of redemidion for the Ottoman Empire.

The advances of the Tsar were, therefore, rather curtly

declined.

llowcvei’ distasteful the Tsar’s jnoposals may have been to

the moral sense or the political pixqudices of English states-

men, it cannot be denied that they were ofhigh intrinsic signifi-

cance. Had tliey found general acceptance—an exti’avagant

assumption—the Crimean War would never have been fought;

Russia would have become virtually supreme in the Balkans

and over the Straits, while England would have established

herself in Egypt and (Jrete. The refusal of the Aberdeen

Cabinet even to consider such suggestions formed one of the

proximate causes of the Crimean Wtir.

That war, for good or evil, registered a definite set-bahk to

the policy of Russia in the Near East. It has, indeed, become

fa.shionablc to assume that, at afiy rate as regards the British

Empire, the* war was a blunder if not a crime. How far that

assumi)tion is correut is* a question which will demand and

receive attention later on. For tha moment it is sufficient to
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obsefvc that the Crimean War did at any rate give the

Sultan an opportflnity to put his house in order, had he

desired to do so. For twenty years he was relieved of all

anxiety on the side of Russia. The event proved that the

.Sultan’s zeal for reform was in direct ratio to his anxiety for

self-preservation. To relieve him from the one was to remove

the only incentive to the other. Consequently, his achieve-

ments in the direction of internal reform fell far short of his

professions. •

Little or nothing w as done to ameliorate the lot of the Unrest

subject populations, and in the third quarter of the nineteenth

century those populations began to take matters into their

own hands. Crete, the ‘(!reat Creek Island’, had been

in a state of perpetual revolt e\er since it had been re-

placed, in 1840, under the direct government of the Sultan.

In 1(S75 the unrest spread to the peninsula. It was fii’st

manifested among the mountiiii^ccrs of the iTerzegovina

;

thence it spread to theif kinsuicn in Rosnia, Serbia, «nd

Montenegro. The insurrection among the Southern Slavs

in the west found an echo among the Bulgars in the east.

’J’he Sultan then let loose his Bashi-Bazouks among the

Bulgarian peasantry, and all Europe was made to ring with

the tale of the atrocities Avhich ensued. The lowers could

not stand aside and let the Turk work his will upon his

Christian subjects,* but mutual jealousy prevented joint

action, and in 1877* Russia was compelled to act alone.

An arduous but decisive campaign brought her within ’l'’cati,.s

striking distance of Constantinople, and enabled her to stcpill.no

dictate to the Porte the Treaty of San Stephano. The terms and

of that famous Treaty Mere highly displeasing, not only to

Austria and Creat Britain, but to the Greeks and Serbians,

M'hose ambitions in Macedonia were frustrated by the creatio?i

of a Greater Bulgaria. Great Britain, therefore, demanded

that'thc Treaty should be submitted to a European Congress.

Russia, after considerable demur, assented. Bismarck under-

took to act as the ‘honest broker’ betueen the parties, and

terms M^ere ultimately arranged under his i)i'csidcncy at

Berlin. The Treaty of Bei'lih (1878) ushers in a fresh phase

in the evolution of the Eastern Question.
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* It had already become clear that the ultimate soliitio'u of

an historic* jjroblem avouM not be reached hi disregard ot' the

aspirations and claims^ of the indigctnoiis inhabitants of the

Balkgn peniiuuda. The Slavs and Bulgars Avere indeed oiily

in one degree more indigenous than the Turks themselves.

Roumans, Albanians, and (Irceks might claim by a more

ancient title. But all alike had at any rate been established

in the lands tliey still continue to inhabit many years befoie

the advent of the alien Asiatic poAver. For cbnturies, hpAvcver,

all, save the hillsmen of Albania and the Black Mountain,

had been moi-e or less completely submerged under the

Ottoman flood. M’hen the tide turned and the flood gave

signs of receding, the ancient nationalities again emerged.

I'he rebirth of Oi’cece, Roumania, Serbia, and Bulgaria

represents in itself one of the most remarkable and one of

the most chaj’acteristic movements in the political history

of the nineteenth century., Jncidoitally it introduced an

entw-ely iieAv factor, and one of the*highest significance, into

the already complex problem of the Near East. The jirincijile

of nationality is itself confessedly elusive. But AvhatCA’er may
be its e.sseutial ingredients Ave must admit that the princijile

has asserted itself Avith jieculiar force in the Balkan peninsula.

Nor have the peojiles of ^Vestern Europe been sIoav to manifest

their sympathy Avith this ucav and interesting deA’elopment.

'fhe official attitude of (freat Britain during the critical years

LS7.5-<S might seem to haAc* committed* the English people

to the cause of reaction and Turkish misgovernment.

Whatever may have liecn the motives Avhich inspired the

policy of Lord Bejiconsfield it is far from certain that, in

effect, it did actually obstruct the development of the Balkan

nationalities. Tavo of them, at any rate, have reason to

c^ierish the memory of the statesman Avho tore uj) the ff’reaty

of San Steiihano. Had that 'freaty been alloAved to stand,

both (Ireece and Serbia Avould have had to renounce t*lieir

ambitions in iMacedonia, Avhile the enormous acce.ssions of

territory Avhich it secured for Burgaria might ultimately have

proved, even* to her, a doubtful political advantage.

Since 187<S the piwgrttss of Bie Balkan nations has been

rapid, and with that jAi’ogress the cwnCluding portion of this
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book'Avill be mainly concerned. It will also have to chronicle

the appearance of yet another factor’ in the problem. At no

time could the HabsburgJi regard with unconcern the develop-

ment of events i)\ South-Eastern Europe, but between J 84S

and 1878 they had much to engage their attention elsewhere.

They played a shrewd and calculating game between 1853

and 185(), and not without success
;
but their conduct during

the Crimean crisis was hotly resented in Creat Britain, and

it may perhaps account for the lack of sympathy with which

the English people regarded the misfortunes of the Austrian

Empire during the next ten years. Prussia, too, was busy

elsewhere, and as long as Bismarck remained in power Prussia

disclaimed any interest in the problem of the Near East.

Nothing dilfereutiates more clearly the policy of the ( Ji rinaiiy

Emperor William IT from that of Bismarck than the in-

creasing activity of (iJerman diplomacy in the Balkans. The

gl owing intimacy of the relatiowsjietwcen Berlin and Vicuna,

still more between Berlin* and Buda-Pesth, must in any cUse

have led to this result. The virtual annexation of Bosnia

and the Herzegovina to the Austrian Emjiire ivas Bismarck’s

acknowledgement of the obligations which in 1870 lie had

incurred to Uabsburg neutrality. But the gift bestowed

upon Austria caused the first serious breach in the good

relations between Berlin and 8t. 1 Y'tersbuig. The wire be-

tween those capitals was never actually cut so long as Bismarck

controlled the (Jerman Foreign Office
;
but his successor found

himself compelled to choose between the friendship of Austria

and that of Russia, and he deliberately preferred the former.

That choice inevitably involved a change in the attitude of

Oermany towards the Near Eastern (Question. Austria, made
no secret of her ambition to secure access to the.Aegean.

Germany not only identified henself with this ambition, but

she developed similar ambitions of her own. If Salonica was

the obvious goal for Austrian activities, those of her ally might

naturally be directed towards Constantinople, and from

Constantinople onwards to Bagdad ami Jhusra. From such

grandiose designs Bismarck iiistinctively recoiled
;
but to the

very differently constituted mind o5 William II their appeal

was irresistible. Conseipiently, in the Near East as elsewhere.
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•Oerman diplomacy has followed since 1H90 a perfectly con-

sistent* aiK^ undeviating path. In every conceivable ' way
the Turk was to be caressed. Net even the massacre of

the Armenian Ohristians Avas alloAved to interrupt the groAV-

ing intimacy betAveen Berlin and ConstantinoiAle. I'he

moment when the rest of the IAiaa’ci’s shrank in horror from

the jAerpetrator of those massacres Avas selected b}" the Kaiser'

to demonstrate his unalterable friendship for his neAv ally.

From 1904 onwards the TrijAle Alliance* Avas enlarged to

inclfide the Ottoman Turk. Not, indeed, AAithout embarrass-

ment to one of the original partners. Berlin Avas continually

engaged in the delicate task of preventing a ruptin-e betAveen

Rome and Vicuna on ([uestions connected Avith the Near
East, and for the time* her diplomacy succeeded. The
Alliance Avas still further strained by the Turco-ltalian AVar in

1911
;
but for three more years it remained nominally intact.

Not until 1^A14 AA'as it finallv broken.

Qcrman policy in the IS ear Fast had in the meantime
sustained more than one check. Depending, as it did, largely

on a personal equation ; the deposition of Abdul Hamid and
the triumi)h of the ‘ Young Turks’ threatened it Avith ruin.

But the danger passed ;
the Young Turks i>roved no less

amenable than Abdvd Hamid to the influence of Berlin
;

Germany Avas again supreme at (.onstantinoide. Ea ^u more
serious Avas the formation, in 1912, of the Balkan League

and its astonishing success in the field. • All the arts knoAA'n

to Gernuui diplomacy Avere needed to avert disaster
; but

they did not fail. With consummate adroitness Serbia Avas

pushed aAvay from the Adriatic and compelled to turn south-

AA'ards
;

the most extravagant demands of Greece Avere

encouraged in Macedonia; Bulgaria Avas effectively estranged

from its ‘allies
; a remnant of the Ottoman I’oAver in Europe

Avas salved
;
a German vassal still v’cigned at Constantinople.

One danger remained. BetAveen (Yntral Europe and its

Drauij 'luich Siidosten there intervened Serbia
;
no longer

the Serbia of 187S; no longer the client of Austria-Hungary;

l^ut a Serbia in Avhich AA'as relR)rn the ancient spirit of the

Jugo-Slav race
;
a S,erb^ Avhicli ‘believed itself destined to

be the nucleus of a great Serbo-Cr®atian Enqiirc ;
Avhich
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should embrace all the lands in which their race was domi-

,nant : Croatia, Slavonia, Bosnia and the Herzegovina, Serbia,

Montenegi’o, Dalmatia, with parts of, Carniola, Carinthia,

Istriji, and Styria. The foundation of such an ertii)ire wtuld

mean not only the dismemberment of the Dual Monai’chy, but

the death-blow to the ambitions of Central Europe in the

Near East. At all hazards, even at the hazard of a world-

war, such a danger must be averted.

The Gi*eat War of 1914 was the outcome of this conviction.

Once more had the Near East reacted upon the West ;

indeed upon the whole world. In order that Austria-Hungary
might keep a road open to the Aegean ;

in order to pre-

vent a change of gauge between Bei’lin and Basra, the

world must be flung into the crucible : Belgium, peaceful

and unoffending, must be ruthlessly devastated
;
given over

to arson, pillage, and abomination of every d«scription ;

Poland must pay tlie last of n^ar y penalties
;
some of the

fiiirest fields and most prosperous cities of France must f)e

laid waste
; the vast resources of the British huinpire must

be strained to the uttermost
;
Canadians must pay the toll

in Flandei'S
; Australians and New Zealanders must make

the last heroic sacrifice in Gallipoli ; Englishmen must perish

in the swamps of the Eui)hrates
;

Indians must line the

trenches in France
;
^women and babes must ijcrish on land

and sea
;
from London to Melbourne, from Cairo to the Cape,

from Liverpool to Vancouver the whole Empire must fight

f<jr its life; the whole world must groan in pity and sutt'oring.

If it Ixi true that in jts dealings with the Near East Western
Europe has in the past exhibited a brutal and callous selfish-

ness, the Near East is indeed avenged.

The end no man can see. But one thing is certair. The
future Avill not be as the past, nor as the present. Yet in

order ^to face the future fdarlessly and to shape it aright

nothing is more indispensable than a knowledge of the past.

Nor cap that knowledge safely be confined to the few who
govern

;
it must be diffused aincyig the many who control. To

diffuse that knowledge is tjui purpose of the jjages that

follow.

1981 c
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I’HYSICS AND POLITICS

‘No other site in the world enjoys equal advantages nor perhaps ever

will enjoy them.'—D. (}. Hogauth (of Constantinople).
'

‘ It is the Empire of the world.’

—

Napoleon (on Constantinople).

‘When tlie Turks threw themselves across the ancicmt paths in the

fifteenlh century a.i>., a great necessity arose in Christendom for searching

out new lines of appro-ach to India. From that quest the history of mod(‘rn

commerce dates.’—

S

ie W. W.*TIuntke.
‘ By whichever way we approach the problems before us wc are brought

back to the uni(iue importance of the position occupied by Belgrade. It

is in several ways the most commanding of any Euro])ean city. . . .

Bclgraile lies at the only available gateway on the road to tialonica and

tlic Piraeus as well as to Constantinople.'*

—

Sir Arthur Evans.

This book will be concerned, as tlie introductory pages

should have made clear, primarily with Politics
;
with the

history of the Near East as the home of man
;
as the cock-

pit of nations, and as the arena of international rivalries.

Put tlun e is no region in the world where physical conditions

have played a more dominating ])art in shaping the destinies

of individual men or of those political aggregations which

we know as Nations and States. This is demonsti’ably true

whether we have regard to the region as a whole, or to that

segment of it with which this book is more particulai’ly con-

cerned, the lands which the geographers of the last generation

described as Tiirkei/ in Europe, but for which iiolitical

changes have compelled us to seek a new name. The name
generally given to that segment is The Balkan Penhmda, or

simply The Balkans. In strictness the description applies

only to the lands to the south of the great Divide formed

by the Shar mountains and the Balkan range. It excludes,

therefore, a great part of Serbia and the Southern Slav

jirovinces, and the whole of Roumania. In the following

pages The Balkans will, however, be used as synonymous

with the Turkey in Europe of mil’ forefathers.
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Only a few words can be spared for tlie geographical

significance of the general region of the Near Cast. Nor,

indeed, is it necessary to labour a coi«nionplace. A glance

at a map of the world—more particularly of the known
world of A. D. 1450—can hardly fail to carry conviction even

to those who are not wont to cultivate the historical or geo-

graphical imagination. The lands which fringe the Eastern

Mediterranean—roughly the region bounded on the west by
the Adriatic and Ihe island of Crete, to the north by the

Danube, to the east by Asia Minor and Mesopotamia, and fo

the south by Syria and Egypt—have possessed a significance

in world-history incomparably greater than any other. If it

be objected that the definition excludes all the lands domi-

nated by the Anglo-Saxon race it is sufficient to reply, first,

that this statement refers to the past, not to the future
; and,

secondly, that indications are not wanting that, iiwthe future,

the region may play a i)art in (^Wf«rmining the fate of world-

empires hardly less important than that which it has played

in the past.

Until the esbiblishmcnt of the Dttoman Empire the

region thus defined fi)nned the nerve-centre of the world’s

commerce. From time immemorial the trade between the
East and the West has followed Avell-defined routes. The
most ancient is the caravan route which, from the dawn of

history down to the^sixteenth century, was commanded by
the Semites. From the Far East goods found their way to

the head of the Persian Gulf, thence by caravan they ulti-

mately reached the ^Syrian sea-board, and from Tyre and
Sidon were distributed by the Phoenicians to the peoples of

the West. Basra, Bagdad, and Jerusalem were the domi-
nating stations on this trunk-line. The Mongol inva Jons of

the thirteenth century gravely impaired the security of tin

Mesopotamia -Syria route,* and proportionately increased

the iuiportance of the northern and southern routes. The
former, reached Europe by the Oxus, the Gaspian, and the
Black Sea, its outer gate beipg commanded, of course, by
(Jonstantinople

; the latter c^iye by way of the Indian Ocean,
the Red Sea, and the valley of the Nile, debouching from
J82 B. c. onwards at Alexandria.

V 2

The
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East’.
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Evei’y one of these Mediterranean outlets, Constantinople,

Alexandria, and the Syrian coast, passed into the hands of the

Ottoman Turks between 1453 and i516. One after another

the ^reat tradc-i’outes M ere blocked by a PoM'er, inimical to

commerce, and still more inimical to those Christian nations

for whose benefit intercourse between East and West Mas

mainly carried on. It will, therefore, be readily understood

that the Ottoman compiest of the Near East constitutes one

of the decisive events in Morld-history. After that compiest

the Western Morld found itself confronted by three alterna-

tives : to forgo the profits and conveniences of its trade M'ith

the East
;
or to expel the Ottomans from the

‘

nodal-points ’,

or to discover a new routes to the East M'ith the continuity of

Avhich the Ottomans could not interfere. Europe preferred

the last. Hence the abnormal activity displayed at C’adiz,

Bristol, and above all at Lisbon, in the lattei’ half of the

fifteentli century. Portug,’., thanks to Prince Henry the

Navigator, had indeed long been a centre of maritime activity

and scientific research. It Mas fitting, therefore, that the

first prize in the (picst for a ncAV route to the East .should

fall to the Portuguese explorers.

The I’ounding of the Cape of Cood Hope by Vasco

da Cama in 1498 ojiencd a sea-route to India M'hich Avas

successively dominated by the Portuguesf', the Dutch, and the

Engli.sh. Columbus setting foith on a^ similar ipiest a fcAV

years earlier had stumbled upon the West Indies, and had

thus opened to his Siianish patrons a path to Empire in South

America. The Cabots, sailing from Bvistol, under the Eng-

lish flag, discovered and cx[)lorcd the coast of North America

Plainly, then, the geographical renaissance of the later fifteenth

century^ Avas due iirimarily, though not exclusively, to the

Udveut of the Ottomans in South-Eastern Lurope and the

consequent blocking of the old established trade-routes,

I The opening of the new route to the East Indies, together

Avith the discovery of America and the West Indies, had

a profound and far-reaching .influence upon the Euroiiean

'polity. The centre of gravity, commercial, political, and

intellectual, ratiidly shifted from the south-east of Europe to

the nort.h'Avest ; from the cities oirthc Mediterranean littoral
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to those oii the Atlantic. Constantinople, Alexandria, Venice,

Genoa, and Marseilles were dei)rivcd,rfilmost at one lell swoop,

of the economic and political pre-eminence which had for

centuries belonged to them. Four oT the fivQ cities have

regained a large measure of importance, and at least one of

them may be destined to pre-eminence in the near future
; but

•for four centuries the Mediterranean, which had been the

greatest of commercial highways, was reduced almost to the

]:)osition of a backwater. Commercial supremacy passed to the

Atlantic. The Thalassic Age, to ado^it the terminology ren-

dered classical by Sir John Seeley, was supei-seded by the

Oceanic. To Western Europe, as a whole, and to England in

particular, these changes were of the highest possiWe signifi-

cance
; but it is neitlier necessary, nor in this connexion

pertinent, to elaborate a commonplace of historical generali-

zation.

Towai'ds the end of the nineteenth centur/ the great The ?^nez
* C 111 '1

1

enterprise of M. de Lessep?*, the cutting of the Isthmus of Syez

by a canal, restored in large measure the commercial signifi-

cance of the Mediterranean. Hardly less important has been

the intlucnce excited in the same direction by the political

reorganization and the economic development of Egypt under

Lord Cromer. Genoa and Marseilles have responded superbly

to the new demands made upon them, Alexandria has regained

much of its importaftce.

The tAventieth cefftury has witnessed the initiation of an Tho

enterprise which, if it be carried through to a successful issue,

may possibly hsive consequences, political and economic,

hardly inferior to thdse which have accrued from the cutting

of the Suez (!anal. Just as at the close of the fifteenth

century the Westci’ii Powers were intent upon securing for

the eastern trade a route beyond the control of the Ottomans
so at the i)resent day Mittfleuropa is straining every nerve

to obtain command of a great trunk-line which, by the

dominant sea-power of Great Britain, shall carry the com-

merce 'and the influence of the Teutonic Empires from the

shores of the North Sea to the Persian Gulf undisturbed. The
Bagdad railway is not yet cdnipleted nor is it by any means
certain that if and Avhe« it is completed the control will be
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‘Vested in Berlin or* Hamburg. But the mere initiation of the

cnterpl-iso ^affords one more indication of the commanding

geograpliical situation of the lands^ which still form part of

the Ottoiiiaij Empire* and in particular the incomparable

significance of Oonstantinople. The convergence of all the

great trade-routes of the ancient and the mediaeval worlds

upon the Eastern Mediterranean, the importance attached in’

the modern world to Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Constan-

tinople, are conclusive proof of the propositions advanced in

the opening paragi’aphs of this chapter. England would not

b(? in Egypt to-day, the German Emperor would not have

courted the Sultan Abdul Hamid and Enver Pasha, had not

the Near East retained all the significance which in all

previous ages of world-hislory has been conferred upon it by

a geographical situation pre-eminently and perhaps uniquely

advantageous.

Not less* obvious is the influence which physics have

ex*!rcised upon the history of the Balkan lands. Before this

proposition can be accepted it is necessary to discriminate

with some nicety the outstanding geogi'aphical features of

this region. For the first impression is one of almost hopeless

confusion.

The orographical relief is, indeed, singulai ly complex. At

first sight the peninsula seems, with small exceptions, to be

covered by a series of mountain rangesf, subject to no law

save that of caprice, starting from noVhere in particular,

ending nowhere in particular, now running north and south,

now east and west, with no obvious purpose or well-defined

trend. Closer scrutiny corrects the fii-ftt impression, though

not fundamentally. Htill, where all had seemed chaotic,

certain features emerge : the lower Danube basin, the two

galleys of the Idaritza, the plain of Thessaly, and the lower

Vardar valley. These are the most obvious exceptions to

the mountain ranges and the high uplands. Still doser

observation reveals a gap between the southern end of the

Dinaric Alps and the northern t’orminus of the mountains of

.Albania. This ‘ Albanian Gal) ’, created by the Drin river

and extending on the Ajlriatic'cAast from Scutari to Alessio

or S. Juan di Medua, has already* played a considerable
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political r61e, and may be destined to play a much larger one.

'

^

It is, indeed, hardly too much to say that the whcje political

future of Serbia depends upon the economic potentialities of
this break in the coastal mountains. Another feature^ of
hai’dly less significance to Serbia, is the passage-way between
the western coastal mountain chains and the central upland,

a passage which opejis at the northern end into the great

this belt is concentrated’, as a recent writer has admirably

said, ‘-most of the drama ajid most of the tragedy of the

peninsula.’ ^ •

A third feature which disctikinglcs itself from the confused*

^ Newl>ig:^in, Geoffrap/Hcrpl Aspects of Balkan Prohlems, p. 9.
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mountainous masis is the Rhodope upland, a fairly defined

central eerth-block of triangular shape, based upon Salonica

and Constantinople, and stretclyng in a north-westerly
*

direction to,wards an* apex at Belgrade. Along the sides of

this triangular upland run the main lines of communication,

with their junction at Nish (see maps, pp, 28, 29).

The most pronounced features of the mountain system still

remain to be summarily noted. The first is the prolongation

of the Alpine chain which, starting between Nice and Genoa,

forms the northern boundary of the great Lombard plain,

then sweeping round the head of the Adriatic begins to run

down its eastern shore, first as the Julian and then as the

Dinaric Alps. There is a fairly wide gap north-east of Finnic,

and a well-marked one, already referred to, where the Drin

has forced its way to the sea. Otherwise the coastal range

runs almost continuously parallel with the shore, and, ndiat

is more impoi’tant, generally close to it. These geographical

fa£!ts are not without significance ‘in relation to the claim put

forward by Italy to the eastern shore of the Adriatic. The

Venetian character of the Dalmatian cities is as indisputable

as is the Slavonic blood of the vast majority of the inhabi-

tants, and if it be true that a mountain range afl'ords a more

scientific frontier than a river bank or even a sea-coast line,

geographical symmetry might seem to argue in favour of

Italy’s claim to the ancient Illyria and modern Dalmatia.

But here, as elsewhere in the Balkans, •ethnography conflicts

sharply with gcogi’apliy, agi’ccing Avith it only so far as to

assert that whoever ‘ the rightful claimant may be it is not

the present occupant ’. Once past the 'Bocche di Cattaro the

coastal mountains recede from the sea-coast until they reach

Valona. From Valona they have a south-westerly trend

^until, in the Pindus range, they form the spinal cord of

Greece. ,

From the west-coastal mountains there runs almost to the

Black Sea an horizontal range. It starts with the Shar monn-

tains just south of the Albani'an Gap
;
and broken once or

twice, notably by the Belgradd-Salonica gangAvay, it continues

as the Balkan range alipost dile’east, stopping short of Varna

on the Black Sea coast This forms the great central water-
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shed of the peninsula. North of it all the rivers, such as the

northern or white Drin, the Morava, die Iskcr, aijd the Vid,

empty into the Danube
;
jouth of it the Vardar, the Struma,

and the great Maritza system all flow iilto the Aegean.
^

Finally, Ave have to note the position of the Carpathians. 'J'he Vav-

They belong, in a sense, rather to the Central European than

to the Balkan system. But the Balkan range itself may
almost as well be regarded as a continuation of the Car-

pathian ^blds as of the central watershed, and apart from this

the C^arpathians have a jiaradoxical significance of their own

Avhich cannot be ignored. In one sense they form a'n

obvious and formidable barrier between the Hungarian plain

and the basin of the lower Danube, which in its turn marks,

from the Iron Cates almost to thtf Black Sea, the southern

frontier of Iloumania. ihit the physiographic frontier, in the

case of the Danubian princiiialities, conflicts curiously ivith

the ethnographic. If there are s^e nine million ifoumanians

dwelling to the east of the Carpathians, there are four millivn

people of the same race to be found on the Avestern side of

the mountains. In this fact lies the core of the political

problem of Roumania, a problem delibci’atcly created, it

Avould seem, by a capricious but obstinate geography.

Caprice is, indeed, the obtrusive cliaracteristic of Balkan 't’lio river

physiography. If anything could be more confusingly

capricious than the drographical relief, it is the river system

of the i)eninsula. Why does the Danube, after a prolonged,

regidar, orthodox, Avest to oast course from Belgrade to

beyond Silistria, take a sudden tilt due north as far as Galatz

before it is content to empty itself into the Black 8ea ? Its

only purpose seems to be the purely malicious one of involv-

ing Roumania and Bulgaria in disputes ov^er the unattractive

marshes of the Dobrudja. If the Danube had only persevered *

a little longer in its eastAiiard course and reached the sea

—as the raihvay line from Bucharest does—at the port of

C^onstauza, there Avould be practically nothing to prevent

unbroken amity between the Roumanians and their Bulgarian

neighbours. But that again ^'ould be so contrary to every,

Balkanic principle and tradition tha^ perhaps, after all, the

Danube, under an outer’cloak of perversity, is only attempt-
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ing to preserve spiritual conformity with the circumstances

of its l)oli1^cal environment.

Furtlier south, tlie Maritza plf^'s ns an almost identical*

tri^k with political results hardly less embarrassing. This

great livei’ drains the valley which intervenes between the

Balkans and the Rhodope block of central uplands
;

it main-

tains a south-easterly course from I’hilippopolis to Adrianople,

and then, instead of continuing its orthodox course to the

Black Sea, or even to the Sea of Marniom, it takes^a sudden

turn to the south and finally, by a course decidedly south-

Alesterly, reaches the Aegean at Enos. The curious deflection

of this great river system is due to the geological process

known as ‘ river capture ’. The sinking of land below what

is now the surface of the* Aegean Sea—a process the incom-

pleteness of which is manifested by the existence of the

Aegean archipelago—has increased the velocity and therefore

the erosive power of the streams flowing southward to such

a«degrec that the watershed has ‘been thrust northward, and

the Aegean streams have ‘captured’ the head-waters of

systems which did not origimdly belong to them. (Geologically

the Aegean has thus excited a very powerful attractive force,

’(’he Maritza, the Mista, the Struma, to say nothing of the

A'ardar and tlic Vistritza, all flow into the Aegean. Bolitics

have followed the lead of Physics. INlen, like streams, have

been attracted towards the Aegean littoral, and thus Mace-

donia has become the ‘ key to the ^listory of the whole

peninsula Non here in the Balkans has physiograifliy

more obviously dictated the course of history than in this

ditticult and debatable region. Macedonia consists of a

string of basins more or leas connected by the threads of the

A’^ardar and the Vistritza. But here, as in Roumelia, geography

has made it much easier for the northern peoj)les to come
south than for the southern peoples to go north.- Therein

lies, perhaps, the primary cause of the outbreak of the J^^econd

Balkan War in 1913, though the monitions of nature were in

that case powerfully assisted b^’ the promptings of diplomacy.
•

1 Newbig^nn, op, 10. On wliolc isubject of ‘river eaiituro
’

ef. chap. V in the same ilhinl^natinj; work.
“ Hogarth, Nearer Kant, pp. 170- 1.
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Apart, however, from this particular instance history shows

the continuous attraction of the Aegcai? littoral for tjie several

peoples of the peninsula. ,

Closely connected with the geological process to whjch

reference has been made is the uncertainty of the watershed

between the upper waters of the Vardar and those of the

Morava. That physical phenomenon finds its political re-

flection in the position of the Southern Slavs. By which

route win ultimatel}'^ obtain access to the sea ? By the

Vardar valley to the Aegean or by the Albanian Gap to the

Adriatic ? But for the malicious interposition of the Central

European Powers the Serbians would, witliout iiuestion, be

on the Adriatic to-day. Whether that or the Aegean is their

‘ natural ’ destiny is a point upon A\1uch nature has not very

decisively pronounced. It is, however, worthy of note that

there is no such ‘ pull ’ to the Adriatic as there is to the

Aegean. To Italy the strategic^ value of the f)alniatian

and Albanian coast is unquestionable. It has still to l:e

demonstrated that it is for the Southern Slavs a ‘natural’

outlet either in a commercial or in a political sense. If the

dictates of ethnography arc to be accepted as final the award

cannot be in doubt. The claim of the Southern Slavs is

indisputable. But race is not the only fiictor of which

account must be taken.

A conspectus of the physical features of the peninsula

seems, indeed, to sifggcst the conclusion that the main

structural lines arc not horizontal but vertical. The general

trend is north to south, not east to west nor west to east.*

It woidd be unwise to lay e.xaggeratcd emjdiasis upon this

physiographic tendency. To do so might supply a physical

justification for the Drang nach Siklosten of the Central

European Empires. But it may not, on this account, be

ignored. The conclusions suggested by the main lines of

communication are indeed irresistible.

In a country such as has been described above it would be iioadsttnU

ridiculous to look for elaborate means of communication. In

the Balkans, at any rate, they will be looked for in vain.

^ Cf. Evaii!-^, TIui Adruiiic nutvs.
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Neither by road nor rail is communication easy. The difficulties

interposed by nature may be gauged by a comparison, extra-

ordinarily suggestive, between the Roman I'oad map and
a i.iodern railway map of the peninsula. A glance at the
maps on pp. 28 and 29 will show that only in one respect is

there any conspicuous divergence betw^een the two. The
primary purpose of the Roman I'oadmaker was to secure
a direct line of communication between the old Rome on the
Tiber and the new Rome on the Bosphorus. This purpose
was achieved by the construction of the famous Via Egnatia,
which, starting from Durazzo on the Adriatic, I’an by way ol’

Lake Ochrida to Monastir and thence to Salonica. From
Salonica it ran parallel to, but at some little distance from,
the Aegean littoral to Kavala, and thence down to the shore
at Dedcagatch, from which point it made straight for Con-
stant! nopl,p. A second trunk-road from Belgrade to Constan-
tinople via Nish, Sofia, liUilippopolis, and Adrianople—the
jlrecise route of the line now traversed by the Berlin to

Constantinople exin-ess. A third, starting from Metkovitch,
followed the stream of the Narenta, and thence ran up to

Serajevo, and linked Serajevo with Salonica by way of Novi
Bazar, the plain of Kossovo, and Uskub. Subsidiary roads
connected Scutari with the Danube via Nish, and Alonastir

with the Danube via Sofia.

The modern lines of communication are, with one excep-
tion, far less systematic. Bucharest *now is connected by
difterent lines with the Roumanian port of Constanza, the
Bulgarian port of Varna, with Sofia, and, via Philippopolis,

with Constantinople. Otherwi.se, the advantage lay with the
Roman i-oads. Besides the trunk-line already mentioned
between! Belgrade and Constantinople, a second connects
.Belgrade with Nish, Uskub, and Salonica, and a branch line

runs from Salonica to Constantinople. But, with the cxcej)-

tion of a line from Ragusa to Serajevo, there is not a single

railway running westward from or eastward to the Adriatic.

There is nothing to connect^c’ither Durazzo or Valona with
Monastir and Salonica

;
nor^ Serajevo with anything to the

south of it. The outbi-eak of the European War interrupted
various projects for supplying the more obvious of these
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(leficieftcies, but many repairs will have to be effected before

ixiiy large schemes ot construction are* likely to be* resumed.

Meanwhile, the main lines bf communica^I-ion remain much as

the Romans left them. Now, as then, they are dictated A)y

the triangular central upland which, based upon Constanti-

nople and Salonica, reaches its apex at Belgrade. Now, as

then, these three cities hold the keys of the peninsula.

The foregoing survey of the geographical features of the Political

Balkans, summary a*s it has been, is sufficient to indicate the

exceptional degree of influence which in this interesting impossi-

region Physics has exercised upon Politics. In such a country
'’g,|traiiza-

it would be vain to expect the establishment of a strong tion.

centralized State, such as was possible in England, and still

more obviously in France. Noi’, in*fact, has there ever been

such a State in the Balkans. The Greek city States represent

the antithesis of centi’alization, and neither MatJedon nor

Rome was foolish enough to attiimpt the impossible. The

Gttoman Empire, though in a sense desjiotic, has never beeh

a centralized despotism. Subsequent chapters will make it

clear that in practice a very considemble amount of local

autonomy was permitted to the conquered peoples even

thi'oughout the most oppressive periods of Ottoman dominion.

(Centralization is indeed prohibited by nature.

Even a closely knit federal State would seem to be outside Klcin-

the realm of possibilities for the Balkans. Nature points

imperiously to a congeries of relatively small States, and the

geographical ]>resu])i)08ition8 are re-enforced by the principle

of ethnography. The present distribution of States and races

is, on the whole, tolerably scientific. As usual, however,

nature has done her political work in a slovenly fashion, and
has left a number of very ragged edges. Or perhaps i^, would
be more modest and more tnie to say that man has been too

stupid to interpret with precision the monitions of nature.

But wherever the blame lies, the fact remains that there are

in the Balkans a good many intermediate or debatable

districts, the political destiny of^which cannot easily be deter-

mined. As we have already seep nature has not made it quite

clear whether she means Serbia to expand towards the

Adriatic or towards the Aegean. Politically, the former
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alternative would be the less inconvenient, for it might untie

one of the many knofs in which the IVtacedonian problem,

is involved. ,
‘

Of all the debatable areas Macedonia is the most con-

spicuous. If the Moslems arc to evacuate it, upon whom
is the inheritance to devolve ? Upon Greece, Serbia, or

Rulgaria ? If upon all three, how will the lines of a satis-

factory frontier be drawn ? That Bulgaria cannot be per-

manently content with the present arrangement is frankly

{\dmittcd by the most prescient of Greek statesmen. But if

Greece makes room for Bulgaria at Kavala, ought Serbia to

keep Monastir ? Docs not the road system of the Romans,

however, suggest a conne.xion between Monastir and Durazzo?

Again, is not Salonica tlie obvious port of Belgrade? Or

possibly, horrenco re/erens, i>f Buda-Pesth, or even of Berlin ?

It is muclv,easier to ask these (piestions than to answer them.

And they are far from bein^ exhaustive. They may serve as

HJimples of the problems propounded by Physics to Politics

in the Balkans.

Two conclusions would seem, however, to emerge with toler-

able clearness,and there is some danger of our being compelled

to accept a third. It will always be difficult to maintain in

the Balkans a single centralized State
;
unless, therefore, the

ingenuity of man can triumphantly overcome the dis])ositions

of nature there will always be a congeries of relatively small

States. Must we also conclude that these States will remain

to all time in a condition of rivalry
;

is an armed peace the

best that is to be hoped for in the Balkans ? This question

cannot in any case be disposed of summarily, and an attcnii)t

at a considered answer may conveniently be deferred to

a lateu chapter. But this much may be said at once. It

„would be hazardous to draw conclusions either from the

‘miracle’ of 1912 or from the grotesquely disappointing sequel

of 191.3. Grossly exaggerates! Avere the hopes founded upon

the formation of the Balkan League
;
perversely pessimistic

were the opposite conclusion^ derived from its melodramatic

dissolution. , ,

Two inferences seefti to be justified by recent events.

First, that the utmost degree of fientralizatiou which may be
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reasonably looked for in the Balkans ii^a somewhat loose con- v.Fedcial-

/ederation of the Christian States. Unification is prohibited

alike by geography and by cthnograpliy. Even federalism

presupposes the existence of unifying forces which have not

as yet manifested themselves in this region. Things being as

they are, a Staatmlmud would therefore be preferable to

a Bmulesstaat

:

Switzerland is a model more appropriate to

the Balkans than Germany or the Australian Commonwealth
;

and the Switzerland ante 1848 rather than that of to-day.

Secondly, even this measure of union is unattainable without

a thorough territorial readjustment. No confederation, how-

ever loose in structure, could be expected to endure for six

months, unless a fairly satisfactory ^ttlcment of outstanding

difficulties can be previously effected. And that settlement

must come from within. The Treaties of Ijondon and

Bucharest (May and August, 1913) are a sufficient warning

against the futility of European intervention in Balkan affiiirs.

Even assuming complete disinterestedness and goodwill, the

event is only too likely to defeat benevolent intentions
;

where, as at Bucharest, such an assumption is forbidden by
notorious facts, intervention can issue only in disaster.

The above reflections suggest irresistibly a further conclu- Eurr)po

sion. Physiography, as we have seen, denies to the Balkan
lands an}^ pre-eminent^ importance from the productive point East,

ot view. In this rcspgct the Danubian princi{)alities are the

most fitvourably circumstanced among the States of the

peninsula. The external commerce of Roumania is approxi-

mately equal to that of the rest of the States put together,

and Roumanian oil and cereals have undoubtedly a gi’cat

future in the European markets. But only on one condition

—

that the egress of Roumanian merchandise through the narrow
straits is unimpeded. The future of Constantinople is there-

fore of vital consequence to *Roumania. Bulgaria, with an
Aegean sea-board, is obviously less interested, but only in

one degi’(}e. Bulgaria, like Roumania, is giving evidence of

improvement in the methods of, cultivation by the exporta-

tion of cereals. Nor are the pijports of Greece and Serbia

insignificant, though Greece ministere chiefly to luxuries.

It is not, however, in its productive capacity that the

r,
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economic importance of the Near East (consists. That is to

be sought in its general geograi)hical situation regarded from,

the point of view of Wcltpolitik u,\\(x Weltokonomie. Through-

out tlie ages tliis region has possessed an incomparable

importance in relation to the commercial lines of communica-
tion. Temporarily diverted by the discovery of America and
of the t'ape route to India, commerce, always conservative in

its instincts, has lately regained the accustomed i)aths. The
Jialkaus, f]gypt, IMesopotamia, arc again to-day, what from

the dawn of history they have been, objects of jealous desire to

all economically minded peoples. Less from the point of view

of occu{)ation than of control
;
less for their intrinsic impor-

tance than as a means of access to other lands. Hence the

concentration of international rivalries upon the lands which

fringe the Eastern Mediterranean. That rivalry has not

exhausted' itself during the last twenty centuries ; on the

contrary, it seems possible That (ve may be about to witness

its manifestation on a scale without precedent in tlic history

of the Avorld. Nor can tliere be any doubt that the lands

winch form part, or until recently did form ])ai‘t, of the Ottoman
Lmpirc Avill provide the arena. Ihiough has been already

.said on the importance of Lgypt, Syria, and t 'onstantinople

as guarding the lines of communication, but we must not

fail to notice that the geographical formation of the peninsula

itself has rendered it exceptionally open to incursions. Unlike

the Iberiaji peninsida, that of the Balkans is widc;st wlierc it

joins the European continent. Neither to the north-east nor

to the north-west is there any natui-al line of se[)aration, still

less is there any substantial obstacle to the advance of a hostile

incursion.^ Over and over again has Roumania ottered a (ton-

venicj't high road for the j)as.sage of invading hosts : Ooths,

Hun.s, Lombards, Avans, and Slavs traversed it in ttirn,

though only the last tarried in Roumania iUself. Between
Bucharest and Con.stantinoittc there is no serious impediment,

still less between Belgrade on the one hand and either the

Aegean or the liosphorus on the other.

Relatively small and weaV as the States of the Balkans

^ Cf. op. clt., p. lo.
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!ire, and must necessarily be, what liojje is there of thei’* being

able to offer any effective resistance to similar incursions in

the future ? There would seem to bo none except in the

adoption of safeguards similar to those Avhich for more ihan

a century have maintained inviolate the neutrality and inde-

pendence of the Swiss Confederation : constitutional readjust-

ment, neutralization under an international guarantee, and

a confederate citizen army, Avell trained and ivell equipped,

and pre[)arcd, if need be, to extort the respect t)f powerful

neighbours. Before these conditions can be attained there

will have to be a good deal of give and take among the

lialkan States ;
irreconcilable claims in Macedonia and else-

where will have to be conqn’oniised. This will be no easy task,

but it may perhaps be accom[)Iished if once the contending

parties can be convinced that there are only two other alterna-

tives. Either the peninsula will, in the future as bi the past,

be the prey of any sufficiently iHiv.ei’fnl invader, or it will find

l)rotection by common suboi’dination to an alien empire,

drawing upon resources external to the peninsida, and
inqmsing its will by irresistible militai-y strength. These

alternatives to a domestic accommodation arc not attractive,

but they are exhaustive. Physiograidiy excludes a third.

I'cT further reference :• Ih (J. ilogartli. The X(^((r Kust
;

Xewbij^'ein,

(h^(){fr<tj)hieal Aspects of^he : Sir W. W. Hunter, Hisforp
4p' liritJsh T 7uti((, vel. i; E. llinily. La foruuitioyi it rritoriaJei K. A.

Er(‘einan, J

!

istoriiof (hopraphp of Baro/fc: Sir Artliur jb\ans, The
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CHAPTER III

THE ADVENT OF THE OTTOMANS

Conquests in Europe

‘ iModern history begins under the stress of the Ottoman Conquest.’

—

Lord Actox.

‘11 n’ya point de nation turqne,mais seulemcnt des conqu6rants campes

an milieu de poiailations hostilcs; les Tures ne forment point un Etat,

)nais line armee qui ne vaiit qiie pour ]a,t^*onquote et tend a so dissoudre

des ([u’ellc ost eontrainte de s’arreter.’—AiiBKRT Sorel.

The origins of the Turkish tribe, subsequently known as

the Osniaulis, Othmiins or Ottomans, are shrouded in baffling

obscurity. The highly coteured pictures drawn by their (»vn

historians are, by common consent, entirely untrustworthy.

But if little can be learnt authoritatively, perhaps it is

because there is little to learn. It is still more probable that

we have a good deal to unlearn. We are l)iddcn, for example,

to discard the commonly accepted tradition of a westward

migration on an imposing scale
;
of a great struggle between

the Ottoman and Scljukian Turks ;
of the dramatic overthrow

of the Seljuk Emph-e
;

of the establishment of a powerful

Ottoman Empire in Asia Minor and the advance of the

conquerors upon 8outh-p]astei'n Europe. This book is not,

however, a history of the Ottoman.s, and the critical discussion

of these and similar cpiestions must not therefore be per-

mitted to detain us. Let it suffice to say that the Ottomans

emerge into the realm of authentic history in the thirtccntli

century. We first see thevi as one of innumerable bands t)f

nomfids, warriors, and herdsmen, flying from the highlands

of (^entral Asia before the fierce onset of the Moguls.

A picturesque but exceedingly doubtful legend tells how

Ertogrul, chief of a tribe of some four hundred familie^,

found himself in a positioh*to perform a signal service to

Alaeddin. Sultan of the Scliukian Turks. The Seliuks had

The
()tt(5mans

in Asia.
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cstablitilied a powerful empire in Asia Minor in the course of

the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but by the thirteenth

their power was manifestly in decay To the Seljuk fhnpire

thej’e was no. immediate successor. The stoi-y of its overthrow

by the Ottomans cannot be acce[)tcd. All that we know is

that Ertogrnl and his small band of followers established

themselves, towards the middle of the thirteenth century, in

the north-western corner of Asia IMinor, in the plain between

Rrusa and Nicaea, with a ‘capital ’ at A^enrshehr.

o-iKiiu To T'.rto'i.rul there succeeded in i2S,s his son Osman or

< )thman, from whom the tribe, destined to fame as the

con((uerors of Uonstantinople and inheritors of the Ryzantine

ilmpire, took their name.' Osimm extended his modest

heritage partly at the ex[A‘nse of other Turkish Emirs but

mainly at the expense of the Oreek Empire in Asia Minor, and,

upon the extinction of the Seljuk Emj)ire, he assumed the

title of Sultan U'irc. l.'tOO). In l.tOl he won his first notable

vi< tory over the Oreeks at Baphaeon, in the neighbourhood

of Nicomedia, and during the next few years he pushed on

towai'ds the Black Sea, and thus hemmed in the strong Oreek

cities of Nicomedia, Brusa, and Nicaea. On his death-bed

(l:t2()) he learnt that Brusa had fallen to his son Orkhaii.

and though tlie great ]>rize of Nicaea was denied to him,

Osman died ‘virtual lord of the Asiatic Oreeks

Orkiuiu llis son and successor Orkhan not only’rounded off Osman's

work in Asia Minor, but obtained a firm foothold upon the

Ihiropean shores of the Hellespont. Nicomedia, the ancient

capital of the Emperor Diocletian, fell to him in the first

year of his reign, and was renamed Ismid. A few years later

he crowned his victories over the Byzantine Empire in Asia

.Minor by the capture of Nicaea, the second city of the

‘Empire. By this time the Eastern Em])ii-e was, as ne shall

see later, tottering to its fall, noi only in Asia Minor but in

lau'ope. Towards the middle of the fourteenth centur5' the

pitiful remnant of it was distracted by civil war between the

^ Only to Eiiropenns are tin* (Xtmiaiis knoMii a.s ^'I'nrks’—a name,

amon^- tliemselves, (»f eonttinpt, sce .H. A. (HItkoiis, Ottoman Emptrr,

p. 21) ; Ilo<,^ai'th, JkilLau^i, p. &e.

- Hogarth, op, p. 825.
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Palacologi and John Cantacuzcnos, who in 1341 had crowned
'

himself Emperor at Demotika. BoMi parties appealed to

Sultan Orkhan for help. ^Orkhan went to the assistance of

Cantacuzcnos in 1345, and Avas rewar'dcd by t.he'hand of

Theodora, daughter of Cantacuzenos and granddaughter

of the Bulgarian Tsar. This marriage may be regarded as

the first step towards the establishment of an Ottoman-

Byzantinc Empire in Europe. In 1349 Orklaui’s assistance

was again invoked by his father-in-law, to heli) in repelling

the attacks of the Serbians, now at the zenith of their powei',

upon Macedonia. Orkhan’s response was suspiciously

prompt, and again a large body of Ottoman warriors feasted

their eyes with a vision of the promised land.

Hitherto the Ottoman horsemen,^tnice their mission wasac- IVr-

complished, had didy withdrawn to their home on the Asiatic

shore. But we are now on the eve of one of the cardinal events ment in

in world-liistorv. Tliat event was in one sense only the natural

scfpiel to those which innnediately in’eceded it; nevertheles.«,it

definitely stands out as marking the opening of a new cha])ter.

In 1353 Cantacuzenos once more appealed for the help of tlie

Ottoman Sultan against the Serbians; accordingly, Orkhan
sent over his son Suleiman Pasha, by whose aid the Serbians

were defeated at Demotika and the Oi’ceks recaptured the

'riiracian capital Adrianople. In acknowledgement of these

signal services Sultiman Pasha, received the fortress of

Tzympe, and there the Ottomans ett'ected their first lodg-

ment oti Euroi)ean soil. Much to the chagrin of the rival

emperors Oallipoli fell before the Ottoman assault in the

following year ( 1 354),‘and a few years later Demotika also was

taken. By this time the breach between Orkhan and his

father-in-law Avas comj)lete, and henceforward the Osmanli

horsemen fought in Europe no longer as au.viliaries but*

as principals. Suleiman Vasha Avas killed by a fall fivoifi

his horse in 135<S, and a year later his father folloAved

him to tlie grave. But the grip Avhich they had got upon

the EiiropeaJi shore of the Dardanelles Avas never after-

wards relaxed.

Before proceeding to dcsc*\’i1»c thci,Avondcrful achievements Condition

of Ottoman arms during *010 next hundred years it seems
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desirable to get some clear idea of the political conditions Eurflpo

Avhich prevailed in South-Eastern EuiWe. * j.”

Ihe Empire of the East, known indifferently as the Greek tcenth

or Byzantine Empire, had by this time reached the last stoge

of emasculate decay. The life of the Homan Emiiire had
been prolonged for more than a thousand years by the epoch- Empire,

making resolution of the Emperor Constantine. But it was
now ebbing fast. For three hundred years after Constantine’s

removal .of the capital to Byzantium (330 a.d.) the Empire
continued to be essentially Homan. With the reign of

Hcraclius (010-41) it became as definitely Greek. Under
Eco III (the Tsaurian, 710-41) Greek became the official

language of the Empire
,
though its subjects still continued,

until the advent of the Ottomans? and beyond it, to style

themselves Romaioi. Many hard things have been said of the

Eastern Empire, but this at least should be remejnbered to

its credit. For nearly a thousand years it held the gates of
Europe against a scries of afeaultsfrom the East, until in turti

it was itself partly overwhelmed and partly absorbed by the
Ottomans. Not that the Ottomans were the earliest of the
Turkish tribes to threaten the Greek Empire. Towards the
end of the eleventh century the Seljuks overran Asia Minor,
drove the Emperor out of his A.siatic capital, Nicaea, and
as.sumed the title of Sultans of Houin. The Emperors of the
House of Comnenos pushed back the Seljuks from Nicaea to

Iconium (Konia), but in the latter part of the twelfth century
the Eastern Empire again showed symptoms of decrepitude,
and at the opening of the thirteenth century it suffered an
in-cparable blow.

he Latin
)nipire,at

The fourth crusade (1200-4) has generally been accounted T
one of the blackest crimes in modern history.^ The immediate ponstanti-
1 esult of it was to establish a Latin or Frankish Empire, under nople

Baldwin, Count of Flanderff, in Constantinople
;
more r5-

G^04-ol).

inotely it may be held responsible for the Ottoman conquest
of South-Eastern Euro[)e. It lasted little more than half
a century (1204-Gl)

; but during those years the work of

^

^ See e. Sir Ricliard Jebb, Modcwi p. ;
Sir Edwin Pears,

Coyiquest of Constantinople] the famous elfaptcrs in (Rbbon\s Decline
and J^all] and MihnaiPs Latin (Jfiristumiti/.
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disintegration proceeded apace in the Ralkan lands. The
Slavonic' kingdoms ffi'inly established ' themselves in the

northern parts. Boniface of JMoptferrat pi’oclaimed himself

King of Salonica. (irecce proper was divided up into various

Frankish principalities, while the Aegean islands passed, for

tlie most part, under the flag f)f the maritime Rci)ul)lic

of Wmice. Meanwhile, the Oreek Em])ire, dethroned at

(Constantinople, maintained itself, in somewhat precarious

e.xistence, at Nicaea. Not less precarious was the hold of the

Latin Emi)ire upon ( Constantinople. The latter was purely

a military adventure. It never struck any roots into the

soil, and in 12()l Michael Palaeologus, Emi)eror of Nicaea,

had little difficulty in reconquering Constantinople from the

Latins. The restored Bf/.antine Empire survived for nearly

two centui’ies, but its ])i‘estige had been fatally damaged, its

vitality luul been sapped, and it awaited certain dissolution

at the hands of a more virile race. 'I'hei’c can indeed be

Httle doubt that only the advent of the Ottomans prevented

Constantijiople itself from falling into the hands of the

Southern Slavs. The condition of the Byzantine Em[)ire

during this last })eriod of its e.xistence presents a curious

analogy to that of the Ottoman Enq>ire in the nineteenth.
‘ It is’, wi-ites a [)enetrating critic, ‘ the stoiy of an uninter-

rupted succession of bitter internal (luari-els, of attacks by
former vassals upon the immediate froiitiers of its shrunken
territory, of subtle undeimining by hostile colonies of

foreigners whose one thought was commei’cial gain, and of

intermittent, ami in almost all cases selfishly inspired, elforts

of Western Europe to put off’ the fatal <lay.’ ^

Territorially, the Creek Enqiire had shrunk to the narrowest

limits, little wider, in fact, than those to which the Ottoman
Emj)ire in Euroi>e is reduced to-day. The Empire of Trebi-

^ond represented the remnant o^’ its i)ossesHions in Asia, while

in Europe, a])art from Constaiitinoiffe and Thrace, It held
only the Macedonian coast with the city of Salonica and the

Eastei’ii Peloponnesus. Hungary, Transylvania, Wallachia,

Croatia, and Bosnia owned tfie sway of Lewis the Croat
;
the

H. A. Oi])l)ous, f>2K ciL, j). 3G.1
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Serbian Empire stretched from Belgrade to the Oulf of

Corinth, from tlie Acfriatic to tiie Aegean ;
Bulgaria lield what

we know as Bulgaria properand Eastcni I^oiunelia
;
Dalmatia,

Corfu, Crete, and Euboea were in the hands of Venice
;
the

Knights of St. John were in possession of Bhodes, while the

Fi’anks still held the kingdom of Cyiirus, the principality of

Achaia, the Duchies of Athens, Naxos, and Cephalonia, not

to speak of many of the Aegean islands. Little, therefore,

was left to the successors of the Caesars in Constantinople.

When the Homans first made themselves masters of South- lllyiiiins

Lastern Europe they found three great races in possession :

the Illyrians, tlie Thracians, and the Hellenes. The Illyrians,

who had established the kingdom of Epirus in the fourth

century n.c., were i-epresented in tfie thii’teeiith century, as

they are still, by the mountaineers of Albania. The Thracians,

dominant during the Macedonian supremacy, mingled with

Trajan’s colonists in Dacia to form the poo])le rejiresentcd by

the modern Roumanians. But neithei’ of these aboriginaf

races would, perhai)S, have preserved, through the ages, their

identity but for the existence of the third race, the Creeks.

It was the (Jreeks, who, by their superiority to their Roman
conquerors in all the elements of civilization, ])revonted the

absorption of the other races by the Uoinans, and so con-

tributed to that survival of separate nationalities which, from

that day to this, has constituted one of the special peculiarities

of Balkaii politics, of the lllyriaus in Albania little need, in

this j)lace, be said, except that they have successfully resisted

ahsor[)tion by the T’urks as they had previously resisted

similar etforts on the part of Bomans, Byzantines, and
Slavs.

The Albanians have never contributed an important factor

to the Balkan problem. Like the Slavs, but in even greater

degree, ‘ they were devoid of (l)hesion and i>oliticat sentiment,

and have at no time been more than an aggregate of tribes,

mostly occupied with internal (juarrels,’ ^ though, as we shall

sec, they have moi-e than once produced a man of virile and
commanding personality.

' JOliof, o^>. cil., p. 11^.
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Far (lifFerent has been the history of the Thracians in the

Dannbitin principalities. That history is largely the outcome

of geography. Their geographical situation, as was explained

ift' the preceding chapter, though suggesting a highway to

westward-bound invaders rendered theni immune from con-

quest, and, as a fact, they have never actually submitted to

a conqueror. Least of all to the Ottomans, who, as we shUll

see later, never made any serious or sustained attempt to

absorb them into their Empire.

The modern Roumanians are commonly supposed to be

descendants of the Roman colonists settled {circ. a.d. 101) by

the Emperor Trajan in the province of Dacia for the pro-

tection of the Roman Empire against the northern barbarians.

This account of their* origin was disputed, however, by

Di‘. Freeman, who held that they represented 'not specially

Dacians pr Roman colonists in Dacia, but the great Thracian

race generally, of which the Dacians were only a part’. ^ The

Vpiestion is not one which can bb t)ci-mitted to detain us. It

must suffice for our present purpose to say that just as the

Hungarians represent a great Magyar wedge thrust in between

the Northern and the Southern Slavs, so do the Roumanians

represent a Latin wedge, distinct and aloof from all their

immediate neighbours, though not devoid, csi)ecially in

language, of many traces of Slav influences. Towards the

close of the third century {cire. a’.d. 271) the Emperor

Aurelian was compelled by barbarian inroads to abandon

his distant colony, and to withdraw the Roman legions, but

the colonists themselves retired into the fastnesses of the

Carpathians, only to emerge again* many centuries later,

W’hcu the barbarian flood had at last subsided.

For nearly a thousand years, reckoning to the Tartar

invasion of 1241, Dacia was nothing but a highw.ay for suc-

cessive tides of barbarian invaders, Coths, Huns, Lombards,

Avars, and Slavs. Rut, except the last, iione of the Invaders

left any permanent impress upon the land. Still, the suc-

cessive tides followed each other so quickly that the Daco-

Romans themselves w'ere c’ompletely submerged, and for a

thousand years history loses sight of them.

E. A, Freenuin, Ottoman *Power in Ihirope, p. 51.
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J3ut though submerged they wei-e yot dissipated, i The
possession of the regions on tlie Lower Danube’, writes

Traugott Tamm, ‘ i)assed fl'om one nation to anotlicr, but
none endangered the Roumanian nation as a national

entity. “ The water passes, the stones remain ”
;

the
hordes of the migration period, detached from their native
soil, disappeared as mist before the sun. But the Roman
clement bent their heads while the storm passed over them,
clinging to the old ])laces until the advent of happier days,

when they were able to stand up and stretch their limbs.’ '

The southern portion of what is now Roumania emerged,
towards the close of the thirteenth century, as the principality

of Wallachia (or Muntenia, i. c. mountain-land)
;
the northern,

a century later, came to be known as the Rrincipality of

Moldavia. Both princi[)alities were founded by immigrant
Rouman nobles from Transylvania, and, as a consequence,

Roumania has always been distinguished from the other
Balkan provinces by the survival of a powerful native aristo-

cracy. In Serbia the nobles were exterminated
;
in Bosnia

they saved their property by the surrender of their faith
;
in

Roumania alone did they retain both.

Such Mas the position of the Danubian princii>alitics M'hcn

the Ottomans began their career of conquest in South-Eastern
Europe. Tiic principajities had never been in a position, like

their neighbours to the^south and Avest of them, to aspire to

a dominant place in Balkan politics. Nor were they, like those

neighbours, exposed to the first and full fury of the Ottoman
attack. Still, under itij\, famous Voivode Mircaea the Great,

Wallachia took part against the Ottomans in the great

Slavonic combinations, M’hich w'erc dissolved by the Turkish
victories at Kossovo (1389) and Nicopolis (1396).

Early in the fifteenth century the Ottomans crossed the

Danubcj and in 141 L Wallacfiia Avas reduced to a state of

vassaldom. But it Avas never Avholly absorbed like Serbia,

Bulgaria,. Greece, Macedonia, and Thrace into the Ottoman
Empire. Nor Avas Moldavia, Avhiich, for obvious geographical

reasons, managed to maintain if,s,independence for a hundred

^ Quoted by D. Mitrany, The Balkans^ p. 250.
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years loji^er than Wgllachia. In 1475, Stephen the’Oreat,

Voivode of Moldavia, won a resounding victory over tlie

Turkish- army at Raeova. In 1512, however, his son Bogdan,

weakened by the attacks of Poland and Hungary, made a

voluntary submission to the Ottomans. lie agreed to pay

tribute to the Sultan and to assist him in time of Avar, bnt

Moldavia was to continue to elect its own prince, and no

Turk Avas to be permitted to settle in the principality. These

terms Avere confirmed, in 1566, by Suleiman the Magnificent,

and formed the basis of the relations Avhich subsisted l)C-

tAveen Constantinople and the tAVo Danubian principalities

doAvn to the eighteenth century.

nlgrtiiii. South of the l)anub|^ and betAveen that river and the

Aegean lay the district knoAvn as Bulgaria. The Thraco-

lllyrian race by which it Avas oiiginally inhabited Avas

con(|uertM by the Slavs Avho, from the beginning of the sixth

century oiiAvards, inundated thc,])eninsula. By the middle of

the seventh century the Slav penetration of the Balkans aa jas

complete
;
from the Danube to the Mai’itza, from the Adi'iatic

to the Black Sea the Slavs formed a solid mass, broken

only l)y Albania and Southern Thrace
;

Creeks held the

Aegean coast and most of the toAvns— .Athens, Corinth, Patras,

Larissa, and Salonica : but even in the interior of the Morea

there Avas a considerable infusion of Shivs. U])on the heels

of the Slavs came the Bulgars. I^he lattei' belong to a

Turanian race, akin to the Avars, Huns, Magyars, and

Finns. Coming like other Mongol races fi'om Eastern Asia,

they settled on the Volga, Avherc .the Creater or AVhite

Bulgaria continued to exist doAvn to the sixteenth century.

Thence they made various j)redato)y inroads into the Balkan

peninsjda, in the latter part of the sixth and first half of the

.seventh century, and eventually in 67!) subjugated the Slavs

of Moesia and eftected a definite and i)ermanent settle-

ment in the land betAveen the Danube and the Balkan

mountsxins. After their settlement, hoAvever, they Avere

completely assimilated in language and in civilization to the

conquered Slavs, and to-dii^^ ,they are commonly accounted

a Slavonic people. *Y^ct despite identity of speech, and

desi)itp M very lai’ge infusion of Slav blood, the Bulgar has
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developed a distincjt national Rclf-cojisciousness which has

constantly come into conflict ivith that of the Southern

Slavs.
* •

The antagonism hetween these i\car neij^hbonrs has been

accentuated in recent years by the establishment of an

independent Bulgarian Exarchate. That exceedingly im-

portant step was taken in 1<S7(», precisely one thousand years

after the fatetul decision by which the Bulgarian Church was

placed under the Patriarch of Constantinople. Prince Boris

of Bulgaria had lieoi convei'ted to Christianity in 805, but

for the first few years it was uncertain whether the infant

Bulgarian Church would adhere to Cousta,i\tin()ple or to

Borne. Tn 870, during the reign of^the Emperor Basil 1, the

victory, pregnant with consequences for Bulgaria, was assured

to Constantinople.

It was under Simeon the Ci'eat (808-027), the son of Boris, Fiist

that Bulgaria attained to ,the position of a great Power,

Simeon himself adopted the style of ‘'I'sar and Autocrat of (
81 )3-‘»72 ).

all Bulgars and Creeks’, and the territoi’ial expansion of

his kingdom, the widest as yi;t achieved by Bulgai’ia,

went far to sustain his titular jnx'tensions. The Byzantine

emperors could command the allegiance only of ('onstanti-

noj)lc, Adrianoplc, Salonica, and the territory immediately

adjacent thereto, an,d were com[)elled to ]»ay tribute to

the Bulgarian Tsar., Simeon’s empire stretched at one
time from the Black Sea almost to the Adriatic, and
included Serbia and all the inland parts of Macedonia,

Epirus, and .Mbania. .

But the first Bulgarian Empire was shortlived. The Serbs

reasserted their independence in !)81
;
domestic feuds led to

the partition of Bulgaria itself into Eastern and Western
Bulgaria in !)(j3

; ecclesiastical schism, due to the spread ot

the curious Bogomil here.sy, accentuated civil strife
;

Avhile

tlie Emperor Nikephoros Phokas (IKitl-!)) renounced in 9G(>

the tribute paid to the Bulgarian Tsar, and, shoitsightcdly

invoking the assistance of the Itussians, inflicted a crushing
defeat upon Bulgaria. It iv»s> indeed, easier to introduce

> See iiiap, p. 18 .
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the Russians into tlie Balkans than to get rid of them. But
the latter feat was at length accomplished by the Emperor
John Tzimisces—a brilliant Armeniajri adventurer—and

Eastern Bulgaria was merged, for the time, into the Byzantine

Empire (972).

Western Bulgaria, with its capital at Okhrida, and including

at one time Thessaly, Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro, Herze-

govina, and parts of Serbia and Bulgaria proper, survived

for another thirty years. But it in turn fell before the long-

sustained attack of the Emperor Basil IT (976-1025), known

to fame as Bulgaroktonos, ‘ slayer of the Bulgarians.’

A succession of victories culminated in 1016 in the capture

of Okhrida, and the Western Bulgaria, like the Eastern,

ceased to exist. Once more the authority of the Byzantine

emperor was reasserted throughout the peninsula.

For more than a century and a half the histoiy oli Bulgaria The

is a blank. Its revival dates from a successful revolt headed

in 1186 byJohn Asen—a Vlach shepherd—against the tyranny Empire,

of the Emperor Isaac Angelus. The capital of this second
J257j

or Vlacho-Bulgarian Empire was at 'I’irnovo where, in

1187, John Asen was crowned. It included, at one time,

besides Bulgaria proper, most of Serbia, with i)arts of

Thrace, Macedonia, Thessaly, and Epirus, but the murder

of John Asen 11 in 1257 brought the Vlach dynasty and the

Vlacho-Bulgarian Empire to an end. Most of its provinces

had already been lost to it, and the remnant was held in

vassaldom to Serbia. For the Serbs had by this time become
the dominant power in the peninsula, and it was, as we have

seen, to combat the insistent menace of this people that

Catacuzenos, in the middle of the fourteenth century, invoked

the aid of the Ottomans. The place of the Southern Slavs

in the Balkan polity of the fourteenth century must, there-

fore, be our next concern.

Of the coming of the Slavs into the Balkan Peninsida Serbia

something has been already said. By the middle of the Soxitbern

seventh century the peninsula had become predominantly Slavs.

Slavonic, and the lines of the chief Slav States had already

been roughly defined. Of Bulgaria nc more need be said.

I’he other three were inhabited by Serbs, Croatious, and
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Slovenes respectively. The last occupied what we ^know as

Carniola and Southern Carinthia
;
the Croats held Croatia

with parts of Bosnia, HerziSgovina, and Dalmatia
;
the Serbs

held the remaining portions of the three last-name^ provinces

together with Montenegro and practically everything which
was assigned to Serbia by the Treaty of Bucharest (1913),

i.'e. Serbia proper, old Serbia, and the northern part of

Macedonia. The Southern Slavs have always been more
devoted to independence than to discipline, more conspicuous

for valour than for organizing capacity. From the first they

were, in a political sense, loosely knit, lacking in coherence

or in the power of continuous combination. They were bound
to the soil, not by serfdom, but b^ the aftectionate tics of

cultivating proprietoi’s. Such governmental machinery as

they devised was local rather than central
;
they organized

themselves in agricultural village-communities, and showed

a marked aversion, in strong contrast with the Greeks, to

city life. Originally they had neither kings, nor priests, nor

even slaves, but settled down in free communities of peasant

owners and organized their social and economic life on
‘ a system of family communism ’. * Freedom-loving and
brave, they had the defects of their (jualities. Their lack

of discipline, subordination, and iiolitical coherence, not less

than the physical characteristics of their country, made it

difficult to weld them into a powerful State, while their

jealous devotion to the soil disposed them to local feuds of

a peculiarly ferocious character.

Torn by internal dissensions the Serbs have always lacked,

except towards the north, natural and definable frontiers.

Still more unfortunate has been their lack of coast-line.

They have never reached the Aegean, and only for a short

period were they established on the Adriatic. The Greeks^
headed them oft' from the fortner

;
the Venetians and Hun-

garians* after the fall of Rome, generally kept a jealous hold

ui)on the latter.

The Serbs embraced Christianity towards the end of the
ninth century, but in ecclesiasl^iqjil as in political affairs the

’ Eliot, op. cil., p. 25.

K 2
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The
Serbian
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Urosli

(1190-
122P>).

Southern Slavs found jt difficult to agrec^; for while the Serbs

adhered to Constantinople the Croats acknowledged the

authority of llomei Temporal a’llegiance tended to follow

thh same direction. From the ninth century to the twelfth

the Serbs Avere for the most part under the suzerainty of

the Bulgarian or the Byzantine Empires
;
the Croats were

subject to Hungary or Venice.

The gi’eat i)eriod in the mediaeval history of Serbia extends

from the middle of the twelfth to the close of the fourteenth

century. Under the Nemanya dynasty (Il68-i;i7!) Serbia

managed to compose, in some degree, her internal <piarrels,

and so gave herself, for the first time, a chance of attaining to

a dominant position in Balkan politics. Stephen Nemanya,

the first of the new line, succeeded in uniting most of the

Serbian countries—Serbia proper, Montenegro, and Herze-

govina, j-.nd though forced to make submission to the

Emi)eror Manuel I Comnenus, he renewed his career of

conquest on the latter’s death, 1180, and Avhen, in 119(3, he

resolved to abdicate, he handed over to his second son,

Stc|)hcn Urosh (1196 1228), a kingdom tolerably homo-

geneous, and, in extent, indubitably imposing.

The neAv ruler was, on his accession, confronted by diffi-

culties which have I'ccurred with ominous regidarity in eveiy

j)eriod of Serbian history. These difficulties arose from three

main causes ; dynastic disunion
;
the jealousy of Bulgaria; and

the unremitting hostility of the Magyars of Hungaiy. The

chagi’in of an elder brother, passed over in the succession, was

mollified by the tact of a younger brother, a monk, the famous

St. Sava. The same tactful intermediation secured for the

Serbian Church internal autonomy and independence of the

I’atriarchate of Constantinople. Against the jealousy of Bul-

garia St. Sava Avas less successful, for the Bulgarians, seizing

the opportunity of Serbian disitnion, made themselves masters

of a large part of Eastern Serbia, including the important toAvns

of Belgrade, Nish, and Prizren. The hostility of Andreav H
of Hungary had, for the time being, little definite result, but

its existence supplies one of^ttfose constant factors Avhich give

something of unity sflid consistency to the confused annals

of the sSouthern Slavs. If al *any time there has been
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any special manifestation of natiojial self-conscioiisness

on the part of the Southern Slavs, Buda-Pesth has im-

mediately responded by a marked exhibition of. its un-

ceasing vigilance and its ineradicable jealousy, * Nor is* it

possible to deny that the antagonism between the two

peoples is due to a direct conflict of interest. The Magyars

h’lve always striven to obstruct the progress of the Southern

Slavs towards the Adriatic
;

the Serbians still block the

access of the Magyars to the Aegean. Notwithstanding

these initial difficulties the reign of Steplicn Urosh was

exceptionally i)rospcrous. He himself was the first of

Serbia’s kings to receive the consecration of a solemn corona-

tion, and so skilful was his diplomacy in playing off Rome
against Constantinople, and Nicaefi against both, that he

secured the recognition of Serbian independence, both civil

and ecclesiastical, not only from the Pope but ^rom the

Latin and Creek emperors.^

We must pass over with ‘scant notice the century ivliicH

ela])sed between the death of Stephen U)’osh (1223) and the

accession of the most renowned of all Serbian rulers, Stephen

Dushan (1331), Serbian annals have little else to record

during this period but a monotonous tale of domestic cpiarrels

and military expeditions, conducted with varying success,

against immediate neighbours. A crushing defeat inflicted

upon a combination of Greeks and Bulgars by Stephen Vll ^

(1321-31) is perhaps "worthy of record, since it prepared

the way for the brilliant success achieved by his son. It

should be noted also that by this time the Serbians had
already come into contfict with the Tui’ks.

The reign of Stephen VHI, ‘Dushan,’^ demands more
detailed consideration, for it marks the meridian of Serbian

history. Cut off at the early age of forty-six, perhaps by

poison, he yet lived long enough to establish his fame both'

as lawgiver and coiupieror. His code of laws published in

* The Latin Empire was established «at Constantinople in 120 1, see supra^

p. 11.

- It should be noted that the numeration of kings and the chronology
of their reigns are alike uncertain.

Dnshfin * tlie strayigJer, and according to olie, but not the only, version

^Stephen VIII strangled his father.

Stephen
Dushan

(
1831 -

5^.
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1349;^ not less than hi^ encouragement of literature And his

protection of the Church, has given to Dushan a place’in the

history of his own l^jid analogoas? to that of King Alfred in

ouv own. ' It is, however, as a mighty conqueror that his

memory lives most vividly in Balkan histoi’y.

Conquests His first military success was achieved against the Emperor

?Jifslufn
" ^^iidronicus III. He invaded Thessaly, defeated the forces of

the emperor, and by a treaty dictated in 1340 Serbia was

recognized as the dominant power in the peninsula. Bulgaria,

the sister of whose king Dushan married, formally recognized

his supremacy, and in 1345 Stephen was crowned at Uskub,

which he made his capital. Tsar of the Serbs, Bulgars, and

Greeks. So formidable was Dushan’s position in South-Eastern

Europe that in 1353 the Poi)e, Iimocent VI, deemed it prudent

in tlie interests of Western Christendom to incite Lewis,

King of Hungary, to an attack iii)on the Serbian Tsar. The

Magyars, as we have seen, were never backward in such

enterprises
;

but, in this case, their intervention recoiled

upon their own heads. The city of Belgrade, and the

provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina rewarded the victorious

arms of Dushan. The extent of his empire was now enormous.

It extended from the Save and Danube in the north almost

to the Aegean in the south
;
from the Adriatic in the west

almost to the Lower Maritza in the cast. It thus comprised

Serbia, Montenegro. Albania, Southern Dalmatia, Bosnia and

Herzegovina, Northern Macedonia, and a great part of

Greece.

The South Slavonic lands of ( 'roatia, Slavonia, and Northern

Dalmatia were still outside the Serbian Empire, nor did it

even include Salonica, still less the imperial city itself. Not

that Constantinople was beyond the range of Dushan’s am-

bition. The distracted condition of the Eastern Empire seemed

"indeed to invite an attack uiidn it. In the domestic dissen-

sions Avhich so grievously weakened the Byzantine emperors

in their incipient duel with the Ottomans, Dushan espoused

the side of the hmipress Anna against Cantacuzenos, and Avith

marked success. In 1351 Dushan organized a great crusade

1 See 6?/;>m/clmp. iii.
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against the decadent Empire of Constsi^tinople with thqhope
of re-establishing the imperial city as a barrier against the

advancing power of the Ottomans.
Cantacuzenos, as we have seen, had not hesitated, agtiin

and again, to invoke the aid of Sultan Orkhan against the

redoubtable Dushan. In 1353 the Serbians were defeated

by the Ottomans at Demotika and Adrianople, and Thrace
and parts of Macedonia were thus recovered for the Byzantine

Empire. Dushan was great enough both as statesman and
strategist to see that, if South-Eastern Europe was to be
saved from the Asian menace, (k>n8tantinople itself must be
held by a national Power, more virile than that of the decadent

Byzantines. Under the circumstances that Power could be
none other than Serbia. Advancing in 1355 to the accom-
plishment of this great enterprise, Stephen Dushan was
suddenly and prematurely cut otf. That poison slv)uld have
been suspected was inevitable, and the suspicion may be

justified.

The death of the Tsar Dushan may fitly close our prolonged
parenthesis.

The object of that parenthesis has been to enable the

reader to grasp the main features of the general political

situation in the Balkans at the moment when a new Power
intervened i?i Eui'opean affairs. The close of it tempts to

s])eculation. Is it idl^ to conjecture wliat might have haj)-

pened had the Ottomans declined the invitation of C!antacu-

zenos and elected to remain an Asiatic I’ower ? What, under
those circumstances, would have been the fate of South-
Eastci-n Europe ? The Oreek Em]>ire, undeniably damaged
in prestige by the Latin episode, had itself fallen into a state

of decrepitude which forbad any possible hope of redemp-
tion. Could a suitable successor have been found among the

other Balkan ‘ States ’ ? Tlffe autochthonous Illyriajts, now
settled in Albania, might perhaps have kept a hold on their

mountain fastnesses, but they could never have hoped to do
more. The Daco-Roumans, representing the other indigenous
race, were geographically too remote from any one of the three
keys of the Balkans—Belgrade, Salonfca, and Constantinople
—to assume at this stage it leading r61e. The Creeks w'ere
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politically successful oijly so long as they remained withih sight

and smell of the sea. The subjection of a hinterland has always

seemed to be beyond, their powers,* By a process of exclusion

we'reach the Bulgarians and the Serbs, and judging from the

experience of the recent past the future seemed to belong to

one or other of these peoples, or still more certainly, if they

could compose the differences which divided them, to both.

Twice had the former attained to clear pre-eminence, if not to

domination. But the empires of Simeon and Asen were

matched if not suriiassed by that of Stephen Dushan. And
to Serbia came the ‘ psychological ’ chance. Her supremacy

in Balkan politics coincided with one of the great moments

in human history. Tremendous issues hung in the balance

when Stephen Dushan w;is suddenly smitten with mortal

illness, as he was advancing on Cojistantinoplc
;
when, from

the Danube almost to the Aegean, from the Black Sea to

the Adriatic, Serbian suzerainty was virtually unchallenged ;

when the Ottomans were effecting their first lodgment on

European soil.

The history of the Southern Slavs had already revealed

congenital weaknesses
;

it would be idle to pretend that more

recent experience has proved that during the dark days of

adversity and oblivion they have been entirely overcome.

But whatever the explanation the fact remains that, in the

middle of the fourteenth century, the Balkan Slavs had a

chance such as comes to few peoples ; and they missed it.

As a result the history of South-Eastern Europe belongs for

the next five hundred years not to the Slavs, nor to the

Greeks, but to their Ottoman masters.

Ottoman To the story of the Ottomans we must, therefore, after

^n Itoopv. ^ long but necessary diversion, return. It was against the

^erbs, not against the Greeks, that the Ottoman arms in

IHurope were first directed—a‘' point on which a recent

historian has laid considerable emphasis. The result was

to involve the Ottoman invaders ‘ in a tangle of Balkan

affairs from which they only extricated themselves after forty

years of incessant fighting Nevertheless it was upon the

1 Hogarth, The Balkans, p. 327.
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Thracian Chersonese that the invaders^first fastened. Canta-

cuzenbs was not slow to perceive the blunder he had made.

An appeal to Orkhan to quit his hold wag met by a courteous

but firm refusal. Whereupon the wretched emp’eror so far

humiliated himself as to beg for the assistance of the Bulgars

and Serbs. On their refusal his position in Constantinople

became desperate. His subjects recalled John Palaeologus,

and Cantacuzenos abdicated his uneasy throne and withdrew

into a monastery (1854).

Four years later Sultan Orkhan, his son-in-law, died. The IMnrad I

reign of his son, Murad I, was one of the most splendid in the
~

annals of the Ottomans. It opened auspiciously with a long

and successful campaign in Thrace (1860-1) which finally

assured the foothold of his people on the soil of Europe.

One after another the important sti’ategic points in Thrace

fell into their hands, until at last, by the capture of iV^rianople

and Philippopolis, they confined the Creek h]inpire to Constan-

tinople. The Enq)eror, John V, bowed to the inevitable*

recognized the Ottoman conquest of Thrace as definitive, and

agreed to become the vassal of the Sultan (1868).

By this time the (Jiristian States were awakening to the

gravity of the situation, and in 1368 Ijcwis the Creat of

Hungary led a crusading expedition of Hungarians, Serbians,

Bosnians, and Wallachians against the successful infidel.

Very little, however, was achieved by the enterprise, which

came to a disastrous, ff not a disgraceful, end in a crushing

defeat on the banks of the Maritza.

In 1866 Sultan Murad took a step of high significance
;
he Conquest

established his capital *at Adrianople, and, turning his back

U]»on the inqjerial city, devoted himself for the remainder of Peninsula,

his life and reign— twenty-three years—to the conquest of the

Balkan Peninsula. Sisman of Bulgaria Avas, in 1879, reduced

to vassaldom
;
the Serbs wereilecisively defeated at Taenarus,"

and th(3 Nemanya dynasty came to an end. With the extinction

of the dynasty to which Dushan had given distinction Serbia’s

brief day was over. Little hope now remained to the Byzan-

tine emperor. Frantic appeals were once more addressed

to the Christian i>rinces ;
th*e*empei’or himself undertook

a special pilgrimage to Rnme, but no help was forthcoming
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from^a distracted anjl divided Ohristendoni, and in 1373

John V 'definitely accepted the suzerainty of the Ottoman

conqueror
;
undertoyk to render ^liin military service

;
and

entrusted to his custody his son Manuel as a hostage for the

punctual performance of his promises.

Meanwhile Murad made rapid progress in the subjugation

of the peninsula : Eastern Macedonia, nj) to the Vardar river,

was conquered in 1372 ;
the rest of Macedonia was occupied

in 1380
;
the Ottomans established themselves in Prilcp and

Monastir, and, a few years later, in Okhrida. Murad then

turned to complete the subjection of Bulgaria and Serbia.

Sofia was taken in 1385, and a year later Nish also

fell.

Battle of One last and desperate effort nas now made by the Slavs

,hinc°15’
avert their impending doom. A great combination was

138'» formed biftwecn the Southern Slavs of Serbia and Bosnia,

the Bulgars, the A’^Iachs, and the Albanians. On June 15,

138!), one of the mo.st fateful' battles in the history of

the Near East was fought on the historic plain of Kossovo.

The arms of the Ottoman were completely victorious, and

the Slav confederacy was annihilated. The assassination of

the Sultan Murad by a pretending Serbian traitor, Milosh

Obilic, adds a touch of tragedy to sufficiently impres-

sive history. But the tragedy did not affect the issue

of the day. Murad’s son, Bajazet, rallied his troops and

pressed the victory home. Lazai-, the last Serbian Tsar,

was captured and executed, and his daughter. Despina,

became the wife of the victoi’ions Sultan. The memory of

the battle of Kossovo Polye—the Field of Blackbirds—has

been preserved in the ballad literature of a freedom-loving

peasantry. Not until 1912 did the memory cease to rankle
;

not until then was the defeat avenged, and the bitterness it

liad engendered even partially ttssuaged.

For five hundred years after Kossovo the Serbs* never

really rallied. Many of them took refuge in the mountains

of Montenegro, and there maintained throughout the ages

a brave fight for freedom
;
many more migrated to Bosnia,

and even to Hungary. « But as an independent State Serbia

was blottpd out.
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Four years after ^the overthrow of»the Southern^ Slavs at Conquest

Kossovo Bulgai’ian independence suffered a similar fate,

The Turks had already taken Nikopolis«in 1388, and in 1393

they destroyed the Bulgarian capital, Tirnovo. The Bulgafian

Fatriarch was sent into exile
;
the Bulgarian Church was, for

just five hundred years, reduced to dependence on the Greek
f’atriarchate at Byzantium

; the Bulgarian dynasty was ex-

tinguished, and the Bulgarian State was absorbed into the

Empire of the Ottomans.

From the conquest of Bulgaria Bajazet turned to Hungary. Battle of

He had already, in 1390, carried out a series of successful

1‘aids into that country
;
he now aspired to more permanent

conquest. Sigismund, who had succeeded to the throne of

Hungary in 1387, tvas fully conscious of the impending peril.

He made a strong appeal to the other Christian princes of

Europe, and in 1394 Pope Boniface IX proclaimed»ii crusade.

One hundred thousand Paladins, the flower of the chivalry of

France and Germany, nobles not a few from England, Scoi-

land, Flanders, and Lombardy, and a large body of the

Knights of St. John responded to the papal call, and enlisted

under the banner of Sigismund. In the battle of Nikopolis

(1390) the forces of Christendom were overthrown l)y the

Ottomans. The larger part of Sigismund's followers were
slain or driven into the Danube to be drowned

; no fewer

than four French Princes of the Blood and twenty sons of

the highest nobility in France were among Bajazet’s prisoners

;

of the Knights of Bhodes only the Grand Master survived,

while Sigismund himsejf escaped with difliculty down the river,

and thence by sea returned to Hungary. After the battle

a force of Turks invaded Hungary, destroyed the fortresses,

and carried oft’ sixteen thousand Styrians into captivity. The
triumph of the Ottomans was complete.

The eftbrt of ('hristendoirt was unfortunately premature.

(V)uld*they have waited another six years, and then have

struck hard when Bajazet was himself a prisoner in the

hands of Tamerlane, the whole future course of European

history might have been profoundly affected. When the

chance did come in the first years of the fifteenth cen-

tury, Christian Europe *\^a3 too hopelessly diskacted by
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the Qreat Schism ai^d other quarrels to take advantage

of it.

of Greece
victory at Nikopolis Bajazet turned southwards.

Hitherto Greece proi)er had been spared
; but between 1307

and 1309 Bajazet conquered Thessaly, Phocis, Doris, Locris,

part of Epirus, and Southern Albania. Thus the conquest of

the Balkan Peninsula M'as all but complete. Athens and
Salonica remained in Christian hands,^ but the emperor him-

self retained nothing but the extreme south of the Morea
and Constantinople.

Could even this remnant be saved ? At the end of the

fourteenth century it seemed more than doubtful
;

at the

beginning of the fifteenth it appeared at least to be {lossiblc

;

for the whole situation was tenq)orarily ti'ansformed by the

bursting over Western Asia of a storm which for some years

had been gathering in the East.

Born in Bokhara in 1336, Timonr ‘the Tartar’ had in the

latter half of the fourteenth century made himself master of

a vast-stretching territory between the Indus and Asia Minor.

From Samarkand to Khorassan, from Khorassan to the

Caspian
;
northwards from the Volga to the Don and the

Dnieper
;
southwards to Persia, Mesopotamia, Armenia, and

Georgia— all acknowledged him as lord. In 1398 he invaded

India, and was proclaimed Emperor of Hindustan
;

then,

Avestwards again, he made himself master of Bagdad, Aleppo,

and Syria. Finally, in 1 402, he challenged the Ottoman Sultfin

in Anatolia. AV’ith the Ottoman Empire in Asia this book is

not primarily concerned
; but it is essential to remember that,

coincidently Avith their ceaseless activity in Europe, the Otto-

mans had gradually built iq), partly at the expense of the

Greek emj)erors, j)artly at that of the Seljukian I'urks,

partly at that of smaller Turkish emirs, an imposing empire
i?i Asia Minor.

At the beginning of the fifteenth century the whole of

their hardly-won empire Avas threatened by the advent of the

mighty conqueror Tamerlane. In 1402 Tamerlane inflicted

1 Gibbon.s, op. cAl., p. 231, seemT .*o have established his point that
.Salonica was not taken until 1430, and that Athens survived the capture
of Constantinople

; but it is not certain.
'
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a crushing defeat upon the Ottomans at Angora, and took

the Shltan Bajazet prisoner. Later on he captured Brusa and

Smyrna, and overran the "greater part pf Asia Minor. But
then, instead of advancing into Europe, he again turned

eastwards, and in 1405 he died. The cloud dispersed almost

as quickly as it had gathered.

Sultan Bajazet died in captivity in 1403. The battle of

Angora is memorable for the fact that it resulted not only in

a crushing military defeat but in the capture of an Ottoman
Sultan. Never had this happened before

;
never has it happened

since. But apart from this, the defeat of Bajazet at Angora
had curiously little significance. The remnant of the Byzantine

Empire did, indeed, get a temporary respite
;
the imperial city

was saved to it for half a century ; and there ensued among the

Ottomans a decade of confusion, civil war, and interregnum.

Yet during this period of confusion no attempt.was made
either by the Greek emperor or by the Slav peoples in the

peninsula, or by interested Competitors such as the VenetiantJ

or Genoese, or by Sigismund of Hungary, or by the Pope as

representing ( 'hristendom, to repair the damage wrought in

the last half century by the infidel. What is the explanation

of this astounding neglect of a unique opportunity ? Chris-

tendom had, it is true, plenty on its hands. The Great

Schism rendered nugatory any action on the part of a Pope.

Sigismund, too, was preoccupied. But the essential reasons

must be sought elsewhere. It is clear, in the fii'st place, that

the Greek Empire was sunk beyond hope of redemption
;

secondly, that the Balkan ‘ peoples ’ were unready to take its

place
;
and finally, that the Ottoman Emperors, Orkhan,

Murad, and Bajazet, had builded better than they knew. It

is, indeed, a remarkable testimony to their statesmanship that

the infant empire should have passed through the crisis after

Angora practically unscathed. The ten years’ anarchy wa3
ended ‘in 1413 by the recognition of Mohammed I (1413-21)

as sole Sultan, but his brief reign did little to repair the

havoc. "That task he bequeathed to his son.

For thirty years Murad II devoted his great energy and llurad It

ability to its accomplishment^ *His first effort Avas directed

against Constantinople
;
*btit the gi*eat prize was, snatched
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from his grasp, as all men then believed, by the miraculous

apparitidn of the Virgin on the walls of the beleaguered city,

or possibly by an u^rgent call frosn Asia Minor. To Asia

Minor, at any rate, he Avent, and having effectually restored

his authority there, he returned to Europe in 1424. The

attack upon Constantinople was not resumed, but in 1430

Salonica was for the first time taken by the Ottomans, and

Murad’s victorious army advanced into Albania.

But the main work of Murad lay elseAvhere. In 1440 he

Avas confronted by a great confederacy in the north. The

Turkish victory at Nikopolis owed not a little to the helj)

of Serbia, Avho, as a reward, Avas reinvested Avith Belgrade.

In 1427, hoAvever, the lordship of the Serbians passed to

Ceorge Brankovic, Avhertupon Mnrad immediately declared

Avar, and Brankovic Avas compelled to surrender Nish to the

'I^irks and Belgrade to the Magyars. But he built, loAver

doAvn the Danube, the great fortress of Semendria, Avhich

remained, until the nineteenth century, the Serbian capital.

Shortly afterwards the Ottomans Avere threatened by the

rise of a great leader among the Magyars. ()f all the foes

Avhom the’furks encountered in their conquest of the Balkans,

the most brilliant, perhaps, Avas John Corvinus Ilunyadi,

Voivode of Transylvania, and celebrated by Commines as ‘le

chevalier blanc des Valaques’. Under his banner Magyars,

Czechs, Vlachs, and Serbians united ill an attempt to stem

the Ottoman tide. The first encounter betAveen Ilunyadi

and the Turks Avas in 1442 at Ilermannstadt in Transylvania,

when he inflicted a crushing defeat upon the Ottoman

general. An attempt to avenge this defeat ended in an tn'cn

more decisive victory for the arms of Ilunyadi. In the

summer of 1443 Ilunyadi again led an imposing host against

the Ottomans. Crossing the Danube near Semendria, he

^larched up the valley of the Morava, and on November 3

defeated the Turks at Nish. He then took Sofia, • forced

the passage of the Balkans, and having Avon another great

victory in the valley of the Maritza, found himself within

striking distance of Constantinople.

Sultan Murad, beatep to hfs knees, begged for peace, which

Avas solemnly concluded at Szege«ddin (July 12, 1444). There
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waa to be a truce for ten years; Serbia and Herzegovina were

to be festered to George Brankovic in complete independence,

and Wallacliia was to pass Hinder the siufprainty of Hungary,

Ladislas, King of Hungary, swore upon the Gospels, the

Sultan swore upon the Koran, that the terms should be

faithfully observed.

Hardly was the ink dry ujion the treaty when Ladislas, on

yielding to the combined and perfidious persuasion of the

Papal Legate, Cardinal John Cesarini, and the Greek Emperor,

determined to break it. Hunyadi, bribed by a promise of the

throne of Bulgaria, reluctantly consented, and on September 1

the Hungarian army marched into Wallachia, and in less than

two months found themselves in front of Varna. The sur-

render of Varna, however, put a term to the triumph of the

Hungarians.

Secure in the oath of a Christian, Sultan Murad,had gone Battle,of

into retirement after the Treaty of Szegeddin, and had sent

his army into Asia Minor.* The news of the Hungariail Mtt-

advance recalled both the Sultan and his army. Transported

from Asia by a heavily bribed (jlenoese fleet, the Turks reached

Varna, and there on November 10, 1444, inflicted a crushing

and merited defeat upon their foes. The King of Hungary,

the Papal Legate, and two bishops paid for their perfidy

with their lives upon the field of battle.

Hunyadi, however, ‘escaped, and four j-ears later he again

led a great army across the Danube. The Turks met him on

the historic field of Kossovo (October 17, 144H), and there,

after three days battle, aided by the defection of George

Brankovic, they won, ^or the second time, a decisive victory.

Thus was the infant empire of the Ottomans saved at last

from one of the greatest dangers that ever threatened it. In

the same year the Emperor John VI II died, and the rival

claimants appealed to Sultaa Murad, who designated Con-

stantiife as his successor. In 14,51 Murad himself died, and

was succeeded by his son, Mohammed H.

Mohammed, a young prince of one and twenty, lost no time ^loham-

in plunging into the task with the accomplishment of which Tjljg

his name will always be associated. Having hastily renewed qncror
’

all his father’s engagementsvith Hungary, Serbia, \yallachia,
04>>i-8l).
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the republics of Ragusa, Venice, and Genoa, he promptly

declared war upon the Greek emperor and advanced to the

siege of the imperial city. On IMfey 29, 1453, Constantinople

was carrie'd by assault, and the last Greek emperor died

fighting in the breach.

The last Greek emi)eror died, but his empire survived.

It has been recently argued that modern critics haVe

attached to the conquest of Constantinople an importance

of which contemporaries were ignorant. The contention is

partly true. Contemporaries, however, are not the best

judges of the historical perspective of the events they witness.

To the people of that day the capture of Constantinople was

merely the inevitable clima.v of a long series of Ottoman

victories on European soi’l. The Sultan was already sovereign

of the Greek Empire
;
the emperor was his vassal

;
the taking

of the imperial city was merely a (piestion of time.

Nevertheless, the fall of Constantinople is in the true histori-

cal sense ‘epoch marking’. Of iCs significance in an economic

and commercial sense, and its relation to the geographical

Renaissance, mention has been already made. Hardly

less direct was its relation to the Humanistic Renaissance.

Learning fled from the shores of the Rosphorus to the banks

of the Arno. From Florence and Bologna and other Italian

cities the light of the new learning spread to Paris and to

Oxford. The Oxford lectures of John Colet, the Nomon
Tmtrumentnm of Desiderius Erasmus, 'perhaps even Luther’s

historic protest at Wittenberg, may be ascribed, in no fanciful

sense, to the Ottomaji conquest of Constantinople. But most

important of all its consequences, from our present stand-

point, was the foundation of a new empire. That empire was

not exclusively Turkish
;

still less was it purely Byzantine.

It was a fusion and combination of the two. The Ottomans

‘here in truth not merely the conquerors of the Balkans but

the heirs of the Graeco-Roman Empire of the East.

For further reference ; II. A. Gibbons, The Fouxdallo'na of lh>>. Ottoman

Empire (witli an elaljorate bibliography for the period ju-ior to MOii); K. A.

Freeman, TJie Ottoman Poiver in Europe (liondon, 1S77)
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S. Lane IViolc,
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Till] OTTOMAX ILMPIUE: ITS ZENITH
145:i I5(i(>

SlTLElMAN TIIK MaGNI

F

l( ENT
‘ The ]»eeulijinty of tlie Turks is at oueo ai>i)arent wlieii avo observe that

tluar history is aliuost exclusively a c^ntalogaie of nauK^s and l>attles/

( h/f/ssp NS ( 8i r ( 'h; irlcs Id i ot )

.

‘ d'he failure of the Turks is due to Hy'/antinisiu. . . . Thti deeadeiu*e ot

the Turk dates from the day when (^)iislantino])le was taken and not

(h^stroyod/— ‘ Di plo.’ni A ris^r,' fuftnfJ<snt <t nd War itt tltf' Kt ar J^\(sL

The events recojdcd in tlie proccdiiijj;’ chaptei* cleinon-

strated conclusively one fact of su])reinc si,ij;‘nificance : a new
nation had definitely planted itself on European soil

;
the

Osinanlis had conie to stay.

Down to the ca])tnre of (Constantinople some doubts upon
this point might have lingei-ed ; after it there could be
none. The Osinanlis were now ]>lainly something more tluin

brilliantly successful adx enturei s. 'Hie taking of ( ^instanti-

iioide fundamentally altered their position. It is tru<> that

in its declining yeais the Byzantine Empire enjoyed, as it

deserved, little [uestige
;

yet the mere jiossession of the

imperial city did confer upon its con<]|uerors, altogether

apaiT from ([uestions of sti-ategic* or commercial advantage,

a (piasi-constitntional aiithoi’iiy such as thc\v could not other-

wise have obtained.

And the Sultan .Mohammed clearly recognized the signi-

ficance of the change. Hitherto his followeis had been
merely an army of occ ujiatioirM’n a coiU[iiei‘ed land. They
liavc always beem that and, according to (jne reading of their

history, they have never been anything moi*e. How far that

reading is accniate the following pages will show
;
a point

of more immediate significance is that after I4o‘l Sultan
Mohammed initiated the attempt to devise a polity for tlie

new natiem.
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To wbut extent j^oiild he rely upon the essentiril charac- Cliarac-

tei isticH of his |)eople ? Many eoiitradictory attributes have

been predicated of the ( ittoinan Turks. They^ have been Ottonian

delineated by fi'iends and by foes respectively as ainon^ the

most amiable, and unquestionably the most detestable of

mankind
;
but on one i)oint all observers are agreed. The

Turk never changes. What he Avas when he first effected

a lodgement upon European soil, that lie remains to-day.

L]ssentially the Ottoman l\irk has been from first to last

a fighting man, a herdsman, and a nomad.

Mn the jierpetnal struggle’, Avrites one, ‘between tlie

herdsman and the tiller of the soil, Avhich has been Avaged

from remote ages on the continents of Eurojie and Asia,

the advance of the Ottomans Avas a decisive victory for the

children of the stepiies. This feature of their coiupiest is

of no less fundamental importance than its victory for Islam.’

^

‘The Turks’, Avrites anothpr, ‘never outgi‘ew their ancestrrj,!

character of iiredacious nomads
;
they take much and give

little.’

’Lhus, to close observers, the Turks have always given

the inqiression of transitoriness
;

of being strangers and
sojourners in a laud that is not their own. ‘Here’, they

have seemed to say, ‘we have no abiding city.’ ‘A band
of nomadic warriors, •we are here to-day; we shall be gone

to-morrow.’

But the sense of teuqiorarv occupation was not inconsistent Heirs of

with a I’igid conservatism as long as the occujiation might
last. And in nothing diave the Ottomans shown themselves

more conservative than in fulfilment of the obligations which
they inherited from their predecessors. No sooner Avere

they masters of the imperial city than they made it plain

to the world that they regarded themselves as the legitimaH.

heirs pf the Byzantine Empire. No (Jreek could have
exhibited more zeal than Sultan Mohammed in resisting

the encroachments, Avhethei* territorial or ecclesiastical, of

the l^atins. Venetians, (Jenoese, and Franks Avere alike

made to realize that llie Turk ^vas at least as Greek as his

J. Uury Mp. M, II. - Eliot, TnrliYi/ in. Europe.
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predecessor in title. .Most clearly was this manifested in

his dealings with the Orthodox Church.

Some of the more fanatical adKcrents of that Church had

actually favoured the revolution by which a Turkish Sultan

had replaced a Greek Basileus who was known to approve

of reunion with Rome. They had their reward. At the

moment when Constantinople was taken the patriarchal

throne happened to be vacant. Within three days Sultan

Mohammed had given orders that a new Patriai’ch should

be elected and consecrated with all the accustomed rites.

After his election the I’atriarch was treated with the deepest

personal respect, and received from the Sultan a solemn

guarantee foi- all the rights and immunities of his Church
;

in particular, there was to l)e complete freedom of worship

for the Greek t-hristians. In every way the Orthodox

Church \rtts encouraged to look to the Sultan as its protector

against the pretensions of the rival Rome. Thus the I’atriarch

became in effect the Poi)e of the Eastern Church. He was

invested, indeed, with extraordinary privileges. After the

conquest, as before, he was permitted to summon periodical

synods, to hold ecclesiastical courts, and to enforce the

sentences of the courts with spiritual penalties.'

Noi‘ was the favour shoAvn to the Greeks confined to

ecclesiastics. On the contrary the Suftans developed among

the Greek laymen a sort of admijustrative aristocracy.

Known as Phanariotes from the PhatKir, the particular

quarter which they inhabited in Constantinople, these shrewd

and serviceable Greeks Avere utilized by the Turks for the

performance of duties for Avhich the conquerors had neither

liking nor aptitude. The Turk is curiously devoid of that

sense which the ancient Greeks described as political, lie

ilesires neither to govern nor to be governed. He is a

polemical not a ‘political animal’. To coiKpier and to enjoy

in ease the fruits of conquest has always been his ideal of

life. With the dull details of administration he has never

cared to concern himself. That was the Avork of ‘slaves’,

and as a fact, though nomx but a Moslem could in theory

^ Hutton, Constmiti'noide, p. 156.
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aspire to the highest administrative .posts, the actual work

of administration was confided to the Phanariotes. Wiietlier

this practice, in the long run, contributed eithei'^to the well-

being of Christianity in the dominions of the Porte, or to

the better government of the Oreek population, is a moot

point to which we may recur. For the moment it must

suffice to say that while the Higher Clergy of the Orthodox

Church became almost wholly dependent upon the State,

the parish jiriests laboured with extraordinary devotion to

keep alive among their flocks the flame of nationality even

more perhaps than the tenets of Orthodoxy. To their efforts,

maintained with remarkable ]>erscverance throughout a

period of four and a half centuries,, the success of the Greek

revival, in the early nineteenth century, was largely due.

The attitude of the Ottomans towards the Greek (diristians 'J’oloranco

was ijispircd by a mixture of motives. It was dub i)artly b)

an innate tendency towards ^toleration, and still mo)‘e i)erhap,8

to invincible indolence. In view of the hideous massacres

jterpetrated l)y Abdul Hamid it is not easy to insist that

religious toleration is one of the cardinal virtues of the

Turk.' Yet the fact is incontestable. Although the Ottoman

State was essentially theocratic in theory and in structure,

although the sole basis of political classification was eccle-

siastical,^ the Turk . was one of the least intolerant of

rulers. He was also pne of the most indolent. So long as

his material necessities were supplied by his subjects the

precise methods of local government and administration

were matters of indiflkrence to him. I’liis had its good and

its bad side. It often left the compiercd peoples at the

mercy of i)etty tyrants, but where the local circumstances

were unfixvourablc to tyrannies it left the people very

much to themselves. Hence that considerable measure of

local autonomy which has freciuently been noted as one

of the many contradictory features of Ottoman government

^ Of. a recent writer :
‘ The Osmanlis were the first nation in modern

history to lay down tlie princiiilo of relij^ious freedom as the corner-stone

in the building up of their nation.’ pij^bons, op, cit., and cf. an interesting

note on the Armenian massacres, p. 74.

" The Ottoman government •tt^ok no account of ‘nationalities’. If a
I’urkish subject was not a Moslem, he was a ‘Greek’.
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in Europe, and whicU largely contributed, Avhen the time

came, to the resuscitation of national self-consciousness

among the coiKiucrod peoples.

The traits already delineated may perhaps account for

another marked characteristic of Ottoman history. Whether

it be due to pride or to indolence, to spiritual exclusiveness

or to political indilfercnce, the fact remains that the Turk.s

have neither absorbed nor been absorbed by the conquered

2ieoplcs
;

still less have they ijermittcd any assimilation

among the compiercd peoidcs. Wr. Erccman ^mt this jjoint,

with characteristic emjdiasis, many years ago :

‘The Turks, though they have been in some parts of

Turkey for five huiKlred ivears, have still never be(;ome the

2jeo])lc of the land, nor have they in any way become one
with the people of the land. 'I'iiey still remain as they were
when they first came in, a }»eople of strangers bearing rule

over the [)eoi)le of the land, but in every way distinct from
Eicm.’

The original Ottoman imaders were I’clatively few in

numbers, and throughout the centuries they have continued

to be ‘ numerically inferior to the aggregate of their subjects ’.

But for two considerations it is almost certain that like the

Teuton invaders of (laul they would have been absorbed by

the 2)coples whom they conquered. The, Teuton conquerors of

Gaul were j^agans, the Turks, on the qontrary, brought with

them a highly developed creed which virtually forbade

assimilation. Under the strict injunctions of the Koran

the infidel must either embrace Islamism
;
or suffer death

;

or iiurchase, by the i)ayinent of a tribute, a right to the

enjoyment of life and property. Only in Albania was there

any general acceptance of the Moslem creed among the

jnasses of the i)o2)idation. In Bosnia, and to a less degree

in Bulgaria, the larger landowners j)urchased immunity by

conversion
;
but, generally speaking, the third of the alterna-

tives enjoined by the Koran was the one actually adopted.

Christianity consecpicntly survived in most parts of the

Turkish Empire. And the 'Tiu’k, as Ave have seen, shrewdly

turned its survival to his own advantage. The second

I)crtinent consideration is that the conquered i)Coj)les were
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hopelewsly divided a/nongst theinselvea Before the poining of

the Turk, the Bulgarians, as we have seen, had been constantly

at the throats of the Serbians, and both at those of the

Greeks. This antagonism the Turk set himself sedulously

to cultivate, and with conspicuous success. As a close and

discriminating observer has justly said :
‘ they have always

done and still do all in their power to prevent the oblitera-

tion of racial, linguistic, atid religious dilterenccs
’,
with the

result that ‘they have perpetuated and preserved, as in

a museum, the strange medley which existed in South-

Eastern Europe during the last years of the Byzantine

Empire

If the Turk was not, in the Aristotelian sense, a ‘ political

animal’, still less was he an ‘economic man’. He adhered

faithfully to his primitive nomadic instincts. There is a

proverbial saying in the East : irlicre the Turh ^dants his

foot the (fvass never e/roivs (ujain. I’o a nomad it is a

matter of indiflerence whether it does. He is a herds-

man, not a tiller of the soil. Agriculture and commerce

are alike beneath his notice, exce[)t, of course, as a source

of revenue. Here, as in the lower ranks of the administra-

tive hierarchy, the Greek could be ])re-eminently useful

to his new sovereign. Consccpiently the Greek traders

in Constantinople, fyr example, and Salonica and Athens,

were pi’otcctcd by . a substantial tariff against foi’eign

competition. In the sixteenth century the expulsion of

the Moors from Grenada led to a considerable influx of

Moors and Spanish Jews into Salonica, where they still

predominate, and even into Constantinople. In them and

also in the Armenians the Greeks found powerful com-

pctit(U's, both in finance and in commerce. For the

governing Turks these matters had no interest cxcei)t iji

so far as they affected the contriliufcions to the imperial

1 Eliotj op. cit., p. 1(>. Cf. M. EAinbaiid, up. Hist. Generale, iv. 751

:

‘ L’assimilation, fabsorption do I’nn des deux elements par I’autre etait

impossible griice a I’oppo.sition dxx Jvgran a I’Kvangile, du croissant a la

eroix. Plus d’une fois los Osmanlis ayant wnscicneo de leur inferiorite

nnmerique s’inxpiietercnt do cette situation grosso de perils pour I’avenir

do leur puissance.’

Neglect
of com-
merce.
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treasury., So long as, that was full it mattered nothing to

the Turks who were the contributors, or whence their wealth

was derived.

Such were some of the outstanding characteristics of the

people who in the fifteenth century established themselves

permanently in South-l^astern Europe. But though they

were permanently established by 1 4,5d, they had by no»means

reached the final limits of political ascendancy or of territorial

conquest and expansion.

Mohammed’s first anxiety after the taking of Oon-

stantinople was to complete the subjugation of the Southern

Slavs. But so long as Hnnyadi lived the latter did not lack

an effective champion, .^|)pealcd to by George Brankovic of

Serbia, Ilunyadi, in 1454, came to the relief of Semendria, and

then burnt AViddin to tlie ground. But in 1455 Mohammed
ca})tui-ed Novoberda, aiul in the iV)llowing year laid siege to

jlelgrade. Once more the Pope, C^alixtus III, attempted

to rouse Christendom against tlic Moslems. A considerable

measure of enthusiasm Mas excited by the preaching of

a Minorite brother, John of C^apistrano, and in 1450 Hunyadi

marched at the head of a great army to the relief of Belgrade.

The frontier fortress M'as saved, and the Turks Mere routed

M'ith a loss of 50,000 men and JOO guns. But this was the

last exploit of John Corvinus Hunyadi„Mho died in this same

year (1456). Brankovic of Serbia died almost simultaneously.

The death of these two men shattered the last fragment of

independence enjoyed by the Southern Slavs. Serbia was

converted into a Turkish Pashalik, and M as finally annexed to

the Ottoman Empire in 1459
;
Bosnia shared its fate in 1409,

and Herzegovina in 1405. For more than three centuries and

a half the Southern Slavs <lisappear from the page of history,

r Only in the region of the Black Mountain did a remnant

of the race maintain their independence
;
but until the nine-

teenth century the gallant resistance of Montenegro was

devoid of political significance.

Almost the same is true of Albania, though in the middle

of the fifteenth century the, sombre story of the Albanian

mountaineers was illuininated \)y, the brief but brilliant

episode of a famous adventurer known as Scanderbeg or
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Iskendar Bey. George Castriotis, ‘ tlip dragon of Albc^nia

was brought up as a Moslem at the court of Murad II and

served in the Ottoman army, but at the age of forty he was

converted to Christianity, abjured his allegiance to the

Sultan, and initiated, in his native mountains, a guerrilla war-

lare against the Turks. This war was maintained with

extraordinary success during the remaining yeai’s of Scjin-

derbeg’s life (1443 07) ;
one Turkish army after another

was thrown into Albania oidy to be repelled by the indomit-

able courage of Scauderbeg and his compatriots, seconded

by the inaccessible nature of their fastnesses. In 1401

IMohammed H came to terms with Scauderbeg, acknowledging

the independence of Albania and the lordship of Castriotis

over Albania and ]‘4)irus. A few years later, however, the

struggle was renewed, but with no better success for the

Turks, (lastriotis died still uncompiercd in 14()7, find after

his death many of his followers migrated to Italy. Of the

rest a large number embraced Mohammedaiiisjn
;
not a few

entered the servi(;e of the Porte
;
and some, notably the

Kiuprilis, rose to eminence in that service. But the country

itself has never really been subdued by the foreigner, and

only at rare intei'vals has it been united in submission to one

of its own native chieftains. Geography has indeed ])rohibited

both union and subji^ption
;
both connnercial and political

development. Bands of bi’igands, with little or no mutual

cohesion, have, throughout the centuries, maintained a pre-

carious existence by preying on each other or on their

neighbours. That the vace has virility is proved by the men
it has spasmodically tlu’own up—a Castriotis, a Kiuprili, an

Ali Pasha of Janina, and, most notable of all, the famous

soldier and statesman who played in the nineteenth century

so great a part in the history of Egypt and indeed of Europe,

Mehemet Ali. But apart from individuals such as these,

and the episodes connected with one or two of them, Albania

from the. end of the fifteenth century until the end of the

nineteenth played no appreciable part in Balkan politics. In

recent years European diplomacy has, for its own purposes,

discovered an ‘ Albanian Question ’, lAit it is not cynical to

suggest that the discovery is due to the existence of two
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harbonijs on tlie Albanian coast, Diirazzo and Valona.

The significance of the discovery must engage attention at

a later stage of our inquiry, h'or at least fotir centuries

after tlie death of Scanderbeg, as a factor in the problem

of the Near East, Albania may be ignored.

The Morea and Oreece proper were, as we saw, disti’ibuted,

at the time of the Ottoman invasion, among a number of

principalities, Ryzantine, Frankish, and Venetian. After the

conquest of Constantinople these were gradually reduced to

submission. The Florentine dynasty in Athens was finally

expelled in 14.5() ; Coi'inth caiutulated in 14.58
;
the two

Palacologi, whose rule in the Morea had long been a public

scandal, were dethronc(J in 145!>, and the Morea itself was

finally annexed to the Ottoman Empire.

Aegina and some halfdozen coast towns, not to mention

the great majority of the Aegean islands, still remained in

^the hands of the VT'iietians. Jletween the Turks and the

Venetian Republic there was intermittent war for nearly

twenty years. In t4{)8 Venice attempted to rouse Western

Europe to a sense of the gravity of the Ottoman peril.

But only with partial success. A league was formed between

the Re])ublic, the Pope, the Duke of Burgundy, and the

King of Hungary, but though a considerable force assembled

at Ancona it lacked orgjrnization, and Venice was left to

fight the battle of Christendom alone. . She fought bravely but

without success. Aigos was taken by the Turks in 1463, and

in 1467 Euboea was attacked in force by land and sea. Its

conquest, in the following year, Avas the death-bloAv to the

Venetian Empire in the Near East. Joined by Pope Sixtus IV,

by Na])les, and by the Knights of St. John, Venice then

attempted a diversion In Asia Minor. Their combined fleets

attacked and captured Smyrna, and an attempt was made to

incite Karamania to revolt agfiinst the Turks. But little was

actually accomplished. Nearer home Scutari Avas held by

the Venetians against repeated sieges, but in 1478 the Turks

took Kroia, the Albanian fortresses, and thence advanced

again upon Scutari. Dcstrlcd by her allies Venice then

determined to treat, and in 147 tjie Treaty of Constantinople

was concluded. The Doge surrendered to the Turks Lemnos,
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Euboea, and Scutai j, and agreed to ^ay an indeninity of

100,000 ducats and an annual tribute of 110,000. In retnni

Venice was to have the privilege of a consular establishment

in Constantinople, and to enjoy freedom of trade throughout

the Ottoman dominions.

Meanwhile the Turks had l)ecn making rapid progress on Supre-

both shores of the Black Sea. In 1401 Amastris, in the north "*

of Anatolia, w^as taken from the Oenoese
;
in the same year ihixine.

Sinope and I’aphlagonia were captured from one of the

Turkish emirs ; and—greatest priicc of all—Trebizond, the

last refuge of the Greek emperor.s, fell into the hands of

Mohammed. A few years afterwai’ds the Emperor, Oavid

Comnenus, and all his kinsmen were strangled. Thus

perished the last of the Roman emperors of the Enst. The

Seljukian Empire sui’vived that of Byzantium only a few

years. In 1471 Karamania, the last Seljukian principality,

was annexed by Mohammed,^ an<l two years later a terrific

contest between Mohammed and Oiizonn llassan, the Turco-

maJi ruler of Persia and part of Armenia, ended in the

decisive defeat of the latter. Thencefoi’ward the Turks wei’c

undisputed inasters of Anatolia. Finally, in 1475 Azov and

the Crimea were taken from the Genoese, and the Tartars

acce{)ted the suzerainty of the Sultan. 'Ibis completed

Turkish supremacy on, both shores of the Black Sea. Not

until the latter part of the eighteenth century was it ever

again questioned.

The career of Sultan Mohammed, now nearing its close, had Death* of

been one of almost uninterrupted success. One last sunbition

which he cherished was destined to remain unfulfilled. He Con-

had already conquered most of the Aegean islands, Lemnos, •

Imbros, Hiasos, and Samothrace
;
but the island of Rhodes

was still held by the Knights Hospitallers. A great armament,

was accordingly disjtatched from Constantinoidc in 1480 to

effect its conquest, but after besieging it for two months the

Turks were beaten off with heavy' loss. Mohammed, nettled by

this reverse, determined to take command of the next expedi-

tion in person, but just as it wsie starting the Sultan suddenly

passed away (May 3, 1481). ,
He mx‘11 ‘deserves the name by

which in Turkish history he is distinguished
;
among a long
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line of l^rilliant soldiers lie was pre-emin<jntly ‘ the Conqueror

A few outlying portions of the Byzantine Empire, each im-

portant in a strategic sense, wbre nevertheless denied to

him ; Belgrade in tlie north
;
Crete, Cyprus, and Rhodes in

the south
;
but apart from these hardly an ambition of liis

life was unfulfilled, and to his successor he bequeathed an

enqiire which extended from the Danube to the Euphrates.

That successor was destined to a more chequered fortune.

One distinguished critic has held that the seeds of the decay

of the Ottoman Empire began to be sown as early as the reign

of Bayezid II. Be that as it may, his career was certainly

less consistently succe.ssful than that of his predecessor. To

begin with, the succession was not undisputed. His half-

brother Djem {iroposed [lartition : that Bayezid should keei>

the European dominions, while Djem should rule Asiatic

Turkey with Brusa as liis capital. Bayezid declined the oiler,

and in one decisive battle, at Venisher, disposed of his brother’s

jiretensions. Hupported by the iMameluke Sultan, with whom
he took refuge in Cairo, Djem had the temerity to repeat the

proposal, only to meet with an eipially decided rebuff’.

Djem then fled for refuge to the Knights of St. John, by

whom he was sent on to France, Avhcncc, six years later, he

passed to his final captivity at the Vatican. So long as he

lived (until 14!)5) he was a source yf some disquietude to

Sultan Bayezid, and a pawn of some.jiotential value in the

hands of the Christians, but the eft'cctive use they made of

him was not great.

Of Bayezid’s niunei’ous wars the most important was that

with the Venetian Re[)ublic. 'I’he pi’ogi’ess made by the Vene-

tians in the Aegean, more particularly the taking of Cyprus,

had seriously alarmed the Sultan. Further stimulated, perhaps,

,,by the Italian rivals of the Itej^ublic, he declared war upon it

in 1498. The Turkish fleet won a great victory at Lepanto,

but in the Morea, where most of the land fighting was con-

centrated, the fortunes of war wci'c very uncertain. Hungary,

the Papacy, and other Western Powers sent some assistance

to the Republic, and theiiv^iombined fleet inflicted a severe

defeat upon the Turkish navy^ raided the coast of Asia

Minor, {fiid seized the island of Santa Maura. Bayezid,
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therefore, concluded peace with Venice in 1502 j^nd with

Hungary a year later. The Sultan recovered Santa Maura,

and retained all his conqueSts in the Morea, while Cephalonia

was retained by the Republic.

The next twenty years (1503-20) formed a period, as far as

Europe was concerned, of unusual tranquillity. The Turkish

Sultan was busy elsewhere. The rise of the Safarid dynasty

in Persia led to a struggle between Persia and the Ottomans
;

there was a war also, not too successful, with the Mamelukes
;

and, worst of all, Bayezid had serious trouble with his own

house. So serious, indeed, did it become that in 1512 Sultan

Bayezid was compelled by Selim, the youngest of his three

sons, to abdicate, and shortly after^his abdication he died,

probably by poison.

Entirely devoid of pity or scruples the new Sultan began Selim I,

his reign by the nuu’der of his two brothers and eighf^iephews.

Still his reign, though brief, was brilliant. Perpetually at war (1612-20).

he never crossed swords with a ('hristian. But his wars and

conquests in the East were on such an imposing scale that in

less than eight years he nearly doubled the size of the Ottoman

flmpire.

A three years’ war with the Shah Ismail of Persia resulted Conquest

in the ac<pusition of Northern Mesopotamia; Egypt, Syria,
gj.,j

and Arabia were successively coiKpicrcd, and, to crown all, potamia,

the Khalifate Avas transferred to the Ottoman Sultan, Avho
’„nd

became henceforwartl the pi’otector of the holy places and the Arabia,

spiritual head of Mohammedanism throughout the world.

The compiest of Egypt rendered the continued occupation

of Rhodes by the Knights Hospitallers increa.singly galling to

the masters of Cairo and Constantinople. But to Selim, .as

to his grandfather, this prize Avas denied. Like Mohammed
he Avas preparing for an expedition .against the Knights Avheu,

he Avas overtaken by death.

FeAV reigns in Ottom.an history ha\'e been shorter
;
none

has been, more croAvded Avith notable events. Of these by
far the most signific.ant, apart from the territorial expansion

of the empire, was the assumption of the Khalifate—signifi-
cant but sinister. For, as, an .acut’e critic has said, ‘it

marked the supersession of the Byzantine or Europfean ideal
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by the Asiatic in Osnianli i)olicy, and introduced a phase of

Ottoman history which lias endured to our own time.’
'‘

The Khalifate and the Sultanlite passed without dispute,

thanks to 'the sanguinary precautions of Sultan Selim, to his

only son Suleiman, known to European contemporaries as

‘ the Magnificent ’, to his own people as the ‘ lawgiver

In the reign and person of Suleiman the history of his

nation reaches its climax
;
as warrior, as organizer, as legis-

lator, as man he has had no superior, perhaps no equal, among

the Ottoman Turks. Physically, morally, and intellectually

Suleiman was richly endowed ; a man of great strength and

stature
;
capable of enduring immense fatigue

;
friink, generous,

amiable in chai’acter
;
indefatigably industrious

;
a capable

administrator, and no mean scholar. But despite his

brilliant gifts, sedulously cultivated, the reign of Suleiman is,

by general consent, taken to mark not only the zenith of

Ottoman greatness, but the beginnings, though at first hardly

discernible, of decline.

The opening of the reign was extraordinarily auspicious.

His predecessor becpieathcd to Suleiman a vast empire ;
but

in that empire there were two points of conspicuous weak-

ness. In the north, the Turkish frontier was insecure

so long as the great fortress of Belgrade remained in the

hands of Hungai y ;
in the south, the presence of the Knights

Hospitallers in Rhodes constituted a perpetual menace to the

safety and continuity of communication between Cairo and

Constantinople. Within two years of Suleiman’s accession

both these sources of weakness had Ijcen removed. Belgrade

and Sabaez were conquered from Hungary in 1521 ;
Rhodes

at least fell before the Ottoman assault in 1522. The Knights

found a temporary refuge in Crete, and in 1530 settled per-

manently in Malta. Bclgnide remained continuously in the

hands of the Ottomans until the end of the seventeenth

century.

The acquisition of this great frontier fortress opened the

way for the most conspicuous military achievement of the

reign. With Belgrade in Jtis hands Suleiman could safely

^ Hogarth, op, ciL, )). 338.
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embark upon a more ambitious enterprise, the compiest of

Hungary itself.

That enterprise initiates:* a new phase in the history of The

the Ottoman Empire in Europe. The Turks had now been
‘ encamped ’ upon European soil for nearly two centuries

;
tlio Euio-

but though in Europe they were not of it. They were

pariahs, with whom no respectable prince, except sur-

reptitiously, would hold converse. The reign of Suleiman

marks, in this respect, a notable change, a change mainly due

to the new political conditions which were beginning to prevail

in Western Europe. The Statcs-systcm of modern Europe

only came into being in the sixteenth century, and the first

manifestation of the new system was the prolonged and

embittered rivalry between the kingdom of France and

the Habsburg Empire. The contest between Charles V and

Francis I for the imperial crown (1519) brought thaA rivalry

to a head. The success of Charles V opened a chapter

which did not close until, at tlie beginning of the eighteenth

century, Louis XIV put his gnindson on the throne of

Spain. The first bout of this prolonged contest ended with

tlie utter defeat of Francis I in the battle of Pavia (1525).

Pavia was a great day not only for the Ilabsburgs but for the

Turks. Francis 1 had begun his reign with a fervent reaffir-

mation of the traditional policy of his house. Fresh from the

glory achieved at Marignauo he would lead a great crusade

of all the powers of the West against the intruding Ottoman.

That cru.sade was a main plank of his platform in the contest

for the empire. He promised tliat if elected he would,

within three years, either be in Constantinople or in his

coffin. His failure to obtain the imperial crown somewhat
tempered his crusading zeal, and after his humiliating defeat

at Pavia, Francis, mIuIc yet a prisoner in the hands of his

rivals, made overtures to the Ottoman Sultan. The alliance

that ensued between Turkey and France was destined to

supply one of the most imiiortant and one of the most con-

tinuous threads in the fabric of European diplomacy for more
than three hundred years to coipe,

The overtures of a French king, ev*n in captivity, could Battle of

not fail to cause gratification at Constantinople, Tind the
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respoilije was prompt. In April, 152(), the Sultan started

from Constantinople at the head of a magnificent army of

100,000 men. Crossing the Danhbe he took Peterwardein in

July, and on August 28, 1.526, he met and defeated on the

plain of Mohacz the fiower of the Hungarian nobility. Lewis,

the last JagellonKing of Hungary and Bohemia, the brother-

in-law of Ferdinand of Austria, was drowned in his flight from

the field. Nothing could now arrest the advance of Suleiman

upon Buda, the Hungarian capital, which he occupied on

September 10. But after a fortnight’s stay he was recalled

to Constantinople, leaving the fate of Hungary undecided.

For the next two ycai’s Snleiman’s energies were fully

occupied with the affairs of his empire in Asia Minor.

Tliiid cx- Meatiwhile, there was acute dissension in the two kingdoms

where the Jagcllons had ruled. To Bohemia, Ferdinand of

Hungary Austria*made good his claim, but in Hungary he encountered
(152.)).

^ serious rival in John Zapolya, the Voyvode of Transylvania.

Favoured by Suleiman the latter was ci’owned king in 1520,

but in 1527 he was driven back by Ferdinand into Transyl-

vania. Both parties then appealed for help to the Ottoman

Snltan. Accordingly, Suleiman again set out for Ilungaj'y in

1529, and in August of that year again found himself on the

plain of Mohacz. There he was joined by Zapolya, and

together they advanced on Buda. lluda offered little re-

sistance, and Suleiman then determiiied to attack Vienna

itself.

Siege of Exclusive of the Hungarian followers of Zapolya the

0529)? Turkish aiany numbered 250,000 ipen, and had 800 guns.

The garrison consisted of only ](),000 men, but they de-

fended the city with splendid gallantry. In view of the

menace to Christendom Lutherans and Catholics closed their

ranks, and large I’einforcements w'erc soon on their way to

the capital. After a fruitless siege of twenty-four days

Suleiman, therefore, decided to retire (October 14).

The failure of the greatest of the Sultans to take Vienna,

and his wdthdraw'al in the autumn of 1529, mark an epoch in

the history of the Easterly Question. A definite and, as it

proved, a final term Ivas put to the advance of the Ottomans

towards" Central Euro[)e. The brave garrison of Vienna had
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rendered an incomparable service to Oeiiinany and to (^Christen-

dom. Here at last was a barrier which even Suleiman could

not pass. “
,

Three times more at least did Suleiman lead expeditions

into Hungary: in 1532, in 1541, and finally in the very last

year of his reign and life, 15G6. But never did he renew the

attempt upon Vienna. The failure of 1529 was accepted as

final.

It would be tedious to follow in detail the fortunes of

Suleiman’s Hungarian enterprises
;
nor is it jiertinent to the

purpose of this book. The expedition of 1 532 Avas on a very

imposing scale. Suleiman left Constantinople at the head of

a force of 200,000 men, and wasjoined at Belgrade by 100,000

Bosnians and 15,000 Tartars. But the Turkish host snflered

a serious check at the little town of Ciins, and after taking

it Suleiman, instead of advancing on Vienna, contested him-

self with laying waste a gj'eat i)art of Styria and Lower

Austria. Nothing of importance had been elfceted, and in

,lunc, 1533, a treaty—memorable as the first between the

House of Austria and I’urkcy—was concluded.

The expedition of 1541 had more permanent results.

Zapolya had died in July, 1540, and though Suleiman

espoused the cause of his widow and infiint son, the interests Rary and

of the Zai)olya family^ were virtually set aside. What the
In'

Sultan now compicred he compiered for himself Buda Ottoman

again fell into his hands in 1541, not to be surrendered for

nearly a century and .a half Another expedition in 1543

confirmed the Turkish .possession of Hungary and Transyl-

vania which, except for a strij) retained by Ferdinand, was

definitely incorporated as the pashalik of Buda in the Ottoman

Empire. The country was divided into twelve mujulcs, in each

of which a regular administrative and financial system was^

established. Negotiations between the Habsbnrgs and the

Turks continued for several years, but at last, in 1547, the

former accepted the inevitable and a five years’ armistice

was concluded. Ferdinand then agreed to pay to the Porte

an annual tribute of 30,000 di\p:^s for the strip of Hungary
which he was permitted to retain. Th(? truce was imperfectly

observed on both sides and in 1551 the war Avas Vesumed.
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With short interval! of inactivity it_ continued, without

essentially modifying the situation on either side, until 1562,

when a treaty was concluded between the veteran antagonists.

Ferdinand died two years afterwards (1564), but in 1566

war M'as renewed between his successoi-, the Emperor

Maximilian II, and the Ottomans. It was in the course of

this campaign, which he led in person, that the great Sultan

Suleiman passed away.

The wars against the Ilabsburgs, extending with brief

intervals from the first year of Suleiman’s reign to the last,

constitute the most important as well as the most continuous

preoccupation of that monarch’s career. But these wars did

not stand alone, nor were the Sultan’s activities confined to the

Hungarian expeditions. Six campaigns at least did he under-

take in person against the rival Mohammedan Power of Persia

with the" result that large portions of Armenia and Mesopo-

tamia, including the city of Bagdad, were added to the

Asiatic dominions of the Ottomans. Suleiman went indeed

even further afield. Thanks to his omnijmtence at sea he

was able to eft’ect a permanent occupation of Aden, which

was strongly fortified, and to make himself master of much
of the coast of Arabia, Persia, and even North-Western India.

Even more conspicuoiis was the superiority of Ottoman

sea-power in the Mediterranean. Ojeat as was the terror

inspired in hhirope by the military prowess of Suleiman, that

inspired by the exploits of the Turkish navy was hardly less.

For this reputation Suleiman was largely indebted to the

genius of one of the most remarkable seamen of the six-

teenth century. In that age of buccaneers Khaireddin Bai‘-

barossa fills a conspicuous place. He did not, like Frobisher

or Drake, add to knowledge, but his seamanship was unques-

.tioned, and to the Spaniards his name was hardly less terrible

than that of Drake. Born in Mitylenc after the conquest of

that island by the Turks he was by birth an Ottoman subject.

About the year 1516 he and his brother established them-

selves in Algiers, whence they carried on a ijerpetual and

harassing contest with the waval forces of Spain. Recognized

by Suleiman as Beyler Bey of Algiers, Barbarossa placed his

services at the disposal of his suzerain, and in the year 1533
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was appointed admiral in chief of the Ottoman navj», then at

the zenith of its reputation.

About the same time he undertook a series of voyages, Barba-

seven in all, from Algiers to the Andalusian coast, in the

course of which he transported 70,000 Moors from Spain to

Algiers. By this remarkable feat he not only consolidated

his own corsair kingdom on the African coast, but rescued

a large number of persecuted Moslems from the tender

mercies of the Inquisition. In 1.533 he was employed by the

Sultan to drive off Andrea Doria, the famous Genoese sailor

who commanded the imperial fleet in the Mediterranean.

Doria had lately seized Coron, Patras, and other fortified

coast-towns belonging to the Ottqjmans, and Barbarossa’s

intervention was as opportune, therefore, as it was effective.

In 1.534, at the head of a powerful and well-cqTiipped fleet,

Barbarossa attacked and plundered the coasts of Ital}^, and

later in the year comiuere.d Tunis and added it to his

Algerian princiiiality. But his triumph in Tunis was short-

lived. Mvdey Hassan, the re[)resentative of the Arabian

family who had I’uled for centuries in Tunis, appealed to

the Emperor Charles V. The latter, seriously alarmed by

Barbarossa’s activity in the Western Mediterranean, collected

a large army and a powerful fleet, and in 1-535 sailed from

Barcelona for the Tunisian coast. lie reconquered the

piincipality, and having put the caiutal to the sack with

a barbarity which no Turk could rival, he drove out

Barbarossa and reinstated Muley Hassan.

In the same year, 1 .535, the war between the Ilabsburg Franco-

Pmperor and Francis I was renewed, and the latter turned

tor assistance to the Sultan Suleiman. (1535).

The treaty then concluded between the French monarch
and the Ottoman Sultan is of tl\,e highest possible significance.

It is indicative of the position to which the Turks had by
now' attained that even a French writer should describe the

convention as ‘less a treaty than a concession’.^ The Sultan

now extended throughout the Ottoman Empire the privileges

accorded, in 1528, to the Frenc^i %n Egypt. Frenchmen were

’ Albiii, Les Grands Traih's polUiqties, p. 128.
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to enjoy complete fiflcedom of trade and navigation in all

Turkish ports, subject to a uniform duty of 5 per cent.
;
no

foreign vessel might sail in Turkish waters except under the

French flag ;
French traders were to be under the exclusive

jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, of their own consuls, and
the Turkish officials guaranteed the execution of all judge-

ments in the consular courts
;
French settlers in the Ottoman

Empire were to enjoy peculiar privileges in respect of the

transmission of property by will and even of intestate estates

;

they were to have not only complete religious liberty for them-

selves, but also the custody of the Holy Places, and thus to

exercise a species of protectorate over the Christian subjects

of the Porte. The King/>f France, alone among the European
sovereigns, was regarded and treated as an equal by the

Sultan, being henceforward described in official documents

as Padishah, instead of Pep.

Tlie privileges thus accordcfl, in the Ottoman Empire, to

France were not only e.vtraordinarily valuable in themselves
;

they established, on firm foundations, a diplomatic friend-

ship which operated powerfully, in the sixteenth century,

against the dominance of the Habsburgs, and foi* moi’c than

three hundred years continued to be an essential factor in

French diplomacy.^

Its immediate significance was far from jiegligible. France
Mas at M'ar with the Habsburgs, with very brief intervals,

from 1585 to 1559, and not until 1598 Mas peace finally

concluded. 'I'hi’oughout the M'hole of that i)eriod, and indeed

much beyond it, France could count upon the loyal co-opera-

tiou of the Turks. It must, indeed, be confessed that the

loyalty of the Turks to the alliance M'as a good deal more
constant and continuous than that of the French. The latter

were glad enough to take advantage of it M'henever and for

so long as it suited their purpose
;
but they did not hesitate

to come to terms with the adversaries of the Turk when
their own interests dictated the step. Nevertheless, the

alliance confirmed in 1585 forms a guiding thread in a
tangled diplomatic skein.

Cf. infra, chap. vi.
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In that year war was resumed between Francis I^nd the Naval war

emperor. Barbarossa, far from discouraged by the loss of Ij?

Tunis, was ready to embarrass Charles V in th^ Mediter- and

i-anean. Secure in the possession of Algiers he was still in

a jiosition to attack with effect, an<l in the space of a few
^

months he plundered the island of Minorca, sacked the

coasts of Apulia and Calabria, and recovered Coron. In 1537

Suleiman, in response to an appeal from France, declared

ivar upon the Venetians, Avho were staunch in their alliance

with the emperor. Sailing from Valona he laid siege to

the island of Corfu, while Barliarossa seized the oppor-

tunity to conquer for his master most of the Aegean islands

Avhich still flew the Hag of the Jlcpublic. In 1538 the

Pope and King Ferdinand joined with the emperor and

Wnice in a Holy League against the d'urks, and in the same

year Francis 1 concluded with Charles V the Truce* of Nice.

The Venetians, however, foinid themselves ill-supported in

their contest with the Turks by their Holy allies
; the latter

suffered a tremendous revci’se at the hands of Barbarossa

off’ Prevesa in September, 1538, and in 153!) negotiations were

opened between the Republic and the Porte. A three

months’ truce was arranged, and in 1540 a deliiiite peace was

concluded. I’lie Republic agreed to [)ay to the Sultan an

indemnity of 300,000 djicats, and to surrender various {loints

on the Dalmatian coast, and all claims to the recovery of the

Aegean islands which had been cai>tured l)y Barbarossa. ’I'he

triumph of the Ottoman Sultan was complete.

Neitlier the conclusion of the Truce of Nice between the Continuctl

French king and the Habsburgs nor the definitive treaty

between the R(>public and the Porte was permitted to inter- emperor,

rupt the contest between the Sultan Suleiman and the

Emperor Charles V. Barbarossa’s continued possession oli

Algiers was a perpetual menace to the Spanish and Italian

dominions of the emperor. In 1541, therefore, CharlesV fitted

out another e.xpedition with the object of finally expelling

Barbarossa from his corsair kingdom. The expedition Avas

a complete fiasco. Francis i ••enewed his contest with

Charles V in 1 542, and in I.I4A folloAving year a French fleet,

commanded by the Due d’Enghien, combined Avith that of
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Barbarot^sa to cftect ci capture of the .town of Nice which

waH sacked and burnt by the Ottomans. The accord between

Barbarossjii and the French was far from perfect, but tiie

latter gave proof of their friendship by handing over the

harbour of I’oulon to their allies. But in 1544 Francis and

Charles again made peace at Crespy, and again the Turks

and the Habslmrgs were left confronting each other both in

the Mediterranean and on the Hungarian plain.

In 1546 Suleiman suftcred a great loss by the death of his

brilliant admiral, Barbarossa. The genius of the corsair had

not merely added materially to the Empire of the Ottomans,

but had secured for their navy in the Mediterranean, in

the Red Sea, and in the |ndian Ocean an ascendancy which it

never again enjoyed. The death of Barbarossa, following

closely upon the desertion of France, inclined Suleiman to

peace with the emperor, and in 1547, as we have seen,^ a five

ycai’s’ truce was concluded at Constantinople.

The death of Fi’ancis I in the same year was of much less con-

secpxence than that of Barbarossa, for the alliance between him

and Suleiman was cemented and jxerhaps more consistently

maintained by his son. In 155G, however, the Emperor

Charles V, in view of his impending abdication, concluded with

France the Trxice of Vauet-lles, and at the same time recom-

mended his brother Ferdinand to come to terms with the Turks.

The French king was at pains to explain to his Ottoman ally that

the truce concluded with the emperor involved no weakening

of his hereditary friendship, and Suleiman graciously accepted

the a8.surance. The truce did not endure
;
in 1 557 the French

suftered a severe defeat at St. Quentin, and Henry II was

more than ever anxious for the assistance of the Sultan
;
and

that in more than one form. He begged Sideiman to attack

. the Habsburgs in Hungary, to send an expedition to Naples,

to maintain their fleet on a war footing, even throughout

the winter months, in the Mediterranean, and, finally, to

accommodate him with a considerable loan. As to the last,

the Sultan replied, not without dignity, that ‘ the Ottomans

were wont to succour theic 'rriends with their jxersons and

1 Vi\ p. 81.
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not with their purses, since their religion forbade, money

loans to the enemies of their faith Naval assistance in the

Mediterranean was, however, readily promised. As a fact,

there had been no cessation of naval hostilities tliroiighout

all these years. Even the conclusion of the Peace of Prague^

between the Sultan and the Habsburgs did not interrupt

them, for Spain was not included in the peace. Soon after

his accession (1.5.50) Philip II of Spain had endeavoured to

rid himself of the perpetual embarrassment of the naval war
;

but his effort was fruitless, and the contest in the Mediter-

ranean dragged its wearisome length along. On both sides

it was largely irregular and almost piratical in character
;

sustained on the one hand by Thorgond, the successor of

Barbarossa in Algiers, and on the other by the Knights

of St. John.

The Knights, driven by Suleiman from Rhodes, htid estab- Ottoman

lished them.sclvcs in Malta. The possession of that i.sland is,

and always has been, deemed essential to naval supremacy

in the Mediterranean. Apart from the shelter it afforded

the buccaneering Knights it offered temiiting advantages to

the Turks in their contest with the Sovereign of Spain. In

1505 Suleiman determined to make a strenuous effort to

capture the island In the spring of that year, therefore, he

dis{)atched from Constantinople a maginficejit fleet, number-

ing not less than one hundred and ninety ships, with an army,

on board, of .80,000 men, undei’ (he command of Mustapha

Pasha, The fort of St, latino was taken but with very

heavy loss to the Turks, and the (Jastlcs of St. Angelo and

St. Michel resisted all their eflorts. Again and again the

assault was renewed, but after four months of fruitless fight-

ing Mustapha, having lost two-thirds of his army, decided to

abandon the attempt. What the Turks could not do in the

sixteenth century no one elseVentured to attempt, and the

Knights were left undisturbed until the Napoleonic wars.

The great Sultan’s courae was now nearly run. It had Death of

been attended, in the main, with extraordinary success, yet

the failure to take Malta was the oidy shadow which fell

over his declining years.

* (!f. fupra, i>. 82.
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Roxalana. Like other men wh* present to the world an adamantine
front Suleiman was not proof against the cajolery of a fasci-

nating wopian. A Russian slave, named Khoureem, better
known as Roxalana,* had in his early years actpiired an
exti’aordinary influence over her lord, who was persuaded
to enfranchise her and to make her his wife. All the Sultana’s

efforts were then directed to securing the succession for her
son, Prince Selim. An elder son, Prince Mu8tai)ha, born to

the Sultan by another wife, had already shown e.vtraordinary

jn'omise, and had won, among his father’s subjects, a fatal

measure of popularity, ’fhe intrigues of Roxalana turned
that popularity to his destru<;tion, and the i)rince was mur-
dered in his father’s pres^mce. After Ro.xalana’s death, which
iweccded that of the Sultan by eight years, her second soil.

Prince ihiyezid, Mith his children, was murdered, at his

father’s ilistancc, by the I’crsians. The purpose of all these
sordid tragedies was to clear the succession for Roxalana’s
elder and favourite son Selim, ‘ the Sot ’.

it seems at first sight paradoxical that these revolting

murders should have been instigated by a sovereign famed,
and justly famed, for magnanimity, generosity, kindliness,

and courtesy. Vet the contradiction is not [)eculiar to great
rulers, or even to great me!i. Suleiman, perhaps the most
brilliant of the Ottoman Sultans, certaiidy one of the greatest
among contemporary sovereigns, was as wax in the hands of
the woman to whom he gave his heart. Whether that com{)lai-

sance affected in any degree his policy or caj)acity as a ruler
is open to question

;
but two things are certain ; on the

one hand that the Otbnnan Empii’c attained, in the days of
Suleiman, the zenith of splendour and the extreme limits of
its territorial expan.sion; and, on the other, that the seeds
,of decay were already sown and were beginning, though as
yet impei'ce])tibly, to germinate.

Estimates of population arc notoriously untrustworthy, but

man’s seems probable that at a time when Henry VI H ruled over
empire, about 4,000,000 pcojfle the subjects of the Sultan Suleiman

numbered 50,000,000. Thts« included not less than twenty

1 A corruption or emendation of l.a flossa, the Russian woman.
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distinct races : Ottomans, Slavs, Greeks, Magyai’s, Ilounians,

Armenians, Arabs, Copts, and Jews, to mention only a few.

The empire extended from Buda to Basra
;
from the Caspian

to the Western Mediterranean
; and embraced many lands

in Europe, Asia, and Africa. To the north the walls of Azov
guarded the frontiers of the Turkish Empire against Russia

;

to the south ‘ the rock of Aden secured their authority over

the southern coast of Arabia, invested them with power in

the Indian Ocean, and gave them the complete command of

the Red Sea. ... It was no vain boast of the Ottoman Sultan

that he was the master of many kingdoms, the ruler of three

continents, and the lord of two seas’.^

This vast-stretching empire was organized by Suleiman in

twenty-one governments, which were subdivided into two

hundred at\d fifty sanjaks, each under its own Bey. Land
tenure and local government were alike assimilattid to the

feudalism of the West
;
but it was feudalism devoid of its

disintegrating tendencies, for all power was ultimately con-

centrated in the Sultan, who was at once B((sifens and Khalif,

Ihuperor, and Pope.

The scope of this work does not permit of the discussion of

the details of domestic administration. It is concerned with

the Ottoman Pmpire only as a factor, though a very im-

portant factor, in the .i)roblem of the Near f^ast, as marking

a stage in the evolutit)n of the Eastern Question. Yet there

is one domestic institution to which a passing reference must
be made.

Many things cont rilmted to the astonishing success of the 'j'lic.Tani

early Ottomans and the rapid extension of their empire : the

hopeless dccret)itude of the Greek Empiiv ; the proverbial

lack of cohesion among the Slav i)coples ;
the jealousies and

antagonisms of the Western Powers
;
the Babylonish captivity'

at Avignon and the subseipient schism in the I’apacy
;
the

military prow’ess and shrewd statesmanship of many of the

earlier Sultans. But, after all, the main instrument in

the hands of the Sultan was his army, and in that army
a uuicpie feature was the eorim tUclite, the Janissaries.

^ Finlay, History of (irrrer, v, ]). (>.
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Ab to t.he origin of tiiis famous cor2?s there has been much
conti'oversy. It is, liowevcr, generally agreed' that the

beginnings of the institution musf be ascribed to Alaeddin,

brother of Orkhan, and first vizier of the Ottomans, and

dated about the j’car 1320. But if Orkhan initiated, Murad I

2)erfectcd, the organization. Every four years the agents of

the Sultan took toll of his Christian subjects ;
one in five of

all the young boj's, and always, of course, those who gave

most i)romise of jdiysical and mental sui)eriority, were taken

from their {parents and homes, comi>elled to accept the Moslem
faith, and educated, under the strictest disci{)line, as the

soldier-slaves of the Sultan. Cut off from all human inter-

course save that of the^ cami), without jmrents, wives, or

children, the Janissaries '’ formed a sort of military brothei'-

hood: half soldiers, half monks. Owing imiJicit obedience

to their rtiaster, inured to every form of toil and hardshij)

from earliest youth, well paid, well tended
,
they soon became

one of the most 2)otent instruments in the hands of the

Sultan.

Originally one thousand strong the force increased rapidly,

and may have nund)cred 10,000 to 12,000 under Mohammed
the C\)n<|ueror, and anything between 12,000 and 20,000 in

Suleiman’s day. It was recruited from all parts of the Otto-

man Emiiire in Euro])e, but mainly fi;om Bosnia, Bulgaria,

and Albania. The (Jiild-tribute has been commoidy regarded

as a i)eculiarly repulsive illnstT’ation of the cruelty and in-

genuity Avhich chai’acterized the I’ulc of the Ottoman Turks.

It is far from certain that it was so regar<led by the CJiristians

of the Empire. The 2)ri\'ileges of the corj^s were so great,

and their ju’estige so high, that the honour may well have
outweighed the ignominy in many minds. There seems, at

<yiy rate, to have been little need of compulsion, and one

‘ The latest autliority on the early history of the Ottomans, Mr. Gibbons
(op. cit., i>. 118), dissents c»n this, as on many other points, from the

hitherto aeoepted view, an<l liere a.s elsewhere gives rea-sons for his

dissent.

^ Or, as some say, every five. There is infinite variety, among
authorities, in regard to this and*oflier details.

•* The naijic is generally derived fr«nu Yetiv-Tsclieri = new or young
troops.
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distinguished authority has gone so far as to assert that the

Greek clergy ‘tacitly acquiesced in the levy of tribute-

children Be this as it inay, there can be no question as to

the importance of the part played by this corps in the building

up of the Ottoman Empire.

The institution of the Janissaries fulfilled a dual purpose.

On the one hand, it provided the Sultan with a body of picked

troops on whose loyalty and discipline he could implicitly

rely. On the other, it represented a perpetual drain upon

the young manhood of the peoples who obstinately refused

to accept the creed of their con<iuerors. It may be that the

extent of the debt which the earlier Sultans owed to the

Janissaries has been exaggerated, ^no less than the resent-

ment of those upon whom the tribute was levied. This,

however, is certain, that tlie advance of the Ottomans

synchronized with the period during which the <?orps was

maintained in its pristine simplicity, and that the change in

the jiosition of the Janissaries coincided with the beginnings

of the political decadence of the cmpii’c.

Early in his reign (15'2()) Suleiman was faced by a mutiny

of the Janissaries. The mutiny was stami)ed out Avith

salutary severity, but the hint Avas not lost upon the shreAvd

Sultan. He {)erceived that constant employment on Avax’-

servicc Avas absolutely essential to discipline
;
nor did he tail

to jxrovide it. But the loyalty of the ai’iny Avas giveix

not to a political institution but to a ])ersonal chief. Cou-

sexpiently, as the Sultan tended to Avithdraw from active

service in the field axul to yield to the seductions of the

harem, the Janissaries manifested similar inclinations’

The Avhole jxosition of the coi’ps Ax^as I’cvolutionized Avhen, Changes

in 1500, its members Avere permittexl to maiTy. The i»ext

step, an obvious one, Avas to admit their children to a bod^ of the

which thus in time became tx) a large extent hereditai’y.

The hereditary principle soon led to exclusiveness. The (ir)6(>-

Janissaries began to I’cgai’d Avith jealousy the admi8.sion of^^^*’^'

the tribute-children, and after 1G70 the tribute ceased to

bo levied. A step, not less fatal to the original conception

of a military order, Avtis tajeen Avhen members of the corps

Avei’e allowed to engage in trade, and even to jxay substitutes
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for the peiforiuance <vf their military duties. Throughout

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries this praetorian

guard became more and more highly privileged
;
more and

more insolent in the exercise of power
;
more and more the

mastei's instead of the servants of the nominal sovereigns,

who reigned on sulFerance. At last, but not until the

nineteenth century, there came to the throne a Sultan who

was strong enough to deal with what had long since become

the most flagrant scandal and the most corroding weakness

in a government which was rapidly dissolving into anarchy.

In 1820 Sultan Mahmud exterminated the whole caste of

the Janissaries and razed to the ground the quarter of

Constantinople which they had appropriated. The treat-

ment was drastic
;
but no one could doubt that it was an

indispensable j)rcliniinary to political reform.

Synq)- But wenuitici patc events. The change in the position of the

decav^^
Janissaries was in part the cause, in part the consequence, of

the genei’al decrepitude in Ottoman administration. The

general causes arc not difiicult to discern. 'J'he most important

was the deterioi’ation in personnel. In an autocracy every-

thing depends on the efficiency of the autocrat. After

Suleiman the Magnidcent the Sultans exhibited symptoms

of astonishingly i-apid deteiaoration. Between the death of

Suleiman (loOU) and the accession <)f Mahmud 11 (1808)

thei’e was not a single man of mark among them. Few of

them enjoyed any considerable length of days : there are

twelve accessions in the seventeenth century as against six

in the sixteenth. The delicicncy of. character among the

seventeenth-century Sultans was to some extent supiJied

by the emergence of a remarkable Albanian family, the

Kiuprilis, who provided the Borte with a succession of

brilliant viziers ; but a great vizier is not the same thing

in ^J’urkey as a great Sultan,* and even this resource was

lacking in the eighteenth century.

The inefficiency of the dynasty was reflected in that of the

armed forces of the Crown. The soldiers and sailors of

the Crescent continued to figbt, but they no longer conquered.

The only permanent conquests effected by the Porte after

the death* of Suleijuan were those of Cyprus and Crete.
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Ceasing to advance the Turkish p«wer rapidly receded.

Victory in the field was as the breath of life to the Otto-

mans ;
success in arms was essential to the vigour of domestic

administration.

So long as the Turks were a conquering race their govern-

ment was not merely toleraWe but positively good. There

was no kingdom in Europe better administered in the

sixteenth centuiy than that of Suleiman. That great Sultan

was, as we have seen, known to his own people as ‘ the legis-

lator ’

;
and his legislation was of the most enlightened

character. Entirely based upon the Koran Turkish law is

nt)t susceptible of expansion or reform
;
but there, as else-

where, everything depends on interpretation and adminis-

tration, and, under Suleiman, these left little to be desired.

Nor did he fail of the aj)propi’iate reward. Taxation was

light, but the revenue was prodigious, avnounifing, it is

reckoned, to lietwccn 7,000,000 and 8,000,000 ducats, more

than half of it being derived fioin ('rown lands. Under

Suleiman’s successor corriqdion set in, and spread with fatal

rapidity from the heart to the members. The taxes were

farmed out to the Jews and Phanai iote Creeks
;
with the

inevitable consequences : the grinding oppression of the

taxpayer and an habitually impovei’ished treasury.

For one source of increasing weakness Suleiman himself

may be held indirectly responsible. No autocracy could be

expected permanently to sustain the burden of an empire

so extended as his. The more distant conquests meant

a drain upon resource.s without any corresponding accession

of strength. Even the incorpoi-ation of Hungary has not

escaped criticism. It has been argued, and with some show

of reason, that in a military sense the Porte would have

been better without it. Economically, the Hungarian plajn

must always have been valuable, but strategically Belgrade

is a bettei' frontier fortress than Buda,

Still, when all criticisms have l)een weighed and all

deductions effected, Suleiman was a great ruler, and his

reign was incomparably tbu jnost brilliant epoch in the

history of the Ottoman J^lpipire. If, after his death, decay

supervened with suggestive rapidity, we must not hastily
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assume that it could m)t have been arrested had competent

successors been forthcoming?. Subsequent chapters will show
how little that condition was fulfil'fed.

For further refcreiieo sec bibliograxiliy to eliapter iii, and Ajipcndix.

General Works. Cf. also L. von llanke, The Ottoman and ^panAsh
lAniph'es in the Berteenth and Beveiiteenih Centuries (Fug. trans. 1854) ;

J. de la Gravierc, Doria et Barberousse; J. B. Zeller, La Diplomat ie

fraji^aise vers le milieu du xvi^ siecle.



CHArTER V

THE DECADENCE OF THE OTTOMAN EMFIIIE

1 560-1 G9!)

Contest wi'iti Venice and the Habsburgs

‘ My last judgment is that this Empii'c may stand, but never rise again.’

—

SXK 'J'JIOMAS Roio (1028).

Thus far the main factor in the problem of the Near East Change

Iras been the advent and progress ol:' tlie Ottoman Tnrk. To

an analysis of that factor the two jxrcceding chapters have problem,

been devoted. We now enter upon a new period, which will

disclose a considerable modification in the conditions of the

problem. When the Sultan Suleiman jiasscd away in 1560

the Ottoman Empire had already reached and passed its

meridian. In the seventeenth century the symptoms of decay

are manifest Sultan succeeds Sultan, and, as one brief reign

gives place to another, the decadence of the ruling race

becomes more and more obvious. Anarchy reigns in the

capital, and corruption siiyeads from (.'onstantinople to the

remotest corners of the emjiire. Lejianto has already

announced that the Turks are no longer invincible at sea

;

Montecuculi’s great victory at St (Jothard, the failure to

capture Vienna in 101^6, I’rince Eugene’s victory at Zenta

in 1097, combine to {trove that the army is going the way

of the navy. The Treaties of Carlowitz, Azov, and Passa-

rowitz afford conclusive evidence that the Eastern Question

has entered u{)on a new {thase
;
that the {troblem {iresented

to Christendom will no longer* be how to arrest the advance

of the Ottomans, but how to {trovide for the succession to

his inheritance.

The main interest of the iieriod under review in the Contest

{iresent chapter concentrati^
,
u{)on the {irolongcd duel

between the Turks and the Habsburgs for su{»rcmacy in aud tim

the valleys of the Danulie and the Save. By fhe end of ^^gt
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the period the issuer of that duel is no longer in doubt.

Hardly secondary is the interest attaching to the contest

with the Venetian Republic. In 'the latter, fortune inclines

now to this side now to that
;
nor is this remarkable, for it is

a struggle between combatants both of whom have passed

their prime.

The most palpable symptom of Ottoman decadence is

afforded by the deterioration in the personal character of

the Sultans. Mustapha, the idiot son of Mohammed HI, was

declared incapable of reigning when in 1617 he succeeded

to the throne. Excluding Mustapha no less than thirteen

sovereigns occupied the throne between 17)06 and 1718. Of

these only two, Murad IV (1628 40) and Mustapha H
(1()!)5-17{)8) showed any anxiety to effect reform and to

arrest the decrepitude of the empire. One out of the

thirteen *was murdered, three others wei'e dethroned. Not

one led an army to victory
;
most of them devoted all the

time they could spare from the neglect of their duties to

the j)lcasures of the harem. I'lie son, for whom Roxalana

had intrigued and Suleiman had murdered, was known

as Selim, 'the Sot’ (1.566-74). His son and successor,

Murad III (l()74 -!)5), spent the twenty-one years of his

reign in his harem. He began it by strangling his five

brothers, and was otherwise remarkable only for the number

of his children. Of the 108 who were born to him 47 sur-

vived him. As twenty of these were males, his successor,

Mohammed III (1595-1608), had to better his father’s

example by the simultajjcous slaugliter of no less than

nineteen brothers. The next Sultan, Achmet I (1603-17),

w^as a lad of fourteen when he succeeded, and died at the

age of eight-and-twenty. His brotlicr Mustapha was declared

incapable of reigning owing to mental deficiency, and the

throne accordingly {)asscd t'o another minor, Othman II,

whose brief reign of four years (1618 22) was oidy less

disturbed than that of his successor, Mustapha I (1622 8),

whose reign of fifteen months was the shortest and perhai)s

the worst in Ottoman histo^jy.^ His son, Murad IV (1628-40),

was unspeakalfiy cruel, but by no means devoid of ability,

and he made a real effort to* carry out much needed
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reform. But all the ground gained \#nder Murad was lost

under Ibrahim I, whose reign of eight years (1640-8)

was brought to a close b)"^ a revolution in the capital and

the violent death of the Sultan. His son, Mohammed IV
(1648-87), was a child of six at the time of his father’s

murder. The anarchy which prevailed during the first

years of the reign was unspeakable, but it was dissipated

at last by the emergence (1656) of the Kiuprili ‘dynasty’,

who throughout the rest of the century provided the dis-

tracted empire with a succession of remarkable grand

viziers.

The Kiuprilis might provide rulers, but they could not

secure a succession of even tolerably efficient Sultans, and

in the absence of the latter no pernfanent reform of Ottoman

administration could be efiected. Mohammed IV was de-

throned in 1687, and was succeeded by two •brothers,

Suleiman I (1687-91), who at the age of forty-six emerged

from his mother’s harem to* assume an unwelcome crown
;

and Achmet II (1691- 5), who was a poet and a musician,

and would have liked to be a monk. In 1695 the throne

fell to Mohammed’s son, Mustapha II, who in his reign

of eight years (1695-1703) made a real effort to recall

the virtues of the earlier Sultans, but was dethroned in

1703. The same fate befell his successor, Achmet III, in

1730.

This tedious and catalogic enumeration will suffice to show
that the student of the Easteni Question need not concern

himself overmuch with the Ottoman Sultans of the seven-
«

teenth century. Until the accession of the Kiuprilis the

internal history of the empire presents one monotonous
vista of anarchy and decay. To follow it in detail would
mean the repetition of features which become tiresomely

familiar as one incompetent Slxltan succeeds another. For-

tunately, there is no reason for inflicting this tedium upon
the reader.

The interest of the period, as already stated, centi’es in

the contests between the Ottomans on the one hand, and, on
the other, the Venetian Republic and the Habsburg Empire.
From the moment MdiSn* the Ottoman Turks obtained
1984 TT
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command of the great trade-routes^ the ultimate fate of

Venice as a commercial power was sealed. She had

already lost to the Turks many of her possessions on the

mainland of the Pelojionnese and in the Aegean archipelago,

but the Republic still carried her head proudly, and still

held a position which was in many ways threatening to the

Ottoman Empire. Planted in Dalmatia she headed off from

the Adriatic the Turkish provinces of Bosnia and Herze-

govina
;

mistress of the Ionian isles she threatened the

security of the coasts of the Morea
; while the continued

possession of Ci’ete and Cyprus not only rendered precarious

the Ottoman hold on the Levant, but offered a convenient

naval base to the Knights of St. John and the other Christian

pirates who infested the Mediterranean.

One of the first exploits of the Sultan Suleiman was, as

we have'^een, the conquest of Rhodes
;
one of the last was

the capture of Chios (1560). A year later Naxos fell to his

son Selim, who then proceeded to demand from Venice the

cession of Cyprus.

The moment seemed favourable for the enterprise. The
destruction by fire of her naval arsenal had just maimed
the right hand of Venice (September, 1569), while the

Sultan had freed his hands by concluding a truce with

the Emperor Maximilian (1569) and completing (1570) the

conquest of Yemen. The grand vizier, Mohammed Sokoli,

had lately conceived the idea of cutting a canal through

the Isthmus of Suez and thus strengthening the strategical

position of the empire. The outbreak of a revolt in Arabia

deferred the execution of this interesting project and led to

the conquest of Yemen. This accomplislied, the Turks were

free to turn their attention to Venice.

The Republic, gravely perturbed by the insolent demand
for the cession of Cyprus, appealed to the Pope. Pius V
promised to pay for the equipment of twelve galleys,

sanctioned the levy of a tithe on the Venetian clergy, and
appealed for help not only to the Christian princes but to

the Persian Shah. The eyiperor’s hands were tied by his

See mpra, chap. ii.
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recently concluded truce, but Philip H of Spain, Cosmo de

Medici, Duke of Tuscany,^and the States of Parma, Mantua,

Lucca, Ferrara, and Genoa joined Venice and the Papacy

in a Holy League against the Ottomans. The command of

tlie combined armada was entrusted to a brilliant young

sailor, Don John of Austria, a natural son of the Emperor

Charles V.

The two fleets, each with a large and well-equipped army Battle of

on board, met near the entrance of the Gulf of Patras, and

there, on the 7th of October, 1571, Don John fought and won 1571 .

the great battle of Lepanto. The battle was stubbornly

contested, and the losses on both sides were enormous.’

The victory of the Holy Allies rgsounded throughout the

world
;
Te Dennis were sung in every Christian capital

;

the Pope preached on the text, ‘ There was a man sent from

God whose name was John ’, but the actual fruits of*a gigantic

enterprise were negligible.
^
The Turks, though hopelessly

defeated in battle, retained command of the sea
;
a new and

splendid fleet was rapidly built and e(piipped
;
the conquest

of Cyprus was completed, and in May, 1573, Venice concluded

peace with the Ottoman Empire. The terms of that peace

reflected the issue of the canq)aign, not that of Don John’s

brilliant sea-fight. The Republic agreed to the cession of

Cyprus
; to the payment of a «'ar indemnity of 300,000

ducats
;
to increase her tribute for the possession of Zantc

from 500 to 1,500 ducats, and to re-establish the status quo

ante on the Dalmatian and Albanian coasts.

The terms were sufficiently humiliating to the victors at

Lepanto. Yet the victory itself was by no means devoid of

significance. Coming, as it did, so soon after the great days

of Suleiman and Barbarossa, it Avas interpreted as a sign

that the Turks Averc no longer invincible, and that they’

political decadence had set in. Nor Avas the interpretation

Avholly at fault.

The truce concluded in 1569 betAveen the Emperor Maxi- ThcIIabs-

milian and the Turks lasted, niirabile dictu, for nearly ^nd

a quarter of a century. But*tke truce between the rulei’S

1 Among the Avounded was CerA"ante.s.

H 2
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did not deprive the" local chieftains on either side the

artificial frontier from perpetual hidulgence in the pastime

of irregular war. Nominally, however, the truce was not

broken till 1593. The breach of it was followed by thirteen

years of war ;
the Turks achieved one brilliant victory, but

much of the fighting was of a desultory character, and the

vassal rulers of Moldavia, Wallachia, and Transylvania allied

themselves with the enemy of their suzei*ain
;
the war went,

on the whole, decidedly in favour of the Habsburgs
;

it

became clear that the Turks had reached the limits of expan-

sion beyond the Danube. Peace was accordingly concluded,

in 1606, at Sitvatorok. The Sultan renounced his suzerainty

over Transylvania, and yn exchange for a lump sum sur-

rendered the annual tribute of 30,000 ducats which ever since

1547 the emperor had paid in respect of that portion of

Hungary wliicli he had then been permitted to retain. Thence-

forward there was no question, on either side, of superiority.

Sultan and emperor were on a footing of formal equality.

Fortunately for the Habsburgs, and indeed for Western

Christendom, the half century which followed upon the Peace

of Sitvatorok was, as we have seen, a period of anarchy and
(
1G18-48

). in tile Ottoman Empire. Were other proof lacking,

sufficient evidence of the degeneracy of the Sultans would be

found in their neglect to take advantage of the embarrassments

of their chief opponent. From 1618 until 1648 the empire

was in the throes of the Thirty Years’ War
;
the Habsburg

dynasty did not finally emerge from the contest until 1659.

In one sense, indeed, the fight did not cease until Louis XIV
had ‘ erased ’ the Pyrenees and i)ut a Bourbon on the throne

of Spain. The preoccupation of the Habsburgs ought to

have been the opportunity of the Turk. Had the latter

jidviinced from Buda to Vienna when the Habsburgs were
engaged with the recalcitrant Calvinists of Germany ; with

Denmark, Sweden, or France, the Austrian capital could

hardly have failed to fall to them. But the Turk let all the

chances slip, and Avhen, in 1648, the Treaties of Westphalia

were concluded, the conditiofis of the secular contest were
essentially altered.

The Thirty Years’ War fatally weakened the Holy Roman

'Fhe

Thirty
Years’

War
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Empire, but out of the welter the House of Austria emerged

as a first-rate European Power. The Treaty of Westphalia,

even more definitely than that of Prague (1860), marks the real

beginning of the new orientation of Habsburg policy : the

gravitation towards Buda-Pesth had begun. The Holy Roman
Empire belonged cssenti.ally to the Western States-system

;

the interests of Austria-Hungary have drawn her irresistibly

towards the East. This gravitation has necessarily accen-

tuated the antagonism between the Habsburgs and the

Ottomans, and the second half of the seventeenth century is

largely occupied by a contest between them for supremacy

in the Danube and the Save valleys.

Before we pass to the details of that contest it will conduce Turkey

to lucidity if we dismiss briefly th5 subsidiary, but at times

interdependent, war between the Turks and the Venetian (1645-

Republic. So long as the latter retained Crete* Ottoman

supremacy in the Eastern ^Icditerrancan lacked completeness.

In 1645 the Sultan Ibrahiili I’oused himself to the task of

putting the coping stone upon the edifice. A pretext u'as

soon found. In 1638 the Venetians, in pursuit of some

Barbary pirates, had bombarded Valona on the Albanian

coast. In 1644 a buccaneering raid Avas made by some

galleys upon a valuable Turkish mei’chant fleet in the

Levant. The successful assailants came, indeed, from IMalta,

but it sufficed that they found a refuge in a Cretan harbour.

The disastrous failure, in 1565, of the last Turkish attack

upon the Knights Hospitallei's in Malta, had made the Sultan

shy of renewing the attempt. The Venetian Republic seemed

to be a less redoubtable enemy and Crete a more important

prize. Against Crete, accordingly, the attack Avas delivered

in 1645, and Candia Avas besieged. The town held out for just

a quarter of a century, in the course of Avhich the Venetian

sailoi’s managed to inflict mdre than one humiliation \ipd\i

the Turks. The Ottoman fleet suffered an important reverse

in the Aegean in 1649, and in 1656 ftlocenigo, an intrepid

Venetian admiral, Avon a great victory in the Dardanelles,

captured Lemnos and Tenedos, and threatened Constantinople.

The brilliant success of the Venetian fleet, combined Avith The

the degeneracy of the Sultans and the com]>lete corruption
Kinpnhs.
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of Ottoman administration, seemed to threaten the imminent

dissolution of the Turkish Empire. The nadir of its fortunes

was i-eached, hoA^•cver, in 1G56, and in the same year there

was initiated a remarkable revival. The revival was due to

the stupendous energy and splendid ability of one man,

[Mohammed Kiuprili. To him the mother of the young

Sultan turned, in the hour of the eini)ire’s deepest need,

belonging to an Albanian family which had long been resi-

dent in Constantinople, Mohammed Kiuprili was, in 1656,

an old man of seventy, but he agreed to attempt the task

demanded of him, on one condition. lie stipulated that he

should be invested with absolute authority. The condition

was accepted, Kiuprili became grand vizier, and entered

forthwith upon his work.

The sti'ong hand upon the reins was felt at once, and the

high-mett*ed steed immediately responded to it. The Janis-

saries were taught their place by the only method they

could now appreciate—the simultaneous execution of 4,000

of their number
;
the administration was purged of the

corrupting and enervating influences to Avhich it had long

been a i)rey ;
chaos gave way to order in the finances, and

discipline was ])romptly restored in the army and navy.

In no sifliere were the effects of the new regime more
(piickly manifested than in the prosecution of the war. Within

twelve months the Venetian fleet was chased from the Dar-

danelles
;
the guardian islands, Lemnos and Tenedos, were

recovered by the Turks
;
the oi)erations against Crete were con-

ducted M ith new vigour
;
and in 1 658 jthc grand vizier under-

took in person, despite his years, a punitive expedition aguinst

George Hakbezy II, the Voyvode of Transylvania. Rakoezy
himself was de])oscd, and two years later was killed

;
Tran-

s^'lvania had to jjay a large war indemnity and an increased

tribute to the Porte.

Achmet Mohammed Kiuprili died in 1661, but was immediately

(IGci-TG)
'’’^^ceeded by his son Achmet, a man of a vigour and ability

not inferior to his own. Aftei- an expedition into Hungaiy,

to Avhich reference will be lyajle presently, Achmet, in 1666,

assumed personal control of the operations against Venice.

In 1669 Louis XIV, in order to avenge an insult offered to
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the French ambassador in Constantinople, sent a force to the

help of the Republic, but at last, after a siege which had

dragged on, with interval’s, for twenty-five years, Candia

capitulated in 1669, and the whole island of Crete—except

the three ports of Suda, Carabusa, and Spina-Lurga—passed

into the hands of the Turks. The conquest of the great

Greek island was doubly significant : it was the last notable

conquest made in Europe by the Ottomans, and marked the

final term of their advance
;

it marked also the complete

absorption of the last inqiortant remnant of the Greek Empire.

Not until 1913 did the Hellenes formally recover an island

by which they have always set exceptional store.

The capitulation of Candia was immediately followed by Kenewal

the conclusion of peace between th^ Porte and the Republic.

Hut, after the disaster to Turkish arms before Vienna in 1683, Venice

the Venetians again determined to try their fortun€s against 0*184).

their old enemies. A Holy League, under the patronage of

the Pope, was in 1684 formed against the infidel. Austria,

Venice, Poland, and the Knights of Malta were the original

confederates, and in 1686 they were joined by Russia. The

Venetians invaded Bosnia and Albania, and a little later,

under Francesco Morosini, they descended upon the Morca.

Brilliant succe.ss attended the expedition
;
Athens itself was

taken in Scptcnd)er, 1687, and though it Avas restored by the

Treaty of Carlowitz (1699), the whole of the IMorea, except

Corinth, together with the islands of Aegina and Santa Maura

and a strip of the Dalmatian coast, were retained by the

Republic.

Venetian i-ulc in the Morea was not popular. The Vene-

tians did something to improve education, and much of the

lost trade between the Levant and Western Europe Avas, during

the period of their occupation, recovered. But their domina-

tion Avas almost as alien as tliAt of the Turks, and the Gi'eelfs

gained little by the change of masters. When therefore the

Turks, in 1714, declared Avar against the Venetians, they Avere

able in some sort to pose as the libcratore of the Moi*ea. In

places they Averc indubitably ^Avelcomed as such, and the

progress of their arms Avas consequently rapid. But in 1716

Austria intervened in the war, and in 1718 the Porte AA^as
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glad enough to conclude a peace by which she regained the

Morea, though Venice retained her conquests in Dalmatia,

Albania, and Herzegovina, If itlie Ottoman Empire was

decadent, the Republic too had fallen from its high estate.

Huiifrary For the sake of lucidity we have anticipated the progress

and Trai)- events
;
we must now retrace our steps and follow the

course of the struggle on the northern frontiers of the

empire. For more than a century the Sultan had been

direct sovereign of the greater part of Hungary, and had

claimed a suzerainty, not always conceded, over Transyl-

vania. By the middle of the seventeenth centiu-y it seemed

possible that the latter principality, after many vicissitudes,

might become hereditary in the house of Rakdezy. That

possibility was dissipated, as avc have seen, by the vigorous

action of iMohammed Kiuprili. On the death of George

Rakoezy HI (IGGO), the Transylvanian nationalists elected

John Kaminyi as Yoyvode, while the Turks nominated a

candidate of their oAvn, Apafy.' Kaminyi appealed to the

Emperor Leopold, who sent a force under ^Montecuculi to his

assistance. The succour did not, hoAvever, prove elfective,

and in 1GG2 Kaminyi Avas killed, Apafy, mistrustful of the

disinterestedness of his patrons, sought, in his turn, help

from the emperor. jVleanAvhile, Achmet Kiuprili collected

a force of 200,000 men, and in IGGG crossed the Danube at

their head. He captured the strong fortress of Neiihiiiisel,

ravaged Moravia, and threatened Vioina. Smarting under

the diplomatic insult to Avhich refei-ence has been made,

Louis XIV dispatched a force to the assistance of the emperor,

and at St. Gothard, on the Raab, Montecuculi, commanding
the imperial forces, inflicted, Avith the aid of the French,

a decisive defeat upon Kiuprili.

Treaty of St. Gothard Avas tlie most notable victory Avon by the arms

(ICg'iT
C/hristendom against those' of Islam for three hundred

years. But the emperor, instead of following it up, suddenly

concluded a truce for tAventy years Avith the Turks. The
terms obtained by the latter, and embodied in the Treaty of

Vasvar, Avere unexpectedly fi^vpurable. The emperor agreed

to pay an indemnity of 200,000 florins
;
the Turks retained

GrossAvardein and Neuhilusel, and thus actually sti’cngthcned
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their position in Hungary, while their suzerainty over Tran-

sylvania was confirmed. The concession of such terms after

such a victory as that of ^t. Gothard evoked resentment in

some quarters, and astonishment in all. The explanation of

the pai’adox must be sought in the repercussion of Western

politics upon those of the East, and in the dynastic preoccupa-

tion of the Habsburg emperor. Philip IV of Spain was on his

death-bed
;
the succession to the widely distributed dominions

of the Spanish crown was a matter ofgreat uncertainty
;
French

help in Hungary, though acceptable at the moment, might

well prove to have been too dearly purchased
; and it was

intelligible that the emperor should desire to have his hands

free from embarrassments in the East, in view of contingencies

likely to arise in the West.

For the time being, however, his enemies were even more Turkish

deeply involved than he was. The Venetian Waf was not Poiand
'

ended until 1GC9, and three years later the Turks plunged (1072-6).

into Avar Avith Poland.

Tlie laAvlessness of the border tribes to the north of the

Euxine had already threatened to bring the Ottoman Empire

into collision Avith the Russian Tsars. ToAvards the end of

Ibrahim’s reign (1640-8) the Tartars of the Crimea had

pursued their Cossack enemies into Southern Russia and had

brought aAvay 3,000 prisoners. The Russians in turn advanced

against Azov but Avere badly beaten, Avith the result that

the Tartars sent 800 Muscovite heads as a trophy to

Constantinople.

There Averc similar troubles on the side of Poland. In

1672 the Cossacks of the Ukraine, stirred to revolt by

the insolence of the Polish nobles and the extortions of

their JcAvish agents, offered to place themselves under the

suzerainty of the Sultan in return for assistance against

their local oppressors. Aclimet Kiuprili, nothing loth,

declared Avar upon Poland, and, accompanied by the Sultan,

Mohammed IV, led a strong force to an assault upon

Kaminiec, the great fortress on the Dniester, Avhich strategi-

cally commanded Podolia. Kaiyiviec, though hitherto deemed
impi*egnable, quickly yielded to the Turks, and the Polish

King Michael hastily concluded Avith the Sultan a treaty.
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which involved the payment of an annual tribute and the

surrender of Podolia and the Ukraine. The Polish Diet,

however, refused to ratify the treaty, and entrusting the

command of their forces to John Sobieski, they waged for

four years an heroic struggle against the Ottomans. Thanks

to the commanding character and the military genius of

Sobieski, the Poles not only rallied their forces, but inflicted

a crushing defeat upon the Turks at Khoczim (November,

1673). In 1674 the victorious general was elected to the

Polish throne, and in the following year he again defeated

the Turks at Lemberg. But despite this defeat the Turks

steadily persisted and maintained their hold upon Podolia,

and in 1676 both sides were glad to conclude the Peace of

Zurawiio. Under the terms of this treaty the Turks retained

Kaminiec and the greater part of Podolia, together with

a portioif of the Ukraine, but agreed to forgo the tribute

promised by King Michael.

The Peace ofZurawno may be regarded as a further triumph

for Achmet Kiiiprili, but it was his last. In the same year he

died, having substantially advanced the borders of the empire

at the expense of Austria-Hungary, of Poland, and of A^enice.

He Avas succeeded, as grand vizier, by his brother-in-law, Kara
Mustapha, who almost immediately found himself involved in

Avar Avith Russia.

Russo- The Avar brought little credit to the ncAV vizier, and

War nothing but disaster to his country. Kara Mustapha led

(167/-81 ). a large army into the Ukraine, but he was driven back
across the Danube by the Russians, and in 1681 the Porte
Avas glad to conclude a i)eace by Avhich the district of the
Ukraine, obtained from Poland in 1676, was ceded to Russia,
and the two I’oAvers mutually agreed that no fortifications

shoidd be raised betAveen the Dniester and the Bug.

West^**'^
Kara Mustapha had more important Avork on hand. Lack-

ing both character and ability he AA'^as neA'erthelcss devoured
by ambition. lie determined to associate his name with
the conquest of Vienna and the extension of the Ottoman
Empire to the Rhine. The;i(V)ment Avas not unfavourable to
such a design. The attention of Western Europe was con-
centrated upon Louis XIV, Avho had now reached the zenith
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of his power. War had succeeded war and treaty had followed

treaty, and from all France had extracted the maximum of

advantage. By the Treaty of Westphalia, supplemented by

that of the Pyrenees (10.59), Louis XIV had gone some way
towards realizing the dream of all patriotic Frenchmen, the

attainment of les limites vmtiirelles : the Rhine, the Alps,

the Pyrenees, and the Ocean. . France pushed her frontier to

the Pyrenees and got a firm grip upon the middle Rhine ;

Pinerolo guarded her frontier towards Savoy, and, on the

north east, a lai;ge i)art of Artois passed into her hands. Louis’s

marriage with Marie Louise, eldest daughter of Philip lY of

Spain, opened out a still larger ambition. The War of Devolu-

tion gave him an impi-egnable frontier on the north-east, and

ten years later, by the Treaty of Nimeguen (1678), he obtained

the ‘ Free County ’ of Burgundy, and made the Jura, for the

first time, the eastern frontier of France. His nexS annexa-

tion was the great fortress of Strasburg (1681), and in 1683

ho threatened Luxemburg.

Tlie emperor could not remain indift’erent to these assaults The

upon the western frontiers of the empire
;
but as Archduke

of Austria and King of Hungary ho had troubles nearer home. Hungary.

The Turks were still, it must be remembered, in possession

of by far the larger part of Hungary—the pashalik of Buda.

In Austria-Hungary, moreover, there had long been much
discontent with Habsburg rule. The Emperor Leopold, like

his predecessors, was much under the influence of his Jesuit

confessors, and his hand Avas heavy on the Hungarian Pro-

testants, who looked with envy upon the lot of their brethren

living under the tolerant rule of the Ottoman Turks.

Nor Avas religious persecution their only ground of com-

plaint against the Ilabsburgs. The proud Magyar aristocracy

denounced the Treaty of Vasvar as a craven betrayal of

Hungarian interests on the part of a ruler by Avhom Hun-
gary Avas regarded as a mere appendage to Austria. Their

nationalist instincts Avcrc further offended by the attempt of

the Emperor Leopold to administer his Hungarian kingdom
through Gemian officials responsible solely to Vienna. So
bitter Avas the feeling that in 1666 a Avidespread conspiracy
Avas formed under the nominal leadership of Francis Rakoezy,
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Hun-
garian

revolt

under
Token

(1674).

a son of the late Prince of Transylvania. The plot was

betrayed to the Viennese Government. Louis XIV had

lately concluded a secret agreement with the Emperor

Leopold in regard to the Spanish succession, and hence

was not, at the moment, disposed to help the Hungarian

malcontents
;
above all, the Turks were busy in Crete. The

movement, therefore, collapsed
;
Ilakoczy was treated with

contemptuous lenity, but the rest of the leaders were punished

with pitiless severity, and the yoke of the Habsburgs was

imposed with tenfold rigour upon Avhat was pow regarded as

a compiered province. The office of Palatine was abolished ;

the administration was entrusted exclusively to German

officials
; the Hungarian aristocracy were exposed to every

species of humiliation and cruslied under a load of taxation
;

the I’rotestant pastors Avere sent to the galleys or driven

into exilA

The reign of terror issued, in 1G74<, in a reneAved revolt

under the patriotic and devo'ted leadership of a Magyar

aristocrat, Emmerich Tdkdli. The moment Avas propitious.

The einj)eror Avas uoav at Avar Avith Louis XIV, Avho, in 1672,

had launched his attack upon the I'nited Provinces. Louis

Avas, it is true, too much engaged on his oAvn account to send

help to the Hungarian nationalists, but he used his influence

at WarsaAV and Constantinople on their behalf. Not that

either Poles or Turks engaged in fighting each other (1672-6)

could at the moment do much for the Magyars. Kara

MxAStapha, Iioavca er, promised that he Avould send help imme-

diately his hands Avere free of the Polish War. Rut, as Ave

have seen, that Avar was no sooner ended than the Turks Avere

involved iii Avar Avith Russia. The latter Avar ended, in its

turn, in 1681, and at last Kara iMustapha Avas in a position

to embark upon the larger designs Avhich from the first he

fiad 'entertained.

Promptly, the emperor attempted to conciliate the Hun-

garian nationalists. The administrative system Avas remodelled

in accordance Avith their Avishes
;

the governor-generalship

Avas abolished
;
the Germap .officials Avere AvithdraAvn

;
the

more oppressive taxes AAere repealed ;
the rights of citizen-

ship Avere restored to the Proteslants, both Calvinists and
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Lutherans, who were to enjoy liberty of conscience and of

woi*ship ;
the chief admiiiistrative offices were confided to

natives ;
and the dignity of Palatine was revived in favour of

Paul Esterhazy.

Concession could hardly have gone further, but the

emperor’s change of front was suspiciously coincident with

the modification of the external situation. Emmerich Tbkbli

refused to be beguiled into the .acceptance of conditions so

obviously inspired by prudential considerations. On the

contrary, he eutered into closer relations with the enemies

of the emperor. He married the widow of Francis Rakoczy,

and so strengthened his position on the side of Transylvania,

and at the same time proclaimed, himself Prince of Hun-

gary under the suzerainty of the Sultan.

In 1682 Mohammed IV advanced to the support of his Austro-

vassal. He led from Adi’ianople a magnificent anny of 200,000,

amply supplied with guns and siege trains. At Belgrade he (1*383).

surrendered the command to the grand vizier, who, having

effected a junction with Tokoli, advanced in 1683 towards

Vienna.

The Emperor Leopold, isolated by the diplomacy of John

Louis XIV in Western Europe, and even in the empire

itself, turned for help to Poland, and, thanks to the king, not

in vain. Sobieski undertook, notwithstanding an appeal from

Louis XIV, to come with a force of 40,000 men to the rescue

of the emperor and of Christendom.

Meanwhile Kara Mustapha w.as marching Avith leisurely

confidence upon Vienna. The emperor and his court retired

in haste to Passau, and Charles IV, Duke of Lorraine, the

commander of the imperialist forces, having entrusted the

defence of the csipital to Count Stahremberg, Avithdrew

to aAvait the arrival of Sobieski and the Polos. Stahrem,-

berg proved equal to one o^ the heaviest responsibilities

ever imposed upon an Austrian general. Ho burned the

suburbs to the ground, and did his utmost to put the city

itself into a posture of defence. The fortifications were in

a most neglected condition
;
iha Avails Avere in no state to

resist an assault
;
the garrison consisted of no more than

10,000 men
;
Avhile the defence Avas hampered by croAvds of
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of

peasants who liad fled for refuge to the city before the advance

of the Ottomans.

Stahremberg, however, kept a stout heart, and inspired

the garrison with his o\ni grim determination. On July 14

the Ottoman host encamped before the walls, and proceeded

to invest the city. The siege lasted for 60 days, and the

beleaguered garrison was reduced to the last extremity. On
September 5 Sobieski had joined the Duke of Loiraine, and

had assumed command of their combined forces
;
on the 9th

a message reached him from Stahremberg that unless succour

arrived immediately it Avould be too late
;
on the 11th the

relieving army took up its position on the Kahlcnberg, the

hill which overlooks th^ capital
;
on the 12th it advanced

to the attack upon the besiegers.

At the flrst charge of the Poles the Turks were seized with

j)anic, afld, before they could recover, Sobieski flung his

whole force upon them. The great host was routed
;
Vienna

was savedj 10,000 Turks were left dead upon the field
;
300

guns and an enormous amount of equipment and booty fell

into the hands of the victors. Two days later the emperor

returned to his capital to greet the saviour of Christendom.

Sobieski, however, started oif at once in pursuit of the

Turks, defeated them near Parkan in October, at Szecsen

in November, and drove them out of Hungary. Kara

jMustapha fled to Belgrade, and there on Christmas Day
paid with his life the penalty of his failure.

The significance of that failure can hardly be exaggerated.

Had Kara Mustapha’s ability been equal to his ambition

and superior to his greed, Vienna must have fallen to an

assault. Had Vienna fallen, the Ottoman Empire might

well have been extended to the Rhine. In view of the

^lecadence of the Sultans and the corruption which had

already eaten into the vitals of their empire, it is more

than doubtful whether the advance could have been main-

tained ; there is, indeed, ground for the belief that even the

absorption of Hungary was a task beyond their strength, and

that the Danube formed Uiair ‘ natural limit ’ towards the

north. But even the temporary occupation of Vienna, still

more the annexation, however transitory, of lands wholly
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Teutonic in race and essentially ‘ western ’ in their political

connexions, could not have failed to administer a severe

moral shock to Christendom. That shock was averted by

the valour and intrepidity of Sobieski, the Pole. The ‘most

Christian King Louis XIV of France, so far from stirring

a finger to save Christendom, regarded the advance of the

Turks as a welcome military diversion
; he exhausted all

the unrivalled resources of French diplomacy to assure the

success of their enterprise, and annihilate the only Power
in Europe whU;h seemed, at the moment, capable of circum-

scribing the ambition of the Bourbons.^ It was five years

later that the English Revolution gave to the Dutch stad-

holder the chance, which he did not neglect, of saving

Europe from the domination of France.

Meanwhile, the war between the Habsburgs and the Turks liecon-

continued for fifteen years after the raising of the siege of

Vienna Sobieski, having successfully accomplished the task

which has won him imperishable fame, soon retired from the

war. The French party reasserted itself at Warsaw
; domestic

difficulties, ever recurrent in Poland, demanded the personal

intervention of the king, and in 1684 he surrendered the com-

mand of the imperialist forces to Charles of Lorraine. The
formation of the Holy League, in that same year, gave to

the war against the Turks something of the nature of a

crusade, and volunteers flocked to the standard of the

empei’or from many countries besides those which actually

joined the League.^

Led by Charles of Lorraine, by the Margrave Lewis of

Baden, by the Elector of Bavaria, by Prince Eugene of

Savoy, and other famous captains, the imperialists won
a succession of significant victories against the Turks. They
stormed the strong fortress ol Ncuhausel, and drove Tokoli

and the Hungarian nationalists back into Transylvania in

' Voltaire suggests (Xe SiMedft Louis XIV, xiv) that the French
king was only waiting for the fall of Vienna to go to the assistance of the
empire, and then, having posed as the sjxviour of Europe, to get the
Dauphin elected king of the Koraan's. ' The idea may well have been
present to Louis’s mind.

^ See supra, p. 103.
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1685, and in the following yeax' they I'etook Buda, which for

145 years had formed the capital of Turkish Hungary. The

Habsburg emperor, now master of the whole of Hungary,

proceeded to deal with his rebellious subjects. A reign of ter-

i-or ensued, and the embers of the insurrection were quenched

in blood. Impoi’tant modifications wei*e introduced into the

constitution. The Hungarian Crown, hitherto nominally

elective, became hercditai’y in the House of Habsburg, and

in 1687 the Austrian Ai'chduke Joseph was crowned king.

In that same year the impei’ialist forces m^t the Turks on

the historic field of Mohacz, and by a brilliant victory wiped

out the memory of the defeat sustained at the hands of

Suleimaix the Magnificent 161 yeai’s befoi’e. The second

battle of Mohacz was followed by the I’cduction and recovery

of Croatia and Slavonia. This pi'olonged series of defeats

in Hungary led to the outbreak of disaffection in Constanti-

nople. The .Janissaries demanded a victim, and in 1687, as we
have seen, Sultan Mohammed IV was deposed. But the

change of Sultans did not affect the fortunes of wax’. In

1688 the impei'ialists invaded Ti*ansylvaxiia, and the x'uling

Prince Apafy exchanged the suzerainty of the Ottoxxians for

that of the Habsbux-gs. Henceforwai’d Transylvania becaxne

a vassal state under the crowxx of Ilungai’y.

But a xnuch more ixnportaxit triumph awaited Austi'ian

arms. Iix September, 1688, the great foi'tress of Belgrade

was stormed by the impei-ialists, and for just half a century

was lost to the Turks. Fi’om Belgi'ade the conqxxering

Teutons advanced into Scx’bia and cajxtux’ed Widdin and

Nish.

Once xnore, however, the repercussion of Western politics

was felt in the East, and, in 1688, the outbreak of the war

of the League of Augsbxxi’g and the French invasion of the

Palatinate, relieved the press*ux-e upon the Turks. But this

advaixtage xvas caxicelled by the appearance of a nexv antago-

nist. In 1689 Peter the Great of Russia invaded the Crimea,

and in 1696 captured the ixnportant fortress of Azov.^ Mean-

while, for the Turks the sitpqtion was texnpox’arily redeexned

1 See, for further details, infra,, p. 119.
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by the appointment as grand vizier of a third member of

the famous Albanian family which had already done such

splendid service for the State. Mustapha Kiuprili (III) was

the brother of Achmet
; he was in office only two years

(1689-91), but the effect of a strong hand at the helm was

immediately manifested ; the finances were put in order
;
the

administration was purified, and new vigour was imparted to

the conduct of the war.

The death of Apafy, Prince of Transylvania (April, 1690),

gave Mustapha a chance of which he was quick to avail

himself. Master of Hungary, the Emperor Leopold was

most anxious to absorb Transylvania as well, and to this

end endeavoured to secure his own^ election as successor to

Apafy. The separatist sentiment was, however, exceedingly

persistent among the Roiiinans of Transylvania, and, with

a view to encouraging it, the vizier nominated as voyvode

Emmerich Tcikoli. With the aid of Turkish troops Tokoli

temporarily established himself in the principality, though

his position was threatened by the advance of an imperialist

army under Lewis, Margrave of Baden.

Meanwhile, Kiuprili himself marched into Serbia, retook

Widdin and Nish, and advanced on Belgrade. That great

fortress fell, partly as the result of an accidental explosion,

into the hands of the Turks, who, in 1691, advanced into

Hungary. Recalled from Transylvania to meet this greater

danger, Lewis of Baden threw himself upon the advancing

Turks at Salan Kemen, and inflicted ui)on them a crushing

defeat (August 19, 1691). 28,000 Turks were left dead upon
the field, and 150 guns fell into the hands of the victors.

The grand vizier himself was among the killed. AVith him
perished the last hope of regeneration for the Ottoman
Empire.

After the defeat and death of Kiui)rili HI, Tokoli could Conquest

no longer maintain his position in Transylvania, and the syivanla.

Diet came to terms with the emperor (December, 1691).

Local privileges were to be respected, but the emperor was
to become voyvode and to rejctyve an annual tribute of

50,000 ducats. Transylvania thus virtually took its place

as a province of the Habsburg Empire.
1984 T
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For the next few years the war languished. England and

Holland tried to bring about peace in Eastern Europe, while

Louis XIV, for reasons equally obvious, did his utmost to

encourage the prolongation of the war. But in 1697

Louis XIV himself came to terms with his enemies in the

Treaty of llyswick, and thus the emperor was once more

free to concentrate his attention upon the struggle in the

Near East.

In 1697 Prince Eugene of Savoy assumed command of

the imperialist forces, and in the autumn* inflicted upon

the Turks at Zenta on the Theiss the most crushing defeat

their arms had sustained since their advent into Europe.

The grand vizier and
,
the flower of the Ottoman army,

20,000 in all, Mere left dead upon the field
;

10,000 men
were wounded, and many trophies fell into the hands of the

victors. Carlyle’s comment on this famous victory is charac-

teristic :
‘ Eugene’s crowning feat

;
breaking of the Grand

Turk’s back in this M orld
;

Avho has staggered about less

and less of a terror and outrage, more and more of a

nuisance, growing unbearable, ever since that day.’

A fourth Kiuprili, Avho succeeded as grand vizier, made
a gallant etfort to redeem the situation

;
he raised a fresh

army and drove the Austrians l)ack over the Save ; but the

battle of Zenta was decisive, it could not be reversed, and

in January, 1699, peace was concluded at Carlowitz.

The terms were sutticiently humiliating for the Porte.

The advantages secured by the Venetian Republic have

already been enumerated. To the emperor the Turks were

obliged to cede Transylvania, the whole of Hungary except

the Banat of Temesvar, and the greater part of Slavonia and

Croatia. Poland retained the Ukraine and Podolia, including

the great fortress of Kaminiec. The peace with Russia was

not actually signed until 1702, when she secured the fortress

and district of Azov.

No such peace had ever before been concluded by the

Turk. The tide had unmistakably begun to ebb. The
principalities of Moldaviui and Wallachia remained subject

to the Sultan for a century and a half to come, but otherwise

the boundary of the Ottoman Empire Avas fixed by the
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Drave, the Save, and the Danube. Never again was Europe

threatened by the Power which for three centuries had been

a perpetual menace to its security. Henceforward the nature

of the problem was changed. The shrinkage of the Ottoman
Empire created a vacuum in the Near East, and diplomacy

abhors a vacuum. How was it to be filled ?

The succeeding chapters of this book will be largely con-

cerned with the attempts of Europe to find an answer to that

question.

For further reference cf. chapter iii
;

Ccneral Works (Appendix);

and also L. Le^er, L*Autriche-llongrie ; Ilamhaud, Historg of llussia

(Eng. trails.)
;

Ilitnly, La formation territoriale
;
Freeman, Historical

Geography. •
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THE EABTERN QUESTION IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY

Russia and Turkey, 1689“! 702

‘ Pour la Riissie tonte la fainense question crOricnt se resume dans cos

mots : do quelle autorite de[>endent les detroits du Bosphore et des

Dardanelles? Qni en est le detenteurV’—Serge Goriainow.
‘ Tout contribue a developper entre ces deux pays ranta^oiiisme et la

haine. Les Russes ont re(^u leur foi de Byzanoe, o’est lour melropolc, et

les TurcsGa souilicnt do bur jn'dscnco. Les Ibircs oppriment les Co-

rel i^'ionnaii'cs (les Russes, et chaque Russe considijrc conime une oeuvre

de foi la delivrance de ses freres. Les passions populaircs s’accordent ici

avcc les conseils de la politique : eVst vei's la mor Noire, vers lo Danube,

vei^s Constantinople quo les souverains russes sont naturellement portes

a s’etendrc : delivrcr et conqiujrir devicnnent pour eux synonymes. Les

tsars ont oette rare fortune quo 1 ’instinct t national sentient lours calculs

d’ambition, et qu’ils pcuvent retourner centre I’empire Ottoman ce

fanatisme relij^ieux (pii a precipite les Turcs sur I’Europe et rendait

naguere Icurs invasions si formidables.’

—

Albert Sorel.

‘ L’introduetion de la Russie sur la sc(jne europf^enne derangerait aussi

le systerae politique du Nord et de rOricnt tel que Tavait coinposii la

pnidence de nos rois et de nos ministres/

—

Yanhal.

§ 1. Fro^m the Treaty of Carlowitz to the
Treaty of Belgrade, 1699-1789

Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it

was, as we have seen, the Hahsbnrf? einpci’ors who, with

the fitful aid of the Venetian Republic, bore the brunt of

.the, struggle against the Turks. The prize for which they

contended was domination in the Save and the Middle

Danube valleys.

With the opening of the eighteenth century, just, indeed,

before the close of the seventeenth, a new factor makes its

appearance in the problem ^of the Near East. Russia comes

more and more prominently forward as the protagonist.

She challenges Turkish supremacy in the Black Sea, and
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begins to interest herself in the fate of her co-religionists

in the Ottoman Empire. Connected with many of them by

ties not merely of religion but of i-ace, she stands forth as

the champion of the Slav nationality no less than as the

protector of the Greek Church. To her Constantinople is

Tsargrad. She poses as the legitimate heir to the pretensions

of the Byzantine emperors. But Constantinople is more

than the imperial city. It is the sentinel and custodian

of the straits. In alien hands it blocks the access of

Russia to European waters. Without the command of the

straits Russia can never become, in the full sense, a member
of the European polity. I’ersistently, therefore, she looks

towards the Bosphorus. Her ulterior object is to obtain

unrestricted egress from the Black Sea into the Mediter-

ranean. But a prior necessity is to get access to the shores

of the Black Sea. *

When Peter the Great, in 1689, took up the reins of

government Russia had little claim to be regarded as a

European Power. She had no access either to the Baltic

or to the Black Sea. The former was a Swedish lake
;
the

latter was entirely surrounded by Turkish territory. With

the opening of the ‘window to the west’ this narrative is

not concerned, though it is noteworthy that the prospect

from St. Petersburg, like that from Azov, is a singularly

contracted one, unless the tenant has the key of the outer

door in his own pocket.

Since 1453 there had been no attempt to force the door

of the Euxine from either side. But the rapid rise of the

Russian Empire in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

rendered it certain that the attempt would not be indefinitely

postponed. The first contact between the two Powers,

which were destined to such acute rivalry in the Near East,

dates from the year 1492, wheli the Tsar, Ivan III, protested

against the treatment to which ceitain Russian merchants

had been subjected by the Turks. The result of the

protest was the opening of diplomatic relations between

Moscow and Constantinople. The same Ivan, on his marriage

with Sophia, niece of the Emperor Constantine XIII and
the last princess of the* Byzantine House, assumed the

Peter tlic

Great

(
1089-

Jbissi#

aiul the

Turks-
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cognizance of the two-headed eagle, the symbol of the

Eastern Empire. Already, it would seem, the ambitions of

the Muscovite Avere directed towards the city and empire of

Constantine. The reign of Ivan the Terrible (1533-84) is

memorable for the first armed conflict between the Russians

and the Turks. Sbkbli, the grand vizier of Selim the Sot,

had conceived the idea of strengthening the strategical

position of the Ottoman Empire in regard to that of Persia

by cutting a canal to unite the Don Avith the Volga.

A necessary preliminary was the occupation,,of Astrakhan.

Not only AA'as the attempt to seize that city successfully

resisted by the Russian garrison, but a serious defeat Avas

inflicted by the Muscovite forces upon another Turkish army

near Azov (1575). Thus 'the Russians had draAvn first blood,

and Sokoli’s enterprise Avas abandoned.

Not f(A‘ a century did the tAvo PoAvers again come into

direct conflict. In the meantime, hoAvcver, they Avere fre-

quently in indirect antagonis'm in connexion with the

perpetual border warfare carried on by the Cossacks and

the Tartars on the northern shores of the Black Sea. A raid

of the Tartars into southeni Muscovy would be folloAved by

a Cossack attack upon Azov. The Sultan Avould disavoAV

the action of his Tartar vassals
;
the Tsar would protest that

he could not be held responsible for the lawlessness of the

Cossacks, ‘ a horde of malefactors who had withdrawn as far

as possible from the reach of their sovereign’s power, in order

to escape the punishment due to their crimes ’. The protesta-

tions Averc on neither side Avholly sincere
;
but if they had

l)een it would have niade little difference to the conduct of

the fierce tribesmen on the frontiers.

In 1677, as we have seen,’ the relations l)etween the Poles

and the Cossacks of the Ukraine involved the outbreak of

formal Avar betAveen Russia 'and Turkey. A peace was

patched up in 1081, but Russia joined the Holy League in

1686, and from that time until the conclusion of the Treaty

of Carlowitz (1699) the two Powers were intermittently

at war.

* ifupra, p. 106.
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From the outset of his reign Peter the Great was firmly Peter’s

resolved to obtain access to the Black Sea. With that

object he organized a great expedition against Azov in 1695.

He himself led an army of 60,000 men against the fortress.

Thrice did he attempt to storm it, and thrice was he repelled,

but failures only stimulated him to further efforts. During

the winter of 1695 6 25,000 labourers, headed by the Tsar

himself, worked night and day on the building of a vast flotilla

of vessels of light draught. In 16i)6 the attempt was renewed

with fresh forces and with the assistance of this newly-built

fleet, and on July 28 Azov surrendered. No sooner had

the fortress passed into his hands than Peter ])roceeded

to improve the fortifications, to enlarge the harbour, and to

make all preparations for converting'the conquered town into

a great naval base. Two years later a Russian Tsar and

an Ottoman Sultan were for the first time admitited to a

European congress. By the treaty arranged at Carlowitz

the Porte agreed to cede ‘Azov and the district—about

eighty miles in extent—which the Russians had conquered

to the north of the Sea of Azov.

But ten years later the Turks turned the tables upon the Charles

Tsar. In 1 709 the greatness of Sweden as a European power was

destroyed at a single blow by the rash policy of Charles XII.

Perhaps persuaded by the subtle diplomacy of Marlborough

to turn his arms against the Tsai’ ; certainly lured by

Mazeppa, the Cossack chieftain, to embroil himself in his

quarrels, Charles XII led the army of Sweden to its destruc-

tion on the fateful field of Pultawa (July, 1709). After the

annihilation of his army at Pultawa the Swedish king, accom-

[lanied by Mazeppa, took refuge in Turkey, and the Tsar’s

demand for their surrender was firmly refused by the Sultan.

Urged to a renewal of the war with Russia by Charles XII,

and still more persistently by his vassal, the Khan of* the

(Jrimean Tartars, Sultan Achmet, rather I'cluctantly consented,

and in November, 1710, war was declared.

The Russian conquest of Azov, and the resounding victory The capi-

over the Swedes at Pultawa, had created no small measure

of unrest among the Christian subjects of the Ottoman Treaty

Empire. The Slavs in the west, the Greeks in the south,

(mi).
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and even the Latins in the north-east of the peninsula, began

to look to the Tsar as a possible liberator, and the excite-

ment among them was great when, in the summer of 1711,

the Russian army crossed the Pruth. Peter, however,

repeating the blunder which had led to the overthrow of

the Swedish king at Pultawa, pushed on too far and too

fast, found himself surrounded by a vastly superior force of

Turks, and was compelled to sue ignominiously for peace.

Despite the remonstrances of the Swedes and Tartars the

Turkish vizier consented to treat, and on ^July 21, 1711,

the terms of the capitulation were arranged. By this Treaty

of the Pruth Azov and the adjacent territory w'ere to be

restored to the Ottomans
; the Tsar undertook to raze to

the ground the fortress of Taganrog lately built on the

Sea of Azov

;

to destroy other fortifications and castles in

the neighbourhood
;

to surrender the guns and stores
;

to

withdraw his troops from the Cossack, and not to interfere

in the affairs of Poland or the Ukraine. The Russians were

no longer to have an ambassador at Constantinople
;
they

were to give up all Moslem i)risoners in their custody
;

to

afford Charles XII, the guest of the Ottoman Empire, free

and safe passage to his own kingdom, and not to keep a fleet

in the Black Sea. No surrender could have been more

complete, but it is generally agreed that the vizier, either

from weakness or something worse, made a fatal blunder in

accepting it. Such an opportunity for annihilating the

power of the Muscovite Tsar might never recur. Such was

emphatically the opinion of contemporaries. The indigna-

tion of Charles XII knew no bounds, and he refused to leave

the Ottoman dominions
;

the vizier was deposed, and his

two subordinate officers were executed, but thanks mainly

to the mediation of English and Dutch envoys, a definitive

peace, on terms corresponding to those of the capitulation,

was finally concluded in 1713. Not for a quarter of a

century did war break out again between Russia and Turkey.

The Turks, however, were at war again with the Venetian

Republic in 1715. They had never acquiesced in the loss

of the Morca, where Venetian rule, though favourable to

commerce and education, did not "prove popular among the
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mass of the people. In 1715, therefore, the Turks fell upon the

Morea, with overwhelming forces, both by land and sea, and

in the course of a few months the Venetians were expelled

from the Morea and from all the islands of the Archipelago.

The victors then prepared to follow up their success in the

Adriatic; but in 1716 Austria intervened, accused the Porte

of a gross violation of the Treaty of Carlowitz, and concluded

an alliance with the Republic. Prince hiUg5ne won a great

victory over the Turks at Peterwardein (August 13, 1716),

and in Noveip|)cr the city of Temesvar, the last fortress left

to the Turks in Hungary, was compelled to surrender.

Prince Eugene’s campaign against the Turks possessed Capture of

political as well as military significance. Since the over-

throw of the Slai's on the fatal fiefd of Kossovo,’ Serbia, as

a political entity, had virtually been obliterated, but at the

opening of this campaign Eugene appealed to the* Serbians

to seize the opportunity of throwing off the yoke of the

Turks, and more than a thbusand of them enlisted under

his banners. Could they have looked into the future they

might have shown less eagerness to help the Austrians to the

possession of Belgi'ade.

The eapture of that great fortress M'as the object and

culmination of the campaign of 1717. The city was held by

a garrison of 30,000 men, who for two months (June -August)

resisted all the efforts of Eug^^ne’s besieging force. Early in

August an army of 150,000 Turkswfiarehed to the relief of

the beleaguered fortress, and Eugene ivas in turn besieged.

On August 16, however, he attacked, and, with greatly

inferior numbers, routed the relieving force. Two days later

Belgrade surrendered.

The Porte now invoked the mediation of Great Britain Treaty of

and Holland. The emperor, anxious to have his hands free

for dealing with a complicated situation in the West, con- (1718).

sented to treat, and peace was signed at Passarowitz (July 21,

1718). The Sultan accepted terms from the emperor, but

dictated them to Venice. The Republic had to acquiesce in

the loss of the Morea and the Archipelago, and henceforward

retained only the Ionian isles and a strip of the Albanian

’ hupra, p. 58.
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coast. Her sun was setting fast. For the Habsburgs, on

the other hand, the Treaty of Passarowitz marks the zenith

of territorial expansion in the Near East. By the acquisition

of the Banat of Tcmesvar they completed the recovery of

Hungary
; by the cession of Little Wallachia they made

a serious inroad upon the Damibian principalities ;
while

by that of Belgrade, Scmendria, a portion of Bosnia, and

the greater part of Serbia they advanced towards both the

Adriatic and the Aegean. It will not escape notice that

the populations thus transferred from the ^ultan to the

emperor were not Ottomans, but, on the one hand, Rouma-
nians, and on the other. Southern Slavs. The significance

of that distinction was not, however, perceived at the time ;

it has, indeed, only recently been revealed.

A change of more immediate consequence to the Rouma-

nians haM been effected a few years before the Treaty of

Passarowitz. Down to the year 1711 the Danubian princi-

palities had, in accordance with an arrangement concluded

with Suleiman the Magnificent,' been permitted to remain

under the rule of native hospodars. The progress of Russia

to the north of the Euxine, and the dubious attitude of one

or more of these hospodars during the recent wars lietween

Russia and Turkey, seemed to render desirable a strengthen-

ing of the tic between the principalities and the bureaucracy

of Constantinople. The hospodarships were, therefore, put

up to auction, and for 10 years were invariably knocked

down to Phanariote Greeks. The tenure of each Phanariote

was brief, for the more rapid the succession the greater the

profit accruing to the Porte. Consequently each Phanariote

had to make his hay while the sun shone, and it M'as made at

the expense of the Roumanians.^

The ca])itulation of the Pruth was a humiliating, and for

the ' time being a disastrous, set back to the advance of

Russia. But its significance was merely episodical. Russia,

notwithstanding the signature of a treaty of ‘ perpetual
’

peace with the Porte in 1720, never regarded it as anything

1 In 1536.

2 Between 1711 and 1821 there were 33 hospodars in Moldavia and 37 in

Wallachia.
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more than the temporary adjustment of an embarrassing

situation. Least of all did she forgo for an instant her

ambitions in regard to the Black Sea in general and Azov in

particular. Nor were any of the outstanding difficulties

between Russia and Turkey really settled. The Tartars of

the Crimea, encouraged by the retrocession of Azov, were

more persistent than ever in their incursions into South

Russia ; the quarrels between them and the Cossacks were

unceasing and embittered
;
occasional co-operation between

Russians and l^rks against the Empire of Persia did nothing

to adjust the differences between them in the Kuban district

in Kabardia, and in the other disputed territories which lay

between the Black Sea and the Caspian. Most insistent of

all, however, was the problem of ’the Black Sea. It still

remained a Turkish lake, and into this Turkish lake poured

all the waters of the great Russian rivei*s, the Ki’ban, the

Don, the Dnieper, the Bug, and the Dniester. These were

and are the natural highwjiys of Russia ;
so long as the

Black Sea was a Turkish lake they were practically useless for

pui'poses of trade. From the moment that Russia achieved

something of political unity, from the moment she realized

her economic potentialities, the question of access to the

Black Sea, of free navigation on its waters, and free egress

from them into the Mediterranean became not merely impor-

tant but paramount. To have accepted as final the terms

extorted in 1711 would have meant for Russia economic

strangulation and political effacement. Without access to

the Black Sea she could never become more than a second-

class Power
;
without command of the narrow straits which

stand sentinel over the outer door she can never fulfil her

destiny as one of the leaders of world-civilization.

How far did the general diplomatic situation lend itself to

the realization of Russian anlbitions ? Upon whom cOuld

she count as a steadfast ally ? With whose enmity must she

reckon ?

For 200 years the permanent pivot of continental politics

had been the antagonism between France and the House
of Habsburg. In order to secure her own diplomatic

interests France had cultivated close I’elations with Stock-

The diplo-

matic
situation.

Bourbon-
Habsburg
rivalry.
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holm, with Warsaw, and, above all, with Constantinople.

Nor were the ambitions of France exclusively political. Her
commercial prosperity was derived mainly from the trade

with the Levant, which was one of the by-products of the

Franco-Turkish alliance.

The wars ofLouis XIV, however flattering to French prestige,

had imposed a terrible strain upon the economic resources

of the country, and under Louis XV France was compelled to

trust rather to diplomacy than to war for the maintenance

of her pre-eminent position in Europe.* It*was more than

ever important for her to maintain her ascendancy at Con-

stantinople. Originally an outcome of her rivalry with the

Ilabsburgs, that ascendancy now involved her in prolonged

antagonisni to the ambitions of Russia. It was to France,

then, that Turkey naturally looked for guidance and support,

as did Fbland and Sweden.

Retween England and Russia there had as yet arisen no

occasion of conflict, but England, if a friend, was a distant

one. Prussia had hardly as yet attained the position of

a second-class Power, though she was on the eve of attaining

something more ; Austria, therefore, was the only great

Power upon whose friendship Russia, in pursuit of her Near

Eastern policy, could at all confidently rely. The Habsbiirgs

had been fighting the Turks for two centuries
;
the centre of

gravity of their political system was still in Vienna
;
the ideas

of Pan-Slavism and Pan-Germanism were yet unborn ;
the con-

flict between them was still in the distant future. To Austria,

therefore, Russia now turned, and, in 1726, concluded with

her a close alliance which, with occasional and brief inter-

ruptions, endured for more than a century, and proved of

incomparable advantage to Russia.

Ten years later the long period of patient preparation,

military and diplomatic, came to an end, and Russia plunged

into war with Turkey. The trouble began, as it so often did,

in Poland. In 1732 France offered her friendship to Russia

on condition that the latter would support the candidature

1 Not that France refrained from war. Far otherwise. But (i) the

energies of France were largely diverted to India and North America;
and (ii) her arms were by no means so potent as under Louis XIV.
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of Stanislaus Leczynski, the father-in-law of Louis XV.
Osterman, the brilliant minister of the Tsarina Anne, declined

the offer, and agreed to support the Saxon candidate, who
afterwards became king as Augustus III. France then

turned to Turkey, and reminded the Porte that it was by

treaty bound to safeguard the independence of Poland, now
menaced by the interference of Russia and Austria. The so-

called War of the Polish Succession broke out in 1733. Two
yeare later Russia declared war upon the Porte, and, in 1736,

Azov was recaptured
;
the whole of the Crimea was overrun

by Russian troops, and Bagchaserai, the capital of the Tartar

khan of the Crimea, was destroyed. The Russian triumph

was complete, but it was purchased at enormous cost.

Austria then offered her mediation, and Russia agreed to

aecept it—on terms. She demanded, as the price of peace,

the whole of the territory encircling the Black Sea* between

the Caucasus and the Danube
; she required the Porte to

acknowledge the independence of the frontier provinces of

Moldavia and Wallachia under the suzerainty and protection

of Russia
;
and she insisted that Russian ships should be

free to navigate the Black Sea and to pass into and from

the Mediterranean through the narrow straits. Austria’s

disinterested friendship was to be rewarded by the acquisition

of Novi-Bazar and a further slice of Wallachia.

The Porte naturally refused these exorbitant demands,

and Austria conseipiently marched an army into Serbia and

captured Nish. Encouraged by the Marquis de Villeneuve,

the French ambassador at Constantinople, the Turks then

took the offensive, marched down the Morava valley, captured

Orsova, and besieged Belgrade. Outside Belgrade Villeneuve

himself joined them, promptly opened direct negotiations

with the Austrian general, Neipperg, and on September 1,

1739, the Treaty of Belgrade w*as signed.

Austria agreed to abandon all the acquisitions which had The

been secured to her in the last war by the brilliant strategy

of Prince Eugene of Savoy. She restored Belgrade and (
1739 ).

Orsova and Sabaez to the Porte^ and evacuated Serbia and

Little Wallachia.

The news of the signature of this astonishing treaty came
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as a bitter surprise to Marshal Miinnich, the commander of the

Russian forces. The Russian part in the campaign had been

as successful as that of Austria had been the reverse. The

Russians had captured the great fortress of Oczakov in 1738,

that of Choezim, on the Dniester, in 1739, and ten days after

Austria had signed a separate peace at Belgrade they crossed

the Pruth and entered the Moldavian capital. But, deserted

by their ally, they had no option but to conclude a peace on

the best terms they could. They recovered Azov, but only on

condition that the fortifications wci’e destroyed, and that the

district immediately surrounding it should be cleared of all

works
;
they were to be allowed to trade on the Sea of Azov

and the Black Sea, provided, however, that all their goods

were carried in Turkish vessels.

nie Treaties of Belgrade were a grievous disappoint-

ment to* the Russians, a humiliation for Austria, a notable

success fijr the Turks, but, above all, a brilliant triumph for

the diplomacy of France. French historians may well exalt

the skill of the Marquis de Villencuve. It cannot be denied.

They may well derive legitimate satisfaction from the testi-

mony aftbrded by these treaties to the prestige of France,

and to her controlling influence upon the politics of the Near

East. But these things are insufficient, by themselves, to

account for the astonishing surrender of Austria. The
explanation is to be found in the consuming anxiety of the

Emperor Charles VI, now nearing his end, to secure for his

daughter, Maria Tiieresia, the succession to the hereditary

dominions of his house, and for her husband the crown of

the Holy Roman Empire. But whatever the explanation

may be, the fact remains that the intervention of France had

obtained for the Ottoman Ernjure a respite on the side of

Russia, and a signal revenge uj)on Austria.

Cardinal Alberoni might mitigate the tedium of political

exile by drafting schemes for the partition of the Ottoman

Empire. But Montesquieu diagnosed the situation with

a shrewdei’ eye :
‘ L’Empire des Turcs est present k peu

prbs dans le rneme degrb„de foiblesse ou dtoit autrement

celui des Grecs
;
mais il subsistera longtemps. Car si quel-

que prince que ce ffit mettoit cet empire en peril en pour-
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suivant ses conqu^tes les trois puissances commer9antes de

I’Europe connoissent trop leur affaires pour n’en pas prendre

la defense sur-le-champ.’ ’ As regards England, Montesquieu,

writing in 1734, was considerably ahead of his time ;
but his

words made an obvious impression upon the younger Pitt,

who referred to them in the House of Commons, when, in

1791, he vainly attempted to excite alarm on the subject of

Russia’s progress in South-Eastern Europe, There was no

need to excite it among French statesmen. Jealousy of

Russia’s influeiice in the Near East had long since become

one of the fixed motives of French diplomacy, France was

definitely committed to the defence of the integrity and

independence of the Ottoman Eiiqure many years before that

famous phrase had ever been heard^n England,

Nor are the reasons far to seek. Apart from the secular

rivalry V)ctween France and the Habsburgs
;
apart’ from all

questions of balance of power, Franee was vitally interested,

from commercial considerations, in the Near East, French

trade with the Levant was, for those times, on a most imposing

scale, ‘En mati^rc de commei'ce,’ as a French historian

has put it, ‘ rOrient nous reudait tons les services d’unc

vaste et florissante colonie.’ ^ The Capitidations originally

conceded to France by Suleiman in 1535^ had been renewed

in 11581, 1597, and 1004.

It was natural after the signal service rendered by Vil-

leneuve to the Ottoman Empire that the (Japitnlationa

should have been re-cnacted with special formality and par-

ticularity, and should have been extended in several important

directions. Extraordinary and exclusive privileges were,

in 1740, conferred upon French traders in the Ottoman

dominions, and special rights were granted to Latin monks

in the Holy Land, to French pilgrims, and in general to

Roman Catholics throughout Ihe Turkish Empire.* It* was

to these Capitulatiom that Napoleon III appealed when, on

^ Grandeur et Decadence des Komains, cliap. 23.

^ M. Vandal, ap. Ilistoire Generate^ vii. 145.

^ 8ee supra, p. 83. *•

4 Tho text will be found in Albin, Les Graiids Traites politiqnes^

pp. 128 sqq.
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the eve of the Crimean War, he attempted to reinstate Latin

monks in the guardianship of the Holy places in Palestine,

§ 2. Fbom the Treaty op Belgrade to the Treaty
OF Kutschuk-Kainardji, 1739-74

To France, then, the Ottoman Empire owed the new lease

of life which it obtained in 1739. The actual duration of the

lease was about thirty years, and it was the action of France

which at the close of that period determined jjt.

During the interval the Porte was relieved of all pressure

on the side either of Russia or of Austria-Hungary. Like

the rest of the Great Powers they were preoccupied with

other matters. Between 1740 and 1763 two great questions

were in the balance : first, whether Austria or Prussia was

to be thtj dominant power in Germany
;
secondly, whether

France or England was to be supreme in India and North

America.

The death of Frederick William I of Prussia in May, 1740,

followed in October by that of the Emperor Charles VI,

opened a new chapter in German history—a chapter that

was not finally closed until, in 1866, on the fateful field of

Koniggriitz (Sadowa), the question of German hegemony was

set at rest for ever. Almost simultaneously there opened

in India and in America, between England and France,

or rather, between England and the French and Spanish

Bourbons, the war which was destined to determine the

future of a great part of the world. Hardly was Frederick

the Great seated on the Prussian throne when he snatched

the Silesian duchies out of tlse hands of Maria Theresia.

Great Britain supported Maria Theresia
; France was on the

side of Frederick. The Peace of Ai.x-la-Chapelle (1748) left

Frederick in possession of Siltsia, while France and England

restored the conquests they had respectively made in India

and North America.

Between the conclusion of the so-called War of the Austrian

Succession in 1748 and the renewal of war in 1756 there was
a curious reversal of alliances. The rivalry of Austria and
Prussia on the one hand, and of I ranee and England on the
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other, remained unchanged and unabated. But Frederick

reluctantly joined England on the question of the neutraliza-

tion of Hanover, and thus France was compelled to accept

the proffered friendship of Austria. The detachment of

France from Prussia was a conspicuous triumph for the

diplomacy of the Austrian minister, Kaunitz
;
the wisdom

of the change from the French point of view is much more

questionable. It might have been argued that, on a long

view, it could not be to the interest of France to contribute

towards the aggrandizement of the Hohenzollern. But such

an argument would, in 1756, have implied unusual prescience.

The point which impressed itself upon contemporaries was

that France surrendered in an instapt the influence which for

two hundred years she had exercised in Poland and at Con-

stantinople. For friendship w'ith Austria involved alliance

with Russia.

The significance of this fact, obvious enough during the I'ho

Seven Years’ War, became much more startlingly apparent,

when, after 1763, the attention of the Eastern Powers was

concentrated upon I’oland. In 1762 one of the ablest rulers

that ever sat upon a European throne succeeded to that of

Russia. Catherine H did not lose a moment in picking up
the thi’cads of the ambitious foreign policy initiated by

Peter the Great.

Marshal Miinnich, the hero of the last Tiu’kish War, used Policy of

all his influence wdth the young Tsarina to induce her CitUcnno

promptly to espouse the cause of the Greeks and Slavs in the

Ottoman Empire. In the war of 1736 Miinnich had assured

the Tsarina Anne that Greeks, Slavs, and Roumanians alike

looked to her not only as their protectress but as their

legitimate sovereign
;

he had begged to bo allowed to

take advantage of their enthusiasm for the Russian cause,

and to carry the war to the gates of Constantinople. The
signatui’e of the Treaty of Belgrade had for the moment
interrupted his plans, but he no>v urged the same policy upon

Catherine II.

No scheme of foreign policy wa» too grandiose to command
the assent of the Tsarina^ but she thought it prudent to

secure at least one trustworthy ally. France had been
081 K
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compelled, by her alliance Avitli Austria, to surrender her

interests at Warsaw and Constantinople. But the divergence

from the traditional path ofFrench policy was only temporary

;

France, therefore, had to be reckoned as an opponent.

Great Britain, though friendly enough to Russia, had already

acquired the reputation of fickleness in diplomacy, and

Catherine preferred a power whose interests were more
definitely compatible, if not identical, with her own. That

could not be said of Austria, and Catherine, therefore, turned

to Frederick of Prussia.

The accession of the Tsar Peter 111 in 1762 had saved

Frederick II at the most critical moment of the Seven Years’

War, and, indeed, of his w'hole career, ( 'atherinc II was not

at all unwilling to trade upon the g(jod will acquired by her

unfortunate husband. Prussia had no interests which could

by any possibility conflict w ith her ow n in the Balkan penin-

sula, and their interests in Poland weie, up to a point,

identical.

Augustus III, the Saxon King of Poland, died on October 5,

1763, and it became immediately necessary to look out for

a successor. A group of Polish patriots, led by the Czar-

toryskis, were anxious to seize the opportunity of effecting

a radical reform of ‘ the most misei-able constitution that

ever enfeebled and demoralized a nation ’. In particular

they desired to make the crown hereditary, and to abolish

the ridiculous privilege—the libermit veto—which permitted

any single noble to veto legislation and obstruct reform. But
the last thing desired either by Frederick or by Catherine

was a reform of the Polish Constitution. They accordingly

intervened to perpetuate the prevailing anarchy, and in April,

1764, agreed to procure the election to the Polish throne

of Stanislas Poniatowski, a Polish nobleman of blemished

reputation and irresolute character, and one of the discarded

lovers of the Russian Empress. Stanislas was duly seated on

the throne, and in 1768 a Diet, elected under the influence

of a Russian army of occupation, declared the liberum veto

and other intolerable abuses to be integral, essential, and

irrevocable parts of the Polish Constitution, and placed that

Constitution under the guarantee of Russia.
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The Polish patriots made one more effort to escape from

the toils of their ambitions neighbours, and formed the

Confederation of Bar. The object of the Confederation was

to put an end to Russian domination and to restore the

supremacy of Roman Catholicism. Austria and France

cordially supported the patriots. France, indeed, would

gladly have done more, but crippled, both in a military and

in a financial sense, liy the prolonged and unsuccessful war

with England, she was compelled to rely entirely upon diplo-

matic methods.

Choiseul had returned to power in 17G6 eager for revenge Turkey

upon England. As a preliminary to that revenge Fi'ance

must, however, I'ecover her positiow upon the Continent, and

for that purpose Choiseul tried to cement the recent alliance

with Austria, and to renew the ancient ties of Frjince with

Sweden, Poland, and, above all, with the Ottoman Empire.

To Vergennes, the French ajnbassador at Constantinople, he

wrote :
‘ We must at all costs break the chain fastened upon

the ivorld by Russia. . . . The Ottoman Empire is the best

instrument for doing it, and most interested in the success

of the operation. True, the Turks are hopelessly degenerate,

and the attempt ^vill probably be fatal to them, but that does

not concern us so long as ive attain our objects.’

The immediate objects of French diplomacy w ere to rescue

Poland from the grip of Catherine II and Frederick 11, and

to arrest the pi-ogress of Russian propaganda in the Balkans.

Catherine’s pact with the King of Prussia (17G4) had pro- Russia
,

vided for common action at Constantinople with a view to

averting Turkish intervention in Poland. The simplest way
to effect this end was to keep the Turks busy at home.

Accordingly, throughout the years 17G5-7, Russian agents

were constantly at work in Grfiece, Crete, Bosnia, and Monte-

negro. Both Greeks and Slavs were led to believe that the day

of their deliverance was at hand
;
that the ancient prophecy

that ‘ the Turkish Empire would one day be destroyed

by a fair-haired people’ was at last about to be fulfilled.

Vergennes, on his part, lost no opportunity of emphasizing

the significance of the fcniient among the subject peoples, and
of urging upon the Porte the necessity of a counter-attack.
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A pretext was found in the violation of Turkish territory

by Russian troops tvho had pursued some fugitive Poles into

Tartary. Accordingly, in 1768, the Porte demanded that the

Russian troops should immediately evacuate Poland. Russia

hesitated to comply
;

the Porte declared war (October 6),

and, on the advice of Vergennes, issued a manifesto to the

Powers. The Sidtan, so it ran, had been compelled to take

up arms against Russia in defence of the liberties of Poland,

grievously compromised by the recent action of the Empress

Catherin'e :
‘ she had forced u})on the Poles a king who was

neither of royal blood nor the elect of the people
;
she had

put to the sword all who had opposed her will and had

pillaged and laid waste their possessions.’ Turkey, in fact,

stood forth as the guardian of international morality and the

champion ,of small nationalities.

‘ War ’, wrote Vergennes, ‘ is declared. I have done my
master’s bidding. I return the, three millions furnished to

me for my work. There was no need of the money.’ * Thus,

as Sorel pithily puts it :
‘ La France essaya de soutenir Ics

conf^d(5res catholiques avee les armes des Musulmans.’

The methods employed by France did not save Poland,

and they brought destruction upon Turkey. The Turkish

attack upon Russia served only to precipitate the [)artition

of Poland. Catherine would much have preferred the main-

tenance of the Hiatus quo in Poland. Attacked on the flank

by Turkey she was the more disi)oscd to listen to the voice

of the Prussian tenq)ter. Frederick was profoundly impressed

by the rapid development of Russia, and he dreaded in

particular a renewal of that alliance between Russia, Austria,

and France, which had so nearly proved fatal to IVussia

in the Seven Years’ War. IIow was he to retain the friend-

ship* of Russia
;
to remove frpm /Austria the temptation to

fling herself into the arms of cither Russia or of France, and

at the same time avert the threatened annihilation of the

Ottoman Empire ? Of these objects the last was not the

least important in Frederick’s eyes. It w^as, in his view,

entirely oi)posed to the inrtercsts of Prussia that Turkey

^ Sore], La Qaestloii eVOrumt an dix-ltuiUhine SucL, chap. ii.
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should be wiped out of the map of Europe, for circumstances

might well render her a valuable counterpoise against the

designs either of Russia or of Austriji.^ The problem was by

no means simple, ^but the solution of it was found, for the

time being, in the partition of Poland.

Early in 1769 that partition was informally suggested by

Frederick to his ally at St. Petersburg. Almost simultaneously,

Austria, alarmed by tlie outbreak of war between Russia and

Turkey on her immediate frontier, deemed it prudent to

reoccupy the.coimty of Zips which had been mortgaged by

Hungary to Poland in 1412. Maria Theresia was probably

perfectly sincere when, two years later, she protested un-

alterable friendship for Poland, and repudiated the idea of

partition. Nevertheless, the seizure of Zips had its place in

the coil whicdi was winding itself round the devoted kingdom.

In 1772 the first partition was accomplished, itnd Maria

Theresa accepted her share of the spoil.

Meanwhile, things were going badlv for the Turks. In Russo-

1769 a Turkish army was surprised on tlie Dniester, and fled
°

in panic before the Russians, who then occupied Jassy and (1769-74)

Rucharcst.

In 1770, Catherine IT, relying upon the reports of discon- Russia

tent among the sulycct populations in the Balkans, and

l)articularly among the Greeks, made a determined effort to

rouse them to insurrection against the Sultan. A Russian

fleet, under the command of Admiral Elphinstone, formerly

in the English service, issued from the Baltic and made its

way round to the Mediterranean. Choiscul wished to arrest

its progress, and in no other way could France have rendered

so signal a service to her Turkish allies. But England firmly

intimated to both France and Spain that any attempt to

arrest the jirogrcss of the Russian fleet would be regarded as

a cama helll, and it was permitted, therefore, to go on its

way unmolested.

In the Mediterranean, Alexis Orloff, one of the murderers

of Peter HI, assumed the supremo command, and made a

descent upon the coasts of the RJorea. Great excitement was

1 Frederick II M^moircs, vi, p. 2d, ap. Sorel, op. cit., p. 40.
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aroused among the Greeks in the Morea, and it extended

to the Serbs and even to the Roumanians. The hour of

their deliverance appeared to Ihj at hand. But the Russian

scheme miscarried. Orloff, with a small force, attacked

Tripoli tza, but was badly supported by the Greeks, and

fell back before the Turks. The latter exacted a terrible

vengeance from the unhappy Greeks, both in the Morea and

in the islands of the Archipelago, and the Greeks, disillusioned

and disappointed, cursed the fickle allies who had first roused

them to rebellion and had then abandoned them to their

fate.

Meanwhile Orloff, aided by some luck and still more by the

English officers under his command, won a notable success at

sea. He attacked the I’urkish fleet near Chios, inflicted

heavy losses upon them, and compelled them to take refuge

in the harbour of Tcliesme. Elphinstone then suggested

a brilliant mana'uvrc. The whole Turkish fleet, cooped up

in harbour, was destroyed by a fireship, almost without

another shot. Elphinstone was anxious to follow^ up the

victory by an immediate attack upon Constantinople
;
but

Orloff delayed, and though the English admiral took a few

ships with him to the Daidanelles, no decisive operations

could be attempted, (yonstantinople was (piickly put in

a posture of defence, and Orloff contented himself with the

seizure of some of the islands in the Levant. But although

the greater prize was denied to the English admiral, the

appearance of a Russian fleet in the Mediterranean and the

damage inflicted upon the Turkish navy created an immense

sensation not mei'cly in the Ottoman Empire but throughout

the world. It seemed to presage the final overthrow of the

power of the Turks.

Nor were the disasters at sea redeemed by success on land.

The Crimea was compiered by Russia
;
the 'J'urkish foi’tresses

on the Dniestei' and the Danube fell one after another before

the Russian assault; and l>efore the end of 1771 Catherine

was in undisputed occupation of Moldavia and Wallachia.

Meanwhile Austria, seri(m,sly alarmed by the rapid success

of Russia, had, on July (1, 1771, signed a secret treaty with

Turkey. If the Russians crossed the Danube Austria under-
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took to march an army to the assistance of the Sultan. An
intimation to this effect Avas sent to St Petersburg and

Berlin. Frederick was gravely perturbed by the news. In

two interviews with Joseph II in 1769 and 1770 at Neisse

and Neustadt respectively he had brought the emperor over

to his views on the Polish question. The whole scheme

would be ruined if war were now to break out between

Russia and Austria. But the partition itself, if pi’omptly

effected, seemed to offer a way out of the Balkan difficulty.

Negotiations i^ere hastily resumed, and in 1772 the partition

was finally agreed iqion. Catherine consented to surrender

her conquests on the Pruth and the Danube in return for

a large slice of Poland
;
Turkey was saved from disriqition,

and war between Russia and Austria was averted.

The Russo-Turkish War still dragged on, but although

Catherine continued to win victories in the field,* she was

disposed towards ])eace by the outbreak of a formidable

insurrection among the C’osAacks of the Don, and in July,

1774, the Treaty of Kutschuk-Kainardji was signed.^

Of the many treaties concluded during the last two cen- Treaty of

turies between Russia and Turkey this is the most funda-

mental and the most far-reaching. A distinguished jurist Kainaidji,

has indeed assertetl that all the gi’eat treaties executed

by the ttvo Powers during the next half century were but

commentaries upon this text. Its provisions, therefore,

<leinand close investigation. Apart from those of secondary

or tenqiorary importance three questions of pre-eminent

significance are involved.

Russia restored to the Porte most of the territories she («) Terri-

had recently occiq)icd ; Bessarabia, Moldavia, Wallachia, and
justrnents

the islands of the Archipelago
;
but only, as we shall see, on aiyl the

condition of better treatment. For herself Russia was to

retain Azov, Jenikale, and Kerlsch, with the districts adja'cent

thereto
;
also Kinburn at the mouth of the Dnieper, and,

provided the assent of the Khan of Tartary could be obtained,

the two Kabardas. By these acquisitions Russia obtained

‘ An admirable commentary npou tlfis most important treaty, together

with the full text, will bo fouijd in llollaiuTs Treatu Belatio7is between

Itnusia and Turkey.
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for the first time a firm grip upon the northern shore of the

Black Sea
;
she controlled the straits between the Sea of

Azov and the Black Sea
;
while the possession of the two

Kabardas gave her a footing on the eastern shore. The

'fartars to the east of the Bug were at the same time de-

clared independent of the Porte, except in ecclesiastical

matters—a further blow to the position of the Turks on the

Buxine. Thus Turkish territory, instead of encircling the

Black Sea, Avas henceforward to be bounded on the north-

east by the river Bug. To develop her trade, Russia

was to be alloAved to establish consuls and vice-consuls

wherever she might think fit
;
she Avas to have the right

of free commercial navigation in the Black Sea
;
and the

subjects of the Tsarina were to be allowed to trade in the

Uttoman dominions ‘ by land as Avell as by Avater and upon

the Dainfoe in their ships . . . Avith all the same privileges

and advantages as are enjoyed by the most friendly nations

whom the Sublime Porte favoin's most in trade, such as the

French and English. Reciprocal advantages Avere granted

to Ottoman subjects in Russia ’. (Art. xi.)

Not less significant Avas the diplomatic footing Avhich

Russia obtained in Constantinople. Henceforward Russia

Avas to be represented at tlie Porte by a permanent Embassy
;

she Avas to have the right to erect, in addition to her

UAinister’s private chapel, ‘ a public church of the Creek

ritual’, Avhich Avas to be under the pi’otcction of the Russian

minister. The Porte further agi-eed to permit Russian

subjects, ‘ as Avell laymen as ecclesiastics’, to make pilgrimages

to Jerusalem and other Holy places, and the Sultan under-

took ‘ to protect constantly the Christian religion and its

churches ’. The Porte also alloAA cd ‘ the ministci’s of the

impei’ial court of Russia to make, upoii all (Accasions, repre-

sentations as Avell in favour of tlfe ncAv cliurch at Constantinople

as on behalf of its officiating ministers, promising to take such

representations into due consideration as being made by

a confidential functionary of a neighbouring and sincerely

friendly poAver ’.

The clauses (Articles xii and xiv) in Avhich these terms Avere

embodied deserve the closest scrutiny, for upon them Avere
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founded the claims to a formal protectorate over the Greek

Christians put forward by Russia on the eve of the Crimean

War.' Lord Clarendon then declared that the interpreta-

tion which Russia sought to place upon these clauses was

inadmissible. But however ambiguous, perhaps studiously

ambiguous, they may have been, it cannot be denied that

the provisions which defined the relations of Russia to the

Greeks^ in Turkey registered a signal triumph for Russian

diplomacy. Thugut, who was then Austrian minister at

Constantinople, truly described the whole treaty as ‘un

module d’habiletd de la part dcs diplomates russes, ct un rare

cxcmple d’imbecillit^ dc la part des mSgociatcurs turcs

In regard to the territories lately occupied by Russia and («) The

now restored to the Ottoman Empire the stipulations were

even more specific. The Danubian principalities, the islands palities,

of the Archipelago, and the provinces of Georgia hnd Min-

grelia were restored only on condition of better government

in general, and of particular ilrivileges in regard to ‘ monetary

taxes’, to diplomatic representation, and above all to religion.

The Porte (Arts, xvi, xvii, and xxiii) definitely promised ‘ to

obstruct in no manner whatsoever the free exercise of the

Christian religion, and to interiiose no obstacle to the erection

of neiv Churches and to the repairing of old ones ’.

From these stipulations Russian publicists have deduced,

and not unnaturally, a general right of interference in the

domestic concerns of the Ottoman Empire. ‘De Ik,’ as

M. Sorel says, ‘ pour la Russie rohllgation de s’immiscer dans

les afi’aires intdrieures de la Turquie, chaque fois que les

interCts des chretiens I’exige.’
‘

Such was the famous Treaty of Kutschuk-Kainardji : not

the term but the real starting-point of Russian progress in

the Near East.

The next step toward the dis*membermont of the Ottoman The

Empire w'as taken, however, not by Russia but by Austria.

^ /n/m, cliap. X.

It must not be forgotten that the term (Ireek at that time included all

non-!lMussulnians in Turkey. Creed not*i\acc ^vas the differentia.

Sorel, op, cit, p. 263.

^ Op, cit,^ p. 262.
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The Turks, declared Kaunitz, thoroughly deserved their

misfortunes, Jis much by their feebleness in war as by their

‘ lack of confidence in those Powers which, like Austria, were

disposed to help them out of their difficulties’. Austria’s

method of doing this was characteristic. She was far from

satisfied with her share, though in point of population and

extent of territory it was the giant’s share, in the partition of

Poland. Accordingly, directly after the conclusion of the

Treaty of Kainardji, she helped herself to the Bukovina

;

and the Turks were constrained to acquiesc®. The formal

treaty of cession was signed on May V, 177.5. Thus by

a simple act of brigandage Austria obtained, in territory, far

more than Russia had acquired by a prolonged and strenuous

war. Nor did she gain* only in territory. The acquisition

of the Bukovina forged a fresh link in the chain of friend*

ship between Vienna and St. Petersburg.

§ 3. AusTRo-litJssiAN Alliance, 1775-92

Catherine That friendship became even more intimate after the

J^oseph II 1780, of Maria Theresia. The Emjicror .loseph 11

succumbed entirely to the seductive and dominating person-

ality of the Tsarina Catherine, and cordially supported her

ambitious policy in the Near East.

Catherine was, in respect of that policy, in direct apostoli-

cal succession to Peter the Croat. It is a suspicious tact

that the FoUtical Testament of Peter the Great was first

published in Paris at the moment when Napoleon, in prepara-

tion for his expedition to Moscow, was anxious to alienate

sympathy from and excite alarm against the ‘ colossus

of the north ’. That famous document was probably an

apocryphal forgery, but there can be no question that it

accilrately rei)resented the trend and tradition of Russian

l)olicy in the eighteenth century. Constantinople was clearly

indicateil as the goal of Riussian ambition. The Turks were

to be driven out of Europe by the help of Austria
;
a good

understanding was to be maintained with England
;
and every

effort was to be made to accelerate the dissolution of Persia

and to secure the Indian trade* Whether inherited or
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original these were the principles which for nearly forty

years insiiired the policy of Peter the Great’s most brilliant

successor on the Russian throne.

To the realization^ of Catherine’s dreams one thing was Russo- ,

indispensable—the cordial support of the Habsburg emperor,

One or two personal interviews sufficed to secure it, and in

June, 1781, an agreement between the two sovereigns was

embodied in private correspondence. A technical question

of precedence alone prevented a more formal engagement.

Catherine and .Joseph were thus mutually pledged to sypport

each other in the Near East.

In September, 1782, the Tsarina laid before her ally a C;

specific plan for the comi)lete reconstruction of the map of™
the Balkan j)eninsula, and the lands, s*eas, and islands adjacent

thereto.

The governing presupi)osition of the whole scheme*was the

expulsion of the Ottoman Turks from all their lMiroi)ean terri-

tories. Once the Tui’ks were e’xpclled, partition would not be

difficult. The direct ac<iuisitions of Russia were conceived

on a moderate scale ; she was to get only Oczakov and the

territor}', known as Lesser Tartary, which lay between the

Bug and the Dniester, with the addition of a coiqJe of the

Aegean islands to be utilized as naval bases. Moldavia,

including Bessarabia, and W’allachia Averc to be erected into

the independent kingdom of Dacia, and a crown was in this

way to be pi’ovidcd for Catherine’s favourite and minister,

Potemkin. Austria’s share of the spoil was to consist of

Serbia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Dalmatia, Avhile Venice was

to be compensated for the loss of Dalmatia by the acquisition

of the Morea, Cyprus, and (Jrete. Catherine did not apparently

apprehend any opposition except from France, and that was to

be averted by a timely ofi’er of fjgypt and Sj ria. The crmvn-

ing feature of this wonderfully comprehensive scheme lemains

to be disclosed. The Greek Empire, with Constantinople

itself, Thrace, Macedonia, Bulgaria, northern Greece, and

Albania was to be reserved for Catherine’s second grand-

son. The boy, with sagacious prescience, had been christened

Constantine
;
he was always dressed in the Greek mode, sur-

rounded by Gi'cek nurses, and instructed in the tongue of his
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future subjects. Tliat no detail might be lacking which fore-

sight could devise, a medal had already been struck, on one

side of which was a representation of the young prince’s head,

and on the other an allegorical device indicating the coming

ti iumx)h of the Cross over the Crescent. Against the possible

union of the Creek and Russian Empires the Tsarina was

prepared to offer ample guarantees.

Catherine’s proposals were not entirely to .Joseph’s liking.

To a modern critic the most curious and significant feature of

the scheme is the total lack ofany recognition of the nationality

principle
;
the complete absence of any consideration for the

likes and dislikes, the affinities and rcpidsions, of the peoples

immediately concerned. That was, however, the way of the

eighteenth century, and no criticism on that score was to be

expected from the Ilabsburg emperor. Joseph’s objection

was of auothei' kind. Ilis own share was insufficient. He
wanted not only Dalmatia but istria, not only Herbia but

Little Wallaehia
;
nor did it ifiease him that the rest of the

Danubian principalities should be torn from the Ottoman

Empire only to pass into the control of Russia. But these

More, relatively, details, and M'ei’e not sufficient to cause a

breach of the friendship existing between the aiigust allies.

Aniiexa- The grandiose scheme of 17(S2 Mas not destined to re.aliza-

tion. But in the fV)lloM'ing year t^itherine resolved to put an

end immediately to an embarrassing situation in the Crimea.

By the Treaty of Kainardji the Porte had been deprived of

,
its suzerainty over the Tartars in political affairs, though

the Khalital authority of the Saltan remained inviolate.

Difficulties naturally arose from this contradictory arrange-

ment, and in 177!) a Conrenllon (-xplkatim defined the

Turkish supremacy over the J'artars as purely si)iritual.

This virtually meant that political supremacy was transferred

to Russia, and in 1783 Catlierine resolved any I’cmaining

ambiguity by annexing the khanate of the Crimea. The

administration of the new Russian pi’ovince Mas confided to

Potemkin, and, thanks to his energy, was rapidly transformed

by Russian engineers and cultivators
;

it began to bristle

with fortresses and arsenals, and to yield a rich harvest of

agricultural produce.
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In 1787 the Tsarina, accomjianied by the Emperor Joseph, Cathe-

made a magnificent progress through her new dominions.

She sailed down the Dnieper to Kherson, where she passed in the

under a triumphal avch bearing the inscription, ‘The Way
to Byzantium

; she had the more solid satisfaction of

witnessing, in company with her ally and the ambassadors

of the Great Powers, the launch of three battleships from the

newly constructed dockyard
;
and then from Kherson she

passed on to the Crimea, where she inspected Potemkin’s

croAvning achie’.»ement, the new naval arsenal of Seva-stopol.

There Avas a touch of the theatrical, not to say the melo-

dramatic, in the Avholc proceedings, but they did not lack

real substance and significance.

It Avas not to be expected that the Porte Avould vicAV Avith Attitudo

unconcei’ii the rapid strides Avhich Russia Avas making toAvards

supremacy in the Black Sea : the annexation of the '^artars
;

the fortification of the Crimea ; the economic development

of the southeni provinces
;
aliove all, the striking progress

of Russian sca-poAver. Sebastopol Avas Avithin tAvo days’

sail of Constantinople
;
Varna, Avherc Catherine had insisted

upon establishing a consulate, aa'us Avithin 120 miles of

it. Moreover, Russian agents had been busy of late in

stirring up discontent among the Greeks, Slavs, and Rou-

manians
;
they had even extended their intilgucs to Egypt.

Sultan Abdul Hamid had, therefore, ample ground for

disquietude.

Disquietude gave [dace to indignation Avhen Catherine *

formulated her immediate demands. The Sultan was re-

quired to renounce his sovereignty over Georgia, to surrender

Bessarabia to Russia, and to permit the establishment of

hereditary governoi’s in Moldavia and AVallachia. The cup of .

Abdul Hamid’s anger Avas uoav full. He had already issued

a manly manifesto to the true believers, calling attention

to the treacherous advance of Russia, and in particular to the

seizure of the Crimea in time of peace. He uoav demanded

its immediate restoration, and folloAved up the demand by

a declaration of Avar against Russifi (August, 1787).

As to the Avisdom of this moA'c there are diversities of Turkey

opinion among modern la-itics. Professor Lodge attributes iqlssia.
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the action of the Sultan to ‘passion rather than policy’.^

Dr. Holland Rose sees in it a ‘skilful niove’,^ in view of the

reasonable probability that Prussia and Sweden would come

to the assistance of the I’orte. Catherine herself was deeply

chagrined, and attributed the bold action of the Sultan to the

perfidious encouragement of Pitt. For this suspicion there

was not, as we shall sec, a scintilla of justification.

Faithful to his alliance Joscidi 1 1 declared war against the

Sultan in Fcbruai’y, 1788, but the Austrians contributed little

to the success of the campaign. Not that <:he Turks were

making much of it. In October, 1788, Suvarolf, the Russian

veteran, beat off" with gi’cat loss a Turkish attack on Kinburn,

the fortress which conl'ronted Oczakov and commanded the

estuary of the Dnieper and the Rug. ( ‘atherine, however,

was on her side compelled to withdraw a (•onsideralde portion

of her forces in order to repel the advance of Gustavus HI of

Sweden upon St. Petersburg. The Swedish attack, like that

of the Turks, was set down by Catherine to English diplomacy.

‘ As Mr. Ifitt ’, said the Tsarina, ‘ wishes to chase me fi'om

St. Petersburg, I hope he Avill alloAv me to take refuge at

Constantinople.’ There is no more ground for the one

insinuation than for the other. Nevertheless, it cannot be

denied that from the Turkish point of vicAv the intervention

of Gustavus Avas exceedingly ojAportune. It probably saved

the Ottoman Em[)ire from immediate annihilation.

Gustavus could not, hoAvever, secure the Turks from all

damage. Before the close of the yeai’ 1788 Potemkin had

made himself master of the great fortress of Oczakov and the

surrounding district, and in 1789 the Austrians, after taking

Belgrade and Semendria, made an incursion into Bosnia.

The days Averc, howcvci’, draAving to a close Avhen a Avar

between the Ottoman Empire and its immediate neighbours

could be regarded as a matter of concern only to the belli-

gerents. It had never been so regarded by France, and the

ablest ministers of the last period of the Ancieii Regime,

Choiseul, for examjAle, and Vergennes, were entirely faithful

to the traditions of French diplomacy in the Near East.

1 Ap. Cambridge Modern History^ viii. 310.

- Fitt and the National Revival^ p. 48H.
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Brandeiibiirg-Prussia cannot be said to have had a diplo-

matic system before the eighteenth century, while England

had so far been curiously unconcerned as to the develop-

ment of events in
,
Eastern Europe. But the period of .

acquiescence was nearly at an end. A new phase of the

Eastern Question was clearly opening.

The Triple Alliance concluded, in 1788, between Great Tlio

Britain, Prussia, and the United Provinces was not concerned ^Umnce
primarily with the affairs of the Near East. But among its

objects was th^t of holding in check the ambitious designs

of Russia and Austria in that direction. Prussia, in particular,

was anxious to use the machinery of the alliance for sustain-

ing the resistance of the Turks to the aggressions of their

neighbours. Nf)t that Pru.ssia’s policy in the matter w'as

free from ambiguity and vacillation. In May, 1789, the

Prussian minister, Ilerzberg, propounded an ambitious project

by wdiich Prussia was to secure her heart’s desire, Danzig

and Thorn. Poland was to be compensated by the recovery

of Galicia from Austria, while the latter was to be permitted

to add Moldavia and Wallachia to Transylvania and the

Bukovina.

Pitt, however, had not formed the Triple Alliance to further England

the ambitions of Prussia, but to save Belgium from France,

and above all to pi’escrvc the peace of Europe. He frowned, (ixiestion.

therefore, upon jiroposals which were likely to provoke

a general European war. He willingly combined with

Prussia in bringing effective pressure to bear upon Denmark, >

wiicn the latter, at the bidding of the Tsarina Catherine,

attacked Gustavus III of Hiveden. But only very gradually

and reluctantly was he driven to the conviction that it was

incumbent upon Great Britain to offer more direct resistance

to the advance of Russia in South-Eastern Europe.

Hitherto England had not manifested any jealousy tow^ards England

the remarkable progress of Russia. On the contrary, she had

welcomed Russia’s advent into the European polity; politically,

as a possible counterpoise to the dangerous pre-eminence of

France
;
commercially, as an expprter of the raw materials

required for naval construction, and as a considerable importer

of English goods, and of “'colonial produce’ carried to her
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ports in English bottoms. The elder Pitt was a strong

advocate of a Russian alliance. ‘I am quite a Russ,’ he

wrote to Sherburne in 1773 ; ‘I trust the Ottoman will pull

down the House of Bourbon in his fall.’ In regard to

Russia Fox inherited the views of Chatham. He was in

office when Catherine annexed the Crimea and cordially

approved of it, and, like Chatham, he would gladly have

formed a close alliance with Russia and the northern pow'ers.

The younger Pitt was the first English statesman to

appreciate the real and intimate concern of,. Great Britain

in the affairs of the Near East, and to perceive that those

interests might be jeopardized by the dissolution of the

Ottoman Empire, and the access of Russia to Constantinople.

And the truth, as we have seen, dawned only gradually

upon him. So late as 1790 he warned Hevzberg that the

anned mediation which Prussia j^roposed in the interests

of the Porte was outside the scope of the Triple Alliance.*

He did, however, go so far as to press Austria to come to

terms with the Porte and so avoid the tlu*eatcned rupture

with Prussia.

Meanwhile, a combination of events dis])osed the belli-

gerents to peace. In April, 1789, Abdul Hamid I died, and

was succeeded by Selim 111, a ruler who was as feeble and

reactionary as Abdul Hamid had been vigorous and en-

lightened. The death of the Emperor Joseph (February 28,

1790) and the accession of his sagacious brother, Leopold,

gave a new tui'n to Austrian policy. Above all, the develop-

ment of the revolutionaiy movement in France was com-

pelling the strained attention of every monarch and every

government in Europe. In face of this new source of dis-

turbance the emperor and the King of Prussia accommodated

their differences, and in June, 1790, concluded the Convention

of Reichenbach. Prussia surrendered, for the moment, the

hope of acquiring Danzig and Thorn. Leopold agreed to

make peace with the Turks on the basis of the status quo

ante.

Pitt now assumed a firmer tone towards Catherine II. In

November, 1790, he demanded that she should surrender

^ Rose, op, cU., p. 521.
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Oczakov, and in the following March the Cabinet agreed

that an ultimatum should be dispatched to Russia in that

sense. But subsequent debates, both in the House of Lords
and in the Commops, showed that public opinion, as repre-

sented there, was not yet prepared for a reversal of the

traditional policy which had hitherto governed the relations

of Russia and England. On March 28 the king sent a
message to both Houses recommending ‘ some further

augmentation of his naval force’ in view of the failure of

his ministers t-» ‘ effect a pacification between Russia and the

Forte ’. The ministers carried their reply in the Lords by
97 to 34, and in the Commons by 228 to 135. But although

the ministerial majorities were substantial, the votes did not

reflect either the temper of Parliament or the tone of the

debate. Ilai’dly a voice was raised in either House in favour

of Pitt’s proposed demonstration. Lord Fitzwilliam opposed
it on the ground that ‘ no ill consequence was likely to arise

from Russia’s keeping in her hands Oczakov and Akerman ’.

Burke vehemently protested against a demonstration of

friendship or support for ‘ a cruel and wasteful Empire ’ and
a nation of ‘ destructive savages ’. Fox insisted that Russia

was our ‘ natural ally ’, that we had always looked to her to

counterbalance the Bourbons, that we had encouraged her
‘ plans for raising her aggrandisement upon the ruins of

the Turkish Empire ’, that to oppose her progress in the

Black Sea M'ould be sheer madness, and that it would not

hurt us if she emerged into the Mediterranean. Pitt urged

that ‘ the interest which this country had in not suffering

the Russians to make conquests on the coasts of the Black

Sea were of the utmost importance ’, but his reply as a whole
Avas singularly unconvincing and even perfunctory.’ In

regard to the proposed armament Pitt Avisely defended to_ an

unmistakable expression of public opinion, and promptly

1 Hansard, Parliamentar>/ Histoi’y (vol. xxix), for the debates which
are supremely interesting in view ofthe siibseqnent policy ofEngland. It is

noteworthy that Pitt’s speech on this occasion is not included in Hathaway’s
edition of his speeches, and from the critical point of view Hathaway was
right. It is loss remarkable Ijiat it should have been omitted from

Mr. Coupland’s recent edition of the TFar Speeches.
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effected a somewhat fmmiliating but exceedingly prudent

retreat. Catherine II had her way about Oczakov, without

molestation from the English fleet. But it is pertinent to

remark that though Oczakov is now merely an historical

memory, Odessa is not.

In August, 1791, Austria concluded peace with the Porte

at Sistova. Serbia was handed back to Turkey, and the

staUis quo ante was restored. On January 9, 1792, a ‘treaty

of perpetual peace’ was signed by Russia and Turkey at

Jassy. The Treaty of Kainai'dji, the Convention Explicative

of 1779, and the Commercial Treaty of 178.3 were confirmed

;

the Porte I’ccovcrcd Moldavia, but again on condition that

the stipulations contained in the pT’cccding treaties were

fulfilled
;
the Russian frontier was advanced to the Dniester

(Oczakov being thus transferred), and the Porte agreed to

recognize the annexation of the Crimea.

Tlie Treaty of Jassy brings to a close one of the most

important phases in the history of the Eastern Question,

and one of the lengthiest chapters in this book. When it

opened Russia had hai'dly begun to play a part as a European

PoAver
;

the Black Sea Avas a Turkish lake. As it closes,

Russia is firmly entrenched upon the shores of the Euxinc, and

is already looking beyond them. Kherson and Sebastopol have

been transformed into great naval arsenals
;
Kinburn and Oc-

zakov, not to mention Taganrog, Azov, and the Kabardas, fire

secure in Russian keeping. To the north of the Euxine Turkish

territory ends at the Dniester, and the border provinces

betAveen the Dniester and the Danube arc retained only

on sufferance. Upon the lands to the south of the Euxine the

Turkish hold is already loosening. ‘ I came to Russia said

Catherine, ‘ a poor girl
;
Russia has doAvered me richly, but

I have paid her back Avith As^ov, the Crimea, and the Ukraine.’

Proudly spoken, it was less than the truth.

For further reference see chapter iii and Appendix B ; also Sorgo

Goriainow, Lc Bosphore et les Dardanelles (a valuable study in diplomacy

with close reference to the documents)
;
Cardinal Alberoni, Scheme for

reduciiuj the Turkish Empire X^A\^Axm^. 173G); A. Sorel/ia Question
dDrient an xviif siede

;
T. E. Hollancl, Treaty Jielations of Russia and

Turkey (with texts of important treaties)
;
W. E. H. Lecky, History of
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England in the Eighteenth Gentnry\ J. Holland Kose, Fitt and the

National Revival ^
Paganel, Ilistoire de Joseph II; J. F. Bright,

Joseph II; Vandal, Louis XV et Elisabeth de Eussie, Une ambassade

fran^aise en Orient^ La mission de Villeneuve: 11. Waliszewski, Le

roman June impdratXice {Catherine II); A, Ilambaud, History of

Russia.
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NAPOLEON AND THE NEAR EASTERN PROBLEM

‘ Really to ruin England wo must make ourselves masters of Egypt.’—

Napoleon to the Directory, Aug, 10, 1797.

‘Egypt is the keystone of English ascendancy in the Indian Ocean.’—

Paul Rohrbach (1912).
''

‘Le personnago de Napoleon, en Orient conime ailleurs, domino les

premieres annees du xix« sicclo . . . certes il serait cxcessif d’afBrmer

quo la question d’Orient fht le noeud do sa politique . . . mais e’est

precisement par I’Orient qu'il pensa atteindre son inabordable ennemie,

et, par suite, il nc le quitta jamais des yeux
;

il y edifia ses combinaisons

politiques Ics plus aventureuses saps doute, mais aussi Ics plus g('jniales.

Il y porta scs vues dcs scs premieres victoires en Italic
;

il y poui’suivit Ics

Anglais a travers Tancien continent; il y brisa sa fortune. C’est en ce

sens qu’il put concevoir un moment' I’idec de la domination universollc

;

c’est bien a Constantinople qu’il pla^a le centre du monde,’—!Edouaki)

Dbiault, Question d'Orient.

§ 1. West and East, 1797-1807

The Treaty of Jassy closed one important chapter in the

history of the Eastern Question. The next opens with

the advent of Napoleon. By the year 1797 he had begun

to arrive not only in <‘i military but in a political sense.

During the five years which elapsed between the Treaty

of Jassy (1792) and that of Campo Forinio the Eastern

Question, as in this work we understand the term, was

permitted to rest. This brief interval of repose was due

to several causes, but chiefly to the ftict that the year Avhich

saw the conclusion of the war between Russia and Turkey

witnessed the opening of the struggle bctw'een the German

Powers and the French Revolution.

Catherine’s ambition in regard to Poland had been whetted

rather than sated by the partition of 1772. But between

1772 and 1792 she was, as we have seen, busy elsewhere.

Poland seized the opimrtunity to put what remained of its

house in order—the last thing desired by Catherine. But

in 1792 her chance came. She had been ‘cudgelling her
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brains to urge the Courts of Vienna and Berlin to busy

themselves with the atfairs of France’ so that she might

have ‘her own elbows free’. The German Courts played

her game for her, and by the summer of 1792 her elbows

were free. In 1793 the second partition of Poland was

carried out. Prussia and Russia divided the spoil

;

Austria got nothing. But in the third and final partition

of 1795 Austria was admitted to a share. In the same year

Prussia concluded peace Avith France at the expense of the

empire
;
two yqgrs later Austria followed suit.

Prussia had made her peace Avith the Directory. With

Austria the peace Avas negotiated directly by the young

general Avho had commanded the French army in the great

campaign of 179C-7. And CenerarBonaiJarte had already

begun to coniport himself as an ii»depcndent conqueror.

‘Do you suppose’, said he’ to Miot de Mdlito, ‘that

I have been Avinning victories in Italy to enhance the glory

of the laAvyers of the Directory—Barras and Carnot? Do
you suppose that I mean to establish the Republic more
securely? . . . The nation wants a chief, a supreme head

covered Avith glory.’ In Bonaparte’s view they had not

very far to look foi* him. Nor Avas the chief in any doubt

as to his real antagonist. From the outset his eyes Avere

fixed upon England, and upon England not merely or mainly

as a unit in the European polity, but as a Avorld-poAvcr, and

above all as an Oriental poAver.

Before the Treaty of Campo Formio Avas actually signed ’fl'e

Bonaparte had written to the Directors (August 16, 1797)

;

‘ Corfu, Zante, and Cephalonia arc of more interest to us than

all Italy.’ ‘ Corfu and Zante ’, he said to Talleyrand, ‘ make us

masters both of the Adriatic and of the Levant. It is useless

to try to maintain the Turkish Empire
;

Ave shall see its

downfall in our lifetime. The occupation of the Ionian Isles

will put us in a position to support it or to secure a share of

it for ourselves.’ Amid the much more resounding advantages

secured to France in 1797—Belgium, the Rhine frontier, and

so on—little significance Avas attached to the acquisition of

these islands. But BoTiaparte Avas looking ahead. To him
they Avere all important. Might they not serve as stepping-
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stones to Egypt.’ To Choiseiil Egypt had seemed the obvious

compensation for the loss of the French Empire in India.

Napoleon regarded the occupation of the first as a necessary

preliminary to the recovery of the second. Volney, whose

book, Les Rnines, had a powerful influence upon him,

had written in 1788, ‘ Par I’Egypte nous toncherons h I’lndo
;

nous r^tablirons I’ancienno circulation par Suez, et nous

ferons deserter la route du cap de Bonnc-Esp^rance.’

Nor was Napoleon without warrant from his nominal

mastery. On October 23, 1707, the Direct^’s had indited

an elaborate dispatch commending to his consideration the

position of Turkey, the interests of French commei’ce in

the Levant, and indicating the importance they attached to the

Ionian Isles and Malta.^ *The views of the Dircctoi'S coincided

with his own. It is safe to assume that if they had not done so

they woftld not have found aii agent in Oeneral Bonaparte.

But alike to the Republicans and to the future emperor they

came as a heritage from the Ahcien Regime. French policy

in the Near East has been, as we have repeatedly seen,

singularly consistent. So far as Napoleon initiated a new

departure, it was only in the boldness and originality with

which he applied traditional principles to a new situation.

Egypt. In the summer of 1797 Napoleon had already made over-

tures to the Mainotes, the Greeks, and the Pashas of Janina,

Scutari, and Bosnia. In regiird to the Greeks of the Morea

he was particularly solicitous. ‘ Be careful ’, he wrote to

General Gcntili, whom he sent to occupy the Ionian Isles,

‘ in issuing your proclamations to make plenty of reference

to the Greeks, to Athens, and Sparta.’ He himself addressed

the Mainotes as ‘ worthy descendants of the Spartans who
alone among the ancient Greeks know the secret of preserving

political liberty ’. But it was on Egypt that his attention was

really concentrated, and on Tjgypt mainly as a means to the

overthrow of the Empire of England. Talleyrand rei)resented

his views to the Directory :
‘ Our war with this Power (Eng-

land) represents the most favourable opportunity for the

invasion of Egypt. Threi)J;encd by an imminent landing on

1 Sorcl, Ij Europe et la tl4rolutioii, v. 253.
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her shores she will not desert her coasts to prevent our

enterprise (in Egypt). This further offers us a possible

chance of driving the Plnglish out of India by sending thither

15,000 troops from Cairo via Suez.’^

It was, however, lo the command of the Army of England The

that Bonaparte was gazetted in November, 1797.

accepted it not without an arrierc-j)ensee. ‘This little Europe’,

he said to Bourrienne, ‘ offers too contracted a field. One
must go to the East to gain power and greatness. Europe is

a mere mole-hill
;

it is onlj’^ in the East, where there are

600,000,000 of human beings, that there have ever been vast

empires and mighty revolutions. I am willing to inspect

the northern coast to see what can be done. But if, as I fear,

the success of a landing in England should appear doubtful,

1 shall make my Army of England the Army of the East and

go to Egypt.’ " • •

A visit to the northern coast confirmed his view that the I’Jie

blow against Eiiglaiid should'be struck in Egypt. The P’ronch

navy was not in a condition to attempt direct invasion, tiou

Besides, he had his own career to consider. He must ‘ keep

his glory warni and that was not to be in Europe. He
pei’suaded the Directors to his views, and in April, 1798, he

was nominated to the command of the army of the East.

His instructions, drafted by himself, ordered him to take

Malta and Plgypt, cut a channel through the Isthmus of Suez,

and make Fi’ance mistress of the Red Sea, maintaining as far

as possible good relations with the Turks and their Sultan.

But the su[)renK! object of the expedition was never to be

lost sight of. ‘ You ’, he said to Ids troops as they embarke<l

at Toulon, ‘ are a wing of the Army of l^ngland.’

The preparations for the exj)edition were made Avith a

thoroughness whi(;h we have been too apt of late to associate

with the Teutonic rather than ilie Latin genius. On Napoleon’s

staff wore at least a dozen generals who subsequently attained

renown
;

but not generals only. Egypt Avas to be trans-

formed under French rule
;
the desert Avas to be made to

1 Jonqniero, L'E.xyMition >• 161 (cited by Fournier).

2 I combine two separate conversation.s, both Avitli Bourrienne, but, of

course, Avithont altering the sdnse and merely for the sake of brevity.
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blossom as the rose. To this end Napoleon took with him

Berthollet, the gi-eat chemist, Monge, the mathematician,

engineers, architects, archaeologists, and historians.

The expedition sailed from Toulon on May 19, 1798. Nelson

had been closely watching the port, though quite ignorant of

Napoleon’s destination. But he was driven out to sea by

a storm, and before he could get back the bird had flown.

Meanwhile, Napoleon occupied Malta without resistance from

the Knights of St. John (June 13) ;
the French troops landed

ill Egypt on July 1 ;
took Alexandria on the 2pd, fought and

won the battle of the Pyramids on the 21st, and on the next

day occupied Cairo. Three u eeks had sufficed for the conquest

of Lower Egypt. But Nelson and the English fleet, though

successfully eluded during the voyage, were on Napoleon’s

track, and on the 1st of August they came up with the

French ffeet lying in Aboukii- Bay, and, by a manoeuvre

conceived with great skill and executed with superb courage,

they succeeded in completely ann'ihilating it. Nelson’s victory

of the Nile rendered Napoleon’s position in Egypt exceedingly

precarious. Cut off from his base, deprived of the means of

transport and supply, a lesser man would have deemed it

desperate. Napoleon Avas only stimulated to frcsli efforts.

The attack upon Egypt was, as Ave have seen, directed

primarily against England. But the lord of Egypt was the

Sultan, and to him the French compiest Avas both insulting

and damaging. Encouraged by Nelson’s success Sultan Selim

plucked up courage to declare Avar upon France on Septem-

l>er 1, and prepared to reconquer his lost provinee. Napoleon

thereupon determined to take the ofl'ensive in Syria. He
t(Jok by assault El Arisch, Gaza, and Jaffii, laid siege to Acre

,
(March, 1799), and on April 10 inflicted a crushing defeat

iq)on the Turks at Mount Tabor.

Acte, thanks to the siqvpoi’t of the English fleet under

Sii- Sydney Smith, sustained its reputati«jn for impregnability
;

the sufferings of Napoleon’s army were intense
;
their general,

reluctantly resigning his dream of an advance through Asia

Minor upon Constantinople,^ Avas compelled to Avithdraw to

Egypt. Instead of conquering Constantinople, and from

Constantinople taking his Europeai'i enemies in the rear, he
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found himself obliged to defend his newly conquered province

against the assault of its legitimate sovereign.

Convoyed by the English fleet a Turkish expedition reached

Egypt in July, but Napoleon flung himself upon them and

drove them headlong into the sea (July 25). This second

battle of Aboukir firmly established Napoleon’s supremacy

in Egypt. But the victory, though militarily complete, was

politically barren. News from France convinced Napoleon

that the pear was at last ripe, and that it must be picked

in Paris. Precisely a month after his victory over th^ Turks

at Aboukir he embarked with great secrecy at Alexandria,

leaving his army under the command of Kl<5ber. The

Mediterranean was cai’efully patrolled by the English fleet,

but Napoleon managed to elude *it, landed at Fr^jus on

October 9, and precisely a month later (18th Brumaire)

clfcctcd the coiq) d’etat which’ made him, at a single blow,

master of France.

During Napoleon’s absence in Egyi)t events had moved

rapidly in Europe. Great Britain, Russia, Prussia, Naples, Second

Portugal, and Turkey had united in a second coalition against Coalition

France. So long as Napoleon was away the war went in the isoi)^

main against France, but his return was signalized by the

victories of Marengo (June) and llohenlinden (December,

1800), and early in 1801 Austria was obliged to make peace.

Napoleon had already, without much difficulty, detached Napoleon

the Tsar of Russia ^ from the coalition. Alienated from Eng-

land by the rigidity with which she interpreted the rules of Paul I.

International J^aw at sea, Paid I gladly came to terms Avith

the First Consul, for Avhom he had suddenly conceived a fervent

admii'ation. The bait dangled before the half-crazy bi’ain of

the Russian Tsar Avas a Franco-Russian expedition against .

British India. ^ A large force of Cossacks and Russian

regulars Avere to march by Avay oY Turkestan, Khiva, and Bok-

hara to the Upper Indus Aalley, Avhile 35,000 French troops,

Ainder Ma8S<5na, Avere to descend the Danube, and, going by

Avay of the Black Sea and the Caspian, were to make

' He succeeded Catherine in 171)6.
•

- A French historian speaks of this scheme as ‘une (5clatante lumioro

jetiie sur I’avenir Driault, op. ciL, p. 78.
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an attack on Pema, take Herat and Candahar, and then

unite with the Russians on the Indus. Tlie details of the

scheme were worked out to an hour and a man
;
twenty days

were to suffice for reaching the Black Sea ;
fifty-five more

were to see them in Pereia, and another* forty-five in India.

Towards the end of June, 1801, the joint attack would be

delivered upon India. Towards the end of February, 1801,

a large force of Cossacks did actually cross the Volga; but

on March 24 the assassination of the Tsar Paul put an end

to the scheme.

Treaty of The projected expedition into Central Asia was not without

(l™d2)'^
its influence upon subsequent schemes entertained by Napo-

leon, but it did nothing to relieve the immediate situation in

Egypt. Great Britain, By the taking of Malta (September,

1800), had made herself undisputed mistress of the Mediter-

ranean, !ind she had also thrown a large army, including

10,000 Sepoys, into Egypt. Sir Rali)h Abercromby won a

great victory at Alexandria in Mfvrch (1801) ;
Cairo capitulated

in June, and in September the French agreed to evacuate

Egypt, which was forthwith restored to the Sultan. There

was no longer any obstacle to the conclusion of peace,

and in March, 1802, the definitive treaty was signed

at Amiens. England undertook to restore Malta to the

Knights, and the Ionian Isles were erected into a sort of

federal republic under the joint i)rotcction of Turkey and
Russia.

Sebastiani
truce secured to the two chief combatants by the

Mission. Treaty of Amiens proved to be of short duration. Napoleon
was angered, not unnaturally, by the refusal of England to

evacuate Malta. England was ready to restore the island

to its legitimate owners, but only when they could guarantee

its security from Napoleon, against whom she had her own
grievances. Among many otlfci-s were the continued intrigues

of Napoleon in Egypt and the Levant. In the autumn of

1802 he sent a Colonel Sebastiani on a commercial mission to

the Near blast. Sebastiani, who hardly disguised the political

and military purpose of his journey, Avas, according to the
French authorities, received with boundless enthusiasm in

Tripoli, Alexandria, Cairo, and luft less when he passed on to
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Acre, Smyrna, and the Ionian Isles.^ On his return to France

he presented a Report, which was published in the Moniteur

Oficiel for January 30, 1803. The publication gave deep

offence in England, and well it might, for it discussed with

complete frankness the military situation in the Near East

;

it declared that, in view of the hostility between the Turks

and the Mamelukes and the latter’s sympathy with France,

6,000 French troops would suffice for the reconquest of Egypt,

and it affirmed that the Ionian Isles only awaited a favourable

moment to declare for France.

Sebastiani’s I{e2)ort had, before publication, been largely

retouched, if not fundamentally altered, by Napoleon, and

was published with the express purpose of goading England

into a declaration of war. It succeeded, and in May, 1803,

war was declared. Russia also, alarmed by the Sebastiani

Report, strengthened her garrison in Corfu. Austria, more-

over, discovered that Napoleon was again intriguing in the

Morea, with the Senate of the little Republic of Ragusa, and

with the Bishop of Montenegro, who had consented to hand

over the Culf of Cattaro to France.

The young Tsar Alexander, Avho, on the assassination of

his father, had succeeded to the throne in 1801, was disposed Balkans,

to resort to the policy of the Empress Catherine in regard to

Turkey. According to the Memories of Piince Adam Czar-

toryski, uoav Foreign Minister of Russia, ‘the European ter-

ritories of Turkey were to be divided into small States united

among themselves into a federation, over Avhich the Tsar

would exercise a commanding iulluence. Should Austria’s

assent be nece.ssary she was to be ap[)eascd by the acquisition

of Turkish Croatia, i)art of Bosnia, and Wallachia, Belgrade,

and Ragusa. Russia would have Moldavia, Cattaro, Corfu,

and above all Constantino[)le and the Dardanelles.’ ^

Russia and Austria both jefiued the fresh coalition formed TlioThird

by Pitt in 1 805, but their combined armies sulfered a terrible

1 0. g. Driault, oj). cU., p. 82, liut contra^ sec Fournier {NapoUon, i. 31G)^

’svlio declares, on the authority of Sebastiani himself, that the French

mission so far from being welcomed iA Egypt had been obh'ged to seek

shelter from the mob in (.'airo.

^ Cited by Fournier, op. i. 347.
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reverse at Napoleon’s hands at Austerlitz (December 2, 1805),

and before the close of the year Austria Avas compelled to

conclude peace at Pressburg. The terms of the treaty were

disastrous both to her pride and her territorial position.

Napoleon took his reward in the Adriatic : Venetia, Istria

(except the town of Trieste), and Dalmatia being annexed to

the new kingdom of Italy. Talleyrand shreAvdly advised the

emperor to compensate Austria with the Danubian princi-

l^alities and northern Bulgaria, and so interpose a stout

barrier between Russia and Constantinople,, and by that

means turn the ambitions of Russia towards Asia, where she

must needs come into collision with Creat Britain. This

suggestion anticipated by nearly a century the policy of

Bismarck, but it is far from certain that Austi'ia would have

accepted the oiler, even could Napoleon have been induced

to make if.’

Austerlitz put Austria out of play for four years. But

Fredei’ick William III of Prussia chose this singularly unpro-

pitious moment for breaking the neutrality which for ten

shameful years Prussia had maintained. Prussia, therefore,

was crushed at Jena and Aiierstiidt, and Napoleon occupied

Berlin. Russia, however, still kept the field, while I'lngland

had strengthened her command of the sea by the great victory

off Cape Trafalgar.

Nelson's victory compelled Napoleon to play his last cai’d

—

the continental blockade. England was still the enemy
;
she

could not be reached by an army from Boulogne
;
she had

proved herself irresistible at sea. What remained? She
must be brought to her knees by the destruction of her

commerce. To this end every nation on the European Con-

tinent must be combined into his ‘system’, and the Avhole

of the coast from Archangel to the Crimea must be her-

metically sealed against English shipping and English trade.

Such was the meaning of the decree issued in November,

1800, by Napoleon from Berlin.

A month later the intrigues of Napoleon at Constantinople

1 Lefcbvre, HinL des Gabhiets de VEarojxi, ii. 235, and Vandal
NajxMoft ci AtGxaiuh'e, i, p. 9.
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issued (December, 1806) in a declaration of war by the

Porte upon England and Russia.

After the conclusion of the Treaty of Pressburg the place

of the Ottoman Empire in the general scheme of Napoleonic

policy becomes increasingly apparent. The annexations in

the Adriatic were an essential part of a deliberate plan.

‘ The object of my policy he Avrote in May, 1806, ‘ is a triple

alliance betAvecn myself, the Porte, and Persia, indirectly

aimed at Russia. The constant study of my ambassador

should be to fling defiance at Russia. We must close the

Bosphorus to the Russians.’^

The closing of the straits was, indeed, of high consequence

to Napoleon’s ambitions in the Adriatic, for Russia had taken

adv^antage of her alliance Avith Turlcey to send large Russian

reinforcements to the Ionian Isles. She had also, to the in-

dignation of the Turk and the chagrin of Napoleon, utilized

the adjacent mainland of Albania as a recruiting ground for

her garrison in the islands.

In the summer of 1806 Sebastiani Avas sejit by Napoleon as Kussia

ambassador extraordinary to Constantinople, charged Avith the

special task of eft’ecting a breach betAvecn Turkey on the one palitics.

hand and Russia and Creat Britain on the other. A hint of

Russian intrigues in the principalities sufficed to persuade

Sultan Selim, in direct A’iolation of his treaty engagements

with the Tsar, to depose the hosi)odars of Moldavia and

Wallachia, Prince Moronzi and Prince Hyiisilauti. To this

insult the Tsar jiromptly responded by sending 35,000 men
across the Pruth, and before the end of the year the Russian

army was in undisi)utcd occupation of the principalities.

The Sultan thereupon declared Avar on Russia. An English

fleet under Admiral DucltAvorth then forced the Dardanelles,

destroyed a Turkish squadron in the Sea of Marmora, and

threatened Constantinople. The defences of the city Avere in

a ruinous condition, and had an attack been delivered forth-

with Constantinople would almost certainly have fallen.

But Duckworth Avasted precious months in negotiation

;

Constantinople Avas rapidly put^ into a state of defence by

^ To Eiig^jiio Bcauharnais, ap. Sorel, op. cit., vii. 53-4.
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French engineers
;
the linglish fleet was compelled to Avith-

draw fi'om the Sea of Marmora, and, after sustaining con-

siderable losses, rcpassed the Dardanelles on March 3, 1807.

Napoleon Constantinople was not the term but the
’ starting-i>oint ofadventure. He looked beyond Constantinople

to Persia, and beyond Persia to the ultimate goal of India.

The destruction of British PoAvcr in the Far East Avas fast

lx!Coming an obsession Avith the emperor.

A feAv Aveeks later Admiral Fraser landed a force in Egypt
and took Alexandria. But Egypt was noAv .hi the capable

hands of Mehemet All, the Albanian adventurer, destined

to play so prominent a part in later developments of the

Eastern Question. The Sultan Selim had sent Mehemet
Ali at the head of a force of Albanians to Egypt in order to

bring back the Mamelukes to their fdlegiance. The latter

conse(iuently inclined towanls the English invaders, but

Mehemet Ali had the situation Avell in hand, and nothing

came of Fraser’s intervention.

MeaiiAvliile, Na[)oleon Avas revolving larger schemes upon

a more extended field. To him an alliance Avith Turkey
Avas only a step toAvards Asiatic conquest. The call of

the Far East Avas to a man of Napoleon’s temperament
irresistible. India, as he subscApiently confessed, Avas noAv

occupying more and more of his thoughts. England, as an
insular State, might be impregnable, but her dominion in

the Far East AA-as continental. On the Continent there Avas

nothing Avhich a French army could not reach, and anything

Avhich a French army could reach it could comiuer. But
betAvecn Europe and India lay Persia. To Persia, therefore,

he first turned his attention.

Treaty cf Ever since the Tsarina Catherine had comiuered the
tmken- ,, i i i . . ,

stein, Caucasus there had been interrnittent Avar between Russia

and Persia. The Shah Avas, ‘therefore, only too ready to

receive the advances of Napoleon. During the year 180G
no less than three French agents Avere sent to Teheran.

‘Persia ’, Avrotc the emperor to Selmstiani, ‘ must be roused, and
her forces directed against *Georgia. Induce the Porte to

order the Pasha of Erzeroum to march against this province
with all his troops.’ In April, 1807, a Persian envoy met the
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emperor in Poland, and the Treaty of Finkcnstein was con-

cluded. Napoleon promised to supply guns and gunners to

the Shah, and to compel Russia to evacuate Georgia. The

Shah on his part was to adhere to the continental system,

to break off his relations with Great Britain, confiscate all

British goods, exclude British shipping from his ports, stir

up the Afghans against British India, aftbrd free passage to

a French army through Persia, and himself join in the attack

against British Power in Asia.^

§ 2. The Oitoman Empire and the Resurrection
OF Serbia

For all these adventures, howcvc/, Constantinople was the Condition

starting-point. For the moment, therefore, the stability of

the Ottoman Empire was a matter of considerable concern Empire,

to Napoleon. How far could he depend upon it ?

The Sultan, Selim III (1789-1807), who, as wo have seen,

had come to the throne in the midst of the war with Russia

and Austria, had made a real effort to carry out much needed

reforms in his distracted empire. His success had not been

equal to his zeal, and the situation had now become so grave

that the Sultan could give little effective aid to his exacting

ally. In Egypt the Mamelukes virtually repudiated the

authority of their nominal sovereign, and were held in check

only by the dangerous device of setting a poacher to watch

the game. In Syria, Djizzar Pasha exercised his tyranny in

virtual independence of the Sultan. The Wahabites had

conquered the Holy cities of Mecca and Medina in 1802 and

wore now mastei’s of the whole of Arabia. Nearer home,

the Suliotes and other tribes in northern Greece and Epirus

were bound by the loosest of ties to Constantinople ;
Ali,

Pasha of Janina, had carved o.it for himself an independent

chieftainship in Albania
;
the Montenegrins had wrung from

the Sultan an acknowledgement of the independence which

they had always in practice enjoyed ;
while on the Danube,

Passwan Oglon, one of the many Bosnian nobles who had
*

1 Fournier, op. clt.^ 1. 449; Driault, La Politique orientals de

Napolion {passim).
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Serbia.

accepted Mohammedanism, was already master of Widdin,

Sofia, Nikopolis, and Plevna, and was dreaming of a revival

of the Bulgarian Tsardom with Constantinople itself as his

capital.

Most threatening of all was the position of affairs in Serbia.

There, as in other provinces of the empire, the central

government of Constantinople had ceased long since to

exercise any real control over its nominal subordinates.

The government of Serbia was in the hands of the Janissaries

of Belgrade, who maintained their authoi-ity,,alike over the

Moslem Spahis, or feudal landowners, and over the native

peasantry by methods of revolting cruelty and tyranny.

Among the peasantry, however, the traditions of past

greatness and independence, nurtured on 2>opnlar ballads

and encouraged by the Orthodox clergy, had somehow

managed to survive through the long centuries of Ottoman

oi)i)ression. The frequent change of masters, resulting from

the wars of the eighteenth century, had tended to revive

a spirit of hopefulness among the native Slavs. Whatever

change war might bring to them could hai’dly be for the

worse. At one time they looked with some expectation to

Vienna. They were now turning, less unwarrantably, to their

brothers in blood and creed, who were the subjects of the

Russian Tsar.

Yet, in truth, the Serbians could count iqjon little effective

assistance from any external Power. Fortunately, perhajis,

they were compelled, by their geographical situation, to rely

entirely upon themselves. Cut off, first by Venice and

aftcrwai'ds by Austria, from access to the Adriatic, they could

obtain no heli) from the maritime Powers. Between them-

selves and their potential allies in Russia there interj^osed

the Danubian principalities. Nor had they, like the Bosnians

and Roumanians, any indigenous nobility to which they could

look for leadership. Salvation, therefore, must come, if at

all, from the i)easantry. In the wars of the eighteenth

century that peasantry had learnt to fight
;
and when, in 1791,

Serbia was restored to the.-Porte, the agents of the Sultan

were quick to note the change in their demeanour. ‘ Neigh-

bours, what have you made of our rayahs ?
’ asked a Turkish
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Pasha of an Austrian official, when a regiment of native Serbs

paraded before him. On the restoration of Turkish authority

the Serbian troops were disbanded, but the lessons which the

peasants had learned were not forgotten.^

The fact was proved in 1804. The Serbian rising of that Serbian

year marks an epoch of incomparable significance in the

history of the Eastern Question. For four hundred years (1804-17).

the spirit of Slav nationality had been completely crushed

under the heel of the Ottomans. That it had not been

eradicated evQpts were soon to prove. But its cojitinued

existence was little suspected. Still it was something that the

Serbian peasants had learnt to fight. Napoleon had taught the

same invaluable lesson to his Italian subjects. But the Serbians

had not yet learnt to fight for an idea. The seed of the new
idea came from the Revolution in France. It fell into the

fertile soil of the Balkans : it fructified in the insurrection of

1804

It is one of the paradoxes of which the recent history of

the Near East is compact that this insurrection should have

lieen directed in the first instance not against the Turkish

Government, but against its rebellious servants the Janis-

saries of Belgrade. The tyranny of the latter was as intoler-

able to the Serbians as was their disloyalty to the Sultan

and his officials. Selim accordingly determined to dislodge

them.

Expelled from Belgrade the rebels joined forces with Pass-

wan Oglou, and together they invaded Serbia. Responding to

the appeal of the Turkish Pasha of Belgrade, the Serbians

rose in defence of their country and repelled the invasion.

Thereupon the Janissaries of Constantinople and the Moslem
hierarchy compelled Sultan Selim to restore the Janissaries

at Belgrade, and Serbia was virtually reoccupied by official

Mohammedanism and given over to a reign of terror. The
Sultan vainly endeavouring to restrain his agents only added

fuel to the flames of vengeance by an obscure hint that unless

they mended their ways ‘ soldiers should come among them of

other nations and of another creed’. The Janissaries deter-

mined that the alien soldiers should not be Slavs.

^ Bank'e, Serbia, p. 84.

M1084
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To avert literal extermination the Serbs organized what

Avas in truth the first national rising in the modern history

of the Balkans, and elected as their Commander-in-Chief

a peasant pig-merchant, George Petrovitch, or Kara (Black)

George.

Kara George had served in the Serbian Volunteer Corps

in the Austrian war of 1788-91, and now led the national

insurrection Avith conspicuous courage and skill. So great

Avas the success of the peasant army that in a very brief

space of time the Janissaries Avere confined to Jielgrade, and

a few other fortresses. Unofficial Mohammedanism went to

the assistance of the Janissaries, but the Pasha of Bosnia,

acting upon instructions from Constantinople, put himself at

the head of the Serbian nationalists. The strange com-

bination of official Turk and Serb peasant again proved

irresistible, and in the event the poAver of the Janissaries was

annihilated.

Official Turkey had now to deal Avith its formidable allies.

The latter refused to be disarmed, and in August, 1804, af)plied

for help to Russia. The Tsar was sympathetic, but advised

the Serbians to apply for redress, in the first instance, to

their own sovereign. In 1805, accordingly, a mission Avas

sent by the Serbians to Constantinople to demand that, in

view of their recent exertions and sufferings, all arrears of

tribute and taxes should be remitted, and that all the strong

places in their land should be garrisoned by native troops.

Almost simultaneously the Sultan Avas confronted by

a demand from Russia, now on the eve of war Avith France,

that the Porte should enter into a strict offensive and defen-

sive alliance Avith Russia, and that all its subjects professing

the Orthodox faith should be placed under the formal pro-

tection of the Tsar.

Threatened on one side by the insurgent Janissaries, on

a second by the Serbian rayahs, on a third by Russia,

Sultan Selim found himself involved in the most serious

crisis of a troublesome reign. He dealt with it in character-

istic fashion by temporizing with the Russian envoy, while

he attempted to crush the Serbians.

The Serbian nationalists, magnificently led by Kara George,
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defended themselves with energy against the Sultan’s troops,

and in the brilliant campaign of 1806 practically achieved

their independence, without any external assistance what-

soever. At the end of the same year Turkey, as we have

seen, was forced by Napoleon into war with Russia, and the

Serbian forces united with those of Russia on the Danube

;

in May, 1807, Sultan Selim was deposed by a palace revolu-

tion, and in July, 1808, both he and his successor, Mustapha IV,

were killed, and there succeeded to the throne the only sur-

viving male de,|cendant of Othman, and one of the greatest

of his successors, the Sultan known to history as Mahmud II.

The sequel of the Serbian insurrection may be briefly told.

Fighting came to an end after the conclusion of the Treaty of

Tilsit, and as soon as they ceased figliting the Turks, the Serbs

began to fight each other. The Turks offered to Serbia an
administration similar to that of the Danubian principalities.

The sudden death of Milan Obrenovitch, the leader of the

Russophils, gave an occasion for the usual insinuations of foul

play against Kara George, who led the Nationalists. This

insinuation naturally intensified the bitterness between the two
I)arties. Nor was this feeling diminished when the Pro-Rus-

sians procured the rejection of the Sultan’s tenns under
Avhich Serbia would have been placed on the same footing as

the Danubian principalities. The terms procured at Bucharest

(1812) were, as we shall see, decidedly less favourable.’

Nor were they observed. In 1813 the Turks relieved from Miloxli

all fears of foreign intervention reconquered the country,

and administered it with such brutality that in 1815 a fresh

insurrection broke out. Its leader, Milosh Obrenovitch,

the half-brother of Milan, conducted it with a mixture of

courage and craft to a successful issue. In 1817, however,

Kara George, who had been interned in Hungary whither he
had fled after the reconquest *of his countiy, returned' to

Serbia. His presence was as unwelcome to Obrenovitch as

it was to the Turks. They combined to procure his assas-

sination (July 26, 1817), and his head was sent by Obrenovitch

SIS a trophy to Constantinople. Such was the real beginning

1 Infra, p. 169.

M 2
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of the bitter blood-feud between the two dynasties, which

have divided the allegiance of the Serbian people from that

day until the consummation of the tragedy of 1903.

In November, 1817, a National Assembly was held at

Belgrade, and, with the sulky assent of the Turks, Obreno-

vitch was elected hereditary prince of Serbia, A limited

amount of local government was at the same time conceded

to the province, though the sovereignty of the Sultan

remained nominally unimpaired.

I’reaty of The Cireek war of independence led to a further concession.

(^820^”' convention of Akennan, concluded between Russia

and the Porte in 1826, the latter recognized a Russian

protectorate over Serbia, and at the same time conceded

to the Serbians almost complete autonomy.

'I'rcaty of I’he terms agreed upon in 1820 were confirmed by the

^pVc Treaty of Adrianople, and by 1830 Serbia’s autonomy was

( 1829 ). definitely achieved. Milosh Obrenovitch was recognized by

the Porte as hereditary prince of a district (now the northern

part of the modern kingdom) bounded by the rivers Dvina,

Save, Danube, and Timok. No Turk was to Ix) pennitted to

live in the principality, except in one or other of eight forti-

fied towns which were still to be garrisoned by the Turks.

The Serbs were to enjoy complete local autonomy, though

remaining under the suzerainty of the Sultan to whom they

were to continue to pay tribute. They were to be allowed

to erect churches and schools, to trade freely, and to print

books in the vernacular. In a word, but for the Turkish

garrisons, they were to be free to work out their own salvation

in their own way.

§ 3. Napoleon and Alexander

The
"rroaty of

Tilsit.

After this prolonged parenthesis it is time to resume the

main thread of the story with which this chapter is concemed.

We left Napoleon in Poland conducting the war against

Russia and Prussia, but finding time, in the midst of an

arduous campaign, for the negotiation of a treaty which had

as its ultimate object the^ annihilation of British power in

India (April, 1807). The Treaty of Finkenstein was, indeed,

no sooner signed than Napoleon dispatched to Teheran
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General Gardane to devise a detailed scheme for the invasion

of India, But though primarily directed against Great Britain

the Franco-Persian alliance would serve if required against

Russia as well.

From that point of view it proved to be otiose. On June 14

Napoleon brought the campaign in East Prussia to an end

by a decisive victory over the Russians at Friedland (June 14,

1807). After that battle the Tsar applied for an armistice,

which was readily granted, for Napoleon had already deeided

upon a volte^ace. The real enemy was not Russia nor

even Prussia. Prussia must incidentally be annihilated,

but if Alexander was prepared to abandon his alliance with

England, and to join forces with France, the two emperors

might divide the world between tliem.

The Tsar was not indisposed to listen to the tempter
;
but

before the conspirators met at Tilsit to arrange terms, the

I’russian minister Hardenberg laid before the two emperors

a scheme by which the attention of Napoleon might be

diverted from the annihilation of his enemy Prussia to the

spoliation of his ally, the Ottoman Sultan.

According to Hardenberg’s scheme Russia was to get Wal-

lachia, Moldavia, Bulgaria, and Roumelia, together with the

city of Constantinople, the Bosphorus, and the Dardanelles
;

France was to have Greece and the islands of the Archipelago

;

Austria to acquire Bosnia and Sei'bia
;
a reconstituted Poland

might go to the King of Saxony, who should in turn cede his

own kingdom to Prussia, The idea was highly creditable alike

to the courage and to the ingenuitj^ of the Prussian statesman,

and his plan had the merit of completeness. But Napoleon

was in no mood to negotiate, on this or any other basis, with

a defeated and despised foe. If Prussia w'ere permitted to

survive at all it must be on terms dictated by the conqueror.

In order to ensure complete secrecy the two emperoi's

met in a floating pavilion which was moored in mid-stream in

the Niemen. With most of the detailed questions discussed

between them this narrative is not concerned ;
enough to

note that the emperors decreed .that Prussia should be dis-

membered—but for the scruples of the Tsar it would have

been completely wiped out ; the British Empire must be
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annihilated. The latter consummation was to be attained in

two ways : by the ruin of English commerce through the en-

forcement of the continental blockade, and by an attack upon

India. Napoleon had come to the conclusion that on the

whole it was easier for him to transport an army from Paris

to Delhi than from Boulogne to Folkestone. Never, in our

whole history, has the significance of irresistible sea-power been

more amply vindicated or more brilliantly illustrated. But

the latter part of the scheme was still locked in the breast of

Napoleon. Enough for the moment that an avAricious nation

of shopkeepei's shoidd be compelled to concede the ‘ freedom

of .the seas ’, and to share their commercial gains with equally

deserving but less favoured peoples. For the annihilation

of her two allies, Russia was to find her compensation in

the acquisition of Finland and the partition of the Ottoman

Enquire.

Accoi’ding to the secret articles of the Treaty of Tilsit

France was to have the BoccJie cU Cattaro, and it was further

stipulated that, failing the conclusion of a peace between

Russia and the Porte within three months, Napoleon would

join the Tsar in expelling the Turks fi’om the whole of their

European dominions except the city of Constantinople and

the province of Koumelia.* How the provinces of European

Turkey were to be apjK>rtioned was not specified, though it

was taken for gi*anted that Russia would retain Moldavia and

Wallachia. But the Danubian principalities, even if their

cessionwere procured by Napoleon—a large assumption—were

an inadequate reconqKJuse for the desertion of allies
;
and

the Tsar intimated to Napoleon that he would not ulti-

mately be satisfied with anything short of the possession

of Constantinople. For Constantinople, as Alexander urged

with unanswerable logic, was the ‘key of his house’. The

suggestion is said to have provoked from Napoleon an angry

retort :
‘ Constantinople ! never

;
that would mean the empire

of the world.’ The truth of the matter is that at Tilsit, as

elsewhere, Napoleon had only one object in view ; to engage

' Sec A. Vandal, Napoleon et Alexanelre J'*", where the full text of
the Treaty of Tilsit will be found in the Appendix to vol. i.
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Europe at large in his contest d otdrance against Great

Britain.

As for the Near East Napoleon’s policy was palpably

opportunist. The gradual publication of memoirs and docu-

ments has made it abundantly clear that Napoleon was merely

amusing Alexander with hopes of rich spoils in South-Eastern

Europe. For himself he had by no means made up his mind
whether he would plump for the integrity of the Ottoman
Empire or for its annihilation. His own preference was in

favour of the former policy, a policy which, as we haye seen,

accorded with the unbroken traditions of monarchical France.^

The latter accorded more ])reciscly with the views of his

ally, and Alexander was an important asset in his diplomatic

balance-sheet. For the English Foi-e!gn Office had lately passed

into the vigorous hands of Canning, and English policy showed

signs of unwonted promptitude and energy. Hardly was the

ink dry on the Tilsit Treaty when the whole conspiracy was

countermined by Great Britain’s seizure of the Danish fleet and

her prompt succour to Portugal and Spain. More than ever

Napoleon was in need of his Russian ally. Grandiose schemes

of policy in the East must therefore be dangled before the

eyes of the Tsar. There was talk of a joint attack, French,

Austrian, and Russian, upon Constantinople, which was to be

the base of an expedition to India. The Tsar was prudent

enough to wish to make sure of Constantinople before going

further : the Ottoman Empire must first be disposed of

:

Fi-ance might have Bosnia, Albania, and Greece
;
Austria’s

share was to be Serbia and Roumelia, with possession of

Salonica as a strategical and commercial base on the Aegean

;

Russia was to have the Danubian principalities, Bulgaria, and

Constantinople, with command of the Straits.

Coulaincourt, who succeeded Savary as French amlias- Napoleon

sador at St Petei'sburg in December, 1807, was entrustecl by

Napoleon with these delicate and protracted negotiations.

He insisted that if Russia took Constantinople France must

have the Dardanelles, but Alexander justly observed that

Constantinople was important tp Russia, only so far as it

1 Cf. Sorel, VEurope et la Revolution fran^ise, vol. i, 2><^ssiin, and

Bourgeois, Manuel de la Folitique Hra^xgkre^ vol. i.
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M'ould give access to the Mediterranean. France Avas welcome

to Egypt and Syria, but the key to the Straits must be in

Russia’s keeping.^

The whole of the negotiations between the Tilsit con-

spirators are of singular interest, both in themselves and in

relation to the oiler subsequently made by the Tsar Nicholas

to Great Britain.^ They are, moreover, strongly confirmatory

of the conclusion Avhich M. Serge Goriainow, one of the most

eminent of Russian publicists, has deliberately reached :
‘ Pour

la Russje toute la fameuse question d’Orient ae resume dans

ces mots : de quelle autorit^ dependent les d^troits du

Bosphore et des Dardanelles
;
qui eu est le d^tenteur.’ ^

But while the eyes of Russia were fixed upon the Near

East Napoleon preferred to avoid inconvenient details by

pointing to the rich prize which awaited bold enterprise in

the further P]a8t : Constantinople was the goal of the Tsar ;

Napoleon’s supreme object was the humiliation of England.

Meanwhile, little came of the giTindiloiiuent phrases and

far-reaching schemes with which the two emperors had

amused each other at Tilsit. Russia remained in occupation

of the principalities
;
Napoleon resumed military control

over the Ionian Isles, where the joint rule of Russia and

Turkey had proved exceedingly unpopular. To the occupa-

tion of Corfu in particular Napoleon attached immense
importance :

‘ The greatest misfortune that could happen to

me’, he said, ‘Avould be the loss of Corfu.’ Corfu he did

manage to retain until his abdication in 1814, but all the

rest of the islands were captured between 1809 and 1814 by

the British fleet. During those yeai's Great Britain also

occupied most of the islands oft* the Dalmatian coast, and

Lissa proved very valuable to her as a naval base.

The two emperors met again at Erfurt in October, 1808.

Napoleon’s reception of his ally lacked nothing of pomp and
magnificence

;
but the relations between the august allies were

perceptibly cooler. The stern realities of the Peninsular cam-
paign were already imparting more sober hues to Napoleon’s

• Vandal, op. cit.y Appendix to vol. i.

2 Infray chap. x.

^ Le Bospfiore et les Dardanelles

y

p. 1.
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oriental dreams—all the larger schemes of partition were

consequently put aside. The Danubian principalities were,

however, guaranteed to the Tsar, who refused to evacuate

them at the request of the Sultan. Accordingly, war was

resumed between Russia and Turkey in 1809, and Russia,

though by no means uniformly successful, took Silistria and

other important fortresses from the Turks.

Relations between the Tsar and the Emperor of the French

were, however, for reasons into which it is unnecessary to enter

here,^ growing,more strained every day. Turkey, thm*efore,

became an increasingly important pawn in the diplomatic

game. Russia made repeated efforts in 1811 to conclude

peace with Turkey on the basis of the cession of the princi-

palities. But in vain. The accessibn of Sultan Mahmud II

had infused a new vigour and decision into the counsels of the

Porte. Napoleon then made a desperate effort to secure the

alliance of the Sultan. If Turkey would join France and

protect Napoleon’s right flank in the projected advance

against Russia, not only should the Danubian princii)alitie8

be definitely and finally secured to her, but she should

recover the Crimea, Tartary, and all the losses of the last

half century. It is not wonderful that the Sultan, besieged

by suitors for his favour, should have been able to perceive

the cynical efirontery of these overtures, and should have

firmly rejected them. The more firmly, perhaps, because

England had threatened to force the Dardanelles and burn

Constantinople if they were accepted. As a fact, however,

Napoleon was too late. Sultan Mahmud had already come

to terms with Alexander, and on May 28, 1812, the definitive

treaty of peace was signed at Bucharest.

Previous treaties were specifically confirmed, but Russia

obtained Bessarabia
;
her boundary was ‘ henceforward to be

the Pruth, to its entrance into* the Danube, and, from that

point, the left bank of the Danube down to its entrance into the

Black Sea by the Kilia mouth The great islands were to

be left vacant. The Treaties of Kainar^ji and Jassy, in refer-

ence to the better government of the principalities, were to be

1 They will be found briefly summarized in the present writer’s Modern
Europe, chap. x.

Trpaty of

Bucha-
rest.
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duly observed, and for the first time the liberties of Serbia

were made the subject of treaty obligations between Russia

and Turkey.

Serbia. Article VIII of the Treaty of Bucharest begins with the

naive recital that although ‘ it was impossible to doubt that

the Porte, in accordance with its principles, will show gentle-

ness and magnanimity towards the Serbians, as a people long

subject and tributary to it’, yet it seemed just ‘in considera-

tion of the share which the Serbians have taken in the war,

to mal^e a solemn agreement for their safety The Porte

accordingly undertook, while continuing to garrison the for-

tresses, to allow tlie Serbians ‘such liberties as are enjoyed

by the islands of the Archipelago
;
and, as a token of its

generosity, will leave to them the administration of their

intei’iial affairs’.^ The Serbians, it may be added, considered

these terms as vague and unsatisfactory, and resented what

they regarded as a base desertion at the hands of their

poweilul protector, the Tsar.*^

'I’he Con- In the stirring and pregnant events of the next three

years the problem of the Near East had no place. The

and the disastrous expedition to Moscow, the war of German Libera-

menrof Hundred Days—none of these was concerned with

1S15. the Orient. Yet the settlement effected at Vienna had

an important influence upon the future evolution of the

Eastern Question.

The many schemes and violent perturbations of the Napo-

leonic period left the Ottoman Empire, in a territorial sense,

almost unscathed. Bessarabia had, indeed, been alienated

to Russia, but this represente<l a loss not so much to the

Turkey of the present as to the Roumania of the future.

For the rest, it was at the expense of Italy, or rather of

Venice, that the neighboura of the Turk were enriched.

Austria Austria recovered Trieste,*Gradisca, and Gorizia, together

Adriatic.
Istria, Carniola, and Garinthia, which took their place

in the composite empire of the Habsburgs as the kingdom of

Illyria. She acquired also Venetian Dalmatia and the ancient

1 HollaiKl, op. oit., pp. 16, 17. •

2 Cf. Ciinibert, Essai hisioriqtie sur les TUvolutions et VInd4pendance
de la Serbie, cited by Creasy, oj). ciL, p. ^91.
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Slav republic of Ragusa, the islands appurtenant thereto, and

the Bocche di Cattaro. The Ionian Isles were formed into ‘The

United States of the Ionian Islands, under the protectorate

of Great Britain
,
Had Great Britain known the things

which belong unto her peace, she would never voluntarily have

relaxed her hold upon islands, the strategical value of which

was so clearly recognized by Napoleon. She also retained

Malta, which greatly strengthened her naval hold upon the

Mediterranean, and brought her, all unconscious, a step

nearer to Egypi. ,

The net results of the wars, treaties, and negotiations of

a quarter of a century appear disproportionately small. But

it M'ould be a fatal error to regard them as negligible.

The whole future of Austria, more particularly in relation

to the Near East, was profoundly affected thereby. Crushed

in the field again and again, Austria, nevertheless, emerged

triumphant at the Peace. Her emperor had cleverly got rid

of the troublesome appanage of the Netherlands, and in

return had secured two compact and invaluable kingdoms in

the south. King of Lombardo-Venetia, Lord of Trieste, King

of Illyria, master of the ports of Venice, Trieste, Pola, and

Fiume, not to mention the Dalmatian littoral, Ragusa, the

Gulf of Cattaro, and the Adriatic archipelago, he found him-

self in a most commanding position as regards the Eastern

Mediterranean and the Balkan Peninsula. On the other

hand, his rival the Tsar was, save for the acquisition of

Bessarabia, no nearer to Constantinople than he had been

in 171)2. The long war with Persia had, indeed, left the

Tsar in possession of Georgia, Tiflis, and the coast of the

Caspian up to the Araxes, and had greatly increased his

influence at Teheran, but as regards the solution of the

problem with which this work is concerned the advance of

Russia was inconsiderable.

Infinitely the most important result of the period imme- The spirit

diately under review was, however, one far too intangible to

be registered in treaties or documents. Subsequent events

make it abundantly clear that,^ whether, as a direct con-

sequence of the novel ideas disseminated by the French Revo-

lution, whether in responSe to the principle of nationality
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so powerfully, if unconsciously, evoked by Napoleon, whether

as a result of the general unrest, or from other causes too

subtle for analysis, a new spirit had been awakened among
the peoples of the Balkan Peninsula, so Jong inert and dumb
beneath the yoke of the Ottoman Turk. It was stirring

among the Latins of the Danubian principalities
;

it was

clearly manifested in the insurrection of Serbia ;
above all,

it was operating powerfully, though as yet silently, among
the people destined, a few years later, to carve out of the

European dominions of the Ottoman Sultan*an independent

commonwealth, and to add to the European polity a new
sovereign State—the kingdom of the Hellenes.

With the making of the new State the next chapter will

be concerned.

For further rc'feruni'o: Jonquiero, h’’Expfdifio'ii d'lS(jiipte', A. Sorcl,

Bo'tiapnrtc et Hochu en 1797', Drianlt, J.a Quaxfio'it d'Orient, L’Europe

et ht lidvfdution /ran guise
;
Vamlal, Aapoleon el Alexajtdre

;
Fournier,

Life of Napoleon', Maitons, liecueil des traitcs de la Russie avec les

Puissances litranylres ; E. Driatilt, La polilLjue orientale de Napoldon
;

Tatistchef, Alexandre P'' el Napoleon. For Serbia see infra.



CHAPTER VIII

THE STRUGGLE FOR HELLENIC INDEPENDENCE

‘Did I possess their (the Athenians) command of langiiag’c and their

force of persuasion I sliould feel the higliest satisfxction in employing

them to incite on r armies and onr fleets to deliver Greece, the parent of

eloquence, from the despotism of the Ottomans. But we ought besides to

attempt wliat is I think of the greatest moment, to inflame the x>i’e8ent

Greeks with an ardent desire to emulate the virtue, the industry, the

patience of their ancient progenitors.’

—

Milton.

‘It offers in detail a chequered picture of imtriotism and corruption,

desperate valour and weak irresolution, honour and treacluTy, resistance

to the Turk and feud one with another. Its records are stained with

many acts of cruelty. And yet who can doubt that it was on the whole

a noble stroke, struck for freedom and for justice, by a people who, feeble

in numbers and resources, ^vere casting off tlic vile slough of servitude,

who derived their strength from right, and whose worst acts were really

in the main due to the masters, who had saddled them not only with a

cruel, but with a most demoralizing, yoke?’—W. E. (Iladstoxe, on the

Greek War of Independence.

‘As long as the literature and taste of the ancient Greeks continue to

nurture scholars and ins[)ire artists modern Greece must be an object of

interest to cultivated minds.’—Finlay.

‘. . . England . . , sees that her true interests are inseparably connected

with the independence of those nations av ho have shown themselves worthy

of emancipation, and such is the case of Greece.’

—

Lord Byron.

The Eniperoi’ Napoleon was at once the heir of the French TI»o Na-

Rcvohition, and the product and agent of a powerful

reaction against the principles which the Revolution had

proclaimed. Of ‘ Liberty ’ he understood nothing
;
at ‘Frater-

^

nity ’ he scoffed
;

‘ Equality ’ he interpreted as ‘ equality of

opportunity’, the carrii're ouvtrte aux talents. A chance

was given not only to his subjects, but to two countries

which he conquered, and to some which he did not.

The ferment of ideas caused by the outbreak of the

Revolution, the political unrest which followed on the con-

quests of Napoleon, and on the perpetual reaVrangements of

the map of Euro|)e, produced important consequences in the
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Near East, It is to the Balkan Peninsula that the political

philosopher of to-day most frequently and most naturally

turns for an illustration of the fashionable doctrine of

nationality. Before 1789 the principle was unrecognized in

those regions or elsewhere. In the great settlement of 1815

it was contemned or ignored. But in less than a decade after

the Congress of Vienna it had inspired one of the most

romantic episodes in the annals of the nineteenth century,

and had presided over the birth of a new sovereign State,

The principle of nationality has defied definition and even

analysis. Generally compounded of community of race, of

language, of creed, of local contiguity, and historical tradition,

it has not infrequently manifested itself in the absence or

even the negation of many of these ingredients. But in

the Hellenic revival, which by common consent constitutes

one of the most conspicuous illustnalions of the operation of

the nationality principle, most of these elements may un-

questionably be discerned.

In March, 1821, a bolt from the blue fell upon the diplo-

matic M’orld. Many of the most illustrious members of that

world happened, at the moment, to be in conference at

Laibach, summoned thither by the Austrian minister, Prince

Mctternich, to discuss the best means of combating the spirit

of revolution Avhich had lately manifested itself in Spain, in

Portugal, and in the Bourbon kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

In November, 1820, a formal protocol had been issued by

the leading members of the Holy Alliance : Russia, Austria,

and Prussia. The tertns of this document are significant

:

‘ States which have undergone a change of government due

to revolution, the resulls of which threaten other States, ipso

facto cease to be members of the European Alliance, and

remain excluded from it until their situation gives guarantees

for legal order and stability.* ... If, owing to such altera-

tions, immediate daiiger threatens other States the Powers

bind themselves to bring back the guilty State into the

bosom of the great alliance.’ To this protocol, Louis XVIII
of France, in general terms, assented, but Lord Castlereagh

warmly insisted that the principle on which the allies proposed

to act was ‘ in direct repugnance to the fundamental laws of
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the United Kingdom Still stronger was his protest when

the allies commissioned Austria to restore, by force of arms,

Bourbon absolutism in Naples. ‘ We could neither share in

nor approve, though we might not be called upon to resist

the intervention of one ally to put down internal disturbances

in the dominions of another.’ Castlereagh’s protest, though

consolatory to English liberalism, was quite ineffective as

a restraint upon the Holy Allies.

Most disquieting, however, was the news which in the Rising in

spring of 1821 reached the sovereigns and ministers in con-

ference at Laibach. They learnt with alarm, that Prince

Alexander Hypsilanti, the son of a Phanariote Greek, Hos-

podar successively of Moldavia and Wallachia, had placed

himself at the head of an insurrectionary movement in Mol-

davia, and had unfurled the flag of Greek independence.

The local for the initial rising was singularly ill chosen,

yet not without intelligible reasons. The malcontent Greeks

had, as we have seen, received frequent encouragement from

8t. Petersburg in the latter part of the eighteenth century.

The Tsar Alexander was known to be a man of enlightened

views, a firm believer in the principle of nationality, and

pledged, in his own words, ‘ to restore to each nation the full

and entire enjoyment of its rights and of its institutions ’.

So long figo as 1804 he had foreseen that the weakness of the

Ottoman Empire, ‘ the anarchy of its regime and the growing

discontent of its Christian subjects’, must open a new phase

in the history of the Eastern Question.^ The Tsar’s foreign

minister, Count Giovanni Antonio Capo d’Istria, was by birth

a Greek and a member of the Pkilike Hetaireia. Hypsilanti,

the chosen leader of the insurrection, was his aide-de-camp.

What more natural than that the Greeks should have looked

for assistance to Russia, or that in order to obtain it the

more effectually the initial rising should have been planned

to take place in Moldavia ?

Nevertheless, the decision Avas a blunder. The Roumanians

detested the Phanariote Greeks, whom they regarded as

intrusive aliens and oppressors, and they neither felt nor

^ Cf. Alexander’s instructions to Novosiltsov (1801), ap. Phillips,

Confederation of Europe, p. 35.’
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displayed any enthusiasm for the Hellenic cause. Nor did

it secure the anticipated assistance of the Tsar Alexander.

Hypsilanti, after crossing the Pruth on March 6, issued

a proclamation calling upon the people to rise against Otto-

man tyranny, and declaring that his adventure was sanctioned

and supported by ‘ a Great Power ’.

The statement was entirely unwarranted. The Tsar, from

the first, frowned sternly upon Hypsilanti’s enterprise. His

political confessor was now Prince Metternich ;
under Met-

ternicl^’s influence Alexander, rapidly discar/3ing the slough

of liberalism, was easily persuaded that the rising of the

Phanariote Greeks supplied only one more manifestation of

the dangerous spirit which had already shown itself at

Madrid, Lisbon, and Naples—the spirit which the Holy Allies

were pledged to suppress.

Any (ioul)ts which might have existed as to the attitude of

the Tsar were promptly dissipated. He issued a proclamation

wliich disavowed all sympathy with Hypsilanti, ordered him

and his companions to repair to Russia immediately, and

bade the rebels return at once to their allegiance to their

legitimate ruler, the Sultan, as the only means of escaping the

punishment which the Tsar would inflict upon all who per-

sisted in aiding the revolt.

The firm attitude of Russia was fatal to the success of the

rising in the Principalities. Hypsilanti himself betrayed a

mixture of vanity, brutality, and incompetence
;
the Turks

occupied Bucharest in force, and on June 19, 1821, inflicted

a decisive defeat upon his forces at Dragashan, in Wallachia.

Hypsilanti escaped into Hungary, where until 1827 he was, by

Metternich’s orders, imprisoned. He died a year later. Four

days after the battle of Dragashan the Turks entered Jassy,

and shortly afterwards the remnant of Hypsilanti’s force was

overwhelmed after a brief but heroic resistance at Skaleni.

The Moldavian rising was a mere flash in the pan : an

enterprise unM'iscly conceived and unskilfully executed. Far

otherwise was the movement in the Greek islands and in the

Morea.
«

The outbreak has been described as a ‘ bolt from the blue ’.

So it appeared to the Holy Allies. In reality the motive
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forces which were behind it had been operating for a long Causes

time, and if any one had given serious heed to the Greeks (jreek

a national revival among them might have been foreseen. insurrec-

But the racial movement was obscured beneath an eccle-

siastical designation. To the Turks the social and political

dilFerentia has always been not race but religion. Every one

who was not a Moslem, unless he were an Armenian or a Jew,

was a Greek. ‘ After the Ottoman conquest ’, as Sir Charles

Eliot has justly observed, ‘ the Greeks were not a local

population, l^ut a superior class of Christians forming a

counterpart to the Turks. South-Eastern Europe was ruled

by the Turks
;
but until this century its religion, education,

commerce, and finance were in the hands of Greeks.’ ' Con-

sequently, although the Greek Eirtpire was annihilated, and

the Greek nation was submerged, the Greek population

survived, and a large number of individual Greeks rose to

positions of great influence under the Ottoman Empire.

The truth is, and too much ‘emphasis can hardly be laid upon

it, that the Turk is a great fighter, but not a great adminis-

trator : the dull details of routine government he has always

preferred to leave in the hands of the ‘ inferior ’ races. This

fact must not be ignored when we seek the causes of the

national revival among the Greeks and other Balkan peoples

in the nineteenth century.

Largely as a result of this indifference the Greeks were Survival

permitted to enjoy, in practice if not in theory, a considerable autoMmy
amount of local autonomy. The unit of administration has,

ever since classical days, been small
;
and in the village com-

munities of the interior and the commercial towns on the

sea-board the Greeks, throughout the long centuries of Otto-

man rule, preserved the memory, and, to some extent retained

the pi’actice, of self-government. More particularly was this

the case in the Greek islands oi* the Adriatic and the Aegean.

These islands, inhabited by a race of shrewd traders and

skilful mariners, had long been virtually independent, save

for the payment of an annual tribute to Constantinople, and

in them the national movement found its most devoted and

most capable adherents.

1 Op. cit., p. 273.

N1»84
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The Turkish navy Jiad always been manned to a large

extent by Greeks, and most of the commerce of the empire

was in the same hands. Among the Greeks the joint-stock

principle had developed with great rapidity in the eighteenth

century, and a large number of trading companies had been

formed. To this development a powerful stimulus was given

by the victories of the Empress Catherine II, and the com-

mercial advantages consequently conceded to Russia by the

Porte. The provisioT)s of the Treaty of Kainardji were sup-

plemented in 1783 by a commercial conventiojj under which

the Greeks obtained the specific privilege of trading under

the Russian flag. When, later on, the continental blockade

ana the British Orders in Council drove all shipping, save

that of Turkey, from the sea, the Greeks were glad enough

to resume the Turkish flag
;
and under the one flag or the

other they not only amassed great fortunes, but practised

the art of seamanship and cultivated the spirit of adventure.

Among the Greeks of the mainland the fighting spirit was

maintained partly by the Armatoli and partly by the Klephts.

The former were members of a local Christian gemlarmerie

officially recognized by the Turkish Pashas, and permitted to

bear arms for the purpose of keeping in order their more
unruly neighbours, and in particular the Klephts, from whose

ranks, however, they Avere not infrequently recruited. The

Klephts may fairly be described as brigands dignified by a

tinge of political ambition. At their worst they were mere

bands of robbers who periodically issued from their mountain

fastnesses and preyed upon the more peaceable inhabitants.

At their best they Avere outlaAvs of the Robin Hood type. In

either case they habituated the people to the use of arms and

maintained a spirit of rough independenee among the Greek

subjects of the Sultan.

From the opposite pole the Phanariote Greeks contributed

to the same end. These Phanariotes have, as Sir Charles Eliot

truly observes, ‘fared ill at the hands of historians. They

are detested by all whose sympathies lie with Slavs or

Roumanians, and not overmuch loved by Philhellenes.’

^

’ Op. cit., p. 283.
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Yet modern Greece owes to them a debt heavier than is

generally acknowledged. Indolent in everything that does

not pertain to war, the Turks, as we have previously noted,^

soon found it to ^their advantage to delegate the work of

government to the Greeks of the capital, who were well-

educated, supple, and shrewd. Employed, at first, mostly

on humbler tasks, as clerks, interpreters, and so forth, the

Greeks who generally inhabited that quarter of Constanti-

nople assigned to the Patriarch and his satellites, known as

the Phanar, rpse rapidly to positions of great responsibility,

and gradually came to fulfil the functions of a highly organized

bureaucracy.

During the revival initiated by the Kiuprilis in the middle 'fhe

of the seventeenth century a new office, the Dragoman of the

Porte, was ci*eated in favour of a distinguished Phanariote, the Porte

a Chiot named Panayoti
;
he* was succeeded by a* still more

distinguished Greek, Alexander Mavrocordatos, with the result man of

that the office which these men successively adorned became
***®^'®®*'

virtually a Ministry for Foreign Affiiirs. Henceforward, the

foreign relations of the Ottoman Empire were mainly conducted

by Greeks. Later on, a Dragoman of the Fleet or Secretary

of the Admiralty was similarly appointed to assist the Capitan

Pasha, a great official who was at once Lord High Admiral

and Governor of the Archipelago. This second Dragoman,

generally a Phanariote, was thus brought into close official

relations with the intensely Greek communities in the Aegean

islands.

Early in the eighteenth century the hospodarships of the I'im

Danubian principalities were, as M^e have already seen, also darsf^*

entrusted to Greeks. Not infrequently the grand vizier

himself was a Phanariote. These high officials naturally

secured the appointment of compatriots to the subordinate

posts, and in this way the (5reeks began to dominat’e the

whole official hierarchy. That this hierarchy was inspired

by any feelings of national self-consciousness it would be an

affectation to suggest ;
still more that they maintained any

close connexion, except as tax-gatherers, with their kinsmen

1 PassiM and supra, chap. iv.
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in the Morea and tlie Archipelago. But although Gordon

speaks of them derisively as ‘ a fictitious and servile noblesse V
yet the large share of the Greeks in the actual administration

was not without its influence upon the Hellenic revival.

Even more important was the position of the Orthodox

Church. Nothing contributed more directly to the revival

than the privileged relations between the Patriarch and the

Sultan
;

and, in another sifiiere, the singular devotion dis-

played, alike in a pastoral and a political capacity, by the

lower clqrgy. ,

Reference has already Ix'eu made to the policy adopted by

the coiupieror Mohammed II, and his successors, towards the

Byzantine Church
;
the result being that the Greek Patriarch

of Constantinople was not only respected as the representative

of the Orthodox Church, but was utilized by the Ottoman

Sultans as the official channel of communication between them
and the conquered Greeks. So much was this the case that

Finlay describes the I’atriarch as '‘a kind of under-secretary to

the grand vizier for the attairs of the orthodox Christians

From the point of view of Greek nationalism the peculiar

position thus occupied by the Greek I’atriarch may have had

its drawbacks as well as its advajitages. The continuous exer-

tions of the parish priests were, on the other hand, wholly to

the good. It was mainly owing to their devotion that through

the long night of darkness there was maintained a flicker of

the national spirit among the (ireeks of the islands and the

Morea. ‘ The parish priests ’, writes Finlay, ‘ had an influence

on the fate of Greece quite incommensurate with their social

rank. The reverence of the peasantry for their Church was

increased by the feeling that their own misfortunes Averc

shared by the secular clergy.’

To the causes of revival enumerated above, many of them of

long standing, must be added two more which began to operate

only towards the end of the eighteenth century. The first

was a literary revival of the Greek language, and the second

was the outbreak of the revolution in France. Spoken Greek

began to diverge ijerceptibly from the literary language of

^ History the Greek Revolution,
2 (hreek Hevolution, i. 2f.
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classical days, in the fourth century, but until the eighth

classical Greek was generally understood. After the Slavonic

inroads a large infusion of Slav words took place, and from

the twelfth century onwards a literature sprang up in the

vernacular. This vernacular was afterwards largely overlaid

with Slav, .Turkish, Albanian, and Italian words.^

The Venetian occupation (1684-1718) did nothing for the

language, but a good deal for education, in the Morca, and
may to some extent have contributed to the marked literary

revival in tluj latter years of the eighteenth century. That

revival was partly the product, and still moi'e the cause, of

the rising sense of national self-consciousness.

Two writers of the period call, in this connexion, for specific

mention : Rhegas (1758-98) and Xdamantios Koraes (1748-

1833). The former, a Vlach, had studied in Paris, but

his national songs sounded the first trumpet-note of the

coming revolution. He was, however, more than a singer of

songs. He was the founder of one of the secret societies

out of which the Hetaireia subse(iuently developed, and
lie opened negotiations with other revolutionary spirits in

various parts of the Balkans. Betrayed, when living in

Hungary, to the Austrian police, he Avas handed over

to the Turkish Government, and executed as a rebel at

Belgrade in 1798. By the people, Avhose cause he served,

he is commonly regarded as the jiroto-martyi' of Greek
independence. The great contribution made by Koraes to

that cause consisted less in the iiolitical Avorks of Avhich he

Avas the author than in his translation of the Greek classics

into a purified and refined vernacular. By this means he
perfonned a great service to the movement for linguistic

I’cform Avhich, at the close of the eighteenth century, suc-

ceeded in purging the spoken language of the Greeks from
many of the impurities Avith Avhich it had been infected. The
Avork of Koraes did more. ‘ It gave an impetus to the wave
of Philhellenism Avhich did so much to solve the practical

'question of the liberation of Greece from Ottoman mis-

govermnent
;
and it supplied tc^ the infant State, born after

^ Modern Greece

^

by R. C. Jebb, p. 46.
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so much travail, a language and a tradition which linked it

consciously with an inspiring past.’
^

Not less inspiring to the Greeks was the example of

revolutionary France. Under that example were founded

a number of secret societies, the most famous of which was

the Philike Hetaireia. This ‘ Association of Friends ’ was

founded at Odessa by four Greek merchants. The precise

degree of significance to be attached to the influence of the

Hetaireia has been very variously estimated, but it certainly

secured the adhesion of most of the leading Gieeks, both at

home and abroad, and is said by 1820 to have enrolled

200,000 members. Its object was the expulsion of the Turks

from Europe and the re-establishment of the Greek Empire
;

and, however questionable its methods, it indisputably gave

coherence ^and unity of aim to^ a movement which, though

powerful, was dispersed and liopelessly lacking in these

(pialities.

The immediate opportunity for the outbreak of the Greek

insurrection was aftbrded by the extraordinary success attained

by Ali Pasha of Janina, one of the many ambitious and discon-

tented viceroys of the Sultan. Ali Pasha had taken advantage

of the general unrest caused by the Napoleonic wars, and of the

frequent changes in the hegemony of the Adriatic, to carve

out for himself a principality, imposing in extent, and virtually

independent of Constantinople, upon the Albanian sea-board.

The hill tribes of Albania and northern Greece were gradually

reduced to subjection, and in 1817 the position of Ali was so

far recognized by the protectress of the Ionian Isles that

Great Britain handed over to him the excellent harbour and
town of Parga. The conduct of Lord Castlereagh in this, as

in other matters, has been hotly canvassed, but the choice

he had to make was not an pasy one. The Pargiotes had

voluntarily surrendered their town to us, and had sought

British protection against a ruffianly adventurer. But the

adventurer had rendered a considerable service to us in the

Napoleonic wars, and the retention of a town, little valued

1 Alison Phillips, ap. G. M, H., x. 174-5.

2 e. g. by Finlay and Gordon respectively.
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for its own sake, might have led to embarrassments. So the
‘ Lion of Janina’ went from triumph to triumph.

Not until 1820 did Sultan Mahmud take action against his

audacious viceroy.
^
But, at last, a large force under Kurahid

Pasha was dispatched from Constantinople, and after two years

of successful evasion and resistance the ‘Lion’ was trapped

in Janina
;
he was assassinated in the midst of a parley, and

his head was sent as a trophy to the Sultan (Feb. 1822).

Meanwhile, encouraged by the preoccupation of the Porte, Rising

the Hetairists, had initiated the disastrous insurrection in

Moldavia, and, before the northern rising collapsed, had April,’

lighted in the Morea and the islands a torch which was not

to be extinguished until a new nation had taken its place in

the European polity.

The enthusiasm of Lord Byron, the knight errantry of

Lord Cochrane, General Church, and other Philhellenist

volunteers, cast over the ensuing war a glamour only par-

tially deserved. Never, sui’ely, did any movement display

a more confused and perplexing medley of brutality and

nobility, of conspicuous heroism and consummate cowardice,

of pure-minded patriotism and sordid individualism, of self-

sacrificing loyalty and time-serving treachery.

The initial uju’ising in the Morea was marked by terrible

ferocity. It was avowedly a war of extermination. ‘ The

Turk ’, sang the Morcotes, ‘shall live no longer, neither in the

Morea, nor in the whole earth.’ In the Morea the threat

was almost literally fulfilled. In April, 1821, a general mas-

sacre of Moslems began. Out of 25,000 Ottomans hardly one

was suft’ered to remain outside the Mailed toMUs into M'hich

all M'ho escaped the massacre had hastily fled for refuge.

Within a month the Turkish domination of the Morea Avas at

an end.
^

Meanwhile the massacre of Turks in the Morea was Turkish

promptly followed by reprisals wherever Christians could be

taken at a disadvantage. In Constantinople itself Sultan

Mahmud wrought a deed, the news of M'hich stai’tled and

horrified Christendom. On ^he dawn of Easter Day

(April 22, 1821) the Venerable Patriarch Gregorius was

seized as he emerged frorii the celebration of mass, and, still
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clothed ill his sacred vestments, he was hanged, and with him

the Archbishops of Adrianople, Salonica, and Tirnovo. For

three days the bodies hung outside the episcopal palace,

and were then cut down and flung into the Bosphorus.

The body of the Patriarch Avas picked up by a Greek trading

ship and carried to Odessa, where it was interred with all

the honour due to a martyr for the faith.

The murders in Constantinople gave the signal for a whole-

sale massacre of Christians. In Thessaly, Macedonia, and

Asia Minor, Christian Churches Avere pillaged„the men were

put to the sword, and the women sold into slavery.

The PoAvers could not look on at these things unmoved.

Ldast of all Russia. Metternich regarded the Greek in-

surrection Avith unfeigned alarm. To him it Avas merely one

more manifestation of the revolutionary temper AA'hich Avas

infecting'a great part of Southern Europe. He Avould liaA-e

left the Greeks to their fate, and did his utmost to restrain

his august ally. But Alexander was not only the head of the

Holy Alliance
;
he Avas the protector of the Orthodox Church

and the hereditary enemy of the Sultan. His subjects, more-

over, Avere deeply moved by the insult to their faith and the

unhappy plight of their co-religionists.

Apart from the (piestion of Greek independence, and the

outrages ui)on the highest ecclesiastics of the Greek Church,

the Tsar had his own grievances against the Porte. The Turks

had insulted Russian ships in the Bosphorus, and had continued

to administer the principalities, not perhaps uiiAvarrantably

but in defiance of Treaty obligations, by martial hiAv. Accord-

ingly, though Alexander no le.ss than Metternich ‘ discerned

the revolutionary march in the troubles of the Peloponnese ’,

the Russian ambassador at Constantinople aa os instructed, in

July, 1821, to present the following demands and to require

an a'nsAver Avithin eight days :

'

(i) that the Greek Churches, destroyed or plundered,

should be immediately restored and rendered fit for the cele-

bration of Divine worship
;

(ii) that the Christian Religion

should be restored to its ^prerogatives by granting it the

same protection it formerly enjoyed, and by guaranteeing its

inviolability for the future, to console Europe in some
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degree for the murder of the Patriarch
;

(iii) that an equitable

distinction should be made between the innocent and the

guilty, and a prospect of peace held out to those Greeks who

should hereafter submit within a given time
;
and lastly (iv)

that the Turkish Government should enable Russia, by virtue

of existing treaties, to contribute to the pacification of the

principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia.

The Porte was, at the same time, informed that immediate

assent to these demands was ‘ the only means by which it

would be able,to avoid utter ruin The answer i^as not

forthcoming within the specified time
;
the Russian ambas-

sador demanded his passports, quitted Constantinople on

July 27, and a Russo-Turkish war seemed imminent.
*

The rest of the Powers were, however, in no mood for the

renewal of war. Tlie restored Bourbons in France were pre-

occupied with the congenial task of restoring legitimism and

autocracy in Spain. Metternich was supremely anxious to

avert the reopening of the Eastern Question in its larger

aspects. Berlin echoed the voice of Vienna.

Lo)-d Castlcreagh was not indifferent to the fate of the

Greeks, but, like Metternich, was primarily concei’iicd to

avoid a European conflagration. To that end he joined

Metternich in putting pressure upon the Sultan to induce

him to agree quickly Avith his j)owerful adversary. Capo

d’lstria would have been glad to serve the cause of his

people by engaging his master in a Avar Avith the Turks,

but Alexander did not Avish to push matters to extremities.

Pacific counsels therefore prevailed. The Sidtan Avas in-

duced to yield a point and evacuate the principalities, and

Metternich could congratulate himself upon having, for the

time, averted Avar. In September, 1822, he met his allies at

Verona in comparatively cheerful mood.

Meanwhile the Near East remained in a state of profound

perturbation. The unrest Avas not appeased by the events of

1822. In February of that year the Albanian revolt AA'as, as we
have seen, extinguished, and thus the Ixirder provinces Avere

preserved from Hetairist infectioq,and secured to the Porte.

Kurshid Pasha, fresh from his triumph over the Lion of

Janina, then delivered his attack in force upon the insurgents
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of central Greece and the Morea. On July 16 a serious defeat

was, owing partly to treachery and partly to mismanagement,

inflicted upon a Greek force, and Mavrocordatos Avithdrew to

the shelter of Missolonghi. Missolonghi stood a siege for two

months and then beat ofl'its assailants
;
and before the end of the

year the Greeks had recovered Athens, Nauplia,.and Corinth.

The Greeks were equally successful at sea, but their mastery

Avas not established Ixifore the Turks had perpetrated terrible

atrocities in Chios. On April 22, 1822, preeisely a year after

the murder of the Greek Patriareh, the Turk| landed a force

of 15,000 men in Chios, and put to the sword the Avhole

population—priests and peasants, Avomen and children, save

scJine thousands of young girls Avho were carried olf into,

slavery. Including the 'latter the Turks claimed, in Chios

alone, some 30,000 victims.

But tfleir savage triumph Avas short-lived. The Greek fleet

which, but for divided counsels, ought to have prevented the

Turkish landing in Chios, presently appeared upon the scene

and exacted a terrible though tardy vengeance. Employing

a device familiar to the Greeks, Constantine Kanaris,

their admiral, inflicted a crushing blow upon the Turks.

On the night of June 18 he rammed, Avith a fireship, the

Turkish admiral’s flagship ; and it Avas blown up Avith

the admiral and a thousand men on board. This bold

and skilful stroke cleared the Levant. The rest of the

Turkish navy fled in terror and took shelter in the Dar-

danelles. On sea as on land the Greek cause seemed destined

to a victory, speedy and complete.

MeaiiAvhile the Greeks had taken a step ofconsiderable politi-

cal significance. On January 1, 1822, a national assembly met
in a Avood near Epidaurus, solemnly proclaimed the indepen-

dence of Greece, and promulgated a constitution. There was

to be an executive council of five members under the presi-

dency of Alexander Mavrocordatos, and a legislative assembly

of fifty-nine members elected on a popular fi’anchise and
presided over by Demetrius, the brother of Alexander

Hypsilanti. The formation of a new State, under a regularly

constituted government, was thus officially announced to the

world.
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For some time the Powers made no response. But to Great Rccogni-

Britain and other maritime Powers the situation was highly

inconvenient, and, as the Greek navy asserted its supremacy belUgor-

in the Levant, becarpe intolerable. The Greeks were still

technically privateei's. No redress for the outrages they Britain,

committed could be obtained from Constantinople, nor under

existing conditions could redress be sought from the pro-

visional government in the Morea.

In August, 1822, the death of Lord Londonderry (Castle- Canning,

reagh) had opeaed the Foreign Office to George Cayning.

In regard to the Near East Canning accepted in principle

the policy of his predecessor, but circumstances soon forced

him to a much more active intervention than Castlereagh

would have approved. In the first place, the injuries inflicted

upon English commerce comi)elled him, on March 2.^, 1823,

to recognize the Greeks as belligerents.

The rising tide of Philhellenism pushed him still further in Philhcl-

the same direction. The enthusiasm aroused in England,

as among other progressive peoples, for the cause of the

Greek insurgents was extraordinary. It was due partly

to reverence for the past, partly to hope for the future.

The mere name of Hellenes, heard once more upon the lips

of men after centuries of complete oblivion, thrilled the hearts

of those who owed to Greek philosophy, Greek art, and

Greek literature a debt larger than they could acknowledge

or repay. But Philhellenist sentiment did not derive its

sustenance solely from the memories of the past. In England

the long reign of the Tory party was drawing to a close.

The peace of 1815 had been followed not by jjlenty but by

a period of profound depression in agriculture, finance, and

trade. Distress led to an epidemic of disorder
;
disorder

necessitated repression
;
repression stimulated the demand

for refoiTU. Liberalism not less than nationalism looked

exultingly to Greece.

Of both sentiments Byron Avas the most impassioned repre- Byron and

sentative, and in July, 1823, he started from Italy for Greece.

He tarried in Cephalonia during the autumn, arid in January,

1824, landed at Missolonghi.

During the last twelve months the outlook for the Greek
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nationalists had darkened. Distracted by internal feuds,

gravely hampered, despite a generous loan from English

sympathizers, by lack of money, the Greeks had nevertheless

managed until 1824 to hold their own against the Turks.

In January, 1824, however, Sultan Mahmud took a bold

but desperate step. He summoned to his aid. his powerful

vassal Mehemet Ali of Egypt, the ‘ e.\terminator of infidels ’.

The reward of his assistance was to be the Pashalik of Crete,

while his stepson Ibrahim was to govern, in the Sultan’s

name,, the reconquered Morea.

In the early spring of 1824 a great expedition was fitted

out at Alexandria, and in April Ibrahim landed in Crete.

The fortresses were captured and, by methods soon To be

repeated on a larger scale in the Morea, the island was

reduced to submission. Ibi-ahim next exterminated the

population of Kasos, while his Turkish allies dealt in similar

fasliion with Psai-a. Had there been anything approaching

to unity in the counsels of the Greeks, had there been any

co-ordination between the ‘ governmctit
’,

the soldiers and

the sailors, Ibrahim might never have accomplished the

short voyage between Crete and the Morea. But thanks

to the negligence of the Greek navy Ibrahim landed a large

force at Modon in February, 182-5, and secured Navarino as

a naval base. Bravely as they fought, the Gi’cek irregulars

were no match for disciplined forces led by a skilled soldier.

From Navarino Ibrahim advanced through the Morea
‘ harrying, devastating, and slaughtering in all directions

It seemed in 1825 as if no assistance, short of the official

intervention of oiie or more great Powers, could avail to

save the Greek cause. While the Egyptians attacked from
the south-west, the Turks delivei’ed their assault on the

north-west. J’he two forces conveiged on Missolonghi where,

on April 1 9, 1824, Byron had given the last proof of his devotion

to the cause of Hellas.

In April, 1825, the Turks, under Rescind Pasha, invested

the town by land and sea. Again and again the assault w'as

delivered
;
again and agaip it was repelled. Reschid himself

was in danger of being cut off by the Greek fleet
; but in

November the Turkish forces were reinforced by Ibrahim.
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The efforts of the Egyptians were as vain as those of the

Turks ; the besiegers still repelled every assault. At last,

after more than six mouths of siege, the assault was aban-

doned, and the combined force of the besiegers sat doam to

a blockade. The heroic defenders were starved out ;
and in

April, 1826, after a close investment of exactly a year, the

whole population deteripined to make a sortie. On April 22

every man, woman, and child-^not physically disabled—assem-

bled at the gates pi*eparcd for the last desperate sally
;
only

the infirm were^lcft behind. The vanguard cut their way
through, and the gallant attempt seemed on the point of

complete success, when, owing to a mistaken order, the force

divided, part advanced, part retired
;
some of tlie advancing

party got through
;
but the besiegers 'closed in upon the rest

;

hardly a man of them escaped
;
most of them died sword

in hand
;
the small remnant set fire to the magazines and

perished in the flames. Some three thousand women and

children, the sole survivors of fhe siege, were carried oft’ into

slavery.

From Missolonghi the victoi’S marched on Athens
;
Athens Fall of

in its turn w'as besieged, and on June 2, 1827, despite the

efforts of the Greeks themselves, and despite the assistance

of Lord Cochrane, General Church, and others, was compelled

to surrender. The Gi'cek cause seemed desperate. Unless

help were forthcoming from outside the whole movement
nmst collapse. In despair the Greeks formally placed them-

selves under British protection, and begged that Great

Britain would send them a king. It was, of course, im-

possible to accede to the request, and Claiming, though he

received the Greek deputies with cordiality, made it clear to

them that England could not depart from her attitude of

strict, though benevolent, neutrality. This negotiation took

place at the close of 1825. Ju5t about the same time hn

event happened which profoundly modified the whole Euro-

pean situation.

In December, 1825, the Tsar Alexander died suddenly Alex-

in the Crimea, and after a short interval of uncertainty ^

and eonfusion his brother Nieholas succeede’d. Nicholas Nicholas

was a man entirely opposed in taste and temper to his
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predecessor. Alexander was a curious mixture of shrewd-

ness and sentiment; Nicholas had none of his Western

veneer, and cherished none of his illusions
;
he was brother’s

Russian to the core. For the Greeks he cared little
;
but he

was indisposed to allow the Porte to play fast and loose with

Russia, The questions at issue between the two Courts were

no nearer a satisfactory settlement than when, four years

earlier, Russia had broken olf diplomatic relations with

Constantinople. The British ambassador to the Porte had

done all in his power to bring about a settlement of the

dispute
;

but he had no sooner, with infinite labour,

secured an adjustment on one point than another had been

J'aised.

England On the accession of' the new Tsar, Canning induced the

Russia. H«ke of Wellington to undertake a special mission to

St. Petersburg. His objefct was twofold; to adjust, if

possible, the outstanding difficulties between Russia and

the Porte, and thus to avert 'the war, which at any moment
in the last four years might have been regarded as imminent

;

and to arrive at a common understanding with Russia on

the Greek Question.

The For it was hardly possible that the great Powers could

an, much longer hold aloof. Metternich, indeed, never Avavered

txrecce. for an instant from the attitude which he had from the first

assumed ; the Greeks wei'e rebels against legitimate authority,

and must be left to their fate. Prussia still adhered to the

policy of Austrifi. In France, however, the Philhellenist

sentiment was not powerless
;
and in England and Russia

it might at any moment get beyond the control of the

respective governments. More particularly was this the

case after Ibrahim’s devastating conquest in the Morea.

Ibrahim has been described as a ‘savage’; and if he was

ndt that, it must, at least,* be admitted that his methods

of warfare were exceedingly repugnant to Western ideas.

Moreover, an ugly rumour had got abroad that Ibrahim

had formed a plan to carry off into slavery all the Greeks

whom he did not exterminate, and having made of the

Morea a desert to repeople it with submissive fellaheen.

The Porte found it necessary to repudiate the report. But
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the report was more impressive than the repudiation.

Nothing did so much to excite the sympathies of the Phil-

hellenes in Western Europe, or to hasten the halting paces

of diplomacy. Canning, indeed, regarded the rumour, first

communicated to him by Prince Lieven, as incredible. But

towards the ^nd of 1825 he had appointed to the Embassy

at Constantinople his, cousin, Stratford Canning
; a man

destined to fame as Lord Stratford de Redclifie. The first

Reports sent home by the new ambassador were a cautious

confirmation ofJPrince Lieven’s account. ‘ If the statements

which had reached Mr. S. Canning were true, Ibrahim then

acted on a system little short of extermination . . . and

there was room to apprehend that many of his prisoners h^d

been sent into Egypt as slaves, the children, it was asserted,

being made to embrace the Mahommedan Faith.’

Stratford Canning was instructed to satisfy himself as to Canning's

the facts, and, if they should correspond with the rumour,

‘to declare in the most distinct terms to the Porte that

Great Britain would not permit the execution of a system

of depopulation ’. More than that, a naval officer was to be

dispatched from the Mediterranean fleet direct to Ibrahim,

and to give ‘ the Pasha distinctly to understand that unless

he should in a w'ritten document distinctly disavow or

formally renounce . . . the intention of converting the Morea

into a Barbary State, by transporting the population to Asia

or Africa and replacing them by the population of those

countries, effectual means would be taken to impede by the

intervention of his Majesty’s naval forces the accomplishment

of so unM'arrantable a iiroject ’.

Meanwhile the Duke of Wellington had, with some diffi- England

culty, brought the Tsar Nicholas into line with Canning’s

policy on the Greek Question
;
had secured his promise to

‘ co-operate Avith Great Britain lo prevent the execution* of

the designs imputed to Ibraliim Pasha ’
; and on April 4,

1826, had concluded with him the Protocol of St. Peters-

burg.

By this treaty the two Powers, renouncing any ‘ augmenta- Protocol

tion of territory, any exclusive influence’, or any superior

commercial advantages for themselves, agreed to offer their burg,
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mediation to the Porte. Greece, though continuing to pay

tribute to tlie Porte, was to become a virtually independent

State, to be governed by authorities chosen by itself, and

to enjoy ‘entire liberty of conscience and commerce’. To

prevent collisions in the future the Turks were to evacuate

Greece, and the Greeks were to ‘purchase tlip property of

the Turks . . . on the Grecian continent or islands ’.

This protocol must be regarded as a conspicuous personal

triumph for Canning. And it went a long way to settle

the Greek Question. But as to the outstanding questions

between ’furkey and Biissia it did nothing : and on these

the mind of the Tsar Nicholas was bent. Though profess-

ifig his readiness to treat of the matter with Wellington, the

Tsar had already (March 17, 1820) dispatched an ultimatum

to the Porte. The ultimatum demanded the immediate

evacuation of the principalities
;

the abandonment of the

appointment of the ‘ Beshlis ’ or police
;
and the instant

dispatch of plenipotentiaries to the Russian frontier.

These demands the Porte Avas not in a position to refuse.

A critical moment in the domestic history of the Ottoman

Empire had indeed arrived. The marvellous expansion of

that empire in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries had

been largely due to the Corps of .Janissaries. The decay

of the empire in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

had been coincident with their deterioration. Of late years

the whilom defenders of the emj)ire had degenerated into«

oppressive and obstructive tyrants. Without their con-

currence no real reforms could be effected, and that concur-

I'encc was invariably withheld.

To Mahmud II, the greatest of the Sultans since Suleiman

the Magnificent, it seemed that the time had come to make
a final choice

;
either he must be content to see the authority

of the Sultan crumble and flic empire perish, or he must by

one bold stroke destroy the jealous military oligarchy which

had become as ineffective in the field as it was obscurantist

and tyrannical in domestic affairs. He had himself crushed

the Wahabites
;

his vassal Mehemet Ali had exterminated

the Mamelukes of Egypt ;
Avhy should Mahmud hesitate to

strike down the Janissaries? They were not, it seemed,
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equal even to the task of subduing the infidel insurgents

in Greece. That Moslems could still fight when armed and

disciplined on a European model Ibrahim had clearly demon-

strated in the Mqrea. Small wonder that the contrast

between his own troops and those of his vassal was too

galling to Mahmud’s pride to be endured, or that he resolved

to remove the principal obstruction in the path of reform.

A great Council of State decreed that, in order to subdue

the infidels, the military system of the empire must be

completely reorganized. The Janissaries were ordered to

submit to a new discipline. They refused
;
and broke out

into rebellion.

Their mutiny had lieen foreseen, and every preparation

had been made to quell it. A force of 14,000 artillerymen,

splendidly equipped with gun^, with a correspondijig force

of infantry drawn from Asiatic Turkey, had been assembled

in the neighbourhood of the capital. The command of the

artillery was entrusted to Ibrahim, a general of known
devotion to the person of the Sultan, and of unquenchable

resolution. Ibrahim, or Kara Djehennin (‘Black Hell’) as

he came, after the great day, to be called, had made all

necessary dispositions for street fighting of a severe cha-

racter. As the Janissaries advanced on the palace they were

mown down by the gunners ; they then fled to their own
barracks, which were battered with shell-fire until the whole

body of the Janissaries of Constantinople had perished in

the blazing ruins of the Etmeidan.

The blow struck in Constantinople was repeated in every

city of the empire where there existed a body of Janissaries.

Thus was the Sultan at last master in his own house and free

to carry out the reforms indispensable to its preservation.

A comprehensive scheme of piilitary reorganization lyas Moltke’s

promptly initiated, and a great military critic has put on record

his opinion that ‘ifTurkey had enjoyed ten years of peace after reforms,

the destruction of the Janissaries, Sultan Mahmud’s military

reforms might in that time have gained some strength
;
and,

supported by an army on which hq could depend, the Sultan

might have cari-ied out the needful reforms in the adminis-

tration of his country, have infused new life into the dead
19?4 Q
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branches of the Ottoman Empire, and made himself formidable

to his neighbours
‘ Ten years of peace.’ The war with Greece still continued

;

and, although Ibrahim’s intervention had relieved the pressure

on one side, it stimulated activity on the other. The neAv

'Fsar would brook no delay. The last day peinnitted for a

reply to his ultimatum was October 7, and on that day the

(Convention of Akerman was signed. By that Convention the

Sultan made, as we have already seen, large concessions in

regard. to Serbia and the principalities, an-^l in all things

submitted to the will of the Tsar.

As regards Greece, on the other hand, the Porte, in the

full tide of successful barbarity, showed no signs of accept-

ing mediation unless backed by force. Greece had already

formally applied for it. Accordingly, in September, 1826,

tCanning proposed to the Tsar common action to enforce

mediation upon the Sultan. The two Powers agreed to

intimate to the Sultan, if he remained obdurate, that ‘ they

would look to Greece with an eye of favour, and with

a disposition to seize the first occasion of recognizing as an

independent State such portion of her territory as should

have freed itself from Turkish dominion ’.

Pvery effort was made to bring the other Powers into line ;

Metternich, however, left no stone unturned to frustrate

Canning’s policy, even to the extent of using backstairs

influence to create mistrust between the Court and the

Cabinet. Prussia followed Mettcrnich’s lead, but France

concluded with Russia and Great Britain the Treaty of

London (July, 1827).

The public articles of the treaty were substantially

identical with the terms of the Protocol of St. Petersburg,

in accordance with which an ‘immediate armistice’ was to

be ofiered to the belligerents. A secret article provided

that the Porte should be plainly informed that the Powers

intend to take ‘ immediate measures for an approximation

with the Greeks ’

;
and that if within one month ‘ the Porte

do not accept the armist’ce ... or if the Greeks refuse to

execute it’ the High Contracting Powers should intimate

1 Moltke, p. ‘J5G, quoted by Creasy, op, cit., p. 506.
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to one or both parties that ‘they intend to exert all the

means which circumstances may suggest to their prudence

to obtain the immediate effect of the armistice ... by

preventing all collision between the contending parties . . .

without, however, taking any part in the hostilities between

them ’. It was further provided that ‘ instructions conform-

able to the provisions^ above set forth ’ should be sent ‘ to

the admirals commanding their squadrons in the seas of the

Levant ’.

This treaty i«ay be regarded as the crown of Canning’s Canning’s

policy in regard to the Eastern Question. The principles of
^

that policy arc clear
;

the Powers could not ignore t];ie

struggle of Greece for independence :
‘ a contest so ferocious

(as Canning Avrote to Lieven), leading to excesses of piracy

and plunder, so intolerable to civilized Europe, justifies extra-

ordinary intervention, and renders lawful any expedients

short of positive hostility.’ Qn the other hand, they could

not consistently interfere by force ; nor must the Russian

Tsar be permitted to utilize the Greek struggle, for which he

cared little, to attain objects for which he cared much. This

policy is clearly reflected in the terms of the Treaty of

London
;
but its practical application Avas not free from

difficulty and ambiguity. The Porte Avas notorious for sullen

obstinacy. Hoav were the ‘ high contracting parties ’, in the

all too probable event of a refusal of an armistice by the

Porte, to ‘ prevent all collision between the contending parties

Avithout taking any part in the hostilities’? Either the

matter had not been clearly thought out, or there Avas a
deliberate intention to leave the Gordian knot to be cut by
the Executive Officers of the Powers, i.e. ‘the admirals

commanding their squadrons in the seas of the LeA'ant’.

Canning Avas obliged to move ^arily
; but that he himself

contemplated the employment of force is clear from the

Duke of Wellington’s condemnation of the Treaty of London
on the ground that ‘ it specified means of compulsion Avhich

were neither more nor less than measures of war ’.

In August, 1827, the mediation of the three Powers was
offered to the ‘contending parties’, Avas accepted by the
•Greeks, and refused by the Porte.
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The game now passed from the hands of diplomatists into

those of sailors. The British fleet in the Levant was under

the command of Sir Edward Codrington. Codrington received

his instructions on August 7 ; but, not being a diplomatist,

he found them difficult of interpretation. How was he ‘ to

intercept all ships freighted with men and arms destined to

act against the Greeks, whether coming from Turkey or the

coast of Africa and, at the same time, prevent his measures^

from ‘ degenerating into hostilities ’
? In a word, was he, or

was he.not, to use force? Such was the blunfe question which

he addressed to our ambassador at Constantinople. Stratford

Canning’s answer was une<piivocal :
‘ the prevention ofsupplies

is ultimately to be enforced, if necessary, and when all other

means are exhausted, by cannon shot.’

Battle of Meaiqvhile large reinforcenients from Egypt had reached
Navarino. Ibrahim who was still in the Morca

;
and a squadron of

Turkish and Egyptian ships was lying in Navarino Bay,

Ibrahim was informed that not a single ship would be allowed

to leave the harbour, and on making one or two attempts to

sail he found that the admirals were determined to enforce

their commands. Foiled in his attempt at naval operations,

and instructed by the Forte to prosecute the war on land with

all possible energy, Ibrahim proceeded to execute his orders

with merciless severity. All who were found in arms were

put to the sword, while the miserable survivors were to be

starved into submission by the total destruction of every

means of subsistence. ‘ It is supposed ’, wrote one eye-

witness, Captain Hamilton, ‘ that if Ibrahim remained in the

Morea, more than a third of its inhabitants would die of

absolute starvation.’ Of these atrocities the allied admirals

were all but eyewitnesses. ‘Continual clouds of fire and

smyke rising all round tlm Gulf of Coron bore frightful

testimony to the devastation that was going on.’ The

admii’als thereupon determined to ‘ put a stop to atrocities

which exceed all that has hitherto taken place’, and for

this purpose to sail into Navarino Bay, and there renew

their remonsl^rances witR Ibrahim. No hostilities were

intended ‘ uidess the Turks should begin ’. The Turks,

however, fired on a boat from the Dartmouth
;

the Dart-
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motith and the French flagship replied
;
the battle became

general ;
and before the sun went down on October 20 the

Turco-Egyptian ships ‘ had disappeared, the Bay of Navarino

was covered with their wrecks

The news of the battle of Navarino was received with Revereal

amazement throughout Europe, but by the English Govera-

ment with something Jike consternation. The sailors had Policy,

indeed cut the Gordian knf>t tied by the diplomatists, but

they got no tlianks in England for doing it. Canning had

•died two months before the battle of Navarino (Augiist 8),

and Wellington, who, after five months’ interval, succeeded

to his place, made no secret of his dislike of Canning’s policy.

The Turk, with consummate impudence, described Navarino

as a ‘ revolting outrage ’, and demanded compensation and

apologies. Even Wellington was not jirepared to^go this

length, but the king was made (January 29, 1828) to ‘lament

deeply ’ that ‘ this conflict should have occurred with the

naval forces of an ancient ally ’, and to express ‘ a confident

hope that this untoward event will not be followed by further

hostilities ’.

The one anxiety of the new Government was to preserve Welling-

thc independence and integrity of the Ottoman Empire. No
poii^y,

language could have been more nicely calculated to defeat

this object. Turkey was, of course, encouraged to persist in

her attitude towards Greece, and to renew her quarrel with

Russia. Russia ivas permitted, and even compelled, to engage

single-handed in war with the Turks. Thus all the fruits of

years of diplomacy on Canning’s part were carelessly dissipated

in a fcAv months by his successors.

Sultan Mahmud had me.'inwhilc denounced the C’onvention Kiisso-

of Akennan, and had declared a Holy Wav against the

infidel (December 20, 1827). Russia, though Avith ample

professions to the PoAvers of complete disinterestedness,

accepted the challenge, and on April 26, 1828, the Tsar

Nicholas formally declared war. In May, 1828, the Tsar him-

self took the field, crossed the Pruth at the head of an army
of 150,000 men, and again occupie^J the principalities. About
the same time the Russian fieet entered the Dardanelles.

Neither France nor England was quite happy about the
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action of the Tsar, nor disposed to confide the settlement of

Near Eastern affairs to his hands exclusively. Consequently,

in July, 1828, while the Turks, to the amazement of Europe,

were holding the Russians in the Balkans, the two Western

Bowers concluded a protocol, providing /or immediate action

against Ibrahim in the Morea. England, les^ jealous of

France than France was of her, coq^ded the execution of

the protocol to France, Accordingly, at the end of August,

a French force of 14,000 men under the command of General

Maison reached the Gulf of Corinth. The^ English consul

offei’ed some objection to their landing, on the ground that

Sir Pulteney Malcolm, the English admiral, was, at that

nfbment in Egypt, negotiating with Mehemet Ali for the

withdrawal of the Egypti'an forces from the Morea. Malcolm’s

mission was successful, and a convention was signed in Alex-

andria to that effect on August 0.

Meanwhile 14,000 French troops landed at Betalidi in the

Gulf of Coron and arranged Avith Ibrahim for an immediate

evacuation of the Morea. The good accord tlms established

between the French and the Egyptian Basha was not, perhaps,

without its iiiffuence on later events.^ Ibrahim had, however,

surrendered the fortresses, not to the French, but to the

Turks. The latter (piitted them on the summons of the

French general
;
Navarino, Coron, I’atras, Tripolitza, and

Modon were occupied by the French, virtually Avithout

resistance, and in a fcAv days the Morea Avas entirely free

of both Egyptian and 'i’urkisli forces.

A protocol concluded in London (Noveml)er 16, 1828)

placed the Morea and the islands under the protection of the

BoAvers, and a furthci’ protocol (March 22, 1829) provided

that Greece was to be an autonomous but tributary State,

governed by a prince selected by the BoAvers, and that its

frontier should run from the mouth of the river Aspro, on

the Avest coast, to the Gulf of Volo on the east.

Russia, meaiiAvlule, Avas finding in the Porte a tougher

antagonist than she had looked for. In the Caucasus, indeed,

the Russians carried everything before them, but in Europe

1 Sec chap. ix.
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their progress in 1828 was very slow. Varna held them up
for three months and Choumla for three more.

In 1829 Diebitsch was entrusted with the supreme com-

mand, and for the first time Russian troops crossed the

Balkans. Leaning 6n his fleet, Diebitsch advanced with little

resistance, by way of Burgas, upon Adrianople. Adrianople

surrendered without firing a shot on August 14, and a month
later the Treaty of Adrianople Avas signed.

In the long history of the Eastern Question the Treaty of Treaty of

Adrianople is inferior only in importance to those of Kainardji

and Berlin. Russia restored her conquests, except thd ‘ Great Sept. 14,

Islands’ of the Danube
;
but her title to Georgia and the

other provinces of the Caucasus was acknowledged ; *all

neutral vessels were to have free navigation in the Black Sea

and on the Danube
;
practical antononiy was granted to the

principalities of Moldavia and'Wallachia under Ruifsian jiro-

tection ; Russian traders in Turkey were to be under the

exclusive jurisdiction of thek* own consuls, and, in regard to

Greece, the Porte accepted the Treaty of London—thus

virtually acknowledging Greek independence.

The actual settlement of the aftiiirsof Greece Avas relegated 'Die

to a conference in London, and by the Protocol of London yj

(February 3, 1830) Greece Avas declared to be an indepen- Hellcups.

dent and monarchical State under the guarantee of the three

Powers. This arrangement Avas confirmed and enlarged by

the subsequent Convention of London (May 7, 1832), by

Avhich the PoAvei’s further undertook jointly to guarantee

a loan of 00,000,000 francs to the (bvek kitigdom.^

It Avas comparatively easy for the protecting PoAvers to

declare that Greece should be a monarchical State
;

it Avas

more difficult to find a suitable monarch, and most difficult

of all to educate the Greek people in that purely exotic and

highly exacting form of government kiiOAvn as ‘ constitutional

monarchy The CroAvn having been successively declined by

Prince John of Saxony and, after a temporary acceptance,

by I’rince Leoiiold of Saxe-Coburg (aftei’AA^ards King of the

Belgians), was ultimately accepted by Prince Otto of Bavaria.
* .

^ The texts of these iinjiortant documents will be found in Hertslct,

Map of Europe by Treaty

^

vol. ii, pp. 841 and 893 sq#
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Capo dTstria, who, in March, 1827, had been recalled from

voluntary exile in Switzerland, and had been elected President

by a National Assembly in Greece, was assassinated in 1831,

and the way was clear for the Bavarian princeling, who,

at the age of seventeen, ascended the* Greek throne on

January 25, 1833.
^

The Treaties of Adrianople and London, and the accession

of King Otto, mark the final achievement of Greek indepen-

dence, and bring to a close one of the most significant chapters

in the history of the Eastern Question. For the first time

the priiiciple of nationality had asserted itself in a fashion at

once completely successful and striking to the historical

imagination. For the first time the future of the Ottoman

Empire was recognized a« a matter of pr’ofound concern not

merely to the Porte itself, to Russia and to Austria, but to

Europe jfe a whole, and not Itfast to Great Britain. For the

first time an Ottoman Sultan of exceptional vigour and

disposed to reform had been compelled to call to his aid an

ambitious vassal, and despite that assistance to consent to

terms of peace dictated by the Powers and involving the

partial dismemberment of his European dominions. Plainly,

Europe was face to face with all the perplexities, paradoxes,

and contradictions which contribute to the tangle of the

Eastern Question.
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CHAPTER IX

THE POWERS Al^D THE EASTERN QUESTION,

iaso-41

Mehemet Ali of Egypt

‘L’lSgypte vaut moins par clle-momc quo par sa situation. . . . Qui

touclie a rfigypte touche a la Turquie. Qui soulevo la question d’figyiito

Roulevo la question d’Orient, dans toute son ampleur ct avec toutes ses

cons(5qucnces.’—C. db Freycinkt, La Question d'tigypte.

It is proverbially dangerous in public affairs to confer

a favour
;

it is even more dangerous to accept one. Never

has there been a more apt illustration of this truth than that

afforded by the curious phase of the Eastern Question which

it is the purpose of this chapter to disclose.

Had it not been for the intervention of the Powers, Mahmud

Mehemet Ali of Egypt and Ibrahim Pasha would indubitably

have rescued the Ottoman Empire from imminent dismember- All.

ment. Such a service it was difficult for the recipient to

recpiite, and still more difficult to forgive. Mehemet Ali,

on his part, was not disposed to underrate the obligations

under which he had placed his suzerain, and the cession

of Crete seemed to him a wholly inadequate reward. In

the disgust thus engendered we have one of the clues to the

intricacies of the period which intervened between the Treaty

of Adrianople and the Treaty of London of 1841.

Recent events had, moreover, revealed the weakness,

military, naval, and political, df the Ottoman Empire. ' If

Greece, an integral jiart of his European dominions, could

so easily be detached from the sceptre of the Sultan, why
not other parts of the empire, connected Math Constantinople

by a looser tie ? Algiera, which still acknowledged the titular

sovereignty of the Sultan, had been seized in 1830 by the

French, who had proclaimed their purpose to deliver that
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promising land from the yoke of the Ottoman Sultan. If

Algiers, why not other parts of Africa or of Asia ?

The extraordinary success already achieved by Mehemet All.

might well inspire that brilliant barbarian—half an illiterate

savage, half a consummate statesman, wdiolly a genius—with

ambitions even more far reaching.
,

Born in 1769 at Kavala, a smajl seaport in eastern

Macedonia, Mehemet Ali was, like Ali Pasha of Janina, by

race an Albanian. The son of a peasant cultivator he was

himself a small trader, but Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt in

179H gave him his chance of carving out a career for himself.

It was not neglected. As second-in-command of a regiment

ofAlbanian irregulars, he took part in the Turkish expedition

to Egypt, M'hich began ^nd ended so disastrously with the

battle of Aboukir. Driven into the sea with his comrades he

was picked up by the gig of the English admiral. Sir Sydney

Smith, and two y'cars later (1801) he returned to Egypt in

command of his regiment.

Mehemet Ali was greatly impressed by the military

superiority of troops trained on European models, and still

more impressed of the career open, in such times, to a man
of genius like Napoleon or liimself. After the successive

evacuations of the French and English Egypt was in a terrible

condition of anarchy. The Mameluke Beys were as inde-

pendent of their suzerain the Sultan as they were impotent

to rule the Egyptians.

In the prevailing confusion Mehemet Ali saw his chance

;

he determined to stay in Egypt, and in 1805 was requested

by the Sheiks of Cairo to become their Pasha. A little

later the choice of the Sheiks was confirmed by the Sultan

(July 9, 180.5).

Nor Avas Mehemet Ali long in justifying it. The Sultan, in

18(J6, was forced by Napoleon to declare war upon the Third

Coalition, and in 1807 England made the disastrous descent

upon Egypt already described. * The moment was not ill

chosen. The Pasha Avas preoccupied with domestic difficulties,

but on receiving news that^the English had taken Alexandria,

^ Supra, chap. vii.
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and were advancing upon Rosetta, Mehemet Ali did not lose

an hour. He hastily collected his forces, marched northwards,

and flung back the English, who were besieging Rosetta, with

terrible loss upon Alexandria. The attempt to take Rosetta

was repeated with equally disastrous results, and in September

the English /orce was Avithdrawn. All traces of this humilia-

ting episode are no^ erased
; is the memoiy of it also

eradicated ?
t

‘Few who nowadays drive by the Ezbekich garden are

aware’, writes ^ir Auckland Colvin, ‘that the space which it

covers was hideous less than a century ago with the heads of

British soldiers.’
^

Having repulsed the English attack, the new Pasha con-

centrated all his energies upon tlie accomplishment of his

life-work in Egypt. That work oAved much to French ideas

and to French agents. Napoleon, Avhen he Avent to Egypt in

1798, Avas accompanied not only by great soldiers but by

a brilliant staff of scientific eiperts, administrators, engineers,

and financiers. Their Avork Avas less evanescent than that of

their chief. And no one kncAv better hoAv to appreciate the

skill of subordinates than the ‘ illiterate savage ’ Avho, betAvecn

1805 and 1849, Avas the real ruler of Egypt. Still, though

Mehemet Ali utilized the technical skill of French soldiers,

sailoi’s, engineei‘8, financiers, jurists, and agriculturists, the

work accomplished Avas his oAvn, and bears in every detail

the mark of a vigorous mind and a dominating personality.

There Avas no obscurity as to the objects Avhich he meant Objects of.

to attain. The first Avas to make himself master of Egypt

:

to annihilate ruthlessly every competing force or authority

in the land ; to concentrate in a single hand all the economic

resources of the country, and to make of the army and navy

an instrument perfectly fashioned for the accomplishment of

the task to which it Avas destin&d.

The task was threefold : to make Egypt supreme over the

adjacent lands, the Soudan and Arabia
;
to render it virtually

independent of the Sultan
;
and to use it as a stepping-stone

to the conquest of Syria, perhaps of Asia Minor, and possibly

1 Modern Egi/pt, p. 4.
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of the Ottoman Empire as a Avhole. Was not the vigour

of the Osmanlis exhausted; had not the time come to

replace the house of Ottoman by a dynasty drawn from the

virile races of Albania ? But the question as to the future of

Constantinople was not immediate. Mehemet Ali was enough

of a diplomatist to realize the international advantages which

for the time being he enjoyed as a vassal of the Sultan.

Slight as Avas the connexion which bound him to his suzerain,

it sufficed to Avard off many inconveniences which might other-

Avisc haA'e arisen from the mutual jealousies of the Powers.

His successors in the government of Egypt have sometimes

made use of the same fiction to their advantage.

Military His first business, then, was to reorganize the army and

reorgani^^'
navy. A brilliant French officer, Colonel S6ves, better known

zation. as Suleiman Pasha, entirely reconstructed the Egyptian

army ; he introduced a new inethod of recruiting by Avhich

the army establishment Avas raised from 20,000 to 100,000

men
;
he set up special schoo'ls of military instruction

;

applied to Egyptian troops European discipline, and supplied

them Avith arms and eipiipments of the most approved French

pattern. The navy Avas similarly rebuilt by M. de Cdrisy,

a naval constructor imported from Toulon, Avhile the armament
Avas supplied and the sailors trained under the direction of

a French engineer, M. Besson, of Rochefort. One fleet Avas

stationed in the Mediterranean and another in the Red Sea,

and at Alexandria a magnificent dockyard and arsenal Avere

constructed.

Economic Mehemet Ali applied himself not less vigorously and

refoms!'^
systematically to the Avork of economic reconstruction.

By an act of .sheer confi.scation the land Avas ‘nationalized’,

the proprietors Avere exi)ropriated, and Mehemet Ali himself

became the sole OAvner of the soil of Egypt. Most of the

principal products of the countiy AV'ere, in similar fashion,

converted into State rnonojAolies. NeAv industries Avei'e estab-

lished : under the scientific direction of M. .lumel cotton

growing Avas developed in the Delta, and v'ast tracts of land

yielded abundant crops of siy?ar, olives, and mulberries. Nor
did raAv products monopolize his attention. Factories were
built, though Avith less remunerative results, and Egyptian
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youths were sent to western lands to extract from them the

secrets of commercial and industrial success. The Mahmudiya
Canal was constructed by the forced labour of the fellaheen

to connect Alexandria with the Nile. During the accomplish-

ment of this useful but laborious task 20,000 workmen are

said to hayc perished of dysentery, but of human life

Mehemet Ali was prodigal. Not that he neglected sanitary

science. It was part of the equipment of a modernized State,

and must, therefore, find its place in his scheme of reform.

Tims Alexandria was rebuilt and provided with a new water

supply. Similarly in regard to education. Mehemet Ali is

said not to have been able to read or write,^ but the modern

State demanded education
;
Egypt, therefore, must have*it.

These things, as modern States Have learnt to their cost,

cannot be done without money, and the taxation imposed by

Mehemet Ali was crushing. Combined with the system of

State monopolies heavy taxation had the effect of raising

prices to an almost incredible extent,* and the sufferings of

the fellaheen w'ere consequently intense. It is, indeed, true

of many of Mehemet Ali’s economic reforms that they were

more productive of immediate advantages to the ruler than

conducive to the ultimate prosperity of his people
; but not

of all. Many works of permanent utility were carried out,

and not until the British occupation did Egypt again enjoy

an administration equally enterprising and enlightened.

Mehemet Ali’s enterprise was, however, that of a savage Massacre

despot, llis dealing with the Mamelukes affords an illustra-

tion of his ruthless temper. The Mamelukes had raised him lukcs.

to power, but they were now in his way and must be destroyed.

With every circumstance of treachery and cruelty the deed

was acconqffished in 1811
;
the Mamelukes were wiped out

in a general massacre, and thus the last possible competitors

for political ascendancy were rdinoved from the adventurer’s

path.

In the same year Mehemet Ali launched his expedition Conquest

against the Wahabites of Arabia. At the request of his

' ( )ili( r iihtliorities state that in middle life ho taught himself to read.

® Coloml (’ampl)ell, who was sent to Egypt as Consul-General in 1838,

put tiu' increase as hl^h. as six to tenfold.
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suzerain he dispatched Ibrahim in 1811 to bring these

troublesome schismatics to submission. Several years were

devoted to the arduous task, but by 1818 it was accom-

plished : the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina were recovered

for the Sidtan, and the remnant of the Wahabitcs were driven

into the Nubian desert. ^

In 1821 his son Ismail |)enetrated to the confluence of the

Niles and compiered the Soudap. Kordofan was annexed

in 1822, and in 1828 were laid the foundations of Khartoum.

From 1824 to 1829, as was ex[)lained in the last chapter, the

military energies of Mehemet Ali were concentrated upon

Europe.

"For the services then rendered to Sultan Mahmud, and for

the still greater service, which, but for the Powers, the

Egyptian Pasha was {ircpared to render to his siizerain, the

island o/ Crete was a recompense pour rire. To fulfil his

promise in regard to the Morea was not within the Sidtan’s

power
;

in regard to Syria if was. And Syria, at least,

Mehemet Ali was determined to have.

A pretext for invasion M'as found in the refusal of Abdullah

Pasha of Acre to surrender the Egyptian ‘ rebels ’ who had

sought refuge with him. In November, 1881, a force variously

estimated at 10,000 to85,000 men Avas sent into Palestine under

the command of the redoubtable Ibrahim. The great fortress

of St. Jean d’Acre offered, as usual, an obstinate resistance,

and, leaving a force to besiege it, Ibrahim occupied Jaffa,

Gaza, and Jerusalem. On May 27, 1832, however. Acre was

taken by storm, and on .Tune 15 Damascus also was captured.

Ibrahim’s progress naturally caused great alarm at Con-

stantinople, but in reply to the remonstrances of the Sultan,

Mehemet Ali protested his unbroken loyalty, and declared

that the sole object of the expedition Avas to chastise the

presumption of Abdullah Pasha Avho had ‘ insulted his beard

Avhitened in the service of his sovereign’.' No one was

deceived by these assurances, but there were those about

Sultan Mahmud, and not his least sagacious counsellors, who

urged him to come to term| with his formidable vassal, and

turn their combined arms against the infidel. Hatred of

^ Hall, Enyland and live Orleans Monarchy, p. 160.
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Mehemet Ali was, however, the master passion of Mahmud’s

declining years, and he decided, though not without hesihition,

to send an army against him. In May, 1832, sentence of

outlawry was pronounced against both Mehemet Ali and

Ibrahim, and Hussein Pasha, the destroyer of the Janissaries,

was appointed to command the Turkish ti-oops.

On July 9 Ibrahiny routed the advanced guard of the

Turks in the valley of the^Oroutes, entered Aleppo, which

had closed its gates upon Hussein Pasha on July 16, and on

the 29th inflicted a decisive defeat upon Hussein himself in

the Beilan Pass. The Ttirks were thrown back in complete

confusion into the Taurus Mountains, and Asia Minor was

open to Ibrahim.

A second army was then dispatched from Constantinople

under Ileschid Pasha ; it encountered Ibrahim at Konieh on

December 21, and suffered at his hands a crushing reverse.

Ibrahim advanced to Kutaya, and thence wrote to the Sultan

asking permission to take uj) a still more threatening position

at Brusa.

At this moment it looked as though Constantinople itself

would soon be at his mercy. But now, as so often, Turkey and the

found in its military weakness diplomatic strength. In the I’owcrs.

summer of 1832 the Sultan had a|)pealcd to the Powers.

Only the Tsar Nicholas was prompt in the offer of assistance

;

but to accept assistance from Russia alone was too risky

a policy even in the hour of Turkey’s c.vtreme need. Yet

where else was it to come from ? England and Austria were

unreservedly anxious to maintain the integrity of the Otto-

man Empire, and Prussia followed humbly in the wake of

Metternich. England, hoAvever, was at the moment (1832) in

the throes of a domestic revolution, and was still preoccupied

with the affairs of Belgium. France had a traditional interest

in Egypt, and in addition to this there had sprung up a curious

but undeniable cult for Mehemet Ali, particularly among the

Bonapartists, who regarded him as the disciple of Napoleon,

almost as his apostolic successor in Egypt. Of all the

Powers, therefore, Russia alone was at once anxious and able

to go to the assistance of the Sultan in 183^. And not the

most obtuse could be doubtful as to her motives.
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Turkey The Sultan, accordingly, made a desperate attempt to secure

a^lancl. the assistance of England. Stratford Canning, in Constanti-

nople, strongly urged the English ministry to accede to the

Sultan’s request for a naval expedition to the Syrian coast.

Lord Palmerston, however, w’as in an unusually cautious-

mood, and, though generally in complete sympathy with the

views of Stratford Canning was not, at the moment, willing

to risk the breach with Russia,and France, likely to arise

from isolated action in the Levant.

Russia Russia, meanwhile, reiterated, Avith adde4-. empressenienty

^rkey offers of assistance. In December, 1832, there arrived

in Constantinople, simultaneously with the news of the

difiaster at Konich, General Mouravieff' on a special mission

from the Tsar Nicholas. ' Mouravielf was charged to repre-

sent to the Sultan the fatal consequences likely to accrue

to his empire from the phenomenal success of his Egyptian

vassal, and to offer him a naval squadron for the protection

of the capital. The Sultan still hesitated, however, to accept

the offer, and Mouravieff, therefore, started off to Alexandria

to attempt the intimidation of Mehemet Ali. The reasons for

the Tsar’s disquietude are not obscure.^ Not Turkey alone

AA'as threatened by the advance of Ibrahim. The rights secured

to Russia by a succession of treaties were also directly

jeopardized. The substitution of a virile Albanian dynasty

at Constantinople in place of the effete Osmanlis was the

last thing desired by the Power which wished, naturally

enough, to command the gate into the Mediterranean.

Russia The most that Mouravieff’ could get out of Mehemet Ali

kemot Ali
Ibrahim should not, for the moment, advance beyond

Kutaya.* The Sultan had, meanwhile, come to the con-

clusion that nothing but Russian aid could avert the ruin of

his empire
;
he begged that not only a naval squadron might

be shut to the Bosphorus, bdt that it might be followed by

an army of 30,000 men.

' They are fully set out in the instructions ^iven to Mouravieff, which

'vvill ])e found in Scr^e Goriainow’s valuable monograph, Le Bosphore et

les Dardaadles, x»p. 9. t

^ 150 miles beyond Konich, but miles short of Brusa, Hall, op, cit,y

p. 15cS.
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AccoMingly, on February 20, 1833, a powerful Hussian Bussian

squadron sailed into the Bosphorus and anchored before the^Bos-

Constantinople. Its appearance seriously alarmed both France phoms.

and Great Britain, M^,ho brought pressure upon the Sultan to

pfocure its withdi'awal. The Tsar, however*, refused to with-

di‘aw until Ibrahim and his army had recrossed the Taurus

Mountains. ’

Until his demands were conceded MChemet Ali would issue

no such orders to Ibrahim. Those demands included the

cession of the ’rhole of Syria, part of Mesopotamia, and

thn very ittiportant port and district of Adana. In March
the Sultan agreed to the cession of Syria, Aleppo, aiuj

Damascus, but the Pasha stood out fqr his pound of flesh.

The arrival of a second Russian squadron in the Bosphorus Convcn-

and the landing of a Russian force at Scutari caused still

further alarm to the Western Powers, and did not perhaps

diminish that of the Sultan.
^
A prolongation of the crisis

seemed likely to result in the permanent establishment of

Russia at Constantinople. France and England, therefore,

applied further pressure both to Mehemet Ali and his

suzeraini At last the latter yielded, and on April 8, 1833,

there was concluded the Convention of Kutaya, by which

Mehemet Ali’s terms were conceded in full.

But the drama was not yet played out. Mehemet Ali had 'I’l-ptity of

been bought oflF
;
the debt to Russia remained to be discharged,

So Russia took further security. On April 22 a third con- July 8,

’

tingent of Russian troops arrived at Constantinople, and

Russian engineers proceeded to strengthen the defences of

the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles. Against what enemy ?

On the heefe of the fhii*d Russian contingent came Count

Alexis OrloflF to take Up his apimiUtment as ‘ Ambassador-

Extraordinai'y to the Porte, and Commander-in-Chief of the

Russian troops in the Ottoman Empire’.^ At the end of

April Count Orloff made a State entry into his new kingdom,

1 I'lie instructions jdven to Orloff are of supreme interest. They are

now printed, in extenso, in Goriainow, o/>. cit., p. 33 seq. Orloff was to

(i) induce the Porto to confide alisolutcly in tlio support of Kussia

;

(ii) combat French influence at Constantinople; siii) conciliate the support

of Austria and neutralize the perpetual ill will of England by making it

UI4 T>
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The
I'owers
and the

Treaty.

and after two months of tiresome negotiations he received

the title-deeds under the form of the Treaty of Unkiar-

Skelessi (July 8, 1833).

This famous treaty mai'ked the zenith of Russian in-

fluence at Constantinople. In effect, it placed the Ottoman

Empire under the military protectorship of Jlussia. The

si.\ public articles simply reaffirmed,, ’in platonic terms, the

I’elationa of peace and friendship between the two empires,

though the Tsar of Russia pledged himself, should circum-

stance^ compel the Sultan to claim his |,'clp, to provide

such military and naval assistance as the contracting parties

should deem necessary. Reciprocal assistance was promised

by the Sultan. The real significance of the treaty was

contained in a secret ‘ article, which released the Sultan

fi’om apy obligation to render assistance to Russia, save by

closing the Dardanelles agaiilst the shijis of war of any other

Power. The precise meaning to be attributed to this stipula-

tion was disputed at the time, and has been the subject of

controversy ever since. But Count Nesselrode Avas clearly

not guilty of an empty boast when he declared that the treaty

‘ legalized the armed intervention of Russia ’. It did more.

It guaranteed to Russia a free passage for her warships

through the straits, and it closed the door into the Black

Sea to every other Power. The day after the treaty was

signed the Russian troops re-embarked, and the Russian navy

sailed back to Sebastopol.

The conclusion of this treaty excited the liveliest appre-

hensions in England and France. In Lord Palmerston’s view

its terms were inconsistent with the Anglo-Turkish Treaty

of 1809, by which ‘the passage of ships of war through the

straits is declared not allowable’.^ The English fleet in the

Levant, under the command of Sir Pultoney Malcolm, was

1‘einforced and sent up, with a French squadron, to Besika

clear that the sole object of Russian intervention was to preserve the

Ottoman Empire; (iv) reserve to Russia complete independence of action,

ami resist any proposil for collective intervention; (v) keep the Russian

forces at Constantinople until the conclusion of a definitive peace between
Turkey and Mahomet Ali, and, above all, convince Mahmud that in the

support of Russia lay his one hope of salvation. 4
J Palmerston to Temple, Oct. 8, ap. Bulwer, Life, ii. 171.
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Bay. England and France presented identical notes at

St. Petersburg and Constantinople protesting against the

proposed violation of the neutrality of the straits, and things

looked like war between the maritimes and Russia.

None of the Powers, however, desired war. Metternich

interposed his good offices, and the Tsar was induced to give

a verbal assurance thfjt he had no intention of enforcing the

rights conferred upon him by the Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi.

For the moment the assurance was accepted, but Palmerston

made up his mind that at the first convenient opportunity

the treaty itself should be torn up.

In September a confereiice was held between the Tsar,

the Austrian Emperor, and the Crown Prince of Prus&ia Munchen-

at Miinchengratz. Its outcome x^as a formal Convention giatz.

{September 18, 18.3.3) between Russia and Austria, by which

the two Powers mutually undeVtook to oppose any extension

of the authority of the Egyptian Pasha over the European

provinces of the Ottoman Elnpire, and agreed that, should

their efforts fail to maintain the integrity of that empire,

they would act in the closest concert in regard to futtire

dispositions. The second provision, as Goriainow' points

out, was studiously vague : the first wiis precise. Sultan

Mahmud nearly provoked a renewal of the troubles by

shuffling about the cession of Adana, but eventually gave

way, and by the beginning of 1834 the first phase of the

Egyptian crisis was at an end.

The diplomatic fires were only smouldering. Sultan Troubled

Mahmud was eager to be revenged upon his detested (1834-8).

rival in Egypt, and in particular to recover Syria
;
between

England and France there was increasing suspicion and

tension
;
while the Tsar Nicholas made no seci'et of his dislike

for the Orleanist Monarchy in France, and his contempt for

the policy pursued by its ministers. By 1838 events seelned

hastening towards a renewed war in the Near East. The

Sultan had invoked the help of Prussia in the reoi'ganization

of his army, and Prussia had lent him the services of a young

officer, destined to fame as the conqueror of Austi-ia and

* Op, cit., p. 52.

p 2
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France, Helmuth von Moltke. By the conclusion (August 19^

1838) of a commercial treaty with England, the Sultan not

only drew closer the ties between that country and himself^

but at the same time, with consummate adroitness, deprived

Mehemet Ali of much of the advantage derived from' his

commercial monopolies, and still further widened' the breach

between Egypt and England. ,

Tnrco- Mehemet Ali was, on his side, chafing under the re-
^jyptian

imposed upon him by the Convention of Kutaya,

(1839
-11). and was restrained from declaring his forma| independence

only by the pressure of the Powers. In Syria, however,

his rule proved to be as unpopular as it was tyrannical,

a Tact which encouraged the Sultan in his resolution to

delay his revenge no longer. The Powers did their utmost

to dissuade him
;
Moltke warned him that the army was

not ready
;

but MaJmuid would listen to no counsels

of prudence, and in the spring of 1839 the war for the

reconquest of Sj'ria began. The issue was disastrousi In

April, 1839, a large Turkish force crossed the Euphrates^

and on June 24 it was routed by Ibrahim near Nessib, on

the Syrian frontier. Nearly 15,000 prisoners were taken,

and almost the whole of the Turkish artillery and stores

fell into his hands. His victory was complete and conclu-

sive.

Peath of Before the news could reach Constantinople the old Sultan

Malmiul
(June 30), with lage in his heart and curses on hiS lips.

He was succeeded by his son, Abdul Medjid, a youth of sixteen.

Nothing could have been darker than the prospects of the

new reign. Close upon the news of the disaster at Nessib

came tidings of treachery in the fleet. The admiral, Ahmed
Pasha, had carried offthe Turkish fleet to Alexandria, and had

surrendered it to Mehemet Ali.

The young Sultan promptly opened direct negotiations

with the Egyptian Pasha. The latter demanded that the

hereditary goveniment of both Egypt and Syria should' be

secured to him, and the Sultan seemed disposed to acquiesce,

when the Powers intervened.

Collective On July 27,* 1839, the I^owers presented a collective note

Porte, demanding the suspension of direct negotia-
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tioBS between the Sultan and the Pasha. To this the Sultan

joyfully assented.

His assent only served to sow the seeds of discord be- uissen-

tween the mmiber8,of tlie Concert. The soil was congenial, among tho
The government of Louis-PhiUppe was lavish in encourage- Towers,

ments to Mehemet Ali. Firm alliance with the Egyptian

adventurer seemed to»oi)en the prospect of a restoration of

French prestige throughout.the Near East. Strong in posses-

sion of Algeria, cordially united with Spain, France might

even hope to canvert the Mediterranean into a French lake
;

and, by cutting a canal through the isthmus of Suez, might

neutralize the advantages secured to England by the posses-

sion of Cape Colony.

England, however, had in 1839 taken the precaution to

occupy Aden, and, with the rest of the Powers,, was not

minded to permit the break-up of the Ottoman Empire and

the substitution of the rule of^Mehemet Ali for that of a feeble

youth at Constantinoide. Hitherto England and France had

acted in cordial co-operation in regard to the Near Efistern

Question, and had to some extent succeeded in resisting the

ambitions of Russia. The Tsar Nicholas now saw an oppor-

tunity of turning the tables upon the Western Powers, and

in Se2)tember, 183!), sent Baron Brunnow to London to

make certain specific proposals to Lord Palmerston. The

Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi should be allowed to lapse
;
the

straits be closed to all ships of war ;
Mehemet Ali should

be restricted to the hereditary government of Egypt
;
and

Russia should go hand in hand with England tow'ards a final

solution of the Near Eastern problem.

Lord Palmerston was naturally attracted by the i)rospect, Knglaa<J,

if only as a means of checking the ambitions of France. He
was no more dis^msed to allow France to erect an exclusive Trance,

protectorate over Egypt than he had been to see Russia

supreme at Constantinople. Of Louis-Philipjie he was at

once contemptuous and mistrustful. His colleagues and his

sovereign, on the other hand, were strongly averse to a rupture

with France. Palmerston did iiQt desire it;,neither did he

fear it ‘ It is evident ’, he writes to Bulwer, ‘ the French

Government will not willingly take the slightest step of coercion
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against Mehemet Ali . .

.

anxious as we are to continue to go on
with them, M'e are not at all prepared to stand still with them.
They must therefore take this choice between three courses ;

either to go forward with us and honestly.redeem the pledgesf

they have given to us and to Euroj>e
; or to stand aloof and

shrink from a fulfilment of their own spontane»v)us declara-

tion
;
or lastly, to go right about and Ifcague themselves with

Mehemet Ali, and employ forco to prevent us, and those

other Powers who may join us, from doing that which France
hei'self .is bound by every principle of honour and every
enlightened considemtion of her real interests, to assist us in

dohig, instead of preventing from being done.’ ^

As to the future of .Turkey, Palmerston was far from
pessimistic. ‘ All that we hear about the decay of the Turkish

Empire, »,nd its being a dead V<>dy or a sapless trunk, and so

forth, is pure and unadulterated nonsense.’ Given ten years

of peace under European protection, coupled with internal

reform, there seemed to him no reason why ‘ it should not

become again a respectable Power ’. For the moment two
things were essential : Mehemet must be compelled ‘ to with-

draw into his original shell of Egypt’, and the protection

afibrded to Turkey must be European, not exclusively

Russian. These were the key-notes of Palmerston’s policy

in the Near East. Negotiations between the Pow'crs were
protracted, but I’ahnerston had the satisfaction of seeing his

views prevail.

France, however, was excluded from the settlement. In
Februai’y, 1840, Thiers had come into power in France.
Thiers had always asserted the claims of France to supreme
influence in the Near East with pecidiar vehemence, and
Palmerston soon convinced himself and the rest of the Powers
that Thiers was playing exclusively for his own hand. The
policy adopted by Russia in 1833, and so recently repudiated,
was to be precisely repeated on the jjart of France.

In order to avert a European war a sharp lesson had to
be administered to Thiers. If he were allowed to persist in
his course in .regard to Egypt, Russia would I’esume her

1 Sept. 1839.
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claims over Constantinople. The ultimate result would,

therefore, be ‘ the practical division of the Ottoman Empire

into two separate and independent States, whereof one

would be a dependency of France and the other a satellite

of Russia Only by a threat of resignation did Palmerston

bring his colleagues into agreement with himself, and on

July 15, the four Powers—Russia, Prussia, Austria, and

Great Britain—concluded \vith the Porte a ‘ convention for

the pacification of the Levant’.

p:* Under this Convention the Sultan agi’ced to confer upon Conven-

Mehemet the hereditary Pashalik of Egypt, and, for his life,

the administration of southern Syria, including the fortress July 15,

of St. Jean d’Acre, with the title of Pasha of Acre. Failhig

Mehemet’s acceptance within ten days, the latter part of the

offer was to be withdrawn ;
failing acceptance within twenty

days, the whole offer. The re*st of the contracting Powers,

Great Britain, Russia, Austria, and Prussia, agreed to force

their terms upon Meheniet ;* to prevent sea-communication

between Egypt and Syria, to defend Constantinople, and

guarantee the integrity of the Ottoman Empire.^

It was, at the same time, expressly provided (Art. 4) that

the naval protection of the straits against Mehemet Ali

should be regarded as an excciitional measure, ‘ adopted at

the express demand of the Sultan and it was agreed ‘ that

such measure should not derogate in any degree from the

ancient rule of the Ottoman Empire, in virtue of which it

has in all times been prohibited for ships of war of foreign

Powers to enter the Straits of the Dardanelles and of the

Bosphorus

The Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi was tom into shreds. Two

(juestions remained : would Mehemet Ali accept the terms to

be offered to him by the Sultan ? if not, could he count upon

the help of France in defying tlie will of Europe ?

1 The full text of the Couvention in French is printed in an appendix to

Buhver’s Lije of Palmerston, ii. 420-7 ; also (in English) in Holland’s

European Concert in the Eastern Question, pp. 90-7. The whole course

of the preceding negotiations is described, with lull references to the

documents in Ooriainow, op, cit., chapter x—of course, from the Russian

point of view.
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The Quadruple Treaty aroused profound indignation in

France. For the beat of reasons Palmerston had kept that

country in the dark as to its impending conclusion. Had
France known of it Mehemet Ali would undoubtedly have

been encouraged to thwart the will of Ettrope, and a general

war would have ensued.'

But Thiers was incensed no less at the substance of the

Convention than at the methods employed to secure it. The
Citizen King and his subjects had undeniably been bowed out

of the European Concert by Lord Palmerston. The will of

Europe was imposed explicitly upon Mehemet Ali
;
implicitly

upon France. Thiers was all for defying the allied Powers.

^Yarlike preparations were pushed on apace
;
the army and

fleet were strengtliened, tke fortification of Paris was begun, and

for a moment it seemed probable tliat a great European con-

flagration would break out. Palmerston was quite unmoved.

He knew his man. He did not believe that Louis-Philippe

as ‘ the man to run amuck, especially without any adequate

motive’.'^ Bulwer, therefore, was instructed to tell Thiers
‘ in the most friendly and inoffensive manner that if France

throws doM'n the gauntlet we shall not refuse to pick it up’.''

Palmerston’s confidence in his own judgement was not mis-

placed. His diagnosis of the situation was accurate. Louis-

Philippe knew that a Etiropean war would complicate the

domestic situation in France, and might imperil his dynasty.

The fiery Thiers was pennitted to resign in October and Avas

rej)laced l)y Ouizot, Avho was at once friendly to England and

anxious to j)rescrve peace in Europe.

The task Avas not an easy one. In the Levant things had

been moving fast since the .signature of the Quadrilateral

treaty. As a precautionary measure the British Mediterranean

squadron had been ordered to cut off all communication by

sea betAveen Egypt and Syria, and a portion of it, with some
Austrian frigates, appeared off* Beyrout on August 11, 1840.

Ibrahim Avas noAv in a dangerous position, and Mehemet Ali,

1 Palmerston’s reasons are conclusively and exhaustively explained in

a letter to Hobhouse printed in ihoJSnglish Historical Beview for January,

1903.

“ To Bulwer, July 21, 1840. ^ To Buhver, Sept. 20, 1840.
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Iwiying virtually refiiised the tenna required iu the Ccwiveution

of J^oudon, applied for protectioo to France. la September,

therefore, the Sultan, witii the approval of the four Powers,

declared him to be deposed from all his governorships, and

at the same time Sir Charles Napier bombarded and captured

Beyrout, under the eyes of Ibrahim and the Egyptian army.

Sidon was taken before the middle of October, and on Novem-

ber 3 the great fortress of ^St. Jean d’Acre, hitherto deemed

impregnable, surrendered to Sir Charles Napier. Ibrahim

himself had already been defeated by a force of British and

Austrian marines, and Mehemet Ali at last realized that his

hold upon Syria was gone for ever.

The British fleet then proceeded to Alexandria, and MehenSet

Ali was compelled to yield to the* will of the Powers. In

return for the hereditary Pashalik of Egypt he screed to

surrender the Turkish fleet, which, since 1839, had been in

his hands
;
to evacuate Syria, Arabia, and Crete

;
and to com-

ply with the terms set forth* in the C^onvention of London.

The Porte, now relieved of all anxiety, hesitated to fulfil its

jiart of the bargain. Palmerston Wiis consequently obliged

to apply pressure at Constantinople, and on June 1, 1841,^

the Sultan issued a Finnan by which, after an acknowledge-

ment of the ‘ zeal and .sagacity of Mehemet Ali ’, and a

reference to the ‘ experience and knowledge which he had

acquired in the affairs of Egypt ’, the government of Egypt,

together with Nubia, Kordofan, Darfur, and Senuaar, was

solemnly conferred upon him ‘ with the additional privilege

of hereditary succession’.®

The Egyptian question was now settled. The European

crisis was also successfully surmounted, thanks partly to

the pacific disposition of Guizot and his bourgeois King,

thanks even more to the incomparable self-confidence and

undeviating firmness with whicli Lord Palmerston had con-

ducted a series of difficult negotiations.

^ To tho terms of the original Firman of Feb. 13 the Pasha had

successfully objected. • •

* The full text of a remarkable and historic document will be found in

Holland, op. cit.. pp. 110 sejq.
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France was invited to re-enter the European Concert, and

on July 13, 1841, a second Treaty of London was concluded

between England, Russia, Austria, Prussia, and France. The

Porte recovered Syria, Crete, and Arabia
;
Mehemet was

confirmed in the hereditary Pashalik of Egypt under the

suzerainty of the Sultan ; and the Powers agreed that the

Dardanelles and the Bosphorus should <be closed to all foreign

ships of war so long as the Tui;kish Empire was at peace.

Palmerston’s triumph was complete. The claim of Russia to

a protectorate over Turkey, that of France tq a protectorate

over Egypt was firmly repudiated
; the Treaty of Unkiar-

Skelessi was set aside
;
Turkey was rescued both from the

hdstility of Mehemet Ali and from the friendship of Russia

;

the will of Great Britain was made to prevail
;
the peace of

Europe secured.

With the conclusion of the Treaty of London Mehemet Ali

disappears from the political sta^e on which for five-and-thirty

years he had played so conspicuous a part. He lived until

1849, but some years before his death his mind gave way,

and the actual government of Egypt was vested in Ibrahim.

Ibrahim, however, died before his father, in 1848, and on his

death the Pashalik passed to his son Abbas I.

The country which Mehemet had recreated became, subject

to the payment of an annual tribute to the Porte, completely

autonomous in an administrative and economic sense. The

Pasha was at liberty to conclude commercial, financial, and

administrative conventions with foreign Powers
;
he could,

by consent, vary the terms of the ‘ capitulations ’, raise loans,

and set up any domestic institutions which seemed good to

him. Yet the international position of Egypt was peculiar.

Subject to an obligation to render military assistance when
required to the suzerain, ^the Pasha was master of his

ow'n military establishment. With his African neighbours

he could fight to his heart’s content. He was prohibited

from making war, without the Sultan’s consent, upon any

European Power
;
but, obviously, no European Power could

exact reparatipn, for any Jinjury inflicted, from the Pasha,

without a violation of international law, and offering a casus

belli to the suzerain Power. The difficulties and contradic-
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tions involved in this situation were clearly revealed in the

last decades of the nineteenth century, when Egypt again

became the pivot of international politics.

A word seems to be required, before this chapter closes, Russia

as to the relations of the two Powers which, apart from the

Ottoman Empire itself, were most intimately concerned in
“

the events recorded in* the preceding pages.

It was not until the outjbreak of the Greek insurrection

that Russia and Great Britain had come into contact in Near

Eastern alfairs.i Canning laid down the principle that Russia

must not be permitted to regard those affairs as her own
exclusive concern. He, like his master Pitt, grasped the

truth that Great Britain was not less interested than
%

Russia, and much more interested than any other Great

Power, in the fate of the Ottoman Empire. The .Duke of

Wellington, shocked by the ‘ untoward incident ’ of Navarino,

deserted Canning’s principles and dissipated the hard-won

fruits of his diplomacy. The Tsar profited by Wellington’s

blunder in 1829, and was tempted to an even bolder exi)eri-

ment in 1833.

But Canning’s mantle had fallen, in even ampler folds,

upon the shoulders of Palmerston. It was Palmerston, more

definitely than Canning, who established the tradition that

the actions of Russia in the Near East must be watched

with ceaseless vigilance, not to say continuous jealousy. The

lesson of Unkiar-Skelessi was always before his eyes. It

revealed, as he thought, the true mind of Russia. Her

real policy was not the annihihition of the Ottoman Empire,

but its preservation in tutelage to herself. As a fact,

Russian policy has throughout the nineteenth century halted

between these two opinions.

As far back as 1802 Count \j^ictor placed the two alterna-

tives clearly before his master, Alexander I : on the one

hand, the policy of partition ; on the other, the mainten-

ance of a feeble power at Constantinople under a Russian

protectorate.

This latter policy, as we have^een, attained the zenith of

its success in the Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi. But for the

jealous vigilance of Palmerston the position then acquired
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by Russia might have been permanently consolidated. Rnt

if the lesson of 1833 sank deep into Palmerston’s mind, so

did that of 1840-1 make a profound impresMon upon the

mind of the Tsar Nicholas.

Nicholiis I The intellect of Nicholas may have been narrow, but it

was singularly acute. He frankly recognized .that England

was hardly less interested than Russia in finding a satisfactory

solution of the Near Eastern pr/jblem, and he endeavoured

honestly, according to his lights, to assist her in the quest

In the summer of 1844 the Tsar paid a visit to the English

Court, and upon all with whom he came in contact his

personality produced a pleasing impression. On public

ahairs, particularly those relating to the Eastern Question,

he opened his mind freely to Lord Aberdeen, who was

Foreign ^Secretary at the time, and to other statesmen in

England, including the Jh'ince Consort. The views expressed

in conversation he was at pains to amplify and embody in

a written memorandum. According to the account of it

given by the Duke of Argyll, this singularly instructive

document contained the following leading propositions

:

‘That the maintenance of Turkey in its existing territory

and degree of independence is a great object of European
policy. That in order to preserve that maintenance the

Powers of Europe should abstain from making on the Porte

demands conceived in a selfish intei’est, or from assuming

towards it an attitude of exclusive dictation. That, in the

event of the Porte giving to any one of the Powers just

cause of complaint, that Power should be aided by the rest

in its endeavours to have that cause removed. That all the

Powers should urge on the Porte the duty of conciliating its

Chi’istian subjects, and should use all their influence, on the

other hand, to keep those subjects to their allegiance. That,

in tlie event of any unforeseen calamity befalling the Turkish

Empire, Russia and England should agree together as to the

course that should be pumued.’ ’

‘ Nothing ’, as the Duke justly says, ‘ could be more reason-

^ Autobiography of the eighth Duke of Argyll^ i. 443. The Duke gives

a vivid description of the Tsar. Cf. also Queen Victorias Letters, ii. 13-23,

for the impres.sion produced on the ronr^.
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able, nothing more friendly and even confidential towards us

than this declaration of views and intentions of the Emperor

of Russia.’ The memorandum, so he tells us, remained in

the Foreign Office, and ‘was handed on by each minister to

his successor’, and he adds an expression of his own strong

conviction that ‘ if the Emperor Nicholas had abided by the

assurances of this mepiorandum, the Crimean War would

never have arisen’.^ Be that as it may there can be no

doubt that the personal relations established by the Tsar

in 1844 with English statesmen, and particularly with

Lord Aberdeen, who in 1852 became Prime Minister, did

predispose them to anticipate with a confidence, which was

perhaps excessive, a peaceful issue to the difficulties whieh

then arose. On the other hand, the Tsar had drawn from

his Conversations in London an inference, even more fatally

erroneous: that under no circumstances, so long as Lord

Aberdeen controlled its destinies, would Great Britain drsiw

the sword. In these mutusd misunderstandings we have,

perhaps, a warning against ‘amateur’ diplomacy. That

they were, in part, responsible for a most unhappy war

cannot be denied.

With the antecedents and course of that war the next

chapter will be concerned.

^ Autohio(jraj)hy of the eighth Duke of A rgyll, i. 444.

For reference: C. de Freycinet, ta Question (TlSgypte (Paris, 1904)

(presents the French point of view with admirable lucidity and* ample

reference to documents); Major John Hall, England and the Orleans

Monarchy (Smith, Elder & Fo., 1912 : a valuable monograph
;
bien docu-

menUe)
;
Serge Coriainow, Le Bosjdiore et les Dardanelles (written from

the Russian documents by the Director of the Imperial Archives at

St. Petersburg, and invaluable as presenting the Russian point of view)

;

Dalling and Ashley, Life of LordPalmerston (Bentley, 1870
;
vol. ii conisists

almost entirely of original letters and documents of firstrate importance)

;

T. E. Holland, European Concert in the Eastern Question (Clarendon

Press, 1885) (invaluable for te^^ts); Hertslet, as before.
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THE CRIMEAN WAR

‘Had it not been for the Crimean War and the policy subsequently

adopted by Lord Beaconsfield’s Government, the independence of the

Balkan States would never have been achieved, and ftie Russians would

now be in possession of Constantinople,’—Lonn Cromek.

‘A war to give a few wretched monks the key of a Grotto.’

—

Thiers.

The only perfectly useless modern war that has been waged.’

—

Sir Robert Morier.

‘ The I’urkish Empire is a thing to be tolerated but not to be recon-

structed; 'in such a cause ... I will 'not allow a pistol to be fired.’

—

Tsar
Nichoeas.

After twenty years ofeontiiiaous storms (1822-41 ) Eastern

Europe was permitted to enjoy a spell of nnnsnal calm. It

proved to be no more than an interlude between two periods

of upheaval, but it lasted long enough (1841-52) to give the

young Sultan, Abdul Medjid, an opportunity of putting his

house in order.

The leader of the reform party was Reschid Pasha, who

had been Turkish ambassador at the Court of St. James’s,

and had imbibed, during his residence in London, many ideas

as to the nature of political progress in the West. His efforts

to apply to his own country the lessons learnt in England

were warmly encouraged by Sultan Mahmud and by his

successor Abdul Medjid.

In 1839 all the grandees of the Ottoman Empire, viziers,

nlemas, dignitaries secular and ecclesiastical, with the

diplomatic corps were summoned to the palace of Giilhan^
;

prayer was offered up
;
the omens were consulted

;
a salute

of a hundred and one guns was fired, and then the young

Sultan proclaimed, Avith all possible solemnity, the issue of

a Hatti-scherif, an organic Charter of Liberties, sometimes

known in history as the Thizimat. The Sultan declared his

fixed resolve to secure for the Ottoman Empire the benefits
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of a reformed administration ; security of life, honour, and

property was to be guaranteed to every subject
;
taxes were

to be imposed and collected according to a fixed method ;

military service was to be regulated
;
the administration of

justice was to be reformed, and something in the nature

of a representative, though not an elected, council to be

instituted.
f)

The announcement of this comprehensive programme marks Army

an epoch of no little significance in the history of the Otto-

man Empire. Nor was its execution delayed. A large

scheme of military reform was initiated in 1 843. The army,

recruited in European fashion, was henceforth to be divided

into two parts : the Nizam, or active army, in which men
were to serve for five years

;
and the Redif, or reserve, in

which they were to serve for a further seven years.

Tjater on local government was reorganized, and a deter- Local

mined attempt was made to put a stop to the farming of the

taxes and the gross abuses connected with that antiquated and Edu-

fiscal system. The market for negro-slaves was abolished, ^‘i**®**’

and the large profits accruing to the State therefrom were

surrendered. Nor was education neglected. Tlie ecclesiastical

monopoly of education was restricted ; a medical school and

a military academy were established, and a great impulse was

given to technical training by the institution of schools of

commerce, science, and art.

Finally, the Sultan declared that there should be no dis-

crimination between the several creeds ; Moslems, Jews, and

Oliristians were all to regard themselves as equally under the

l»rotection of the sovereign, children of the same father.

Sentiments so enlightened, especially when translated, how-

ever tentatively, into action, could not fail to excite alarm

and provoke opposition among the obscurantist elements of

the Sultan’s Empire. Nor did the reactionaries lack cither

numbers or influence. The ulemas denounced Reschid as

a giaour
;
declared that the Almighty Avould not fail to visit

with his wrath such a blasphemous violation of the Koran

;

that the Hatti-sclierif was contrary to the fundamental law

of the Ottoman Empire, and that the attempt to put Moslem
and Christian on an equality, so far from allaying discontent,
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Would promote unrest among the subject populations and

encourage perpetual agitation.

The latter prediction seemed, indeed, likely to be justified.

Concession served to whet the appetite for reform. The war

of creeds blazed out more fiercely than ever, and each sect

,in turn applied to its external protector : the ()rthodbx to

the Tsar
;
the Catholics to France

; the few Protestants to

England. The quarrels of the Greeks and Latins Were, as we
shall see, not the least important among the many contribu-

tory causes which issued in the great European confiagration

known t6 history as the Crimean War.

What Aristotle said of revolutions is true also of wars.

The occasions may be trivial, the causes are always important.

Emphatically was this thb case Avith the Crimean War. It

may be that the faggots w^ere laid by the squabbles of the

Greek anci Latin monks in the THoly Land. Louis Napoleon

may have applied the match to highly infiammable materials.

The personalities of the Tsar Nicholas, of his ambassador

MenschikofF, of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, even, in another

sense, of Lord Aberdeen, may have contributed to the out-

break. But to regard such things as the essential causes of

the war implies a singularly 8upei*ficial apprehension of the

majestic and deliberate operation of historic forces. Kihg-

lake wanted a villain for the central figure of his brilliant

romance, and found him in the Emperor Napoleon. Much
may lie forgiven to a supreme artist, and something, as was

hinted, to the disappointed suitor.^ But scientific history is

compelled to look further and deeper.

Napoleon Louis Napoleon was the immediate firebrand is in-

III. disputable. In 1850 he took up Avith great zeal the cause of

the Roman Catholics in the Near East. In 1852 M. de Lava-

lette, the French ambassador at Constantinople, Avas instnicted

to insist upon the claims of tile Latin monks to the guai'dian-

ship of the Holy Places in I’alestinc. ‘ Stated in bare terms

writes Kinglake, ‘ the (jucstion Avas whether for the purpose

of passing through the building into their Grotto, the Latin

monks should have the key of the chief door of the Church

1 Kiliglake is said to have been a suitor for the favours of Miss Howard,
Napoleon's mistress : F. A. Simpson, Riae of Louis Napoleon, p. 1G2.
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of Bethlehem, and also one of the keys of each of the two

doors of the sacred manger, and whether they should be at

liberty to place in the sanctuary of the Nativity a silver star

adorned with the arms of France.’ ' So stated, the question

at issue seems puerile to the verge of criminal levity. But
behind a question superficially trivial was the tmdition of

three hundred years ofif'rench diplomacy in the Levant. The
privileged* position bestowed upon France and its clients by
Suleiman the Magnificent had, as we have seen, been specifi-

cally renewed #,nd guaranteed by the more formal,

lations of May 28, 1740.“^ Since 1740 the Latin monks had
neglected their duties as custodians of the Holy Places, the

Greeks had stepped into their shoes, with the tacit assenP'of

France who had lost interest in the matter.

Louis Napoleon saw his chance. He was now on the brink

of achieving his lifelong ambition. After two humiliating,

but not futile, fiascoes ^ the ‘ man of destiny ’ had come
forward, at the precise psychological moment in 1848, and,

declaring his name to bo ‘ the symbol of order, nationality,

and glory ’, had announced his candidature for the I’re^deqcy

of the Second Republic established on the collapse of the

July Monarchy. In the contest which ensued Laiuartine,

the hero of February, received less than 18,000 votes

;

Cavaignac, who in the terrible ‘days of June’ had saved

the State, received less than a million and a half
;
the un-

known man, who bore the name of Napoleon, received

5,434,226. But Louis Napoleon had still to make good. He
obtained a confirmation and prolongation of his Presidency
by the coup itHat of December, 1851, and after a second
coup itHat in December, 1852, he transformed the Presidency
into an hereditary empire. He relied for support funda-

mentally upon the peasants of France, but more immediately
on the two highly organized forces in France, the Church and
the Army. The Bourgeois Monarchy had failed to touch the

imagination of France. ‘ La France s’ennuie ’, as Lamartine

^ Invasion of the Crimea^ i. 46.

Arts. 33~6 and 82 deal specifically Vitli Les Lie/im saints.
3 At Strasbnrg (1836), at Boulogne (1840), the second followed by six

years’ imprisonment.

1014 Q
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had sagaciously observed. Her prestige abroad had suflfered

severely from the conduct of foreign affairs under Louis-

Philippe, particularly in that quarter as to which France

was most sensitive—the Levant. Lord Palmerston had
elbowed France out of the Concert in 1840, and had admitted

her on sufferance in 1841.

I'laiuc. Such a position was wholly inconsistent with the Napoleonic

iutcipretation of ‘ la gloire 71iat interpretatimi the new
emperor was determined to revive. The traditions of French

diplomacy dictated the direction. Nor was at personal motive

lacking. With studied contempt Nicholas had x’cfused to

acx'ord the successful conspirator the courtesy Avhich pre-

vailed between crowned heads : he had addressed him not

as ‘ frere ’ but as ‘ bon and ’. The Greek monks at Bethlehem

and .Jeivisalem were to pay for the affront put by the Tsar

upon the protector of the Latins.

Russia. But if the prestige of France had suffered at the hands of

Lord Palmei’ston, not less had that of Russia. Ever since the

days of Peter the Great, Russia had set before herself two

supreme objects : a virtual protectorate over the Cdiristian

subjects of the Hultan
; and the domination of the Bos-

idiorus and the Dardanelles. These objects had been

practically attained when the Sultan, in 1838, signed the

Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi. That treaty Lord Palmerston

had torn up.

linglaiul. For Great Britain, though tardy in realizing the significance

of the Near Eastern Question to herself, was now deeply

impressed with a sense of the danger to be apprehended

whether from a French protectorate over Egyi>t or from a

Russian protectorate over Turkey. To repudiate the exclusive

ixretensions of both Russia and France was, therefore, the

key-note of English foreign,policy throughout three-quarters

of the nineteenth century.

Not that England asserted any exclusive claims on her own

behalf. On the contrary, the principle to which she firmly

adhered was that the pi’oblem of the Near East could be

solved only by the Powers in Concert. That concert she

has honestly endeavoured to maintain, and in maintaining

it she has, to a large extent unconsciously, given room and
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opportunity for the growth of a new and vitalizing principle,

the principle of nationality.

In this diagnosis of the situation the modern reader will

detect, or imagine that he has detected, a palpable omission.

What, he will ask, was the attitude of the German Powers,

Austria and, Prussia, and of Italy? Austria was deeply

interested, but preoocupied. The Habsburg dominions,

German, Magyar, Bohemian„and Italian, had barely emerged

from the crisis of 1848-9 : the crisis which had displaced

Metternich, am^threatened with disruption the empire which

he had so long governed. Only the intervention of the Tsar

Nicholas had preserved Hungary to the Ilabsburgs, and

though gratitude, as events were soon to j)rove, is not the most

conspicuous attribute of the Austrian House, the policy of the

young emperor was at the moment in com))letc ac(;^jrd with

that of his preserver.' Prussia had played no independent

part in Eastern affairs since Metternich ’s accession to i)ower.

Italy had not yet come into being. But, as we shall see, the

man destined to create it was no sooner in ])ower than he

firmly asserted that the Italy of the future had a vital interest

in the solution of the Near Eastern Problem. For the moment,

however, the game was in the hands of the Tsar Nicholas,

Napoleon, and Great Britain.

The demands made, on behalf of the Ijatii) monks, by

Napoleon were supported by the other Roman Catholic

powers : Austria, Spain, Sardinia, Portugal, Belgium, and

Naples
;
and after some delay they were, in substance, con-

ceded by the Sultan. The concession roused bitter resentment

in the mind of the Tsar Nicholas, who demanded, from the

Porte, its immediate rescission. Thus the Porte found

itself, not for the first time, between the upper and the nether

millstone
; and, in order to escape from that embarrassing

situation, the Sultan played an old diplomatic trick. His

decision on the points at issue was embodied in a letter to

the French charge d’affaires, and in a Firman addressed to

the Greek patriarch at Jerusalem. The language of the two
documents was not identical

:
|.he letter laid stress upon

' ‘ When I speak of Russia I speak of Austria as well ’
: Tsar Nicholas

to Sir G. H. Seymour. Eastern Papers, Part V, 1854.

Q 2

(jermany
and Italy.

The Holy
riaces.
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the substantial concessions to France
;
the Firman dwelt

upon the claims denied. In the upshot France was satisfied,

Russia was not.

Accordingly, in March, 1853, the Tsar dispatched ta

Constantinople Prince Menschikoff, a rough and overbearing

soldier, who was charged not only to obtain fujl satisfaction

in regard to the Holy Places, but to demand from the Sultan

a virtual acknowledgement, em\iodied in a formal treaty, of

the Tsar’s protectorate over all the Orthodox subjects of the

Porte.
^
On the question of the Holy Placjjip the Tsar had

a strong case
;
his claim to a protectorate over the Greek

Church in Turkey was, on the contrary, an extravagant

extension of the vague and indefinite engagements contained

in the Treaty of Kainafdji, and in subsequent conventions-

concluded between Russia and the Ottoman Empire.

This demand appeared to the British Government to be

wholly inadmissible.

‘No sovereign,’ wrote Lord Clarendon, ‘having a proper

regard for Ids own dignity and independence, could admit

proposals so undefined as those of Prince Menschikolf, and

by treaty confer upon another and more powerful sovereign

a right of protection over a large i)ortion of his own subjects.

lIoAvever well disguised it may be, yet the fact is that under

the vague language of the proposed Sened a perpetual right

to interfere in the internal affairs of Turkey would be con-

fei’rcd upon Russia, for governed as the Greek subjects of

the I’orte are by their ecclesiastical authorities, and looking

as these latter w ould in all things do for protection to Russia,

it follows that 14,000,000 of Greeks would henceforth regard

the emperor as their supreme protector, and their allegiance

to the Sultan would be little more than nominal, W'hile bis

own independence would dwindle into vassalage.’ ^

Inadmissible in substance, the Russian demand was urged

upon the Sultan by Prince Menschikoff with insufferable

insolence. But by this time Menschikoff himself had to

reckon with an antagonist in whose skilful hands the bluster-

ing Russian w'as a mere cj|iild. On April 5 Lord Stratford

de Redcliff’e returned to Constantinople, and the whole
* Lord Clarendon to Lord Stratford, May 31, 1853.
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diplomatic situation quickly underwent a complete trans-

formation.^

The Tsar Nicholas had always, as we have seen, been England

anxious to maintain a cordial understanding with England

in regard to the Ehstern Question, and early in the spring

of 1853 he had a series of interviews with Sir Hamilton

Seymour, tfien Britigh ambassador at St. Petersburg.

During tlipse interviews he discussed, in the most friendly

manner, the relations of tteir respective countiies in the

Near East. Recalling his personal friendship with the head

of the new ministry. Lord Aberdeen, he insisted that the

interests of England and Russia were ‘ upon almost all

questions the same ’, and expressed his confidence that the

two countries would contitme to be <5n ‘ terms of close amity ’.

‘ Turkey’, he continued, ‘ is in a critical state . . . the country

itself seems to be falling to pie*ces . . . we have on our hands

a sick man^—a very sick man : it Avill be, I tell you frankly,

a great misfortune if, one of 1;hese days, he should slip away
from us before all necessary arrangements were made.’ In the

Tsar’s vicAV it Avas therefore ‘ very important that England

and Russia should come to a perfectly good understanding on

these affairs, and that neither should take any decisive step

of Avhich the other is not a])prised ’. The Tsar further asserted

that he had entirely abandoned ‘the plans and dreams’

<d‘ the Empress Catherine, but frankly admitted that he had

obligations in regard to the Cln-istian subjects of the I^oi-te

Avhich treaties and national sentiment alike comj)elled him

to fulfil.^ In his vicAA', hoAvever, the goA^erning fact of the

situation Avas that the Turk Avas in a state of hopeless

decrepitude. ‘ He may suddenly die upon our hands : Ave

cannot resuscitate Avhat is dead
;

if the Turkish Empire ffdls,

it falls to rise no more
;
and I put it to you, therefore,

Avhether it is not better to pnfvide beforehand for a Con-

tingency than to incur the chaos, confusion, and certainty of

a European Avar, all of Avhich must attend the catastrophe,

^ For the relations between the home Government and the ambassadoi’

in Constantinople during these critical mtnths see Max^^ll’s U/e of Lord
Clarendon^ vol. ii, chap. xiii.

^ Eastern Fa})ers, Part V (122 of 1854).
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if it should occur uuexi>ectedly and before some ulterior

system has been sketched.’ hlngland and Russia must settle

the matter. Rut neither England nor any other Great Power
must have Constantinople. Nor would Russia take it per-

manently ;
temporarily she might havb to occui)y it {eu

dcpoi^iUiire) but not en proprietaire. For the rest, the

principalities might continue to be tin independent State

under Russian iirotection ;
Serbia and Bulgaria might receive

a similar form of government. To counterbalance these

indirect advantages to Russia, England migl^t annex Egypt
and Ci’ete. On one further point the Tsar was particularly

insistent :
‘ I never will permit he said, ‘ an atteinjit at the

reconstruction of a Byzantine Empire, or such an extension

of Greece as would render her a powerful State : still less

will 1 permit the breaking up of Turkey into little Republican

as^dums for the Kossuths aiid Mazzinis and other revolu-

tionists of Europe
;

rather than submit to any of these

arrangements 1 would go to war, and as long as I hav’c a man
or a musket left would carry it on.’

The l']uglish miuistei’s, who had been captivated by the

I>ersonality of the Tsar in 1344, were aghast at the coolness

and candour of the specific pro])osals which wei’e submitted

to them in IS.53 thi-ough the ordinary di])lomatic channels.

They refused to admit that the dissolution of the sick man
was imminent

;
they reiaidiateil with some heat the idea of

a iiossible partition of his inheritam^e
; they pointed out,

with unanswerable force, that ‘ an agreement in such a case

tends very surely to hasten the contingency for Avhich it is

intended to provide
; they urged the Tsar to act with for-

bearance towards the I*oi’te
;
they objected to an agreement

concluded behind the back of Austria and France
;

and,

finally, they declined, courteously but very firndy, to entertain

the proixtsals of the Tsar’.'
*

Tliose proposals were in form almost brutally candid, but
there is no reason to doubt that they Avere put forward with
a genuine desire to find a solution for a hitherto insoluble

problem. Nor Avas the Tsar’s diagnosis of the case substantially

J The correspondence briefly summarized above may be read in extenso
in Eastern Pa2>ers, Part V (122 of 18i>4).
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inaccurate. It is tempting to speculate as to what would have

happened had the Tsar’s advances been accepted by the English

Government
;
but the temptation must be resisted. That they

were refused was due largely to the mistrust inspired among
ministers by the Tisjaty of Unkiar-Skelessi, much more to

the popular detestation of Russia aroused by her treatment

of the Poles, *and most of all to the part played by the Tsar in

the suppression of the Hungarian insurrection in 1(S49. Con-

versely, the Sultan was higl* in popular favour owing to the

asylum he had chivalrously aftbrded to Louis Kossuth and

other Hungarian refugees.

Still, none of these reasons, though potent in their appeal

to popular passions, can in the dry light of historical reti;o-

spcct be regarded as an adequate* justification of a great

European war.

Into that war, however, tl/e Powers were now rapidly

‘drifting’. The expression was Lord Aberdeen’s, and to liim

and to several of his colleagues it was undeniably appropi iate.

To one Englishman it was not. Lord Stratford at Constanti-

no])le knew precisely where he was going, and whore he

intended to go. He was persuaded that thci’e could be no

real settlement in the Near blast until the pretensions of

Russia had been publicly repudiated and until the Tsar had

sustained an unmistakable defeat either in diplomacy or

in war. If without war so much the better, but by war if

necessary.

Lord Stratford’s first task was to peisiiiade Menschikott' to l.onl

separate the (piestion of the Holy Places from that of a
'

general Russian protectorate over tlie Greek Christians, cliffe.

This important object was attained with consummate adroit-

ness, and Stratford then induced the Porte to give satisfac-

tion to Russia on the former point. Before the end of April

the dispute as to the Holy l^lacds was settled. But the tjon-

cession made by the Porte effected no improvement in the

diplomatic situation. On the contrary, as the Porte became

more conciliatory, Mcnschikoff became more menacing. But

he was now on weaker ground, on to which he had been

lured by Lord Stratford’s astuteifess. The latter advised the

Porte to refuse the protectorate claimed by Russia, and on
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Palmer-
ston’s

policy.

May 22, 1853, Menschikoff and the staff of the Russian

Embassy quitted Constantinople. A week later the Porte

addressed to the Powers a Note announcing that ‘the

(luestion of the Holy Places had terminated in a manner

satisfactory to all parties
;

that neveitheless the Prince

Menschikoff, not satisfied with that, had demanded from the

Porte a treaty to guarantee tlie rights and privileges of all

kinds accorded by the Sultan to his Greek subject^ ‘ How-
ever gi’eat it continued, ‘ may be the desire of the Porte to

preserve the most amicable relations with Russia, she can

never cfiigage herself by such a guarantee towards a foreign

Government, either concluding with it a treaty or signing

a pimple ofiieial Note, without compromising gravely her

independence and the most fundamental rights of the Sultan

over his own subjects.’ Despite all this the Porte, though

bound th take measures of 'self-defence, did not abandon

hopes of peace.

The hopes became fainter day by day. A large Russian

army under I’riuce Gortschakoff had been mobilized in

Bessarabia during the spring; on July 21 it crossed the

Pruth and occupied the principalities. Russia thereupon

announced to the Powers that the occupation was not

intended as an act of war, but as a ‘ material guarantee ’ for

the concession of her just demands. But while condescend-

ing to offer this explanation, the Tsar was not greatly

concerned as to the attitude of the Western Powers. He
was confident that, if war really threatened, Austria and

Prussia would send an army to the Rhine and keep Franee

(|uiet. His confidence was misplaced. Austria, forgetful

of the debt she had recently incurred to the Tsar, was more
jealous of Russia than of France, and more ready, therefore,

to mobilize upon the Danube than upon the Rhine. More-

over, on the news of the • impending occupation of the

principalities the combined fleets of England and France

had been sent into Besika Bay, and Palmerston believed

that the only chance of now convincing Russia that we were

in earnest and thus averting war would be to order them up
to the Bosphorus and, if ‘necessary, into the Black Sea.

But Aberdeen still hung back, and the Sultan was advised,
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‘ in order to exhaust all the resources of patience ,
not to

resist the Russian invasion by force.

Meanwhile, Austria, though unwilling to fight, was anxious

to avert the all but inevitable war. Accordingly, the repre-

sentatives of England, France, Austria, and Prussia met at July 31.

Vienna in July and agreed upon a ‘Note’ which it was hoped

might satisfy both Russia and Turkey. The Note simply

reaffirmeeV the adherence gf the Porte to ‘ the letter and

spirit of the Treaties of Kainardji and Adrianoplc relative

to the protectipn of the Christian religion ’. The I^ote Avas

accepted by Russia, though not, as subseciuently appeared,

in the sense intended by the mediators. Turkey, like Russia,

perceiving its ambiguities, insisted on amending it. For tiie

words above quoted the Porte proposed to read: ‘To the

stipulations of the Treaty of Kainardji, confirmed* by that

of Adrianople, relative to the pi'otection hy the Siihlimc Porte

of the Christian religion.’ To a superficial vieAV the amend-

ment may appear a strangely inadefpiate reason for provoking

a European Avar. But the addition of the Avords ‘by the

Sublime Porte ’ had revealed, in succinct epitome, the Avhole

<luc8tion at issue betAveen Russia and Turkey. Did the Treaty

of Kainardji give to Russia a general protectorate over the

Orthodox subjects of the Sultan Since Russia claimed that

it did, the Vienna Nt)te Avas sufficient for her purpose. The

diplomatists at Vienna Averc simple enough to imagine that

they had discovered a formula Avhich might, by studied

ambiguity, postpone or even avert war. Lord Stratford,

lioAvcver, Avas (piick to perceive the ambiguity, and by the

addition of four Avords, seemingly unimportant, brought

Russia out into the open. These Avords implicitly repudiated

the Russian claim to a general protectoi'ate over the Creek

Christians. The latter Averc to b^e protected not by the Isar

but by the Sultan. Russia proinjAtly refused to accept the

amendment
;
Lord Stratford encouraged the Sultan to insist

upon it. ‘ No man Avrote the editor of the Edinburgh

iteview, ‘ ev'cr took upon himself a larger amount of responsi-

bility than Lord Stratfoi’d Avhen jie virtually,overruled the

decision of the four PoAvers, including his oAvn CoA'crnment,

and acquiesced in—not to say caused—the rejection of the
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Vienna Note by the Porte after it had been accepted by

Russia. The interpretation afterwards put upon that Note

by Count Nesselrode showed that he was right
;
but, neverthe-

less, that was the point on which the question of peace and

war turned . . . Russia had formed the design to extort from

Turkey, in one form or another, a right of protection over

the Christians. She never abandoivid that design. She

thought she could enforce it. Hi'he Western Po>\'ers inter-

posed, and the strife began.’

'

On October .5 the Porte demanded frym Russia the

evacuation of the principalities within fifteen days, and

on October 23 Turkey declared war. The British fleet

hdd already been ordered up to the Bosphorus—an order

of which Russia had some cause to complain as an infraction

of the .Treaty of 1841.“ Nevertheless, Russia and the

^Vestern Powers still remained at peace, and the Tsar

declared that, despite the Turkish declaration of war, he

Mould not take the oflcnsive* in the principalities. The
Turks, however, attacked vigorously on the Danube, and
on November 30 the Russian Black Hea fleet retaliated by

the entire destruction of a Turkish squadron in the Bay
of Sinope.

The ‘massacre of Sinope’ aroused immense indignation

in England and France, and must be regarded as the imme-
diate prelude to the European War. ‘ I have been ’, wrote

Sir .Tames («raham, ‘one of the most strenuous advocates

of peace with Russia until the last moment
;
but the Sinope

attack and recent events have changed entirely the aspect

of affairs. I am afraid that a rupture M’ith Russia is

inevitable.’
'

The Cabinet decided that in consequence of the ‘ massacre
’

’ Edinburgh lUvirv, April, p. MSI. Special iniportunce attaches

to this article. Written primarily a.s a review of the two first volumes of

Kinglake by the then editoi', Henry Itcevc, it was carefully revised by
I.ord Clarendon himself, and may be token as an authoritative apologiafor
the policy pursued by the Aberdeen Cabinet.

^ The Russian point of view' on this iniportant question is put with great
elaboration and detailed referenfe to the documents in Goriainow, o/). cit.,

pp. 94 sqq.

3 Parker, Life of Graham, ii. 220.
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of Sinope the allied fleets must enter the Black Sea. On Tho allied

January 4, 1854, this momentous order was executed, and

it was announced that the English and French admirals had Sea,

instructions to ‘invite’ all Russian ships in the Black Sea to

withdraw into harbour. Even yet the Western Powers were

not at war, and on February 22 Austria, always anxious

about the presence o^ Russian troops in the principalities,

but not tqp straightforwart^in her diplomacy, intimated that

if the Western Powers would present an ultimatum, demand-

ing the evacua^on of Moldavia and Wallachia before a given

date, she would support them. England and France promptly

acted on this suggestion, and on February 27 Lord Claren-

don informed Count Nesselrode that Croat Britain, having

exhausted all the efforts of negotiation, was compelled to

call upon Russia ‘ to restrict w'ithin purely diplomatic limits

the discussion in which she has for some time been engaged

with tho Sublime Porte ’, and by return messenger to ‘ agree

to tlie complete evacuation of the Provinces of ^Moldavia and

Wallachia by the 30th of April ’.

Russia refused this ultimatum on March 19, and on the

27th and 28th the Western Powers declared war. It was

then made manifest that Austria’s })ronnsed support was

only diplomatic ; Prussia—to the great indignation of Queen
Victoria—followed Austria’s lead

;
* the concert on which so

much depended was broken, and England and France were

left alone to sustain an exceptionally arduous struggle.

Can the Crimean IVar be justified before the tribunal of Was th<j

impartial history ? Retrospective criticism has temled to

the view that the war, if not a crime, was at least a blunder, justified ?

and that it ought to have been and might have been avoided.

Sir Robert Morier, writing in 1870, perhaps expressed the

current opinion when he described it as ‘ the only perfectly

useless modern Avar that has been Avaged Lord Salisbury,

some twenty years later, enshrined in classical phrase the

opinion that ‘England put her money on the wrong horse’.

* See the remarkable letters of Queen Victoria to tho King of Prussia in

March and June, 18o4, Q.F.L. iii, 21, 3Sf

’ Memoirs and Letters of Sir Jtohert Morier, by his daughter,

Mrs. Wemyss, ii. 215.
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The Duke of Argyll, on the contrary, writing at the close of the

century, confessed himself though one of the Cabinet respon-

sible for the war ‘to this day wholly unrepentant’.^ More

recently Lord Cromer has reaffii’med his conviction that ‘ had

it not been for the Crimean AVar and the policy subsequently

pursued by Lord Beaconsfield the independence of the

Balkan States would never have bepn achieved, and the

Russians would now be in possession of Constantinople’.*

Kinglake has popularized the idea that England was an

innocent tool in the hands of an unscrnpulqus adventurer,

anxious to establish a throne unrighteously attained, by
a brilliant war causelessly provoked. But to suggest that

either Stratford or Aberdeen was the dupe of Napoleon’s

ambition is grotescpiely inaccurate.

Popul^ar passions had, as we have seen, been aroused by
recent events against the Russian Tsar. More reflective

opinion inclined to the view that the time had come for a

sustained effort to repel the secular ambition of his people.

The bias of Russian j>olicy during the last centmy and a half

was unmistakable. From the Treaty of Azov to that of

Unkiar-Skelessi the advance had been stealthy but con-

tinuous. Was the dissolution of the sick man to be hastened

now to satisfy the impatient avarice of the heir presumptive?

Was the Tsar to be allowed to convert the Black 8ca into

a Russian lake, and to establish an exclusive and dangerous

domination in the eastern waters of the Mediterranean ?

AVas Europe in general, and England in particular, prei)ared

to permit Russia to force upon the Forte a ‘diplomatic

engagement whicli would have made her the sole i)rotector

of the Christian subjects of the Porte, and therefore the sole

arbiter of the fate of Turkey ’. ‘ Rightly or wrongly England
came, slowly but steadily, to the conviction that the matter

was one of vital concern to Europe at large and to herself in

I)articular
;
that the Tsar was determined to assert his claims

by force, and that only by force could they be repelled. Of

* Our ResponstihiliCies for Turkey (1896), p. 10.
" Essays, p. 275.
* Argyll, op. cit., p. 10.
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this conviction the Crimean War was the logical and inevit-

able result.

To the conduct of that war we must now turn. Early in The War
1854 a British fleet M'as sent to the Baltic, under the command
of Sir Charles Napier, but though it captured Bomarsund
the results of the expedition were disappointingly meagre,

and contributed little to the ultimate issue of the war.

On Aprifc 5 a British fojjce under Lord Raglan, who had
served both in the field and at the Horse Guards under

the Duke of ^Vellington, landed at Gallipoli. It was pre-

ceded by a French army under Marshal Saint-Aniaud, the

fellow conspirator of Napoleon III in the first cou^) dCetat

The Russians had already crossed the Danube (March 23)

and had besieged Silistria. The prolonged defence of this

weakly fortified town was due largely to two# English

volunteei*s, Captain Butler and Lieutenant Nasmyth, and

in order to support it the allied army moved up from

Gallipoli to Varna. There on May 1{) a conference w'as

held between Raglan, Saint-Arnaud, and Omar Pasha. On
June 23, however, the Russians raised the siege of Silistria,

and in July they commenced the evacuation of the principali-

ties. Their withdrawal was due partly to the arrival of the

allies on the Black Sea littoral
;
partly, perhaps, to the hope

of luring them on to a second Moscow' expedition
; but most

of all to the pressure of Austria, w'ho, with the support of

Prussia, had called upon the Tsar to evacuate the principali-

ties. As soon as that had been effected the principalities

were occupied, under an arrangement with the Porte, by an

Austrian army. That occupation, though perhaps dictated

in the first instance by jealousy of Russia, proved in the

long run of incomparable advantage to her.

By the end of the first week in August there was no longer

a Russian soldier to the west of the Pruth
;
the ostensible

and immediate object of the European intervention might

seem, therefore, to have been attained. But the allies had

already reached the momentous decision (June) to ‘strike at

the very heart of Russian power yi the East—^and that heart

is at Sebastopol’.* On July 22 Lord Clarendon stated

‘ The Times, June 24, 1854.
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explicitly that they would no longer be satisfied by the

restoration of the Status quo ante helium. They must at

least secure guarantees on four points :

1. Russia must be deprived of the Treflty Rights in virtue

of Avliich she had occupied the principalities
;

2. Turkey must be guarded against attaok from the

Russian navy in the Black SeU

;

8. The navigation of the Damfbc must, in the ihterests of

European commerce, be secured against the obstruc-

tion caused by Russia’s ‘ uncontrolled [fossession of the

principal mouth of the Danube ’
;
and

4. The stipulations of the Treaty of Kainardji relative to

the pi'otection of, the C’hristians must be amended,

since that treaty ‘ has become by a wrongful interpreta-

tion the principal cause of the present struggle ’4

Lord Clarendon’s dispatch is of importance as defining at

once the causes and the objects of the Crimean War.

On September 14, 1<S54, the allied army, more than 50,000

strong, disembarked in the Bay of Eupatoria to the north of

Sebastopol. On the 10th the march towards Sebastopol

began. On the 20th Menschikoff, in command of 40,000

t)'oop8, tried to stop the advance of the allies on the Alma

—

a stream about fifteen miles north of Sebastopol. After

three hours of severe fighting the Russians were routed.

The allies, though victorious, suflered heavily. But Raglan,

despite the lack of transport and the ravages of cholera,

wanted to make an immediate assault ux)on Sebastopol.

Had his advice been taken Sebastopol would almost infallibly

have fallen. But Saint-Arnaud, in the grip of a mortal disease,

vetoed the suggestion, and it was decided to march round

the head of the harbour and approach Sebastopol from the

south. This difficult operatfon was effected without resistance

from Menschikoff who had withdrawn his main army into

the interior, leaving the fortress under-garrisoned, and on

the 26th Raglan occupied the harbour of Balaclava. Again

Raglan wanted to assault, this time from the south, and was
<

^ Lord Clarendon to Lord Westmorland, Ambassador at Vienna, July 22,

1854 .—Eastern Papers,
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strongly seconded by Admiral Sir Edmund Lyons, who was

commanding the fleet. Saint-Arnaud was now dying on board

ship,' and the command of the French force devolved upon

Ceneral Canrobert, a man of great personal bravery, but

devoid of the moral courage essential for high command.

Canrobert w^s not less strongly opposed than Saint-Arnaud to

the idea of assault, and the allied forces, therefore, encamped

to the sou4h of the fortress^ and made slow preparations for

a j-egular siege.

The hesitatios of the allies gave the defenders of Sebastopol

a chance which they seized with consummate adroitness and

skill. They cleared the Russian shii)s of guns and men : sank

some of the largest ships at the entrance to the harbour—

thus rendering the allied fleets comparatively useless—and

mounted the guns on shore
^

Colonel von Todlebcn, the

great engineer, and Admiral JCorniloff worked with such

energy and enthusiasm that the town was rapidly placed in

a posture of defence. On October 17 the bombardment

began. 'The experience of the first day was sufficient to

])rove the inadequacy of the preparations for a siege. In

t)rder to arm three batteries the English Commander had to

dismantle ships and emi)loy seamen.

Rut no j)erceptiblc effect was i)roduced ui)on the fortress, lUittlosof

and on Octolx5r 25 the allies were unpleasantly reminded

of the dangers to which their position Avas exposed by and in-
^

Menschikotf’s strategy. Reinforced from home Mcnschikoff',

at the head of 30,000 men, re-entered Sebastopol, while

a large detachment under Ceneral Liprandi delivered from

outside an attack on the [)osition of the allies, heping to

catch them between two fires and drive them out of

Balaclava.

The familiar story of the batlje of Balaclava may not, be

retold
; enough to say that the enemy, though repulsed in

their attack upon Balaclava, retained their position on the

heights above, and the besiegers wei'c now, in fact, besieged,

and ten days later were made to realize the tact.

For a regular investment of Sebastopol thp allied forces

* He died on September 29.
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were hopelessly insufficient : for a bombardment the navy

had been rendered useless by Menschikolfs ingenious device,

and the army by itself could make little impression on

a fortress which six weeks before might have been taken by

assault, but was rendered every day more proof against

a siege by the greatest engineer of his day. All that the

allies could do was to await the an;ival of reinforcements,

and ineanv’hile hold their position on the bay oif Balaclava

and the ridges above it. From that position Menschikoff

was determined to dislodge them. The attempt, known as

the battle of Inkcrman, was made on November 5, with

the result that the Russians were compelled to retire with

the loss of ]0,(»00 men. Now, if ever, was the moment to

storm the fortress. Raglan was in favour of it ;
Canrobert,

however, again refused to concur; and the opportunity of

dealing a really effective blow at Menschikoff’s army was lost.

The great On November 14 a terrible disaster befell the allies.

Nov nil
fierce hurricane, accompanied with storms of rain and

her 14. SHOW, sijrang up, swept dowm the tents on shore, and destroyed

much of the shipping in the roads. The Prince, a new
steamer of 2,700 tons, was driven on the rocks and thirty

other ships foundered in the gale. Stores to the value of

£2,000,000 w'ere lost, and the men were deprived of all that

might have rendered tolerable the cruel Crimean winter.

Siege of beginning of the sufferings which
Sebasto- have made the ‘Crimean Winter’ a byword in the history

of military administration. For many Aveary months the

condition of the British force before Sebastopol was deplor-

able. After the great fight of Inkerman (November 5) there

W'ere no operations on a large scale in the field until the

middle of February. Nevertheless, the intermission of fight-

ing brought no cessation of toil or suffering to the unhappy

soldiers.

Peace While the soldiers w'ere thus toiling and suffering in the

ffi® diplomatists were busy at Vienna. Austria,

Vienna, whose policy during this phase of the Eastern Question was

consistently subtle, had
^
set negotiations on foot towards

the end of 18.54, and on December 28 the allied Powers,

in conjunction with Austria, presented to the Russian Pleni-
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poteiitiary a Memorandum embodying the ‘Four Points’.

They were as follows

:

1. The exclusive protectorate exercised by Russia over

Moldavia, Wrallachia, and Serbia was to cease, and

the privileges accorded by the Sultan to the princi-

palititS? were henceforward to be guaranteed collec-

tively by the five Powers
;

2. The navigation of the llanube was to be free
;

3. The preponderance of Russia in the Black Sea was to

be terminated
;
and

4. Russia was to renounce all pretensions to a protectorate

over the C’hristian subjects of the Porte
;
and the fire

Powers were to co-operate in obtaining from the Sultan

the confirmation and observance of the religicyis privi-

leges of all the various (“hristian communities without

infringing his dignity or the independence of his

(Jrown. *

The Conference formally opened on March 15, 1855, but

before that date arrived two events had occurred, each, in

its way, of profound significance. The first was the interven-

tion of Sardinia
;
the second the death of the Tsar Nicholas.

On January 2(5, 1855, Count C’avour appended his signature

to a Convention with Great Britain and France, promising

tlie adherence of Sardinia to the alliance. Of good omen for

the Western Powers, this step Avas incomparably the most
momentous in the diplomatic liistory of modern Italy. (Jn

the face of it the resolution to take part in the Avar Avas at

once cynical and foolhardy. What part or lot had the little

sub-Alpine kingdom in the quarrel betAveen Russia and the

Western PoAvers ? To ( ’avour the mere question seemed to

imply ‘ a surrender of our hopes the future ’. Accordingly,

despite bitter opposition at home, 18,000 Italians were by
the end of April on their Avay to the Crimea, under the

command of General Alfonso La Marmora. ‘You have
the future of the country in your haveraacks.’ Such was
Cavour’s parting injunction to tlie troops. .The response
came from a soldier in the trenches, ‘ Out of this mud Italy
will be made ’. It Ava.s.

1»84 jj

Interven-

tion of
Sardinia,

January,
1855.
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Vienna.
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The adlicsion of Sardinia came as a timely encouragement

to the allies. To all those who were longing and working for

peace the death of the Tsar Nicholas seemed of still happier

aiigin-y. Nicholas was unquestionably the prime author of

the war
;
he had sustained it with unflagging energy, and he

was bitterly disappointed at his failure to bring it to a rapid

and bri lliant termination. What Russian arms failed to accom-

plish at the Alma, at Balaclava, 'and at Inkermanp ‘ Generals

January and February’ might be trusted to achieve. But,

as Puurh felicitously pointed out, ‘ General February turned

traitor’. The Tsar was attacked by influenza, to which on

^larcli 2, 1 8.55, he succumbed. The news of his death evoked

])rof(Jund emotion throughout Europe, more particularly at

Vienna, Avliere the C'onference Avas in progress.

’JEc accession of the ajcav Tsar, Alexander 11, did not, hoAv-

cver, rendci’ tlie Russian Plenipotentiaries more pliable. The

real crux lay in the [U’oposcd limitation of Russian naval

prei)ondcrance in the Black Sea. To that point Palmei-ston

in i)articular attached the greatest importance, and on it the

negotiations, at the end of April, broke down.'

NotAvithstanding the failure of the diplomatists at Vienna

the war Avas nearing its end. Still, there Avas a great deal of

hard fighting round Sebastopol during the spring and summer
of 1 855. Gn February 17 a Russian force, 40,000 strong, made
a determined eifort to take Eiipatoria by storm, but was

gallantly repulsed l)y the Turks under Omar Pasha, supported

by a French detachment and by five men-of-AAar in the road-

stead. After four hours’ continuous fighting the Russians

retired Avith considerable loss. In March the Russians

advanced the defensive Avorks of Sebastopol into the allied

lines by the seizure and fortification of a knoll knoAvn as the

Mionelmi Vert, and by the construction of a number of rifle

pits. I)esi)erate efforts were made by the allies to dislodge

them from these advanced points, but without avail.

Towards the end of May, however, the allies planned and

executed a diversion at the south-eastern extremity of the

Crimea. A combined fleet, under Sir Edmund Lyons and

^ The history of these negotiations may be folloAvod in minute detail in

tioviainoAv, op. cit., chap. xi.
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Admii’al Briiat, with a considerable force of English, French,

{ind Turkish troops left Sebastopol on May 22, and three

days later captured Kertch and made themselves complete

mastei's of the Straits of Yenikale, which lead from the Black

Sea into the Sea of Azov. This expedition, brilliantly suc-

cessful both jn conception and execution, contributed in no

slight degree to the g'Sneral purpose of the campaign. The

stores destroyed at Kertch were computed to amount to

nearly four months’ rations for 100,000 men—a very serious

loss for the Rassian army in the Crimea. •

On May 16 (’anrobert asked to be relieved of his command,

and was succeeded by General P<^lissier, who was not only

a great soldier, but was possessecj of the moral courage

wliich Canrobert lacked. He soon infused fresh vigour into

the operations before Sebasto[V)l. On June 18 a trc^iendous

assault was delivered by the allies upon the Russian position
;

the French' directed their ^.ttack upon the Malakoff, the

English upon the Redan, two formidable outworks on the east

i>f the fortress. Both attacks M ere repulsed by the Rtissians

with heavy loss. The failure of the attack upon the Redan
was a bitter disappointment to Lord Raglan, who, enervated Death of

by anxiety and worn out by ceaseless toil, was carried

off by cholera on June 28. A braver soldier and a more
gallant gentleman never breathed. The continuance of the

French alliance was the best tribute to the extraordinary

tact with which for two years he had eased the friction

incidental to a diflicidt situation ; the fall of the great fortress

was the posthumous reward of his j)ersistency and courage.

General James Simpson succeeded to the command, and
reaped where Raglan had sown.

Slowly but surely the allied armies pushed forw'ard their The Fall

lines towards the Russian fortifications. Once more .the

covering army, under the command of Prince Michael

Gortschakoff, made a desperate and gallant eftbrt to raise

the siege. On the night of August 15 16 the Russians

descended from the Mackenzie Heights upon the Tchernaya
river, where the Sardinian contingent, under General I^a

Marmora, got their first real chance. Nor did they miss it.

Fighting with the utmost gallantry they contributed in no

B 2
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small degree to the decisive repulse of the Russian army.

Thus were Cavour’s calculations precisely fulfilled. In the

waters of the Tchernaya the stain of Novara was wiped out

for ever
;
out of the mud of the Crimean trenches was modern

Italy built up. Henceforward Cavour could speak with his

enemies in the gate. The victory of the allies at the Tchernaya

shattered the last hopes of the besieged from the army in the

field. For three weeks the allies kept up a contiguous and

terribly destructive fire upon the devoted fortress, and on

September 8 the attack which had been foiled in June was

renewed. The British, with a force miserably inadequate,

a^ain attacked the Redan and were again with great loss

repulsed, but the Malakoff—the real key of the position—was

already in the hands of their allies.

The storming of the Mala^kotF cost the French 7,500 in

killed and Mounded, including fifteen generals, but it pi’e-

luded the fall of Sebastopol. Wjthin a few hours the Russians

blew up the magazines, withdrew across the harbour to the

north, and on September 9, after a siege of 349 days, the

allies occupied the burning ruins of the fortress that had

been. The Russian garrison was unwisely permitted to make
good its rcti’cat, and thus the fall of Sebastopol did not bring

the war to an immediate conclusion.

On November 28 (leneral Feinvick Williams was com-

pelled to surrender the fortress of Kai’S. He had been sent

to reorganize the Turkish forces in Armenia, and M'ithasmall

I’urkish garrison had been holding Kars for nearly six months

against oveiavhelrning odds. It w'as an heroic defence and it

M'on for FenM’ick Williams undying fame. A Turkish force

had been dispatched too tardily to the relief of Kars, and

before it arrived the little garrison was starved out. General

Mouravietf’s success at Kars was a slight set-off against the

surrender of Sebastopol, and predisposed the mind of the Tsar

Alexander to peace.

The Emperor Napoleon was even more anxious for it.

He had got all he could out of the war ;
the French army

had gained frpsh lustre fnom its concluding passages
;
the

English army had not, Napoleon’s restless mind was already

busy with the future disposition of Europe. He was looking
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towards Russia and towards Italy
;
for England he had no

further use. Cavour too had got all he wanted. The
main obstacle to peace was Lord Palmerston. He was

gravely mistrustful of France, and still more so of Austria.

And he had reason. The part played by Austria was

crafty, selfish, and even treacherous. Her interest was

concentrated upon the I’rincipalities. She had induced

England ^ind France to pick the chestnuts out of the fire

for her there. Russia having been induced to withdraw from

the Principalities, not by the threats of Austria, but by the

action of England and France, Austria had promptly occupied

them, and had thus enabled Russia to concentrate her efforts

upon the Crimea. Finally, as soon as there was a chance,of

peace, Austria spared no effort to detach Napoleon from the

fh)glish alliance. In this she nearly succeeded
;
but on January

IG, 1856, the Tsar (at the distance of his broth*er-in-law

the King of Prussia) accepted as a basis of negotiation the

‘Four Points’,' including a’stiindation for the neutraliza-

tion of the Black Sea ; on February 1 a protocol embody-

ing these terms was concluded by the representatives of the

five Powers at V^ienna, and the definitive Peace was signed at

Paris on March 80, 1 856. The main terms were as follows :

1. The Sublime Porte was formally admitted, on the

invitation of the six JMwers (including the King

of Sardinia), to ‘participate in the public law and

concert of Europe ’, and the Powers engaged severally

to respect, and collectively to guarantee ‘the inde-

pendence and the territorial integrity of the Ottoman

Empire ’.

2. The Sultan, ‘ in his constant solicitude for the welfare of

his subjects ’, announced to the Powers his intention

to ameliorate their condition ‘ without distinction of

creed or race ’

;
bnt the PoAvers, while recognfzing

‘ the high value of this communication expressly

repudiated the ‘ right to interfere, either collectively

or separately ’, in the internal affairs of Turkey.

8. The Black Sea was neutrajized, its waters and ports

were to be open to the mercantile marine of every
* Cf. p. 2^1.
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nation, but permanently ‘interdicted to the flag of

war ’
;
and there were to be no arsenals, either Russian

or Turkish, on its coasts.

4. Kars was to be restored to the Turks, and the Crimea to

Russia.

5. The navigiition of the Danube was to be open on equal

terms to the ships of all nations, under the control of

an international commission.
^

6. Southern Bessarabia was to be ceded by itussia to

Moldavia. The Principalities of Moldavia and Wal-

Jachia were to remain under the suzerainty of the

Porte
;
Russia renounced her exclusive protectorate

over them, and the contracting Powers collectively

guaranteed their 'privileges. They were to enjoy ‘ an

independent and national administration with full

liberty of worshii), legislation, and commerce, and were

to have ‘ a national armed force ’. In each province

a national Convention uas to be held ‘to decide the

definitive organization of the Principalities’.

7. The lil)erties of Serbia were to be similarly guaranteed.

To the main Treaty of Paris there were annexed three

Conventions of the same date. With one between England,

France, and Russia respecting the Aland Islands Ave are not

here concerned. A second, concluded between the six Powers

on the one })art and the Sultan on the other part, reaffirmed

in the most specific manner the ancient rule of the Otttunan

Empire according to Avhich the Straits of the Dardanelles

and of the Bosphorus are closed to foreign ships of Avar, so

long as the Porte is at peace. A third, concluded betAveen

the Tsar and the Sultan, defined the force and number of

light vessels of Avar AAhich under Art. xiv of the main treaty

they Avere authorized to maintain in the Black Sea, not-

Avithktanding the neutralization of its waters and its ports,

for the service of their coasts.

Under a separate treaty, concluded on April 15, Great

Britain, Austria, and France agreed to guarantee, jointly

and severally, the independence and the integrity of the

Ottoman Empii’e
;
they pledged themselves to regard any

infraction as a casm belli, and undertook to come to au
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understanding with the Sultan and with each other as to the

measures necessary for rendering their guarantee effectual.

By an Addendum to the Treaty, known as the Declaration of Dcelm a-

I’aris, it was agreed to abolish privateering, and to proclaim p”";

as pennanently acc^ted principles of maritime war the con-

cessions in favour of neutrals made during the recent war by

England and Erance
: (1) a neutral flag was to cover an enemy’s

goods, except contrabtJhd of war
; (2) neutral merchandise,

except coiilraband, was not d) be seized under an enemy’s flag

;

and (8) a blockade must be ‘ effective ’, i. c. maintained by an

adeijuate naval* force. Such were the terms of the treaty

which crowned the conclusion of the Crimean War.

What had the war achieved ? In reference to one of the Resnlis df

most difficult and most interesting. of the questions which

the war had forced to the front, the future of the Princiimlities,

nothing need now be said, as the subject will be consiTlcrcd in

detail in the next chaptei’. So acute was the controversy on

this point during the negotiations at Vienna and Paris that

it was ultimately agreed that only the general principles of

the settlement should be laid down in the fonnal treaty, and

that their application should be left to be determined in

a subsequent convention.

Of the other results of the war the most obvious was the Tho

new lease of life secured to the Ottoman Empire, 'fhe Sultan

was to have his chance, free from all interference, friendly oi'

otherwise, from his poAverful neighbour, to put his house in

order. lie could enter upon his task with renewed self-respect,

for was he not at last admitted to the most polite society of

Europe ? And his subjects should realize the spontaneity of

his beneficence
;

if he chose to persecute, it was his affair

:

the Powers had expressly repudiated the right of interference

;

equally, if he chose to extend civil or religious liberty, the

extension was the outcome of hist>wn loving-kindness towards

his people. Such was the formal position secured to the

Ottoman Empire by the Treaty of Paris. Yet the Sultan,

if he were wise, could not fail to observe that the guarantee

of independence and integrity vouchsafed to him by the

Powers imposed U2>on them a 'corresponding obligation.

Morally, if not legally, they were bound to see to it that
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the Porte behaved in accordance with the unwritten rules of

polite society. In repudiating the exclusive protectorship

of Russia they assumed a responsibility for the good govern-

ment of the Christian subjects of the Porte which the Sultan

could ignore oidy at his peril. On this point much will,

unfortunately, have to be said later on.

Kussia. To Russia the Treaty of I’aris involved, for the time being,

a bitter disappointment, if not a protound humiliation. For

a century and a half she had i)ursued with singular con-

sistency three main objects : to establish her naval and com-

mercial- supremacy on the waters and coasts of the Black

Sea
;
to secure a free outlet to the Mediterranean ;

and to

obtain from the I’ortc an acknowledgement of her position as

champion of the liberties, political and ecclesiastical, of the

C^hristian subjects of the Sultan. At times there had floated

before the eyes of Russian rulers, notably those of the Tsarina

Catherine, dreams even more ambitious. The Treaty of Paris

not only dissipated completely all ideas of partition, but

involved a disastrous set back to those more sober and prosaic

aims which had inspired Russian policy from the days of

Peter the Great to those of Alexander II.

’I'lic The neutralization of the Black Sea was of special concern

Qiwstion!^ to England, as the leading Naval Power of the world. To the

growth of the naval power of Russia, England, as we have

seen, had become, in recent years, increasingly sensitive. The

in'olonged siege of Sebastopol had naturally made a profound

impression upon the public mind. To allow Russia, in the

complete secul’ity aflbi’ded by the closing of the straits, to

build up a great naval force, and to convert the shores of the

Black Sea into a great arsenal, seemed sheer madness to the

I’ower which had large interests in the Near East and was

paramount in the Far East.

Regarded from the Russia'n point of view the neutralization

of the Black Sea w\as an insolent and intolerable interference

in the domestic concerns of the Russian Empire, an attempt,

inspired by petty jealousy, to arrest her natural and inevit-

able development. It was, therefore, absolutely certain that

Russia would seize the firsf favourable opportunity to get rid

of the shackles imposed upon her by the Treaty of Paris.
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The opportunity came with the outbreak, in 1870, of the Bismai-ck

Franco-German War. Bismarck owed Russia a very heavy

debt
; the time had come to discharge it. Not that the

obligations were all on one side. In the Crimean War the

neutrality of Prussia was, as we have seen, more than

benevolent towards Russia. During the Polish insurrection

of 18G3 Bisftiarck performed a signal service to the Tsar.

For he iw^t only kept a strict guard upon the western frontier

of Russian Poland, but warded off the possible interference

of Austria and the Western Powers. Bismarck’s assistance,

however, was never given without precise calculation*. Each
move in the great diplomatic game which lie ])layed during

the next eight years was already in his mind, and in the

course of that game Russia would be able to repay very

amply any obligations incurred in 1803. Nor was Bismarck

disappointed in the issue. Thc'success of his policy in regard

to the Danish Duchies in 1804, in regard to Austria and the

Germanic Confederation in 1800, not least in regard to France

in 1870, depended very largely upon the diplomatic goodwill

of the Tsar, Alexander I. In 1804 Russia not only allowed

the Treaty of London to be broken by l^russia, but declared

herself ready to forgo her own claims upon Holstein and

Oldenburg. In 1800 she avoAvedly regarded Prussia as ‘ the

avenging instrument of Russian wrath ’ upon an ungrateful

Austria. In 1870 it was Russia Avho kejit Austria quiet while

Bismarck worked his will upon Franee.

Such services demanded substantial requital. The means Kussia ,

were ready to hand. In October, 1870, Prince Gortschakoff

addressed to the Powers a circular denouncing on behalf of

Russia the Black Sea clauses of the Treaty of Paris (1850),

and declaring that the I’sar proposed to resume his ‘ sovereign

rights ’ in the Black Sea. I'he step, if not actually sug-

gested, was certainly approved* beforehand by Bismarck.

In justification of the action of Russia Gortschakoff cynically

referred to the ‘ infringements to M'hich most h]uropean trans-

actions have been latterly exposed, and in the face of which

it would be difficult to maintain^ that the written law . . .

retains the moral validity which it may have possessed at

other times ’. In plain English the Tsar savi' no reason
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why he should observe treaties when other people broke

them.

The Russian circular evoked strong opposition both in

England and in Austria. Lord Granville expressed the
‘ deep

regret’ of his Government at ‘an arbitrary rei)udiation of

a solemn engfigement and declared that England ‘could

not possibly give her sanction ’. Gount Beust ' the Austrian

minister, expressed himself as ‘painfully alFecte|l’ by the

behaviour of the Tsar, and found it ‘ impossible to conceal

his extreme astonishment thereat ’.

But Gortschakoff went on his way unhee(ling. Bismarck

was behind him, and Bismarck was confident that though

E^igland might bark she would not bite.

He had reason for his" confidence. Idainly there were but

two courses open to (Jreat Britain : either to acquiesce in the

bold and cynical action of the* Tsar, or, without allies, to fight

him. To declare war upon Russia, at this juncture, would

be to provoke the Armageddod which England was using all

her endeavours to avert. Was the game Morth the candle ?

Lord Derby declared that ‘ he would fight for the neutrality

of Egypt, but not for the neutrality of the Black Sea’.^ And
he expressed the general opinion on the subject. In face of

that opinion Lord Granville had no option but to extricate

his country from a disagreeable situation with as little loss of

prestige as possible. Accordingly, Bismarck was induced to

invite the Great Powers to a conference to discuss the (jues-

tions raised by Prince Gortschakofi’s circulai’. Great Britain

assented on condition that the conference met not at St.

Petersburg but in Ivondon, and that it should not assume
‘ any portion of the Treaty to have been abrogated by the

discretion of a single Power ’. This assumption may be re-

garded as solemn farce
; the conclusion was foregone

; but

Lord Granville was wisely ‘attempting to put the best face

upon an episode, somewhat discreditable to all parties. The
conference met in London in December, 1870, and Lord Gran-

ville got all the satisfaction he could out of a solemn protocol,

declaring it to be ‘ an essential principle of the law of nations

Odo Ilussell to Granville, ap. Fitzmaurice, ii. 72.
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that no Power can liberate itself from the engagements of

a Treaty . . . unless with the consent of the contracting Powers

by means of an amicable arrangement For the rest Russia

got what she wanted.^

By the Treaty of 'London the Black Sea clauses (Arts, xi, Treaty of

xiii, and xiv) of the Treaty of Paris were abrogated ;
but the

[3 ^

Black Sea waS to remayi open to the mercantile marine of all 1871.

nations as^ heretofore
;
at the same time the closing of the

straits was confirmed with the additional proviso that the

Sultan was empowered to open them in time of peace to the

warships of friendly and allied Powers, if necessary, ib order

to secui'c the execution of the stipulations of the Treaty of

Paris.

'That English prestige suftered severely from the emascula-

tion of that treaty can hardly l)e denied. To the Black Sea

clauses she had attached gi’eat importance
;
from a selfish

point of view she had little else to .‘ihow for a heavy expendi-

ture in men and money.
*

France had not much more. But though France gained Franco

little by the Crimean Wai', Xapoleon gained much. In 1<S5,3
Sardinia,

his position in Europe was far from assui ed : the Crimean

War established it
;
and until the advent of Bismarck his

influence upon the ( 'ontinent was almost overwhelming. The

war gained him, paradoxically, the friendship of Russia : the

l)eace lost him the confidence of England.

The greatest gainer by the Avar, excepting the Porte, was

Italy. Cavour’s prudent calculations Avere precisely fulfilled.

He took his place, despite the angry protest of Austria, at

the Council Board in Paris, as the representative not merely

of Sardinia but of Italy. In the name of Italy he denounced

the misgovernment of the tAvo Sicilies
;
for Italy he conciliated

the sympathy of (Ji*eat Britain and the active assistance

of Napoleon. The intervention bf Sardinia in the ('rimean

War gave to her a place in the CV)ncert of Europe, and gave

to her the right as Avell as the opportunity to champion the

cause of Italian liberation. At the Congress of Paris Cavour

and the Emperor Napoleon came to an undei'standing ; it Avas

* Cf. Holland, Enrojwan Concfrl hi (he Eastern Question (Avitli texts

in full), p. 272.
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sealed two years later by the pact of Plombi^res
;

it bore

fruit in the war of 1859.

The Crimean War was, then, supremely significant in

relation to the fortunes of more than one of the nations of

modern Europe. A keen student of affairs has expressed

liis conviction that if the war had not been fought ‘ the two

subsequent decades of the century would not have seen the

formation of a United Italy and a United Germany, and all its

consequences But it is as an epoch in the evolution of the

Eastern Question that it must in these pages be considered.

Some 6f its consequences, in that connexioii, were palpable

even to contemporaries. To these attention lias already been

dvawn. Other consequences neither were, nor could have

been, perceived by the men of that day. And these were the

more enduring. Subsequent chapters will disclose them.
r>

^ liOrd Fitzniaurice, TAjn of th*’ iffcond Earl GranvUU’, i. 9d.
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.CHAPTER XI

JHE MAKING OF ROUMANIA

‘Un ilot ail milieu de ro(jpan slave et finnois qui renviroime.’

—

HaRON Jean he Witte.
‘ La Roumanio cst latine d’origino ct d’aspiratioiis : elle a constamment

mis son orgueil a l(fdire et a le ropt^.ter. . . . Nous ne soinmcs ni Slaves, ni

(lermains, ni Turcs ; nous sommes Roumains.’

—

Alexander Sturhza.

La Dacie devint oominc uno Italie nonvclle. Ces Italiens du Danube
et des Carpathes ont conserve dans riiistoire le norn des Remains qui l^Tar

donnerent leur sang, Icur langue, leur civilisation; ils s'appellent Ics

Roumains et leur pays la Roumanie.’—G. Lacour-Gayet.
•

Thr C^'imoan War was fouglit ostensibly to maintain the Tlic

independence and integrity of tlie Ottoman Empire. That

principle received its consecration in the Treaty of Paris. tlioBalkaii

The supreme purpose which inspired the Western Powers in

their joint enterprise was to repudiate the claims of Russia

to an exclusive protectorate over the Cdiristian subjects of

the Porte, and to arrest her progress in the Black Sea and

the narroAV straits. That purpose was apparently achieved

in 1856.

But contemporaries were as usual slow to apprehend the

things which really belonged unto their peace. Beneath the

suiTace of Balkan politics there were fires smouldering, forces

silently at work, which, in the middle of the nineteenth

centuiy, few people couhl have perceived. Meanwhile the

soldiers and diplomatists were working better than they

knew. They set out to repel Russia and to save Turkey.

What they really saved was not the effete rule of the Ottoman

Sultan, but the future of nations which were not yet reborn.

Of these tlie first to come to the birth was that which we Rouma-

kuow as the Kingdom of Roumania, but which figures in the

Treatyof Pai-is as the Principalities of Wallachia and Moldavia.

The diplomatists at Paris were,, however, content to lay

<lown certain broad principles embodied in Xrticles xx to

xxvii of the treaty, leaving it to a Special Commission at
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Bucharest to ‘ investigate the present state of the principali-

ties and to proi)ose bases for their future organization A
Divan ad hoc M'as also to be convoked in each of the two

])rovinces to express the wishes of the people in regard to

the definitive organization of the principalities. The results

of this somendiat startling recognition of the right of a people

to a voice in its own political destinr will be in due course

recounted. It seems, in the meantime, desirable* to preface

the story of the making of the modern State of Roumania by

a rapid sketch of the previous history of the .principalities.

The Roumanians occupy, in more ways than one, a unique

place among the Balkan peoples. A Latin people, surrounded

by Slavs and Magyars, they were never really absorbed, like

the Serbs, Bulgai's, and (Irceks, into the Ottoman Empire.

About Uie year a.d. 101 Trajan, as we have seen, organized

the {)rovince of Dacia, an<l a province of the Roman Emi)ire

it remained until the close of the third century. About the

year 271 the Roman legions were withdrawn, and the colonists,

in order to avoid the barbarian inroads, fled into the Oai’-

pathians. For the next thousand years Dacia was merely

a highway for successive hosts of barbarian invaders. But

they came and went, and none of them, except the Slavs,

left any permanent impress upon land or people. As the

barbarian flood subsided the Daco-Roumans emerged from

their mountain fastnesses, and towards the close of the

thirteenth century established the Principality of Wallachia,

and a century later that of Moldavia. The former was

reduced to vassaldom by the Turks in 1412, the latter in

1512
;
but neither principality ever wholly lost the sense or

the .symbols of independence. Both paid tribute to the

Sultan, but down to the eighteenth century they continued

to elect their own rulers.

Towards the close of the sixteenth century there occurred

a brilliant interlude in the somewhat sombre history of the

principalities. In the year 1 593 Michael the Brave became
Voyvode of Wallachia, and inaugurated his brief but brilliant

reign by flinging down g challenge to the Ottomans, then

hardly past the meridian of their fame. Engaged in their

prolonged contest with the Habsburg Emperors the Turks
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quickly realized the importance of Michael’s defection, and

turned aside from the Hungarian campaign to inflict upon their

revolted vassal the punishment due for so daring a defiance

of their suzerainty. But Michael’s forces, though hopelessly

outnumbered, won kt Kalougareni a decisive victory over

the Ottoman army under Sinan Pasha (August 13, 1595).

Strengthened* by reinforcements from Transylvania and

Moldavia, i^he victor pursuejji his advantage v/ith such effect

as to drive the Turks in headlong rout across the Danube.

At a single strike the independence of Wallachia was tem-

porarily achieved.

Victorious over the Turks Michael then turned to the Union

higher task of reuniting under one crown the whole

Iloumanian people. Ihis also he achieved with singular

success. Sigismund Bathory, Voyvodc of Traiif^lvania,

suddenly resigned his crown to the Enqieror Rudolph, and

transferred to the latter such rights as he supposed himself

to possess over Wallachia. Michael nominally accepted the

suzerainty of the emperor, but the turn of events then gave

him the opportunity of conquering Transylvania for himself.

He eagerly embraced it, inflicted a crushing defeat upon

a rival claimant at Schellenburg (October 28, 1599), and

established himself as Voyvode of Transylvania. He then

turned his attention to Moldavia. That also was reduced to

submission, and thus for a brief space the Avhole Iloumanian

people were united under Michael ‘ the Brave ’. It would

be affectation to suggest that this achievement was regarded,

at the time, as a triumph of the nationality principle. That

principle had not yet emerged as a political force, and the

sentiments of the Roumanians in Transylvania and Moldavia

were entirely opposed to the rule of Michael. The significance

of his aehievement was Avholly proleptic. Michael’s reputation

as a ‘ Latin hero ’ really results from the revival of national

self-conseiousness in the nineteenth century. The Rounians

of Transylvania and Moldavia regarded him, in his oAvn day,

{VS a meddlesome usurper. The Roumanians of to-day look

to him as the national hero, who,|^for a brief space, realized

the unity of the Roumanian people. What lloumania was
under Michael the Brave, the Greater Roumania may be
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again. Michael’s, therefore, is the name with which to conjure

among the Roumanian irredentists. The temporary union of

the various Rouman provinces was, however, dissolved by

the assassination of Michael in 16Q1, and with him died all

hopes of unity or even of independence* for more than two

centuries.

Thceigh- The fortunes of the principalities touched* the nadir in

century. eighteenth century. Sulein>an the Magnificceit had, in

1536, concluded an arrangement, by which the election of

the ruling princes was left to the principalities themselves.

But in 1711 even this remnant of independence was extin-

guished. The hospodarships of the two principalities were

put up by the Porte to auction and were invariably knocked

down to Phanariote Greeks. For one hundred and ten

years, therefore (1711—1821), Moldavia and Wallachia were

ruled by a rapid succession of Greek bureaucrats. The more

rapid the succession the better for the Turks. Consequently,

each hospodar, knoM’ing that his tenure would be brief,^ had

perforce to make hay while the sun shone, and the system

was, as M. Xdnopol has said, neither more nor less than

‘ organized brigandage ’.

Habsburg Meanwhile, paradoxical as it may appear, the prospects of

ments^'^'
Rou™ania suffered from the weakening of Ottoman power

and the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire. By the Treaty

of Carlowitz the Turks were compelled, as we saw, to cede to

the Habsburgs the whole of Hungary, except the Banat of

Temesvar, together with the Roumanian Duchy of Transyl-

vania. By the Treaty of Passarowitz (1718) the recovery of

Hungary was completed by the cession of the Banat of

Temesvar, while at the same time the Habsburgs acrpiired

the whole of the territory knoM'u as Little Wallachia, that is

the portion of the principality bounded by the river Aluta.

The latter acquisition proved to be only temporary, for the

Turks recovered it by the Treaty of Belgrade in 1739. In

1775, however, the Habsburgs claimed and obtained from

the Turks the Bukoviira. The Moldavian boyards energeti-

r In 110 years there were fairty-seven liospodars in Wallachia and

thirty-three in Moldavia. Cf. Soignohw, Political History of Europe,

ii. 640.
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cally protested to the Porte against the cession of a district

which was not merely ait integral part of the principality but

contained their ancient capital, the mausoleum of their kings,

and other historical monuments and associations. The Porte,

despite a strong hint that the Moldavians might find it to

their interest to seek protection elsewhere, declined to recon-

sider its bargain with tlie emperor.

Had th« Moldavians carried out their threat they would Russia
^ •'ll!

not have had to go far to find their new protector. Russia

had begun, froyi the days of Peter the Great, to interest palitics.

herself in the affairs of the Danubian principalities. That

interest was not ethnographical, but partly geographical and

partly ecclesiastical. The appearance of Russia as a BlaCk

Sea Power raised an entirely new pro*blem for the Roumanian

peoples, while the geographical^situation of the principalities

suggested to the Russian strategists questions of the highest

significance. Russia had temporarily occupied Moldavia

during her war with the Turks, 1736-1), and both principali-

ties were occupied during the Avar Avhich was ended by the

Treaty of Kainardji in 1774.

By that treaty, as we saw, Russia restored the principali-

ties to the Porte, but only on condition of better government

;

and she formally reserved to herself the x’ight of remonstrance

if that condition was not observed. Five years later a

Convention exjilicative (1779) stipulated that the tribute

payable by the principalities to the Porte should be ‘ imposed

with moderation and humanity ’

;
a Russian consulate was,

against the wishes of the Sultan, established at Bucharest,

while the Prussian consul at Jassy complained of the activity

of the Russian agents in Moldavia.^ Clearly the policy of

peaceful penetration had begun.

The principalities occupied a^ noticeable place in fjlie Catherino

agreement concluded between the Tsarina Catherine II and

the Emperor Joseph II in 1781 . The two sovereigns then palities.

decided that the time had arrived for the complete annihila-

tion of Ottoman power in Europe, and for the partition of

the dominions of the Sultan. \Vallachia and Moldavia,

1 Miller, Ottoman Empire, p. 8.

1984 g
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including Bessarabia, Mere to be erected into a neM' kingdom

of Dacia, aiid the crown was to be conferred upon Catherine’s

favourite and minister, Count Potemkin. The grandiose

scheme, of which this Avas only one, though by no means the

least interesting feature, was not destined to materialize.

Six years later, however, Catherine and Joseph II Avere again

at Avar Avith the Porte, and Avhen, in 17^)2, peace Avas concluded

at Jassy, the Russian frontier av?,s advanced to tl«e Dniester,

the Tsarina acquired the great fortress of Oczakov Avith the

surroupding districts, Avhilc Moldavia Avas ,restored to the

Sultan, but only on condition that the Porte fulfilled the

stipulations of the Treaty of Kutschuk-Kainardji and the Con-

tention explicative.

tliT'*
the Napoleonic Avars the iirincipalitics Averc re-

iiriiRi- gardednnerely as a paAvn in the game of diplomacy and of Avar,

palitics. Thus in the Avar of the Second ('oalition the Porte found itself

in temporary alliance Avith Russia against France. Russia

improved the occasion to obtain for her clients an important

concession, and for herself a still stronger position as pro-

tectress. The Sultan agreed, in 1802, that henceforAvard the

hospodars should hold olfice hir a fixed term of seven years

instead of at the good pleasure of the Porte, and that they

should not be deposed Avithout the assent of the Tsar. When,

in 1806, Napoleon compelled the Sultan to declare war upon

Russia, the latter retorted by an immediate invasion of the

principalities. Before tAvehe months Avere over Napoleon

had decided upon a neAv move in the diplomatic game,

and agreed at Tilsit to divide the Avorld Avith the Tsar

Alexander. The Tsar’s share Avas to include the Danubian

principalities. But the Tilsit concessions Avere ncA^er carried

out, and in 1812 the Tsar, anxious to secure his left flank,

agreed to evacuate the pryicipalitics, and to accept from the

Porte in full .settlement of all immediate claims the province

of Bessarabia. This arrangement, reached through the media-

tion of England, Avas embodied in the Treaty of Bucharest.

Bu^hTrest
Treaty of Bucharest Avas, for the Turks, a colossal

(1812). blunder; to,the MoldaAaans it involved a painful sacrifice.

Nor did it tend to assuage the bitter memory Avhich the period

of Russian occupation had implanted in the minds of the
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Roumanians. Though the Russians had come as ‘ liberators
’

there is no period in the history of their country to which

the Roumanians look back with greater bitterness. More
particularly do the^ resent the fact that by the dismember-

ment of Moldavia a population w'hich now numbers two

million Roumanians exchanged autonomy under the Sultan

for absorption in the Empire of the Tsar.

At the general settlemenhin 1815 the Porte made desperate

clForts to recover Bessarabia
;
but Alexander was not likely

to forgo the cjdy, and as he might reasonably think the

wholly inadequate, fruits of Russian diplomacy in the Near

East, and Bessarabia remained in his hands.

The next scene in the drama of I^oumanian history opens The Pha-

on the Greek revolution of 1821. The selection of the

principalities for the initial rising, though intelligible, was, 1821.

as we saw, singularly unfortunate. The Roumanian nationalists

detested the Phanariote Greeks, and neither felt nor displayed

any enthusiasm for the Hellenic cause. Still, Hypsilanti’s

insurrection had oiie important result. It led immediately

to the extinction of Phanariote rule in the principalities.

Greek hospodars were no longer acceptable to the Porte,

and from 1 822 onwards the hospodars of both principalities

were selected from the native nobility.

To the Roumanians, however, the change broiight little 'Pl‘e prin-

advantage. It signified only a Gansfercnee from one alien

master to another. From 1822, until the outbreak of the

Orimean War, the Russians enjoyed a virtual protectorate over

the principalities. The Convention of Akerman guaranteed

to them all their privileges ‘ under the guardianship of the

Cabinet of St. Petersburg’. The hospodars were to be

elected for a term of seven years by the native boyards, and

were not to be deposed by the Sultan without previous notice

to Russia. The Treaty of Adrianoplc (1829) provided for the

complete evacuation of the principalities by the Turks and

conferred upon them practical autonomy. They were to pay

tribute, at a slightly enhanced rate, to the Porte, but were to

be free Irom all requisitions for ct)rn, corvbea, and the like.

No Moslems were henceforward to reside there, and those

who owned real property were to sell it within eighteen
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months. The hospodai*8 were to hold office for life. Finally,

the Turks undertook not to retain any fortresses on the left

bank of the Danube, and to sanction the administrative regula-

tions made during the Russian occupation. These regulations

were embodied in a Regleinent organique (1831) which the

Russians bequeathed as a parting gift to the inhabitants

when, in 1 834, their occupation determined.

The 111 - In some respects the Russianradministration of the prin-

cipalities liad been excellent, but the material benefits M'hich
of 1848. . - ,

it conR^rred upon them were insufficient to, counterbalance

the loss of independence. Nor did Russian interference

end with their formal evacuation. So bitter was the anti-

l^ussian feeling that in 1848 the people of the principalities

appealed to their nominal suzerain, the Sultan, to deliver

them from their ‘liberators’, and raised the standard of

a national insurrection.

For Europe at large the year 1848 was essentially the

‘ year of revolution ’
;
and nowhere did the fire burn more

fiercelj' than in tlie heterogeneous empire which owned

the Habsburgs as lords. Germans, Czechs, Magyars, Italians

were all in revolt. But, while the Magyars of Hungary were

in revolt against Vienna, they had themselves to confront

a separatist movement within the borders which they

regarded as their own. The feeling of Magyar against

German was not more intense than the feeling of the

Roumans of Transylvania against the Magyai'. The nationalist

fever had got into the blood of Europe, and, while the

Transylvanian Roumans i-ose against Buda-Besth, the Cis-

Carpathian Roumans attempted once for all to throw off

the yoke of Ht. Petersburg. Neither movement achieved

any large measure of success. The Tsar Nicholas, as we
ha*'e seen in another conye.xion, went to the assistance of

the young Emperor Francis Jc)seph and crushed the insurrec-

tions in Hungary and Transylvania, and, at the same time,

in collusion Avith the Sultan, supi)ressed, without difficulty,

the rising in the principalities. Ostensibly, the only result

of the moven\ent was the*Convention of Balta Liman.

Under that Convention, concluded between the Sultan and
the Tsar in May, 1849, the principalities were deprived of

Conven-
tion of

Balta
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many of the privileges which they had previously enjoyed. Liman,

The tenure of the hospodars was again limited to seven years

;

the representative assenililies were abolished, and they were

replaced by Divans, nominated by the princes.

Here, as in Italy* and elsewhere, the ‘year of i*evolution’

had come and gone, and to all outward seeming had left

things AVOT’8e*than before. Not so, in reality. Good seed

had been planted
;

tl5e attempt to reap pi’ematurely had

tailed
;

within a decade it* was to fructify, and before the

century closed was to yield an abundant harvest.

The growth* was native, but the culture w'as 'French. French

Ineffective as the movement of 1848 ivas, its inspiration was

due to self-conscious nationalism. The nationalist spirit w^s mania,

fostered in part by the spread of 'education at home, not

less by the historical and Juristic studies pursued then, as

now, by the young nobles in Pilris.

For to the Fi-ench the Rournans have persistently looked

as the nearest of their blood ifelations
;
their natural allies in

the secular struggle against Islamism on the one side and

Pan-Slavism on the other. Nor can the modern history of

Roumania be rightly apprehended unless this fact and all its

many implications be kept steadily in view.

Modern Roumania is ‘un dot latin an milieu de I’ocdan

slave et finnois qui I’environnc Roumanian historians love

to recall the Roman origin of their race.' But the primary

debt, intellectual and political, acknowledged and emphasized

by the modern Roumanian, is not to Italy but to France.

‘Nous sommes Roumains,’ writes M. Alexander Sturdza,

the honoured bearer of an honoured Roumanian name,
‘ c’est-ii-dirc Latins

;
et parlant etlmifiuemeut apparentds

a la France. I^a Roumanic moderne ]»oursuit la rdalisation

d’une aaivre eminemment nationale, mais elle aime sa saair

ainde, sa bienfaitrice, la France.’*

The debt warmly acknowledged in Roumania is proudly

claimed in France : ‘C’cst sous notre influence que la nation

^ De Witte, op. cit., p. 2.

“ Cf. for example the speech of the IloHmanian historian, V. A. Urcchia,

in Eome: ‘Nous sommes ici pour dire a tout le monde que Home est notre

mure ’ (cited by Mavrodin).
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roumaine s’cst form<^e et a grandi
;
cc sont les travaux de

nos ^crivains, de nos historicns, qui ont r6vdl6 sa veritable

origine alors ignorde en Europe.’

'

From France, then, came the spark which fired the in-

surrection of 1848. The flame, for the* moment, flickered

out, but the fire was smouldering. It broke into flame again

after the Crimean War. That war marks an epoch of great

significance in the history of modern Roumania. On the

first hint of trouble with Turkey the Tsar, as w'e nave seen,

sent a force, as usual, to occupy the principalities. But

after their failure to take Silistria (June, 18if4) the Russians

retired across the I’ruth, and Austria occupied the principali-

tie^s
;
the Emperor Francis Joseph having pledged himself to

protect them, during the war, and to restore them to the

Sultan on the conclusion of peace.

When the terms of that IVacc came to be considered at

Vienna, and afterwards in Paris, the future position of

Moldavia and Wallachia proved to be a subject of acute

controversy between the Powers. The question of frontiers

was the least of the difficulties, and was settled by the

restoration of the southern portion of Bessarabia to Moldavia.

Three other iioiuts were quickly decided : the Russian pro-

tectorate was to be abolished
;
the suzerainty of the Sultan

to be maintained
;
the principalities themselves were to be

virtually independent. The hanperor Napoleon had, indeed,

originally suggested that they should be handed over to

Austria, in return for the cession of Lombardy and Venetia

to Sardinia. I’his characteristic but over-ingenious scheme

found no favour in any quarter
;
Austria had no mind for

the bargain
;
Russia naturally opposed the idea

;
Avhile the

provinces themselves saw no advantage in getting rid of

the Russians and the Turks in order to fall into the hands
• r

1 de Witte, Qulnze mis iVkisto ire, p. 8. (T. alsoM . Georges Laeoiir-GayoTs

words : ‘La Franco est certainonient le i>ays, cn dehors do la Itoumanie, oh

les questions roumaines provoqiient le plus de syinpathie, oh les intt'rets

roumains sont le mieux sentis et le luieux eompris ’—ap. C. D. Mavrodin,

Tjd Bounimiie coniempor(line (p. x)
;
and cf. also the elaborate studies

of M. P. Fliade, IjlhiJltieiice fremti^aise sur Vesprit public en lioumariie

(Paris, 1898) ;
and llistoire tie Vespritpublic en Houmnnie au XIX* siicle

(Paris, 1905).
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of the Habsburgs. They ardently hoped to achieve not

merely independence but union.

The former was virtually conceded in the Treaty of Paris,

by which the I*orte engaged to preserve to the principalities

‘an independent and national administration as well as full

liberty of worshij), of legislation, of commerce, and of naviga-

tion’.’ The 'question as to the form of government was

postponed, and in order to ascertain the wishes of the

inhabitants the Sultan unde*rtook ‘ to convoke immediately,

in each of the two provinces, a Divan ad hoc, composed in

such a manner ?is to represent most closely the interests of

all classes of society

As to the wishes of tlie inhabitants there could be little

doubt, and, in Napoleon, the champion of nationality, the

Roumanians found a cordial supporter. Napoleon brought

Ru.ssia round to his views. Austria, on the other hand,

obstinate in her adherence to the policy Dickie et Imperu,

and justly fearful of the operafion of the nationality principle

among her own subjects -particularly among the Roumans
of Transylvania and the Bukovina— offered a strenuous

opposition. The Porte \vas natui’ally on the side of Austi’ia,

while the English (Jovernmont, though not without consider-

able hesitation, eventually threw the weight of its influence

into the same scale, on the ground that having fought to

maintain the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, it could

not logically support a project for its dismemberment.

Persigny, the French ambassador in London, thought the

entente with England much more impt)rtant than the future

of the principalities, and made no secret of his opinions.”

Thouvenel, who represented France at Gonstantinople, was

no less solicitous as to the maintenance of French influence

over the Sultan, but behaved with greater discretion than

his colleague in London.^

Under these circumstances much would obviously turn

1 Art. xxiii.

2 Art. xxiv.

^ Ollivicr, VEmpirn Libiral, iii. 411. •

Cf. Louis Thouvenel, Trois Aus la Question d'Orient (1856-9),

containing a number of important documents.
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upon the views expressed by the Divans ad hoc. The
elections were so manipulated by the provisional governors

appointed by the Porte as to obtain the result desired by
the Sultan. The scandal was so glaring that Thouvenel,
supported by the ambassadors of Russia, Prussia, and
Sardinia, entered an immediate protest, and, under the threat

of a diplomatic rupture, compelled the Porte *to cancel the
results and hold the elections afresh.

'

Against this interference on tile part of France and Russia
the English Government hotly protested. Lord Palmerston
and Lord Clarendon were now deeply committed to the
formula of ‘the integrity of the Ottoman Empire’; still

more dee})ly was Lord Stratford de Rcdcliffe concerned to

maintain it. i\ll three were pj’ofoundly suspicious of the
good faith of ^sapoIeoTj III, and gravely disquieted by his

obvious rapprochement with Russia.

In August, 1857, howevei-, the P’'rench Emperor, accom-
panied by the IJinprcss and b^' his Foreign Minister, Count
Walewski, paid a visit to the English Court at Osbonie.
The question of the principalities was exhaustively discussed,

and Napoleon ingcd very strongly that their ‘union, by
rendering those countries contented, and particularly if Avell

governed by a Furopean prince, would form an effectual

barrier against Russia, whilst the jn’csent disjointed and
unsatisfactory condition of those countries would make
them always turn towards liussia. The union was, there-
for#, in the interest of Turkey’.^ As to the last point
there may be a diffei’encc of opinion, but few people will

now be found to deny that in his main contention the
Lmperor Aapoleon was right, and the English statesmen
wrong. Among the latter there were, however, one or two
notable exceptions. I’hc most notable was Mr. Gladstone,
who, for once in his life, found himself in cordial agreement
with Napoleon III, being drawn to the emperor’s views by
his warm sympathy with the nationality principle. He was
not in office during the height of the crisis, but in May, 1858,

’ A record of jliis most iiiiptrtiint conversation, from the pen of the
I'rinco Consort himself, will be found in Martin’s lA.fe of the, Prince
Voneorl, vol. iv, jip. <)'.) r<|.
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he urged with characteristic vehemence that England ought

to support the declared wish of the people of Wallachia and

Moldavia, ‘Surely the best resistance to be offered to

Russia’, he said, ‘is by the strength and freedom of those

countries that will ‘have to resist her. You want to place

a living barrier between Russia and Turkey, There is no

barrier like Hie breast of freemen.’ ’ Mr. Gladstone carried

with him jjato the division lobby not only Lord John Russell,

but Lord Robert Cecil, ^hey w'cre unable, however, to

prevail against the official view.

Meanwhile the diplomatic situation had become ilo gi’ave

as to threaten a renewal of war in the Near East. Napo-

leon III stoutly maintained his own views, and was supported

by Russia, Prussia, and Sardinia. ’If war did not actually

break out it was due partly to the sincere desire of the emperor

to avoid any broach in the good relations between the English

Court and his own
;
partly to the natural reluctance of Russia

and England again to draw Ihe swords so lately sheathed
;

partly to English pre-occupation with the Sepoy mutiny in

India
;
but, above all, to the adroitness and tenacity of the

principalities themselves.

Fresh elections having been held, the Divans ad hoc

met in Jassy and Bucharest respectively (October, 1857).

The Moldavian Assembly, by 80 votes to 2, the Wallachian

Assembly, without a dissentient voice, declared in favour of

the ‘union of the Principalities in a single neutral and

autonomous State, subject to the suzerainty of the Sultan,

and under the hereditary and constitutional government of

a foreign pidncc ’.

AVhat were the Powers to do ? Again they met in con-

ference (May-August, 1858), and after nearly six months’

deliberation resolved that the two princip.alities must remain

politically separate : that each should have its own parliament

and its own prince, to be elected by itself, but that attairs

common to both should be entrusted to a joint commission

of sixteen members, consisting of deputies from each parlia-

ment.

1 Morley’s Gladstone, ii. 4.
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This arrangement Avas both intrinsically clumsy and grossly

insulting to the national sentiment of the Roumanians, who,

Avith courage and ingenuity, resolved to cut the Gordian knot

for themselves.

The National Assemblies duly met in the tAvo capitals, and

both unanimously elected as their prince the same man, a

native noble. Colonel Alexander Couza ((January and

February, 1859). *

^

This flagrant defiance of the will of Europe caused con-

siderable commotion in the Chancelleries
;
but the Powers

eventually had the good sense to accept the accomplished fact

;

and on December 28, 1861, the union of the principalities Avas

foranally proclaimed. The new-born State Avas christened

Roumania
;
and an agivcment Avas reached, not without

heart-burnings at Jassy, that the capital should be Bucharest.

The united princijialities did not provide a bed of I’oses for

the prince of their choice ; his brief reign sufficed to demon-

strate the Avisdom of the Roumanian leaders, Avho had, from

the first, expressed a strong preference for a foreign hereditary

dynasty. ‘ The accession to the throne of princes chosen from

amongst us lias ’, they declared, ‘ been a constant pretext for

foreign interference, and the throne has been the cause of

unending feud among the great families of this country.’

Their misgivings Avere justified by the event.

Couza, though not conspicuous for domestic virtues, was

a man of enlightened vicAvs, and anxiously desired to improve

the social and economic condition of his people. Between

1862 and 1865 he carried through, despite much oppo-

sition from the ‘ feudal ’ party, a series of far-reaching

reforms, mainly concerned Avith education and the agra-

rian problem.

The condition of education in Roumania was, indeed,

depforable, but Couza mad5 a serious effort to improve it.

He founded tAvo universities, one at Jassy and one at

Bucharest
;
he established a number of secondary and techni-

cal schools, all of them free, and elementary education Avas

made not only gratuitous but nominally compulsory.^ Despite
c

*

^ Since 1893, thanks to M. Take Jonescu, compulsion has been more than
nominal.
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this fact the percentage of illiterates in Roumania is still

very large.^ Coiiza then tackled the land question.

His first step was the secularization of monastic property. Agrarian

Not less than one-fifth of the land of the country had passed

into the hands of ‘the monks, who, to ensure themselves

against spoliation, had affiliated their hotises to the monas-
teries of Roumelia, Mount Athos, and Mount Sinai, and to

the I’atriayjhies of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. The
device did not avail against the reforming zeal of Couza, who
set aside over 27 million francs for the compensation of the

patrons, but dissolved the monasteries, turned the abbots and
monks adrift, seized their property for national purposes, and
converted the houses themselves into hospitals and jails

(1863).

The problem which confronted Gouza was similar to that

which, in the first years of the chntury, Stein and Hardenberg
had faced and solved in Prussia. Roumanian feudalism was,

in some respects, sui geHcri§, but there, as elsewhere, the

essential difficulty in modernizing a feudal land system was
how, while respecting the vested interests of the ‘ lord ’ and
the peasant oAvner respectively, to get rid of the legal and
economic incubus of dual ownership.

Couza solved the problem, mutatis nintandis, much as it

had been solved in Prussia. He abolished all dues, both in

labour and kind, in retui’n for an indemnity advanced to

the lords by the State, to be repaid, in instalments, to the

latter by the peasants
;
and he handed over one-third of

the land in unshackled proprietorship to the peasants,

leaving tAvo-thirds in possession of the lords. That the

compromise did not satisfy the peasants is proved by the

fact that although some readjustment of the terms Avaseffected

in 1881, and again in 1889, the la.st thirty years haAO wit-

nessed no less than five insurrections among the Roumaiiian

peasantry.

The path of the reformer is never easy, and in order to

overcome the opposition of the feudal and military parties,

Couza Avas compelled, in May, 1864^ to carry out a coiq) d'etat. 18G1.

* Some authorities say sixty per cent, of people over seven.
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The army was employed to evict the deputies, and the prince

demanded a plebiscite from his people for or against the

I)olicy which he propounded. The sole initiative in legisla-

tion was to belong to the prince
;
a Senate, nominated by him,

was to be superadded to the Chamber, a:id the latter was to

be elected by universal suffrage. The plebiscite gave the

prince 082, 621 votes against 1,307. Couza’s action, com-
pounded of Cromwellianism and Bonapartism, subsequently

received the sanction of the Powers.

Couza was now supreme, and the coup d’etat was folloM ed,

appropi iately enough, by the application of the Napoleonic

codes—civil, criminal, and commercial—with slight modifica-

tions, to Roumania. That the coup d’etat and its immediate
results were generally approved by the people there can be
no doubt, but the prince was assailed from many quarters

:

by the ‘ reds ’ who represented him as a pro-Russian dangerous
to the peace of I0uroj)e

;
bj^ the ‘ whites ’ who disliked his

reforming activities
; by the constitutionalists who denounced

him as a bastard Bonaparte. Discontent reached a climax
in August, 1865, when, during the prince’s absence at Ems,
a counter co?q> d'eted was attenq)tcd at Bucharest. The
\ ienna Prcmdcnhlatt (August 5, 18()5) detected in this

coup ifHat the first signs of a revolutionary movement which
would presently engulf not Roinnania only, but Bosnia,

Bulgaria, and Serbia as well.' C't)uza hurried back to

Roumania, but the movement against him rapidly gathered
force

; an association, comprising inflnential men from all

partie.s, Mas formed nith the object of substituting for him
a foreign iwince, and M. .lean Bratiano Avas sent abroad to

find a suitable candidate. In Pai’is Couza M^as denounced as
a Russian agent

;
in St. Petersburg as the tool of Napoleon III.

Meanwhile, in February, 1860, the revolution had been
({uietly effected at Bucharc.st. Couza was dejAosed and
deported, and a j)rovi8ional government j)roclaimed as his

successor Prince Philip of Flanders.^ This prince M as promptly
elected by the chambers, and their choice Mas ratified by
plebiscite. Hardly a voice was raised for Couza

;
not a drop

^ Daine, La Hojimayiie cmteaiporaindy p. 116.
^ Lather ot King Albert of Belgium.
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of blood was shed on his behalf
;
he passed silently out of

the land for which he ha^ dared much, and seven years later

he died in exile.

Prince Philip of Flanders promptly declined the proffered

crown, which was thereupon offered to Prince Carol, the

second son of the Prince of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, the

elder and Cafliolic braych of the family ruling at Berlin.

A cousin of the King .of Prussia, Prince Carol was. Prince

through his grandmother, connected with the Bonapartes.’

The Emperor Napoleon was sounded as to his candidature zollem-

through his intimate friend, Madame Ilortense Cortiu, and

approved it. King William of Prussia, dutifully consulted

by his kinsman, was more doubtful
;
but Bismarck, who vkis

just about to plunge into war with Austi’ia, pci’ceived the

advantage of having a Uohenzollern at Bucharest, and urged

the prince to acccjit the offer, ‘ if only for the sake of a

piquant adventure The [trince himself, if rumour be true,

had never heard of Roumanfa when the offer reached him,

but he took down an atlas, and, finding that a straight line

drawn from London to Bombay passed through lloumania,

exclaimed : ‘That is a country with a future’, and pi'omptly

decided to accept the crown.-

The provisional offer was conveyed to him by .John Bratiano

on March 60 ; a plebiscite taken in April confirmed it
;
and on

May 22 the prince, having ti’avelled in disguise to the frontier,

made his formal entry into Bucharest.

A congress of the Powers at Paris had pronounced by four

votes to three against the candidature of the Prince, but,

like the Sultan himself, they ultimately accepted the accom-

plished fact, and a Hojienzollern prince, a Prussian dragoon,

reigned over the principalities.

The outstanding features of his long, and, on the whole, Kule of

prosperous, reign can here be in5icated only in summary.
carol^

His first act was to summon a constituent assembly which (1866-

drafted, on the Belgian model, a very liberal Constitution,

^ Ill's rmiternal grandmother was Stephanie tic Beauharnais, adopted

daughter of Napoleon I, and his paternaI*grandmothcr was a Murat.
^ Carmen Sylva, wife of King Carol, tolls the story (Do Witte, op.

cU., p. 7).
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Accepted in 1866, and considerably amended in 1879 and 1884,

that Constitution is still in force. Like its prototype, it is

exceedingly meticulous, consisting of no less than 133 clauses.

Alone among the Balkan States may Roumania be said to

possess a monarchy which is genuinely' ‘ constitutional ’ in

the narrow English sense. The person of the king is, by

article 92, inviolable
;
his ministers are responsible, no act

of the crown being valid uulcjss signed by a responsible

minister. Subject to this responsibility the crown enjoys

the rights, and has to perform the duties, ijsually vested in

the exc(^utivc of a Constitutional State.' The cabinet consists

of nine members, who are responsible to the legislature.

The latter is bicameral in form, but l)oth chambers are

elective. In each case, however, the election is indirect, the

elections being made through electoral colleges, composed

of the taxpayers, who are divided into three colleges, accord-

ing to the amount of taxes paid. The franchise is, however,

higher in the case of the senatorial electors than in that

of electors to the pojnilar chamber. The senate consists of

120 members, who must be at least forty years of age and

possess an income of £376 a year, and their term of office is

for eight years. It enjoys a position not only of dignity but

real power. The Chamber of Deputies consists of 183 mem-
bers, who are elected for four years and must be at least five-

and-twenty years of age.-

The Church has not played a part in the national evolution of

Roumania at all comparable to that which it played in Greece.

And for a simple i-eason. Greek in its allegiance, the Church

finds itself an alien institution among a Latin peojile. The
people have always associated it, therefore, with foreign

influences : with the Phanariote domination of the eighteenth

century
;

Avith the Church of their Russian ‘ protectors ’ in the

first half of the nineteenth. Nevertheless, it was at once

a symptom and a result of reviving national self-consciousness

' The reality of the constitutional limitations upon the personal will of

the sovereign was strikingly manifested, to the great advantage of the

E'idente, on the outbreak of the present war (1914).
' The full text of the Constitution will be found in Dam', La Roumania

conianiporaine

,

Appendiee, pp. 425 sq.
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that the Roumanian Chu^-ch should, in 1865, have declared

its independence of the Greek Patriarchate of Constantinople.

Since that time the Church has been virtually autocephalous,

though its independence was not officially recognized by the

Gx’eek Patriarch until 1885.

From a social and economic standpoint the reign of Social and

Prince Carol *in Roum^inia has synchronized with the trans- pro^^eTs?

formation,of a mediaeval iijto a modern State. One or two

illustrations must suffice. In 1866 there did not exist a single

railway in the State
;
in 1912 there were 3,690 kilometres of

railways. The export of cereals, which, in 1866, was fess than

half a million tons, amounted, in 1913, to 1,320,235. Of petrol,

the production at the earlier date was 5,915 tons
; at the lalter

about two million. A budget of 56 Inillion francs sufficed for

the country in 1866 ;
it now exceeds 500 millions. In the war

of 1877-8 the army numbered 46,000, and Roumania possessed

not a single man-of-war
;
the army now numbers more than

a million, and there is an embryo fleet of thirty-one ships.

Unlike most of the Balkan States Roumania possesses a

powerful native aristocracy, but out of a population of seven

and a half millions over one million are proprietors, and

most of the peasants own the land they cultivate. Industry

develops apace, but agriculture is still the main occupation

of the jxcople, only twenty per cent, of whom dwell in towns.

The natality is said to be, next to that of Russia, the highest

in Europe. The external trade of the country—consist-

ing maiidy in the export of oil and cereals—is now about

fifty millions, and exceeds that of all the other Balkan

States together
;
but most of it is with the Central Empires.

The imports from the United Kingdom are less than two

millions
;
from Germany and Austria-Hungary they are over

thirteen.
• *

-I •

The last figures indicate, eloquently enough, the new foreign

orientation of Roumanian policy. More and more since the

accession of Prince Carol was this Latin State drawn into

the orbit of the Central-European Empires. Not unnaturally.

‘ Bien que jc sois aiyourd’hui iuynce de Roumanie,’ so ran

a telegram from Prince Carol to King William of Prussia in

1869, ‘je suis et jo reste toujoui's im Hohenzollern.’ The
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prince’s marriage, in the same .year, with the Princess

Elizabeth of Wied, known to the world as the gifted

Carmen Sylva, did nothing to diminish the force of his

Teutonic sympathies.

The Franco-German War revealed a serious cleavage of

opinion between the prince and his subjects. When the war

broke out the prince wrote to King William to express his

disappointment at not being able to ‘follow lys beloved

Sovereign on to the field of battle, and at being compelled

to the most rigorous reserve among a people whose sympathies

were on the side of France ’. The prince was not mistaken.

It is true that since 1(SG6 Frencli influence at Bucharest had

b«en waning, but from the hearts of the Roumanian people

nothing could eradicate the sentiment of kinship with the

peojjle of France.

The position of a German prince at Bucharest, particularly

when that prince’s brother had been made the stalking-horse

for the enmity between Germany and France, could not,

during the war of 1870, have been otherwise than difficult.

In August, 1870, a serious amiitc broke out at Ploiesti,

a town about 60 kilometres north of Bucharest ;
the ‘ Prussian

prince’ was denounced, and a repuldic proclaimed. The

army remained loyal, and the insurrection was suppressed

without difficulty, but it served to strengthen the disposition

of the prince to abandon a thankless task. ‘ A German

prince ’, so his father wrote to him on September 29, ‘ is

made of stuff too precious to be wasted on such a useless

job.’ Financial comidications, bitter discussions in parlia-

ment, insulting innuendos against the personal integrity of

the prince, all tended to disgust Prince Cai’ol with his

position
;
and in December, 1870, he appealed to the Powers

to take into their consideration a revision of the Treaty of

1856.

The appeal came to nothing, and after the decisive victory

of the Germans the excitement in Roumania tended to

subside.

Only to be aroused, before long, and more acutely, over

affairs nearer home. Already might be heard the distant

rumblings of the storm, which, in 1875, was to burst over the
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Balkans. From Montene^o, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Bul^ria,

and Serbia came news which presaged the advent of a critical

time for all the States and peoples actually or nominally

subject to the Ottoman Sultan. Plainly it was not a moment
to think of abdication, least of all for the prince who regarded
himself as ‘ the extreme advance guard of civilization, the

sentinel posted on the frontier of the East ^

The par^ played by Roumania in the great drama of 1875-8

;

the achievement of its independence (1878) ;
its accession to

the rank of a kingdom (1881) ; and its increasing inclination

towards the Central European system, must receive notice

in subsequent chajiters.

By the close of the first decade of Prince Carol’s reign the

modern State of Roumania was faiVly established. During
the next few years the attention of the world was rivetted

upon other jjarts of the Ottoman Empire in Europe. On the

eve of the great events of 1875 it may be well, therefore, to

pause and examine the condition of the other peoples of the

Balkans.

‘ I’rinco Carol to Pisniarck in l&Tl.

For fiirtliov reference: A. D. Xenopol, Ilistoire (f<‘S Eoiimains, anti

other works (translated into French from the Koumanian) (Paris, 1896)

;

I'. Elifide, Ilistoire de I'esprit public eu Eouinanie nu .vr/.v"’ siecle (Paris,

1905), and L’Influence J'rangaise sur I'esprit public eu Houmanie
(Paris, 1898); F. Dame, Hisioire de la Boumnnic coutemporaine, ISdl-

1900 (Paris, 1900) ;
B"'>. Jehan de Witte, Quinze ans d'histoire, 1866—81

(Paris, 1905) ; 0. D. Mavrodin, La Roumnnie coutemporaine (I’aris,

1915) ;
G. G. Giurgea, Lonneee jtolitiqxies et ^conomiqnes sur la Bouinatiie

moderne (Bucharest, 1913); K. W. Seton Watson, Bmunania and the

Great War (Constable & Co., 1915); D. Mitrany, Roumania, in The
Balkans (Clarendon Press, 1915) ;

Ency. Brit. (11th edition), art. Rou-
mania.

last
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The Southern Slavs. T’he Russo-Tubkish War.
The Powers and the Eastern Question, 1856-78

f
^ The Christian East has had enough of Turkish misrule. . , . High

diplomacy will never solve the Eastern Question
;

it can be solved only

\li the East, in the theatre of war, with the co-operation of the peoples

directly concerned.’

—

Pkinqe Caeol of Eoumania.
‘ That Turkey is weak, fanatical, and misgoverned no one can honestly

deny. . . . The chief J^owers of Christendom have all more or less an

interest in the fortunes of an Plmpire which from being systematically

aggressive has become a tottering and untoward neighbour.’

—

Loed
Steatfoej) I)k Pedcliffe (

1875 )'.

Paradox is tlie eternal commonplace of the Eastern

Question. But even in the Near East paradox was never

more triumphant than in the settlement which concluded the

C’rimean War. The Powers, as we have seen, expressly

repudiated the right of interference, individual or collective,

in the internal concerns of the Ottoman Empire. Yet the

Treaty of Paris marks indisputably the point at which

Turkey finally passed into a state of tutelage to the European

Concert.

A fortnight after- the signature of the genei-al Treaty

(March 80) a separate Ti-eaty was, it will be remembered,

concluded between Oi*eat Britairr, Fi’ance, and Austria

guaranteeing ‘jointly and severally the independence and

the integrity’ of the Ottoman Empii-e (April 15, 1856).

That guarantee imposed ripon the Powers concerned a moi-al

if not a legal responsibility of the gravest kind.

But this Treaty did not stand alone. At the moment
when the Powers were negotiating their Treaties in Paris

a conference was taking place in the British Embassy at

Constantinople between the Turkish ministers and the repre-

sentatives of the Powers. The outcome of that conference
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was a charter of liberties which, as Lord Stratford de Redclilfe

said, ‘was made part of tire general pacification under an
agreement that its insertion in the Treaty should not be

made a pretext for the interference of any foreign Power in

the internal aftairs of•Turkey’.' The Firman of the Sultan

was expressly described as ‘emanating spontaneously from
his sovereign will ’

; it was, however, ‘ communicated ’ to

the contractjng parties, and b^ them was ‘annexed’ to the

Treaty of Paris. Still, Turkey was to be entrusted with

the fulfilment of her own promises.

Such was the paradoxical yet not unintelligible position in

which matters were left by the Crimean War. The object ^)f

that war was, in the Prince Consort’s Avords, ‘ the cancelling-

of all previous Russian treaties and the substitution of

a European protectorate of the Christians, or rather of

European protection for a Ru-ssian Protectorate’.^ That
object Avas achieved. Plainly, hoAvever, there Avas a corollary.

‘ The Cabinet of Lord Aberdeen* Avhilc actively defending the

independence of Turkey, felt tliat in objecting to the separate

interference of Russia they Averc bound to obtain some
guarantee for the security of the subjects of the Porte

professing the Christian tViith.’ ' Thus, at a later dale.

Lord Russell. How for did the Turks fulfil their OAvn

promises? Hoav for did the ‘guarantee’ obtained by the

PoAvers prove efFecti\re for its purpose? It is the main
purj)ose of this chapter to ansAver these questions.

While the PoAvers Avere concluding Peace iiA Paris, the ’I'lie

Sultan Abdul Modjid issued in February, 185(5, a second mayou^of
edition of the Taiizimat of Gulhaneh. Except in regard to Feb. 18,

military reform the famous Tanzimat had remained a dead
letter. The Christians, so far from obfoining the promised
equality before the law', found themselves still treated as

a despised and conquered people. Their Avord Avas not

accepted in the courts
;
they Avere exposed to the extor-

tions of every Moslem olRcial, high or Ioav
;

life, honour,

^ The Eastern Question, p. 14.

- Martin, Life, iii. 92. ,

Turkey, xvii, 1877, No. 148, p. 115, quoted by Duke of Argyll, Eastern
Question^ i, p. 34.

T 2
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fortune was still at the mercy of the dominant race. But all

this was now to be reformed. TJhe Hatti-Humayoun of 1856

guaranteed to every subject of the Porte, without distinction

of creed or class, personal liberty
;
equality before the law'

;

complete religious freedom
;

eligibility for office civil and

military
; equality of taxation ; equal representation in the

communal and provincial councils jind in thd supreme Council

of Justice
;
and complete scy^urity of property.* On paper

nothing could have been more satisfactory. But practically

nothing came of it.
^

Sultan In 1861 Sultan Abdul Medjid at last drank himself to

Aziz'^*
Heath, and was succeeded by Abdul Aziz. At this fateful

(1861-7G5. moment in its history, when the Western Powei’S had secured

to it—on conditions—a reprieve, when its life depended

upon a radical reform not merely of law bnt of administra-

tion, the Ottoina!! Empire w'as entrusted to the care of an

amiable and well-intentioned but half-insane ruler. Abdul
«

Aziz was sincerely minded to follow the prudent monitions

of the Powers
;
he did something to modernize and secularize

the administration of the State
;

to initiate useful public

works
;
to improve means of communication

;
to exploit the

natural resources of his empire
;
and to found a system of

education, primary and secondary, free from ecclesiastical

control and open to pupils of every creed. He set up

a High Court of Justice, composed in equal numbers of

Christians and Moslems, and in 1 868 he crowned the

administrative edifice by establishing a Council of State.

The council was to have legislative as well as administrative

functions
;

it w as to consist of Christians as well as Moslems,

and, best of all, was to have as its first president Midhat

Pasha, a statesman of enlightened view's and strong character.

. It was all to no purpose. The Ottoman Empire was and

always had been a theocracy. It is impossible to secularize

a theocracy : to reform law' which rests upon an unchangeable

religious sanction
;
or to secure good and equal government

for men whose life, honour, and property were at the mercy

of local w'hen»those officials were in a few cases only

’ The full text is printed in Hollanil, European Concert, pp. 329 sq.
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at once honest and capable, in most cases were neither, and

in all cases were beyond the reach or control of the energetic

and well-intentioned reformers at Stamboul.

Here lay the root of the difficulty. To overcome it there

was needed a man of eeiceptional strength of chai’acter, who

was free to act without reference to the advice of more or

less interested ntonitors
;
above all, a man who could rule,

with a stern ||and, his own political household.

Abdul Aziz had no such qualifications, and as his reign

went on he plunged deeper and deeper into the grossest

forms of personal extravagance. His incessant demands for

money and more money afforded an excuse for the rapacity

of subordinates, and even the best of the provincial Pashas

Avere compelled to tighten the finanfcial screw upon the

peoples committed to their charge.

Nor were those peoples in a mood to submit to the exactions Political

of the Turkish Pashas. A new spirit was beginning to stir the

‘dry bones’ in the Balkan A'alleys. It was excited partly by the Bal-

the movement in the principaI4ies
; i)artly by the reforming

movement at Constantinoiffe
;
partly by the deliberate Pan-

tSlavist propaganda of Russian agents, and not least by the

memory of the Napoleonic rule in the ‘Illyrian provinces’.

Among the makers of Lbiited Germany and United Italy the

first Napoleon already occupies a conspicuous place. It may
be that he is destined to a place not less conspicuous among
the makers of the future Jugo-Slav Empire. This at least is

certain, that the Jugo-Slavs of to-day look back to the time,

1809-14, when, under the name of ‘The Illyrian Provinces’,

Dalmatia, Istria, Trieste, Gorizia, Carinthia, Carniola, and
part of Croatia were united under Napoleon’s auspices, as the

happiest and most fruitful period in the modern history of their

race. The mere fact of union, though transitory and achieved

under an alien ruler, was in itself an inspiration for the future,

after the oppression and disunion of centuries
;
and the rule

though alien ivas enlightened. In particular, the modern
Jugo-Slavs recall with gratitude the fact that Napoleon

reintroduced their native tongue b^th as the medium of

education and as the official language of the Illyrian State.

Between 1830 and 1840 there was a renaissance of this
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‘Illyrian’ spirit, which was, hoYever, sternly repressed by

the Austrian administrators.

Serbia. Of the Soiithem-Slav movement Serbia was, throughout

the nineteenth century, the most conspicuous and powerful

champion. After a quarter of a ceiltury of struggle and

vicissitude Serbia had, as we saw, become by 1829 an

autonomous principality under the suzerainty of the Sultan,

though tlie Turks continued garrison the eight principal

fortresses.

But only the firet steps had been taken^along the path of

national regeneration. An immense task stilt awaited the

Serbian people. They had, in the first place, to remake

Uerbia, in a territorial sense. What Serbia had been in the

days of her greatness we have already seen. What she had

been in the past she asj)ire(} again to be. The Serbia of 1880

included a very small portion of her ancient territory. The

Turks M'ere still in possession not only of Bosnia and the

Herzegovina, but of the Sanjak of Novi-Bazar and the district

of northern Macedonia known as Old Serbia. To reunite

with herself these territories was, and is, the minimum of

Serbian asi)irations.

In the second [)lace, she had to work out her own con-

stitutional salvation
;

to compose, if possible, the dynastic

antagonisms which seemed so curiously at variance with the

genius of a Feasant-State
;
to devise an appropriate form of

government, and to get rid of the last traces of Turkish

sovereignty.

She had, lastly, and above all, to prepare herself by social,

educational, and economic reform for the great pai't which

she believed herself to be destined to play as the liberator

of the Southern Slavs, who were still under the heel of Habs-

bixrg and Turk, and as thj; centre and pivot of that Greater

Serbia, the Jugo-Slav Empire, ^which is still in the future.

Serbia The period between 1880 and 1875 was largely occupied
(1S30-7O).

dynastic alternations between the Obrenovids and the

Karagcorgevics which it Avould serve no useful pxirposc to

follow in detail. The quarrel between the two families was

not indeed really composed until the extinction of the former

dynasty by the brutal though not undeserved assassination of
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King Alexander and Ins ilLomened consort Draga in 1903.

Nothing could have been niwe disastrous for the infant State :

not only was internal development seriously hampered, but,

to an outside world ignorant of Serbia’s great past, the

impression was inevitably conveyed that the Serbia of the

present consisted of half-civilized swineherds ; and that it

was perhaps ur/fortunate that these swineherds should have
escaped froiji the control of t]ie Ottoman Empire which had
alone understood the best way of dealing with unndy savages.

How false that impression was it has rec^uired a political

martyrdom to prove to the world. *

Apart from almost perpetual scpiabbles between ^le

turbulent peasantry and tlicir elected rulers, and between the

rival chiefs, there are only two events* in the period between

the attainment of autonomy (1829) and the outbreak of the

Balkan insurrections (1875), which call for special mention.

The first is the achievement, in 1831, of ecclesiastical

independence
;
the second is the evacuation of the Serbian

fortresses by the Turks in 1867-

As in Greece, so also in Serbia, the Orthodox C^lmrch has Tlio

been throughout the ages the nursing mother of national inde-

pendencc. Founded and organized by St. Sava, the son of

King Nemanja, the Serbian Church has been at once (Orthodox

and national. ‘ If the father (King Nemanja) endowed the

Serbian State with a body, the son (St. Sava) gave it’, as

Father Nicholas Velimirovie has eloquently and truly said,

a ‘ soul. And later on, when the body of the Serbian State

was destroyed by the Turkish invasion, the soul lived on

through the centuries, and suffered, and nothing remained

unconquered in this soul but her faith, and the tradition of

the freedom of the past. The monasteries were centres of

trust and hope. The priests were the guides of the people,

upholding and comforting them. The Patriarchs of Ipek

were in truth patriarchs of the j)eople, and, like the

patriarchs of old, true representatives of the people and

their protectors.’ ’

The fii’st act of the great Stephey Dushan had been, as we

' Reliijioii and Kationalily in Serbia, p. 7.
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saw, to summon an Ecclesiastical Council and to proclaim the

Serbian Church a Patriarchate with its ecclesiastical capital at

Ipek in Montenegro (1345). After the Ottoman conquest the

Patriarchate of Ipek was abolished
;
the Serbian Church lost

its independence ;
M'as subordinated to the Greco-Bulgar

Archbishopric of Ochrida, and, for some two centuries, fell

completely under the control of the Greeks.* But in 1557

the Patriarchate of Ipek was revived. ‘ The revival of this

centre of national life was momentous
;
through its agency

the Serbian monasteries M’ere restored, ecclesiastical books

printed', and, more fortunate than the Bulgarian national

Clii^rch, Avhich remained under Greek management, it was

aide to focus the national enthusiasms and aspirations and

keep alive with hope the flame of nationality among those

Serbs who had not emigrated.’ *

Serbia suffered terribly at' the hafuls of both Turks and

Austrians during the Avars of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, and in 176() the Pa'triarchatc of Ipek was finally

abolished and the Serbi.an Church acknowledged the supre-

macy of the Greek Patriarch of Constantinople.

Eccle- With the revival of national self-consciousness in the nine-

i^ndoiwn- tceiith centui’y came a reneAved desire for ecclesiastical

donee independence, and in 1831 Prince Milos finally broke the
' ’’

chain Avhich still bound the Serbian Church to the Patri-

archate of Constantinople. Thus, at last, after many vicissi-

tudes, Serbia obtained a national Church with a Metropolitan

at Belgrade.

Turkish The year 1807 Avitnessed the completion of another stage

tkm orthc
toilsome journey towards national indepen-

fortresses. dence. The position of Serbia during the second quarter of

the nineteenth century Avas more than usually paradoxical.

Still subject to the sovereignty of the Sultan, she Avas really

under the protectorship of Russia. But the Sultan possessed

a tangible symbol of authority in the continued military

occupation of the fortresses. Nor were the garrisons with-

draAvn even after the Crimean War. In that Avar Serbia took

no part. The people inclined toAvards the Russian side, but

’ Forbes, Herhia, in The Balkans, p. 101.
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the prince (Alexander Karageorgevid) was under considerable

obligations both to Tiirkiy and to Austria. Nor could the

prince forget the encouragement which Serbia had obtained

from Lord Palmerston, who, for the first time, had sent

a British consul to ‘Belgrade in 1837, nor the support given

to hinjself in 1843 by Lord Stratford de Redclifte. By the

Treaty of Pmis Serbia, like the principalities, was tacitly

excepted ,from the protectorate of Russia
; she was to

continue to enjoy an ‘ independent and national administra-

tion, as well as full liberty of worship, of legislation, of

commerce and 'navigation and her rights and immunities

were ‘ placed thenceforth under the collective guarantee of

the contracting powers’. An emmte at Belgrade .in 186z Jed

to the withdraival of the civilian Turkish population, and in

18G7 Prince Michael Obrenovic III had the satisfaction of

bringing about the final evacuation of the fortresses. ISIichael

liei’suaded the Sultan that a grateful Serbia would be a far

more effective barrier againstf an Austrian attack than a few

isolated Turkish garrisons on the Danube and the Save ; he

persuaded Austria that a Serbian Belgrade would prove

more neighbourly than a Turkish outpost
;
France, Russia,

and Great Britain suppoi’ted him ;
the Porte gave way

;
in

May, 18G7, the Turks finally evacuated Serbia, and Belgrade

became, for the first time for many centuries, not merely the

Serbian capital, but a Serbian city.

Independence was now virtually achieved, but the nominal

suzerainty' of the Sultan was not actually extinguished until

the Turkish Empire had been broken by the Balkan in-

surrection of 1875 and the Russian War. To these events we
must now turn.

But for the foolish and brutal murder of Prince Michael

in 1868 the great national uprisings of 1875 would have

started more obviously under th5 leadership of Serbia. That

brilliant ruler had worked out an elaborate combination not

only with the Southern Slavs of Montenegro, Bosnia, and

the Herzegovina, but with the nationalist leaders in Croatia,

with a Bulgarian patriotic society, and even with Greece.

The Serbians have paid dearly for the dastifrdly crime, not

the first nor the last of its kind, perpetrated in 1868. Had
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that crime not taken place the events ©f 1912-13 might possibly

have been antedated by a whole generation ; Serbia might

have placed herself at the head of a great Southern-Slav

Empire, while Austria was still reeling under the shock of

Sadowa, when the German Empire had not yet come to the

birth, when Bosnia and Herzegovina were still ‘Turkish’,

and when Bulgarian aspirations were not yet formulated in

opposition to those of the Soutl^ern Slavs. The <;rimc of

18G8 robbed Serbia of a chance which, in its original form,

can never recur.
^

It was 'not Serbia then, but the Slav inhabitants of one

remote village in the Herzegovina who, in the summer of

1875, gave the signal for the outbreak of an insurrection

which (piickly involved tli'e whole of the Slav States in the

Ottoman Empire
;
which, before it was (juelled, led to another

war between Russia and Turkey, and all but eventuated in

a great European conflagration.

The primary causes of the original rising in Bosnia and

the Herzegovina were not so much political as social and

economic
;

they acquired strength less from the spirit of

nationality than from the unbearable nature of the fiscal

burdens imposed upon the peasantry by Turkish officials and

native landowners.

Bosnia and the Herzegovina presented in several respects

a striking contrast to Serbia. It was against the powerful

Empire of Serbia that the attack of the Ottoman Turks was

first directed after their advent into Europe. Bosnia, more

remote and more obscure, managed to retain until 1463

independence. The Herzegovina until 1482. But when
once coiupiered they were more completely absorbed into

the Ottoman system than ever Serbia was. For another

reason these provinces becajne more ‘ Turkish ’ than any

other part of tlie Balkan peninsula except perhaps Bulgaria

and the provinces immediately adjacent to Constantinople.

Bosnia was a land of large landowners who, to save their

property, abandoned their faith and "embraced Moham-
medanism, not only with discretion, but with zeal.

Nor was the ^lav peasantry ecclesiastically homogeneous.

The majority adhered to the Orthodox Church, but mingled
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with them was a verjJ strong body of Roman Catholics,

who leaned upon the Roman Catholic Slavs of Croatia

just as naturally as the Orthodox Bosnians looked to the

Serbs. The aristocracy, who were exceptionally powerful

in Bosnia, were Moslems to a man, and acknowledged in

the Sultan not merely their political but their spiritual

lord : sovereign and .caliph in one. The Bosnian Moslems
were indeed in every way ‘more Turkish than the Turks’,

and in no quarter did the reforming pai-ty in Constantinople

encounter moj-e bitter or more sustained opposition than

from the feudal renegades in Bosnia. The suppression of

the Janissaries and the other reforms attempted by j^ultan

Mahmud led to open revolt, and the policy embodied iif the

Tanzimat and the Hatti-Humayoun of LS.SG was viewed with

the utmost disfavour.

It is not difficult, therefore, to understand why the con-

dition of the Christian peasantry in these provinces should

have been even less tolerable than elsewhere. Exposed on

the one hand to the unregulated rapacity of the Ottoman

tax-farmer
;
ground down on the other by the labour services

and burdensome dues <ieinanded by their native feudal lords ;

the wretched peasants found themselves between the hammer
and the anvil.

But there were other ingredients in the restlessness of the Pan-

Balkan Hlavs which are less easy to discriminate. Ever

since the Crimean War missionaries of the ncAV gospel of

Pan-Slavism—mostly Russians—had been engaged in an

unceasing propaganda among the peoples of their own faith

and their own blood. In 18G7 a great Pan-Slavist congress

was held, under the thin disguise of a scientific meeting, at

Moscow. It issued in the formation of a central Pan-Slavist

committee \nth its head-qmn;ters at Moscow, and ^ sub-

committee sitting at Bucjiarest
;
Ixtoks and pamphlets were

circulated in the Balkans
;
young Slavs flocked to Russian

universities, just as the Roumanian youths flocked to Paris ;

Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia, and Bulgaria were honeycombed

with secret societies. *

Nor did the movement lack official support. Behind the

popular propaganda were the forces of high diplomacy.
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Every Russian consul in the peninsula was a Pan-Slavist,

and General IgnatietF, an enthusiasV in the same cause,

Avas appointed ambassador at Constantinople.

How far, at the precise moment of the outbreak, the

incitement came from outside, how far it was a spontaneous

cxi)losiou against political wrongs and fiscal oppression

Avliich had become intolerable, it is impossible to'say. That

both ingredients were present is btjyond dispute
;
tl^ur pro-

portions cannot, with accuracy, be determined.

The rising ]n July, 1875, the peasants of the Herzegovina suddenly

Huchy. vefused to' pay their taxes or to perform their accustomed

labour-services, and, when confronted by a Turkish force,

inflicled upon it a decisive defeat (July 24), Sympathizers

flocked to their assistance from Serbia, Montenegro, and

Dalmatia, and things began to look ugly when the consuls

of the Powers intervened with an attempt to mediate between

the Ottoman Government and its discontented subjects.

Consular For years past the British Governi’ncnt had been made
Repoits.

jjy reports of its consuls pf the appalling condition

of the Turkish provinces. As early as 18G0 Mr. Holmes, the

British consul in Bosnia, had warned the Foreign Office that

‘ the conduct of the Turkish authorities in these provinces had

been sufficient, in conjunction with foreign agitation, to bring

Bosnia to the very verge of rebellion, whilst the Herzegovina

was in a state of Avar’.^ From jMonastir, Janina, and other

parts came stories of almost inconceivable misgovernment,

obscurantism, and tyranny ; another batch of repoi ts, con-

taining further evidence, Avas laid before Parliament in 1867.^

In 1871 Mr. Holmes referred to ‘the open bribery and

corruption, the invariable and unjust favour shoAvn to

jMussulmans in all cases betAveen Turks and Christians’

Avhich w as characteristic ‘ of Avhat is called justice ’ throughout

the Ottoman Empire, ‘ I do not, hesitate to say ’, he Avrotc in

April, that ‘ of all cases of justice, whether between Mussul-

mans alone, or Turks and Christians, ninety out of a hundred

are settled by bribery alone.’ These reports testify not only

’ Report)) on ConcRiion of Chriilians in Turkey, 1860, presented to

I’arlianient, 1861, p. 73 and passim.
- Reports, 1867.
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to the abuses of Tu^lcish misgovernment, but to foreign

interference. Thus Ai 1873 Mr. Holmes reported that

Austrian and Russian agents were ‘ equally working to

create difficulties ’. ^

Nor had the British Government neglected to warn the

Porte of the inevitable outcome of the policy it was pursuing.

Thus in IBiGl Lord Russell, referring to the recent massacres

in Syri#., solemnly warne<J the Sultan that while Great Britain

Avould resist ‘a wanton violation of the rights or an un-

provoked invasion of the territory of the Porte by any

European sovereign’, yet ‘the public opinion ‘of Europe

would not approve of a protection accorded to the Porte in

order to prevent the signal punishment of a. Government
’

which should permit such atrocities to continue. “ Similarly,

in 1870, Lord Granville instructed Sir Henry Elliot to impress

upon Turkey ‘ that her real safety will depend upon the spirit

and feelings of the populations over which she rules’.

It is, hoAvever, unnecessary to multiply quotations. Writ

large over the Papers presented at intervals to Parliament

Avill be found overwhelming testimony, on the one hand, to

Turkish misgovernment
;
on the other to the Pan-Slavist

agitation
;

and, above all, to the reiterated but unheeded

Avarnings addressed to the Ottoman Government.

In September, 1875, the insurgents themselves laid before Demands

the European consuls in Bosnia a statement of their case

and an appeal for symi)athy if not for help. They demanded

freedom for their religion
;
the right to give evidence in the

courts
;
the formation of a local Christian militia, and reforms

in the imposition and collection of taxation
;
they declared

that they Avould die rather than continue to suffer such

slavery
;
they begged that the Powers AA'ould at least not

obstruct their enterprise or assist their oppressors
;
and they

concluded by suggesting altjcmative remedies; either (1) ‘a

corner of land ’ in some Christian state to Avhich they might

emigrate en masse ;
or (2) the formation of Bosnia and

the Herzegovina into an autonomous state ‘ tributary to the

Sultan with some Christian jirince from someAvhere, but

* Turkey, xvi, 1877, No. 21. ’ Turkey, xvii, 1877, No. 73.
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never from here ’

;
or (3>, as a mininyim, a temporary foreign

occupation. ^

In an Irad^ published on October 2 the Porte promised

prompt and general reform
; but nevertheless the insurrection

deepened and spread. In a Firman issued on December 12

the Sultan offered the immediate establishment of local

elective councils, in which the Christians were to take

part
;
and a local gendarmerie. The reply of the ii^urgents

took the form of further defeats*^ inflicted on the Turkish

troops.

The Powers could no longer refrain from interference, and

their action was hastened by financial considerations.

It^i^ one of the salutary paradoxes incidental to misgovern-

mcnt that it is as ruinous to the sovereign as it is hurtful to

the subject. The inherent extravagance of a bad system

had combined with the peculation of oflicials to bring

disaster upon Turkey, and on October 7, 1875, the Sultan

was compelled to inform his creditors that he could not pay

the full interest on the debt. Partial repudiation compli-

eated an international situation already sufficiently em-

barrassing. Accordingly, the Sovereigns of Gernuuiy, Russia,

and Austria took counsel together, and on December 30,

187.5, the Austrian Chancellor, Count Andi’assy, issued from

Buda-Pesth the Note which bears his name.

The Andrassy Note professed the anxiety of the Powers to

curtail the area of the insurrection and to maintain the peace

of Europe
;

it drew attention to the failure of the Porte to

carry out reforms long overdue, and it insisted that pressure

must be put upon the Sultan effectually to redeem his

promises. In particular he must be pressed to grant com-

plete religious liberty
;
to abolish tax-farming

;
to apply the

direct taxe.s, locally levied in Bosnia and Herzegovina, to the

local lieeds of those provinces
; to improve the condition of

the rural population by multiplying peasant owners
;
and,

above all, to appoint a special commission, composed in equal

numbers of Mussulmans and Christians, to control the execu-

tion not only of the reforms now proposed by the Powers,

but also of those spontaneously promised by the Sultan in

the Irad<5 of October 2 and the Firman of December 12.
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Finally, the three emperijrs required that the Sultan should,

by a signed Conventior^ pledge himself to a prompt and

elFectual execution of the reforms ; in default of which the

Powers could not undertake to continue their efforts to

restrain and pacify.the insurgents.* To this Note the British

Government gave a general adhesion, though they pointed

out that the Sultan had during the last few months promised

to carry ,out the more important of the reforms indicated

therein.

The Note was pi’esented to the Porte at the end of

January, 1876*; and the Sultan, with almost suspicious

promptitude, accepted four out of the five points
;
the excep-

tion being the application of the direct taxes to Ipcal olSjqpts.

The friendly efforts of the diplomatists were foiled, how-

ever, by the attitude of the insurgents. The latter refused,

not unnaturally, to be sati8fi«5d with mere assurances, or to

lay down their arms without substantial guarantees. The

Sultan on his side insisted, ’again not without reason, that

it was impossible to initiate a scheme of reform while the

provinces were actually in armed rebellion. Meanwhile the

mischief was spreading. Bosnia threw in its lot with the

Herzegovina
;
Serbia, IMontenegro, and Bulgaria were pre-

2)aring to do the same when, at the beginning of May,

a fanatical Mohammedan outbreak at Salonica led to the

murder of the French and German consuls. Drastic

measures Avere obviously necessary if a great European

conflagration was to be avoided.

On May 11 the Austrian and Russian Chancellors were The Ber-

in conference Avith Prince Bismarck at Berlin, and deter-
Memo-

randum.
mined to make further and more lAerenqitory demands uiion

the Sultan. There Avas to be an immediate armistice of tAVo

months’ duration, during Avhich certain measures of jiacifica-

tion and repatriation Avere to be executed under the super-

intendence of the delegates of the PoAvers. A mixed Com-
mission, composed of natives faithfully representing the tAvo

creeds of the country and presided over by a native Christian,

Avas to be ajipointed in Bosnia and the Hei’zegovina
; and the

* The full text of the Anclrassy Note will be found in Hertslet, Map of

Europe by Treaty, vol, iv, pp. 2418-29.
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insurgents wore to be permitted toT remain under arms until

the reforms promised by the Sultan 'in October and December,

1875, had been carried into eflFect. If by the expiry of the

armistice the object of the Powers had not been attained,

diplomatic action would have to be reinforced.

France and Italy assented to the Note, but the British

Government regarded the terms as unduly* peremptory

;

they resented, very naturally, the independent action of the

three imperial Powers
;
they declined on May 19 to be

a party to the Memorandum
;
and on the 24th ordered the

fleet to anchor in Besika Bay. Accoi'dingly, the proposed

intervention Avas abandoned. The Moslem patriots replied

in characteristic fashion to Christian menaces. On May 29

they deposed the Sultan' Abdul Aziz as too feeble for their

purposes, and on June 4 he was mickle
;
his insane successor,

Murad V, reigned onl\' three nionths, being in turn (August 31)

deposed to make room for his brother, Abdul Hamid, the

cleverest Sultan Islam had known sifice the sixteenth century.

Mr. Disraeli’s refusal to assent to the Berlin Memorandum
created profound perturbation abroad, and evoked a storm

of criticism at home. There can be no question that the

European Concert, whatever it was worth, was broken by

the action of Great Britain. If the latter had joined the

other Powers, irresistible pressure would have been put

upon the Porte, and some terrible atrocities might have

been averted. On the other hand, it is indisputable that the

Imperial Chancellors were guilty, to say the least, of grave

discourtesy towards Great Britain
;
nor can it be denied that,

assuming a sincere desire for the preservation of peace, they

committed an inexcusable blunder in not inviting the co-

operation of England before they formulated the demands

contained in the Berlin Memorandum.

Events were in the me{mtime moving rapidly in the

Balkans. On June 30, 1876, Serbia formally declared M'ar

upon the Porte
;
Prince Milan being stimulated to action partly

by irresistible pressure from his own people, and partly by

fear of Peter Karageorgeyid, the representative of the rival

dynasty. One day later Prince Nicholas of Montenegro

followed his example.
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The tiny principality Ihich thus came into the forefront Monto-

of Balkan politics has nqii hitherto claimed much space in this

narrative. Serbs of the purest blood and subjects of the great

Serbian Empire, the inhabitants of the Black Mountain had, on

the dissolution of Dushan’s Empire, proclaimed their auto-

nomy. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the

Black Mountain was technically included in the Turkish pro-

vince ofSrjutarijbut the inhaJjitants, secure in fastnesses almost

inaccessible, continued to be ruled by their Prince-Bishops,

and never acknowledged the authority of the Ottoman Sultan.

In the eighfeentii century they came forward* as the

champions of the Slav nationality
;

they received coydial

encouragement from Russia, and played some part in Mie

Turkish wars of the Empress Catherine. When, by the

Treaty of Pressburg, Napoleon seized Dalmatia, the Monte-

negrins, with the support of the Tsar Ale’xander, occupied the

splendid harbour known as the Bocche di Cattaro, and refused

to evacuate it. The Bocche di Cattaro had belonged to them

until the Treaty of Cai'lowitz 1 1699). That treaty had assigned

the harbour to Venice, from whom in 1797 it was transferred to

Austria. At Tilsit, however, Napoleon claimed it from Alex-

ander, M'ho deserted the Montenegrin cause. Half a centiu'y

later the championship of that cause was assumed by Austria.

Bishops of the Orthodox Church being celibate, the succession

in Montenegro had always l)een collateral. But in 1851, on

the death of the Prince-Bishop Peter II, his nephew and
successor, Danilo, proposed to marry and to secularize the

principality. With the approval of the Tsar and the assist-

ance of Austria this change, though not without a war with

the Turks, was effected in 1852. Nowhere in the Balkans

did the flame of Slav nationality, frequently revived by

contests with the Turks, burn m^re pure, and the interv;en-

tion of the little principality^in 1876 was therefore according

to expectation.

Nor was the unrest confined to Slavs of the purest blood. Bulgaria.

It spread even to Bulgaria, w'hich of all the Balkan provinces

had been most completely absorbed iido the Ottoman system.

For that reason we have heard nothing of Bulgaria since

the last vestiges of its independence were crushed out by
u1984
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the Ottoman victories in the closiifg years of the fourteenth

century.^

During the great days of the Ottoman Empire the lot

of tlie Bulgarians, as of other conquered peoples in the

peninsula, was far from intolerable. As in Bosnia, many
of the nobles embraced Mohammedanism, but the mass of

the people adhered to their own creed, and,-' provided the

tribute of children and money \vas punctually forthcoming,

the Turks did not interfere with the exercise of Orthodox

rites, nor with the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Orthodox

priests. Some of the towns were permitted to retain their

municipal privileges
; a considerable measure of autonomy

was conceded to the i)rovince at large
;
and the natives were

allowed the free use of t'neir own language.

Here, as elsewhere, the condition of the subject people

deteriorated as the ludc of the Ottoman Government became

enfeebled. The Bulgarians suffered much from the passage

of the Ottoman armies as they marched north against the

Austrians, and later from that of |;he Russians when they began

to threaten or to defend Constantinople. To Russia, however,

Bulgaria began to look towards the end of the eighteenth

century for protection. The stipulations for the better

government of the principalities and the islands contained

in the Treaty of Kainardji
;

the presence of a Russian

ambassador at Constantinople
;
the privileges conceded, on

Russia’s demand, to the Christians, all tended in the same

direction.

In Bulgaria, as in Serbia, the Ottoman Sultan was not the

only nor perhaj)s the most formidable foe to the spirit of

independence and the sense of nationality. By the Sultan’s

side in Constantinople was the Greek Patriarch. Politically,

Bulgaria was conquered and absorbed by the Turks
;
socially

and ecclesiastically, it was
,
permeated by the Phanariote

Greeks. The methods employed by the latter were parallel

to, but even more thorough than, those which, as we have seen,

were employed in Serbia : the independent Patriarchate of

Tirnovo was in 1777 suppi*es8ed
;

all the higher ecclesiastical

offices were nronopolized by Phanariotes
; the parish clergy,

^ Siip7'a, chap. iii.
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even the schoolmasters, Kere Greek, and Greek became not

only the language of i society’ but the sole medium of

instruction in the schools of the people.^ The first step

towards a revival of Bulgarian nationality was therefore

a restoration of ecclesiastical independence. The Porte

promised to make certain concessions—the appointment of

native bishop# and the use of the native tongue in schools and

churches^in 1856. Rut nothing was done, and in 1860 the

Bulgarians refused any longer to recognize the Patriarch of

Constantinople. Not for ten years did the Porte give way,

but in 1870 it* agreed to the establishment of a •sepai’ate

Bulgarian Exarchate at Constantinople, with jurisdiction not

oidy over Bulgarians in Bulgaria proper, but o>;er thos<i of

Macedonia, and indeed over any community {millet) of

Bulgarians in any part of the cm])ire.

The demand for a Bulgariab Exarchate was symptomatic.

The spirit which was moving the purer Slavs of Serbia,

Montenegro, Bosnia, and the Herzegovina was not leaving the

Bulgar-Slavs untouched. Nor ivere they less moved by

the Pan-Slavist impulse from without. ’Phe Bulgarians, more
even than the Serbs, were roused to a remembrance of their

ancient greatness by the tramp of foreign soldiers in the

peninsula. The march of the Russians iipon Adrianojile in 1828

naturally caused considerable excitement even among the

phlegmatic peasants of Bulgaria
;
the presence of the allied

armies at Varna in 1854 evoked emotions of a dilfei-ent but

hardly less exciting character. At least these were signs of

impending changes. Clearly, things were not going to be

in the Balkans as for five hundred years they had been.

Nevertheless, it was riot until May, 1876, that the name
Bulgarian first became familiar on the lips of men. On the

first day of the month, some of the Bulgarian Christians,

imitating the peasants of Hei’zegovina, defied the orders

of the Turkish officials, aTid put one hundred of them to

death. The Herzegovina was relatively remote, but now

' ‘Even forty years ago’, wrote Sir Charles Eliot in 189G, ‘the name
Bulgarian was almost unknown, and evtry educated jjerson coming from

that country called himself a Greek as a matter of course’ {op. cit.,

p. 314).
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the spirit of insubordination seemed to be infecting the heart

of the empire. The Porte, already eii.^aged in war with Serbia

and Montenegro, was terrified at the idea of an attack upon

the right flank of its army, and determined upon' a prompt and

terrible suppression of the Bulgarian revolt. A force of 18,000

regulars Avas marched into Bulgaria, and hordes of irregulars,

Bashi-Bazouks, and Circassians were let loose <•to Avreak the

vengeance of the Sultan upon a peasantry unprepared for

resistance and mostly unarmed. Whole villages were wiped

out, and in the toAvn of Batak only 2,000 out of 7,000 in-

habitants escaped massacre.
*

Bulgarian (_)n June 23 a London neAvspaper published the first ac-
atroeitiLs.

horrors alleged to have been perpetrated by the

Turks in Bulgaria. Hoaa much of exaggeration there Avas

in the tale of atrocities Avith Avhich England and the Avorld

soon rang it Avas and is impossible to say. But something

much less than the ascertained fiicts Avould be sufficient to

account for the profound emotion which moved the Avhole

(/hristian Avorld. In July Mr. Wt^lter Baring AA'as sent by the

British (Tovernment to Adrianople to ascertain, if jAossible,

the ti’uth. After cai*eful investigation he came to the con-

clusion that in the initial outbreak 136 Moslems had been

mui'dered, Avhile, in the 8ubse<pient massacres, ‘ not fewer

than 12,000 tlhristians’ perished.^ His final report was not

issued until September, but preliminary rejAorts so far sub-

stantiated the accounts Avhich had been published in the

English Press as to move the conscience of England to its

depths. In a dispatch - to Sir Henry Elliot, British Ambas-

sador to the Porte, Lord Derby gave expression, in language

not the less strong by reason of its restraint, to the feelings

of indignation aroused in England by the accounts of the

Bulgarian atrocities, and instructed him to demand from

the Sultan prompt and eftcc^iye reparation for the victims.

Mr. (Bad- But a voice more poAverful than that of Lord Derby was

pamphlet already making articnlate the feelings of his countrymen.

To Mr. Gladstone the tale of atrocities made an irresistible

’ M. Driault {oji cit., p. 211)‘ijut8 the number much higher: 25,000-

30.000.

- Sept. 21, 1870.
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appeal. A pamphlet, pAblished on September 6, was cir-

culated by tens of thclusands.^ With voice and pen he

vehemently demanded that the Turks should be cleared out
‘ bag and baggage . . . from the province they have desolated

and profaned •

Meanwhile another complication had arisen. At the end Turco-

of June Serbia and Montenegro, as we have seen, had
declared ij^ar upon the Porje. How far wordd that conflict

extend? Could it be confined within the original limits?

These were the serious questions with which diplomacy
was now confronted. The Serbian army consisted largely

of Russian volunteers and was commanded by a Russian

general. How long would it be before the Russitin Covefn-

ment became a i)arty to the <juari\il ? The Serbian army,

even reinforced by the volunteers, could ofter but a feeble

resistance to the Turk, and in* August'ITinee Milan, acting

on a hint from England, asked for the mediation of the

Powers." England, thereupon, urged the Sultan to come
to terms with Serbia and ^Montenegro, lest a worse thing

should befall him. The Saltan declined an armistice, but

formulated his terms, and intimated that if tlie Powers
approved them he would grant an immediate suspension

of hostilities. But to Lord Derby’s chagrin Serbia would

accept nothing less than an armistice, and, after six

weeks’ suspension, hostilities recommenced. Nevertheless,

the English Government Avas untiring in its eftbrts to

promote a pacification, and suggested to the Powers some
heads of proposals (September 21) ; the status quo in

Serbia and Montenegro
;

local or administrative autonomy
for Bosnia and Herzegovina

;
guarantees against malad-

ministration in Bulgaria, and a comprehensive scheme of

reform, all to be embodied in a protocol concluded be-

tween the I’orte and the PoAyers. Russia then proposed

(September 26) that, in the event of a refusal from Turkey,

the allied fleets should enter the Bosphorus, that Bosnia

should be temporarily occupied by Austria, and Bulgaria

by Russia. Turkey, thereupon, reviewed her dilatory tactics,

1 The Bulgarian Horrors and the Question of the East.

- Turkey, 1877 (No. 1), p. 380.
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T)ut Russia’s patience was almost exhausted
;
General Ignatielf

arrived at Constantinople, on a special mission from the Tsar,

on October 15, and on the 3()th presented his ultimatum. If an

armistice were not concluded with Serbia within forty-eight

hours, the Russian Embassy was to be immediately withdrawn.

On November 2 the Porte gave way
;
Serbia was saved

;
a

breathing space was permitted to the operationS’of diplomacy.

The interval was utilized by the meeting of a Conference

of the Powers at Constantinople (December 23). The Powers

agreed to the terms suggested by Lord Derbv in September,

but the' Porte was obdurate. Profuse in i)rofessions and

promises of reform, the Porte, with delicious irony, selected

thw moment for the promulgation of a brand neAV and

full-blown parliamentary constitution, but it stubbornly

refused to allow Europe to superintend the execution of

the reforms. There was to be a Legislative Body of two

Houses : a nominated Senate and an elected Chamber of

Deputies
; a rcsi)onsil)le Executivt

;
freedom of meeting

and of the press ; an irremovable judiciary and compulsoiy

education.' But though the Sultan w'as prodigal in the

(;oncession of reforms, on paper, no one but himself should

have a hand in executing them. On this point he w^as

inexorable. Thereu|)on General Ignatielf, refusing to take

further part in a solemn farce, withdrew from the Con-

ference. The Tsar had already (November 10) announced

his intention to proceed single-handed if the Porte refused

the demands of the Powers, his army was ah'eady mobilized

on the Pruth, and war appciired imminent.

The diplomatists, however, made one more effort to avert

it. Their demands were reduced to a minimum
:
putting

aside an extension of territory for Serbia or Montenegro, they

insisted upon the concessio^i of autojiomy to Bosnia, to the

Herzegovina, and to Bulgaria under the control of an inter-

national commission. On .January 20 the Sultan categorically

refused, and on the 21st the Conference broke up. Great

Britain, nevertheless, persisted in her efforts to preserve

peace, and on March 31, 1,877, the Powers signed in London

^ The first Turkisli rarliaineiitwiis opened with due ceremony on March
1\\ mi.
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a protocol proposed by Count SchouvalofF. Taking cognizance

of the Turkish proinisei| of reform, the Powers declared

their intention of watching carefully ‘the manner in which

the promises of the Ottoman Government are carried into

effect If, however, the condition of the Christian subjects

of the Porte should again lead to a ‘ return of the complica-

tions which piiriodically disturb the peace of the East, they

think it r^ht to declare that such a state of things would be

incompatible with their interests and those of Europe in

general’. The Turk, in high dudgeon, rejected the London
Protocol (April 10), and on April 24 the Tsar^ having

secured the friendlj' neutrality of Austria,^ declared war.

Russia had behaved, in face of prolonged [^I'ovocitti^n,

with commendable patience and restraint, and had shown

a genuine desire to maintain the European Concert. The

Turk had exhibited througliout his usual mixture of

shrewdness and obstinacy. It is diflicult to believe that

he would have luaintxineif his obstinate front but for

expectations based upon the supposed goodwill of the British

Government. The language of the I’rime Minister- and

the Foreign Secretary had unquestionably given him some

encouragement. So much so that before the break up of

the Conference Lord Salisbury telegraphed ' to Lord Derby

from Constantino[)le : ‘The Grand Vizier believes that he

can count upon the assistance of Lord Derby and Lord

Beaconsfield.’ The Turk, it is true, is an adept at diplomatic

‘bluff’, and ‘assistance’ went beyond the facts. But this

much is certain. If the English Cabinet had, even in

January, 1877, frankly and unambiguously gone hand in hand

with Russia there would’have been no war.

The armistice arranged in November between Turkey and

Serbia had been further prolonged on Decemlier 28, and on

February 27 peace was concluded at Constantinople. * But

on June 12, Montenegro, eficouraged by the action of Russia,

i liy the Agreoment of Rcichstadt (July 8, 1870), confirmed by definite

treaty January 15, 1877. 'the terms of the Austro-Kussian agreement

have never been authoritatively revculed ; ef. Eosc, Develojnnnnt of

European Nations, p. 180.

^ e.g. at the Guildhall on November 9. Jan. 8, 1877.

Itusso-

I’urkish

War.
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recommenced hostilities, and on ^une 22 the Russian army
elfected the passage of the Danube.

No other way towards Constantinople was open to them,

for the Russian navy had not yet had time since 1871 to

regain the position in the Black Sea denied to it in 1856.

The co-operation of Roumania w^as, therefore, indispensable,

and this had been secured by a conventiom concluded on

April 16, by Avhich, in return for a free passage for^this troops

through the princijialities, the Tsar engaged to ‘ maintain and
defend the actual integrity of Roumania ’. The Roumanian
army livid the right flank for Russia, but an offer of more
active co-operation was declined with some hauteur by the

Tsar. P'roin the Danube the Russians jiushed on slowly but

successfully until their advanced guard suffered a serious

check before Plevna on July 80. On the following day

Osman Pasha, strongly entren'ched at Plevna, inflicted a very

serious reverse upon them.

Instead of carrying Plevna by storm the}' were compelled

to besiege it, and the task jiroyed to be a tough one. In

chastened mood the Tsar accepted, in August, the contemned
offer of Prince Carol, who Avas appointed to the supreme
command of the Russo-Roumanian army. For five months
Osman held 1 '20,000 Russians and Roumanians at bay, inflict-

ing meantime very heavy losses upon them, but at last his

resistance Avas Avorn doAvn, and on December 10 the remnant
of the gallant garrison—some 40,000 half-starved men—were

compelled to sui'render.

J’our days later Serbia, for the second time, declared Avar

upon the Porte, and recaptured Prisrend, the ancient capital

of the kingdom. The Russians, inea'nAvhile, were pushing the

Turks back towards Constantinople
;

they occupied Sofia

on January .5, and Adrianople on the 20th. In the Caucasus

thcii' success Avas not less complete
;

the great fortress of

Kars had fallen on November 18 ;
*the Turkish Empire seemed

to lie at their mercy, and in March Russia dictated to the

I’orte the Treaty of San Stefano.

A basis of agreement had already been reached at

Adrianople (Jan'uary 81); the terms were now embodied in

a treaty signed, on March 3, at a village not far from
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Constantinople. Montenegro, enlarged by the acquisition

of some strips of Bosnia^nd the Adriatic port of Antivari,

was to be recognized definitely as independent of the Porte
;

so also was Serbia, which was to acquire the districts of Nish

and Mitrovitza
; the reforms recommended to the Porte at

the Conference of Constantinople were to be immediately

introduced in^o Bosnia and the Herzegovina, and to be
executed ynder the joint control of Russia and Austria

;

the fortresses on the Danube were to be razed
;
reforms were

to be granted to the Armenians
;
Russia was to acquire, in

lieu of the greater part of the money indemnity winch she

claimed, Batoiim, Kars, and other territory in Asia, and part

of the Dobrudja, whicli was to be exchanged with Jloumhiya

(whose independence was recognized by the Porte) for the

strip of Bessarabia retroceded in 1856. The most striking

feature of the treaty was the’ creation of a greater Bul-

garia, Avhich was to be constituted an autonomous tribu-

tary principality ivith a Christian government and a national

militia, and was to extend from the Danube to the Aegean,

nearly as far south as Midia (on the Black Sea) and
Adrianople, and to include, on the west, the district I’ound

IVIonastir but not Saloniea.’ The Ottoman Empire in Europe
was practically annihilated. 'I’hc proposed aggrandizement of

Bulgaria aroused grave concern in the other Balkan States.

Hoav was this treaty regarded by Europe in general and in

particular by Great Britain ?

Lord Beacoiisficld had come into power in 1874 with the Great

deliberate purpose of giving to English foreign iiolicy the

new orientation imperatively demanded by the new conditions Kastern

of the world. * Question.

‘ You have’, he said, ‘ a new tvorld, new influences at work,

new and unknown objects and dangers with which to cope.

. . . The relations of England to Europe are not the saine

as they were in the days of ^jord Chatham or Frederick the

Great. The (^ueen of England has become the Sovereign of

the most powerful of Oriental States. On the other side

of the globe there are now establishments belonging to her,

^ See Turkey No. 22, 1878; Holland, E^iropean Concerty

pp. 335 sq.
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teeming with wealth and populatidn. . . . These are vast and

novel elements in the distribution, of power. . . . What our

duty is at this critical moment is to maintain the Empire

of England.’

I’he first indication given to the «world of the ‘new

Imperialism’ was the purchase of the Khedive’s shares in

the Suez (Janal. On the 25th of November, VS75, the world

was startled by the news that ^the firitish Goveviment had

purchased from the Khedive for the sum of four million

sterling his 176,000 shares in the Suez Canal.’ The success

of this, transaction, as a financial speculation, has long since

been brilliantly demonstrated. As a political move, it marks

a, new dc,parture of the highest significance. England, as

preceding pages have fehown, had been curiously blind to

her interests in the Eastern Mediterranean
;

Disraeli, by

a bi-illiant coup, oi)6ned hcr‘eycs. But to him the purchase

of the Canal shares was no isolated speculation, but only the

first move in a coherent and pVecoficerted plan.

His next move had a twofohl object. During the winter

of 1875 6 the Prince of Wales had undertaken an extended

tour in India. The visit, which was without ])rccedent in

the history of the empire, ])roved an eminent success, and

prepared the wa\' for a still more important departure. ‘ You

can only act ui)on the ojiinion of Eastern nations through

their imagination.’ So Disraeli had spoken at the time of

the Mutiny, and in Opposition. As first Minister of the

Crown he gave elfect to his convictions
;
and touched the

imagination not only of India but of the world by making

his .sovei'cign Empress of India. A magnificent Durbar was

held at Delhi in the closing days of the year 1876, and on

.January 1, 1877, a series of celebrations culminated in the

proclamation of (Jueen Victoria as Empress of India in the

presence of sixty-three rulipg Chiefs, and amid the acclama-

tions of the most brilliant assemblage ever brought together

in British India.

• The total shares were 400,000. *1116 idea of the purchase was said to

have been suggC|Sted by Mr. Fi^Mlerick (treenw’ood. a distinguished London

journalist. Heo The Thnes, J)ec. 27, 1005, and Jan. 18, 1906. But there

are now other claimants to the distinction.
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The purchase of the Ca\ial shares, the assumption of the Reopen-

Imperial Crown of ludia^l were parts of a coherent whole,
^agterr^^

Disraeli’s attitude towards the complex problems, roused Question,

into fresh life b*y events in the Near East, tvas determined by

precisely the same considerations. lie never forgot that the

queen was the ruler of Mohammedans as well as Christians,

of Asiatics, Aftricans, Australians, and Americans as well as

Europeans* It was therefore^ with the eyes of an oriental, no

less than of an occidental, statesman that he watched the

development of events in the Near East. Those events

caused, as we have seen, grave disquietude in Great Britain.

Before the Russian armies had cro.ssed the Danube the Tsar

undertook to respect English interests in Egj pt and in the

Canal, and not to occupy Constafttinople or the Straits

(June 8, 1877), but the Russian victories in the closing

months of 1877 excited in En*gland some alarm as to the

precise fulfilment of his promises. Accordingly, in January,

1878, Lord Derby, then"' Foieign Secrctaiy, deemed it at

once friendly and prudent to.remind the Tsai' of his jiromise,

and to warn him that any ti'eaty concluded between Russia

and Turkey which might affect the engagements of 1 8.50 and

1871 ‘would not be valid without the assent of the Powers

who were parties to those Treaties’. (January 14.)

In order to emphasize the gravity of the warning the I'lio
*- - ^

'rji
1

*
-,1

Fleet, which had been at Besika Bay, was ordered to pass the

Dardanelles (January 2.S), and the Government asked Parlia- Gonstanti-

ment for a vote of credit of £0,000,OOO.
noplo.

In moving the vote on January 28, the Chancellor of

the E.xchequer (Sir S. Northcote) made public the terms

demanded by Russia, which, in addition to the points sub-

sequently embodied in the 'rreaty of Han Stefiino, included

‘ an ulterior understanding for safeguarding the rights and in-

terests of Russia in the Straits ’., This was the jioint in regard

to which Russia had alreaify been warned by Lord Derby,

and the situation became critical in the extreme. In the

preliminary terms concluded between the comliatants on

January 31, this stipulation disapp<jared ;
but, in consequence

of excited telegrams from Mr. Layard, the tlritish ambas-

sador in Constantinople, the Cabinet decided (February 7)
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to send a detachment of the Fledt into the Sea of Marmora

for the protection of British s ibjects in Constantinople.

Russia retorted that if British ships sailed up the Straits

Russian troops would enter Constantinople for the purpose

of similarly protecting the lives of Christians of every race.

But the Sultan, equally afraid of friends and foes, begged

the English fleet to retire, and it returnedoaccordingly to

Besika Bay.

The extreme tension was thus for the moment relaxed.

The Austrian Government was already moving in the matter

of a European Congi’ess, and on March 4 Lord Derby informed

Count Beust that Great Britain agreed to the suggestion,

provided it were clearly understood that ‘ all questions dealt

with in the Treaty of 'Peace between Russia and Turkey

should be considered as subjects to be discussed in. the

Congress ’. This had been throughout ‘ the keynote of our

policy ’, ‘ the diapason of our diplomacy ’. ^ With regard to

the Treaty of San Stefano the -langviagc of Lord Beaconsfield

was emi)hatic ;
‘ it abolishes the dominion of the Ottoman

Empire in Europe
;

it creates a large State which, under the

name of Bulgaria, is inhabited by many races not Bulgarian

. . . all the European dominions of the Ottoman Porte are

. . . put under the administration of Russia . . . the effect

of all the stipulations combined will be to make the Black

Sea as much a Russian lake as the Caspian.’ ^ Whether this

description was exaggerated or no, there can be no question

that, in every clause, the treaty was a ‘ deviation ’ from those

of 1850 and 1871, and as such required the assent of the

signatory Powers.

To the demand that the treaty in its entirety should be

submitted to a congress Russia demurred. Great Britain

insisted. Again peace hung in the balance. Apart from

the dispute between England and Rus.sia there was a great

deal of inflammable material about, to which a sj^ark would

set light. Greece, Hcrbia, find, above all, Roumania, who
with incredible tactlessness and base ingratitude had been

’ liord Beacons'Oeld in the VIouse of Lords, April 8, 1878, Speeches,

ii. 168.

^ Ibid., p. 170.
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excluded from the peac<J negotiations, were all gravely

dissatisfied with the term^ of the Treaty of San Stefano.

Greece had indeed actually invaded Thessaly at the begin-

ning of February, and only consented to abstain from further

hostilities upon the assurance of the Powers that her claims

should have favourable considei'ation in the definitive Treaty

of Peace.

Lord Befjponsfield, however^ was ready with his next move, Indian

and, at this supremely critical moment he made it. On aeredfto^'

April 17 it was announced that he had ordered 7,000 Indian Malta,

troops to embarft for Malta. The coup was denouiy^ed as

‘sensational’, un-English, unconstitutional,' even illegal.- That

it was dramatic none can gainsay ; but it was consfyiant ^fi^i

the whole trend of Lord Bcaconsfielti’s policy ; if it alarmed

England it impressed Europe, and there can be no question

that it made for peace.
*

The operation of other forces was tending in the same Kussia,

direction. The terms of settlement proposed by Russia

were not less distasteful to Austria than to England. An Austria.

Austrian army was mobilized on the Russian flank in the

Carpathians, and on February 4 tlie Emperor Francis Joseph

demanded that the terms of peace should be referred to

a (Jongress at Vienna. Austria might tvell take a firm line,

for behind Austria was Germany.

Bismarck had made up his mind. He would fain have iMs-

preserved in its integrity the Dreikaiserhund of 1872
;
he

was under deep obligations to Russia, and Avas only too glad

to assist and even to stimulate her ambitions so long as they

conflicted only with those of Great Britain or France, But

when it came to a possible conflict between Russia and

Germany matters were different. It Avas true that Russia

had protected Prussia’s right flank in 18^i4, and her left

flank in 1866, and—highest serA'i^e of all—had ‘containe'd’

Austria in 1870. The Tsar tlfought, not unnaturally, that in

the spring of 1878 the time had arrived for a repayment

of the debt, and requested Bismarck to contain Austria.

Bismarck Avas still anxious to ‘ kee^i open the wire between

^ e. g. by Mr. Gladstone. ^ e. g. by liord Selborne.
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The
Treaty of

Berlin.

Berlin and St. Petersburg’, provided it was not at the

expense of that between Berlin
j
and Vienna. He replied,

therefore, to the Tsar that Germany must keep watch on the

Rhine, and could not spare troops to contain Austria as

well. The excuse was transparent. Bismarck had, in fact,

decided to give Austria a free hand in the Balkans, and even

to push her along the road towards Salonic^. His attitude

was regarded in Russia as a great betrayal, a dishonourable

repudiation of an acknowledged debt. It is not, however,

too much to say that it averted a European conflagration.

The ’i’^sar decided not to fight Austria aiid England, but,

instead, to accept the invitation to a Congress at Berlin.

^
On M{\y 30 Lord Salisbury and C'onnt Schouvaloff came

to an agreement upon the main points at issue, and on

June 13 the Congress opened at Berlin. Prince Bismarck

presided, and filled Ids chosen role of ‘ the honest broker ’,

but it Avas Lord Bcaconsfield whose personality dominated

the Congress. ‘ Der altc Jude, - das ist der Mann ’ was

Bismai'ck’s shrewd summary of the situation.

Little time Avas sjAcnt in discussion ; the treaty Avas signed

on July 13. Russia’s sole acquisition in Europe Avas the

strip of Bessarabia Avhich had been retroceded to Roumania

in 1(S5G and was uoav, by an act of grave impolicy and base

ingratitude, snatched aAvay from her by the Tsar. In Asia

she retained Batouin, Ardahan, Jind Kars. Bosnia and the

Herzegovina Avere handed over for an undefined term to

Austria, Avho Avas also to be allowed to occupy for military,

but not adnunistrative, purposes the Sanjak of Novi Bazar.

England, under a separate Coinentlon concluded Avith Turkey

on .June 4, Avas to occupy and administer the island of Cyprus,

so long as Russia retained Kars and Batoum. Turkey was

to receive the surplus revenues of the island, to carry out

reforms in her Asiatic donanions, and to be protected in the

possession of them by Great ' Britain. France sought for

authority to occupy Tunis in the future
;

Italy hinted at

claims upon Albania and Tripoli. Germany asked for

nothing, but Avas more than compensated for her modesty

by securing 'the gratitude and friendship of the Sultan.

Never did Bismarck make a better investment.
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Greece, with no false inodesty, claimed the cession of

Crete, Thessaly, Epirus, s^id a part of Macedonia, but for

the moment got nothing* Roumania was ill compensated
for the loss of southern Bessarabia by the acquisition of

part of the Dobrudja, but secured complete independence
from the Porte, as did Serbia and Montenegro, who received

most of the districts promised to them at San Stefano.

Bulgaria^id not. And herein lay the essential difference

between the Treaty of Berlin'and that of San Stefano.
‘ Bulgaria ’, as defined at Berlin, was not more than a third

of the Bulgaria ‘mapped out at San Stefano. It >vas to

consist of a relatively narrow strip between the Danube and
the Balkans, and to be an independent State undor Turftij^i

suzerainty. South of it there w'as to*l>e a province, Eastern

Roumelia, which was to be restored to the Sultan, who
agreed to place it under a Christian governor approved by
the Powers. By this change the Sultan recovered 2,500,000

of population and 30,000 squaile miles of territory
;
Bulgaria

was cut off from the Aegean Macedonia remained intact.

Such were the main provisions of the famous Treaty of

Berlin. They wo'e criticized at the time, and from several

points of view, witli great acerbity. Lord Beaconsfield’s

claim that he had brought back to England ‘ Peace with

Honour ’, though conceded by tlie mass of his fellow country-

men, evoked some derision among them. His statement that

he had ‘consolidated’ the Ottoman Empire was received

with polite scepticism both at home and abroad, a scepticism

to some extent justified by the Cyprus Convention, to say

nothing of the cession of Bosnia and the Herzegovina.

With some inconsistency,’ however, he was simultaneously

assailed for having replaced under the withering tyranny of

the Sultan a Christian population which R,ussia had emanci-

pated. The charge is, on the face of it, ditficult to rebut.

But it does not lie in the ifiouths of the Philhellenists and
Philo-Serbs to make it. Had the Treaty of San Stelano

been permitted to stand the ambitions both of Serbia and
Greece would have been serious!^' circumscribed. It was
not, indeed, of Serbia, or Greece, still less of Roumania, that

Lord Beaconsfield was thinking at Berlin. The motive of
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his policy was that which had inspired Lord Palmei*ston and

Mr. Canning. He definitely repudiated the claim of Russia

to dictate by her sole voice and in her own interests the

solution of a secular problem. It is only fair to Russia to

say, that if at the time of the Berlii^ Memorandum Lord

Beaconsfield had been at more pains to preserve the Concert

of the Powers, the claim might never have been preferred.

Once preferred it could not be admitted.

For a final judgement on the events recorded in this

chapter the time has not yet arrived. During the generation

which has followed the Congress of Berlin ojunion has swung

backwards and forwards, and the pendulum is not, even

no\t, at rest. This much, however, may with confidence be

affirmed : the diplomatists at Berlin were working better

than they knew. The settlement outlined at San Stefano

was both hasty and preiuatute. That it should be submitted

to the collective judgement of the Powers was only reason-

able. Lord Beaconsfield must at* least have the credit of

having secured for it that further scrutiny.

Two of the Balkan States owe little gratitude to his

memory. At San Stetano Rouniania had been treated by

Russia with discourtesy and ingratitude. At Berlin it was

treated no better. Both Germany and England, to say

nothing of France, might have been exi)eetcd to extend

towards the principality something more than sympathy.

But Bismarck, indifferent to the dynastic ties which united

Prussia and Rouniania, Avas not sorry to see Russia neglect-

ing a golden opportunity for binding Rouniania in grati-

tude to herself. A Roumania alienated from Russia ivonld

be the less likely to quarrel with’ the Dual Monarchy and

to press her claims to the inclusion of the unredeemed

Roumanians in Transylvania and the Bukovina. Lord

Beaconsfield professed niiicli Platonic sympathy for the

disappointment of their Avishes in regard to Bessarabia, but

frankly confessed that he could not turn aside from the

pursuit of the larger issues to befriend a State in Avhose

fortunes Great Britain Avas not directly interested. It Avas

a gross blundbr, the consequences of which are not yet

exhausted. The Roumanian envoys left Berlin not only
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empty-handed, but deeply impressed by the cynicism of

high diplomacy, and bittprly chagrined by the ingratitude

of Russia and the indifference of Europe.

The sentiments of Bulgaria were not dissimilar. Against Bulgaria.

Russia she had no »cause of complaint ;
but in her view

Germany and Great Britain had conspired to dash from her

lips the cup proffered her by the Tsar. San Stefano had gone

beyond th# equities of^ the ^case, and had imperilled other

interests not less important than those of Bulgaria. Berlin

fell short of them. The barrier interposed between the

Bulgarians of tfte new principality and those of Eastern

Roumelia ivas not merely inequitable but manifestly absurd.

Nor did it endure. The making of modern Bulgaria demands?

however, and will receive, more detailed attention.

So also with the position of the Southern Slavs, to whom qiic

the settlement of 1878 was profoundly disquieting. Serbia

gained some territory, but it Avas really at the expense of

Bulgaria; the Sanjak of ’Nov? Bazar, garrisoned by Austria,

but still governed by the Tur^s, severed the Serbs of Serbia

from their brethren in Montenegro, Avhile the Austrian

occupation of Bosnia and the Herzegovina brought the

Habsburgs into the heart of Balkan affairs and made a

tremendous breach in the solidarity of the Jugo-Slav race.

The Treaty of Berlin is generally regarded as a great land-

mark in the history of the Eastern Question. In some

respects it is ; but its most important features were not

those with which its authors were best pleased, or most

concerned. They were preoccupied by the relations between

the Sultan and the Tsar, and by the interest of Europe in

defining those relations. 'The enduring significance of the

treaty is to be found elseAvhcre : not in the remnant of the

Ottoman Empire snatched from the brink pf destruction by

Lord Beacousfield, but in the new nations which Avere arising

upon the ruins of that empire—nations Avhich may look back

to the 13th of July, 1878, if not as their birthday, at least

as the date on which their charters of emancipation were

signed and sealed.

For further reference : the Papers laid before Parliament in 1861, 1867,

1877, and 1878, and referred to in the footnotes, arc of great importance.

1984 y
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They ai'e usefully summarized by the Duke of Argyll in The Eastern

Question (2 vols.). Lord Stratford de Kedclifife’s Eastern Question, con-

taining his letters to the Times in 1876-^. and other papers has great

contemporary interest. Holland and Hertslet are, as before, invaluable

for the texts of treaties.

For relations of Russia and Germany : T. Klaczko, The Two Chancellors

(Gortschakolf and Bismarck); Busch, Our Chancellor', and Bismarck’s

Eeminiscences.

On the Balkan movement: Marquis of Bath^ Ohservati/ms on Bulgarian

Affairs, 1880; Duke of Argyll, as above
; The Balkans (Clarendon Press,

1915) ;
A. J. Evans, Through Bosnia and Herzegovina on Foot (1876)

;

W. E. Gladstone, Bulgarian Horrors and the Question of the East
(London, 1876) ;

lovanovitz, Les Serbes et la Mission de la Serhie dans
VEurope^d'Orient (Paris, 1876) ;

A. Gallenga, Two ilears of the Eastern
Question, 2 vols. (London, 1877) ;

Hanotaux, Contemporary France,
Foi English policy : Lord Fitzmaurice, Life of Lord Granville ;

Lord
Newton, lAfe qfLord Lyons ;

Morley, Gladstone
;
Holland, Duke of Devon-

shire
;
Marriott, England since Waterloo

;
Paul, Modern England, The

concdiiding volume of Monypenny and Buckle’s Disraeli ought in this

connexion to be of supreme interest.

Generally : D^bidour, Histoire diplomatique
;

Driault, La Qxiestion

d''Orient,



CHAPTEK XIII

THE BALKAN STATES, 1878-98

The Maying of Bui!!garia. Modern Greece (1832-98).

The CrA'an Problem

‘ These newly enmncipatcd races want to breathe free air and not through

Russian nostrils.’—oir William White (1886). i

‘A Bulgaria, friendly to the Porte, and jeulous of foreign influence,

w^ould be a far surer bulwark against foreign aggression thffti two

Bulgarias, severed in administration, but united in considering the Ifforte

as the only obstacle to their national development. —Lord Salisbury
(Dec. 23, 1885).

^ It is next to impossible that the I^owers of Christendom can permit the

Turk, however triumphant, to cast his yoke again over the necks of any

emancipated Provincials. . . ^ There is much reason to think that a chain

of autonomous States, though still, perhaps, tributary to the Sultan, might

be extended from the Black Sea to the Adriatic with advantage to that

potentate himself. But, at all events, the very idea of reinstating any

amount of Turkish misgovernment in places once cleared of it is simply

revolting.’

—

Lord Stratford de Eedcliffe.

‘ Greece wants something more than the rules of political i)rocedure that

are embodied in written constitutions in order to infuse better moral prin-

ciples among her people whose social system has been corrupted by long

ages of national servitude . . . until the people undergo a moral change

as well as the government, national progress must be slow, and the surest

pledges for the enjoyment of true liberty will be wanting.’

—

Dr. George
Finlay.

‘ Crete is an unexplored paradise in ruins, a political volcano in chronic

activity, a theatre on the boards of which rapine, arson, murder, and all

manner of diabolical crimes afe daily rehearsed for the peace, if not the

delectation, of the Great l^ow^ers of peace-loving Christendom. Truly this

is far and away the most grotesque political spectacle of the nineteenth

century.'~E. J. Dillon.

To pass from the Congreis of Berlin to the early struggles

of the reborn Balkan States means more than a change of

temperature and environment. It involves an abrupt transi-

tion from drab prose to highly coloured romance
;
from a

problem play to transpontine melodrama
;
from the tradi-

tional methods of nineteenth century diplomacy to those

X >

The Bal-
kans after

the Treaty
of Berlin.
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of primitive political society. Transported to the Balkans

we are in the midst of hoideversjcments and vicissitudes,

political and personal ; sudden elevations ;
sudden falls

;

democratic constitutions and autocratic coups d’Uat
;

plot-

ting and counterplotting ; the hero of yesterday, the villain

of to-day, and again the hero of to-morrow
;

abductions,

abdications, and assassinations
; the formation mid dissolution

of parties
;
a strange medley of chiv'alry and baf^eness ; of

tragedy and comedy
;
of obscurahtism and progress.

Greece, The Treaty of Berlin meant the end of ‘ Turkey in Europe
’

Southern understood by geographers for the last

Slavs, and four hundred years. The place of the provinces of the
Kouuna-

Einpire is now taken by independent, or virtually

independent, States : Greece, Roumania, Serbia, Montenegro,

and Bulgaria. But although the Ottoman Empire is broken

and crippled the new-’States aie by no means fully fashioned.

The garment woven at Berlin had many ragged edges. Greece

got nothing at the moment, find liad to wait three years

before even a portion of her claims upon Thessaly and

Epirus were conceded
;

Crete remained in Turkish hands

for another generation. Serbia was profoundly dissatisfied

and with reason : the arnxngement proposed at San Stefano

would have divided the Sanjak of Novi-Bazar between her-

self and the sister State of Montenegro, thus bringing the two

Slav States into immediate contact, and giving Serbia indirect

access, through Montenegro, to the Adriatic. The crafty restora-

tion of the Sanjak to Turkej’ ; the retention of the great

harbour of the Bocche di Cattaro by Austria, and the Austrian

occupation of Bosnia and the Herzegovina inflicted a series

of terrible blows upon the aspirations of the Southern Slavs,

and kept open sores which might have been healed. The

Habsburgs were, howevei’, far too clever to allow their hopes

of access to the Aegean to be frustrated by the interposition

of a compact Jugo-Slav StateJ whether that State w^as

unitary or federal. The disappointment of Serbia was the

immediate disappointment of Montenegro, and ultimately the

disappointment of Bosnia and the Herzegovina.

The Of the cruel blow to tlie legitimate hopes of Roumania

(Ionian enough, for the moment, was said in the last chapter. But
Problem.
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the fatal character of the blunder then committed by

Russia, without protest, it added, from any of the Powers,

cannot be too strongly emphasized. Most significant of

all, however, *was the partition of the proposed Bulgaria.

That partition no<j only servjed to keep the Balkans in

ferment for the next thirty years but introduced into

European dip>,omacy, or at least into its vocabulary, a new
problem, that of ‘ Macedonia ’. Whether Serbia and Greece

would or could have acquiesced in the San Stefano settle-

ment is a question which must be reserved for subsequent

discussion
;
bu^ it is obvious that if Lord Beaconsficld had

not torn that treaty into shreds the Macedonian problem

would never have emerged in the shape Avith. whicK Jthe

pi’esent generation is familiar. Thfc Greater Bulgaria might

ultimately have raised as many problems as it solved
;
but

those problems Avould have been approilched from a difterent

angle and might have been solved Avith less friction and more

satisfactory results. '* •

As things were, it was up,on the fortunes of Bulgaria that Bulgaria,

the attention not merely of the Balkans but of- Europe at

large Avas concentrated during the tAventy years succeeding

the Congress of Berlin. To the affairs of Bulgaria a large

section of this chapter must, therefore, be devoted.

In 1878 the Russian army Avas in occupation of the The Con-

principality Avhich Russian diplomacy proposed to create.

The plans of the future edifiee had been, it is true, pro-

foundly modified at Berlin, but the task of executing them
Avas committed to Russia.

The first business Avas to provide the iieAv principality

with a constitution. According to the Treaty of Berlin the

‘Organic LaAV of the Principality’ was to be draAvn up
‘ before the election of the Prince ’ liy an assembly of

notables of Bulgaria convolved at Tirnovo
;

particular

regard Avas to be paid to the rights and intei-ests of the

Turkish, Roumanian, Greek, or other populations, Avhere these

were intermixed Avith Bulgarians, and there was to be

absolute equality betAveen dificj-ent religious creeds and

confessions.

Until the completion of the Organic IjUav the principality
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was provisionally administered by a Russian Commissary,,

assisted by a Turkish Commissary, and Consuls delegated:

ad hoc by the Powers. The Constituent Assembly, elected in

December 1878, met on February 26, 1879, ana duly drafted

an Organic Law which was adopted on April 28. Mainly the

work of the first ruler of the independent Bulgaria, Petko

Karaveloif,’ this Law was amended in 1893 and ,^.gain in 1911,

but neither in its original nor aijiended form has it worked
satisfactorily. It was said ofmodern Italy, perhaps with truth,

that she was made too quickly. The saying is certainly true

of Bulgaria. Her young men and old men were alike in a hurry.

Without any training whatever in the most difficult of all

polkical arts, that of self-government, Bulgaria adopted a form

of constitution which presupposed a long political apprentice-

ship. Karaveloff was a sincere patriot, but he belonged to the

worst type of academic radicals. The constitution reffected,

in every clause, the work of the doctrinaire.

The Legislature was to consist of’a Single Chamber, the

Sobranjc or National Assembly any man over thirty years

of age who could read and write, unless he were a clergy-

man, a soldier on active service, or had been deprived of

civil rights, was eligible for election to it
;

all members were
to be paid

;
the Assembly was to be elected on the basis of

universal manhood suffrage, and each electoral district was
to consist of 20,000 voters who were to return one member

;

unless dissolved by the prince (now the king) the Assembly

was to sit for four years. Questions concerning the

acquisition or cession of territory, a vacancy of the crown,

regencies and constitutional revision were to be reserved

from the competence of the ordinary Sobranje and to be
referred to a Grand Sobranje, elected in the same manner
by the same peoi^le but in (Rouble strength. The Executive

was entrusted to a Council of e’ghj. ministers, to be nominated

by the prince (king), but responsible to the Assembly.^

Had this constitution been the outcome of a slow political

evolution there would have been little to be said against it.

1 For an admirable portrait see Laveleyc, The Balkan Peninsula,.

pp. 2.59 8,1.

* For convenience the subsequent amendments are incorporated.
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Imposed upon a people totally inexperienced, it proved, as the

sequel will show, unworkable.

Having drafted the Organic Law the Assembly proceeded The

to the election of a prince. The Treaty of Berlin had pro-

vided that he was to be ‘freejy elected by the population,

and confirmed by the Porte with the assent of the Powers,

but no member of the reigning dynasty of a Great Power was

to be eligible. The Tsar recommended and the Assembly

elected (April 29, 1879) rtince Alexander of Battenberg,

a scion, by a morganatic marriage, of the House of Darmstadt,

a nephew by Carriage of the Tsar, and an officer in the

Prussian army.

Born in 1857 Prince Alexander was at this time a young Prince

man of twenty-two, of fine presence, and with plenty

character and brains. A close observer described him as Batten-

‘a wise statesman, a brave soldier, a remarkable man in every

respect’.^ The description was perhaps partial, but the

choice was unquestionably a gbod one, and if Prince Alexander

had had a fair chance he would probably have done a great

work for his adopted country. He was, howeveu, hampered

from the outset on the one hand by the jealousy and

arrogance of the Russian officials by whom he was at first

surrounded, and on the other by the opposition of the

Sobranje, which was elected under the ridiculous provisions

of the Organic Law.

Out of 170 members elected to the first Sobranje in 1879 The

not more than thirty were supporters of the ministers ap-

pointed by the prince, and after a session which lasted only

ten days it was dissolved. A second Sobranje, elected in

1880, was even less fhvourable to the prince and his

ministers. The appointment of a new ministry, under the

Russophil radicals Zankoff and Karayelofij temporarily

eased the situation, but in Ma/, 1881, the prince suspended

the Organic Law, and in Juty a new Assembly ratified his coup

dHhUit and conferred upon him extraordinary powers for a

period ofseven years. In September, 1883, however, the prince

was compelled by pressure from St. Petereburg to re-establish

1 Major A. von Huhn, The Struggle of the Bulgarians for Indepen-

dence (1886), p. 6.
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Union of

the two
I?ul-

garias.

Eastern

Koumelia.

the abrogated constitution. The new Tsar, Alexander III,^

was much less friendly than his father to the Prince of

Bulgaria, and from this time onwards there was more or less

avowed hostility between St. Petersburg and Sofia.

That hostility accounts in part for the attitude of Russia

towards the union of the two Bulgarias, so soon to be

accomplished. Of all the provisions of the Treaty of Berlin

the one which was most obviously artificial was the severance

of the Bulgarians to the south'^'of the Balkans from their

brethren to the north of them. Of the two provinces the

southern was the purer Bulgarian. In the northern Avas

a large sprinkling of Moslems, Greeks, and Wallachs. The

southern Avas far more homogeneous in race. Ethno-

graphically, therefore, the partition Avas absurd. Yet the

policy of Russia Ainder Alexander III Avent, as the secjucl

shoAvs, some Avay to justify the suspicions of Lord Beacons-

field.

No less than ten articles of the Treaty of Berlin Avere

devoted to the future organization of Eastern Roumelia, but

these provisions proved to be so purely temporary that they

need not detain us. Hardly Avas the ink on the treaty dry

before the Russian agents, in both provinces, began to

encourage the popular demand for reunion. More par-

ticularly among the Bulgarians of ‘ Eastern Roumelia ’. By
the formation of ‘athletic societies’, the encouragement

of national sports, and other methods common to the

stimulation of nationalist movements, the youth of Eastern

Roumelia Avere accustomed to the idea of association and

discipline. By the year 1885, 40,000 of them were trained

in the use of arms. When Sultan Hamid protested against

these proceedings he was reminded that the Turkish indemnity

to Russia was not yet paid.

Meanwhile, in the northeLi province, the unionist move-

ment Avas making rapid progress,* under the powerful leader-

ship of Karaveloff, who Avas now Prime Minister, and of

Stephen Stambuloff, Avho, in 1884, had become President of

the Sobranje.

' Succeeded in 1881 on the assassination of Tsar Alexander II.
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Among the makers of modern Bulgaria this remarkable Stembu-

man holds, beyond dispute, the highest place. The son of
° ‘

an innkeeper, Stephen slambuloff was boim at Tirnovo in

1854. Educated at Odessa, he was powerfully attracted

towards the views of the nihil^t party, but the consuming

passion of his life was not Russian nihilism but Bulgarian

nationalism. On his return from Odessa he plunged into

the turbid^wat^rs of Bdlgarian politics, and, on his election

to the Sobranjft, was almost ftnmediatcly appointed President

of the Assembly. He ardently supported the movement for

the union of tiie Bulgarias, and from the abdici^tion of

Prince Alexander to the days of his own dismissal by Prince

Ferdinand he exercised an authority which wasj vii'til^ly

dictatorial.^

On September 18, 1885, Gavril Pasha, the Turkish Governor- Fnion of

General at Philippopolis, >vas irfformed that his services were

no longer recpiired, and he was conducted, with some con- garias.

tumely, out of the province. Resistance there could be none,

for the Bulgarians were unanimous. Not so the J^owers.

What was their attitude ? An answer to this question lands

us once more in the realm of political paradox. To say that

Russia frowned upon the enterprise thus launched at Philip-

popolis Avould be a ludicrous understatement. The attitude of

Russia demands, however, and will repay, closer consideration.

To the union of the two Bulgarias the Tsar was not, and

could not be, in principle, opposed. Seven short years had

passed since the Treaty of San Stefano was drafted. But the

circumstances were radically different. In the spring of

1878 a victorious Russian army had just pierced the Balkans,

and could, at any moment, 'thunder at the gates of Constanti-

nople. Russia was virtually in occupation of all the country

between the Danube and the Bosphorus. /She could dictate

the destinies of the Bulgarians.
^

*

It was otherwise in 188fe. The Bulgarians had found

themselves. They had not learnt the art of parliamentary

government, but Avhat was more important they knew the

meaning of ‘ nationality ’. The arrogance of Russian officials

^ For Stambuloff’s career cf. A. II. Beaman, M. Stambuloff (London,

1895 ).
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towards the Bulgarian peasants had, in the course of seven

years, gone far to obliterate fron> their minds the remem-

brance of the mighty services rendered by their liberators in

1877. Neither ‘the Battenberg’, as Prince Alexander was

contemptuously known at St. Petersburg, nor the quondam
nihilist, StambulofF, was inclined to be the pliant instrument

of Russian influence in the principality.
^

The Tsar was not ill-disposed ^towards the unios, provided

it was effected on his own terms, on terms which would

have brought the Bulgarians to heel. And the first indis-

pensable condition was that Prince Alexander should yield

his ^lacc to a Russian nominee. ‘ You remember ’, were the

oi’dei’s issued by the Foreign Ofiice to the Russian Consul-

General at Rustchuk, ‘ that the union [of the two Bulgarias]

must not take place until after the abdication of Prince

Alexander.’ ^ In other words, Russia was willing to see

a Greater Bulgaria come into existence, but it must be as

a Russian protectorate, not as a Slate, independent alike of

the Sultan and the Tsar.

Did not the contention of the Tsar afford some posthumous

justification for the misgivings of Lord Beaconsficld in 1878 ?

Plainly, there arc two alternative answers to this question.

It may be urged, on the one hand, that Lord Beaconsfield

would have done well to exhibit a more robust faith in

Bulgarian nationality
;

on the other, that in 1878 the

ambition of Russia was much more obvious than the in-

dependence of Bulgaria. Those Englishmen, who in 1878

favoured the creation of the Greater Bulgaria, were actuated

much more by detestation of the Turk whom they did know,

than love for the Bulgarian whom they did not know. They

felt, with Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, that ‘ the very idea of

reipstating any amount of ,Turkish misgovernment in places

once cleared of it is simply revolting ’.

The policy of England in 188.5 was inspired by a different

motive. ‘ If you can help to build up these peoples into

a bulwark of independent States and thus screen the “ sick

man ” from the fury of the northern blast, for God’s sake do

' Quoted by Eose {op. cit., p. 262), whose mnsterly analysis of tlie

evidence should be consulted.
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it/ Thus wrote Sir Robert Morier from St. Petersburg to

Sir William White in Cpnstantinople at the height of the

Bulgarian crisis in December, 1885. Bulgaria, it will be

observed, was to come into being not as the catspaw of

Russia, but as a bafrier againsA her advance towards Con-

stantinople. Could any one have foreseen such a possibility

in 1878 ? It viis too ipnch to expect. But Lord Beacons-

field's colldhgup at Berlin wa| now a complete convert to the

views of our ablest representatives abroad. ‘A Bulgaria,

friendly to the J^orte’, said Lord Salisbury in December,

1885, 'and jealous of foreign influence, would be a far surer

bulwark against foreign aggression than two Bulgayias,

severed in administration, but united in considering Mie

Porte as the only obstacle to their national development.’ ^

Prince Alexander, without reference to the Powers, had Serbo-

already taken the plunge. Ho showed a moment’s hesitation War n'oT.

when the patriots of Philippppolis came to offer him the 1885,

crown, but Stambuloff told hirh bluntly that there were only

two paths open to him : ‘the* one to Philippopolis and as far

beyond as God may lead
;

the other to Darmstadt.’ The

prince’s choice was soon made, and on September 20 he

announced his acceptance of the throne of united Bulgaria.

Before his action could be ratified or repudiated by his

suzerain or the rowel’s, Bulgaria was threatened with a new
danger. If Russia began to see in a united Bulgaria a barrier

in her advance towards the straits, Austria had no mind to

see the multiplication of barriers between Buda-Pesth and

Salonica.

On November 14 King ^lilan of Serbia, who, in 1882, had

followed the example of Prince Carol of Roumania and

assumed a royal crown, suddenly seized an obviously frivolous

pretext to declare war upon Bulgjiria.

Whether Austria actually instigated the attack it is at

present impossible to say. Apart from Habsburg intrigues

King Milan had his own reasons. Despite the new crown

his own position was none too secure. An attempt upon

his life in Belgi ade indicated the Sact that his, enemies were

1 ap Rose, op. cit., p. 273.
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Interven-

tion of

Austria.

alert : a marriage between Prince Peter Karageorgevid and

a daughter of Prince Nicholas h£|d lately strengthened the

rival dynasty
;
there were unsettled boundary questions and

tariff questions betM'een Serbia and Bulgaria
;
above all,

the idea of a Balkan ‘ Balance of d’ower ’ was germi-

nating. If Bulgaria was to be doubled in size, and more

than doubled, Greece and Serbia, to say nothijig of Roumania,

Avould look for compensations.
^
Sertia was the fk.’st actively

to intervene. King Milan left his capital’ for the front

amid enthusiastic cheers for ‘ the King of Serbia and

Macedonia’. On November 14 the march towards Sofia

began.

»Thc chaiice to stab a friend and rival in the back was too

tempting for a Balkan ‘kinglet to refuse. The question of

the union of the two Bulgarias, though answered with

emphasis by the Biilgarian people, still hung in the diplo-

matic balaiice
;
the Bulgarian army, thanks to the action of

the Tsar in the withdrawal ol’ his* Russian officers, was left

at a critical moment Avithout instructors
;
such officers as

remained 'to it Avere raAV and inexperienced; the prince’s

oAvn position Avas exceedingly precarious.

But his peasant subjects rallied superbly to his support

;

Bulgarians from Macedonia flocked to the assistance of their

kinsmen, and in a three days’ battle at Slivnitza (November

17-19) they inflicted a decisive defeat upon the Serbians.

The young Bulgarian army, emerging triumphant from its

‘ baptism of fire ’ at Slivnitza, promptly took the offensive and

marched on Pirot, Avhich Avas cajAtured on November 27. The

Serbian army seemed, to a close and competent observer,^ to

lie at their mercy
;
but the short though significant war Avas

over.

On November. 28 Count Khevenhiiller, the Austrian

minister at Belgrade, arrivecj at Ifirot, and imposed a truce

upon I^rince Alexander. I’lie Bulgarians, flushed Avith victory,

already dreaming of the absorption of Serbia into a Greater

Bulgaria, were bluntly informed that if they advanced from

1 Major A. von^Huhn, wJiosc^work, The Struggle of the Bulgarians for

National hulependencey translated from tlie Gemian (Murray, 1^86), con-

tains much the best account known to me of these events.
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Pirot they would find themselves ‘ face to face no longer with

Serbian but with Austrian troops

Serbia was saved : but* so also was the union of the Bui- Attitude

garias. The Battle of Slivnitza had decided that question.

A peace signed at Bucharest (Inarch 3, 1886) restored the

status quo ante as between Bulgaria and Serbia ; but the

larger question had been settled at Constantinople. A con-

ference of ^he Powers Bad met on November 5, and Great

Britain had taken the lead in' urging the Sultan to acquiesce

in the alienation of Eastern Roumelia.

To the diploni'litic reasons, already detailed, for tl^e atti- Queen

tilde of Great Britain was now added a dynastic one.

July 23, 1885, Princess Beatrice, the youngest daughter Iqjd

constant companion of Queen Victoria, had become tlie wife

of Prince Henry of Battenberg, the youngest brother of the

Prince of Bulgaria. Queen VicPoria’s interest in the Batten-

berg family was not confined to her own son-in-law. His

eldest brother. Prince Lcuis, distinguished officer in the

English navy, had, in 1884, married the queen’s grand-

daughter, Princess Victoria of Hesse, the eldest ‘daughter

of the Princess Alice, and in 1888 the queen interested

herself keenly in a proposed marriage between another

granddaughter. Princess Victoria of Prussia, and Prince

Ale.xander. Before this time, however, much had happened

to the prince and his people.

At Constantinople the will of Great Britain prevailed, and Rccogni-

early in 1886 Sultan Abdul Hamid formally recognized the

union of the two Bulgarias, and appointed Prince Alexander

to be ‘ Governor-General of Eastern lloumelia ’.

Ho was not destined to ebjoy his new honour long. On his Russian

return from Pirot to Sofia he received an enthusiastic

welcome from his subjects. Their enthusiasyn intensified the August,

chagrin of Russia, and in August, *1886, the Tsar carried o*ut

his counterstroke. Implacable in enmity against his cousin

he determined to dethrone him by force. On the night of

August 21 a band of Russian officers burst into the palace at

Sofia, compelled the prince to sign an abdication, and carried

him oflf a prisoner to Reni, near Galatz, in Russian territory.

Thence he was dispatched under escort to Lemberg. But
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the Russian party in Bulgaria gained little by this melo-

dramatic coup.

A provisional government was hastily set up at Sofia

under StambuloflP, and their first act was to recall their

kidnapped prince (August 29). On September 3 Prince

Alexander re-entered his ^'capital amid the enthusiastic

plaudits of his people. But by his own act he had already

rendered his position untenable. * '

On his arrival at Rustchuk k 3 had been welcofned by the

Coiisul-Geneml for Russia, and in gratitude for this friendly

act he was foolish enough, perhaps under the stress of the

conflicting emotions produced by recent experiences, to send

to the Tsar a telegram, which concluded with these words :

‘ llussia having given me my Crown I am ready to give it

back into the hands of its Sovereign.’ The Tsar promptly

took advantage of this amazing indiscretion, and refused

curtly to approve his restoration. The prince, in despair of

overcoming the antipathy of his cousin, and genuinely anxious

to do the best he could for his distracted country, at once

announced his abdication, aiid on September 7 he left

Bulgaria for ever.^

Prince Alexander had presided with dignity and some

measure of success over the birth-throes of a nation
; he

left it, as he believed, for its good
;
primarily, in order not

to obstruct a rapprochement between Bulgaria and its

‘ natural ’ protector.

Before leaving Prince Alexander appointed a regency,

consisting of StambulofF, Karavclolf, and Nikeforoff, to Avhom

the Tsar sent as ‘ adviser ’ General Kaulbars. Having done

his best to raise the country against the regents, and failed

ignominiously, Kaulbars was, however, recalled. The Govern-

ment and the people alike refused to be browbeaten by the

Russian agent. A Sobranje containing no less than 470 sup-

porters of the regency against thirty Russophils was returned

;

it conferred a virtual dictatorship upon Stambulofij and

elected Prince Waldemar of Denmark. The latter, acting

’ He retired into private life, and, after the failure of Queen Victoria to

obtain for him tfie hand of Princess Victoria, married an opera singer, and
died in 1893.
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under family pressure exerted by the Tsar, declined the

offer, and again Bulgaria had to look for a ruler. For the

time being Stambuloff mOre than filled the place, but in July,

1887, after Bulgarian delegates had searched the European

Courts for a candi4ate, the Spbranje, refusing the Tsar’s

nominee, the Prince of Mingrelia, elected Prince Ferdinand

of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, a son of Princess Clementine of

Orleans, ayd a ‘grandsoh, therefore, of King Louis Philippe.

Prince Ferdinand, who was' a young ^ and ambitious man,

accepted the ofier, and ascended the throne on August 14,

1887. Russia refused to recognize him, but strong in the

support of Bismarck and the Emperor Francis Joseph, in

whose army he had served, the young prince .defied*^he
opposition of the Tsar and reaped liis reward.

For the next seven years Bulgaria was i*uled by Stephen Stambu-

Stambuloff. Prince Ferdinand* wisely took time to feel his

way, and thus escaped much of the odium which no statesman (1887-94).

worthy of the name could, diti’ing those difficult years, have

avoided.

A double task awaited Stambuloff : on the one hand to

emancipate his country from foreign tutelage
;
on the other

to introduce internal order and discipline, and lay the founda-

tions, as yet non-existent, of a modern civilized State. In

both directions he succeeded beyond expectation, but not

by ‘ rose water ’
^ methods. The situation demanded strength

rather than finesse, and it cannot be denied that Stambuloff

M'as compelled to have recourse to Aveapons which excited

just resentment and even indignation.'^ All through he had

to fight for his political life, and more than once escaped

actual assassination by a llair’s-breadth, but he carried things

through with a strong hand, to the infinite advantage of his

country and his prince. He has been cabled the Bismarck

of the Balkans
;
but he lacked thfi finesse which that supreme

diplomatist concealed undei* an affectation of bluntness
;
in

^ Born in 1861.

2 The phrase, of course, is Carlyle’s, and used by him in reference to

Cromwell’s work in Ireland. •

^ A notable example was the hi^^h-handed execution of a Major Panitza

in 1890.
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some respects he was Cromwellian rather than Bismarckian ;

but essentially he was himself
; ,
a rough, coarse-grained

peasant, of indomitable will, strong passions, and burning

patriotism. Involved in domestic trouble in May, 1894, he

sent in his resignation, little suspecting that it would be

accepted. To his intense chagrin it was. Prince Ferdinand

himself succeeded to the vacant place.

Stambuloff bitterly resented his dismissal, and took no

pains to hide the fact
;

it M'as, therefore, something of a

relief to all parties when, in July, 1(S9.5, the fallen statesman

was finally removed from the scene by assassination.

The people he had served so truly wei-e stricken with grief

at .the news of the dastardly crime
;
but Prince Ferdinand

was at last master in his own house.

Ea2>- The first use he made of his freedom was to effect a recon-

HiTnfwitli ciliation with Russia. The death of Ale.xander III in 1894

Kussia. rendered the task easier. Ferdinand himself had married,

in 1893, Princess Marie of the house of Bourbon-Parma, and

when, in 1896, an heir was born to them, the young crown

prince was baptized according to the rites of the Orthodox

Church, and the Tsar Nicholas II acted as godfather. Two
years later the reconciliation was sealed by a State visit paid

by the Prince and Princess of Bulgaria to Peterhof.

Meanwhile, Ferdinand’s international position was regu-

larized when, in March, 1896, he was recognized by the Sultan

as Prince of Bulgaria and Governor-General of Eastern Rou-

melia. His mother, the Princess Clementine, who was at once

exceedingly clever and exceedingly wealthy, devoted herself

untiringly to the task of improving the dynastic and political

position of her son. And not in vain. The development

of Bulgaria, alike in European prestige, in political stability,

and in all the economic and industrial appurtenances of a

modernized society, was astonishingly rapid. Leaving it in

this promising position we must turn our attention to

other parts of the peninsula, or rather of the Ottoman

dominions.

Armenian From 1894 to 1897 interest in the Eastern Question was

mainly concentrated upon the unhappy relations between

the Sultan Abdul Hamid and the Armenian Christians. But
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this painful subject can be dealt with more conveniently in

another connexion.^

Early in the year 189? Ihe outbreak of an insurrection in The

Crete—the ‘ Great Greek Island ’ as the Greeks loved to

call it—and the eijf^citement caused thereby among the

Greeks of the mainland once more brought into prominence

the Hellenic factor in the Near Eastern problem.

In order^to pick up the threads of the Hellenic question,

it will be necessary to cast a' brief retrospective glance upon
Greek affaii'S since the formal achievement of independence

in 1832.2 •

The protecting Powers, it will be remembered, had pro-

vided the new kingdom with a king in the person of a young

German princeling, Otto of Bavaria. •

The task committed to him would have tried the skill of The

the most accomplished and experiencod statesman
;

Otto

was a lad of seventeen, of indifferent natural capacity, devoid

of any special aptitude fc«* govlernment, and entirely ignorant

of the country and people whose fortunes were committed to

his charge. .

Manifold difficulties confronted him at the outset of his

reign, and most of them dogged his footsteps until its

inglorious ending. His tender years necessitated a Regency,

which was committed, perhaps, inevitably to Bavarians, and

by Bavarians he was surrounded for the first ten years of

his reign. An ex-minister of Bavaria, Count von Armans-

perg
;

General von Heideck, a typical German soldier

;

Dr. Maurer, a distinguished jurist—this was the incongruous

triumvirate who were to rule the young kingdom in the

young king’s name. Less distinguished men might have

bungled things less badly ;
they could hardly have bungled

them woi'se.

A second difficulty arose fronf the niggardly and stif[)id Epii-us

fashion in which the nortl/brn* frontiei*s were defined by

the Treaty of London (1832). The line was then drawn

from the Gulf of Arta on the west to the Gulf of Volo on the

east. Beyond that line, in Epirus, Thessaly, and Macedonia,

1984

* Infray p. 349.

V

^ Supra, p. 199.
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were a large number of Greeks who, ardently desiring

reunion with their brethren in the kingdom, still remained

subject to the rule of the Sultan. Eor half a century nothing

whatever was done by the Powers to remedy the sense of

wrong which poisoned the minds of patriotic Greeks on both

sides of the purely artificial frontier.

On the outbreak of the Crimean War the Greeks were

anxious, not unnaturally, to take advantage of the pre-

occupation of the Turks and to acquire the loiig-coveted pro-

vinces of Epirus and Thessaly. Early in 1854 a large though

ill-disciplined force of Greeks burst into the provinces ;

but the invasion was repelled by the Turks
; the Western

all|ps occijpied the Piraeus from May, 1854, until February,

1857 ;
and King Otto vas coerced into a highly distasteful

neutrality. The only results of the ill-advised and inoppor-

tune invasion of Turkish territory were, therefore, the

alienation of the best friends of Greece
;
an increase of her

financial embarrassments
; ano, wo. st of all, a damaging blow

to her prestige and self-respect. At the Peace of Paris

Greece get nothing.

The Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8 was, in a territorial

sense, more productive. Though not immediately. In the

war itself Greece had taken no part. There was a strong

party in Greece which believed that the moment had come
for taking by force of arms the great prize—Thessaly and

Epirus—denied to her by diplomacy in 1856. But Trikoupis,

who was Foreign Minister, unwisely preferred to trust to

diplomacy and, in particular, to the goodwill of Great

Britain, who, as in 1854, strongly opposed the intervention

of Greece. I’opular insurrections broke out in Thessaly and

Epirus as w'^ell as in Crete, but the peace betw'een Greece

and Turkey rem.'pned technically unbroken until February 2,

1878, when, at the acutcsi moment of the European crisis,

Greece declared war upon the Torte. This most inopportune

and not very courageous demonstration was at once sup-

pressed by the Powers, and Greece acquiesced. Consequently

Greece w'cnt to the Congress of Berlin as an outside sup-

pliant, and, as might have been expected, came away empty-

handed. Lord Beaconsfield, jealous for the integi’ity of the
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Ottoman dominions, suggested that Greece was ‘a country

with a future, who could^afiFord to wait Mr. Gladstone, an

ardent Philhellene, scathingly contrasted the fate of Greece

with that of the Balkan States which, relying upon Russia, had

made war upon the*Turk and had reaped their appropriate

reward. Greece, who had kept her sword in the scabbard and
had relied upon English benevolence, got nothing more than

a passing# sneer from Lord Beaconsfield. The Congress of

Berlin did indeed invite th^ Sultan to grant to Greece such

a rectification of frontiers as would include Janina and
Larissa in Greelc territory, but the Sultan, not unnaturally,

ignored the invitation.

Two years later (1880), when Mr. Gladstone kimsellada^d

come into office, the Powers suggested to the Porte the

cession of Thessaly and Epii’us, and at last, in 1881, the tact

and firmness of Mr. Goschen wrung* from the unwilling

Sultan one-third of the latter province and the greater part of

the former. MacedoniaVas still left, fortunately for Greece,

under the heel of the Sultfin. Lord Beaconsfield did not

exhibit much positive benevolence towards Gl*eecc, but

negatively she, like Serbia, owes him a considerable debt.

If he had not torn up the Treaty of San Stefano Bulgaria

would have obtained a commanding position in Macedonia,

Serbia would never have got Uskub and Monastir, Greece

would still be sighing for Kavala and peibaps for Salonica.

Nearly twenty years earlier the Hellenic kingdom had

been enriched by a gift even more romantic and hardly less

prized than that of Thessaly and Epirus.

Ever since the Greek War of Independence the inhabitants

of the seven islands of the Ionian archipelago—Corfu, Zante,

Paxo, Ithaca, Cephalonia, Santa Maura, and Cerigo—had

been restless under the British ^protectorate. To that .pro-

tectorate they had, as we ha/e seen, been confided after

many vicissitudes by the (Congress of Vienna (1815). But
the arrangement did not work smoothly, and in 1858 Bulwer

Lytton, then at the Colonial Office, pei*suaded Mr. Gladstone

to undertake a special mission and to investigate the

grievances of the islanders. The system of^ administration

was such that, as Gladstone himself said, ‘ not Cherubim and

Y 2

The
Ionian
Isles.
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The reign

of Otto
(1833-C2).

Seraphim could work it’. The High Commissioner Extra-

ordinary had a mixed reception ip the islands, but every-

where he found one sentiment prevailing among the in-

habitants, an ardent wish for immediate ufiiou with the

Greek kingdom. To this step he was himself at the outset

strongly opposed, believing that the surrender of the protec-

torate by England ‘would be nothing less than a crime

against the safety of Europe as connected withr the state

and course of the Eastern Qu&tion’. As a substitute he

offered the islands constitutional reform, which they did not

want. Within four years Mr. Gladstone had changed his

mind
; Lord Palmerston came round to the same opinion,

a,»v^'iii the Queen’s Speech of February, 1(S03, the offer of the

islands to Greece was publicly announced. The National

Assembly of the Hellenes gratefully accepted the gift on

March 20, and the protocol concluded at London on June 5

contained a i)rovision for the cession of the islands to Greece.

The cession of the Ionian Isles 'Svas in the nature of a

christening present for the young Danish prince whom
the Powers simultaneously presented to the Greeks. For

by this time the rule of King Otto had reached its tenn.

To follow in detail the course of events which culminated

in his enforced abdication would be both tedious and, in the

present connexion, impertinent. One or two outstanding

causes must, however, be noted. The tactlessness of the

Bavarian advisers of the king
;

the intrigues of innumer-

able parties which rapidly evolved during and after the

War of Independence ;
discontent among the disbanded

irregulars who had fought in the war
;

unrest among

a people who found themselves under a highly centralized

German bureaucracy deprived of that communal autonomy

which they had enjoyed pnder the Turks, all contributed

to the unpopularity of the . unfortunate king. His creed

was another stumbling-block. The attempt of a Roman
Catholic to rule a people M'ho owed their political emancipa-

tion in large measure to Orthodox priests must, in any case,

have led to some frictioiir It led to much more when the

domestic relations between Crown and Church were com-

plicated by the withdrawal of the Greek Church of the
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kingdom from the jurisdiction of the Patriarch of Constanti-

nople.

We have already noted* the significance of the movements Eccle-

towards ecclesiastical independence in Serbia and Bulgaria,

In those cases ecclesiastical preceded the achievement of dence.

political independence. In Greece political emancipation

came first. Consequently, the delicate task of adjusting

relations ^ith'the GrSek Patriarch of Constantinople fell

to a German And a Roman Catholic. The Orthodox Church

in Greece renounced obedience in 1833, and the renunciation

was accompanied by a measure of domestic reorgajnzation,

by a reduction in the numbers of the episcopate, and by the

dissolution of all the smaller monasteries. The?ic metf&i^res

excited considerable opposition in Greece, and not until 1850

did the Church of the kingdom obtain formal recognition of

its independence from the Pati’iarch.

In 1837 King Otto came of age, and immediately assumed The In-

the reins of power. Por fu brief moment the hope was

entertained that he might, prove to liis people that the

blundex’s which had thus far characterized his reigirwere those

of his Bavarian ministers, not his own. They were
;
but

unfortunately his own were worse. Otto, as Finlay pithily

remarked, was neither ‘ resjxected, obeyed, feared, nor loved

The evils of the regency were if anything accentuated

:

a centralized administration of foreign type proved powerless

to perform the elementary functions of government
;
brigand-

age, ‘ an ineradicable institution
’
“ in Greece, grew steadily

more and more intolerable ; extravagant expenditure with-

out appreciably beneficent results, but involving oppres-

sive taxation, led ultimately to financial repudiation
;
the

press was gagged
;
the promised constitution was unaccount-

ably withheld
;
worst of all, from the Greek point of view,

the destruction of local self-government denied to the

people those opportunities for discussion and debate so

warmly cherished by every typical Greek and regarded as

the only tolerable alternative to the other national sport

—

guerrilla warfare. Denied the foj-mer, the Greeks resumed

^ Finlay, vii. 1G8. - Lewis Sergeant, Neio Greece^ p. 104.
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The con-

stitution

of 1844.

the latter
;
and early in 1843 armed insurrection in epidemic

form broke out in many parts of the country. But though

armed the insurrection of 1843 was bloodless. King Otto

yielded at once to the demands of the insurgents, dismissed

his Bavarian ministers, and g-greed to accept a democratic

constitution, with a bi-cameral legislature and a responsible

executive.^

The concession was popular
; but it soon oecame evident

that constitutional reform woulll not provide' a permanent

solution of the difficulties by which King Otto was con-

fronted., The politicians amused themselvfes with a bur-

lesque of parliamentary government
;

parties innumerable

werpj formed, but the ‘English’, the ‘French’, and the

‘Russian’ parties were ’the only ones Avhich had any cor-

respondence with the realities of political affairs
;
debates

interminable took place iri ‘ Senate ’ and ‘ Chamber ’

;

ministries, in rapid succession, Avere called to office and

dismissed
; the forms of a rejAreselntative democracy Avere

all carefully reproduced. There^was no reality behind them.

Unless indeed he Avere aiming at a reductio ad almirdxmi

King Otto had begun at the Avrong end. His people had

asked for a ‘ constitution ’ based iqx»n the rights of man, and

other purely exotic ideas. What they wanted was a develop-

ment of indigenous local democracies. But this was precisely

what they did not get. Otto Avas by no means entirely to

blame. The Powers—England and France in particular

—

must bear a very large share of responsibility. It was the

era of doctrinaire liberalism in the West. The same

principles must be exported to the Near East. The Greeks

Avere essentially democrats
;
but iii the Swiss sense, not the

French, still less the English.

If Otto had had the sense to build up a constitution from

below instead of imposiiig it, jn German method, from above

he might have led his people—as difficult a people as ever

a man had to lead—along the first halting steps on the

path toAvards real self-government. It was in truth not to be

1 I'lie text of tl'is constitutiofi, together w ith a detailed account of tho

reA'olution, will be found in British and Foreign Slate Papers, 1843-4,

vol. xxxii, pp. 938 sq.
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expected of the king. But it was, in a constitutional sense,

the only possible chance for his infant kingdom.

Otto’s constitutional experiment lasted for nearly twenty

years, but there is nothing to be gained from a detailed

account of its vicissitudes. All^that need here be said is that

Otto, in his domestic policy, lamentably failed to achieve the

impossible.

In the dpmaiti of fore1gi\ relations the one really important The ‘Dom

episode of the*reign was theVaid into Epirus and Thessaly at
^cident’.

the opening of the Crimean War. To this episode reference

has already be8n made. Another incident, which at the

time caused even more friction with England, was that

associated with the name of Dom Pacifico. Tjvo British

subjects. Dr. George Finlay, the*eminent historian, and

Dom Pacifico, a Portuguese Jew born in Gibraltar, had

suffered unquestionable wrong at the ‘hands of the Greek

Government. Dr. Finlay had tried in vain to recover damages

for the loss of land illegally Itaken from him
;
Dom Pacifico

for the value of property destroyed by a mob with the con-

nivance of the police. Dom Pacifico’s own record was none

of the best, bpt equally with Dr. Finlay he was a British

subject, and for Lord Palmerston, who was then at the

Foreign Office, that was enough. Redress was insolently denied

not merely to the sufferers, but to the British minister.

Lord Palmerston, therefore, instructed the British Admiral ‘to

take Athens on his way back from the Dardanelles ’. Russia

resented the pressure thus put upon King Otto, the en-

fant gdti de Vabsolutisme
; the French President sulked,

offended by the refusal of his offer of mediation, and with-

drew his ambassador, Drbuyn de Lhuys, from London. But

Palmerston went on his way unheeding, and quickly achieved

the desired end. The point at issue was, trivial
;
the whole

incident was intrinsically unimpSrtant except as illusti*3,tive

of the stupidity displayed % King Otto and his ministers in

their relations with other countries no less than with the

Greek people.

By the year 1862 the patience^of the Greeks, never their

most conspicuous characteristic, was worn 'out, and Hiey

determined to get rid of their Bavarian king. The question
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of the succession to the throne brought matters to a crisis.

The king and queen were childless, and no collateral member

of the Bavarian House had qualified for the succession,

according to the terms of the constitution, 'by embracing

the Orthodox faith. Queen Amalia, an .Oldenburg princess,

was suspected of ambitious designs on her own account. The

Greeks preferred to look elsewhere.

In February, 1862, a militaiy revolt broke out at Nauplia ;

the insurrection spread rapidly*, the king anu queen found

themselves excluded from their own capital
;
in October, 1862,

they embarked on an English gunboat, and from the Bay of

Salamis the king issued a proclamation announcing that ‘ he

had tpiitted Greece for a time in order to avoid plunging the

country in civil war ’. '

They never returned. King Otto died in Germany in 1867

;

meanwhile the Greek people had proceeded to the election by

plebiscite of a successor.

The protecting Powers ackiiowkidged the right of the

Greeks to decide the matter for themselves, but reiterated

their I’escdution not to permit a scion of the reigning

house of any of the great European Powei’S to accept the

throne.

The Greeks, however, were perversely determined, and

elected Prince Alfred, the second son of Queen Victoria.

On a plebiscite. Prince Alfred obtained 2.30,016 votes
;
the

next candidate, the Duke of Leuchteuberg, got 2,400, Prince

William George of Denmark was at the bottom of a long list

with 6.

Prince Alfred, despite the warning of the Powei’s that both

he and the Duke of Leuchtenberg were disqualified, was

accordingly proclaimed king by the National Assembly

(February 3, 1863).

The Powers, however, aUliered to their resolution,^ and

England was entrusted with the invidious task of providing

the Greeks with a ‘ constitutional ' king. For some months

the crown was hawked round the minor Courts of Europe.

It was first offered to and refused by a Coburg prince,

’ Cf. Joint Note of December 15, 1862 (State Papers, vol. Iviii, p. 1107),

and tran.slation ap. Hertslet, vol. iii, p. 2073.
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Ferdinand, the Ex-King-Consort of Portugal, and then, in

succession, by two other Coburg princes.

The Greeks, in the medi^time, being foiled in their attempt

to obtain the services of an English prince, tried to get an

English statesman as,, their king,^ The ofter of the crown was

actually made to and declined by Lord Stanley, and Mr. Glad-

stone’s name was also mentioned, much to his own amusement
in the san^ corlhexion.^* Ultimately, however. Great Britain

secured for thfi Greeks the stk-vices of Prince William George

of Denmark, who, in 1863, ascended the throne as King

George I.

The disappointment of the Greeks was, as we have seen,

mitigated by the cession of the Ionian Isles, a ^ransa^ion

which was tactfully included in the* same protocol (London,

June 5, 1863), which provided for the nomination of the

Danish prince to the crown.

The definitive treaty was concluded between Great Britain,

Emnce, and Russia of thtyonejmrt, and Denmark of the other

part, on July 13, and its terms deserve attention. Article III

runs as follows :
‘ Greece, under the Sovereignty* of Prince

William of Depmark and the guarantee of the three courts,

forms a Monarchical, Independent and Constitutional State.’

The precise connotation of the last epithet, ‘ Constitu-

tional ’, was, and is, a matter of dispute. If the epithet implied

anything more than a promise that the constitution should

be embodied in a written document {Statiito), its impli-

cations must have varied considerably in the minds of the

three protecting Powers—Great Britain, Imperial France,

and Autocratic Russia.

King Geoi-ge, like his predecessor, was at the time of his

accession a youth of seventeen, and promi)tly proeeeded to

fulfil the promise of his sponsors. A Nati(^nal Assembly was

siunmoned, and the king urged *upon it the importance of

completing without delay flie revision of the constitution.

King
George of

Greece
(1863-
1913).

Revision
of the
constitu-

tion.

^ ‘ Though I do love the country and never laughed at anything else in

connexion with it before, yet the seeing my own name, which was never

meant to carry a title of any kind, pliK*ed in juxtaposition with ^that

particular idea made me give way.’ Mr. Gladstone to a friend, ap. Morley,

Li/e^ i. 620.
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Constitu-

tion of

1864.

By the end of October, 1864, the work was accomplished

;

on November 28 the king took the oath to the constitution,

and the Constituent Assembly was ^dissolved.

The constitution thus inaugurated was frankly democratic.

The Senate, established in 1843, was abolished, and legislative

power was vested in a single chamber with an absolute veto

reserved to the crown. The Bould, as it is called, was to

consist of not less than 1.50 deputies apportioned to the

several provinces according td population. ' The deputies

were to be elected for four years by direct and universal

suffrage, and to receive payment for their* services. Half

the members, plus one, were required to form a quorum. A
special procedure was ordained for constitutional revision.

Ministers M^ere to be responsible to the Chamber, but the

means of asserting their responsibility were not defined until

1876. There was to be a Cabinet of seven nominated by the

king, not necessarily from among members of the Bould.

All ministers might speak in the Bould, but could not vote

unless they were memhere of it.^

Such wore the main features of the constitution which

continued practically unchanged down to 1911. In the

latter year, the (founcil of State, a proboulentic body, Avas

revived
;
soldiers were declared ineligible for seats in the

Boufo
;
the (piorum of the Bould was I’educed to one-third ;

and elementary education was made both compulsory and

gratuitous. If parliamentary government has not hitherto

proved a conspicuous success in Greece, it has not been for

lack of meticulous constitutional definition. But the truth

is that this particular form of polity postulates conditions

Avhich are not found in combination nearly so often as most

Englishmen and some foreigners imagine. It demands, in

the first place, a long and laborious apprenticeship in the art

of self-government among' the people
;

it demands in the

elected representatives, as Crortiwell perceived, substantial

unanimity as regards the ‘fundamentals’ ofgovernment
;
it de-

mands in the sovereign (if the polity be of the constitutional-

^ ^or details cf. Demombyn^.s, Les Constitutions Europimnes, vol. i,

pp. 801 sq. The full text of the coastitution of 1864 is printed in

Appendix V to Finlay, op. cit., vol. vii.
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monarchical type) consummate tact and considerable politi-

cal experience and education. It must frankly be admitted

that these prerequisites have not invariably been forthcoming

in the modern* Hellenic State, and that the parliamentary

constitution has been, subjected,, at not infrequent intervals,

to a strain to which it is manifestly unequal.

With the establishment of the constitution of 1864 we may Tho

leave, for a*time* the douiestic politics of Greece and turn to
of*crete.

the most pressing of its external problems.

Among these none appealed with such force to the mass of

the Greek peopl8 as the condition of their brethren, still

under Turkish rule, in the ‘ Great Greek Island ’. Crete,

more definitely even than the Peloponnesus, prfjsents^the

quintessence of Hellenism. The Cretans, as a Greek writer

has said, ‘ are as pure Greeks as exist to-day and many of

the foremost statesmen of the Tcingdong including M. Veni-

zelos himself, were born and bred in the island, and in the

island served their political apjjrenticeship.

Crete was actually the lasf of the territorial acquisitions

of the Ottoman Empire in Euroiie. Not until 1669 was it

surrendered by the Republic of Venice to the Sultan.

From the day of that surrender down to its virtual union

with the Greek kingdom in October, 1912, Crete was the

scene of perpetual revolts against Turkish tyranny. It was

handed over by the Sultan to Mehemet Ali in 1830 as a

reward for his services to his suzerain in the War of Inde-

pendence, and for the next ten years it formed part of the

Pashalik of Egypt. Under Mehemet Ali it enjoyed a species

of local autonomy, but in 1840 it was restored by the Treaty

of London to the Porte.

The biographer of M. Venizelos has counted no less than

fourteen insurrections in the island since, the year 1830.'^

To follow them in detail would J)e tedious ;
they were mo’stly

of one pattern
;
and all weret)romoted with the same ultimate

object, that of securing reunion with the Greeks of the

mainland.

The domestic grievances of the, Cretans were practically
• •

1 D. J. Cassavetti, Hellas and the Balkan JVars (1914), p. 4.

2 Kerofilas, Eleftherios Venizelos

,

p. 47.
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The
Organic
Statute

<jf IBGS.

the same as those with which we have become familiar

among other subject peoples in the Ottoman Empire

:

extortionate and irregular taxatioh
;
unequal treatment of

Christians and Moslems
;
denial of justice in the courts

;
the

refusal to carry out the proqiises contained in the Tanzimat

and the Ilatti-Humayoun, and so forth. In 1866 the islanders

broke into open revolt, convoked a General Assembly at

Sphakia, declared their independence of the Ottoi^an Empire,

and proclaimed their union 'vvith the Hellenic kingdom

(September 2). This declaration represented the Cretan

reply to an oiFer made to them by the Sultdfn of reunion with

the Pashalik of Egypt. The offer was indignantly repudiated,

aiifj 'from 1 866 to 1868 the island was in a state of continuous

'revolt. The Turks were seriously embarrassed, and suppressed

the revolt after three years’ fighting with considei’able diffi-

cidty, and only by the assistance of Egyptian troops.

In order to appease his troublesome subjects, Avhorn he

would gladly have handed over Vo the Khedive Ismail of

Jigypt, and to avoid, if possible, the expense and vexation

of perpetual reconquests, the Sultan, in 1868, conceded

a series of reforms Avhich were embodied jn the Onjanic

Statute.

The Governor-General was henceforward to be assisted by

two assessors, of whom one was to be a Christian
;
similarly,

the governor of each of the ten provinces into Avhich the

island was now divided was, if a Moslem, to have a Christian

assessor, or if a Christian, a Moslem assessor
;
there was to

be a central administrative council to advise the governoi*,

and a similar local council in each province
;
the island as

a whole was to have an elective general assembly; mixed

tribunals were to be set up, and precautions were to be

taken against religious persecution and oppressive taxation.

Ihe new constitution proved entirely unworkable
;

it

satisfied neither the privileged Moslem minority nor the

Christian majority, and in 1876 large modifications were

demanded by the islanders. The outbreak of the Russo-

Turkish War in 1877 caused great excitement in Crete as

in other Greek provinces still subject to the Sultan
;
a com-

mittee was formed to promote the complete autonomy of
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Crete, and, on the refusal of the Porte to grant their demands,

an appeal was made to the Powers. ' From the Congress of

Berlin the Cretans got nlfthing, except a promise that the

Organic Law should be strictly enforced and even enlarged
;

but they had had enough of promises, and in despair they

asked to be placed under the protectorate of Great Britain.

This privilege was denied to them, but by the good offices The Pact

of the British Consul, Mr. Sandwith, a considerable amend- 0et.^l2f^’

ment of the Oi’^nic Statute <v'as secured from the Porte and 1878.

was embodied in a pact which took its name from the suburb

of Canea in whiSh the consuls resided. The Judiciary was

made nominally independent of the Executive ;
there was to

be a General Assembly, consisting of forty-nine phristj^i^

and thirty-one Moslems ;
natives were to have the preference

for official appointments, and the official language, both in the

assembly and in the courts, was Co be Greek ;
the revenue was

to be reorganized so as to provide a surplus for the promo-

tion of much-needed public wt&’ks ;
the issue of paper money

was pi’ohibited, and the press was to be free. For the

moment the Cretans Avere satisfied, or rather Avere content

to await a moi;e favourable time for the achievement of

their ultimate ambition.

The success of the Philippopolis revolutioiP aroused among The Crisis

the Greeks, as among the Southern Slavs, much heartburning 1886-9.

and excitement. Serbia the naval PoAvers have never been

able either to coerce or to assist. Greece is more—or less

—

fortunately situated. In 1882 there had come into poAver

Charilaos Trikoupis, one of the tAvo great statesmen Avhom

modern Greece has produced. With brief intervals Trikoupis

remained at the head of affairs until 1895.^ Trikoupis had

served a long apprenticeship to diplomacy in England, and

had naturally seen much of English publiq life Avhen, in an

administrative sense, that life Avals perhaps at its best. No

man was better qualified to ffitroduce into the politics of his

OAvn country the qualities so sadly lacking : financial honesty

and economy, Avith a high sense of public duty. In the years

between 1882 and 1894 he did much to improve the financial

•
*

’ Sujyra, p. 313.

Ho Avas at the Greek Legation in London, 1852-63.
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and social condition of Greece ;
order was introduced into

the public service, and foreign capital, desperately needed

for the development of the material resources of the country,

was slowly but steadily attracted.

The crisis of 1885-6 ui^ortunately, coincided, however,

with one of the brief intervals of power enjoyed by his rival

Theodore Delyannis. Delyannis, oblivious of the paramount

necessity of husbanding the resources of G/eece,.,came in on

the cry of a spirited foreign policy. Bulgaria had acquired

Eastern Roumelia
;

Serbia was making a bid—though an

unsuccessful one—for an equivalent
;
Greede could not afford

to l)e left behind. The army and fleet were mobilized, and

several collisions occurred between Turkish and Greek forces

bn the frontier. *

But the Powers, strongly adverse to a reopening of the

Eastern Question on a large scale, called upon Greece to

disarm. When Greece declined the Powers, despite the

refusal of France to co-operatb, established a blockade. The

excitement on the mainland spread to Crete, where the

Christians proclaimed their union with the kingdom. Thanks,

however, to the presence of the European fleets things went

no further. Delyannis was forced to resign
;

Trikoupis

came back to power, and did his best to I'estore order at

home and confidence abroad. In 188b, at the instance of

the Porte, he persuaded the Cretans to acquiesce in the

Turkish occupation of certain fortified fflaces in the island,

an act of complaisance characteristically rewarded by an

abrogation of the Pact of Halbpa. This gross breach of

faith on the part of the >Sultan not only evoked the liveliest

indignation in the island, but fatally undermined the position

of Trikoupis in the kingdom. In October, 1890, Delyannis

came back to povyer, only, however, to give way again in 1892

to Trikoupis, who was recalled by the king, in the hope of

averting national bankruptcy. ' Even he proved unequal to

the task without recourse to a scaling down of interest on

the debt, and when he ultimately resigned in 1895 Greeee

appeared to be plunging headlong towards financial ruin.^

A crisis of 'another kind was, however, rapidly maturing.

' Trikoupis died in 1896.
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Temporarily gratified, in 1894, by the appointment of a

-Christian governor, the Cretans wer^ greatly incensed by his

recall in 1895. The buM faith of the Porte in financial

and other matters intensified the excitement, which was

further stimulated by the rapid growth of the nationalist

movement both in the island and in the kingdom.

Of this movement there were many manifestations. Not The

the least s^jgnifltant wa# the foundation, in 1894, of a secret

society known* as the Ethnild Hetaireia (National Society), reia.

Its objects were to stiffen the back of the Government in

regard to the nationalist movement, both on the mainland

and in the islands
;
to repudiate international intervention

which in 1854, in 1878, and in 1886 had, as the young
patriots imagined, denied to Greece its reasonable 8hare"'iTi

the spoils of the Ottoman Empire
; to improve the military

organization of the kingdom
;
k> stimulate the ' Greek ’ move-

ment in Macedonia, and thus avert absorption by Bulgaria ;

and, not least, to promote; reunion between the Greeks

of the island and the kingdom.

In the spring of 1896 the islanders were again in arms. Cretan in-

Civil war broke out between Moslems and Christians in
(
1^96^7

)°°

Canea, and the Powers, to prevent the spread of disturbances,

put pressure upon the Sultan to make concessions. The latter

accordingly agreed to rencAV the Pact of Halepa, to grant an

amnesty, to summon a National Assembly, and to appoint

a Christian governor. On September 4 George Berovic,

who had been ‘ Prince of Samos ’, was appointed to the post.

But neither Moslems nor Christians took the Sultan’s

promises seriously, and in February, 1897, war again broke

out at Canea, and the Christians again proclaimed union

with Greece.

No power on earth could now have prevented the Greek

patriots from going to the fH^sistance of the islanders.

Prince George, the king’s ^hcoiid son, was accordingly sent

(February 10) with a torpedo-boat flotilla to intercept

Turkish reinforcements, and three days later an army was

landed under Colonel Vassos. The admirals of the Powers

then occupied Canea with an international* landing p&rty,

and compelled the insurgents to desist from further fighting.
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Meanwhile diplomacy got to work, and, on March 2, pre-

sented identical notes at Athens and Constantinople. Greece

was to withdraw her army and naVy
;
the Turks were not to

be allowed to send reinforcements to the island
;
Crete was

(1) not at the moment to be annexed to Greece
; (2) ‘in no

circumstances to revert to the rule of the Sultan ’
;
and (3) to

enjoy autonomy under the suzerainty of the Porte. To the

ears of the Greeks these proposals ‘had a painfujlly familiar

sound. The Greek Government refused to- abandon the

Christian Cretans to their Moslem enemies, or to withdraw

their forces until the islanders had been allowed to decide

for themselves, by plebiscite, the future of their own land.

The 'insurgents themselves declined to lay down their arms.

The admirals accordingly established a blockade of the island

(March 20) and bombarded the Christian insurgents at

Malaxa,^ occupied the ports^ and issued a formal declara-

tion to the effect that henceforward the island was under

European protection, and that jts autonomy was assured.

Interest then shifted to the mainland. The young patriots

leagued in the Ethniki Hetaireia believed that the moment
for decisive action had come. King George yielded, in

May 20
~

''^ords, to the warlike sentiment of his people, believing, it

1897. was said, that the Powers would intervene, as they had inter-

vened in 1854, in 1878, and in 1886, to prevent war.^ But if

the Greek hot-heads wanted war, the Sultan was prepared for

it, and his august ally at Berlin urged him to put to the test

the new weapon which Germany had forged for him, and,

once for all, teach the insolent Greeks their place.

‘ Greek ’ irregulars were already pouring over the frontiers

of Thessaly, and accordingly, on April 17, the Sultan declared

Avar. The ‘Thirty Days’ War’ ensued. It was all over

before the end of May. Greece Avas quite isolated. Russia

had Avarned her friends in '’the Balkans that there must be

no intervention. The European ‘admirals policed the Levant.

The Greeks made no use of their superior sea-power, and on

land they were quickly pushed back over their own frontier.

1 For details cf. JDr. E. J. Dilkii’s article ‘ Crete and the Cretans ’ in the

Fortnightly Beviev) for June, 1897.

2 Miller, Ottoman Emjnre, p. 435.

The
‘ Thirty
Days’
War,’
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The Turkish army under Edhem Pasha occupied Larissa,

and won two decisive victories at rtiarsalos and Domokos.

So disorganized were the*Greek forces that Athens l)ecame

alarmed for its’own safety, and turned savagely upon the king.

The Powers, howevm*, having po mind to embark, for the

third time, upon the tedious task of providing the Greeks

with a king, imposed an armistice upon the combatants

(May 20). *The definitive peace was signed ii\ December.

The war was nothing less* than disastrous to Greece: it

discredited the dynasty ;
it involved the retrocession of

a strip of Thessaly
;
and it imposed upon a State, already

on the verge of bankruptcy, the burden of a considerable

war indemnity. Nor was Greece spared the furtho,r huiij^lia-

tion of International Control, exercis’ed by means of a mixed

Commission, over her external finance. On the other hand,

Crete obtained final, though no£ formal, bmancipation.

With the Cretan imbroglio the I'owers had still to deal. The

They dealt with it not th'e less effectually because they had amrCrete.

ceased to be unanimous. Fov reasons which the next chapter

will disclose Germany and Austria-Hungary retire(> from the

Concert, and withdrew their ships from the naval blockade.

Great Britain, France, Russia, and Italy went forward and

completed the task. There were many factors in a difficult

problem : the antagonism of Christian and Moslem in the

island itself
;

the wider rivalry of which Crete was the

microcosm between Hellenes and Ottomans
;

the mutual

suspicions of the Great Powers. At the very moment when
the English and French admirals were co-opei’ating cordially

in Crete the Gvo nations were brought to the brink of war

by the Fashoda incident.' But all the difficulties were by

patience overcome. Each of the four Powers occupied a

coast-town ; the English holding^ Candia, and Canea being

held by a joint force. In the^ie toAvns the Moslems were

concentrated, while the open country was left to the

Christians. Colonel Vassos and the Greek troops had
ah’eady withdrawn, and a characteristic incident presently

* Kitchener won hia victory at Omdurman on Septeuiber 2, 1898,^nd
occupied Khartoum on the 4th. Major Marchand planted the French flag

at Fashoda on the Upper Nile on July 12 of the sai^e year.

1S84 Z
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Auto-
nomy
achieved.

led to a demand for the recall of the Turks. On Sep-

tember 18 the Moslems in Candia, having burnt the British

vice-consul in his own house, proceeded to massacre all the

Christians they could reach. The Porte was thereupon

required to recall all its troqps and all its civil officials, and

by the end of November the last of the Turks had left

the island. The admirals were now in sole and supreme

control. But on November 26 tne four 'Powers invited

Prince George of Greece to act' as their High Commissioner

in Crete for a period originally of three years, but subse-

quently prolonged to eight. This ingenil>u8 arrangement

was accepted by Greece, and on December 21, 18i)8, the

jiritrcc landed at Suda Bay. Before the end of the year

the naval squadrons withdrew, though the troops remained

to police the island.

In A|)ril, 1899, a Constituent Assembly was summoned, and

appi’oved a new' constitution on liberal lines. That constitu-

tion had been drafted by a yo>’ing Cretan lawyer, destined to

fill a conspicuous place not merely in Greek but in European

l)olitics, M. Elefthcrios Venizelos. Thanks mainly to him

Ci’ete for the first time enjoyed real self-govecnment. Owing

to the international occupation, which was prolonged only

long enough to restore order in the island, the experiment

started under the happiest auspices. Unfortunately, however,

friction soon developed betw'cen tlie prince and M. Venizelos.

The latter retired from the Council, and when in 1905 a

revolution broke out the leadership of the movement was by

general consent confided to him.

The sole object of the rising was to hasten the day of

reunion with the kingdom. By the Greeks of the island

the appointment of Prince George as High Commissioner

had been interpreted, not unnaturally, as a sign tlmt the

Powers had made up their ininds to union, and only desired

that it should be brought about with the least possible

offence to the Sultan, and witliout raising difficidt questions

elsewhere. The High Commissionership of a royal prince

was in fact accepted Jis^a step to union.

But years ‘'passed, nothing was done
;

the term of the

prince’s appointment was prolonged, and at last in August,
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1904, the prince was formally requested to ‘inform the Great

Powers of the firm resolution of Crete, and urging them not

to postpone its union with* Greece’. No action followed, and
in 1905 the islanders, led by M. Venizelos, attempted to take

the matter into their, own hands^ and proclaimed the unioii of

Crete with the Hellenic kingdom. The Powers, thereupon,

again intervened
;

Prince George resigned
;

the king, by
permission,of the Powel's, nominated M. Zaimis to succeed

him, and for trte next tliree years the island was policed by
an international military force. The exciting events of 1908:

the proclamatioh of Bulgarian independence, the ‘Young
Turks’ ’ revolution at Constantinople ; above all, the an-

nexation of Bosnia and the Herzegovina by Aijstria^iro-

duced an uncontrollable outburst of feeling in Cretd; and*

again the islanders ‘demanded annexation to Greece. A
provisional government was stt up with M. Venizelos as

Minister of Justice and Foreign Affairs. The Powers, while

refusing formally to roc()gniA3 the {)rovisional government,

entered into administrative^ relations with it If, at this

crisis, Greece had acted with courage and pi'omjX/itude, the

Cretan probleiy would probably have been solved there and

then
;
but in fear of the Turk on the one hand, and on the

other of the Powers, the Gi’ccks allowed the favourable

op])ortunity to slip. Not until the whilom rebel M. Venizelos

had become Prime Minister of the kingdom was the union

actually achieved. The recital of the events which led to

that long and ardently desired consummation must, however,

be deferred. In the meantime there had entered into the

problem of the Near East a new factor which must be

subjected to close analysis. That analysis will occupy the

next chapter.

The best authorities are the Tapers /h-esented to f’arlianient undm- the

head of ‘ Bulfjaria ’ and ‘ Turkesy •

Tor fnrtfier reference : Dr. J. Holland Ifosc’s masterly essay on The

Makimj of Buh/aria (The Development of the European Nations,

chap, xj
;
K. Dicey, The Peasant State; A. H. Beaman, Life of StambnJoff,

; J. Saninelsoii, Buh/aria Past aiul Present (1SS8): ISlajor A. von

Hnhn, The Stru</gle of the, B-ah/ariansjhr NatIona/ Independence fEwg.
trans., ISSh), The, Kidnajrplmj of Prince Ale.cander (1887) ; iMarquis of

Bath, Observations on Bulgarian Affairs (1880) ; A. G. Drandar, Qinq
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Ans de Bigne de Prince Alexandre de Battenherg en Bulgarie (Paris,

1884); E. do Lavelcye, The Balkan Peninsula; Encyclopedia Britan-

nica (11th edition); V. Berard, Les Affa^x^s de Crete
\
Kolmar Fr. von

der Goltz, Der Thessalische Krieg urid die Turkische Armee (Berlin,

1898) ;
I). J. Cassavetti, Hellas and the Balkan Wars (1914) ;

Dr.

C. Rerofilas, Eleftherios Venizelos (1915) ;
Victor Berard, La Turquie

et VHellmisme contemporain (l504)
;

G. Isambert, UInd^pendance

grecque et VEurope (Paris, 1900).



CHAPTEJl XIV

A NEW FACTOR IN THE PROBLEM

German Policy in the Near East, 1888-1908

‘The attempt to doniinato the East forms tlie keystone of Gorman
WeltpoUtik,"—G. Prothero.

‘ Ce qui modifie revolution de la question d’Orient, ce qui bouleversc

completemcnt les donnees dii problemc ct par consequent sa sq^ution

possible, e’est la xiosition nouvellc prise x>ar TAllemagne dans I’^quro^

ottoman. . . . Hicr, I’inflijence de remxiereur allemand a Constantinople

n’etait rien, aujourd’liui elle est tout; silencieusement ou avec eclat,

elle joue un role preponderant dans* tout ce qui se fait eii Turquie.’

—

Andre CiieraiJ^me (1903).

^ I never take the troulile evep to open the mail bag from Constantinople.’

‘ The whole of the Balkans is not wbrth the bones of a single Pomeranian

grenadier.’

—

Prince Bismarck.
^

‘ The 300,000,000 Mohammedans wdio, dwelling disx>crscd tliKiughout the

East, reverence in ll.M, the Sultan Abdul Hamid their Khalif, may rest

assured that at afl times the German Enqieror wall be their friend.’

—

Sxieech of the German Emperor at Damascus in 1898.

‘We have carefully cultivated good relations with Turkey. . . . These

relations are not of a sentimental nature. . . . For many a year Turkey w^as

a useful and important link in the chain of our political relations.’

—

Prince

Bernhard von Bulow".

‘ La iiolitique utilitaire de PAllemagne, si odieuso soit-elle au sentiment

europeen, est au moins une politique; elle gagne a I’empereur Guillaume

les symiiathies du monde musulman, ouvre les voies au commerce et impose

un certain respect. . . . L'Orient ne respecte que la force.’—Gaulis.
m

On November 1, 1889, the German imperial yacht, the Emperor

Hohcnzollern, steamed through the Dardanelles M’ith the,'^'^”^"‘

Emperor William II and his Emj»ress on lA^ard. They were Htanti-

on their way to pay their firi|jD ceremonial visit to a European

capital and a European sovereign.^ The capital selected for

this distinguished honour was Constantinople ;
the ruler was

the Sultan Abdul Hamid-

^ •

* The emperor and empress had recently attended the marriage at

Athens of the present King and Queen of Greece.
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It was precisely seven hundred years, as the German colony

in Constantinople remifided their sovereign, since a German
emperor had first set foot in *^thc imperial city. But

Frederick Barbarossa had come sword in hand"; the Emperor

William came as the apostle of peace as the harbinger of

economic penetration
;
almost, as was observed at the time,

in the guise of a commercial traveller. The reception

accorded to him in Constantinople Ivas in e<ery y^ay worthy

of a unique occasion
;

he and his empress Ivcre the reci-

pients not only of the grossest flattery but of supci’b and

costly gifts. But such attentions were not bestowed without

the hope of I’cward. Sultan Abdul Hamid was one of the

shre.v^dcst diplomatists that ever ruled the Ottoman Empire.

Tie V as well aware that the State visit of the emperor and

empress to Constantinople meant the introduction of a new
factor into an immemorial pi'oblem. ‘ The East is waiting for

a man.’ So spake the Emperor William ten years later. Ilis

advent Avas foreshadowed in 1889. ‘ Rarely has a ceremonial

visit been productive of consequences more important.

The ostentatious advances thus made by the Emperor

William to Abdul Hamid marked an entirely new departure

in Hohenzollern jiolicy. Until the conclusion of the alliance

with Holland and Great Britain in 1788 the Eastern (Question

had never come into the orbit of Prussian diplomacy. Nor
can it be pretended that solicitude for the fortunes of the

Ottoman Tui-ks had much weight in bringing Frederick

William H into the triple alliance. Just before the meeting

of the emperors at Tilsit, Hardenberg, the Prussian minister,

did, as we have seen, amuse himself by adding one more to

the many schemes for the partition of the Ottoman Empire.

But Hardenberg Avas clutching at straws to avert disaster

nearer home. From the Congress of Vienna doA^ai to the

advent of Bismarck Berlin^ took its orders as to foreign

policy from Vienna.^ No Prussian diplomatist Avas at all

a match for Metteruich or Schwarzenberg.

* ,Tf the Zollverein is deemed to belong to foreign policy one exception

to this rule would have to bo admitted
;
but the Zollverein was primarily

a domestic measure.
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During the first ten years of his official career Bismarck was Bismarck

far too much occupied in fighting Denmark, Austria, the Ger-

manic Confederation, and#France to pay much heed to the Question.

Eastern Questipn, even had the question been acute. But, as

a fact, the years between 1861 and 1871 coincided with on§ of

the rare periods of its'comparati fe quiescence, Yet Bismarck

lost no opportunity of turning the Near East to account as a

convenient arena, in which to reward the services of friends or

to assuage the^lisappointmery; of temporary opponents with-

out expense to Prussian pockets or detriment to Prussian

interests.

Two illustrations of this policy Avill suffice. In 1866

Bismarck not only turned Austria out of Germany bq);, in

order to secure the assistance of, Victor Emnlamu^ he

deprived the Habsbui^s of the last remnant of their heritage

in Italy. He had, however, no desire, to see Austria un-

necessarily hulhiliated, still less permanently disabled. Pro-

vided it Avere clearly un^lerstood that lienceforward she had

no part or lot in German affairs, Austria might regard him

as a friend and ally,
*

Two results ensued. The ncAv frontier of Italy was draAvn The

with a most niggardly hand. The assistance rendered by the

Italian forces on land and sea during the Seven Weeks’ War Osten of

had not indeed been such as to entitle her to an ounce more
‘ ‘

than the promised pound of flesh. And Bismarck, though

true to the letter of his bond, took good care that the weight

was not exceeded. On the contrary, ‘Venetia’ Avas in-

terpreted in the narroAvest possible sense. The northern

frontier of Italy was defined in such a way as to deprive

Italy of a compact mass of 370,000 Italians ; to exclude

the industrial products of these Italian people from their

natural market in north Italy, and to thrust into the heart

of an Italian province the militifty outposl of an unfriendly

neighbour. From the boundai^ definition of 1866 has arisen

the Trentino problem of to-day.

But that was not the only, nor, from our present stand-

point, the most important, feature of the readjustment

of 1866.

Italian though the Trentini are in race, in language, and
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I’ho in sympathies, the Trentiiio had never formed part of the

probloni. kingdom of Italy, except for five years (1809-14), when it was

annexed to his Italian kingdom* Jby Napoleon. Nor was

it ever politically united to Venetia except during the

periods 1797-1805 and 1815-06, when Venice itself was

under Habsburg rule. The ‘same is true of Trieste. But it

was otherwise with the Venetian provinces to the east of

the Adriatic, Istria and Dalmatia, which Austria also retained

in 1806. For four centuries at least the Venetian common-
wealth had been dominant on the eastern coast of the

Adriatic, and ardent Italians to-day base their claims

ipjon an even earlier title. But be that as it may, a great

oppQftunity was lost by Italy in 1806. Had Venice been

rwrul.,^' fro’m Austria by, Italy’s strong right arm, instead of

being accepted from Bismarck as the price of a diplomatic

bargain, and in spjte of a., dubious success on land and

a disastrous defeat at sea, there might be no ‘Adriatic

Problem ’ to-day. <

To Trieste and Fiuine Italy cannot advance any historical

claim, and however strong her' strategic or political claims

may be they do not concern our j)resent theme. What is

important in this connexion is the pi-oblcm of the Dalmatian

coast. To its possession there are two claimants who can

advance strong arguments, historical, racial, strategical, and

commercial, in support of tlicir I'cspcctive claims ; Italy and

the Southern Slavs. If Bismarck had really been animated

in 1800 by friendly feelings towai’ds Italy, he would un-

(picstionably have insisted, without any nice regard for

ethnography, ui)on the transference to the Italian kingdom
of the whole of the Venetian inheritance, including Istria

and Dalmatia.

Bismarck, however, was concerned much less with the

future of Italy than with tht future of Austria-Hungary, and

he deliberately encouraged thc« Drmi(j nach Osteti, which,

from 1800 onwards, became a marked feature of Habsburg
policy. Istria and Dalmatia, therefore, were retained by

Austria. Thus did Bismarck conciliate a temporary enemy
and-a potential ally.

*

Four years later he took the opportunity of rewarding
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the services of a most constant friend. The Black Sea Bismarck

clauses of the Treaty of Paris were,* as we have seen, torn

up in favour of Russia, ^lat transaction was not, of course,

inspired entirely by benevolence towards Russia. Bismarck’s

supreme object was to keep Russia at arm’s length f?om

France, and, what Avas at the moment more important,

from England. Nothing was more likely to conduce to this

end than ,^o encourage the pretensions of Russia in the

Near East, and* indeed, in the Further East. The Black Sea
served his purpose in 1870; the ‘Penjdeh incident’ was

similarly utilized* in 1885.

Another critical situation arose in 1877. Since 1?^72 the The

Dreikaiserhund had formed the pivot of Bismarck’s foreign

policy. But the interests of two OMt of the tliree emj^rors *

were now in sharp conflict in tlie Balkans. It is true that in

July, 1876, the Emperors of Russia ancL Austria had met at

Reiclistadt, an^that the Emperor Francis Joseph had agreed

to give the Tsar a free hfjnd iif the Balkans on condition that

Bosnia and the Herzegovina were guaranteed to Austria. But

by 1878 Russia AA'^as in occupation of Bulgaria and Jtoumclia,

and in less comjJaisant mood than in 1876 ;
an immense im-

pulse had been given to the idea of Pan-Slavism by recent

events
;
the Southern Slavs were beginning to dream of the

possibility of a Jugo-Slav empire in the west of the peninsula.

Bosnia and the Herzegovina might easily slip, under the new
circumstances, from Austria’s grip

; the Drang uach Osten

might receive a serious set-back
;
the road to the Aegean

might be finally barred
;
even access to the Adriatic might

be endangered. Thus Bismarck had virtually to choose be-

tween his two friends. At the Berlin Congress he played,

as we saw, the role of the ‘honest broker’. For aught he

cared Russia -might go to Constantinople, a move Avhich

would have the advantage of eintiroiling her Avith Englahd
;

but Austria must have Bosnfa and the Herzegovina. Austria

got them, and the road to Salonica Avas kept open.

Apart from any sinister design on the part of a Mittel- Austrian

europa party in Germany or Austria-Hungary there was
tion^of

a great deal to be said for the arrangement. ‘Not least from Bosnia

the English point of vicAV. To the England of 1878 Russia

govinu.
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was the enemy, Pan-Slavism the bugbear. An Austrian

wedge thrust into the ‘heart of the incipient States under

Russian i)rotection was, as Lord •Beaconsfield thought, dis-

tinctly advantageous to equilibrium in the Near East. To

the»fate of the Balkan peoples, as has been shown above. Lord

Beaconsfield was indifferent.* Even from a selfish point of

view it is now possible to view the matter in a clearer light.

We can perceive that ‘ the occupation of Bdhnia ^uid Herze-

govina . . . was the prelude to tiie attempted fftrangulation of

Serbian nationality ’
;

^ and we can see also that the strangula-

tion of that nationality was an essential pfeliminary to the

rcalizat'ion of Central European ambitions in the Balkan

Peninsula.

IiN'the future of the* Christian subjects of the Ottoman

Empire Bismarck took as little interest^as Lord Beaconsfield.

It is said that on tke morrow of the signature of the Treaty

of Berlin Bismarck sent for the Turkish representatives and

said :
‘ Well, gentlemen, you o5ight‘to be very much pleased ;

we have secured you a resi)ite of twenty years
;
you have got

that period of grace in which to put your house in order.

It is probably the last chance the Ottoman Empire will get,

and of one thing I’m pretty sure—you won’t take it.’ The

story may be apocryphal, but it accords well enough with

Bisniai'ck’s sardonic humour.

Prince (iortchakoff never forgave his pupil for the rupture

of the Dreikainerhimd. Russia and Germany drifted further

apart
;
and in 1882 Bismarck formed a fresh diplomatic com-

bination. Italy joined Germany and Austria in the Triple

Alliance
;

and, a year later, the Ilohenzollern King of

Roumania was introduced into *the firm as ‘a sleeping

partner ’. The ‘ Battenberger ’ was no favouiite at Berlin, but

the election of a Coburger ’ to the Bulgarian throne in 1887

decidedly strengthened Teutonic influence in the Balkans.

Bismarck, however, to the %nd of his career, regarded

Balkan politics as outside the immediate sphere of Berlin.

Ten years he devoted to the task of creating a united

Germany under the hegegiony of Prussia. The next twenty

1 Professor Ch. Andler, Pan-Germanism—a brilliant summary.
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were given to the consolidation of the position he had

acquired. But Bismarck’s course wds nearly run.

In 1888 the direction di German policy passed into other

hands. Like his great-great-uncle, George III, the young

Emperor William mounted a throne,quite determined ‘ to*be

king ’. In the English executive there was no room for both

George III and the elder Pitt
;
Pitt had to go. In the higher

command o^ Gerfnan politics there was no room for William II

and Bismarck ;* the pilot was^oon dropped.

The young emperor Avas by no means alone in his anxiety

to initiate a new* departure in the Near East. The visit to

Constantinople in 1889 was the first overt intimation to the

diplomatic world of the breach between the youn" emperor

and his veteran Chai^cellor. The nrission of Bismarcl/was,

in the eyes of the younger generation, already accomplished.

The past bclopged to him, the ftiture to ihe emperor. ‘ Bis-

marck ’, wrote one of the younger school, ‘ merely led us to

the threshold of German fegeiifcration.’
^

The man who more than ar^ one else persuaded the Kaiser A vacancy

to the new enterprise, and in particular to th® effusive

demonstration gf 1889, was Count Ilatzfeld, who had been nople.

German ambassador to the Sublime Porte in the early

eighties. Count Ilatzfeld was quick to perceive, during his

residence in Turkey, that there was a vacancy at Constanti-

nople. From the days of Suleiman the Magnificent down to

the first Napoleonic Empire, France, as we have seen, occupied

a unique position at Constantinople. From the beginning of

the nineteenth centnry that position was threatened by

England, and from the daj's of Canning to those of Beacons-

field England was a fairly constant and successful suitor for

the beaux yeux of the Sultan. ,

England’s popularity at Constantinople did not long

survive the conclusion of the Cyprus Convention (18V8).

It was further impaired by Mr. Gladstone’s return to power

in 1880.

Mr. Gladstone was the recognized friend not of the Turks

but of the ‘ subject peoples ’
;
an(\ his accession to office was

•
•

1 F. Lango, Eeines Deutschtuvi, p. 210 (quoted by Andler, op. cit.,

p. 23).
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signalized by the rectification of the Greek frontier at the

expense of the Porte' in 1881. The occupation of Egypt

(1882) was the final blow to a traditional friendship.

The vacancy thus created at Constantinople the young
German Emperor determined to fill. The way had been

prepared for his advent in characteristic Prussian fashion.

Von Moltke had been sent on a mission to Constantinople

as far back as 1841, and had formed and- expressed very

clear views on the situation ho found there: Forty years

later a military mission Avas dispatched from Berlin to avert,

if possible, the disruption which Moltke^>had prophesied.

The head of the mission was the great soldier-scholar, who,

in 1016, laid down his life in the Caucasus. Baron von
dor tioltz devoted twelve years to the task of reorganizing

the Turkish army, and the results of his teaching were
brilliantly demonstrated in the brief but decisive Avar with

Greece in 1897. In the AA'ake of Prussian soldiers Avent

German traders and German, finaitciers. A branch of the

Deutsche BauJc of Berlin Avas established in Constantinople,

Avhile German commercial travellers penetrated into every

corner of the Ottcunan Empire. The contemporary situation

Avas thus diagnosed by a brilliant French journalist :
‘ Dans

ce combat commercial I’AUemagne poursuit rofl:ensivc,rAngle-

terre reste sur la dcifensivc et la France commence k capi-

tidei’.’ Monsieur Gaulis further suggests reasons for the

phenomenal success of the Germari traders : even ambassadors
do not deem it beneath their dignity to assist by diplomatic

influence the humblest as Avell as the greatest commei’cial

enterprises
;
consular agents abroad keep the manufacturers

at home constantly and precisely informed as to demands of

customens, and above all thp German manufacturer is adaptable
and teachable. Instead of attempting to force upon the con-

sumer something Avhich he'does not Avant
—

‘ rarticlc d^modd ’

—he supplies him with the exatfc article Avhich he does want.

And Avhat the Eastern generally does Avant to-day is some-
thing cheap and nasty. The result may be learnt from a
conversation with a typical Turk recorded by M. Gaulis ;

‘ Mon grand-p6i‘e a achetd sa sacoche k un Fran^ais
;

il

I’a pay(§e deux livres
; elle dtait en cuir. Mon p6re I’a achetde
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k un Anglais
;

il I’a pay^e une livre
;
elle ^tait en toile cir^e.

Moi, je I’ai achet^e k un Allemand
;

I’ai payde deux medji-
dids (huit francs)

; elle es6<3n carton verni.’
^

If German diplomatists have not disdained to act as com-

mercial agents they lyive only followed a still more exalted

example. The commercial aspect of the question did not

escape the shrewrd eyes of the emperor in 1889.

The second yisit paid by the emperor to the Sultan, in The em-

1898, was even more productive in this resi)ect. But the
. .

pilgrim-
promotion of the ^commercial interests of Germany was not age to the

its primary object. The moment was chosen with inepmpar-

able felicity. No crowned head ever stood more desperately

in need of a friend of unimpeachable respectability thaij.did

Abdul Tlamid in the yl^ar 1898.
*

For the last four years Christendom had been resounding The

with the heal tending cries of the AiTOenfan Christians, -A^rmenian
^

'
niHSSRcrGs

butchered in their thousands, to make a Sultan’s holiday. (1894-S).

The story of the Armenian massacres has been told by many
competent pens. Pampliletfi^ articles in contemporary re-

views, political speeches, and substantial volumes gd to make
up a vast literatxrre on the subject.^ Not the least impressive

account is that which is to be found in the papers presented

to Parliament in 1895 and 1896.^ Stripped of all exag-

geration and rhetoric the story is one of the most horrible,

and, for the Christian nations, the most humiliating in the

long history of the Eastern Question. The present narrative

is, however, concerned with it only so far as it reaeted upon

the diplomatic situation in the Near East, and the relations

of the European Powers to .the Sultan and to each other.

Some parts of the story are still obviously incomplete ;

much of it is obscure ; the whole of it is difficult and con-

fusing. But the points essential*to our present purpose

emerge with terrible distinctnessi

The Armenian Church claims to be the oldest of all the Amonia

national churches, having been founded by St. Gregory the

nians.

1 Gaulis, La Buine d'un Empi')% p. 143. ,

2 Sec bibliographical note at the end of this chapter.

^ Under the head of Turlcey.
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Illuminator in the third century. It is not in communion

with the Orthodox Greek Church, and its appeals, therefore,

have always left the Russians Wild
;
and only since the

abandonment of the monophysite heresy in the fifteenth

ceiltury has a portion of ,the Armenian Church been accepted

as ‘ Catholic Armenia itself is an i^l-defined geographical

area lying between the Caspian, the Black Sea, the Caucasus,

and Kurdistan, partitioned betweefi the Eflipirgs of Russia,

Turkey, and Persia. But wlrfle ‘ Armenia * has no official

geographical existence in the gazetteer of the Ottoman Empire,

the Armenians have been for centuries aiftong the most im-

portant sections of Turkish society. ‘ To the Albanians the

swofd
;

to the Armenians belongs the pen.’ The familiar

pro^^Tb indicates with Mifficient accuracy their characteristic

place and function. These ‘ Christian Jews ’, as they have

been called, are apt, above ‘all other subjects of the Sultan,

in all that pertains to money and finance. Bankers, financiers,

and merchants in the higher g.'ades of society
;
money-

changers and hucksters in the low^r, they have performed

a useful function in the Ottoman Empire, and many of them

have amassed large fortunes. Wealth acqpired by finance

has, it would seem, in Turkey as elsewhere, a peculiarly

exasperating effect upon those who do not share it, and the

Armenian Christians have always excited a considerable

amount of odium even in the cosmo[)olitan society of Con-

stantinople. Still, it is only within the last quarter of a

century that their lot has been rendered unbearable.

Three reasons must be held mainly responsible for the

peculiar ferocity with which the Arnmnians were assailed by

Abdul Hamid : the unrest among hitherto docile subjects

caused by the nationalist movements in Bosnia, Serbia, and

Bulgaria
;
the intervention of the European Powers ; and, not

least, the palpable jealousies and dissensions among those

Powers.
*

The primary motive which animated Abdul Hamid was

beyond all (juestion not fanaticism but fear. Greeks,

Roumanians, Serbians, and Bulgarians
;
one after another

they had asserted their independence, and the Ottoman

Empire was reduced to a mere shadow of its former self.
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That these events had caused unrest among the Armenians,

even though Armenia was not, like Roumania or Bulgaria,

a geographical entity, it wWild be idle to deny. Abdul Hamid
was terrified. •

He was also irritated. The Powers had interested them-

selves in the lot ofVhe Armenians. Article LXI of the

Treaty of Berlin ran as follows

:

ym ^

‘The Sublime Porte undertakes to carry out, without
further delay, * the improvedients and reforms demanded
by local requirements in the provinces inhabited by the
Armenians, and •to guarantee their security against the
Circassians and Kurds. *

‘ It will periodically make known the steps taken to^ this

effect to the Powers, who will superintend their amdicatmn.’

.1 .* *
But if the Powers in general were disposed to interfere. Great

Britain, in i)articular, had imposed a spepial obligation upon

the Sultan, anti had herself assumed a peculiar responsibility.

The first Article of the Cyprus Convention contained, it will be

remembered, a promise, a condition, and a territorial deposit.

‘If’, it ran, ‘Batoum, Ardahan, Kars, or any of tl)cm shall

be retained by Russia, and if any attempt shall be made at

any future time*by Russia to take possession of any further

territories of his Imperial Majesty the Sultan in Asia, as

fixed by the Definitive Treaty of Peace, England engages to

join his Imperial Majesty the Sultan in defending them by
force of arms.

‘ In return. His Imperial Majesty the Sultan pi’omises to

England to introduce necessary reforms, to be agreed upon
later between the two PoAvers, into the government, and for

the protection, of the Christian and othci* subjects of the

Porte in these territories
j
and in order to enable England

to make necessary provision for executing her engagement.
His Imperial Majesty the Sultan further consents to assign the

Island of Cyprus to be occupied and administered by England.’

From 1878 onwards the Sultan lived, therefore, under the

perpetual apprehension of iTitervention while his Armenian

subjects could repose in the condbrtable assurance that they

were under the special protection of their fellow Christians

throughout the Avorld.

Gradually, however, it dawned upon the fehrewd Sultan

that the apprehension was groundless, while the miserable
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'I’he

massacres

(
1894-6 ).

Armenians were soon to discover that the assurance was not

worth the paper upon h^hich it was written.

If the Sultan was frightenet^'' so also was the Tsar,

Alexander III. The nihilist spectre was always before his

eyCs. His father, the epiancipator of the serfs, had fallen a

victim to a nihilist conspiracy in 18SI./* Nihilism had shown

itself among the Turkish Armenians, and had led to an

outbi'cak, easily suppressed, in 1885. Bd'lgarja, too, had

proved a terrible disappointUi'ent to Russia. After being

ealled into being by the Tsar it was manifesting its inde-

I)endence in most disquieting fashion. IriStead of opening

the Avay to Constantinople, Bulgaria, with unaccountable

forg&tfnlness of past favours, Avas actually closing it. ‘We
don’V want an Armenitin Bulgaria,’ sqhl the Russian Chan-

cellor, Prince LobanofF. If the road to Con-stantinople is

closed, all the* morv reason' for keeping oj)^n the roads to

Bagdad and Teheran. Nothing could be more inconvenient

to the Tsar than a ‘ nationality ’ nnh'ement in Armenia. The

Tsar’s disposition Avas well knoAvn at Constantinople, and the

Sultan sov)n drcAv the inference that, if he chose to AA'ork his

will uiAon the Armenians, he had little to fear, from St. Peters-

burg. He had much less to fear from Berlin
;
while Paris

and London Avere kept apart by J^lgypt.

Here, then, Avas an opportunity
;
and from 1894 to 189C

not a moment was Avasted. The PoAvers should be taught

the imprudence of intervening betAveen an Ottoman Sultan

and his rightful subjects
; the Armenians should learn

—or the remnant of them Avho escaped extermination

—

that they had better trust to the tender mercies of theii’ OAvn

sovereign than confide in the assurances of the European

Concert.

His crafty calculations^ Avere precisely fulfilled. In the

ycai" 1893 there seems to have been some recrudescence,

among the Armenians, of the revolutionary propaganda

which had been suppressed in 1885. The Kurds, half-

publicans, half-police, Avholly irregulars, were encouraged

to extort more and more taxes from the Armenian high-

landers. Thfe Armenians forcibly, and in some cases

eflfectually, resisted their demands. Supported by Turkish
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regulars the Kurds were then bidden to stamp out the

insurrection in blood.

They soon got to work, *dnd the massacre of August, 1894, The

was the result. * Several villages in the Sassoun district were

pillaged and burnt, and about 9^0 people were killed.' The (1894).

news of these massaCTes, the extent of which was at first

grossly exaggerated, sent a thrill of horror throughout

Christendom, and as a result the Sultan was obliged to

consent to a C^ommission of inquiry, consisting of English,

French, and Russian consuls, together with certain Turkish

officials. Idle Cofhmission inquired, but the massacres went

on. In the spring of 1895 a scheme of reform was presented

to the Sultan, and after alternate pressure and il<ilfiy*was

accepted by him in »the autumn. "The Sultan had, 4ioav-

ever, some reason to hope that before tlie reforms could be

executed the Arpicnians would be exterminated. All through

the year 1,895 the massacres went on, and by December the

victims probably numbered at* least 50,000,^ not to mention

the thousands who perished fi;om the ravages of disease and

from exposure. The massacres were accompanied *by deeds

of ‘the foulest. outrage and the most devilish cruelty’.'

Great Britain laboured assiduously to induce the Concert

to intervene, but Russia, for reasons already suggested,

resolutely refused, and Great Britain hesitated to act alone.

Our responsibility Avas heavy
;

that of Russia was still

heavier, for she could act directly in Armenia
;
we could act

only at Constantinople, and there only in conjunction Avith

iniAvilling allies.

Still the massacres Avent; on
;

Avhole villages wore Aviped

out
;

the crj' of the victims rose to heaven
;

the Powers

looked on in impotence
;
the ‘ red Sultan ’ was gleeful, but

his appetite for blood was even yet^unsated.*
,

In August, 1896, the intej’esj; of the scene shifted from

Armenia to Constantinople. On the 26th the Armenians of

' The original reports put the numbers at 7,000-8,000
;
official inquiries

reduced them to 900: see Eliot, op. cit.., p.^OG.
~ An American e.stimate put it at To.OCX).

3 The phrase is the Duke of Argyll’s, Our Responsibilities for Turkey,

p. 87.

1984 A a.
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the capital, frenzied by the appeals of their brethren in

Armenia, and despairing of help from the Powers, rose in

rebellion, and attacked and captxtred the Ottoman Bank in

Galata. Something desperate must be done to make the

world listen. But the
,
recoil upon their own heads was

immediate and terrible. Within the i*xt twenty-four hours

6,000 Armenians were bludgeoned to death in the streets of

the capital. But though the aggi-egate was appalling the

Sultan was precise and discriminating in his methods. Only

Gregorian Armenians were butchered
;

hardly a Catholic

was touched.* In Constantinople the Armenians were the

aggressors
;

the Turks were plainly within their rights in

suppressing armed insurrection
;
the Powers could only, as

before, look on
;

all the cards were ir the Sultan’s hands

;

the rubber was his.

Still, his hand was bloodstained. No respectable sovci’eign

could grasp it without loss of self-respect. That considera-

tion did not deter the German Emperoi’. The more socially

isolated the Sultan the greater his gratitude for a mark of

disinterc8i,ed friendship.

'I’lio In the midst of the massacres it was fi'xthcoming. On

amlTlic Sultan’s birthday, in 1896, there arrived a present from
Sultau. Berlin. It was carefully selected to demonstrate the intimacy

of the relations which subsisted between the two Courts,

almost, one might say, the two families
;

its intrinsic value

M'as small, but the moral consolation which it brought to the

recipient must have been inestimable : it consisted of a signed

photograph of the emperor and empress surrounded by

their sons. That was in 1896. In 1897 came the Turco-

Greek War. The success of von der Goltz’s pupils in Thessaly

afforded a natiu'al excuse for a congratulatory visit on the

part of von der Goltz’s m^jStcr to Constantinople.

In 1898 the visit was paid,; but it was not confined to the

Bosphorus. From Constantinople the German Emperor,

accompanied by the Empi'ess, went on to the Holy Land.

The pilgrimage, which wfis personally conducted by
Messrs. Thos. Cook & ('o.,^ extended from Jaffa to Jeru-

^ Eliot, op. eit., p. 411.
"

‘l>ca caisses, des, aiallos, dcs sacs portant I’inscription “Voyage de
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Salem, and from Jerusalem back to Damascus. The avowed

purpose of the emperor’s visit to tfie Holy Land Mas the

inauguration of a Protes’tknt Church at Jerusalem. Down
to 1880 the Protestant bishop in Palestine was apiiointed in

turn by England and by Prussia.^thoygh the bishop was under

the jurisdiction of tXe See of Canterbury. The German

Protestants have, however, showai remarkable activity in

mission MCi’k in Palestine, and the em[)eror’s visit was

intended primarily to set the*scal of imperial approval upon

these activities and to mark the emancipation of the German

mission from An|;lican control. But the German Emperor

is lord not only of Protestants but of Catliolics. To the

Catholics, therefore, in the Holy Land he also gave firoof

of his special favoun Nor must tile IMoslems be ignored.

True, he could not count Moslems among his own subjects

as yet. But who knows what the futurd ma/ have in store?

At Jerusalem Protestants and Catholics had claimed atten-

tion. But the empero^, as* M. Gaulis wittily observed,

varied his [)arts as quickly a| he changed his uniforms. At

Damascus he was an under-study for the Calipl^ and the

Mohammedans got their turn. Of all the emperor’s speeches

that which he delivered at Damascus, just before quitting

the Holy Land, on November 8, 1898, M'as perhaps the molt

sensational and the most impudent. It contained these Mords

:

‘ His Majesty the Sultan Abdul Hamid, and the three hun-

dred million Mohammedans mIio reverence him as Caliph,

may rest assured that at all times the German Emperor Avill

be their friend.’ Well might those mLo listened to this

audacious utterance hold fheir breath. Was it intoxication

or cool calculation ?

‘ Ceux qui ont vu, coimne moi ’, M’rites M. Gaulis, ‘ le p61erin

et son cortege dans leurs trois avetjxrs succossifs ;
protestjint,

catholiqne et musulman, resteyt un pen abasourdis shr le

rivage. Quel est le sens *de cette grande habiletd qui,

voulant fairc k chacun sa part, jette un defi aux passions

S.M. I’enipereur d’Alleniagno a 'Jerusalem
;
Thos. Cook & Co.” Deux

royaut.es dans uiie phrase. Celle de Cook est incontestoe en Palestine.’

Gaulis, in whoso work, La Euine (Tun Empin’., pp..l5G-242, will be

found an ontertoining and illuminating aeeount by an eyewitness of the

Kaiser’s pilgrimage.

A a 9
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religicuses de I’Orient? L’Allemagne, nous le savons bien,

est venue tard dans la politique orientale. Comme toutes

les places y dtaient prises elle a .j4ig<5 qu’elles ^taient toutes

bonnes prendre. Elle s’est mise alors joucr le role

d’e.i^ayiste, tiitant le terrain de tons les cot^s, guettant
toutes les proies ct ouvrant la succession des vivants avec
une audace souvent heureuse. Mais ce*n’est plus de I’audace,

e’est de la candeur, tant le jcu en est transpai’ent, lorsqu’elle

otfre dans la indme quinzaine un hoinuiage it Jdsj^s-Christ et

un autre h Saladin, un sanctuajre h I’Eglise »ivangelique et

un autre au pape.’

Rut if Frenchmen marvelled at the audacity of the per-

formatice, other reflections occurred to the applauding

Gerrtiaiis.
^
Among those who wci’e i)resent at the banquet

at Di.imascus was l*ast(;r Friedri(;h Nafimann, the author of

a work which has to-day made his name famous throughout

the world.’ Side b^ side with the impressions of the French

publicist it is instructive to read those of the German
philosopher. Pastor Nanmaun discei-ncd iji the emperor’s

speech a secret calculation of ‘grave and remote possibilities’.

(1) ‘It is possible that the Caliph of Constantinople may
fall into the hands of the Russians. TIumi there would
perhaps be an Arab Caliph, at Damascus or elsewhere, and
it would be advantageous to be known not only as the friend

of the Sultan but as the friend of all Mohammedans. The
title might give the German Emperor a measure of political

power, which might be used to counteract a llussophil

Ottoman policy.

(2)
‘ It is possible that the world war will break out before

the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire. Then the Caliph

of Constantiuoi)le would once more uplift the Standard of
a Holy War. The Sick Man would raise himself for the last

time to shout to l‘’gyi>t, the Soudan, East Africa, Persia,

Afghanistan, and India “War against England”. ... It is

not, uninqwrtantdo know..who will support him on his bed
when he rises to utter this ci‘y.’

^

f

But the Kaiser had not undertaken a personal mission to

the Near East merely to patronize the disciples of various

creeds in the Holy Land
;
nor even to congratulate his friend

‘ 'Mitt/deuropa, by Friedrich Naumann (Berlin, 1015; Eng. trans.,

London, 1010).

^ Atsia (1899) quoted by Andler, o/). cit., p. 57.
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Abdul Hamid upon a partial extermination of the Armenians.

His sojourn at Constantinople coincided with the concession

of the port of Haidar-Pagha to the ‘ German Company of

Anatolian Railways

That concession was supremely significant. German di^ilo-

macy in the Near Eli^st has bden from first to last largely

‘railway-diplomacy’, and not its least important field has been

Asia Minor^and "Mesopothmia. The idea of directing German
capital and GtYman emigration towards these regions was of

long standing. The distinguished economist, Roscher, sug-

gested as far ba«k as 1848 that Asia Minor would be the

natural share of Germany in any partition of*the Ottoman
Empire. After 1870 the idea became more prevalent and

more precisely defimyi. In 1880 a •commercial society was

founded in Berlin, Avith a capital of fifty million marks, to

promote the ‘ penetration ’ ol* Asia Minors Kiepert, the

prince of cartognVphcrs, was employed systematically to survey

the country. About 1880 Dr. A- Sprenger, the orientalist, and

other savants called attention to the favourable opening for

German colonization in these regions.

‘ The East is the only territory in the world which has not
passed under the control of one of the ambitious nations of

the globe. Yet it otters the most magnificent field for coloni-

zation, and if Germany does not allow this opportunity to

escape her, if she seizes this domain before the Cossacks lay

hands upon it, she will have secured the best share in the

partition of the earth. The German Emperor would have the

destinies of Nearer Asia in his power if some hundreds of

thousands of armed colonists were cultivating these splendid

plains
;
he might and would be the guardian of peace for all

Asia.’ ^

Ten years later the Pan-German League published a

brochure with the suggestive title, Germany’s Claim to the

Turkish Inheritance, and in the editorial manifesto wrofe as

follows

:

‘ As soon as events shall have brought about the dissolution

of Turkey, no power will make any serious objections if the

1 A. Sprenger, Babylonien das reicitste Land in^der Vorzeit.und

das lohnendste Kolonisationsfeldfur die Gegenwart (18S6). Quoted by
Andler, op. cit., p. 40.
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German Empire claims her share of it. This is her right as

a World-Power, and she needs such a share far more than the

other Great Powers because of the, hundreds of thousatids of

her subjects who emigrate, and whose nationality and economic
subsistence she must preserve.’ ^

The field in Asia Min'or Mas open ip them alike for com-

mercial penetration and for railway construction. But it was

not for lack of warning on the part-of cleaH sighted English-

men. The question of establishing a steam route to the

Persian Gulf and India by way of Mesopotamia had been

again and again raised in this country. Iif. the early forties

the fashionable idea Mas the establishment of steam naviga-

tion, up the Euphrates; in 1856 a private company did

actu'ti^lly ebtain a concession from th^ Porte for the con-

struction of a line of railway from the mouth of the Syrian

Orontes to K(>M’cit, but the scheme was insufficiently sup-

ported and never materialized
;
a committee of the House of

Commons reported favourably npor a similar scheme in 1872,

but the report was coldly received in parliament
;
finally, an

abortive pltiphratcfi Valley AskociatUm M'as formed in 1879

under the presidency of the Duke of Sutherland. But after

1880 attention in this country Mas concentrated upon Egypt

gnd the Canal route
;
not unnaturally, but in so far as it ex-

cluded consideration of the alternative j)08sibilities of Asia

Minor and Mesoimtamia, with very questionable wisdom.^

England’s indift’ercnce was Germany’s opportunity. In 1880

an Anglo-Grcek syndicate had obtained from the Porte certain

rights for railway construction in Asia Minor
;

in 1888 all

these rights were transferred on much moi'c favourable terms

to the Deutsche Bank of Berlin find the Wiirttcmbergische

Verciushank of Stuttgart, and in 1889 the Ottoman Company
of Anatolian Raihvays M’as promoted under the same
auspices. Further concessions M'ere obtained between that

time and 1902, and in the latter year the convention for the

construction of a railway from Constantinople to Bagdad was

' Quoted by Andler, op. cit., p. 38. See also Cheradame, La Qriestion

d^Ov^ientj pp. 5-7. *

Cf. a most informing article by Mr. D. G. Hogarth, National BevieWy
vol. xxxix, pp. 4G2-73.
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finally concluded. This railway it need hardly be said was

only one link in a much longer chain stretching from Ham-
burg to Vienna, and therw^e by way of Buda-Pesth, Belgrade,

and Nish to Constantinople, with an ultimate extension from

Bagdad to Basra. Thus would Berlin be connected by,vir-

tually continuous rail, with the Persian Gulf,

It was, and it renrains, a great conception worthy of a

scientific and syitematic»peoplc. Should it materialize it will

turn the flank »f the great Seji-Empire, just as, in the fifteenth

century, Portugal, by the discovery of the Cape route to India,

turned the flank of the Ottoman Turks.

That a line should be constructed from the*Bosphorus to

the Persian Gulf is in the political and social interests of one

of the richest rcgioi^ of the world*; it is in th»5 economic

interests of mankind. But there are alternative routes from

Western Europe to Constantinople.^ N^t all,these routes are

controlled from Aerlin or even from Vienna. Which of them

will ultimately be selectsd ? ^The answer to this question is

one of the many ivhich depend upon the issue of the present

W

For the first twenty years of his reign all went well with Checks to

the policy of the Kaiser in the Near East. But everything

depended upon the personal friendship of the Sultan Abdpl

Hamid, and upon the stability of his throne. In 1908 his

throne was threatened; in 1909 it was overturned. The

triumi)h of the Young Turk revolution imposed a serious

check upon German policy
;

but, to the amazement of

European diplomacy, the check proved to be only temporary.

Enver Pasha quickly succeeded to the place in the circle of

imperial friendship vacat<5d by his deposed master. Bosnia

and the Herzegovina were definitely anne.xed by Austria.

Bulgaria finally declared her independence. Russia was

successfully defied by Germany.* Once again the lyaiser

was supreme at Constantiitopfe,

It now seemed as if one thing, and one thing only, could

interpose a final and effective barrier between Mitteleuropa

’ Cf., for instance, Sir Arthur Evans’s e:»ccedingly interesting suggestion

of a route via Milan and the Save valley to Constantinople.

^ Written in 1916.
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and its ambitions in the Near East—a real union between

the Balkan States. In 1912 that miracle was achieved.

Again the Kaiser’s schemes appeared to be finally frustrated.

Again the check was only temporary. The brilliant success of

the Balkan League in 1912 was followed, in 1913, by the dis-

ruption of the League ahd by fratricidal war. Once more had

German diplomacy triumphed. But 'the crowded events of

these fateful years must be reserved for treatment in the

next chapter.

For further reference : Paul Dchn, Deutschland id dev Orient (1B84),

and Devtschlaud nach Osten (1888) ;
Karl Kaeger, Klein-Asien ein

deutsches Kolo7iisalio7is/eld {WJ2) • F. Hemes Deutschtwm (IDOl);

Paul Kohrb^icb, Der deutsche Gedanke in dev Welt: die Bagdadbahn;
Albre^'ht Wirth, Tiirkei, Ocste7'7'eieh, DeutseJ( la7id (11)12); Count von

Keventlow, Die auswartige Folitik Deutschlands, 1888-1013 (Berlin)

;

J. L. de Lanessan, UEmpire Gernuiniqne sons Bismarck et Guillauine II;

Bismarck, Reflectums and Reminiscences; G. Ih'otliero, German
Policy before the War (1910); Klaczko, Two Chancellors; Andr6
Cheradame, La Questioii dDrient ?1903), and Le Rla7i Rangermaiiiste
demasqut* (1916).

For Armenia : Lord Bryce, Traiisct^ucasia (1896) ;
E. M. Bliss, Turkey

and the AVmenian Atrocities (1896); W. E. Gladstone, The Armeniayi
Question

;
H. F. B. liynch, ; TravelsI'md >8tndies/lL \o\^,

(1901) ;
SainGMartin, historique et g^ographlque sur I'Arniertie

Omaris, 1818).



chapt^:r .XV

THE MACEDOlsriAN PROBLEM
• •

Habsburg*Policy in t«e Balkans. The Young
Turk Revolution

%
‘ The history of the last fifty years in South-Eastern Europe is to a great

extent the history of the clisentanglcinont of the Slavonic races from Greeks

and Turks, and to this is now succeeding the disentanglement of the Skivonic

races from one another.’—Sir CiiAKiiES El^^)T. *

^
‘ La Macedoine est vraiment Ic fondement de I’Hellade unic et grande, la

Macedoine est Ic boulevard dc la libcrj;e grccque, le ga^o de son avenir.’

—

Kallostypi (in 1886).
*

‘Macedonia has for two thousand ^ears been the “dumping ground” of

different peoples and forms, ihdecd#a perfect ethnographic museum,’

—

Luigi Villari.

‘Voila un siecle qiie Ton travaille a resoudre la question d^Orient. Lo
jour ou I’on croira Tavoir resolue I’Europe verra so poser inevitablement

la question d’Auti>he.’

—

Albkrt Sorel.

Macedonia is the microcosm of the Balkan problem, tn The

Macedonia we can see simultaneously, and in compact and

concentrated form, all the different elements which, on a problem,

larger scale and in successive phases, have combined to make
up the Eastern Question.

There we see in the forefront the Turk
;
heavy-handed The

in extortion
;

in all other matters careless and indifferent

;

impotent to absorb the various races and creeds
;
but deter-

mined to prevent their fusion. There we see exemplified not

only his attitude towards his own subjects, Moslem and

Christian, but his relations to Jlie concerted PowQr& of

Europe : there, as elsewhertj, we see him ever prodigal of

promises but tardy in fulfilment.

The presence of the Turk is, however, the least perplexing

of the problems which confront us in Macedonia. The

country with its ill-defined boundaries and its kaleidoscbpic

medley of races is in itself a problem. And the problem has
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been intensified by the demarcation of the Balkan nations in

the last half-century. 'For Macedonia is a ‘ no man’s land ’

;

or rather it is an all men’s land. Jt is the residuum of the

Balkans. Moslems, Jews, Albanians, Bulgars, Serbs, Kutzo-

Vlcchs, Greeks—all are to be found here cheek by jowl

;

only the roughest territorial discrimination is possible.

The Greeks have always desired to sec Macedonia ‘ Hel-

Icnized’, and an Hcllenized Macedonia ic plainly an in-

disi)ensal)le preliminary to the realization of the dream

of a revived Hellenic Empire with Constantinople as its

capital. Yet to Macedonia itself the /Greeks have, on

ethnographic grounds, no overpowering claim. Greeks are

numerous on the coast and in most of the towns
;
they form

a piY,poncterant element in the soutl^,-western })art of the

vilayet of Monastir and in the south of that of Salonica, but they

are outnumberod by the Spanish Jews in the city of Salonica,

and in the aggregate they are far inferior t& the Slavs.

The Greek claim to a Hellpnizcd Macedonia rests partly

upon a Byzantine past, and partly upon the possibility of

a Byzantbic future
;
but in tlic present it is mainly eccle-

siastical. ‘ Hellenism ’, writes a close observer, ‘ claims these

(Macedonian) peoples, because they were civilized by the

“ Greek Orthodox” Church. ... To the Greek Bishops all

Macedonians are Greeks because they are by right the

tributaries of the Fatriarch. True, they are at present in

schism, but schism is an offence against the order of the

Universe.’ ^ This purely ecclesiastical claim is buttressed by

a ‘ spiritual ’ claim. Macedonia may not be Hellenic in

speech or in race, but its spiritual (or, as the Germans would

say, kultural) affinities are, so the Greeks urge, inconte-stable.

Macedonia being Hellenic in spirit must eventually, there-

fore, form part of the Greater Greece.

Bi’t the Greek is not* without competitors. The most

serious of these are the Bulgalians. The Bulgars are the

more detested by the Greeks since their rivalry is of recent

date. Down to 1870 all the Bulgarians in Macedonia, as

elsewhere, were, according to the official nomenclature of the

Ottoman Empire, Greeks. Creed being the only differentia

' II. N. Brailsford, Macedonia, pp. 195, 196.
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acknowledged by the Turk, all members of the Orthodox

Church were in the same category. The establishment of an

independent Bulgarian eSirchate ^ was the first blow to the

Greek monopoly in Macedonia. But although Bulgaria came
into existence as an ecclesiastical entity in 1870, it wasTiot

until 1878 that its ejustence was acknowledged in a political

sense.

The corMjlusiob of the Treaty of San Stefano appeared

to deal a deafli-blow to Hellenic ambitions in Macedonia.

Lord Beaconsfield’s intervention was a godsend to the Greeks.

But the success iK the Philippopolis revolution iti 1875 and

the subsequent union of Eastern Roumelia and Bulgaria again

rendered acute the Macedonian situation. The events of

1885 seemed once more to bring witlrin the sphere of pr|,ctical

politics the realization of the dream of the Greater Bulgaria

actually defined at San StefanA For some years after 1885

the Bulgarians entertained the hope that it might be realized.

Geologically and gcograifliicaiy * Bulgaria is drawn towards

the Aegean. So long as Copstantinople and the Straits are

in hands potentially hostile, a good commercial birrbour on

the Aegean is essential to the full economic development of

Bulgaria.

Ethnographically also her claims arc strong. It is pel'-

haps rather too much to say, with a distinguished American

authority, that ‘ the great bulk of the population of Mace-

donia is Bulgarian but it is undeniable that Macedonia has,

‘by the educational efforts of the Bulgar people, been to

a very large extent Bulgarizcd in its sympathies’ in recent

years. The i>eoplc have / for a quarter of a century been

educated as Bulgars; have fought as Bulgars in 189.5, 1903,

and 1912
;
were annexed to Bulgaria by the Russians in 1878,

and by the Serbs in 1912; wer^ assigned to the Bulgar

Church by the Turks in 1872^ and 1897 ;
and are to-day,

many of them, perhaps most of them, protesting against being

treated other than as Bulgars.’*

1 Supra, p. 291. 2 gee chap, ii, supra.

II. A. Gibbons, Nev) Map of Europe^. 167.
^ ,

* Nationalism and War in the Near East, by A Diplomatist (Clarendon

Press, 1916).
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Bulgarian The policy of Bulgaria in regard to Macedonia has passed

through two phases arid into a third during the last thirty

(Ionia. years. For some years, as was sa,'d, it aimed at the realiza-

tion of the Greater Bulgaria, mapped out at San Stefano.

Gradually abandoning this idea as outside the domain of

practical politics the Bul^krians devoted their energies

to the emancipation of Macedonia.'^ Their avowed hope

was that, as an autonomous principality mider^ a Christian

governor, Macedonia, possibly* enlarged by 'the addition of

the vilayet of Adrianople, might become a powerful inde-

pendent State and the nucleus of a Balk(*vn Federation.*

Always prActical, hoM'ever, Bulgaria, while surrendering the

dream of political annexation, has pursued a policy of peace-

ful pt^netration
;
perhai>s wdth a view to, the ultimate partition

which would now seem to be the least unhopeful of the many

schemes which' have been propounded for the pacification of

Macedonia.
'

Meanwhile, the Bulgarians h?ive incurred the bitter hostility

not only of the Turks but of the other Christian races in

Macedoniv„ The Turks here, as elsewhere, have proceeded on

the formula : Divide ct impera. In the south of Macedonia,

as Dr. Tatarchefl' (not Avithout a strong Bulgarian bias)

Avrites :
‘ The Turks support the Greek propaganda

;
in the

north they encourage the Serbian propaganda
;
and every-

Avhere they persecute the Bulgarian Church, schools, and

nationality.’ * In the latter task they have undoubtedly

derived much assistance from the Greeks, and some perhaps

from the Serbians.

The The latter have their own claims to substantiate. Ethno-
‘ ®

graphically those claims arc incontestable in northern Mace-

donia
;

historically they extend much further. It Avas

from Serbians, not from Greeks or Bulgars, that the

greater part of Macedonia was originally conquered by the

Ottoman Turks. The historical self-consciousness of the Serbs

is not less intense than that of the Greeks. If, therefore,

the hold of the Turks upon Macedonia be relaxed, it is to

* Cf. Tatarch(?flF, ap. Villari, Balkan Question, chap. vi.

* Op. cit., p. 171.
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those who represent the empire of Stephan Dushan that, in

the Serbian view, the country should revert. But present

politics are more potent* #n Macedonia than past history,

and Serbian pressure towards the south is due rather to

the denial of access to the Adriatic than to the hopo of

reviving Dushan’s empire. To this point, however, we shall

have, in another connexion, to return.

Two othq.^ rac^s claim h share in the Macedonian heritage, Illyrians

and though n&merically iiiferior to the rest, are incom-

parably superior in antiquit}^ They are the Illyrians, cians.

represented by the modern Albanians, who are nnmerous
in the extreme west, and the 'J'hracians, whl), as" Kutzo-

Vlachs or Roumanians, are to be found in scattered ‘pocihets’

throughout Macedonia, but are nowhere concentra’ted yi any

compact mass. The Roumanians claim that their countrymen

in this ‘ all men’s land ’ number half a million
; less sym-

pathetic analysts give them a fifth of that sum. In any case,

Roumania cannot, for obrionsC geographical reasons, advance

any territorial claims in Macedonia, though the unquestionable

existence of a Roumanian element in the popuhRjon might

possibly help Rpumania, when the time arrives for a final

partition of the Balkans, towards a favourable deal with

Bulgaria in the Dobrudja.

The rough outline sketch presented above would sufficiently The

demonsti’ate the tromplexity of the Macedonian ])roblem even

if it did not contain other factors. But Macedonia is not donia.

only the residuum of Balkan races
;

it is not only the cockpit

of competing Balkan nationalities
;

it has been for years the

favourite arena for the international rivalries of the great

European Powers.

We have seen that international jealousies were largely

responsible for the immunity enjoyed by Abdul Hamid irf the

perpetration of the Armeniad m*assacrcs, and for the mishand-

ling of Crete ;
the same cause operated to prolong the agony of

Macedonia. Two Powers in particular—Russia and Austria-

Hungary—have looked with a jealous eye upon Macedonia
;

and the other Powers have, in a sense, tacitly admitted* the

validity of their superior claims. If Russia had been per-
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mitted to carry out her plans in 1878 the Macedonian

question would have bSen settled in favour of Bulgaria. At
that time Europe was quite uncor.Scious of the existence of

a Macedonian problem. Indeed, in the sense in which we
have understood it in this chapter, that problem did not exist.

The growing self-consciousness of the Balkan nations, and the

demarcation of their respective fromiers served, if not to

create, at least to accentuate and define it. '' So /^oon as the

problem was defined there woulcJ seem to have been only thi'ee

possible solutions : an autonomous Macedonia under European

protection
;
Turkish reform undei’ Europe?#?! control

;
or par-

tition between (irecce, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Albania. The

jealousy of the Powci's Mas eftcctual to prevent the adoption

of either of the first two, and hsis practically wrecked the third.

Mesinwhile, the condition of the Macedonian peoples, to

whatever race ' they might ' belong, was nothing short of

deplorable. For five hundred years the Ottomans had been

undisputed lords of IMacedoniji- Thtiy began to plant colonies

in Mficedonia, even before thev attempted the conquest of

the Balk&n Peninsula. 'I'liey have been systematically

colonizing it afresh since the shrinksigc of .their empire in

Eui’ope. But at no time have Turkish Moslems formed a

majority of the population in IMacedonia. Thei’e, sis else-

where, many of the upper ckisses apostatized to Moham-
medanism, and were rewarded in the usual fashion. Those

who refused to do so shared the common lot of the subject

Christitin populations in other parts of the peninsula.

With the nature of their grievances we have become, in the

course of this njirrativc, only too fiimilifir. There is, indeed,

a painful monotony in the tide of Turkish misgovennnent.

Hei•e, as elsewhere, the toiling jjeasantry were subject to

a cross-fii’c of exactions,^ juid extortions, iind persecutions.

They'^uffered at the Ininds of the Moslems because they were

Christians
;
they were exposed \o the lawless depredations

of the brigands, fre<piently of Albanian race, by whom the

country was infested
;
they had to meet the demands, both

regular and irregular, of Moslem beys and official tax-farmers;

they could obtain no redress in the courts of law
;

life, pro-

perty, honour were all at the mercy of the ruling creed.
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For some years after the conclusion of the Treaty of Berlin

these things were patiently endured* in the hope that the

Powers would fulfil the prbmises of reforms contained in that

document. But from 1893 to 1903 there were sporadic

insurrections in various parts of Macedonia, organized by^he
secret revolutionary committees which quickly came into

existence as the hope^of reform faded. In 1895 Bulgaria

stood fortl\ as *the avowed champion of the oppressed

peasantry of Macedonia. In diiat year the ‘ supreme Macedo-

Adrihnopolitan Committee ’ was formed at Sofia, and armed

bands poured ovef the Bulgarian frontiers. Bulgariaii inter-

vention effected little good, though it served *to stimulate

a movement in Macedonia itself which had for its object

the creation of an »autonombus prt)vince under Turkish

suzerainty.

The outbreak of the ‘ Three Weeks’ ^\klr ’ l#etween Turkey

and Greece in 1897 naturally aroused considerable enthusiasm

in Macedonia. But the Ifopesut raised were destined to dis-

appointment, for, in 1898, Austria and Russia concluded an

agreement to maintain the stains qao. In 1899* however,

the Macedonian .Committee, which was attempting from Sofia

to organize a reform movement, addressed a memorial to the

Powers in favour of an ‘ autonomous Macedonia ’, with its

capital at Salouica, to be placed under a governor-general

belonging to the ‘ predominant nationality ’. Nothing came

of it, and from 1900 to 1903 Macedonia was in a state of

chronic insurrection, which culminated in the autumn of

1903 in general risings in the Monastir district and in Thrace.

Meanwhile, in 1901, a band of brigands, acting, there is no

doubt, under the orders of the Sofia Committee, captured

Miss Stone, an American missionary, and held her to ransom.

The object of the capture was twofold : mopey and publicity.

In order to obtain Miss Stone’s release a very large sum

—

£16,000—had to be paid t^ her captors
;
while the excite-

ment caused by the outrage made Europe for the first time

generally aware that there was a ‘ Macedonian question ’.

Having at last realized the exisl^nce of a ‘problem’, the

Powers confided to Austria and Russia the Cask of solving

it. By this time the Porte was becoming seriously alarmed.

Insurrec-

tions 1893
to 1903.
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and in the autumn of 1902 Abdul Hamid himself produced

an elaborate scheme ot reform, and appointed Hilmi Pasha

as inspector-general to supervise Us execution. Austria and

Russia, which for some years had acted in close concert in

Macedonia, were not to be burked in their benevolent inten-

tions, and early in 1903 they presented to the Porte an

independent reform programme.
’

For the moment, however, both schemes werc,.»erforce set

aside by the outbreak of a sericais and elaborately organized

insurrection. The money obtained from Miss Stone’s ransom

had been expended on the pin-chase of artns and dynamite,

and in tlie spring and summer of 1903 the results were made

manifest to the world. The Ottoman Bank at Salonica was

blown up
;
bombs wc-i'c placed upon trading vessels, and

there was much destruction of both life and property.

These outrages 'alier.ated European sympathy, and the Sultan

got his opportunity. He did not neglect it. Troops, regular

and irregular, were let loose upofi the hapless peasantry

;

more than a hundred villages were totally destroyed by fire,

and tens <of thousands of the inhabitants Avere rendered

homeless and destitute.

Meanwhile the Tsar Nicholas and the Emperor Francis

J\)seph met at the castle of Miirztcg, near Vienna, and the

two sovereigns sanctioned the immediate initiation of a

scheme of reform knoAvn as the Miirzteg Programme.

Acting as the ‘ mandatories ’ of Eurojie they ro(;oramended

that Hilmi Pasha, the inspector-general of reforms, should

be assisted in the Avork of pacifying Macedonia by tAvo civil

assessors, one a Russian and the other an .\ustrian, and

that the gendarmerie should be reorganized and put under

the command of a foreign general and a staff of foreign

officers. Germany stood ^ostentatiously aloof, but the other

five Powers each took a district and attempted to maintain

order within it. Under their well-meant but misdirected

efforts Macedonia sank deeper and deeper into the slough of

anarchy. The Powers might put pressure upon the Sultan,

but ‘ bands ’ of Greeks and Bulgarians made life intolerable

for the mass fif the population. The civil assessors had no

administrative poAvers, and it soon became plain that much
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more drastic measures would have to be taken if any good

were to be effected.

But long before Europe*had made up its mind to effective

action a rapid series of dramatic events had revolutionized

the whole situation in the Near East.

In 1905 Great Britain, Francfe, Italy, and Gennany com-

bined to secure the ap^intment of an international commis-

sion t(? contijol MUcedoni&n finance. This touched the Turk
on his tenderesf spot, and the Sultan showed every disposi-

tion “to prevent the action of the Powers. But the latter

presented a firm ^front
;
their combined squadrons occupied

Mytilene and sailed through the Dardanelles, and. In Dedember,

1905, the Sultan, at last realizing that they meant busiwess,

gave way. The commission did useful work within a liijiited

sphere, but the essential difiiculties of the Macedonian situa-

tion Avere untouched. Nor difl the Mlirzteg Programme
solve them more effectually.

Early in 1908 the two parties to that agreement fell out.

In January Baron von Aerenthal announced that Austria-

Hungary had applied for permission to survey the ground

for a line of railway to connect the terminus of the Bosnian

railway with the line running from Mitrovitza to Salonica.

The implication was obvious, and the announcement created

a great sensation. Russia, in particular, regarded it, and

naturally, as a denunciation of the condominium, which, with

Austria-Hungary, she had been commissioned by the Powers

to exercise over Macedonia.

Baron von Aerenthal did not question the correctness of

the inference. On the contrary, he declared that the ‘special

task of Austria and Russia [in Macedonia] was at an end ’.

Plainly, the Dual Monarchy had made up its mind to play

its own hand. Momentous events compelled it to play with-

out delay.
^

•

In the long history of the Eastern Question there is no The year

period more pregnant with startling developments than the

last six months of the year 1908.

On July 24 the ‘Committee o^ Union and Progress’

—

better known as the ‘ Young Turks ’—effected a blood-

less revolution in Constantinople ;
on October 5 Prince

i»8i B b
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Ferdinand proclaimed the independence of Bulgaria

;

on the 7th the Emperor Francis Joseph announced the

formal annexation of Bosnia anj the Herzegovina to the

Habsburg Empire
; on the 12th the Cretan Assembly voted

the* union of the island with the kingdom of Greece. At
least two of these developments will demand detailed treat-

ment. The last, as the least complieiated, may be disposed

of forthwith. "
•

t'

M. Zaimis, who was appokited High Cbmmissioner of

Crete in 1907, had speedily reduced the island to order. The

protecting Powers, anxious to lay down tlibir invidious task

at the earliest moment compatible with its fulfilment, in-

formed M. Zaimis that as soon as an elFective native gen-

darmerie had been organized and tlio High Commissioner

could guarantee the maintenance of order, and more par-

ticularly the security of the Moslem population, they would

evacuate the island.

In Mareh, 1 908, M. Zaimis formally drew the attention of

the Powers to the fact that their conditions had been ful-

filled. Ik July the evacuation began. But the news from

Bosnia and Bulgaria created intense excitement in Crete,

and on October 12, just a week after the Tsar Ferdinand’s

proclamation at Tirnovo, the Assembly at Canea once more

voted the union of the island Avitli the Hellenic kingdom.

M. Zaimis happened to be absent on a holiday, and the

Assembly therefore appointed a Provisional Government

of six members to govern the island in the name of the

King of the Hellenes.

The Moslems, in great alarm, thereupon invoked the pro-

tection of the British Goveniment
;
but the latter, while

promising protection to the Moslems, declined either to

recognize or to, repudiate the union. The Young Turk

Government at Constantinople contented itself with a formal

protest against the dismemberment of the inheritance upon
Avhich it had so lately entered. In July, 1909, the protecting

Powers finally withdreAv their forces from the island, while

at the same time they announced that four ships of war

would be stationed olf Crete in order to guarantee the

safety of the Moslem population and to ‘safeguard’ the
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rights of the Ottoman Empire. Those rights were, however,

already virtually extinguished, and tile Balkan War of 1912

brought the solemn farce ip an end.

The circumstances attending the completion of Bulgarian

independence demand only brief attention. Prince Ferdinand’s

move, like that of the Cretan A3sem\)ly, was directly attribu-

table to the astonishing success of the Young Turks.

It ITud long been Ferdinand’s ambition to sever the last

ties which Ibodnd the principality to its suzerain and to

assume the ancient title of Tsar of Bulgaria. So long, how-

ever, as the Ottoman Empire was manifestly in a condition

of decadence there was no immediate necessify foi' a step

likely to arouse the susceptibilities of the Powers v/hich

had signed the Treaty of Berlin. The revolutioli at, Con-

stantinople put anothei' aspect on the matter. Ferdinand

could no longer afford to postpone the. contemplated step.

If the Young Tui^s succeeded in effecting a real reform at

Constantinople the opportunity^ for the declaration of Bul-

garian independence might never recur. A slight offered to

the Bulgarian representative at Constantinople in September

afforded a pretext for his recall, and on October 5 the

independence of Bulgaria was proclaimed. The principality

was converted into a kingdom, and the king, by a solemn

act performed in the Church of the Forty Martyrs in the

ancient capital of Tirnovo, assumed the title of Tsar. Two
reasons were assigned for the violation of the Berlin Treaty :

first that the Bulgarian nation, though practically inde-

pendent, was ‘ impeded in its normal and peaceful develop-

ment by ties the breaking of which will remove the tension

which has arisen between Bulgaria and Turkey ’

;
and,

secondly, that ‘ Turkey and Bulgaria, free and entirely

independent of each other, may exist ijnder conditions

which will allow them to strengthen their friendly relations

and to devote themselves to^eaceful internal development ’.

This hypocritical explanation did not tend to mitigate

the Sultan’s wrath, but the real significance of Ferdinand’s

action was to the Porte financial lather than political. The
new government at Constantinople demanded* compensation

for the loss of the tribute which Bulgaria had been accustomed
B b 2

Bulgarian
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to pay. Tsar Ferdinand bluntly refused to provide it

;

Turkey and Bulgaria were brought to the brink of war, but

Russia stepped in to facilitate a, financial composition, and

on April 19, 1909, the Turkish Parliament formally recognized

the 'independence of Bulgaria.

Much more serious alike in its immediate and its remoter

consequences was the action taken by Austria-Hungary in

regard to Bosnia and the Herzegovina. So serious, indeed,

that this would seem to be the appropriate occasion for

a summary analysis of Austro-Hungarian policy in the Near

East.

Of all the great European Power’s Austria-Hungary is

most,, closely, if not most vitally, concerned in the solution

of th^t iii’oblem. England’s intei’estiis vital, but remote,

and may be deemed to Irave been secured by the annexation

of Egypt and Cyprus, and Ijty her financial control over the

Canal. Russia’s intei’est also is vital. Oi’i no account must

any Power’, potentially hostile be In a position to close the

straits against her. But the interests of Austria-Hungar’y

while rrot less vital are even more immediate and direct.

For England it is mainly a question of external policy,

except iit so far as the fate of the Europearr Moslems

reacts upon the hopes and fears of British subjects in Egypt

and India. For Russia too, apart fr-om the waning idea of

Patr-Slavisrn and from the position of the Orthodox Church,

the qirestion is mainly thoirgh less exclusively arr external

one.

For Austria-Hungar’y the external question is hardly if

at all less vital tharr it is to Russia, and more vital than

it is to England, w'hile internally the whole position of the

Dual Monarchy may be said, withorrt exaggeratiorr, to depend

uporr the form in which the Balkarr problem is ultimately

solved. M. Albert Sorel writirrg as far back as 1889,

exhibited the prescience of a great publicist no less than

the acumen of a brilliant historian when he predicted, in

words which have lately become familiar, that the moment
the Eastern Question wqs solved Europe wotrld find itself

confi’onted w'ith an Austrian question. As a fact, the

Habsburgs have deemed it imprudent to await the final
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solution of that question before flinging the Austrian apple

of discord into the diplomatic arena. . It becomes necessary,

therefore, at this point to define with some precision the

nature and extent of Austro-Hungarian interests in tJie

problem under consideration.

No words are needed to emphaslize the vital importance External

to Russia of a free pai^sage through the Bosphorus aqd the

Dardanelles. Her dojninant interest in the future of the

straits is nbw* generally recpgnized. It is less commonly
realized that the external problem for Austria-Hungary is

almost precisely nljarallel to that of Russia. Deprive the

Habsburgs of Trieste, Pola, Fiume, and Dalmatia—and her

enemies would do it, if they could, to-morrow—and the

position of Austria-IJungary would-be identical’ with that

of Russia, or worse. The Danube alone would thef? give

them access to the sea, and with Cons^tantiyople in hostile

hands the advi^itages even of that access would be

cancelled. ..
'

Trieste is the Liverpool of the Dual Monarchy ;
Pola its The

Portsmouth. If Trieste be adjudged to Italy, and,Istria and

Fiinue either to Italy or to Ihe new Jugo-Slavia, the naval

and commerciaf position of Austria-Hungary would indeed

be desperate. But even assuming that there is no dismembe^j’-

ment of the existing Habsburg Empire her position on the

Adriatic will still be exceedingly precarious. Secure in the

possession of Brindisi and Valona, Italy w'ould find little

difficulty in barring the access of Austria-Hungary to the

Mediterranean. The Straits of Otranto are only forty-one

miles broad
;
small w'onder, then, that Albania is regarded

with jealous eyes by the statesmen of the Ballplatz.

Italy, however, is not the only potential rival of Austria-

Hungary in the Adriatic. Montenegi-o has already gained

access to its waters, though her cilhst-linc is less than thirty

miles in extent. If the dieaffis of a Jugo-Slav Empire are

realized even partially, the Greater Serbia, possessed of

Dalmatia and absorbing Bosnia—to say nothing of Croatia

and part of Istria—would at once neutralize, in considerable

degree, the importance of Trieste, *Fiume, amt Pola. •

These considerations enable us to appreciate the significance
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of the Habsburg monarchy’s Drang nach Siid-Osten. If

egress from the Black Sea and the Adriatic were denied

to her, or even rendered precarious, Salonica would become

not merely valuable but indispensable to Jier existence.

Hei'ce the persistent and increasing hostility manifested by

Austria towards the development of Serbia and the consolida-

tion qf the Southern Slavs.

The Habsburgs have, in Bismarck’^ phrase, been gravitating

towards Buda-Pesth ever since ^the virtual destruction of the

Holy Roman Empire in the Thirty Years’ War (1618-48).

As a fact, gi’avitation was for many years equally per-

ceptible* towards the Adriatic and the Lombard plain. But

the new departure in Habsburg policy really dates, as I have

attempted to show in another connexioq, not from the Treaty

of Westphalia but from the Treaty of Prague (1866). When
Bismarck turned Austria simultaneously out of Germany and

out of Italy he gave her a vu)lent propulsion towards the

south-east. The calculated gift of Bosnia and the Herisegovina,

supplemented by the military occupation of the Sanjak of

Novi-Bazar, increased the momentum. Novi-Bazar not only

formed a wedge between the Slavs of Serbia and those ofMon-
tenegro but seemed to invite the Habsburgs tosvards the

Yardar valley and so on to Salonica.

For twenty-five years Serbia appeared to be acquiescent.

Had Serbia been in a position at the Congress of Berlin to

claim Bosnia, or even Novi-Bazar, Balkan politics would

have worn a very different aspect to-day. But Serbia had
not yet found her soul, nor even her feet. Her geographical

position as defined in 1878 was, as we have seen, a hopeless

one. Nor did she lack other troubles. Prince Milan assumed
a royal crown in 1882, but his policy was less spirited than

his pretensions
;
he took his orders from Vienna, a fiict which

wideiied the breach between himself and the Queen Natalie,

who, being a Russian, had strolig Pan-Slavist sympathies.

But (Jueen Natalie had grievances against Milan as a husband
no less than as a king, and court scandals at Belgrade did

not tend to enhance the reputation of Serbia in European
society.

The disastrous war with Bulgaria (1885) still further lowered
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her in public estimation. The grant of a more liberal consti-

tution in 1888 did little to improve th^ situation of a country

not yet qualified for self-gpvernment, and in 1889 King Milan

abdicated.
,

*

His son, King Alexander, was a child of thirteen at his

accession, and though not devoid cd* will he could not give

Serbia what she needed, a strong ruler. In 1893 he sud-

denly^declared himself oS age, arrested the regents and minis-

tera, and aflrogated the prepiaturely liberal constitution of

1888. This act, not in itself unwise, threw the country into

worse confusion, .^which was still further increased when in

1900 the headstrong young man married his mother’s lady-

in-waiting, a beautiful woman but a divorcie, and known
to be incapable of cj^ild-birth. The squalid sto»y redched

a tragic conclusion in 1903, when the king, Queen ^itiga,

and the queen’s male relations were all murde^red at Belgrade

with every circunistance of calculated brutality.

This ghastly crime seyt a « thrill of horror through the

courts and countries of Europe. Politically, however, it

did not lack justification. Serbia gained immeasurably by

the extinction of the decaddht Obrenovic dynasty, and the

reinstatement bf the more virile descendants of Kara-

georgevic
;

the pro-Austrian bias of her policy has been

corrected ;
and under King Peter she has regained seff-

respect and has resumed the M'ork of national i-egeneration.

That work was watched with jealous eyes at Vienna, and Austria-

still more at Buda-l’esth, and not without reason. The develop-

ment of national self-consciousness among the Southern Slavs Southern

seriously menaced the whole structure of the Dual Monarchy.

Expelled from Germany in 1806, the Emperor Francis Joseph

came to terms with his Magyar subjects in the Ausgleich of

1867. Henceforward the domestic administration of Austria

and her dependencies was to be ehtirely separate from .that

of Hungary ;
even the twe* monarchies w^ere to be distinct,

but certain matters common to the Austrian Empire and the

Hungarian kingdom—foreign policy, army administration,

* There is more than a suspicion that it was plotted in Vienna and

carried out with Austrian connivance
; for Alexander Was less in tutelage

to Vienna than Milan.
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and finance—were committed to a joint body known as

the ‘Delegations’. But the essential basis of the foimial

reconciliation thus effected between Germans and Magyars

was a common hostility to the tnird racial element in the

Dual Monarchy, the element which outnumbers both Magyars

and Germans, that of the Sla,vs.

Out of the 51,000,000 subjects of the Emperor Francis

Joseph about 10,000,000 are Magya’«—thesf form a Qpmpact

mass in Hungary; about 11,000,000 are Qerfuan
;
about

26,000,000 are Slavs. Of the latter, about 7,000,000 bqjong

to the Serbo-Croatian or Southern Slav brjinch of the great

Slav farpily,- „

Since 1867 it has l)een the fixed policy of the leading

statesmenj of both Vienna and Biida-Pesth, to keep the Slav

majority in strict subordination to the German-Magyar

minority. The inclusion of,, Bosnia and Herzegovina, with

a conipact poi)iilation of nearly 2,000,000 Slavs, has rendered

this policy at once more difficult, {\nd, at least in the eyes of

the timorous minority, more absolutely imperative. In pro-

portion, however, as Ilabslurg methods have become more

drastic, the annexed provinces have tended to look with

more and more approbation upon the Jugo-Mav propaganda

emanating from Belgrade. To meet this danger the Austrian

Government has promoted schemes for the systematic German
colonization of Bosnia in much the same way as Prussia has

encouraged colonization in Poland. But neither the steady

progress of colonization nor the material benefits unques-

tionably conferred upon Bosnia by German administration

have availed to win the hearts of the Bosnian iSerbs, nor to

repress the growing intimacy between Serajevo and Belgrade.

This fact, too obtrusive to be ignored, has led some of the

more thoughtful statesmen of the Ballplatz to advocate

a new departure in Ilabsfourg policy. To maintain, in per-

petuity, the German-Magyai aacendancy over the Slavs

seemed to them an impossibility. But was there any alter-

native, consistent, of course, with the continued existence

of the Ilabsburg Empire ? Only, it seemed to them, one

:

to substitute a, triple for the dual foundation upon which for

half a century the Ilabsburg Empire had rested
;
to bring
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in the Slav as a third partner in the existing German-
Magyar firm. ,

On one detail of their programme the ‘ trialists ’ were not

unanimous, ^ome who favoured ‘trialism’ in principle

wished to include only the Slavs who were already su|3
>ject

to the Dual Monarchy
;
others^ with a firmer grip upon the

nationality idea, advoqjited a bolder and more comprel)|pn8ive

policjfc. To thenkit segir/ed possible to solve by one stroke the

most troubfesame of the don^stic difliculties of the Habsburg
Emi>ire, and the most dangerous of their external problems.

The Jugo-Slav agitation had not, at that time, attained the

significance which since 1912 has attached to it. * Serbo-Croat

unity was then a distant dream. While the nationality senti-

ment was still comparatively weal^ the religiofts barriers

between Orthodox Serbs and Roman Catholic Croats were pro-

portionately formidable. Whether evey theij the Slavs could

have been temptotl by generous terms to come in as a third

partner in the Habsbusg Empire it is impossible to say

;

but from the Habsburg point of view the experiment was

obviously worth making, aifd its success would Jiave been

rightly regarded as a superb political achievement. With
Serbia and Modtenegro added to Bosnia, and the Herzegovina

to Dalmatia and Croatia-Slavonia, the Habsbuigs would lyit

only have been dominant in the Adriatic
;
the valley of the

Morava would have been open to them, and Salonica would

have been theirs whenever they chose to stretch out their

hands and take it. Greece would certainly have protested,

and might have fought, but at that time there would have

been Crete and Epirus, and even western Macedonia to bar-

gain with. Bulgaria mij^ht easily have been conciliated by

the cession of western Macedonia, including, of course,

Kavala, and perhaps the vilayet of Adrianople. The Mace-

donian problem Avould thus have deen solved with coijTlplete

satisfaction to two out of the three principal claimants, and to

the incomparable advantage of the Habsburg Empire.

If it be true that the heir to the throne, the late Arch- The Arch-

duke Franz Ferdinand, had identified himself with this large

scheme of policy, it would go far to stamp diim as a great Ferdi-

statesman
;

it would also go far to explain the relentless
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hostility with which he was pursued by the party of German-

Magyar ascendancy.

1903. Things seemed to be shaping, in the first years of the

present century, in that direction. Serbia, distracted by

domestie broils, was in the slough of despond ;
a generous

offer from the Habsburgs 'might well have seemed to

patriotic Serbs the happiest solution of an inextricable

tangle. Austria, on the other haiPd, had reached that

moment the zenith of her po ution in the “Baikans. The

year which witnessed the palace revolution at Belgrade

witnessed also the brilliant culmination of. Habsburg diplo-

macy in the conclusion of the Miirzteg agreement. Russia

Avas on the brink of the Japanese War. Great Britain had

just emerged with serionsly damaged prestige from the war

in Soulh Africa. The brilliant diplomacy of King EdAvard VII

had not yet succeeded in bringing England and France

togethei’, still less in laying the foundati6Us for the Triple

Entente betAveen the Western 'PoAvers and Russia.

The moment Avas exceptionally favourable for a bold coup

on the par^ of the Ilabshurg^ in the Balkans. The Miirzteg

agreement seemed almost to imply an international invi-

tation to attempt it. But the opportunity Avas lost. What

were the forces which Avere operating against the Trialists f

At many of them Ave can, as yet, only guess. But there are

some indications which arc as sinister as they are obscure.

In 1909 a corner of the curtain Avas lifted by a, cmise celhbre.

In December of that year the leaders of the Serbo-Croat

Coalition brought an action for libel against a well-knoAVu

Austrian historian. Dr. Friedjung of Vienna. Dr. Friedjung

had accused the Croatian leadei's of being the hirelings of

the Serbian Government, but the trial revealed the amazing

fact that a false accusation had been based up)n forged

documents supplied to K distinguished publicist by the

Foreign Office. Dr. Friedjung "was perhaps the innocent

victim of his oAvn nefarious government
;

the real culprit

was Count Forgach, the Austrian minister at Belgrade,

a diplomatist whose ingenuity was rewarded by an important

post at the BaKplatz. Incidents of this kind shoAved to the

world the direction of the prevailing Avind. The archduke
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was already beaten. Baron von Aerenthal was in the
saddle. ,

During six critical yoara the direction of the ' external Baron von

policy of the Habsburg fempire lay in the hands of this

masterful diplomatist. The extinction of the Obrenpvic
dynasty in Serbia was a consideA'able though not a fatal blow
to Habsburg pretensions. The tragedy itself was <^e of
several* indicative of th^ growth of an anti-Austrian party.
The bad feeding between the •two States was further accen-
tuated by the economic exclusiveness of the Habsburg
Government, whi(|h threatened to strangle the incipient trade
of Serbia, and in particular to impede the export »f swine
upon which its commercial prosperity mainly depended.

^
The

friction thus generated culminated iu tlie so-called* ‘ Pig-war
’

of 1905-6, which convinced even the most doubting of

Serbian politicians that no fi'ee econoiiiic davelopment was
possible for the inland State until she had acquired a coast-

line either on the Adriatk or ^n the Aegean. The latter was
hardly in sight

; only two alternatives were really open to

Serbia. The Albanian coast ^s With reference to tjie hinter-

land of little economic value. Besides, the Albanians are
not Serbs

;
nor have they ever proved amenable to con-

quest. Unless, therefore, Serbia were content to resign jjl

hope of attaining the rank even of a third-rate European
State, one of two things was essential, if not both. Either
she must have some of the haidmurs of Dalmatia, pre-

eminently a Slav country, or she must obtain access to the
Adriatic by union with Bosnia and the Herzegovina. •

All hope of the latter solution was extinguished by Aeren- Annexa-

thal’s abrupt annexation of these Slav provinces in 1908.

Austria-Hungary had been in undisputed occupation since and the

1878, and no reasonable person ever supposed that she would
voluntarily relax her hold. But so l8ng as the Treaty of Berlin

“ ’

remained intact, so long aS tfie Habsburg occupation Avas

technically provisional, a glimmer of hope remained to the

Pan-Serbians. Aerenthal’s action was a declaration of war.
In the following year he did indee^jl throAv a sop directly to

the Turks, indirectly to the Serbs, by the evactiation of ISbvi-

Bazar. He took to himself great credit for this generosity
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and the step was hailed with delight in Serbia. We now
know that it was dictated by no consideration for either

Turkish or Serbian susceptibilities
;

it was taken partly to

conciliate Italy, the third and most restless jnember of the

Trijile Alliance
;
but mainly because the Austrian general

staff had come to the conclusion that the Morava valley offered

a moie convenient route than the Sanjak to Salonica.

Could Serbia hope to shut and lock both thes#? doors

against the intruding Ilabsburgs? That was the question

which agitated every Chancellery in Europe at the opeaiing

of the year 1909. In Belgrade the action oJi Austria-Hungary

excited•the most pi'ofound indignation, and the whole Serbian

people, headed by the Crown Prince, clamoured for war. Feel-

ing in Montenegro was Jiardly less uuaiiimous. The Serbian

Government made a formal protest oiv October 7, and appealed

to the Powers for ‘justice and protection against this new and

flagrant violation, which has been effected miilaterally \)^force

majeure to satisfy selfish interests and without regard to the

grievous blows thus dealt to the feelings, interests, and rights

of the Serbian people Finally, in default of the restoration

of the status quo, they demanded that compensation should

be given to Serbia in the Sanjak of Novi-Bazar.

. The Powers were not unsympathetic, but urged Serbia to

be patient. Upon the most acute of English diplomatists

the high-handed action of Austria had made a profound

impression. No man in Europe had laboured more assiduously

or more skilfully for peace than King Edward VII. Lord

Bedesdale has recorded the effect produced upon him by the

news from the Balkans.

‘ It was the 8th of Oct. that the King received the news at

Balmoral, and no one who was there can forget how terribly

he was upset. Never did I sec bin) so moved. . . . The King
was ^indignant. . . . H.s forecast of the danger which he
communicated at the time to me„showcd him to be possessed
of the prevision which marks the statesman. Every word
that he uttered that day has come true.’

^

The peace of Europe depended upon the attitude of Russia.

Her Balkan partnership with Austria-Hungary had been

* Lord Redesdale, Memories, i. 178-9.
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dissolved, and in 1907 she had concluded an agreement

respecting outstanding difficulties with Great Britain. That

agreement virtually completed the Triple Entente, the crown

of the diplomacy of King Edward VII. In June, 1908,

King Edward and the Tsar Nicholas met at Rdval, »and

a further progi-amme for the pacification of Macedonia was
drawn up. Whether fjie R(Sval programme would havjb suc-

ceedci^in its object any’lbetter than the Murzteg agreement,

which it replaced, the Young ffurks did not permit Europe to

leam. But at least it afforded conclusive evidence that a new
era in the relations of Russia and Great Britain had dawned.

In the Balkan question Russia was, of courife, profoundly

interested. To her the Serbians naturally looked not njerely

for sympathy but fon assistance. Ikussia, however, was not

ready for war. She lu*d not regained her breath after the

contest with Japan. And the fact was, of coivrse, well known
at Potsdam. All'^lirough the autumn and winter (1908-9)

Serbia and Montenegro* hacC been feverishly pushing on

preparations for the war in which they believed that they,

would be supported by Russia and Great Britain* Austria,

too, was steadily arming. AVith Turkey she was prepared

to come to financial terms : towards Serbia she presented

an adamantine front. Towards the end of February, 1900,

war seemed inevitable. It was averted not by the British

proposal for a conference but by the ‘mailed fist’ of Germany.

In melodramatic phrase the German Emperor announced tliat

if his august ally were compelled to draw the sword, a

knight ‘in shining armour’ would be found by his side.

At the end of March Russia was plainly informed that if she

went to the assistance of Serbia she would have to fight not

Austria-Hungary only but Germany as well. Russia, conscious

of her unpreparedness, immediately gave
^
way. With that

surrender the war of 1914 became inevitable. Germany was

intoxicated by her succesf; Russia was bittei’ly resentful.

The Serbs were compelled not merely to acquiesce but to

promise to shake hands with Austria. The Powers tore up

the twenty-fifth Article of the J'reaty of Berlin. Turkey

accepted £2,200,000 from Austria-Hungary us compensation

for the loss of the Serbian provinces, and in April, 1909,
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formally assented to their alienation. Bulgaria compounded

for her tribute by the payment of £5,000,000.^ Thus were

the ‘cracks papered over’, and Europe emerged from the

most serious international crisis since 1878. -

We must now return, after this prolonged parenthesis, to

thefom et origo of the whole commotion. It was, as we saw,

the st>ddcn move of the Macedonian^ ‘ Committee of Union

and Progress ’ which set a light to the conflagration, Ifhe slow

burning down of which we has^e just witnessed. The fire

was not burnt out. The ashes smouldered, to blaze 'out

again more fiercely in 1914.

Few single Events in the whole history of the Near Eastern

Question have caused a greater sensation or evoked more

general or "generous enthTisiasm than the Turkish revolution

of 1908. The Committee which organized it with such com-

plete and amaang success had been in existence for several

years, and was itself the descendant of a pavty which was first

formed in Constantiiiople after the disastrous conclusion of

the Greek War of Independence (1830). It was in that year

that the High Admiral, Khalil I'asha, said :
‘ I am convinced

that unless we speedily reform ourselves on European lines

we must resign ourselves to the necessity of going back to

A lia.’ - Those words indicate the genesis of the Young Turk

party, and might have been taken as its motto. To trans-

form the Ottoman Empire for the first time into a modern
European State

;
to give to Turkey a genuine parliamentary

constitution
;
to proclaim the principle of religious and in-

tellectual liberty
;

to emancipate the press
; to promote

intercourse with the progressive nations of the world
;

t©

encourage education
;

to promote ti’ade
;

to eradicate the

last relics of mediaevalism—such was the programme with

which the Young Turks astoni.shed and deluded Europe in

the summer of 1 908.

Composed mainly of young merfwho had acquired a veneer

of Western—particularly Gallic—ideas the Committee was

originally formed at Geneva in 1891. Thence it transferred

its operations to Paris, and, in 1906, established its head-

* 'Of which Russia providecl£l,720,000.

^ Driault, i). 135.
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quarters at Salonica. Its first object was to secure the

army, more particularly the third army corps then stationed

in Macedonia. The spouadic outbreaks in the early part

of July in MaQedonia, the assassination of officers known to

be well affected towards the Hamidian regime indicate(i the

measure of its success. On July»23 the Committee proclaimed

at Salonica the Turkisji constitution of 1876, and tlie^ third

army 0*rps prepared to march on Constantinople.

Abdul Hamid, however, rejidcred tlie application of force

suparfluous. He protested that the Committee had merely

anticipated the .ivish dearest to his heart
;
he promptly

proclaimed the constitution in Constantinople (July 24)

;

summoned a parliament
;
he guaranteed personal liberty and

equality of rights to, all his subjects irrespective of race,

creed, or origin
;
he abolished the censorship of the ^)rcss

;

and dismissed his army of 40,060 spies.
, .

The Turkish revolution was M-elcomed with cordiality in Counter-

all the liberal States of Ji]ur<^ie and with peculiar effusive-

ness in Creat Britain. The foreign officers of the Macedonian Consfanti-

gendarmerie were recalled ;* thfe International (Commission

of Finance tvas discharged. * But the brightness of a too

brilliant dawn '‘soon faded. The new grand vizier, Kiamil

Pasha, was compelled to resign in February. His successcvi’,

Hilmi Pasha, the late inspector-general in Macedonia, was

replaced in April by Tewfik Pasha. The army, meanwhile,

gave signs of grave dissatisfaction. There was unrest, too,

in Arabia and Anatolia. The Young Turks soon learnt that

the introduction of a European system into an empire

essentially Asiatic is less easily accomplished than they had

supposed. The Sultan, Ahdul Ilamid, Avas even more acutely

conscious of this truth, and on April 13 he felt himself strong

enough to effect, with the aid of the army, a counter-

revolution.
*

But his triumph Avas fAioili-lived. The Young Turkish Deposi-

troops, commanded by Mahmud Shevket, marched from

Salonica, and on April 24 entered and occupied Constanti- Hamid,

nople. On the 27th Abdul Hamid was formally deposed by

a unanimous vote of the Turkish National Assembly, and his

younger brother was proclaimed Sultan in his room, under
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the title of Mohammed V. On the 28th the ex-Sultan was

deported to Salonica, and interned there. Hilmi Pasha was

reappointed grand vizier
; the new Sultan expressed his

conviction that ‘the safety and happiness cf the country

depend on the constant and serious application of the

constitutional regime winch is in confonnity with the sacred

law as: with the principles of civilization

A new era appeared to have dSwned for the Ottoman
Empire. It soon became clejicf, however, that the Young
Turks, so far from turning their backs upon the traditions of

their race, were Osmanlis first and refer ncrs afterwards.

Abdul Hamid’’s brief triumph had been marked character-

istically by fresh massacres of Armenians at Adana and in

other parts of Anatolia. His deposition, so far from stay-

ing the hands of the assassins, tended rather to strengthen

them. An eyewitness of tltfe massacres has declared that

in the last fortnight of April, 1909, 30,000 Christians perished

in Asia Minor, and that the muiderers went unpunished

under the now regime.^

In Macedonia, as in Asia Minor, the lot of the Christians, so

far from being ameliomted by the reformers, became steadily

worse. There, as elsewhere, the keynote of Young Turk
palicy Avas unrelenting ‘ Turkification ’. The same principle

inspired their ecclesiastical policy. At the name of Allah

every knee was to bow. The obeisance was to be enforced

by every form of outrage and persecution. ‘ They treat us

said the Greek Patriarch, ‘like dogs. Never under Abdul
Hamid or any Sultan have my people suffered as they are

suffering now. But we are too strong for them. We refuse

to be exterminated.’^ But the poAver of the Young Turks
was unequal to their ambition

;
their deeds, though as brutal

as might be Avherever they were strong, were less potent than

their "Avords. Their denunciation of tyranny was all sound

and fury
;

in effect it signified itbthing. Their promises of

reform Avere empty.

Still, one possibility remained. Enver Pasha and his crew
Avere bent on making Turkey a nation of Turks, One virtue

* Gibl)on5i, op. cit., pp. 178 sq. Idem, p. 189.
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at least the Turk was supposed to possess. He was believed

to be a born fighter. True, most of his battles had been won
by tl^e Mosleinized Christians. But they had fought in the

Ottoman narne.^ If the Young Turks could effect but one

reform, a real reorganization of the army, their regime might

still justify itself. •
*

It was not long before the army was brought to the^' test.

On September 29f 1911, Daly declared war upon the Ottoman
Empire. Tlftit war opened thje latest chapter in the history

of tlw3 Eastern Question.

%
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CHAPTER XVI
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France
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THE BALKAN LEAGUE AND -THE BALKAN«rWARS
/

‘The problem now is not how to keep tho Turkish Empire permanently

in beinj? . . . but how to minimize the shock of its fall, and what to sul)stitute

for it.’—Vtscouxt Bryce. ^

‘The Aivar of {lie Coalition can chn'm to liave been both progressive and

epoch-making. The sncceedinj]^ War of T^irtition was rather predatory

and ended ‘no epoch, thon<!:h i)()ssibly it may have bej^un one: it is

intereC.inc: not as a settlement but as a^ symptom.’*— ‘ Diplomatist

NafionaHsm and War in ihe Ntair East.

‘ The Turks, wiio have always t)een stranc^ers in Europe, have shown

conspicuous inability to comply Avith the elementary requirements of

European civilization, and have at last t\iiled to maintain that military

effien'ency A\hich has, from the days Avhen they crossed the Bosphorus,

been the sole mainstay of their powe ' and position.’

—

Lord Cromer.

Ix October, 1909, the diploni.'vtic world was startled to learn

that the Tsar Nicholas was about to pay a ceremonial visit

to the Kin<jj of Italy. The incident proved to be of con-

siderable significance
;

it was the prologue to the last act in

the drama of the Near East. At that moment Russia was

smarting under the humiliation imposed upon her by the

Paladin of Potsdam, who in his shining armour stood forth

ostentatiously by the side of Austria and Hungary. The

poverty not the will of Russia had consented to the anne.xa-

tion of Bosnia and the Her/egovina by Austria-Hungary.

Italy, too, regarded with increasing uneasiness the advance

of the Habsburgs in the Balkans. Consequently, after 1909,

Italy and Russia tended- to draw together.

And not only Russia and Italy. Bismarck’s constant, and

on the whole successful, endeavour was to throw apples of

discord among the members of the European family. Thus

in 1881 he had tossed Tunis to France, not from any love of

France, but because, as he well knew, Italy had long had

a reversionary interest in that country. But in 1896 France
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and Italy concluded a convention which finally closed a long

series of disputes arising out of the French protectorate in

Tunis.^

The same thing was happening in regard to Anglo-French

relations. Just as Bismarck had encouraged French preten-

sions in Tunis in order to Keep Italy and France at arm’s

lengtn, so he had for similar reasons, smiled upon the British

occupation of Fgypt. For more tlufii twenty years that occu-

l)ation formed the pi'incipal obstacle to any* cordial under-

standing between France and Great Bidtain. But the gro'.»fing

menace of German diplomacy at last brough/^ the two countries

togethei, and- in 1004 an Anglo-French agreement was con-

cluded. This agreement finally composed all differences in

the Mediterranean : England was to have a free hand in Egypt

and France in Morocco.

France had been iju undisputed possession of Algeria ever

since 1844. Gonsecpiently, of all the dominions of the Otto-

man Empire on the African’ shoi’C of the Mediterranean

Tripoli alone remained. As iar back as 1901 France, in

return for the concessions in regard to Tunis, had agreed

to give Italy a free hand in 'J’ripoli
;

and, from that time

onwards, there Avas a general understandiiig among the

European Chancelleries that when the final liquidation of

the Ottoman estates was effected Tripoli woidd fall to the

share of Italy. Her reversionary rights were tacitly recog-

nized in the Anglo-French agreement of 1904, and again at

Algeciras in 1 906.

Those rights were now menaced from an unex{)ected quarter.

The Kaiser’s visit to Tangier in March, 1905, had resulted

chiefly in a strengthening of the Anglo-French alliance
;
the

attempted coup at Agadir in July, 1911, had a similar effect.

But German intervention in the western Mediterranean was

merely for demonstratioit purposes
;
to assist her ‘ national

credit’ ; to indicate to the Western Powers that she could

not be treated as a quantiU uegligeahle—even in fields

relatively remote. But the scientific interest which German

geologists and archaeologists had lately developed in Tripoli

1 Cf. Albin, Qrands Traites politiques, p. 290.
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was otherwise interpreted at Rome
;
and the descent of the

Panther upon Agadir convinced Italy that, unless she was

prejiared to forgo for all iiine her reversionary interests in

Tripoli, the hour for claiming them had struck.

For many years past Italy had pursued a policy of economic The

and commercial penetration in* Tripoli, and had pursued

without any obstructign from the Tui'ks. But there, as

elsewhere, the i«evolutio1i of 1908 profoundly modified the

situation, flic* Young Turk* were as much in Tripoli as

in Macedonia opposed to Christians. At every turn the

Italians found tV^niselves thwarted. It might be merely

the Moslem fanaticism characteristic of Young^Turb policy.

But the suspicion deepened that between Moslem fanaticism

and Teutonic zeal for scientific re8eai;ch there Avas^nore than

an accidental connexioiA Be this as it might, Italy dtsemed

that the time had come for decisive actign. .

That action fell* nevertheless, as a bolt from the blue. Twreo-

On September 27 Italy «uddfcnly presented to Turkey an

ultimatum demanding the consent of the Forte to an Italian Sept. 2!),

occupation of Tripoli under *tlu? sovereignty of the .Sultan,

and subject to the payment of an annual tribute. A reply

Avas required Avilhin forty-eight hours, but already the Italian

transports were on their Avay to Tripoli, and on Se[)tember

war Avas declared.

The details of the Avar do not concern this narrative. It Italy and

must suffice to say that even in Tripoli Italy had no easy

task. She occupied the coast toAvns of Tripoli, Bengazi, and

Derna Avithout difficulty, but against the combined resisbince

of Turks and Arabs she could make little progress in the

interior. The Turks, trusting' that the situation Avould be

relieved for them by international complications, obstinately

refused to make any concessions to Italy. But betAveen her

tAvo allies Germany was in a difficdlt position. She w'^ in-

dignant that one ally should, Avlthout permission from Berlin,

have ventured to attack the other ally at Constantinople

;

but, on the other hand, she had no wish to throAv Italy into

the arms of the Triple Entente, jtaly, however, was detei*-

mined to wring consent from the Porte, and in the sphiiig

of 1912 her naA'y attacked at several points ; a couple of
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Turkish warships were sunk oif Beirut
;

the forts at the

entrance to the Dardanelles were bombarded on April 18

;

Rhodes and the Dodecanese Arc^dpelago were occupied in

May. To the bombardment of the Dardanelles Turkey

retorted by closing the Straits. This proved highly incon-

venient to neutrals, and aftc'r a month they were reopened.

Throughout the summer the war went languidly on, entailing

much expense to Italy, and very Ifttle either of expense or

even inconvenience to the Turks.
'

In two ways the war was indeed decidedly advantageofis to

the i)olicy of the Young Turks. On the or»j hand, ‘ by I’econ-

ciling Turk hud Arab in a holy war in Africa, the Tripoli

campaign healed for a time the running sore in Arabia which

had for yekrs drained tkc resources of ifshe Empire Y On the

other, the naval operations of Italy' in the Aegean aroused

acute friction between the Italians and the Greeks, whose

reversionary interests in the islands werd’at least as strong

as those of Italy upon the African littoral. That friction

would be likely to increase, and in any case could not be

otherwi'se than advantageous to the Turk.

But suddcidy a new danger threatened him. The Tripoli

campaign was still dragging its slow length along, and

seemed likely to be protracted for years, when the conflagra-

tion blazed up to which the Trij)oli War had ap])lied the first

match. In view of the more immediate danger the I’orte at

last came to terms with Italy, and the Treaty of Lausanne

was hastily signed at Ouchy on October 18. The Turks

were to withdraw from Trii)oli ; Italy from the Aegean

islands
;
the Khalifal authority of the Sultan in Tripoli was

to remain intact
;
he was to grant an amnesty and a good

administration to the islands
;
Italy was to assume respon-

sibility for Tripoli’s share of the Ottoman debt. The cession

of Tripoli was assumed t»ut siih sileiitio. The withdrawal of

the Italian troops from the islands was to be subsecpient to

and consequent upon the withdrawal of the Turkish troops

from Africa. Italy has contended that the latter condition

has not been fulfilled, and she remains, therefore, in Rhodes

^ Nationalism and War in the Near East, p. 159.
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and the Dodecanese. Her continued occupation has not

injured the Turks, but it has kept out the Greeks.

Oh the same day that the Treaty of Lausanne was signed

Greece declared Avar upon the Ottoman Empire. This time

she Avas not alone. The miracle had occurred. The Balkan

States had combined against* the* common enemy. The

circumstances which had conduced to this astonishing* and... *

unique event demand in^^estigation.

The idea of ?! permanent aVIiance or even a confederation Th^

ammig the Christian States of the Balkans was frccpiently

canvassed after tke Treaty of Berlin. But the aggrandize-

ment of Bulgaria in 1885, and the war which endued between

Bulgaria and Serbia, shattered the hope for many yem*s to

come. M. Trikonpis,fat that time Pi;ime MinisterV)f Greece,

made an elfort to revive*it in 1891, and with that objeift paid

a visit to Belgrade and Sofia. »The Serbian »statesmen wel-

comed his advance.^, but Stambuloft, who was then supreme

in Bulgaria, was deeply «comAiitted to the Central Powers

and through them to the Porte, and frowned upon the project^

of a Balkan League.

1lie real obstacle, however, to an entente between the Diffi-

Balkan Powers *arose, as the previous chapter has shown,

from their conflicting interests in Macedonia. Bulgaria donia.

consistently* favoured the policy of autonomy, in the not

unreasonable expectation that autonomy would prove to be

the prelude to the union of the greater part if not the whole

of Macedonia with Bulgaria. Neither Serbia nor (b’cece

could entertain an equally capacious ambition, and from the

first, therefore, advocated not autonomy but partition.

Each of the three neighbouring States was genuinely

concerned for the unha[)py condition of its co-nationals

in Macedonia, but the bitter rivalry between them pie-

vented anything approaching to eftrdial co-operation ibi a

general improvement. ThS Ybung lurk revolution bi ought

matters to a head. That revolution, as a close and shiewd

observer has said, was ' in tact a last effort of the Moslem

minority to retain its ascendanc^^ in the face of growing

resistance on the part of subject races and impending

European intervention \ The revival of the constitution was
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little move than an ingenious device for appeasing Liberal

sentiment abroad whilC) furnishing a pretext for the abroga-

tion of the historic rights of the„Christian nationalities at

home. That the subject peoples would combine in defence

of their rights, and that their reconciliation would react on

the kindred States across tb? fi-ontier, was not foreseen by

the inexperienced but self-confident ^soldiers and politicians

who now directed the destinies of the Turkieh Empire.'

The triumphant success of tlie Committee of Union and

J»rogress so far from im[)roving the condition of Macedonia

served only to accentuate its suftcrings. 'i'he Bulgarians of

the kij)gdom'iwere deeply stirred by them. They saw with

indignation and alarm that the Young Turks were bent upon

exterminating such Bujgarians as th^y could not compel

to entigrate. M. Sho{)off, the Bulgarian consul-general at

Salonica, state<j in 1910 thab the Bulgarian population had

in fifteen years been reduced by twenty-five per cent.
;
the

number of refugees was becoming a serious problem in Bul-

garia, Avhile the terrible massacres at Ishtib and Kotchani, the

‘murdcf^, pillaging, tortures, and persecutions’ compelled
‘ the most peaceful Bulgarian statesmen ’ to ask themselves
‘ if all this was not the result of a deliberate plan on the part

of the Young Turks to solve the Macedonian and Thracian

problem by clearing those two provinces of their Bulgarian

and Christian inhabitants.'"^

Between 1910 and 1912 there were various indications of

some improvement in the mutual relations of the Balkan

States. In 1910 the Tsar Ferdinand, the shrewdest of all

the Balkan diplomatists, {>aid a visit to Cettinje to take part,

together with the Crown Prince of Serbia and the Crown
Prince of Greece, in the celebration of King Peter’s Jubilee.

At Easter, 1911, some three hundred students from the Uni-

^ TJiP Balkayi League', a scries of articles contrilmted to The Times in

June, 1918, hy their ‘own cornspondent in the Balkan reninsula’. To
these admirable articles 1 desire to make specific acknowledgement of my
obligations. No individual did more than the writer of them to brinj^ into

beinp^ the Leaj^ue which he so brilliantly chronicled.

® Gueshoff, The Balkan Lea/, /f?, p. 8. The reader may be reminded

that M. Gueshoff, iTime Minister of Bulpiria in 1912, was educated at

the 0\.'en8 College (now the Victoria University of), Manchester.
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versity of Sofia received a cordial welcome at Athens. In

April of the saipe yeai" M. Venizcl^s made a proposal to

Bulgjxr'ia for a definite alliance, through the intermediation

ot Mr. J. D, Bourchier, *rhe Times correspondent in the

Balkan Peninsula. In May the Greek Patriarch and^the
Bulgarian Exarch so far forgot Aheif secular animosity as to

combine in a protest to the Sultan against the persecution of

his Christian sul:jjects.. >n July the Tsar Ferdinarid obtained

a revision df Mie Bulgarian .constitution, under which the

exe^jutive was authorized to conclude secret political treaties

without communipation to the Legislature. In October
M. Gueshoftj Prime Minister of Bulgaria, haJ an .exceed-

ingly confidential interview with M. Milanovanic, the Prime
Minister of Serbia.^ .,In February, Jf)12, the seferal'*heirs

apparent of the Balkan States met at Sofia to celebrate the

coming of age of Prince Boris, heir to the Tsardom of

Bulgaria.

All these things, the social gatherings patent to the Avorld,

the political negotiations conducted in profoundest secrecy,^

pointed in the same direction* aifd were designed tp one end.

A favourable issue was not long delayed. On March 13, Sc#l)o-

1912, a definite treaty was signed between the kingdoms

of (Serbia and Bulgaria. This was in itself a marvel «f March 18,

patient diplomacy. Not since 1878 had the relations between

the two States been cordial, nor were their interests or

their antagonisms identical. To Serbia, Austria-Hungary

was the enemy. The little land-locked State, which yet

hoped to become the nucleus of a Jugo-Slav Empire, was in

necessary antagonism to the Power which had thrust itself

into the heart of the Balkans, and which, while heading the

Slavs otF from access to the Adriatic, itself wanted to push

through Sliiv lands to the Aegean. Bulgaria, on the other

hand, had no special reason for diimity against Viensh or

Buda-Pesth. The ‘ unrcd«enibd ’ Bulgarians were subjects

not of the Emperor Francis Joseph but of the Ottoman Sultan,

and while the antagonisms of the two States differed their

mutual interests clashed. To Thrace and eastern Macedonia

See Quoslioff, op. cit., pp. 15 sq.
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Serbia could of course make no claim. Bulgaria could not

dream of acquiring Old Serbia. But there was a consider-

able intermediate zone in Macedonia to which both qould

put forward substantial pretensidns. The treaty concluded

in March, 1912, reflected these conditions.

By that treaty the two States entered into a defensive

alliance
;
they mutually guaranteed each other’s dominions

and engaged to take common actioK if the witcrests ef either

were threatened by the attack o,f a Great Powe.' ifpon Turkey
;

at the same time they defined their respective claims in

Macedonia should a partition be effected,! Old Serbia and

the Sainak oi'v Novi-Bazar, that is, all the territory north and

west of the Shar Mountains, was to go to Serbia, the territory

east (3f the Rhodope Mqiintains and the, river Struma to Bul-

garia
f' the intermediate regions of Macedonia ‘ lying between

the Shar Mountains and the Rhodope Mountains, the Archi-

pelago, and the Lake of Ochrida’ weree if possible, to be

formed into the autonomous province long desired by Bul-

garia
;
but if such an organization of this territory appeared

to the two parties to be impossible it was to be divided into

three zones ; Bulgaria was to have the region round Ochrida
;

Serbia was to get an additional strip in northern Macedonia,

while the nnassigned residuum was to be subject to the

arbitration of the Tsar of Russia.

In order to give the treaty additional solemnity it was

signed not only by the ministers but by the sovereigns of

the two States, and at the end of April the Tsar notified his

acceptance of the difficult function assigned to him under its

provisions. A separate military convention was concluded

at Varna on May 29 ^
;
and a furtlier agreement between

the general staffs was signed in June. It is noticeable,

how'cver, that there was a marked difference of military

opinion as to the ‘principal theatre of war’, the Bulgarian

staff pronouncing, as was natur.il, for the valley of the Maritza,

the Serbians for the Vardar valley.

Two months after the signature of the Serbo-Bulgarian

Treaty an arrangement was reached between Greece and

* 'fhc full texts of all these important treaties will be found in Appendices

to Gueshoflf, op. cit.
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Bulgaria. It differed in one important respect from that

concluded between the latter and Serbia. Between Greeks

and Bulgarians nothing was said as to the partition of Mace-
donia. Further, it was expressly provided that if war broke

out betw'een Turkey and Greece on the question of, the

admission of the Cretan deputies td the Greek Parliament,

Bulgaria, not being interested in the question, should be

bound («ily to be^ievolcnf neutrality.

Theie was gdbd reason for this proviso. The Cretan diffi- Tlie

cultj' had become acute, and, indeed, threatened to involve

the kingdom in nevolution. The accession of the Young
Turks had only intensified the confusion in i^gard to the

great Greek island. They Averc by no means disposed to

ac(iuiesce in its alienjation from the /Ittoman Em^)ire. The
Greek Cretans Averc alAolutely determined to unite 'them-

selves to the kingdom of Grcect. The Rowei’s Avere im])ar-

tially anxious to pi'event the extermination of the Moslem

population by the Greeks, or*the Greek population by the

Turks, but they were even more concerned to prevent this,

inflammable island from lighting a Avider conflagration. As

soon as the foreign contingents had left the island (July, 1909)

the Cretans hoistc<l the Greek flag. A month later the

PoAvers returned and lowered it. The hesitation of Kii*g

George’s Gcfrernment in the face of these events precii)itated

a military revolt in Athens, and all but led to the overthrow

of the dynasty. The revolt of the army in August Avas fol-

lowed by the mutiny of the navy at the Piraeus in September,

and the condition of Greece apt)eared to be desperate.

It Avas saved by the advent (jf a great statesman. M. Veni- Elof-

zelos had already shoAvn his capacity for leadership in Crete
veillzclos.

Avhen, in February, li)10, he Avas summoned to Athens to

advise the Military League. Having come to Athens to

advise the League he remained fo advise the king»* In

October the League overtufned the Dragoumis ministry, aiid

King George invited the Cretan statesman to form a Cabinet.

M. Venizelos accepted the difficult task, effected a much-

needed revision of the constituj^ion, and propounded an

extensive programme of domestic reforms. •

But the execution of such a programme predicated peace,
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internal and external, and in addition a certain basis of

financial stability and commercial prosperity.

The Young Turks were quite determined that neither^con-

dition should be satisfied. They imposed upon Greek com-

merce a boycott so strict as all but to reduce to ruin that

nation of seafai’crs ami traders. A further obstacle to

tlie v>ommercial development of Greece was interposed by the

Young Tui-ks when they declined to' sanction the liuking-up

of the Greek railway system wi/ih that of Macedonia. These

manifestations of the extreme and persistent hostility of the

‘New Moslems’, combined with their refusal to acquiesce

in the alieuAtion of Crete, at last drove Greece into the
‘ impossible ’ alliance with Bulgaria.

The defensive alliance signed in May was followed in Sep-

tenibei', as in the case of Serbia, by a detailed military con-

vention. Bulgaria was to 8U|)ply at least 300,000 men to

operate in the vilayets of Kossovo, Monastir, and Salonica.

If, however, Sei'bia should come in, Bulgaria was to be

‘allowed to use her forces in Thrace ’. Greece was to supply

at least,! ‘^0,000 men ;
Init tiie real gain to the alliance was

of cotirse the adhesion of the Greek fleet, whose ‘ chief aim

will be to secure naval supremacy over the Aegean Sea, thus

iijterruptiiig all communications by that route between Asia

Minor and European Turkey ’. How efficiently Greece per-

formed that part of the common task the immediate sequel

will show.

For the crisis was now at hand. It was forced gener-

ally by the condition of Macedonia, and in particular by the

revolt of the All)anians. In no direction had the Young
Turks mishandled the affairs of the ernpii-e more egregiously

than in regard to Albania. It might, indeed, have been

expected that a party which set out with the ideal of ‘ union

and progress ’ w^ould have dealt sympathetically and success-

fully with this perennial problem." The Albanian factor, like

every other in the complex problem of the Near East, is

double-edged, external and internal. On the one hand,

Albania is an object of desire to Austria-Hungary, to Italy,

and to Greece, to say nothing of Serbia
;
on the other, the

Albanians, though a source of considerable strength to the
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personnel of the Ottoman Empire, have never shown them-

selves susceptible of conquest or absorption. They are, indeed,

too tar lacking in political integration either to conquer

or to be conquered. ‘ A* barbarous country ’, as Caesar

observed long ago, ‘is less easily conquered than a cjvil.’

The highland tribesmen of AUianhi have defied, in turn,

every would-be conqueinr, by reason not of their streW^th,

but by '•eason of- theii; \Aiakness. It is easier to kill a lion

than a jelly-iish.

The almost incredible fatuity of Young Turk policy pro-

mised, however, give to the Albanians a coherence which

they had hitherto lacked, and their successful .’rising in the

spring of 19].’2, still more the spread of the revolt to Mace-

donia, precipitated, ip more ways .than one, the iTalkan

crisis. •

To the rising in northern Albfinia the^Yougg Turks would

probably have paieVno more heed than had the Old Turks on

a dozen similar occasionsf buff for the intrusion of a novel

phenomenon. The fact that the Turkish troops made common^

cause with the Albanian insi/rgchts compelled the notice of

Constantinople. But there was worse to come. In June the

troops at Monastir broke out into mutiny, and demanded

the overthrow of the Young Turk ministry. In July, tlje

strongest man of the party, the man who had suppressed

the counter-revolution in April, 1909, Mahmud Shevket

Pasha, the minister of war, resigned, and was replaced by one

of the strongest opponents of the Young Turk regime, Nazim
Pasha. In August Hilmi Pasha followed Shevket into

retirement.

Things were, in the meantime, hastening to a crisis in

Macedonia. Both Greece and Serbia were becoming seriously

alarmed by the unexpected success achieved by the Alba-

nians, who were now openly demanding the cession to.fhem

of the entire vilayets of Mc.iastir and Uskub. Unless, there-

fore, the Balkan League interposed promptly, Greece and

Serbia might find the ground cut from under their feet

in Macedonia. Bulgaria was less directly interested

than her allies in the pretensions put forward by ‘the

Albanians, but she was far more concerned than they in

Albanian
rising.

Albanian
demands.
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the terrible massacre of Macedonian Bulgars at Kotchana

and Berana.

On August 14 a great popular demonstration, r,epre-

sentative of all parts of the Bulgarian kingdom, was organ-

ized at Sofia to protest against the massacres at Kotchana

;

to tlemand immediate autonomy for Macedonia and Thrace,

or, An default, immediate war against the Porte. Ten days

latera congress, representing the va/ious bn-^therhoods of the

Macedonian and Thracian districts, openedf'its sessions at

Sofia. The resolutions of the congress were identical with

those of the popular demonstration. Ip. the midst of the

excitement sjroused by tliese meetings there arrived from

Cettinje a projiosal for immediate action. None of the

Balkan States was more whole-hearted in the Balkari cause

than ^lontenegro, and none was s« eager for a fight. In

April an arrangement had been arrived at between her and

Bulgaria
;

the proposal which now reashed Sofia was the

outcome of it. On August 2(5 tho die was cast
;
Bulgaria

agreed that in October war should be declared.

While the Turks and the Balkan States were mobilizing,

the Powers piit out all their efforts to maintain the peace.

In September the States of the Balkan League appealed to

the Powers to join them in demanding an immediate and

radical reform in Macedonia : a Christian governor, a local

legislature, and a militia recruited exclusively within the

province. The Powers ui’ged concession upon the Porte and
patience upon the Balkan League. It was futile to expect

either. Nothing but overwhelming pressure exerted at

Constantinople could at this moment have averted war.

Instead of taking that cour.se tftc Powers presented an

ultimatum simultaneously at Sofia, Belgrade, Athens, and
Cettinje. In brief, the Powers will insist upon the reforms

adumbrated in the Treaty of Berlin
;
but the Balkan States

must not fight
;

if they do, the Powers will see that they get

nothing by it.

This masterpiece of European diplomacy was presented at

the Balkan capitals on October 8, 1912. On the same day
King Nicholas of Montenegro declared war at Constantinople.

The other three States presented their ultimatum on the 14th,
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On the 18th the Porte declared war upon Bulgaria and

Serbia
; and on the same day Greece; declared war upon the

Porte.

Then, as M. .GueshofF writes, ‘a miracle took place. . . . The War

Within the brief space of one month the Balkan Allimice

demolished the Ottoman Em[)ire, four tiny countries with Oct.-Dee.,

a population of some ,10,000,000 souls defeating a great

Power whose inhabitant numbered 2.5,000,000’. Each of

the allies did its part, though the brunt of the fighting fell

upo.i the Bulgarians.

Bulgaria was, however, from the outset in a false position. Bulgaria’s

Its true political objective was Salonica ;
it# purpose the^^^^'

emancipation of Macedonia. Military considerations com-

pelled it to make (Constantinople its objective, itnd ’fhrace

its campaigning ground. The greater, therefore, its military

success, the more certain its political disappojntmcnt.

The success of the Bulgarians in the autumn campaign

was, indeed, phenornentd. On October 18 a large and

finely equipped army crossed the Thracian frontier under

General Savoff. Its first impact with the Turks ^^as on the

22nd at Kirk- Kilisse, a position of enormous strength to the

north-east of Aurianople. After two days’ fighting the Turks

fled in panic, and Kirk Kilisse was in the hands of thijir

enemies. Then followed a Aveek of hard fighting, knoAvn

to history as the Battle of Lule Burgas, and at the end of it

the Turks were in full retreat on Constantinople. One Bul-

garian army was now in front of the Tchataldja lines, another

was investing Adrianople. On November 4, after a campaign

of less than a fV)rtnight, the Porte appealed to the Powers

for mediation. Bulgaria refused to accept it
;
but no progress

Avas, thereafter, made either toAvards CConstantinople or

towards the taking of Adrianople. Bulgaria had shot its

bolt
;

it had Avon an astonishing victory over the Turks, but

politically had already los^ everything Avhich it had set out

to attain. On November 19 orders eame from Sofia that

the attack upon tlie Tchataldja lines must be suspended.

What did that order import ? Was it the cholera Avhich had

broken out in Constantinople, and Avhich protected thefeity

from attack more effectually than the Young Turks? • Was
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it pressure from the Powers? And more particularly from

St. Petersburg ? We learn from M. Guesholf that M. Sazonoff

had wired to Sofia on November 9 that Serbia must not be

allowed to seek any territorial adipiisitions cm the Adriatic

coast ^
;
but M. Gueshoft" is silent as to any orders respecting

Bulgarian access to the* Bosj>horus. The explanation must
be bought elsewhere. Before we spek it we must turn to

the achievements of Serbia. ‘ ».

Hardly less astonishing, though on a smilller scale than

the victories of Bulgaria, were the ecjnally rapid victories of

the Serbs. On October 1 8 King I’eter issued a proclamation

to his tr/)ops 'declaring that the object of the Balkan League

was to secure the welfare and liberty of Macedonia, and

promiJiing “^that Serbia .would bring liberty, fraternity, and

equality to the Christian and Moslem Serbs and Albanians

with whom for thirteen centuries Serbia had had a common
existence. Splendidly did the army vindicate King Peter’s

words. The Serbian forces, which v'cre about 150,000 strong,

were divided into three armies. One inarched into Novi-Bazar,

and, after a week’s stiff figntihg, cleared the Turks out of

that no man’s land. Having done that a portion of this army

was dispatched down the Drin valley into Albania.

, A second army occupied Pristina (October 23), while the

third and main army, under the crown prined, made for

IJskub. The Turks barred the way to the ancient capital

of the Serbs by the occupation of Kumanovo, and there on

the 22nd of October the two armies met. Three days of

fierce fighting resulted in a complete victory for the Serbs.

At last, on that historic field, the stain of Kossovo was wipeil

out. Patiently, for five hundred years, the Serbs had waited

for the hour of revenge
;
that it would some day come they

liad never doubted
; at last it was achieved. Two days later

the Turks evacuated UsRub, and on October 26 the Serbs

entered their ancient capitaP in * triumph. Now came the

supreme question. Should they press for the Aegean or

the Adriatic? Europe had already announced its decision

that under no circumstances should Serbia be allowed to

I Gueshoff, op. cit., p. 63.
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retain any part of the Albanian coast. But was the will

of diplomacy to pre.vail against tl^ intoxicating military

successes of the Balkan League?

Forty thousand Serbian troops were sent off to Adrianople

to encourage their Bulgarian allies l;o a more vigorous offensive

in Tinace, and help was also sen^ in Greek vessels to the Mon-

tenegrins, who were making slow progress against Sc’ilari.

Meanwhile the nvain bpcly of the Serbs flung themselves upon

the Turks at Pi’ilep and thrpst them back upon Monastir

;

from Monastir they drove them in utter confusion upon

the guns of the advancing Greeks. The captui’e of Ochrida

followed upon that of Monastir. ^ ,

Serbia, having thus cleared the Sanjak of Novi-Bazar,

Old Serbia, and western Macedonia, now turned ils atlibntion

to Albania, and, with tke aid of the Montenegrins, o<«3upied

Alcssio and Durazzo before the. end of Novenjber.

On December the belligerents accepted an armistice Armistice

proposed to them by the Bowers, but from this armistice
'

the Greeks were, at the instance of the League,* expressly

excluded. The League c<hdd* not afford to ye^mit the

activity of the Greek fleef in the Aegean to be, even

temporarily, interrupted.

On land the part played by the Greeks, though from thgir The

own standpoint immensely significant, was, in a military sense,

relatively small. I'hey fought an engagement at h]lassona

on October 19, and they occupied Grevena on the 31 st and

Prevesa on November 3. Their march towards Salonica was

not indeed seriously contested by the Turks. Whether the

withdrawal of the latter was due, as was at the time widely

believed, to the advice tendered at Constantinople by the

German ambassador, or whether the Tui-ks were actuated

exclusively by military considerations cannot with certainty

be determined. The Turks offered ...ome resistance at Yftnidje

on November 3, but they Tero completely routed, and three

days later the Greeks entered Salonica.

If the Turks were indeed animated by a desire to estrange Salonica.

the Bulgarians and the Greeks their manoeuvre was only

executed just in time. For hai^ly had tlie Greek troops

occupied Salonica when the Bulgarians arrived at the gates.

i»«4 D d •
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Only after some demur did the Greeks allow their allies to

enter the city, and from the outset they made it abundantly

clear not only that they had themselves come to Salonica

to stay but that they would permit no divided authority

in the city which they claimed exclusively as their own.

From the outset a Greek grovernor-general was in com-

mand and the whole administration was in the hands of

Greeks?. In order still further to emphasize the situation,

the King of the Hellenes and. his court traMsKrred them-

selves to Salonica. t

Meanwhile, at sea, the Greek fleet had,^^from the outset

of war, established a complete supremacy
;

practically all

the islands, except Cyprus and those which were actually

in the'" occupation of Italy, passed wiljiout resistance into

Greek hands. But Greece looked beyond the Aegean to the

Adi-iatic. On December 3 the Greek fleet shelled Avlona,

where its apfiearance caused grave conciern both to Italy

and to Austria-Hungary. Both Pqwers firmly intimated to

Greece that though she might bombard Avlona she would

not be permitted to retain it as a naval base.

Austria-Hungary had already 'made similar representations

to Serbia in respect to the northern Albaniai. ports. It was

obvious, therefore, that the forces of European diplomacy

were beginning to operate. But the military situation of

the Turks was desperate, and when the armistice was con-

chided on December 3 the Turks remained in possession

only of Constantinople, Adrianojile, Janina, and the Albanian

Scutari. Outside the walls of those four cities they no

longer held a foot of ground in Eurojie.

The centre of interest was now transferred, however, from

the Balkans to Tjondon. Ten days after the conclusion of

the armistice delegates fi’om the belligerent States met in

London. Side by side wi!:h the conference of delegates sat

a second conference composed tif the ambassadora accredited

to the Court of St James’s by the five Great Powers. The

latter sat continuously under the presidency of the English

Foreign Secretai’y from December 1912 down to August 1913.'

1 The reasons for this arrangement and the course of negotiations were
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From the outset the negotiations between the representatives

of the Ottoman Turk and those of.the Balkan allies were

exceedingly difficult, and nothing but the tact and patience

of Sir Edward Grey, combined with an occasional plain and

strong word in season, could have kept the negotmtors

together so long. • »

Turkey held out for the retention of the four cities i/fliich

at the jnoment fepre§e»ted all that was left of the OCtoman
Empire in Europe : Constan^jnople, Adrianople, Scutari, and
Jaiiina. As to the first there was no dispute

;
the main

obstacle to pcace^as presented by the question of Adrianople

and Thrace. A secondary difficidty arose fronj the claim put

in by Roumania to a readjustment of the boundaries of the

Dobrudja as compensation for her nejitrality. By danilhry 22,

1913, both difficulties Imd been more or less overcome, and

Turkey had agreed to accept as the boundary,between herself

and Bulgaria a liae drawn from Midia on the Black Sea to

Enos at the mouth of tljp IMaritza on the Aegean, thus sur-

rendering Adrianople. *
•

But Europe u as reckoning? without the Young Tuyks. On Enver’s

January 23 Jilnver Bey, at ^he head of a military deputa-

tion, burst into the chamber where the Gouncil wp,s sitting Jan.

in Constantinople, denounced the proposal to surr»in^er

Adrianople? insisted on the resignation of the grand vizier,

Kiarail Pasha, and shot Nazim Pasha the Turkish commander-

in-chief.

Enver’s amp ditat brought the London negotiations to an

abrupt conclusion, and on February 1 the Conference lu'oke .

up. JMahmud Shevket Pasha, the hero of 1909, replaced

Kiamil as grand vizier
;
’but the Young Turks proved them-

selves quite incapable of redeeming the military situation.

It was indeed beyond i-edemption.

The armistice was denounced b;f the allfes on January 29,

and on February 4 the Bwlgatians resumed the attack upon

Adrianople. Not, however, until March 20 did the great

foi'tress fall, and the Bulgarians had to share the credit of

taking it with the Serbians. Meanwhile the Greeks had
• ^

explained to the House of Commons by Sir Edward 6Jrey on August 12,

1913, in a speech of great historic importance.—Hansard, vol. Ivi, p. 2283.

i> d 2
^
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won a brilliant and resounding victory. On March 6 the

great fortress of Janinsi., the lair of the ‘Lion’ and hitherto

deemed impregnable, fell to their assault
;
the Turkish garri-

son, 33,000 strong, became prisoners of war, and 200 guns

were taken by the victors. The completeness of the Greek

victory did not, however, make for harmony among the

alliesi and it was of sinister import that the day which wit-

nessed the entry of the Greeks into* Janina,-was marked by

an encounter of desperate and sanguinary chat>ac'lcr between

Greek and Bnlgarian troops near Salonica.

Adrianoplc and Janina gone, there remained to the Turks,

outside the walls of Constantinople, nothing but Scutari in

Albania. Already (March 2) tlie Porte had made a formal

reqiics'i! to i the Powers for mediatioj). On the 16th the

Palkani' League a(;cepted ‘in principli!’ the proposed media-

tion of the Powers, but stipuhxted for the ccssicm of Scutari

and all the Aegean islands as well as theq^ayment of an in-

demnity. '

Scutari was indeed the key of the diplomatic situation.

Montenegro, the tiny State On whose behalf Mr. Gladstone

had evoked so much passionate sympathy in England, was

determined to take Scutari whatever the decision of the

European Powers. The latter had indeed deeided, as far

back as December, 1912, that Scutari must remain in the

hands of Albania, llic latter was to be an autoiK)mous

State under a ])rince selected by the Great Powers, assisted

by an international comniission of control and a gendarmerie

under the command of officers drawn from one of the smaller

neutral States.

Whence came this interest in the’ affairs of Albania ? On
the part of Ansti’ia and Italy it was no new thing. An autono-

mous Albania uas an essential feature of Count Aerenthal’s

Balka’i' policy, and uporJ this i)oint Austria-Hungary was

supported by Italy and Bussia." hhdy’s motives are obvious

and have been already explained
;
those of Russia are more

obscure.

There was, however, another Power supremely interested,

though in a different way, in the future of Albania. Nothing

which concerned the future position of Austria-Hungary on
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the Adriatic could be a matter of indifference to Berlin.

But Germany had a ‘further interest in the matter. If the

argument of the preceding chapter be accepted as sound,

little pains are needed to explain the action of Germany.
The Young Turk revolution of 1908 had threatened to dissi-

pate the carefully garnered iiifluence of Germany at Con-
stantinople. That danger had, however, been skilfullv over-

come. Abdul Hamid himself had not been more esteemed at

Berlin than was now Enver Bey. Far more serious, however,

M^as the set back to German ambitions threatened by the

formation of tin. Balkan League. Still more by its rapid

and astonishing victories in the autumn of 19^2.

Hardly had the League entered upon the path of victory

when Serbia received a solemn warning that she would not

be permitted to retain any ports upon the Adriatic. This

Avas a cruel blow to her natural ambitions
;
but it was some-

thing more. It was a diplomatic moA^e of Machiavellian

subtlety and skill. If Serbia could be effectually headed off

from the Adriatic
;

if the eastern boundai’ies of an autono-

mous Albania could be drawn on sufficiently generous lines,

Serbia Avould not only be deirrived of some of the accessions

contemplated in her partition treaty with Bulgaria (March,

1912),^ but would be compelleil to seek access to the sea -on

the shores of the Aegean instead of the Adriatic. A conflict

of interests betAveeu Serbia and Bulgaria Avould almost cer-

tainly ensue in Macedonia ;
conflict betAveen Serbia and

Greece was not improbable. Thus Ai'ould the solidarity of

the Balkan League, by far the most formidable obstacle

Avhich had ever intervened between Mitteleuropa and the

Mediterranean, be effectively broken. How far this motive

did consciously inspire the policy of Germany and Austria-

Hungary at this momentous crisis it is not yet possible to

say with certainty
;
but the subsequent coui'se of events has

rendered the inference almost irresistible. In the light of

those events, the words of Sir Edward Grey on August 12,

1913, his congratulations upon the achievement of an autono-

mous Albania, have a ring either of irony or of innocence.

1 Supra, p. 394.
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But to return to Scutari. With or without the leave of

the Powers Montenegro was determined to have it, and on

February 6, 1912, the town was attacked with a force of

50,000 men, of Ivhom Serbia contributed 12,000-14,000. But

Scutari resisted every assault and inflicted heavy losses upon

its g^fsailants. On March' 24 tlie Montenegrins so far yielded

to the representations of the Powers as to allow the civil

population to leave the town, but as for the possession of the

town and the adjoining territory that was a matter between

Montenegro and the Porte, with which the Powers had no

right to interfere.

The Powers,* however, were not to be denied. On April 4

an international squadron appeared off Antivari and proceeded

to blockade the Montenegrin coast bet\,ecn Antivari and the

Drin river. Still Montenegro maintained its defiance, and

at last, after seeere fighting, ‘Scutari was starved into sur-

render (April 22). Tlie Turkish garrison, under Essad Pasha,

was allowed to march out with all the honours of war and

to take with them their arms and stores, and on April 26

Prince Danilo, Croivii Prince nf Montenegro, entered the

town in triumph. But his triumph was brief. The Powers

insisted that the town should be surrendered to them
;

Ki.ig' I’eter at last yielded, and Scutari was taken over by

an international force landed from the warships. Tiie pressure

thus put upon Montenegro in the interests of an autonomous

Albania had an ugly appearance at tlie time, and subsequent

events did not tend to render it less unattractive. To these

events we shall refer presently. Attention must for the

moment be concentrated upon Constantinople.

A few days before the fall of Scutari an armistice M^as

concluded between Turkey and the Balkan League, and the

next day (April 21) the League agreed to accept uncon-

ditionally the mediation of the Powers, but reserved the

right to discuss with the Powers the questions as to the

frontiers of Thrace and Albania, and the future of the Aegean
islands. Negotiations were accordingly reopened in London
on May 20, and on the 30th the Treaty of London was signed.

Everything beyond the Enos-Midia line and the island of

Crete was ceded by the Porte to the Balkan allies, while the
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question of Albania and of the islands was left in the hands

of the Powers. • .

The European Concert congratulated itself upon a remark-

able achievement : the problem which for centuries had
confronted Europe had been solved

;
the clouds whicl^ had

threatened the peace of Europe Ifad been dissipated
; ^

the

end of the Ottoman E^ipire, long foreseen and long dreaded

as the certain prelude tb Armageddon, had come, and come
in the best possible way

;
y<3*ing nations of high promise had

been brought to the birth ; the older nations were united, as

never before, in ’'onds of amity and mutual goodwill. Such

was the jubilant tone of contemporary criticism.

Yet in the midst of jubilation there sounded notes of warn- The vic-

ing and of alarm. Nor w ere they, nnfortunatc;ly, without
th^’^s^ils.

justification. Ah-cady ominous signs of profound disagree-

ment between the victors as to»the disposal of the spoils were

apparent. As to that, nothing whatever had been said in the

Treaty of London. Whether* the tem[)ei’ which already pre-

vailed at Sofia, Belgrade, and Athens would have permitted

interference is very doubtful : £he Treaty of Loiujon did not

attempt it. In efl'eet the belauded treaty had done nothing

but affix the common seal of Europe to a deed for the wind-

ing-up of the aftairs of the Ottoman Empire in Europe. Hjow

the assets were to be distributed among the creditors did not

concern the official receivers. Yet here lay the real crux of

the situation.

The problem was in fact intensified by the sudden collapse

of the Ottoman Empire and the unexpected success achieved

by each of the allies. The Balkan League might have held

together if it had been compelled to fight rather harder for

its victory. Greece and Serbia in particular Avere intoxicated

by a success far greater than they could have dared to

anticipate. Bulgaria’s success hau been not less emphatic
;

but it had been achieved at greater cost, and in the wrong

direction. The Bulgarians were undisputed masters of Thrace

;

but it was not for Thrace they had gone to Avar. The Greeks

were in Salonica ;
the Serbs in Uskub and Monastir. For

the victorious and war-Avorn Bulgarians the situation was,

therefore, peculiarly exasperating.
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Treaty of

Bucha-
rest, Aug.
to, IftlS.

Bulgaria
and Tur-
key.

kind. But the Bulgarians had not only to face Serbs and

Greeks. On July 9 Roumania intenvened, seized Silistria,

and marched on Sofia. Bulgaria could ofter no resistance

and wisely bowed to the inevitable. Three days later

(Jijly 12) the Turks came in, recaptured Adrianople (July 20),

arid marched towards Tivnovo. Bulgaria had the effrontery

to appeal to the Powers against the- infraction of the Treaty

of London
;
King Carol of Roumanianurged his allies to stay

their hands
; on July 31 an tunnistice was cbncludcd, and on

August 10 peace was signed at Bucharest.

Bulgaria, the aggressor, was beaten to /"he earth and could

not hope for >mercy. By the Treaty of Bucharest she lost to

Rouniania a large strip of the Dobrudja, including the iin-

IJortant fortress of Silistria
; she lost also the greater part of

Macedonia winch she woiild almost certainly have received

under the Tsar’s toward, arid had to content herself with

a narrow strip giving access to the Aegean at the inferior

port of Dedeagatch. Serbia obtained central Macedonia,

including Ochrida and Monastir, Kossovo, and the eastern

half of* Novi-Bazar
;
the western half going to Montenegro.

Greece obtained Epirus, southern Macedonia,'' Salonica, and

the seaboard as far east as the Mesta, thus including Kavala.

*> But the cup of Bulgaria’s humiliation was not yet full.

She had still to settle with the Porte, and peace was not

actually signed between them until September 29. The
quarrel between the allies put the Ottoman Empire on its

feet again. The Turks were indeed restricted to the Enos-

Midia line, but lines do not always run straight even in Thrace,

and the new line was so drawn as to leave the Ottoman
)

Empire in possession of Adrianople, Demotica, and Kirk

Kilisse. Having been compelled to surrender a large part

of Macedonia to her allies, Bulgaria now lost Thrace as well.

Even the control of the railway leading to her poor acquisi-

tion on the Aegean was denied fo her.^ The terms dictated

by the Porte were hard, and Bulgaria made an attempt by
an appeal to the Powers to evade payment of the bill she

had run up. The attempt though natural was futile. The

‘ Gibbons, op. cit., p. 325.
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Powers did go so far as to present a joint note to the Porte,

urging the fulfilment of the Treaty of London, but the Sultan

was viell aware that the Po,wers would never employ force to

compel Turkey to satisfy a flefeated and discredited Bulgaria,

and the joint note was ignored. • ,

For the loss of Adrianople, Demertica, and Kirk Kilisse,

therefore, Bulgaria blaiped the Powers in general #and

England in particular, .ItVas believed at Sofia that England

was induced ?o Consent to a vagdation of the Enos-Midia line

by Turkish promises in regard to the Bagdad railway. There

was no ground for,the suspicion, but it Avas one of several

factors which influenced the decision of Bulgaria in 1015.

We may now briefly summarize the results of the two

Balkan Wars. The two wars were estimated to have^cost,

in money, about £345,000,000, and in killed and woifnded,

348,000. The heaviest loss in both categoriesi'cll upon Bid-

garia, who sacrificed‘140,000 men and spent £90,000,000 ;
the

Turks, 100,000 men and £80,0t)0,000 ;
the Serbians 70,000,

and £50,000,000 ;
while the Greeks, whose gains were by far

the most conspicuous, acquire?! tfiem at the relativ(jly,trifling

cost of 30,000»men and £25,000,000.

In territory and population Turkey was the only loser.

Before the war her European popidation was estimated t» be

6,130,200, add her area 65,350 square miles. Of population

she lost 4,239,200, and she was left with only 10,882 square

miles of territory. Greece was the largest gainer, increasing

her population from 2,666,000 to 4,363,000, and her area

from 25,014 to 41,933 square miles. Serbia increased her

population from just under three millions to four and a halfj

and nearly doubled her territory, increasing it from 18,650

to 33,891 square miles. Rouraania added 286,000 to a popu-

lation which Avas and is the largest in the Balkans, noAV

amounting to about seven and a Italf millions, and gained

2,687 square miles of tcri^or^, entirely, of course, at the

expense of Bulgaria. The net gains of Bulgaria were only

125,490 in population and 9,663 square miles
;
Avhile Mon-

tenegro raised her population froip 250,000 to 480,000, and

her area from 3,474 to 5,603 square miles.' •

^ Robertson and Bartholomew, Historical Atlas^ p. 24.

Bulgaria
and Eng-
land.

Results of

the Bal-

kan Wars.
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The significance of the changes effected in the map of

‘ Turkey in Europe ’ cannot, ho\vever,» be measured solely by

statistics. „

Greece. The settleBaent effected in the Treaty qf Bucharest was

neither satisfactory nor complete. Of the recent belligerents

Greece had most cause forr satisfaction. To the north-east

her,territorial gains were not only, enormous in extent, but

of the highest commercial and strategic «importance. The

acquisition of Salonica was iv itself a veriffabfe triumph for

the Greek cause, and Greece would have been well advised

to be content with it. The insistence upt^^i Kavala, whatever

her ethnographic claims may have been, is now recognized

as a political blunder. To have conceded Kavala to Bulgaria

wouM ha/7C gone some,,way towards s^itisfying the legitimate

claims of the latter in Macedonia,* without in any way im-

perilling the position of Greece. If Greece had followed the

sage advice of Venizelos the concession would have been

made. To her undoing she' preferred to support the hot-

headed demands of the soldiers and the king. On the north-

west, (b-qece acquired the greater part of Epirus, including

the great forti'ess of Janina, but she was still unsatisfied.

For nuyiy months she continued to urge her claims to por-

tions of southern Albania, assigned by the I’owcrs to the new
autonomous State. But to press them would have brought

Greece into conflict with Italy. ‘Italy’, said the Manjuis

di San Giuliano, ‘ will even go to the length of war to prevent

Greece occupying Valona
;
on this point her decision is irre-

vocable.’ ^ On that side Greece, therefore, remained unsatis-

fied. There remained the question of the islands. Of these,

incomparably the most important was, of course, Crete.

Crete wfis definitively assigned to Greece, and on December 14,

1913, it was formally taken ovci’ by King Constantine,

accompanied by the crOwn prince and the Prime Minister,

M. Venizelos. Thus was Oiie Uong chapter closed. The
question as to the rest of the islands was reserved to the

Powers, who ultimately awarded to Greece all the islands of

which the Porte could dispose, except Imbros and Tenedos,

1 Kerofilas, Venizelos, p. 155.
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which were regarded as essential for the safeguarding of the

entrance to the Dardjinelles, and we^i’e, therefore, left to

Turkey. The Sporades, inpluding Rhodes, remained in the

occupation of It9,ly. Greece, therefore, had reason for pro-

found satisfaction. Not that even .for her the settlement

was eomplcte. Some 800,000 Greeks are said to remain

under Bulgarian rule iij Tlirace and eastern Macedipna,

while in*the Ottoman .ETnpire—mainly, of course, on the

Asiatic side of tlte Straits—Gr^jecc still claims some 3,000,000

‘unredeemed’ co-nationals. But no settlement can achieve

ethnographic completeness, least of all one which is concerned

with the Balkans, and Greece had little cause to/piarj;el with

that of 1913.

Nor had Roumania\ In propoilioy to her sacr^ificcj's her Koupi^.

gains were considerable, but for the satisfaction ofhcrllirgcr

claims the Balkan Wars aft'oi'ded no opportunity. The
‘ unredeemed ’ Rounmnians are the subjects either of Austria-

Hungary or of Russia. ’.'•I'ans^yivania, the Bukovina, and

Bessarabia are the provinces to which, in any large settle-

ment on ethnographic lines, Rhurfiania will be able^to, prefer

a strong claim* But the time is not yet.

Of Bulgaria’s ftosition in 1913 it is not, at the mpment,^ Bulgaria,

easy to write with detachment and impartiality. Bulgivriy,

is at presenff fighting on the side of the enemies of Great

Britain. Whether she would be found in those ranks if

the diplomacy of the Quadruple Entente, and in particular of

England, had been more skilful, is a question which it is

not, at the moment, possible to answer. Wherever the

fault may lie Bidgaria is to-day in the enemy camp. More-

over, the misfortunes of Bulgaria in 1913 were largely of

her own making, not the less so if her shrewd German {king

was pushed on to the destruction of his country by subtle

suggestions from Vienna and Berlin. When the Treat^' of

London was signed in May #ate* seemed to hold for Bulgaria

the promise of a brilliant future. Despite the secular hos-

tility of the Greeks and the rivalry of the Latins, Bulgaria

was then first favourite for the hegemony of the Balkans.

1 191G.
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The Bulgarians lacked some of the cultural qualifications of

their neighbours
;
thqy were the latest comers into Balkan

society, but they had given proof of a virile and progressive

temper and were advancing rapidly in the arjts of both peace

and M'ar. Then suddenly, owing, if not solely to their own
intemperate folly, then tc their inability to resist subtle tempta-

tion,, or to restrain the impatience of their co-nationals, they

flung away in a short month the 'great position socured to

them by the patient labours -qf a generation^. Had they but

been able to resist provocation and to await the awayd of

the Russian Tsar, the greater part of /central as well as

eastern,. Macedonia must have fallen to them. As it was,

they got an area relatively circumscr-ibed, with a wretched

coast'iline*'bounded by the Mesta, and^ii'n Dedeagatch a miser-

able apology for an Aegean port ;• above all they lost the

coveted distri,cts of Ochrids; and Monastir. The impartial

judgement of history will probably inclme to the view that

in defining so narrowly the sharp of Bulgaria, Breece and

Serbia aKke showed short-sightedness and parsimony. Even

on the, admission of Philhbllenists Greece blundered badly

in pressing her claims against Bulgaria so fitr. The latter

ought at least to have been allowed a wider outlet on the

degean littoral with Kavala as a port. Nothing less could

reconcile Bulgaria to the retention of Salonica by Greece.

Serbia. Serbia, too, showed herself lacking in prudent generosity.

But Avhile Greece Avas without excuse Serbia was not. What
Avas the Serbian case ? It may be stated in the Avords of the

general order issued by King I’etcr to his troops on the eve

of the second war (.July 1, 191.3). ‘ The Bulgarians, our allies

of yesterday, with Avhom we fought side by side, Avhom as

true bi'others Ave helped Avith all our heart, watering their

Adrianople with our blood, will not let us take the

Macedonian districts that Ave Avon at the price of such

sacrifices. Bulgaria doubled’ hdl' territory in our common
Avarfare, and will not let Serbia have land not half the size,

neither the birthplace of our hero king, Marco, nor Monastir,

where you covered yourself AAuth glory and pursued the last

Turkish troops sent against you. Bulgaria is washed by tAvo

seas, and grudges Serbia a single port. Serbia and her
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makers—the Serbian army—cannot and must not permit

this.’i

The^ gains of Serbia were, as we have seen, very consider-

able, The division of Novi-feazar between hersejf and Monte-

negro brought her into immediate contact with the Southcyi'n

Slavs of the Black Mountains, \^hile,the acquisition of Did

Serbia and central Macedonia carried her territory south-

wai'ds towards the^egean* But Serbia’s crucial problem was

not solved. She*vas still a land-locked country
;
deprived by

the ^btle diplomacy of the German Powers of her natural

access to the Aegean, and pushed by them into immediate con-

flict Avith the Bulgarians, perhaps into ultimate conflict with

Greece. Disappointed of her dearest ambition, flushed with

victory, duj>ed by int^ested advice, Serbia can Ijardb' be

blamed for having ipflictpd humiliation upon Bulgari4 and

for having yielded to the temptation of unexpected territorial

acquisitions. ,

Montenegro shared both^ the* succeS;s and the disappoint- Monte-

ment of her kinsmen, now for the first time her neighbours.

To Scutari Montenegro could •advance no claims consistent

with the pringjples either of Aationality or of ecclesiastical

affinity. But K4ng Nicholas’s disapiiointment at being

deprived of it ivas acute, and was hardly compensated by t^he

acquisition ofithe western half of Novi-Bazar. llis position as

regards seaboard was less desperate than that of Serbia, but

he too had an account to settle with the European Concert.

To have kept the harmony of that Concert unbroken ivas The

a very remarkable achievement, and the credit of it belongs

primarily to the English fi'oreign Secretary. Whether the Albania,

harmony was worth the trouble needed to preserve it is an

open question. There are those who would have preferred

to see it broken, if necessary, at the moment when the German
Powers vetoed the access of the Serjbs to the Adriatic^* It

must not, however, lie forjfotten that this masterpiece of

German diplomacy could hardly have been achieved had it

not appeared to coincide with the dominant dogma of English

policy in the Near East, the principle of nationality. Mace-

Gueshofif, op. cit., p. 102.
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donian autonomy had so long been the watchword of a group

of English politicians and publicists that little pains were

needed to excite them to enthusiasm on behalf of an auto-

nomous i^lbania.

Albania. ^Macedonia, as we have seen, was a hard nut to crack.

Albania was, in a sense, even harder. That the idea of auto-

nbmy was seductive is undeniable. Such a solution offered

obvious advantages. It might stifle the incipient pretensions

of Italy and Austria-Hungary
;

it might arrest the incon-

venient claims of Greece upon ‘ northern Epirus ’

;
it flight

interpose a powerful barrier between the Southern Slavs

and the Adriatic
;

it miglit, above all, repair the havoc which

the formation of the Balkan alliance had wrought in German
plans^ in regard to the Near East. Nt^/ was it the least of its

advai'jtages that it could be commended, without excessive

explanation of details,, by democratic ministers to the pro-

gi’essive democracies of Western hlurope^

Of the conditions which really prevailed in Albania little

was or is accurately known. But it was decreed that it

should be autonomous, and>on November 28 Brince William

of Wied, a German prince, a Prussian soldiej:’, a nephew of

the Queen of Roumania, was selected for tl.e difficult task of

ruling over the wild highlanders of Albania. On March 7,

1914, he arrived at Durazzo, where he was welcomed by Essad

Pasha, the defender of Scutari, and himself an aspirant to the

crown. Prince William of Wied never had a chance of

making good in his new princii)ality. The ambitious dis-

loyalty of Essad Pasha ; the turbulence of the Albanian

tribesmen, among whom thei’e was entire lack of coherence

or of unity
;
the intrigues of more than one interested Power,

rendered his position from the first impossible. The prince

and his family were compelled to take refuge temporarily on

an Italian warship on A|,ay 24, and in September they left the

country. The government then ,fell into the hands of a son

of the ex-Sultan Abdul Hamid, Bushan Eddin Effendi, who
appointed Essad Pasha grand vizier and commander-in-

chief. When the European War broke out no central

aufiliority existed in Albania. The authority of Essad Pasha

was recognized at Durazzo
;
the Greeks took possession of
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southern Albania or northern Epirus ; the Italians promptly

occupied Valona, Fof the rest there,were as many rulers in

Albania as there are tribes.

Besides Albania two other questions were Ipft outstanding Armenia,

after the Peace of Bucharest. The,settlement of the Ae^an
islands has already been described. That of Armenia demands

a few words. If ‘ autonomy ’ be a word to conjure wi,th in

regard Albania why not also in regard to Armenia 'i' But

the former %a« at least or^ • advantage over the latter.

Albania exists as a geographical entity ; Armenia does not.

Nor is there, as Mij^ Hogarth has pointed out, any ‘ geographi-

cal unit of the Ottoman area in which Armenians, are the

majority. If they cluster more thickly in the vilayets of

Angora, Sivas, Erzei\im, Kharput, qnd Van, i. e. in eastern-

most Asia Minor, than elsewhere, . . . they are consistlntly a

minority in any large administrative district Where, then,

as he pertinently asks, is it possible to constitute an autono-

mous Armenia? The q^jestion remains unanswered. In

February, 1914, the Porte agreed to admit to tho Ottoman

Parliament seventy Armeniaif dt^iuties, who should l^e nomi-*

nated by the*Armenian Patriarch, and to carry out various

administrative aftd judicial reforms in the Anatolian, vilayets

inhabited largely by Armenians. But the outbreak of.tVe

European War afforded the Ottoman Government a chance

of solving a secular problem by other and more congenial

methods. Massacres of Armenian Christians have been

frequent in the past ;
but the Turks have been obliged to

stay their hands by the intervention of the Powei-s. That

interference was no longer to be feared. An unprecedented

opportunity presented itself to the Turks. Of that oppor-

tunity they are believed to have made full use. A policy

of extermination was deliberately adopted, and has been

consistently pursued. It is at least simpler than*auton«(iny.

For the conclusion ofpeac» at Bucharest onePower inEurope Mittel-

took special credit to itself. No sooner was it signed than the

Emperor William telegraphed to his cousin, King Carol of Peace of

Roumania, his hearty congratulations upon the successful
resr#

1984

1 The Balkans^ p. 384.
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Attack
upon
Serbia.

issue of his ‘ wise and truly statesmanlike policy ‘ I rejoice’,

he added, ‘ at our mutual co-operation ,in the cause of peace.’

Shortly afterwards King Constantjne of Greece received at

Potsdam, from the emperor’s o’vVn hands, t^ie b&ton of a

Field-Marshal in the Prussian army.

l,f the Kaiser had been active in the cause of peace his

august ally at Vienna had done hi^ utmost to enlarge the

area ol‘ war. On August 9, 1913, thefday before the signature

ofpeace at Bucharest, Austria-Hungary commtini6'ated to Italy

and to Germany ‘ her intention of taking action against Serbia,

and defined such action as defensive, hoping to bring into

operation the fcams foederis of the Triple Alliance Italy

refused to recognize the proposed aggression of Austria-

Hung{l'’y against Serbia as a casus fojUeris. Germany also

exercited a restraining influence upon her ally, and the attack

was consequen,tly postponed*; but only for eleven months.

Germany was not quite ready : on Novsmber 22, however,

M. Jules Gambon, the French ambassador at Berlin, reported

that the German Emperor had ceased to be ‘the champion

of peace, against the warlike tendencies of certain parties in

Germany, and had come to think that war with France was

inevitable’.'^
'

rF:*ance, therefore, would have to be fought : but the eyes

of the Germaii Powers, and more particularly'^ of Austria-

Hungary, were fixed not upon the west but upon the south-

east.

Serbia had committed two unpardonable crimes : she had

strengthened the barrier between Austria-Hungary and

Salonica
;

and she had enormously enhanced her own
prestige as the representative of Jugo-Slav aspirations.

Serbia, therefore, must be annihilated.

But Serbia did not stand alone. By her side were Greece

and Roumaliia. The association of these three Balkan States

appeared to be peculiarly men'acikg to the Habsburg Empire.

Greece, firmly planted in Salonica, was a fatal obstacle to the

^ Telegram from the Marquis di San Giuliano to Signor Giolitti
:
quoted

by the latter in the Italian Chamber, Dec. 5, 1914 {Collected Diplomatic

Documents, p. 40i).

* Collected Diplomatic Documents, p. 142.
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hopes so long cherished by Austria. The prestige acquired

by Serbia undoubtedly tended to create unrest among the

Slavonic peoples still subject to the Dual Monarchy. And
if Jugo-Slav enthusiasm ‘threatened the integrity of the

Dual Monarchy upon one side, tlie ambitions of a Greater

Roumania threatened it upoi.- another. The visit of the

Tsar Nicholas to Constanza in the spring of 1914 was inter-

preted in Vien.ia as- a recognition of this fact, and as an

indication of a rapproehemcUt between St. Petersburg .and

Bucharest.

If, therefore, tha menace presented to ‘Central Europe’ by The

the first Balkan League had been effectually dissipated, the

menace of a second Balkan League remained. One crumb and the

of consolation the sec ond war had, however, broiight to the

German Powers : the vitality and ])ower of recuperatiOii mani-

fested by the Ottoman Turk, i^o long as the Turks remained

in Constantinople there was no reason for despair. The key

to German policy was tc be found upon the shores of the

Bosphorus. ‘
,

Constantinople and Salonica were then the dual objectives

of Austro-Ge.Tnan ambition. Across the path to both of them

lay Belgrade. At all hazards the Power which commanded
Belgi’ade nuist be crushed.

How was it to be done? The military problem was, of

course, easy of solution ;
not so the diplomatic. The time

has not yet come for unravelling the tangled skein of events

which will render memorable the history of the months

which preceded the outbreak of the Great European War
in August, 1914. Attention must, however, be drawn, briefly

and simply, to certain unquestionable facts which bear directly

upon the theme of this book.

On June 12, 1914, the German Emperor, accompanied by The

Grand Admiral von Tirpitz, visited the Archduke Franz

Ferdinand and his wife, the Duchess of Hohenberg, at their and the

castle of Konopisht in Bohemitu What passed between the

august visitor and his hosts must be matter for conjecture.

A responsible writer has, however, given currency to a story

that the object of the Emperor William’s visit was to provide

an inheritance for the two sons of the Duchess of Hohenberg,

E e 2
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and at the same time to arrange for the eventual absorption

of the German lands of the House of Habsburg into the

German Empire.^ , ,

The ArchduJie Franz Ferdinaild was heic to the Dual

Moilarchy, but his marriage was morganatic, and his children

wene portionless. Both he av-d his wife were the objects of

incessant intrigue alike at Vienna and at Buda-Pesth, where

the archduke was credited with pro-Slav sympathies.

Assassina- On June 28 the archduke ftj'd his wife wel'e Assassinated

Archduke
Streets of the Bosnian capital, Serajevo. None of•the

Franz usual precautions for the safety of royal ^visitors had been

nand*
taken. ’On tJie contrary, the police of Serajevo received

June’ 28, orders that such precautions M^ere unnecessary, as the
1914. • militaiV’ aulhorities were to be responmble for all arrange-

ments. ‘ As the imperial visitora drove from the station

a bomb was thnown a,t the cai'riage by the son of an Austrian

police official. On arriving at the Town' Hall the archduke

is said to have exclaimed :
‘ ow know why Count Tisza

vdvised mb to postpone my journey.’ ^ Still no precautions

were takeie to safeguard the archduke, though the town was

known to be full of conspiratoi*s. On their way from the

Town Hall to the hospital, the archduke aiid his wife were

nuW'fally wounded by three shots deliberately fired by a

second assassin. It is reported that the archduke, in his

last moments, exclaimed :
‘ The fellow will get the Golden

Cross of Merit for this.’ True or not the story points to

a current suspicion. The assassin though not a Serbian

subject was a Serb, but by whom was he employed? No
steps were taken to punish those who had so grossly neglected

the duty of guarding the archduAe’s person, though the

canaille of Serajevo were let loose among the Serbs, while

the Austrian police stood idly by. The funeral accorded

to thU archduke served^’to deepen the mystery attending

his death. Prince Arthur of*'Cofinaught was appointed to

represent King George, but he did not leave London. The

1 Cf. The Pact ofKonopisht, by H. Wickham Steed, Nineteenth Century

and After^ February^ 1916, but stories are current.

2 Stated by Mr.'Steed on the authority of The Times correspondent at

Serajevo.
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German Emperor announced his intention of being present,

but when the time pame he was indisposed The funeral

of tihe heir to the Dual Monarchy was ‘ private The satis-

faction which prevailed in certain quarters^ in Vienna and

Buda-Pesth was hardly concealed.
^

,

Nevertheless, the Serbians, wese to be chastised Tor a Austrian

dastardly crime planned in Belgrade.* Accordingly,'* on

July the Ajistro;Httngarian Government addressed to Serbia,

Serbia the’*foSowing ultimatum :— *

•

‘ On the 31st March, 1909, the Servian Minister in Vienna,
on the instructions of the Servian Government, made the
following declaration to the Imperial and floyaf Govern-
ment :— \

‘ “ Servia recognize that thefait accompli rega/din'|; Bosnia
has not affected her rights, and consequently she will lionform

to the decisions that the Powqi's may take in conformity with

article 25 of the Tj’eaty of Berlin. In deference to the advice

of the Great Powers, Servijji undertakes to renounce from
now onwards the attitude of protest and opposition which
she has adopted with regard to the annexatiow since last

autumn. She undertakes, ihoi’eover, to modify thq direction

of her policy with regard tS Austria-Hungary and to live in

future on good* neighbourly terms with the latter.”
*

‘ The history of recent years, and in particular the painful

events of the 28th June last, have shown the existeilce of

a subversive movement with the object of detaching a part

of the territories of Austria-Hungary from the Monarchy.
The movement, which had its birth under the eye of the

Servian Government, has gone so far as to make itself

manifest on both sides of the Servian frontier in the

shape of acts of terrorism and a series of outrages and
murders.

‘ Far from carrying out the formal undertakings contained
in the declaration of the 31st March, 1909, the Royal Servian
Government has done nothing to repress these movements.
It has permitted the criminal maclynations^of viyious societies

and associations directed against the Monarchy, and has
tolerated unrestrained language on the part of the press, the
glorification of the perpetrators of outrages, and the partici-

1 The Serbian Government challenged proof, never afforded, of its

connivance in the crime. It also p<inted out that it had previously

offered to arrest the assassins, but the Austrian Gorernment haef depre-

cated the precautionary step. •
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pation of officers and functionaries in subversive agitation.

It has permitted an unwholesome propaganda in public
instruction ;

in short, it* has permitted ‘all manifestations of
a nature to incite the Servian population to hatred of ‘the
Monarchy and <5cpntempt of its institutions.

‘ This culpable tolerance,,of the Royal Servian Government
had iiot ceased at the jnonj^ent when the events of the
28tlf June last proved its fatal consequences to the whole
world.*’, ,*

‘ It results from the depositions and coSfessions ‘of the
criminal perpetrators of the outrage of the ^8th June that
the Serajevo assassinations were planned in Belgrade

; that
the arms and explosives with which the^ murderers were
provided had been given to them by Servian officers and
iunctionafies bSlonging to the Narodna Odbrana ; aind finally,

that the passage into Bosnia of tlie criw:ials and their arms
was oi'^aniJied and effected by the cftiefs of the Servian
frontier service. **

‘ The above-mentioned results of the magisterial investiga-
tion do not permit the Austro-Hungarig^n Government to^

pursue any longer the attitude of expectant forbearance
which they have maintained for. ycafs in face of the machina-
tions hatched in Belgrade, and thence propagated in the
territories fhe Monarchy. ' Tfie results, on the contrary,
^impose on them the duty of putting an end to tisie intrigues
'which form a perpetual menace to the trait<quillity of the
Monarchy!

‘ achieve this end the Imperial and Royal Government
see themselves compelled to demand from the Royal Servian
Government a formal assurance that they condemn this
dangerous pi-opaganda against the Monarchy

; in other
words, the whole series of tendencies, the ultimate aim of
wiiich is to detach from the Monarchy tcrritoi-ies belonging
to it, and that they undertake to sujiprcss by every means
this criminal and terrorist propaganda.

‘ In order to give a formal clmractcr to this undertaking
the Royal Servian Government shall publish on the front
page of their “ Official Journal ” of the 13/26 July the follow-
ing deGlaratio.n :—

• »
‘ “ Th'e Royal Government o^ Servia condemn the propa-

ganda directed against Austria-Hungary—i.e., the general
tendency of Avhich the final aim is to detach from the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy territories belonging to it, and they
sincerely deplore the fatal consequences of these criminal
proceedings.

‘ “ The Royal Government regret that Servian officera and
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functionaries participated in the above-mentioned propaganda
and thus compromised the good neighbourly relations to
which the Royal Government were soltemnly pledged by their

declitration of the Slst Mssi’ch, 1909.

‘“The Royal Governmeht, who disapprove/and repudiate
all idea of interfering or attempting to interfere with ,tlie

destinies of the inhabitants of apy part whatsoever of
Austria-Hungary, consider it their duty formally to w?ti*n

officers and functionaries, and the whole population of the
kingdom, tf^at

,
henceforward they will prpceed with the

utmost rigour against persons’ who may be guilty of such
machinations, which they will use all their efforts to anticipate
and suppress.”

^
‘ This declaration shall simultaneously be communicated to

the Royal army as an order of the day by Hfe Majesty the
King and shall be Vublished in the “ Official Bulletin ” of
the Army.

‘ The Royal Servian Government further undertake *

‘ 1. To suppress any publication which incites to hatred
and contempt of the Austro-Hungaria'h Monarchy and the
general tendency of which iswdirected against its territorial

integrity
;

^ »

‘ 2. To dissolve immediately the society styled Narodng,
Odbrana ”, to confiscate all ijs means of propagaijda, and to
proceed in the same manner against other societies and their
branches in Se'^via which engage in propaganda against the
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. The Royal Govcrnirient shall

take the nepessary measures to prevent the societies dissdli^ed

from continuing their activity under another name and
form

;

‘3. To eliminate without delay from public instruction
in Servia, both as regards the teaching body and also as
regards the methods of instruction, everything that serves,

or might serve, to foment the propaganda against Austria-
Hungary

;

‘ 4. To remove from the military service, and from the
administration in general, all officers and functionaries guilty
of propaganda against the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy whose
names and deeds the Austro-Hungarian Gcvernment reserve
to themselves the right of .communicating to the* Royal
Government

;

‘ 5. To accept the collaboration in Servia of representatives
of the Austro-Hungarian Government for the suppression of
the subversive movement directed against the territorial

integrity of the Monarchy ;

*

‘ 6. To- take judicial proceedings against accessories to the
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plot of the 28th June who are on Servian territory
; delegates

of the Austro-Hungarian Government will take part in the
investigation relating thereto

;

‘ 7. To proceed without delay to*the arrest of Major Voija
Tankositch and of the individual liamed Milan Ciganovitch,
a Servian State employ^, who have been compromised by
the results of the magisterial jnquiry at Serajevo

;

‘’8. To prevent by effective measures the co-operation of
the Servian authorities in the illicit traffic in arms and
explosives across- the frontier, to dismfss anH pu^^ish severely
the officials of the frontier service at Schabatz and Loznica
guilty of having assisted the perpetrators of the Serajevo
crime by facilitating their passage across tj»e frontier

;

‘ 9. To furnish the Imperial and Royal Government with
explanations regarding the unjustifiable utterances of high
Servian officials, both in Servia and ^road, who, notwith-
standirlg tlieir official position, have nftt hesitated since the
crime the 28th June to express themselves in interviews
in terms of hos,tility to the Austro-Hungarian Government

;

and, finally, .•

‘10. To notify the Imperial .and Royal Government with-
out delay of the execution of the Pleasures comprised under
the preceding heads.

, ,
‘ The iiustro-Hungarian Government expect the reply of

the Royal Government at the latest by 6 o’clocb'on Saturday
evening, the 25th July.

‘ A memorandum dealing with the results of the magisterial
inquiry at Serajevo with regard to the officials, mentioned
under heads (7) and (8) is attached to this note.’

Forty-eight hours only were permitted for a reply to this

ultimatum which was communicated, together with an ex-

planatory memorandum, to the Powers, on July 24.

Diplomacy, therefore, had only twenty-four hours in which
to work. The Serbian Government' did its utmost to avert

the war, plainly pre-determined by the German Powers. It

replied promptly, accepting eight out of the ten principal

points', and not actually t ejecting the other two. No sub-

mission could have been mort complete and even abject.

To complete the evidence of Serbia’s conciliatory attitude it

is only necessary to recall the fact that she offered to submit
the whole question at issue between the two Governments,
either to the Hague Tribunal or to the Great Powers, which
took part in the drawing up of the declaration made by the
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Serbian Government on the 18th (Slst) March, 1909.^ But

nothing could avail to avert war. The German Powers were

ready and they had struck.

From the m\',ss of the diplomatic correspondence two not

insignificant, but almost casual, remarks may be unearthed.

Oi\ July 25, Sir Rennel Rod(?, British ambassador at Rome,

telegii'aphed to Sir Edward Grey :
‘ There is reliable informa-

tion tWt Austria intends to seize*' the Salonioa Ry-ilway

On the 29th, the British chargi^ d’afiaires at* Constantinople

telegraphed :
‘ I understand that the designs of Austria may

extend considerably beyond the Sanjaly and a punitive

occupation o.*’ Serbian territory. I gathered this from

a remark let fall by the Austrian ambassador here, who

spoke vif the deplorable..economic sitiu/ion of Salonica under

Greek** administration, and of the ‘assistance on which the

Austrian army a;ould^ count from Mussulman population dis-

contented wdth Serbian' rule * «

The old and the new Rome ^vero equally awake to the fact

Jliat Austria was looking beyond Serbia to Salonica.

Austria .jdcclarcd war upon i^erbia on July 28 ;
Germany

declared war upon Russia on August 1, and upwn France on

August 3 ;
Germany invaded Belgium on Ahgust 4, and on

the i,ame day Great Britain declared war on Germany.

Once more the problem of the Near East, stfil unsolved,

apparently insoluble, had involved the world in war.

' British Diplomatic Correspondence, No. 39, 1914 ( CollectedDocument

p. 31).

‘‘i Idem, No. 19. - Idem, No. 82.

For further reference : I. E. Gueshoff, The Balkan League (Eng*, trans.,

London, 1915 : contains many original documents of first-rate importance)

;

C. Kerofilas, FAeftlierios Venizelos (Eng. trans., London, 1915: popular

hut useful) ;
Av^nual Beginter the years 1912-14

;
Collected Diplomatic

Documents relating to the outbreak of the European War (London,

1915 : contains British, French, Belgian^* Serbian, German, and Austro-

Hungarian official correspondence)
;
Nationalism and War in the Near

East, by a Diplomatist (Clarendon Press, 1915) ; J. G. Schurman, The

Balkan Wars, 1912~1S (Clarendon Press, 1915) ;
D. J. Cassavetti, Hellas

and the Balkan Wars', Jean P^lissier, Dix Mois de Chierre dans les

Balkans (Oct. 19P2-Aug. 1913) (ParivS, 1915) ;
H. Barby, Les Victoires

N^r^es^Paris, 1915), L'itpop6e Serbe (Paris, 1915) ;
Balcanicus, La Bulgarie
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(with documents) (Paris, 1916) ;
Songeon, Histoire de la Bulgare, ^5-1913

(Paris, 1914); Gabriel Hanotaux, La Guerre des Bal/cans et VEurope

(Paris, 1914).
• •

The ^contemporary volumes o£ the Edinlnmjh Review, the Quarterly,

the Round Table, Nineteeihji Century and After, tha Fortnightly,

and other Reviews are also of great value for the history of this as of o^ier

recent periods.
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1914-16.-

‘Le plan pangermanistcconstitueja raison unique (Vfe lli guerre. II est,

cn effet, la cause a la fois de sa nai.ssance et de sa prolongation jjisqu’a

la victoire des Allies indispensable a la liberte du monde.’—

A

xdb/j

Ch6eadame (1916). «

‘The -v/ar con.c8 from the East; the wai- is waged for the East; the war
will be decided in the East.’

—

Ernst Jackh in Jj'eutschs Politik (Dec. 22,

1916). (Quoted in The Nei^ Europe, Feb. 8,^917.)

Orimns of Traj: Great War, initiated by thb events which have been

peMiWM ‘^^rrated in the preceding chapters, still rages without abate-

ment As these pages'go to press the w*ar is in its thirty-first

month. Each month that has passed has rendered it more

j
and more clear that the clue to the attack launched, in

August^ k914, by the HohenzoVlern and the Ilabsburgs upon

i their unprepared and unoffending neighbours must be sought

and will be found in the Balkan Peninsula.

'

.vWhen the storm cloud burst upon Europe in July, 1914,

the minds of men were bewildered by the appalling sudden-

ness of the catastrophe. Opinion as to the origin of the

crisis a,nd the scope of the resulting conflict would seem to

have passed since those days through three distinct phases.

. Before the actual outbreak of war, and while diplomacy was

still at M'ork, there w^as a disposition to regard the Serbo-

Austrian-Hungarian dispute as merely a fresh manifestation

of the saecular problem of the Near East. It was hoped that

the area of conflict might, by the efforts of diplomacy, be

agairf locairzed as it had'been in 1912-13. That the Central

Empires in striking at Serbia ^ere really challenging the

whole position of Great Britain in the Near East and in the

Further East was, to say the least, very imperfectly realized

even in the most responsible quarters in this country. Why
shoilld Great Britain concern herself with the chastisement

inflicted by Austria-Hungary upon a nation of assassins and
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pig-merchants ? Such was the thought commonly entertained

and not infrequently expressed.

Then came the attack upon Belgium and France. The
public mind, incapable of^'asping more than, one aspect of
the question at a time, rushed to the concl'hsion that the
quarrel fastened upon Serbia was merely the occasion,* not
the cause, of the European War. The Central Empires hhd
found in^Se^Ijia ai)retexhfor the attack—long contemj^lated

and prepare(5 for—upon France, Russia, and Ureat Britain.

Gradually, as men have had time to reflect upon the
tessential causes of the conflict and to reconstruct the recent

past in the light of ftie present, opinion has hardened into con-

viction that the ass?.^lt upon the peasant State *of Serbia was
not merely the occasic«j^ ofthe world-war, but a revelation of it,

the fundamental capse. That assault was, in fact, the outcome
of ambitions which have doming,ted the mind of the Gorman
Emperor, and have ^jictated the maii> lines of his diplomacy,

ever since his accession l;o the thrObe. Bismarck had long

ago perceived the gravitation of the Habsburgs towards
Buda-Pesth, He attempted Oo cjonsole them for their expul-

>

sion from Ger/nany, and at thb same time to invoHe*them in

perpetual hostility to Russia, by the gift of the Southern
Slav provinces of Bosnia and the Herzegovina. That gift

suggested t® the Habsburgs the idea of opening up a road
between Vienna and the Aegean. But the w ay to Salonica

was barred by Belgrade. An independent Serbia, still more
a Greater Serbia of which the Southern Slavs had long

dreamt, blocked the path not only of the Habsburgs to

Salonica but of the Hohenzollern to Constantinople. The
Jugo-Slavs alone stood between the Central Empires and the

realization of their dream of a Mitteleuropa, stretching

from Hamburg to Constantinople. Nor was Constantinople

the ultimate goal. From Constantinople a» highway in

building which should csyry .German traders and German
soldiers to the Persian Gulf. Once established on the Persian

Gulf what was to hinder a further advance ? The flank of

the Great Sea-Power had been turned
;
there w^as no longer

any insuperable obstacle between‘Germany and the dominion
of the East.
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There were, however, one or two intermediate steps to be

taken. Behind the Southern Slavs stood Russia ;
Russia,

therefore, must be crushed. In close alliance with Russia

stood France c a swift descent upon France,,the occupation

of .Paris, a peace dictated to the French, on sufficiently

lenient terms, should precede the annihilation of Russia.

True, Great Britain would regard Avith grave concern a

German victory over France
;
but what cauld Great Britain,

rendered impotent by demesne dissensions,'- d6 to avert it,

even if she would. <

Such were the calculations which determined the method

and the moment of the world-war. The dominating motives

of that Avar were the realization of th,.^ dream of a great

Central-Ewropean Empjre stretching fpm the German Ocean

to thc^shores of the Bosphorus, and' the extension of German
influence in those Asiatic lauds, of Avhich, for a land-power,

Constantinople, as of old, still holds the hey.

If this diagnosis be correct, the successive symptoms which,

in the coprse of the disorder of the last three years, have

'manifested themselves, apjieal' not merely intelligible but

inevitable. »>

Whether by a timely display of force the' Turk could have

b^eni kept true to his ancient connexion Avith Great Britain

and France
;

Avhether by more sagacious diplomacy the

hostility of Bulgaria could have been averted, and the co-

operation of Greece secured
;
Avhether by the military inter-

vention of the Entente Powers the cruel blow could have

been warded off from Serbia and Montenegro
;

Avhether

the Dardanelles expedition was faulty only in execution or

radically unsound in conception
;
’whether Roumania came

in too tardily or moved too soon, and in a Avrong direction ;

these are questions of high significance, but the time for

answering them 'nas not yet come.

Meanwhile, it may be convtnie(?t to summarize the events

of the last two and a half years, so far as they have reacted

upon the problems discussed in the preceding pages.

Turkey On the outbreak of the European War (August, 1914) the

War*^^ Porte declared .its neutrality—a course which was followed,

in October, by Greece, Roumania, and Bulgaria. The allied
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Powers of Great Britain, France, and Russia gave an assurance

to the Sultan that, if ‘the Ottoman Empire maintained its

neutrality, the indepehdence and integrity of the Empire
woul<I be respected during! the war, and provijled for at the

peace settlement. That many of the most responsible states-

men of the Porte sincerely desired the maintenance' of

neutrality cannot be doubted ;* but the forces working "in

the contrary^dire^tion v^ere too powerful. The tradi^onal

enmity again-jt Russia
;
the chance of recovering Egypt and

Cypfus from Great Britain
;

* the astute policy which for

a quarter of a century Germany had pursued at Constanti-

nople
;
the Germail training imparted to the Turkish army ;

above all the powei*^! personality of Enver Bfey, who, early

in 1914, had been .^rppointed Minister of War—all these

things impelled the Ppj’te to embrace the cause of the

Central Empires. Nor was it long before Turke^ gave

unmistakable indications of her real proclivities. In the

first week of the war the Gerpian cruisers, the Goeben and
the Breslau, having elude'S the pursuit of the allied fleet in

the Mediterranean, reached ’!he> Bosphorus, were purchased

by the Porte,^and commissioiited in the Turkish naryt Great
Britain and Rus na refused to recognize the transfer as valid,

but the Porte took no notice of the protest. Meanwhile,

Germany ppured money, munitions, and men into TurlcCy
;

German officers were placed in command of the forts of the

Dardanelles ; a German General, Liman Pasha, was appointed

Commander-in-Chief of the Turkish army, and on October 28

the Turkish fleet bombarded Odessa and other unfortified

ports belonging to Russia on the Black Sea. To the protest

made by the ambassadors of the allied Powers the Porte did

not reply, and on November 1 the ambassadors demanded
their passports and quitted Constantinople. A few days

later the Dardanelles forts were bymbarded by Englifjh and
French ships, Akaba in ^he JRed Sea was bombarded by
H.M.S. Minerva, and on November 5 Cyprus was formally

annexed by Great Britain. For the first time Great Britain

and the Ottoman Empire were really at war.

Left to themselves the Ottomaji Turks might possiblyhave

remained true to their traditional policy ;
t>ut considerable
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irritation had been aroused against England by the detention

of two powerful battle-ships which were being built in English

yards, and the arrival of which at the Bosphorus had been

impatiently awaited by a large boft^y of patriotic subscribers.

That irritation ssupplied the spark utilized at the last moment
to Sbt fire to the combustible materials which had been

st^dily accumulated by German foresight at Constantinople.

This German anticipation unquestionably was that by

means of the Turkish alliance she would bet ab’e to exploit

Mesopotamia, to penetrate Persia commercially and politi-

cally, to deliver a powei’ful attack upon the British position

in Egypt, and to threaten the hegemony 6f Great Britain in

India. For all these ambitious scheme^ Constantinople was

to be an indispensable base.^ .

It cannot, at the moment of writing (February, 1917), be

said that all danger in these diverse directions has been dissi-

pated. Nor can it yet bg accurately known how serious during

the last two years has been the German threat to British

world-power. But at least it .nay be said that none of these

designs has been actually ackie’ ed. Still, Gennan authority

is as yet unchallenged in Coiistantinople
; a^ pathway has

been hewn from Hamburg and Berlin to .| the Bosphorus,

and^ from the Bosphorus to Bagdad the Turco-German

position is still unassailed. On the other hand, ,l;he attacks

upon Egypt have thus far ignominiously failed, and, although

British arms suffered a serious reverse in Mesopotamia in 1916,

speedy and effective measures are in progress towards a re-

assertion of British supremacy in the middle-East.

In the Balkans, however, German influence is, at present,

predominant. In the autumn of 1914 Austria-Hungary

launched a terrific attack upon Serbia, and after four

months of sanguinary fighting succeeded (December 2) in

capturing Belgrade. Bqt their triumph was short-lived.

By an heroic effort the Sefbians, three days later, re-

captured their capital
;
the Habsburg assault was repelled,

and for the first half of 1915 Serbia enjoyed a respite, from

the attacks of external enemies. An epidemic of typhus

’ Cf. a powerful "peech by Eail Curzon of Kedleston in the House of

Lords, Feb. 20, 1917.
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fever in its most virulent form wrought terrible havoc,

however, upon an exhausted, ill-fed, and, in certain parts,

congested population. . From this danger Serbia was

rescued by the heroism i of English doctors and English

nurses, warmly seconded by An'erican and other vjolun-

teers. Had the methods ofo English diplomacy been as

energetic and eflFective,. as those of the English Medical

Service, Sesbia might still have escaped the terrible fate

in store for' her. Judged by results, and as yet we have

no 'other materials for judgement, nothing could have been

more inept than, the efforts of allied English diplomacy in

the Balkans throughout the year 1915.

One difficulty thiit arose cannot, in fairness, he attributed Italy

to the diplomacy of hjtigland and he> allies. It was inherent

in the situation. -In Mtiy, 1915, Italy threw in her Vat with

the Triple Entente. She had declined jn 1914 to regard the

Austro-German attack upon their, neighbours as a emus
foederis, and on February 12, 1915, she informed Austria

that any further action in the Balkans, on the part of

Austria-Hungary, would be,' regarded by Italy ias> an un-

friendly act.-' That her action contributed to the respite

ejjjoyed by Serbia cannot be gainsaid. Germany was very

anxious to avoid a rupture with Italy, and offered lavge

concessions; of course at the expense of her ally
; but early

in May Italy denounced the Triple Alliance, and on the

twenty-third declared war upon Austria-Hungary.

Italy was determined to seize the opportunity for com-

pleting the work of the Risorgimento, for rectifying her

frontier on the side of the Trentino, for securing her naval

ascendancy in the Adriatic, and for ‘ redeeming ’ the islands

of the Dalmatian archipelago and those districts on the

eastern littoral of the Adriatic, which had for centuries

formed part of the historic ReiAiblic of Venice. ' Her
quarrel, therefore, was «fiot

'
primarily with the Hohen-

zollern, but with the Habsburgs, who since 1797 had been

in almost continuous occupation of these portions of the

Venetian inheritance.

The pretensions of Italy, however well justified politically Italy and
,

and historically, introduced a considerable complicatioil intoi^®^^'®-

F f1984
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The Dar-
danelles

expedi-

tion.

the diplomatic situation. In particular they aroused grave

perturbation among the Southern Sl«ivs and especially in

Serbia. In the eastern part of tl^e Istrian Peninsula, .and

along the whole^coast from Fiume 6o Albania, the population

is pi(edominantly Slav. The dream of a Greater Serbia

wonld be frustrated wete Ibily to acquire the Dalmatian

coast ^nd islands. Ilather than see-Jtaly established there,

the Serbs would,prefer to leave Austria-Htfti^ar^' in occupa-

tion. The situation was an embarrassing one for the Triple

Entente, and, in the event of their victory, may a^ain

become acute. Southern Slav opinion w^j? strongly roused

by the rumou'/ which gained credence in May, .1915, that

in order to secure the adhesion of Italj'' the Powers of the

Triple Entente had conceded her ^blaims to Northern

Dalmatia and several of the islands of the archipelago.

Be this as it may, Italy, as we have seen, adhered to the

alliance of which Serbia forms an integral part.

The Triple Entente needed all the friends they could

unustcr in south-eastern Europe. In February the world

learnt that an English fleet, asi^isted by a French squadron,

was bombarding the forts of the Dardanelles, aiM high hopes

were entertained in the allied countries that the passage of

the Straits would be quickly forced. Nothing would have

done so much to frustrate German diplomacy in south-

eastern Europe as a successful blow at Constantinople. But
the hopes aroused by the initiation of the enterprise were

not destined to fulfilment. It soon became evident that

the navy alone could not achieve the task entrusted to it.

Towards the end of April a largo force of troops was landed

on the Gallipoli Peninsula
; but the end of May came, and

there was nothing to show for the loss of nearly 40,000

men. On August 6th a second army, consisting largely of

Australians, New Zealanders, and English Territorials, was

thrown on-to the peninsula. Thd troops displayed superb

courage, but the conditions w’ere impossible
;

Sir Ian

Hamilton, who had commanded, was succeeded by Sir

C. C. Munro, to whom was assigned the difficult and un-

grateful task of evacuating an untenable position. To the

amazement and admiration of the world a feat, deemed
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almost impossible, wjis accomplished before the end of

December, without the loss of a ^single man. How far

the expedition to the Dardanelles mey have averted dangers

in other directions it is r.tipossible, as yet, tb say ;
but, as

regards the accomplishment of its immediate aimSj# the

enterprise was a ghastly though a* gallant failure. .

The failure was apparent long before it was proclaimed

by the abar.domAent of *the attempt. Nor was that failure

slow to react upon the situation in the Balkans.

On the outbreak of the European War Greece had pro- Greece,

claimed its neutrpjlity, though the Premier, M. Venizelos, at

the same time declared that Greece had treaty obligations

in regard to SerbL, and that she intended to fulfil them.

But in Greece, as elfewhere in the- Near East, ‘opinions if

not sympathies were sifarply divided. The Gr^ek kingdom

owed its existence to the Fbwers comprising the Triple

Entente ; the dynasty owed its crowfS to their nomination
;
to

them the people were tied by^every bond of historical grati-

tude. No one realized this more clearly than M.‘Venizelo^,

and no one could have shojvn himself more determined to

repay the debt with compotind interest. Moreover, M. Veni-

.

zelos believed t*hat the dictates of policy Avere identical with

those of gi’atitude. The creator of the l^alkan League' had
not abandSned, despite the perfidious conduct of one of his

partners, the hope of realizing the dream Avhich liad inspired

his policy in 1912. The one solution of a secular problem

at once feasible in itself and compatible with the claims

of nationality was and is a Balkan Federation. A German
hegemony in the Balkans, an Ottoman Empire dependent

upon Berlin, would dissipate that dream for ever. To
Greece, as to the other Balkan States, it was essential that

Germany should not be permitted to establish herself per-

manently cn the Bosphorus. If ‘that disaster Avas*’to be

averted mutual concessions ‘would have to be made, and

Venizelos was statesman enough to make them. Early in

1915 he tried to persuade his sovei’eign to offer Kavalla

and a slice of ‘Greek’ Macedonia to Bulgaria. He was

anxious also to co-operate in the attack upon the Dardabelles

with allies who had offered to Greece a largp territorial con-

w f 2
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cession in the Smyrna district. To neither suggestion would

King Constantine and his Hohenzollern,consort listen. Veni-

zelos consequently resigned.

rolicy of If Venizelos ‘^esired harmony among the lia,Jkan States, so

also,'-,and not less arden%, did the allies. Macedonia still

halkaiis. remained the crux of- the situation. Hohenzollern-Habs-

burg (^iplomacy had, as we have seen, thrown oil upon the

flames of inter-][Jalkan rivalries in that rcgiour' liulgaria,

the willing cat’s-paw of the CV^ntral Empires, had in 1913

drawn down upon herself deserved disaster, but that uhe

would permanently acquiesce in the terjps imposed upon

iier by the Tnsaty of Bucharest' was not to be. expected.

Venizelos was quick to recognize thiif truth. Had his

advice beert followed Bulgaria would J'tave gained a better

outlet to the Aegean than that aflbrdcd by Dedeagatch.

Serbia possessed no statesman of the calibre of Venizelos.

But the situation of Ser^k<’a was in the last degree hazardous,

atid under the pressure of griin necessity Serbia might have

lieen expe6ted to listen to the voice of prudence. How far

that voice .reached her ears ii\, the early summer of 1915

we cannot yet know for certain. Almost anything can be

l)elieved of the diplomacy of the Entente at that period,

and" Tnany things can be asserted on the authority of

Sir Edward Carson, who in October resigned his place

in the Cabinet as a protest against the Balkan policy of

his colleagues. But the time for a full investigation has

not yet come, and, in the meantime, it must suffice to

record results.

Jiulgaria. Not until August, 1915, was Serbia induced to offer such

concessions in Macedonia to Bulgaria as might possibly

have sufficed, in May, to keep Bulgaria out of the clutches

of the Central Empires. In Bulgaria, as elsewhere, opinion

was sharply divided. Bo’th groups of Great I?owers had

their adherents at Sofia. Had the Russian advance been

maintained in 1915 ;
had the Dardanelles been forced

;
had

pressure been put by the Entente upon Serbia and Greece

to make reasonable concessions in Macedonia, Bulgaria might

1 Supra, p. 410.
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not have yielded to ^he seductions of German gold and to

the wiles of German diplomacy. But why should a German
kin^ of Bulgaria have thrown in Ins lot with Powers who
were apparently heading for military disaster ;

whose

diplomacy was as inept as their ai*ms were feeble? What
more natural than that when the German avalanchn de-

scended upon Serbia in the autumn of 1915 Bulgaria

should ^ha^e co-yperate^ in the discomfiture of a d^jtested

rival ? « < .

Yet the Entente built tl)c*ir plans upon the hope, if not

the expectation, that Bulgaria might possibly be induced to

enter the war on the side of the allies against Turkey.^

Serbia was anxious to attack Bulgaria in Septemher, while

her mobilization was still incomplete. It is generally be-

lieved that the Lillies intervened to restrain the Serbian

attack
; hoping against hope that a concordat ‘betwfcen the

Balkan States might still l>e an;^ved at.
* To that hope

Serbia was sacrificed.^ ,
.

A great Austro-German'arniy, under the command of Field- Tlic chas-

Marshal von Mackensen, conftentrated upon the Serbian

frontier in k^ptember, and 6n the 7th of Octobel it crossed

the Danube. Tw'o days later Belgrade surrendered, and for*

the next few weeks von Mackensen, descending upon the de-

voted couRtry in overwhelming strength, drove the Sertians

before him, until the w’hole country was in the occupation of

the Austro-German forces. The Bulgarians captured Nish

on November 5 and effected a junction with the army under

von Mackensen
; Serbia was annihilated ; a remnant of the

Serbian army took refuge in the mountains of Montenegro

and Albania, while numbers of deported civilians sought the

hospitality of the allies. On November 28 Germany ofiicially

declared the Balkan campaign to be at an end. For the time

being Serbia had ceased to exist ar a Balkitn State. ,•

What had the allies done*to succour her? On Septem- Balkan

'

ber 28 Sir Edw'ard Grey, from his place in the House

Kntciitc
1 Cf. Speech of Sir Edward Grey in House of Commons, Oct. 14, 1915. powers.
2 Cf. The Times, Nov. 22, 1915: but for a contrary view cf. Dr. E. J.

Dillon—no apologist for English diplomacy— Kortnighthj Review,

Jan., 1916.-
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Commons, uttered a grave, though not unfriendly, warning

to Bulgaria, and declared that Great Britain .was determined,

in concert with her allies, to give to her 'friends in the Balkans

all the suppoiijiin her power in a i^anner that would be most

welcome to theUi ‘ without reserve and without qualification’.

HowVas this solemn premise fulfilled ? Russia was not, at

the moment, in a position to afford any effective assistance,

but ori October 4 she dispatched an ultims^tum^ Bulgaria,

and a few days Hater declared war upon her.* On October 5

the advance guard of an Anglo-French force, under General

Sarrail and Sir Bryan Mahon, began to disembark at Salonica.

The force was miserably inadequate in numbers and equip-

, ment, an^ it came too late. Its arrival /precipitated a crisis

Kiiijr Gon- in Greece.
,
As a result^pf an appeal to the country in June,

King Constantine had been reluctantly c()mpellcd to recall

Yenizelos. Venizelbs to' power in Septciuber. Venizelos was as deter-

mined as ever to resfpe^t the obligation^ of Greece towards

Serbia, and to throAV the weigkt of .Greece into the scale of

the allies.
^
But despite his parliamentary majority he was no

longer master of the situation*. The failure of the Dardanelles

expedition," the retreat of Russisf, the impending, intervention
' of Bulgaria on the Austro-Gcrman side, the e'xhortations and

wanjings' which followed in rapid succession from Berlin,

above all, the knowledge that von Mackensen was preparing

to annihilate SerWa, had stiffened the back of King Constan-

tine. Venizelos had asked England and France whether, in

the event of a Bulgarian attack upon Serbia, the Western

Powers would be prepared to send a force to Salonica to

take the place of the Serbian contingent contemplated by

the Greco-Serbian treaty. The landing of the Anglo-French

force in October was the practical response of the allies to

the ‘ invitation ’ of Venizelos. Technically, however, the

landing looked like a violation of Greek neutraliGy^, and Veni-

zelos was compelled by his mas/^^er enter a formal protest

against it. But the protest was followed by an announce-

ment that Greece would respect her treaty with Serbia, and

would march to her assistance, if she were attacked by

Bulgaria. That announcenfjnt cost Venizelos his place. He
was pvomptly dismissed by King Constantine, who; flouting
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the terms of the Constitution, effected what was virtually

a monarchical coup ditat.

The king’s violation of the Hellenic Constitution was the

opportunity of the protcpting Powera. They failed to seize

it, and King Constantine remained master pf the situation.

From an attitude of neutrality professedly ‘ benevolervC ’, he

passed rapidly to one of hosJtilit^ almost openly avowed.

That hhstility deepene^^ as the year 1916 advanced. On
May 2^, iij' accordance with the terms pf an agreement

secretly concluded between Greece, Germany, and Bulgaria,

King Constantine handed over to the Bulgarians Fort llupel,

an important position which commanded the flank of the

French army in Salonica. A few weeks iatcr* a whole

division of the Greek army was instructed to surrender to

the Germans and Bulgarians at Kavalla. Kavalla itself was

occupied by King Constantine’s friends, who carried off the

Greek division, with all its equipment., to Germany. Nearly

the whole of Greek Macedonia was now in the hands of
»

»

Germany and her allies, aiid the Greek patriots, led by

Venizelos, were reduced to despair. In September a Greqk

Committee of National Defence was set up at SalOnica, and

in October Venizelos himself arrived there. •

By this time, however, the Balkan situation Iiad been Rouma-

further complicated by the military intervention of llouuidnia

on the side of the allies. In lioumania, as elsewhere, opinion

was, on the outbreak of the war, sharply divided. The

sympathies of King Carol were, not unnaturally, with his

Hohenzollern kinsmen, and, had he not been, in the strict

sense of the term, a constitutional sovereign, his country

would have been committed to an Austro-German alliance.

Nor was the choice of Roumania quite obviously dictated by

her interests. If the coveted districts of Transylvania and

the Bukovina were in the hands of the Habsburgs, Russia

still kept lier hold on Bessarabia. A ‘ Greater Roumania ’,

corresponding in area to the ethnographical distribution of

population, would involve the acquisition of all three pro-

vinces. Could Roumania hope, either by diplomacy or by

war, to achieve the complete . reunion of the Roumanian

people I
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( Icrmany
and
(Ireece.

In October, 1914, the two strongest pro-German forces in

Roumania were removed, almost sim/dtaneously, by death

:

King Carol himself, And his old Mend and confidant

Demetrius Sti\rdza. Roumania h,'td already declared* her

neutrality, and . that neutrality wAs, for somd time, scrupu-

lously. observed. The natural affinities of the Roumanians

attfact them, as we have *seenf towards France and Italy, and

it was^anticipated that Italy’s entn^ice into the war would

be speedily follo^ved by that of Roumania. *E^5t not until

August, 191G, was the anticipation fulfilled. On August, 27

Roumania declared war and flung a large force into Tran-

sylvania. The Austrian garrisons were «?Ferwhelmed, and

in a few" weclls a considerable part o^, Transylvania had

passed into Roumanian hands. But the success, achieved in

defiance of 'sound strat^^y, and alsOj, if is said, in complete

disregatll of -warnings addressed to Roumania by her allies,

was of brief duration. In September Mackensen invaded

the Dobrudja from the south, putered Silistria on Septem-

ber 10, and, though checked for. awhile on the Rasova-Tuzla

lilie, reneweid his advance in October and captured Constanza

on the tw6n*ty-second. »

Meanwhile, a German army, under General vpn Valkenhayn,

advanced ‘from the west, and on September 26 inflicted

a sefv%re defeat upon the Roumanians at the Rotlipn Thurm
pass. The Roumanians, though they fought desperately, were

steadily pressed back
;
at the end of November Mackensen

joined hands with Falkenhayn, and on December 6 the

German armies occupied Bucharest.

Thus another Balkan State was temporarily crushed.

From Belgrade to Constantinople, from Bucharest to the

valley of the Vardar, the Central Empires are in undisputed

command of the Balkan Peninsula. A corner of Greek

Macedonia is
^

still,, held bj; the Anglo-French force under

General Sarrail, and towards the, end of November a Serbian

army, reformed and re-equipped, fiad the gratification of

reoccupying Monastic. But the German successes in the

north-east of the peninsula naturally emboldened their

friends in the south-west, and the increasing hostility of the

Athenian Government rendered the position of the allies in
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Salonica exceedingly precarious. The patience with which

the vagaries of King Constantine have been treated by the

allied governments h*as tended to .evoke contempt rather

than gratitude in Athens. We may not even hazard a con-

jecture as to tne obstacles Avhich have impeded the dealings

of the allies with the Hellenic Government. Whatever the
t •

nature of those obstacles the results have been disastrous.

We have discouraged oar friends and put heart in'^o our

enemies. Kbig Constantine, obviously playing for time, was

allowed to gain it. The attitude of his partisans in Athens

towards the allies grew daily more insolent, until it cul-

minated (December 1-2, 1916) in a dastardly attack upon

a small Franco-BrHish force which Admiral de Fournet

deemed it prudent to land at the Piraeus. For that out-

rage the Hellenic Gove’-nment has formally apologized, and

hcis consented to withdraw jthe Greek army from Thessaly

—

a position which obviously menaced the security of the allied

force in Salonica.

But the whole position in Gieece is, from the point of view

of Great Blitain and her allies, pre-eminently unsatisfactory.

Venizclos, the elected leader of the Greek people, is an exile

from the capita’, and is powerless to influence the course of

his nation’s policy. Power is vested in a king, who has

hitherto taken his orders from Berlin, and whose position

rests not upon the support of his people but upon that of

his army. By means of a blockade the allied Bowel’s have

enforced the acceptance of their modest terms, and have ex-

torted some measure of respect for their flags and their repre-

sentatives. But the diplomatic position is one of unstable

equilibrium, and its maiiitenance from day to day depends

Avholly upon the issue of the military struggle elsewhere.

This narrative must therefore be brought to an abrupt The Peace

end ;
it cannot pretend to reach a conclusion. The pri,blem

which this book was designed to unravel appears for the and tlie

time being more than ever insoluble. All the Balkan States11 • 1,11 11 Question,
have been thrown into the witches cauldron, and tvhat may
issue therefrom no man can tell. But the allied governments

have, with admirable perspicacity, i nunciated principles which,

if they be- accepted as the basis of a European settlement,
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must have far-reaching consequences ip the lands once subject

to the Ottoman Empire,^ ‘No peace the allies have declared,
‘ is possible so long as they have not secured . . . the recogni-

tion of the prhiciple of nationaliti^ and of the free existence

of pmall state's.’
^ These principles are inconsistent with

thp continued presen,cq of ^the Ottoman Turk in Europe.

Turkey has forfeited its claim to the protection of the allied

Powels. ‘ A Turkish Government, cJon^rollqd, sqbsidjzed, and
supported by Germany, has- Jbeen guilty df fnassacres in

Armenia and Syria more horrible than any recorded irw the

history even of those unhappy countries. Evidently the'

interests of p^ace and the claims of nationality alike require

that Turkish rule over alien races shall ifirpossible be brought

to an end^’ ^ From tljp day when th^. Ottomans first made
thems<jlves masters of the Balkan* Peninsula down to the

present hour their rule has. been that of an alien tyrant.

They have never eveb attempted the task of assimilating the

subject peoples ; they have been pentent to establish and to

maintain jn European lands a iliilitary encampment. Depend-
ing froip the first upon thd power of the sword', and upon
that alone, they are now destined to perish by the sword.

The allied governments are pledged beyoifJ recall to ‘ the

sefliing free of the populations subject to the bloody tyranny
of the Turks

;
and the turning out of Europe of the Ottoman

Empire as decidedly foreign to Western civilization’.'^

The task thus indicated was all but accomplished by the

States of the Balkan League in 1912. The formation of that

League, and still more the astonishing success achieved by
its arms, constituted a serious set-back to the realization of

Pan-German hopes in the Near East'. At all hazards the unity

of the League had to be broken
; the remnant of Ottoman

Power upon the Bosphorus had to be saved. Both objects

were tiuccessfully attaine*^. by German diplomacy.^ The Balkan
allies were precipitated into siycidal conflict

;
the Sultan

recovered Adrianople, and the terms of peace were so arranged

‘ Allies’ Eeply to German Peace Overtures, Dec. 31, 1916.
® Mr. Balfour’s Di8i)atch to &e British Ambassador at Washington.

T/ie Times, Jan. 1^, 1917.
* Allies’ Keply to President Wilson, Jan. 10, 1917.
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as to render practically certain an early renewal of the contest

between the Balkan fetates. The (German Emperor con-

grati’lated his Hohenzollern kinsman in Roumania upon the

conclusion of the Treaty Bucharest. The Congratulations

were due rather to Berlin. From the first’ moment oj. his

accession to the throne the En^ertir .William had spared,no
pains tq;^ bind the Ottoman Sultan in ties of gratitude to

himself* Of,the •800,00(1^00 Moslems throughout thd world
he had procSaitned himself tlje champion afid friend. Their

Khalif still reigned at Constantinople. The gate to the East
was still guarded ^y the ally of the Habsburg and the friend

of the Hohenzollern.
• *

Not upon these dines can any permanent solution of the

FJastern Question be ^reached. The„peoples whq were sub-

merged by the oncoming*of the Ottoman fiood have n<^w again

reappeared as the watera have subsided. If the principles

solemnly proclaimed by the allies a^e £o prevail
;

if the new
map of Europe is so dr{>>yi to i-espect them, the Balkan
lands will be divided among ’the Balkan peoples^ But the

geographical distribution of those peoples is so con\plex, the

ethnographiaal demarcation is so disputable, that the mere^
enunciation of ‘the nationality principle will not sufiice to

secure a satisfactory settlement. Greeks, Bulgars, Alban ’g-ns,

Roumanians, and Southern Slavs will have to learn to live

side by side in the Balkan Peninsula on terms, if not of

precise mathematical ecpiality, at least of mutual forbearance

and goodwill.

Otherwise there can be no peace for them or for Europe
at large. Ever since the advent of the Turk the Balkans
have been one of the main battle-grounds of Europe. For at

least a century the storm ceiitre of European politics has lain

in the Balkans. The struggle for Hellenic independence ;

the ambitioii of Mehemet Ali
;

the rivah'y of Russia and
(Great Britain at Const<?^itii;ople

;
the jealousies of Gi’eat

Britain and France in Egypt
; the inclusion of Jugo-Slavs in

the conglomerate Empire of the Habsburgs
;
the determina-

tion of the Hohenzollern to extend Pan-German domination
from Berlin to Belgrade, from Belj^rade to the3osphorusy>froin

the Bosphorus to Bagdad, from Bagdad to Basra—these have
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been the main causes of unrest in Europe from the over-

throw of Naxjoleon to tl^e outbreak of the European War. In

an unsolved Eastern Qitestion the origin of that war is tp, be

found. For tllat secular probleii^ 'the Peace must propound
a solution. Should it fail to do so, the Near East will in

the future, as in the past, jyfford a nidus for international

rivalries, and furnish occasions for recurring strife.



APi^ENDIX A

LIST OF OTTOMAN RULEES
4 * »

Ot^^an I . . • • • 1288-1326

Orj^haft •• • • 1326-13{>9

Murad l*(A!nurath) .
0
0 1359-1389

Bajazet I • • • • • • 1389-1402

Interregnum and Civil War • 1402-1413

Mohammed 1 m . . • 1413-1421

Murad II • .1421-J451
Mohammed II • • • 1451-1481

Bajazet II
• §* c#

• 1481-1512
#

Selim I . ^
• • 1512-1520

Suleiman I (Solyman the Magnificent) . l£eO-L'iK6

Selim II (the ^ Sot ')
• # • 1566-1574

Murad III .
•

•
»

• 1574-1595

Mohammed III . •
• .

*
. 1595-1603

Achmet I . - . .
*

• 1603-1617

Mustapha I . . . • .*
• 1617-1618

OthmaUjJI • . .
*

. • 1618-1622

Mustapha ^ ^ . 1622-1623

Murad IV 1623-1640

Ibrahim ..... 1640-1648

MohaiSmed IV . 1648-1687

Suleiman II ... * 1687-1691

Achmet II .... 1691-1695

Mustapha II . • 1695-1703

Achmet III .... • 1703-1730

Mahmud I , . . , • 1730-1754

Othman III .... 1754-1757

Mustapha III . 1757-1773

Abdul Hamid I . . . 1773-1789

Selim III • . 1789-1807

Mustapha IV . 1
• 1807-1808

Mahmud H . . . .

4
1808-1855

Abdul Medjid , . t .
*

. 1839-1861

Abdul Aziz .... 1861-1876

Murad V 1876

Abdul Hamid II 1876-1909

Mohammed V . . . . .

'jrr
' '

•

0

1909-
; ‘fT

’ * •

^ feoinetiines omitted from the list.
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MONTENEGRO

Danilo Petrovich hereditary yigidika (1711)

Prince Da4iilo*I,^ur<iered • Aichael, ob. 1867

(1852-6® • I

i JL Peter Ijorka Peter I of

Serbia
Nicolas I, Prince 1860-1910=^ Milena Viikotech

(Kinf|.1910-)
I

Danild^f: Militza Helena Victor Emmanuel III
(Jutta) of Meek- I of Italy

lenburg-
‘

Strelftz

SERBfA* (0*3REN0VI6)

Milosh, %ince of Serbia
1817-19 (abrj.), 1859-60

Ephraim, ob. 1856

Milan, Prince,, ob, 1839 Michael, Prince Milosh, ob. 1861
1839-42, deposed

|

1860-8, murdered Milan I, Prince 1868-82
;
Kin

1882-9
;
abd. 1889

;
ob. 1901

Alexander I zp Draga Masliin , murdere
1889-1908 1903
murdered

s.p.

SERBIA (KARAGEORGEVIO)

George Petrovich j(Kar^ George), murdered 1817

I

Alexander I, Prince 1842-59 deposed, ob. 1885

Peter I, z;zLorka of Montenegro
King 1903

George
Denounced rights 1909

Alexander
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APPENDIX C
t

SHRINKAGE OE' THE OTT6MaV EMPIRE IN EUROPE
"’DjJRINfi} THE* LAST HUNDRED YEARS.

817 . . . .

857 (after Treaty ot Paris) .

1878 (after *Treaty of Berlin)

1914 (after the Balkan Wars)

G g

Area sq.

miles.

218,600

193,600

129,500

Poxiulation.

19.660.000

17.400.000

9,600,000
1 ftoi nna



INDEX
Abdul Aziz, 276.
Abdul Hamid, Sultau, 16, 317, 342,

349, 3k, 357, 368^ 383.

Abdul Medjid, 212, 222, 275.

Abcrcromby, Sir Ralph, 154.

Aberdeen, 4th Karl of, 220.
Achmet I, Sultan, 96.

Achmet II, Sultan, 97.

Achmet III, SultiW, 97.

Acre, 217 ;
si^ege of, 152.

Adana, 211.

Aden, 82, 213.

Adriano]:^^e, 39, 401, 403 ;
Ottoman

capital, 57.

Adriatic, the, 16, 1^70
;
problem of,

344. **

Aegean, the, 26.

Aerenthal, Baron von, 369, 379.

Agadir, 388. ' t

Albania, 43, ,72, 182, 396, 404, 415.
Alberoni, Cardinal, 5.

Albert, Prince of Saxe-Coburg, 22().

Aleaddin, Seljukian Sultan, 37.

Alexander 1, Tsar, 5, 155, 165, 169,

170, 184, 189.

Alexander TI, Tsar, 242.

Alexander III, Tsar, 312, 352.

Alexander I of Serbia, 375.

Alexandria, 202.
Algiers, 82, 201.

Ali Pasha of Janina, 182.

Anatolia, 75.

Andrassy Note, 286.
Arabia, 218; conquered by Turks,

77.

Argyle, 8th Duke of, quoted, 220,
236.

Armenia, 350 seq., 427.
Armenian Church, 349.

Armenian Massacres, 320, 349, 384.

Armenians, 16.

Asia Minor, Turks in, 37, 38.

Athens, 186, 189.

Augustus III of Poland, 130.

Aurelian, Emperor, 44.

Ausgleichj the, 375.

Austria, 134, 344, 359; and the
Adriatic, 170, .373; and the

Aegean, 15 ;
and th^ Balkans,

372; and Bosvnia, 15; and
Crimean War^ “^35, 245; and

t Herzegovina, 15 ; and Salonica,
426 ; and Serbia, 418, 421 ;* and
the Slavs, 376 seq.

Austria-Hungary, races in, 376.
Azov, 75, 112, 119, 125, 135.

Bagdad, 19, 82, 432.
Bagdad ^Railwa}^ 15, 21, 358.
Haja2^et, Sultan, 58.

Balkan League, the, 16, 32, 391
seq., 394.

Balkan Wars : first (1912), 398 seq. ;

the second, 409 seep
;
results of,

411.
' Balkans, physical features of, 22.

Balta Liman, convention of, 261.
Baltic, the, British Fleet in, 237.
bar, Confederation^ of, 131.

Barbarossa, Khaireddin, 82, 85.

Basil II, Em])eror (Bulgaroktonos),
49.

Basra, 19.

Battenbei'g, Prince Alexander of,

311.
Battles

:

Aboukir, 152.

Alma, 238,

Angora, 61.

Austerlitz, 156.

Balaclava, 239.
Baphaeon, 38.

Dragashan, 176.

Friedland, 165.

Hermanstadt, 62.

Hohenlinden, 153.

Inkerman, 239. ,

Jena, 156.

K^iioczim, 106.

Kirk Kilisse, 399.

Konieh, 207.

Kossovo, 58.

Kumanovo, 400.
Lepanto, 2, 4, 99.

Lule Burgas, 399.
Marengo, 153.
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Mohacz (1687), 79, 112. /

Navarino, ig'e.

Nessib, 212.
Nikopolis, 59.

?^t;'L^rwardein, 121.

Pultawa, 119. ,

St. Gothard, 4, 104.

Slivnitza, 316.
Tcliernaya, 243. ^
Trafa]ffar, 156.

Varna 11444), 63.

Zenta, 41^. • .
Bayezid II, S<#tan, 76.

Beaconsfield, Benpunin Disraeli,

Karl of, 14, 236; 295, 300, 302,

346, 363.
Belgrade, 23, 34, 43,^12, 121, 281,

|

419, 429, 432.
i

Belgrade, conquered by Turks,
|

78.
I

Berlin Mcinoranduin, 28^^ See aho •

Treaties. • ^
i

Bc^arabia, 169, 246, 259.
^

J
Bismarck, Count Otto von, 13, 15,

|

249, 301, 343, 386, 410.

Black Sea, 75, 117, 123, 12i>, 136t (

234, 242, 245, 248, 431 ;
Elissni.

and, 2, 5^
Boniface IX, Pope, 59.

\

Bosnia, 13, 165, 278, 282, 302, 3Jt9,
|

376, 378, 42f.
|

Bosphorus, the, ll, 246.

Bourchier, Mr. J. D., 393.

Brankovic, George, 62, 72. 1

Bratian o, Jean, 268. i

Brunnow, Baron, 213.

Brusa, 38.

Bucharest, 440.

Buda Pesth, conquered by Turks,

81.
Bukovina, the, 138, 256, 439.

;

Bulgaria, 13, 25, 33, 43, 165, 289
|

seq., 303, 305, 309 seq., 4*^0, 435, 1

436, 438
;
Church of, 290 ; consti-

tution of. 310; independen(H^ of,

359,371 ;
in 1913, 413. i

Bulgaria and Macedonia, 362.

Bulgarian atjjgcities, 292.

Bulgarian Empire : the First, 47 ;

the Second, 49. T

Bulgarian Exarchate, 291.

Bulgarians, the, 46.

Bulgarias, union of, 317.

Buonaparte. See Napoleon 1.

Byron, Lord, 183, 187 ;
and Greece,

9.

Byzantine Empire, 41.

Cabot, #ohft SebasAian, 20.

Candiaf siege of, 101.

Canning, George, 9, 187, 190, 102

19^ 195 ;
and Russia, 10.

Canning, Stratford, 191, 196, 208

See also Lord Stratford de Red
cliffe. •

Caiftrobert, General, 289.

Candircuzenos, John, 39.

Capitulations: of 1535, 6.

of 1740, 225.

French, 83, 127.

Capo dTstria,'^Count, 175, 185, 200.

Castlereagh, Viscount, 9.

Castriotis, George, 73.

Catherine II, Tsarina of Russia, 6,

129, 132; and Joseph II, 138,

141 ;
and Rou«naniat 257.

Cattaro, Bocche di, 166.

Cavour, Count, 241, 245.

Charfes IV, Duke of Lorraine, 109.

Charles V, Emi)eror, 79, 83, 85.

Charles XII of SwdVlen, *19.

Charles,of Hobenzollern-Sigmarin-

gfn, Prince, 269.

Chios, 186.

Choiseul, Due de, 131.

Church, General, 183^
^Clarendon, 4th Earl of^ 137, 228f

Clementine, P]*inces% of Orleans,

319. „ .r-
Coalition, war of second (1798), 153.

Codrington, Admiral ^ir Edward,
196.

Columbus, Christopher, 20.

Comnenos, House of, 41.

Comnenus David, Emperor, 75.

Constantine, Emperor, 41.

Constantine, King of Greece. 436,

438,439,441.
Constantinople, 19, 33, 34, 42, 117,

165,166, 429, 430, 432, 443; cap-

ture of, by the Turks, 64 ;
eonfer-

I

ence at (1876), 294; conquest of,

i
20; Germany and, 15.

! Cou/.a, Colonel Alexander, 266.

! Crete, 10, 12,13, 78, 103, 188,201,206,

i gl8, 308, rf21, 3»1 scq.^ 370, 395.

: Crimea, the, 75, 112, 140, 246.

Crimean War, p. 12, chap. x,^xrss/m.

Croats, the, 51.

Cromer, Earl of, 236.

Crusade, Fourth, 41.

Cyprus, 99, 302, 431.

<

]!yprus Convention, 351. ^

3zartory&ki, Prince Adam. 155.

Czartoryskis, the, 130.
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Dacia, 44, 254. ' i

Dalmatia, 24, 156, 170, 344. \
Danilo, Prince of Monte

289.
_ . .

'
.

Danube, river, 25 ] navig-ation of,

246.
. . .

Danubian Principalities, 232, ^46.
See \vIolclavia, Wallachia, and
Ro'umania. ’ '

Dardanelles, 11, 430, 431, 434.
D’Argenson, Marquis of, 6.

Delyannis, ^Theodore ^334.
Demotika, battle of, 39.

Derby, 15th Earl of, 293, 299.
Doria, Andrea, 83.
Draga, Queen of Serbia, 375.
Dreikaiserhundy 345.
Driault, Edo'a^rd, ^quoted, 2.

Duckworth, Admiral, 157.
Durazzo, 416. ^ ...

Dushan, Stex^lien, 53.

^ •

Eastern Question defined, 1- 3,‘444.

Edinburgh, Alfred, Duke of, 3‘.^8.

Edi7iln(7yli liivieiv, quoted, 234«
Edward VI 1, King, 378, 380.
Egypt, 34, 139, 218, 348, 431, 432 ;

vonqiiered ^>y Turks, 77 ;
Eng-

land and, * 1^^, 388 ;
France and,

6, 7 ;
Napoleon and, 150,

Slphinstone, Admiral, 133.
England and Balkan insurrections,

293j and Eastern Question, 6, 12,

143, 428; and Egypt, 12, 388;
Philhellenism in, 187 ;

relations
of, with Russia, 1, 133, 143, 219,
(1839) 213, (1853) 229.

Enver Bey, 359, 403, 431.
Ertogrul, 37, 38.

Essad Pasha, 406, 416.
Eugene of Savoy, Prince, 114, 121,

Eupatoria, 242.
Eurox)ean War (1914), 426, 428.
Evans, Sir Arthur, quoted, 18.

Falkenhayn, (reneral von, 440.
Ferdinand 1, Eiqperou, 80.

Ferdinancl, Prince of Saxe-Coburg-
Gotha, 319.

Ferdinand I, Tsar of Bulgaria, 370,
392.

Finlay, Dr. George, 327.
Fiume, 344.
Flanders, Baldwin, Count of, 41.

Fox, Charles James* and Russia^
145.

France and Easter* Question, 6,

429 ; dnd Rouma lia, 261 ; and
Turkej, 83, 124, 126; diplomacy
of, 124 ;4intervention of, in Morea,
198^

Franeis Joseph, Emperor, 368, 375.
Frar.cis I, King of France, 6, 83,

85.
Franks, the, 42.

r Franz Ferdinand, Archduke, 377,
419^420.

Fre4e^ick^ 11 o^Prussiap, 131, 132.
Freeman, E. A., qtio^d, 70.
«

Gallipoli, 39, 434.
Gaulis, quoted, 348, 355.
George, Prinquf of Greece, 335, 338.
George I, King of Greece, 329.
Germany and Asia Minor, 357 ; and

the Balkans, 15 ; and Balkan
Wars, 4^5, 442 ;

and Turkey, 16,

419, .431. ,

Gibbons, 11. A., quoted, 42, 69. ^

•Gladstone, Wm. Ewart, 292, 820,.
347.

Goltz, General von der, 354.
Gori;^ifiow Serge, quoted, 209.

I Gortschakotf, Prince, 232, 243, 249,

^ , 346.
Granville, 2iid Earl, 250.
Greco-Turkish War ^1897), 336.
Greece, 33, 165, 3iP3, 321 seq., 430,

435.
Greece and Macedonia, 16, 362;
conquered by Turks, jfiO, 74 ;

con-

j

stitution of 1844, 326 ; constitu-

! tion of 1864, 330 ;
independenct*

1
of, 10; independent kingdom of,

I
199 ; insurrection of 1843, 325 ;

i
in 1913, 412 ;

kingdom of, cha]:>.

I

viii, passion ; revolution of, 1862^
327 ;

War of Independence, 2, 28,
chap, viii, 2)assh>i.

Greek ^Church, relations of, with
Turks, 68.

Greek (Orthodox) Church, 180.
Greeks, the, 43.

Grey, Sir Edward, 403, 405, 437.
Gueshoff, M., 3S^, 40-'^.

Gulh^>ne, Hatti-Scherif of, 222.
Gustavus III, 142,

Habsburgs, the, and Eastern Ques-
tion, 15.

Halepa, Pact of, 333.
Ilardenberg, Count, scheme for

partition of Turkey, 16S.
Hatti-IIionayoimy the, 275.
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Haizfeld, Count, 347.
Hilmi Pasha, Sffe, 383. ^

Henry II, King of Prance^ 86.

He#*'^herg, County 143.
Herzegovina, the, 13, 278,282,302,

359.
Hetaireia PhUike, 182.
Hogarth, D. G., quoted, 18.

Holy Alliance, 174.

Holy L.-^^-ue, (1570) 98, (1684)
103.

Holy Places, 2^4. f

Hungary, 105, 107
;
conquered by

Turks, 81, 114.

Hunter, Sir W. W., quoted, 18.

Hunyadi, John Corvirns, ()2,72.

Hypsilahti, Prince Alexander, 8,

175.

Ibrahim Pasha, 188, 196, 206.

Ibrahim I, Sultan, 97.

Iconium (Konia), 41.

Ignatieff, General, 294.
Illyria, 170, 277.
Illyrians, the, 43.

India, 432.
Ionian Isles, 6, 7, 149, 154, 168,

170, 323.
I stria, 156, 170, 344.
Italy and Adria^m,27, 373, 433 ; and

Dalmatia, 24; and Tripoli, 388;
war with Turkey (lOllj, 1(1.

Ivan the Terrible, 118.

Jaiiina, 404.
Janissaries, the, 90, 102, 161, 192 ;

abolition of, 192.

John, Don of Austria, 99.

John V, Emperor, 57.

Joseph II, Emperor, 6, 135.

Jugo-Slavs, the, 277, 305, 345 ; and
Adriatic, 373, 379, 405.

Kabardas, the, 135.

Kanunyi, John, 104.

Karageorgevic, Prince Alexander,
281.

Karageorgevic, Petev, 288.
Karaveloff, 311.
Kars, 244, 246, 296.
Kaulbars, General, 318.
Kavala, 410, 412, 414, 435, 439.
Khalifate, the, 77.

Khartoum, 206.
Kiamil Pasha, 383, 403.
Kinglakc, A. W., quoted, 224.
Kiuprili, Achmet, 102.

Kiupril/, M|.)hammed, 102.

Kiupri i III, Mustapha, 113.

Kiupi dis, the, 4, 97.

Knights of St. John, 43, 78.

Koraes, Adamantios, 181.
Kordofan, 206. ,

Korjiiloff, Admirafl, 239.
Kutaya, 208

;
convention of, 20^.*

Ladislas, King of Hungary, 63.
Laibach Circular, 174.

La Marmora, ^-'eneral, 2^1, 243.
Latin Empire ofConstantinople, 41

.

i Laval ette, M. de, 224.

I
Leczynski, Stanislaus, 125.

i

Leopold I, Emx)eror, 107.

1
Lesseps, M. de, 21.

i Lewis, King of Hunga ry, 80.

I Lewis the Great of Hungary, 42,

!
54, ^7.

I

Liman l^isha, 431.
Lissa, 168.

London Conference of 1912, 402.
London Oonvention of 1840,214.
LonCiOn, Treaties of. See Treaties.

Louis Philippe, King of France,
213 226.

Louis ’XIV‘ 102, 104, 107. ,

j

-Lyons, Admiral Sir EdiAund, aftcr-

i
wards Lord, 239.

j

Macedonia, 13, 14, 32, 309, 391,
I chap, xi, passim) physical fea-

tures, 26.

Mackensen, Field Marshal von,

437, 440.
Mahmud II, Sultan, 163, 192, 212.

Malcolm, Sir Pulteney, 210.

Malta, 78, 87, 154, 170.
Mamelukes, the, 205.
Maria Theresa, Queen, 133.

Maritza river, 26.

Maximilian 11, Emperor, 82, 99.

Mehemet Ali, 10, 158, 188, 198,

chap, xi, i>assim.

Menschikofl*, Prince, 228, 231,238.
Mesopotamia, 34, 482 ;

England
and, 358.

Metternich, Count, 174, 190, 211
;

and Greek Insurrection, 184.

Michael the Brave, 254.
Milan, Prince of Serbia, 288.

Milan I, King of Serbia, 315,
874.
iller. Dr. William, (quoted, 2.

Missolonghi, 186, 188.
MitteJeiiropa, 21, 429.
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Moguls, the, 37.^ \Niconied|a, 38.

Mohammed I, 8altan, ^1- \
j

Nihilisn^, Russian, ?o2.
Mohammed II, Sultan, 63 iX leath

i
Northcotf/,, Sir -S. (Earl of Iddes-

of, 75. ^
I

leigh),^99.
Mohammed III, Siiltan, 96.

Mohammed V, Sultan, 384.

Moldavia, 8, 122, 125, 134, 135, 137,

139,%157, 165, 167, 199. «

Mo5^ke, Count Helmuth vox, |212,
348.

Monasti^, 401, 440.

Montecuculi, Marshal, 104. /

Montene^i’o, 13, 72j 289, 373; in

1913, 415, 430.
Montesquieu, quoted, 126.

Morea, the, 121, 134, 183; Ibrahim
in, 188 ;

Venetian rule in, 103.

Morier, Sir fRobeni^, 235.

Morley, Vis^bant, of Blackburn,
quoted, 2.

Morocco, 388.*

Mouravieff, General, 208, 244.

Munchengj.'iltz,’convention of; 211.
Miinnich, Marshal,129.
Murad 1, Sultan, 57.

Murad II, Sultan, 61.

Murad 111, Sultan, 96.

Murad IV, S^^ltan, 96.

IVfiirzteg ProgramTue, 368.
Mustaplia Kara, 106, 110.

^;Mustapha I, Sultan, 96.

Mustaplia II, Sultan, 97.

Mustapha fV, Sultan, 163.

Napier, Sir Charles, 217, 237.
Napoleon 1, 149, 153, 277 ;

and
Alexander I, 167 ;

and Egypt,
150; and India, 154; and Near
East, 6; and Paul I, 153; and
Persia, 158; and Turkey, 157,

167
;
in Syria, 152.

Napoleon III, Emperor, 224, 236,

245
;
and Koumania, 262.

Nationality, principle of, in

Balkans, 14.

Naumann, Dr. Friedrich, 356.
Nelson, Lord, 156.

Ncsselr6-de, Coilnt, 2^5.

Newbiggin, Miss, quoted, 34.

Nice, truce of, 85.

Nicea, 38, 41.

Nicholas, King of Montenegro, 398.

Nicholas, Prince, of Montenegro,
288

Nichole^s I, Tsar, ;2, 190, 207, 21?,
990 900 9A9 ^

NicholaiTli, Tsar, 320, 368, 381.

Novi^Bazar, Sandjak of, 278,'‘380,

Obrenovic, Prince Michael, 281.
Obrenovi6, Milan, 163.

! Obrenovic, Milosh, 163.
I Oc7/*Dv, 126, 139, 142. 1?5, 146.

! Oglou, Ptisswa^i, j.Gi. * •

I’^Omar Pasha, 237, 2f2.
i Orkhan, Snlten, 38. ^

I

Orlolf, Count Alexis, 183, 209.

j

Osman, Sult^m, 88.

i

Othman II, ^iltan, 96.
' Otto of Bavaria, King of Greece,
1 199.
I Otto, King of Hellenes, 321.

!
Ottomar/‘Empire, 431, 442

;
decay

j

of, 52. '

^
Ottomans, characteristics of,* o7

i seq. ;
first settlement in Europe,

I

39 ;
origins of, 37.

i rOttoman Turks, 3.
j

# '

f

1 Pacifico, Don, 327.

!
Piilaeologi, the, 39.

I

Palaeologus, Emperor Michael, 42.

j

Palmerston, Viscoiilit, 11, 12, 208,

! 210, 213, 226, <127.

I

Pan-Slavism, 283, 345.
’ Paris, Declaration ol‘ 1856, 247.

I

-I5iul 1, Tsar, 153.

I

Pelissier, General, 243, 432.
i Persia, 82.

j

Peter the Great, Tsar, 5, 112, 117 ;

I

will of, 138.

I

Peter 111, Tsar, 130.

j

Peter, King of Serbia, 375*.

! Petrovic, George (Kara (deorge),

i

] 62fr
I Phanariotes, the, 68, 178, 256.

i^iilip 11, King of Spain, 87.

Pitt, William, the younger, 7, 127,

143, 145.

Pius V, Pope, 98.

,Plevna, siege (ff, 296.
Plor/bieres, 252.

Poland, 130, 149, 165.

Poland, Turkish war with (1672),
105.

Poniatowski, Stanislas, 130.

Potemkin, Count, 258.

Prilei), 401.
,

Prussia and Crimean War, 235.
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Raglan, Ist B^ton, 237.

Ragusa, 170. \
Railways in Balkans, 30.^

Rr^koczy TT, George, 102.

Reschid Pasha, 222.

Rhegas, 181. •
*

Rhodes, 75 ;
conquered by Turks,

78.

Roman roads in Balkans, 30.

Rosettii-k ^03.
Roumania, ^8, 25,^33, 34, ch.4;j.. xi,

j>assim^ 2Sl6, ^303, 304, 410, 430,
|

439 ;
con stir ution of, 270 ;

king- ’j

doin of, 273; in r313, 413. See
|

a/so Danubian Principalities,
'

Moldavia, and WaBachia.
|

Roumanians, the, 44, 254. '

Roumelia, 11)5.
j

Roumelia, Kastcrn, 312.
|

Roxalana, Sultana, 88.
I

Russia, 103, 429; and tne Greek
|

Church, 136 ;
and Serbia, 381 ;

and
i

1 arkey, 5, 117, •

Russo-Turkish Wars
:

(1736) 124 ;
i

(1768) 132; (1827) .^97; (1877) i

13, 295. ‘
i

St. Arnaird, Marshal, 237.
St. Petersburg, Protocol of, 191. v;

Salisbury, 3rd Marquis of, 235, 302 ;

Salonica, 15, 2b, 287, 345, 369, 419,
429, 438, 439, 441 ;

Austria and,
374 ; Greeks in, 401.

Sardinia and Crimean War, 241, :

251. !

Schouvalotf, Count, 295, 302.
'

Scutari, 404, 406.
|

Sebastiani, Colonel, 154.

Sebastopol, 146, 238, 244.
Selim 1, Sultan, 77.

Selim in, Sultan, 144, 159.
j

Selim the Sot, Sultan, 96.
;

Seljukian Turks, 37, 41 ;
Umpire '

of, 75. *

Serajevo, 420.
;

Serbia, 13, 16, 18, 23, 33, 165, 170,
j

246, 278, 374, 428, 430, 432, 433,
j

437 ; and Adriatic, 27 ;
and Ma-

j

cedonia, 364
;

Church of, 279 *
;

Greater, 17 ;
Mediaeval Pkapire '

of, 42, 52-5; Old, 278; rising
i

of 1804, 160-4. i
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